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In The Intn"prrtnJion tlf ullum. first published in 1973. America', 

most �nownN cuhunl anthropologist mo� f:ar beyond the tradi. 

tional confines of his discipline: to develop an import:lnt n� can«p' 

of cul1Ul'e. This groundbn=aking wor\; hdped ddine for an entire: gt:n
ention of anthropologisu what their fidd is ultimately about. 

Gttru has contributed a new introduaion to thi.s vohmle, fntming his 

observations of OVtr a 'luaner of a century ago and discussing the 

process of repubLishing (hue seminaJ essays. 

l)roving that the study of culture fust propo� by Gttrtt remains as 

centraJ to modern thought about obscrvation, experience and story

telling as it w.u thirty ytll"S ago, this volume preKnu a timelyoppor_ 

tunity to become reacquainted with a modern amhropologica1 master. 
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Preface to the 2000 Edition • 

When, at !he beginning of the seventies. 1 uodertook to collect these es
"),5 .• 11 ur them wntten the decade before. dunng thc tablal sixties. I was 
far from clear as 10 what iI was thai interconnected them aside from the 
fact Ihllt 1 had wrinen them. A number were on IndOllCSia ...... hc:re I had 
been working for some years, a number were on the idea of culture, an 00· 
5e.'-'iion of mine. others were on religion. pohtics, time, and evolution. and 
one, which was to become perhaps the lIIost famous. or infamous (it reo 

duced both marxilLS and ad"anced htc:rati to angry sputtenng). was a rather 
off-beat piece on the deeper meaning of cockfighting a.moog the 8alineK. 
Did they add up to anything: IIlhc:ory? a SllIndpoint? an approach? 

I didn't c:"en have a title for the thing. much leu a rationale. I had 
lnought to call it Meaning and Cullure, but the lamenred Marvm Kessler, 
who wns my editor lit Basic Dooks, and whose idea it was in the first place 
10 collecl the essays, nghtly did not think much of tnllt-the evasion WIS 
too obvious. and the phrasing unmsplred-and he urged me to write In ex
tended analytical introduction slaling my general position. T u.K! J didn't 
know that 1 had one. He saKi (there Wcf"c h1ilon in those days): MYou'1l 
find one." And thu., I produced '"Chapter I. Thick Description: Towl1d an 
Tnterpreth-e Theory of Culture," and disco\'ercd both It position and a IIlo
gan I have been Ih'ing wi t h since. 

"Ibis tJ.::kwnrd oo:Ier of things-first you wnte and then )'OU figure OUt 
what you are writing about-may seem odd, Ilr even perverse, but it is. I 
think. at least most of II'Ic lime, standard procedure In cultural anthropoloi)'. 
Some pretenders 10 high science and higher tcchnique aside . ..... e do not sllln 
out ..... ith well·formed ideas we carry off to distant places 10 check out by 
means or carefully codified procedures systematICally applied. We go off 10 
those �3CeS. or. increasingly these days. ones closet by. with lOme rencral 
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OOI:ions uf what we would like to look Into lind of how "",. might go abool 
JUllkmg into them. We then in fact look Into them (or. often enough. Joel: il1-
�e"'1d inlo others (hal tum OI.lt \0 be more intt."Tc$IIng). and after domg so we 
return 10 son through our note, and memories. both uf them defCX:live. to soc 

\IIh:!! \o\>c mIght h:lve uncovered lhat clarifies an)lhing or leads on 10 u..o;cful 
revisions of received ideas. our own or someone else's about somclhing or 
olher. The wn1ina Ihls produces is Iccordingly ex.plDrntof)'. self-queslioning. 
and shaped more by the occasions of liS prodlJCUOII than Its post-hoc OfBani
l!1tion inlO cbnptcn:d books and themnti c monogtllphs might suggest. 

This concludin& phase of work----(.'Oncluding until we go olT 5Ome�hcre 

again, or tum to other concerns-is consequently both crucial and II bll of 
a ,'eight·of.hand. Crucial. because withuut il we arc lefl wllh an assort
mc:nl of vignettes Ind ape�uJ. fragmcnls in search of II whole. Sleight-of. 
hand because II presents what is in fact a trBllina construction as though it 
"ere a deliberated thesis happily confirmed. Anthropological arguments
and Tile lnterpretati(Ht o/ClIltures is mosr defimtely such an argument
are l1ke excuses, made up after the stumbling s that make them necessary 
have already happened. 

In any case, wnether forethough t or aftenhought. g eneral statements. 

such as that I waS so rOrlunately pressed Into (rortunately for the direction 
or my wod. and for its impact) in the "thick description" piece, moke sense 
in anlnropolo,y only as comlnenlarics on particular mqulries . such as 
those which compose the rest of the book. Detached rrom them they seem 

mere promissory notes. emply boxes. po6slbJe possibilities. The pieces on 

a disrupted Javanese (uneral, on Balinese conceptions or lime and Klcnlity. 

on 5hadow plays or IrKhc states, and yes, on cockfighting and the dOkt 
melodrama or animalizod status t1vulry. are what give the more general 
statements, not ju.�t in the thick descnphon piece. but in "Religion as a 
Cultural System," "Ideology al a Cultural System:' or ''The Growth or 
Culture and lhe Evolution or Mind," whatever suggestiveness and pluusi
bllity they might have. Despite my Initial uncenainties, the book il a book. 
the ch apcers are chapters, and the whole has a certain inrormlng rhythm. 

It is now more than a quarter or a century since it was publi shed. It·s re
publi cation now. a(ter so much has happened, both in the world and in an· 
thropology, is perhaps II sl,£n that some of the har� I started then have 
turned out lO be worth chasing. I am, in any case. still chasing them. 

Clifford Gc.trft 
Princeton 

August 1999 

Preface 

When an IlJ1lhropologist. urgtd on by an attentive publisher: begin� t� 
atber lOIcthcr certain of hi� essay5 fot a kind o( retrospective ClItubl

:ion of what he has been doing, ot trying 10 do. over the fifteen-ye:ar �. 
dod since his release from graduate school, he is faced by �W? tcarlOl 

"a�' " what to  include:, and how revere:ntly to trent what IS 1ftCI�dcd. 
..... .. lllon�. . ' book In us 
All of us who write SOCial sdence JOurnal pieces have a non

. 
' 

d more and more: of us arc pubhshing them; all of us Imagine that 

'" h' pa.�t �Ir hM done our present �lf could do belle:r. and 
anyt mg our Oft we would 
Sland ready to  perpetrate improvements upon oor own w . 

nevcr scaod for from any editor. "0 tl)' 10 fiod the fi ��e m t� �a�pet 

or one's writinp call be liS chilling a� tryina to find It m ��e � lIfe,
.
1O 

fi . "th·s is what I mt'am to"y -" an 10' 
....'eave. POSI {CICIO. a gure 10- I 
lcn� temptat ion. , . h' 

I havc faced up to the first of theSe decisions
. 
by ",eluding 1� .1 I� 

collection only lOOK of my cssa)" which bear. directly �nd exphelt�). 

on the COIlCCpt of culture:. The majority of the: essays are, m fact. cnlp,r
. I tudies rather than th eoreticlll disquisitions, ror I grow uncomrOf1-

::Ie 'when I get too f:u aWIY from the immediacies of sc:x:ial life. But all 
f them are: basically concerned wilh pu5hing forward. Inst:tnt case by 

n . Id , ....... uliar ... iew or what culturc 
iIllilaJlt case a parhc\Jl!tr. some wou sa I'�� ' 

'-_ d • " h '  .>( pm nrrly 10 IX: stu -
;s .... h&1 role il play. In SOCial hfe,:and ow It OO&" r· • lui been my most per-
'cd Though IluI redefinition or culture has per PI . I ' " I h' I worked ..... Ith some eili-
sistenl inlerest us an anthropologIst, a ... e a so 

. . ' 
lensivenc:l:S in the arus of economic development, IoOClai 

.
Ofganm\ll�n, 

, I I '''g,-(:(Incerns ..... hteh are, save 
companl!\'e hlSlory. and cu tura ceo"" . 
tangeJlliall)', 1'101 rctieeled here. rhus, what is ostensibly a sct of euays 

I 



, 

vi;i l]ItI�F""CE 
emerges. 50 I hope. somewhat as II. treatise_a trealise in cultural theory 

as developed throuah Il Krici of concrete iUlaly5eS. Not just an "and 
thcn I wrotc . . . 

,
. review of a somewhat vagrant profcssional career, 

this boot hu an ar,unK:nt to make. 
T� second decilion hu been II. bit trickier to deal with. In scnrnl, I 

hold to • $tur� dt'dsis view of published piecH, if only because if lhey 
need very much revision thcy probably ought not to be reprintrd It all, 
bul moold be replaced wilh • wholly MW article gelting the damn Ihing 
right. Further. corrttling one'. misjudgments by wriling changcd vie .... ., 
back into earlier works lCems to me not wholly cricket, and it obsctJrCl lbe development of ideas that one is supfX)SedJy tryin, to demonstrate 
10 coUeain, lhe nsa)'l in the firS! place. 

However, for all that, there does Ken) JusciftcatiOt'l for II. certain 
amount of retroactive oditing in caocs where the subMance of the argu. 

ment is not seriously aff�ed but to leave things el(accly as origmally 

written is either to purvey out..ofodate information or undercut It .till 

valid diM:uuion by tyinl it tOO closely to a pankular sct of now faded 

CY('nts. 
There 8re two places In the essays below whC'r(' thelt considerations 

ltemed to me relevant, and where I have therefore made some changes 

in what I oriiinally wrote. The first is in the two CSlIl)'ll of PaTl II 0T1 
culture and biological evolution, where the fossil datinp given in the 

original essays htlVe been definitcly superseded. The dates Bave. in gen. 
eral, been movtd back In time, aDd 111 this change lea\'('$ my central ar. 
luments �ntially intact, I ICe no harm in introducing the newer eitl. 

mationi. lbue .seems little point in continuing to tcll the world that 

Austraiopithecines go back a million )'urs when Itrcheoloaisu are now 
finding fouils datable to four or five mil/ion yean. The K'(l()fl() is In 

ooonCClion with Chapler 10, in Pari IV, "The Integrative Revolution," 

where the flow-if that is what it sllould be called--of new slale his. 

tory lince the micle was .... riU('n in the early 1960s makes some of the 
pusagu read oddly. As Nasser II dead, Pakistan has split, NIgeria has 
been defederaliud, and the Communist Party has disappeared from the 
Indonesian scene, to v.rite all though these thinp had not occurred is to 
give a sen,e of unreality to the discussion, a discussion which. again, I 

regard as still valid, even if It is Nehru'! daughter rather than Nehru 

who now leads India lind the Republic of Malaya has expanded Into the 

Federation of Malaysia. Thus, I have in that cnay made two sorts of 
changes. FITlIt, I have chllnged tenses. introduced clauscs. adtled a foot. 

note or two. and 10 on, in the body of tM tcxt to make it read II liule 

PREfACE 
I, 

less a.\ though the last ten years had not occurred. I have not, however, 

changed anything of substance 50 as to improve my ar,umcnt. Second, I 
hl\e added to each of the use histories-and clearly sct off from them 

_ I paragraph summary of relevant developments since the cssay wal 

wriUen, so as to indicate that, if anythina, those developmenl.l demon· 

tlrate (he continued relevance of the iuUC! the essay treats in termS of 

urhcr events., and again to dissipate the Rip Van WinkJe effect Except 

for minor typoaraphical and gramm.ltical corrections (aDd changes in 

referencing style for the sake of consistency), the remainder of the book 
is t5,\Cntially unaltered 

I have added, however, a new chapter, the first ooe, in In allenlpt to 
Slate my proent posilion as generally as I can. Ai my vie_ on the 
malleTS the. chapte.n d�ss have evolved over the fifteen yean they 

span, there are indeed some differences in the way certain thmp arc 
put in this introductory chapter and the way they are put in some of the 

reprinted oneL Some of my earlier concerns-with functionalism, for 

example-now arc less prominent in my mind; some of my litter Ollel 
-wIth semiotics, for example-are now more so. Out the trend of 

thought in the essaYS_Which arc arranged in 11 16gical, not a chrunolog· 

ieul, order-seems to me relatively consistent, and Ihe Introductory 

chapter rcpresenu an effort to state mot"c cl(plicitly and systematically 

what that trend of thought is: an attempt. In fine, to 'ay v.hat I have 

been saying: 

I have elimmated all the acknowledgments contained In the original 

essays. Those who have helpal me: know that they have and how very 

nll.Kh t.hcy have. I can only hope that by now tnty know that I know it 

too. Rather than implicate them in Diy confusion� once again, let me in· 

"cOld tate the rather peculiar tad: of thanking three remarkable aCII· 

demic Iflstitutions that have provided me with the kind of !letting ror 

�holarly .... ·ork I a m  conv\f1ecd could not be surpassed right now any· 

..... here in the YI'Orld: l"he Department of Social RelatioN of Harvard 

University, where I was trained; the OepaTlmcnt of Anthropology of 

the t:niversity of Oticago. v.here I taught for II decade; and The Insti· 

tute for Advan«d S.udy in Prinoeton. where 1 now ..... O(k. At a time 

when the American university sy,lem is under attad. as irrclcvant or 

..... o�. I can only Illy that it has been ror nle a redemptive gift. 

PrinC'jOlOIT 
1971 

C. G. 
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Chapter I /Thick 

Description: Toward an 

Interpretive Theory of 

Culture 

I 

In hu boot: P#oi/()K"+' I" • Nrw """ $us.anrw. l..anl'" rt .... ,-u .hal 
!:enlln ide .. bunt upon \he I nldl«n • • _ Iondxapc WI,h • lrtmendow. 
forte. They .tIOI� 10 many hu>da...,."al proble .... at 01>CC tha' \hey 
Iftm aJlO 10 prom_ dlat they .ill ,n.oIYfc all fomd_al poublt .... 
clarity all oboauc ioo ..... E�ryonc ....... them up .. 1he open SoetImc 
of some new poono"" ocil.'tltt. lilt _plu. cetlW'.point _round wIIich 
I mmprd-.nllvc If,urn 0( anllyllb �.n he bu,ll. The ludden "OI..e of 
!oIIdI • t ... /tIh. CfO'IO-clIII, out ,10"1011 ("crytloilll d .. for . ... h,le . .. 
d�. ahe 1&,., .. ," the roct lllat .11 oe .... iltYe and Kllve minds tum II 
oaR to up/ollm, iI. We try it ill �ry COftJIeCIion. for C"OI)' PurpoK. 
upcrimcnl with ....,fble ot,tlCh" of ill tiM ....... in' .• i,II I"nt'al,n .. 1 ..... and derivati_." 

Af\e, we hayC bo<:ome r ..... iliM .. ' ,III the ....... ioka. """"ewr, .fte. It 
loa> bE :.:_ par1 01 our �al sa"dl of !heorctocoJ .... lCCpU . 0<1' Up""-

I 
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• THE I:"TEHPllETATION OF' CULTUHES 

lations are brought morc inco balance with it� actual uses, and ils (.\Ccs
sive popularity is ended. A few ualou pc�iSl in the old key-Io-Ihc-unj. 

versc view of it; bul less driven thinkeR selUe dov.'n after a while 10 the 
problems the idea has rcally scneraled. They tl)' to apply it and extend 
II where it applid and where il is  capable of clllcnsion; and they desb.t 
where il does not apply or cannot be ultnded. II becomel, if it was. in 
truth •• seminal idea in the first place. a permanent and endllring pan 
of O'IT intellectual armory. But it no longer has the arandiose, all.prom. 
iSing scope. the infinite vers:atilily of apparent applklitiOfl. it once had. 
The second law of thermodynamics, or lhe principle of nalural selec
tion. or the notion of unconscious molivation. or the organization of the 
means of pm<iuctmn does not explain everything. not even everything 
human. but it $liII explain� something; and our attention shifts to isolat
ing just what that $oOmCthing is. to disentangling ourselves from a lot of 
pstudoccicnce to which. in !.he first flush of its celebrity. it has allO 
given rise. 

Whether or IlOI this is. In facC. the way all ccntrnlly inlponant seien· 
Ilfic concepts develop. I don't know, But certainly this pattern fits the 
concept of culture, around which the whole discipline or anthropology 
arose. and whose domination that discipline has been increasingly con· 
ccrned to limit, specify, rocus, and contain, It is to thi� CUlling of the 
cuhurc concept down 10 size, therefore actually inwrina its colllinucd 
importance r.llher than undermining it. that the c.�ays be"'w arc all, in 
tbeir several ways and from their »Cveral directions, dedicated. They all 
argue, sometimes explicitly, nloOre of\en merely through the particular 

analysis they oevelop. for a narro .... ed. speculiud. and. so I imagine. 
thcorellca.lly more po\loer(ul con�pl of culture 10 replace E, a, Tylor's 
famous "most compkx whok," which. its originative power 001 dcmed. 
seems to nle to have reached Ihe point where it ot»cures II. good deal 
more than it reveals, 

The conceptual morbs into which the T)'lorcall kind of put-oU.-fCII 
Iheorizlng about culture can kad. is evidl!nl in what is still one of the 
better �neraJ inltOOuctions to anthropoloi)'. Qyde Kluekhohn'\ Mirror 
for Man, In SOniC twenty·!Oeven pages of his chapter on the concept. 
Kluckhohn managed 10 define culture in turn all: (I) �the tottll way of 
life of a people"; (2) "the lOCial legacy the ilKilvidual acquires rrom hi, 
,roup"; (3) "a wuy of thinking, reclinl, and believin,"; (4) ;'all abstrac
lion from behavior"; (5) a theory on the part of the anthropologh:t 
about the way in which a .roup or people in fact behave: (6) a "�torc-

n '  ThC(l'" of Culture 5 
Description: TuwQrd an Interpn: V'tl 'I 

:d I , " , (7) "a set of standardized orientations to rc' 
of panic �am�ng .. iearned behavior"; (9) a mechanism f?r �he 

problem!>, ' ( � behavior' (10) ';a sct of tcchlliquCi for adJusllng 

rc:&ulallon 0 '  
n"' (II) " 1  precipitate 

to the eXlernal environment and to othe
,
r me ', .\ as a map as , haps in desperauon, to Simi cs. • 

hl!Cory"; and lurnlll,g, per 
face of this sort of theoretical diffusion, 

,Ieve, and as a maIm .. , h�bc 
and not entirely standard concept of cui· :::. a sonlewhat conltnet 'mpertant which 

whkh is at leasl internally coherent aoo, �'\ 'hoh 'h' ....., .. If . ( t be faIT K \IC n hoo_ 
K definable argument to make IS as, 0 , ' -dcf: "  !lOt be. , n im ovemcnt, Edecticism II IClf eaung 

;;!���n:y one�irection in which it is  useful to move. but bc

't ''l noces.sary to choose, are 10 many: I I 
and wnose utility the eMa)'i betaw 

The concept of culture ,I esPO::1I ' a semiotic one, Believing, with 
auempt 10 demolllltrat�. I:S es� 

) nded in ¥oeM of significanC:C he 
MIA Weber, thaI man II an animal :s� webs, and the allalY5i. of it 
hlm5Clf ha!> spun, 1 take culture to , '"arch of law but an in

. ItpeTimental IICICilCC III 
to be lherefore no! an e 

' It is cxplication I am after, 
, II $CaTeb of nlcamog, , lCrprctlvC Ol'e I , their lurfaec enigmaticlI\. Rut thiS pro· 

construing social expre�slOllS on 
d ods Itself some up'icatKHl, 

nooncement. a doctrinc in a elause. tnlll 

11 

ta jeal dogma neyer made much sense 50 
Operationalism as a mcthodo g _... _ .. uec '" for a few ratber 100 

'I 'ences are eonecrncu, a".... t" 
far as the SOCia IICI 

, ' n bchaviorisnl, intelli,tnce testing, aoo 
well·swept eocners_Sklnnefla 

8 . hltd for all that. an important 
. . \ ,I, dead nOW, ut It , 

SO on-It Iii 8rg 
f 1 bout Iryinl to define chao 

point to make, which. however we ��
y
n'l

ei:
re�ains a certain force: if )'01,1 

risma or alienation in terms of, opera,
w 

' hould look in thl! fil'"it in-
A. nd hal a Itlenee ", you s , 

\Io'ant to unuo;rsta w 
Ii d' a Id certainly nOf al what Its 

lItance AOI. Ilt iu th�riC'S or itll :� ;;:: •• / what the prllCtitioncn of It 
apologists _ay about II; you shoo 

do, fiOCial anthropolOJY ...... hal the praclioncrs 
In anthropology. or anyw

,
ay

, _.. t -"·n. what cthnography is. or . ph, And it \I In u ...... ers a,. ... 1 
do .5 cthnogra ' h '$ that a 'ltart can be made to-
more exactly .. hat doblR tthllOgrup Y I • 
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ward graspmg wnac anlhropoio,ical anal rsi 
knowledge. Thi�, I' must Immediately be �ai� a�nts 10 a s a form of 

od5 From 
, . . I 001 a maU�r of meth-

. one POint of VICW, tha t of the te�lbook 00" 
estabhshins rapport selecting' � 

. Ing ethnography i s  
• mlorm:ml$, Iranseribing I I k' 

nUwjiel, mappin8 fields, keeping a diary and !to U 

ex
, 
s'. 

10. Iflg ge

Ih,np. techniques and received roeed ' 
on. U I II IS 001 these 

What defines it II the kind of in�lIeclU��ir.lha� �e�ne thc enterprise. 

lure in, to borrow a ....... � r 0 G . ,.... 
Oft �I IS. an elaborate ven-

...... ..,. , r m "vo;ll R)Jc "'thICk lk . . 
. .  

Ryle's diSCu"ion of "thic L deseTi ' M '  
scnpttOn. 

his (now r('pnnted In Ihe second 
��n a��Nl l n two recent essays of 

dressed 10 Ihc gcneral question of :h:
�
:

e
B: h 

hiS Cu�/".�t'(1 Pap�r,,) ad

doln,: "Thinkina and Relkctina" and hTtte
e ,r;:�s ��' Lt l'('fIlI!III'" is 

Consider. he says Iw bo '  
In Ina of Thoughts." 

eyes. In one. this ''S a: in:I��:dIY t:;�a::-�ing the eycltds of their right 

slanal to a friend Th , 
ry • In the other, a conspiratorial 

. e W() movemenls are 
from an I-am.a-camcn "ph " 

• as move�nts, identlcaJ; 
• enomcna itle" obscrv ' ( 

one: could not lell which ..... as tWlleh and which 
allon? them alone, 

whether both or ellher was ,w.tch ' 
was wm .... , or mdeed 

I or wml. Yet Itte d'ff< .. -
unphotographable. between It twitch and a w' 

.... ' I aenee, IlUwev cr 

fonunate enough to have had I". " I
, In IS vast: as anyune un-

, . fI '" I rst ta .. en for Lhe scco d k 
wmker IS communicating, and ind� com ' . , n nows. Ine 

and special way: (I) ddibcratel (2) 
mumcatl�g In a 

,
quite pr«iu 

inlpan a panicular me&Sage (:; t��meonc In parhcular, (3) to 

c:o:'e, and (5J without CO(I;lIj'l�nce o� r':� ;; t�e 
SOCially established 

poents oot, tbe win .... er has not done t�o I . 
company. As Kyle 

and winl..ed while Ihe twit,h h d 
nlnas. contracted his c)'cllds 

" er as one onl, OIl' , d ·  
IIdl. Conlractina your eyelids on r 

' con ra �te nl. eye· 

code in which do' 
po pow when there elClSlS a public 

That'. 
ai, ,'" s:o 1111 counts as a conspiratorial signal ;.1 winking 

",,,,re IS 10 It II speck f beh 
' 

II04/OI-a aesture. 
0 avior, a flcck of culture, and_ 

ThaI, OOwever, I. just the beginnin Su ' 
Ihlrd boy who "to •.••• '" 

g. pposc, he continues. there I); a 
, , IT rna ICIOU5 amu!oCme I t h' ' .. 

Ihe first boy's wink, as amnteurish clu 
n � IS crOnlCS, parodies 

course. does Ihis in lhe 5ame wa 'the 
msy. Obv l ous' ,

and SO on. lie, of 

Iwitchc(l; by contractin, his ri  I 
Y , I'd secood bo� wmked and the first 

in, not twitching It< I. _ .• � C)e I s. Only thlll boy 15 lICither win", 
, pIIr ..... ymg someone else', he . 

able. attempt at win Ian Here I 
. . I.s tales II, laugh. 

will '�illk" I.... . ,
g. • � •• SOCially established code cxiMJ (he 

......... nOtls y. O'ierob'ilOUsly na (k f 
usual anifiees or the clown)' a d I

' per pi II Ina a grimaoc_the 
• n 50 a $0 doc� a message. Only now It is 

Descriplion; Toward an tuteTpreth� "M!Of)' of ellllUIl' 1 

c:on�pi.rac:y bul ridicule lbat IS in the air. If the ()CM." thinl he is x· 

I winkin&, his whole proJCCI mi�flre\ iii completely. thooch wlLh 

different result.s, as if tbey thlllk he i� twitching. One can go 

uncertain of hi) mimicking abllilies, the �ould·bc satirist may 

at home before the mirror, in v.·hich case: he is 001 twitChing. 

or parodying, lxil rehearsing; though w far as what a camera, 

radical behaviorist, or a believer in protocol sentences woukl record 

IS jUM rapidly contracting his right eyelids like all tbe otheB, Com

are possible, if not prnctically ""'jthout end, at leasl IoglCall),-.o, 

original winl.er might, for ellample, aclual1)' h ave been fake-wink

lay. to mi!icad ootslders into lmaginml Ihere was a conspiracy 

when there in fact was not. in which case OtIr descriptkms of �h.'1 

parodi§! is parodying and lbe rehellrser rehearsing of course: shift 

kWfdingly. But the point is tnat between what Ryle calls lhe "thin de

ICrrption" of ""hat Ihe uhearser (parodiS!. winktr, twitcher , • .  ) Iii 

domS ("rapidly contracting his right eyelids") and the "thick descrip

tion" of whal he is doing ("practicang a burlesque of II fricnd fa .... in'lI 

.. ink to deceivc lin innocenl into Ihinl.inr. II conspiracy ill in moli(m'1 

lies the object of ethnography; a strat illcd hierarchy of meaningful 

litruclures in terms of which t""tCheS. winb. fakc·winb, parodies, reo 

hearuls of parodies are produced, perceived. and interpreted, and 

without ""bich Lhey would not (not even the 7.ero-form twitches, which. 

U1 tI cultural CQttlO'Y, arc as much noowmk§ u winks arc nontwitchcs) 

in fact elisl, no mauer what anyone did or didn't do with his cyelids, 

Uke s o  many of thc lillie Stories Oxford philosophcn like 10 ma .... e 

up for Ihemsel\'es, all thi� winking, fake-winking. burlesque·fake·wink. 

ing, rehcancd.burksque·fake·winkina, may seem a bit arli1lcial. I n  way 

of adding a more empirical note. let me gh'e. deliberalely unprcceded 

by any prior explanfltory comment al all. II not unlypical excerpt from 

my own field journal to denlOll5trale thaI, ho ...... evcr evened off for dldac· 

hC purposes. Ryle's example prcsenb an Inlagc onl)' 100 euct of the 

son of piled,up �Iructur($ of inference and impliealion IhrouJlh .... hich 

an ethnographer is conlillually Irying l() pick his Wll.)'; 

'I h� I-rcnch Ilhc iTifurmanl NIUI had (01)' JUlt amvcd, Thocy KI up I",,'cnly 

or 50 �m.t1 forb �",,'ccn her .... lhe lown. and thc \1artllus.ha ;uea 11[1 11\ Ihe 

middle of the mountains, ptaeinl!: In","' on promontori..., 50 Ihcy could Mlf' 

vcy the co'.InIT}'''dc 8uI fOf" all lh,s IhC')' couldn't 8uar:'lIll«: �fcty. npc
cudty al ni,nl. 10 .1ttHwlh Ihc WU!uug. Iradc'p"'CI, ))'Mtrn .... 111 'i.UJlpc»ed 10 

he ICllally abollllho:d it in facl continued a§ before 



, TIm INn:BpnET"TJO� OF CULT1;RES 
One ni,hl. when Cohen ( .... ho 'peaks HueO! Berber), 'Wa, up Ihere. I' Mar

rI1lHha. '''''0 other JCY>'S who wl:� .raders (0 a oeishbonng lribe came hy II) 
purch:ne M)fflC ,OOlh from tum SoUle Btrbe�, from rei another nCI,hbor. 
lni lnbl:. Ifltd 10 break 1n10 Cohen'" place. but he fired. hIS fine in the 1m. 
( I  rad u/onally, Jc: .. , ""<:rt nO( allawtd to carry ,,",capont; bul at .hl!. pt'rtod 
!hl",' were so un�111cd many dllJ SO IIn)'wlI}.) This attrlcltd itw. aUenlion 
of lhe I rcm:h IUl(! llle I1larauden fttd 

The ne,,;1 oilhl, ho"'c"cr, lhey UIlle bacl. one Gf them dl�luli!ed IU • 
"'QlTUln I'>ho lnocked on 1M door ... ,Ih KlInC' �I o f .  �Iory Cohen wall 5ut
pklous and dldn', .... nl to 1('1 "ber- in. bUI Iht other JI:,,"'1 "'lid, "on, It'� all 
dahl. Ic'� only II woman." So Itlcy opened lhe lillor and the .... holt JOI came 
pourin, In. I hey killed the '''''0 vlsitin, Jews, but Cohen mlln,li,C<! to blrri
udc hll'mcJf In an adjoimng room. Hc hCllrd lhe robben; plannin& 10 burn 
him ah� In the ,hop ,ficr lhey n:1Il0"t'd hi� &<IOl1i. and 10 he opened lhe 
dOOI'" and. b),tn' aboul him .... lldl)' .... Ith • club. m.mtgcd lu ncapc IhrOlJ,h a 
"'indollll, 

He ... ·cnl up 10 Ih\: (urt. lhell. 10 h;n'e his wOlmti' dro-�, iIIml I:omphltnt'd 
10 the local rommand�nt. Ork Captain Dumar!. u)'ing he wlilled hIS '(Jr-
I e four or fi ... e Ilmel tht ... alue of the merchllndi..., \Iolen rrom him. The 
robbe� .... ere from a tribe .. hich had not yft wbmilled 10 French authorlt)' 
and we:re in opo:n rebellion alall'�1 It. Ind he l1li1111«1 IUlhor;UlIIOO 10 *,0 
wilh hi) mrlrtlg-holdcr. thc \1Hrmu�ha trlDaI m"ikh, 10 collect lhc indemnity 
Ihll. undi,.'f" Irlldillonill rules, he had comln. to him. Captain Duman 
couldn'l officially ,he hml pc:rml)sioo to do this, beeallM: of lhe rrcnch pro
hlbilion or lhe IMUlIS relalionship. bUI he ,ave: him v�rbal IIUlhoriZltlon. 
u),iog. ·11 you let klHed. it', )'our probkm ·· 

So the ,h,,/lch. thc Jew. and a Jmall complln)' or IIrnu:d \tarmusham wtnt 
un len or /iflccll kllomete" up Imll tl .. : rebellIOUS Iru. "'here there "'cre or 
course no rr.:1lch. and, �ncaldn, up. clpum:d lhe thief·lritle·, shepherd .1lld 
�Iole lit Iwrd�. Tht othC1' Iribe )()(m c.an� rklin, IM.It on � .fli,.'f' lhem. 
armed ... tlh rind and rtad)' to IlIlck. But .... h�n they uw who the "shup 
Ihie��·· .... ne. Ihey tholl,ht beller of it and s.aid, "all rillht, .... e·1I IlIlk.'· They 
coukln', reall) den) 'Iohat had huppcncd-t .... ' ""nle of lhetl n�n h.ad 
robbed Cohen and kil led Ihe 10,,,0 ".Llon; arid they weren't prc:pm:o.I to 
start the M.'TIOU� rcOO "'Lth Ihc "hrmllSha I '\Cume: 'Ioilh lho: invachng party 
.. ould brllli on So thc two afOUp! lalkN, Ilnd talked. and tal�co.I. there on 
Ihe pI/lin wmKl tho: Ihuusands of shecp. and ,t.c:.;:KleoJ fl n.ally on rh·e,hundred· 
she.!p llaOiales. '1 he 1"'0 Mrnu:d !lert)Cr groops then lined 11(1 on th.:ir ho� 
If op�lle t:nd� or the platn, wllh the ,I\ .. :ep herded bet""ccn Ihtm. IDd 
Cohen. to hIS black. 10""0. pi11bo' hat, aDd ftappin, f hppen. . .. 'ent OUI �Io� 
amon, Ihe ,J,�'l:p, (lid. Ina OUI. one by one ."d al hl� 0 .... 1\ good sp«d. the 
tM:St OlIn for hl� payment 

So Cohl:f\ JOC hLS sheep Ind droY\: them blOCk 10 Marmusha. Trw I-reoch. 
up In their rorl, hc .. rd tlk-m cOrlllni from lOme dnlance I�!la. N. 0...' iIoIItd 
("uhen. h.appily. reCIUinl the: im",t:) .nd UJd "What the h�lI is lhat"" And 
Co""'n �Id. "That I� my ' .... " The "�ch coukln·t ""'IICIIC ht: had actually 

Description, TOWllffl an Interpretlw Theory of Culrun' • 

... ·hal he: ,Ilid he hlld done. lind acctA«1 him of bellli a l.9y for the r� " :,:�' lh,rlle",. pili him tn prison. and look hi� �heep. In lhe 10 .... 0. hi' 

II • not haYln" heard rrom him In 50 lon, a time. thought he Wili dud. 

afler I ... hile: the french rcleMc:d hIm and he: came blld. home. hut 

his .hc:cp. Ht then went to lhe Colonel in tht lown. Ihe Fre:nct1man 
char,c nf Iht whole re,ion. tu complain. But Ihe Colonel pi.d. �1 can't do 

","' the maller, It'. oot my problem."' 

Quoted raw, a note in a boItle. this pa�uge conveys. as an), similar 
'imilarl)' pr«ented would 00. a fair sense of how much goes mto 

description of even the most elemental sort-how elCtraor· 

. "thick" it i5. In finished II.nchropokJgicQI writinp. including 

oollCCled here. this fact-that what we call our data are reaJl)' our 

COfIstrucl;ons of other people·s conilruCIKmS of what they and lheir 

are up to-is obscured because most of what "'C need to 
II particular (:vent. ritual. custom, idea, Of whatever is in

sinuated as bac.kgtound information before the thing itself is directl)' �x
.mined. (Even to relleal thai this little drama took place in the: htsh
Lan<M of central Morocco in 1 9 1 2-and was rCCOllnted there in 
1968-h to determine much of our undersUlnding of it.) There is noth
ing panicuhuly wrnng with thil, and it il in an)' case inevitable, But it 
don lead to II lIie,,' of anlhropological research as ruthe:r more of an 0b
servational and rather less of an interpretille activily than it rcall)' il. 

Right down at the faclllal base. the hard rock, insorar as there is an)'. of 
the whole enterprise, we are already explicating: and worse. explicating 
explications, Winks upon winlts upon win15. 

AnBlysi�. lhen. is sorting out lhe structures of si&nification-whal 
R)'le called established codes. Ii sornewhll.I misleadtng e�pression, for it 
makes the enterprise sound too much like that of the cipher clerk when 
it i_ much more like thai of the literal)' critic-and determining their 
social ground and impon. Here, in our tut, such sorting ,,'Ould begin 
with di�tinguishtng the three unlikc frames of interpretation inaredient 
In the siluation. Jewish. Berber. and French, and would then move on 
to show how (and why) al lhat time. in that placc. their copresencc pro. 
du(.-ed a situation in "'hich s)'slcmalic mi�understanding reduced tradi
lional fOf"m to iQCial rarce. What tripped Cohen up, and with him the 
wh-;,le. ancient panero of MX:ial and economic relalinnshi� .... ithin 
whieh he funclloned, wal> II. confusion of tongues. 

I shall C()IU( back to IhlS luo.compaeted aphorism later. as well as 10 
the delalls of the text ilKlf. The point for ROW is (01)' thai ethnograph)' 
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is thick descriptiOfl. What Ihe ethno,",pher is in fact fKed with
CACCpt when (as. of course, he mu\1 do) he is pursuing the more llutO. 
matized routines of datil collection-is a muillplicity of COmplel. con

ceptual SlructulCS. many of them superimposed upon or knotted inlo 
one another, which are at once Slru0st. irrqulat. and lncxplicu, and 
which he must contrive somehow finlto gra�p and then to render. And 
Ihls is true III the most down·to-earth, juogle field work levels of his lie
Ii vii)': interviewing informants, observing rituals, eliciting kin terms, 
tracing propert)' linel. censusing houstholds . . .  wliling his journal. 
Doing ethnography is like tfying to rnd <in the sense: of "construct II 
Trading of) a manU5Cript-forclgn, faded, full of ellipses.. inooher
cncics. suspicious cmcndaliom, II.m..! tendentious commentarits, but wriuen 
not in convenl;onalized graphl or sound but in transient uampJes or 
'haped beha ... ior. 

I I I  

(\alture. Ihis acted document, thu� is public, like a burlesqued wink or a 
fllO(k sh«p raid. ThooJh ideational, it does noc exi!>l m someone', 
head; though unph)'lkal. It is not an occult entit)'. The interminabk, 
bocaux unterminable. debate withm anthropology as to ..... hether culture 
il "subjective" or "objecm·e." toeether With the mutual exchange of In
tellectual insults ("idc:alist�"-"materiali�!"; "mentaIiM!"_"bchav_ 
iori5t:"; "inlprt5siOf1ist�"-"positi ... iJtl") which acctImpame. it, is 
..... holl)' misconceived. Onc-e human behavior i, seen as (most or the 
time; there orl! true t ..... itches) symbolic action-action which. like pho
nntion in specch. pigment in painting, line in writing. or sonarlC:e in 
n\usic. signifiell-the question as to whether culture ill p.1lterned cun
duct or a rrame or mind, or even the two iOmehow milled together. 
IDSClI 5Cnsc. The thing to uk about a burlesqued wink or II mock rJlee:p 
raid is not what their ontotog.rcaJ itatus is. It i. the same as that of 
rocks on the: one: hand and dreams on the other-they arc thm,s or this 
.... odd. The thing to ask is .... hllt lheir import is: ..... hal it is, ridicule or 
challcng.:, Irony or angtr, snubber)' Of pride, Ihat, in theIr ul,:currence 
II.nd through their agency, IS gellin, said, 

T"i� ma), seem like an obvious lruth, bul Iht're art a number of way' 

OeseripUon; Toward an Iliterprtlivt Thfflf)' of Cul1me " 

obscure il. One IS 10 mlagine thai culture is a selr-a)Rlaincd "super
�",," realil), .... 'Ith rorces and purpose ... of Its own; that is. to reif)' it 

i� to claim that it c:onSiSlS in Iht bl'\1tc pattern or beha\'ioral 
we obsef\'e in fael to oc.cur in some idcnlifiabk community or 

.,,' Ihat is, to reduce iI, Out though both Ihes.e Confu"ons slill exin. 
doubfleu will be alwa)'s ..... ith us, the mam source of lheoretical 

... ,d I in contemporar), anthropology i!o a view wh;eh developed 
reaction to them and is right now very widel)' hdd-nllmd)', that. to 

Ward Goodenough. perhaps ill leadif1g proponenl. "culture [is 
in the minds and hearts of men," 

Variously called ethnoscience, componential anal)sis. or cognitive I .. "h« (3 terminological wa\'c:ring whtch reRects II deeper uncer
tainty), this school or thoughl holds that culture Ii composed of psycho
)ogteal structures b)' means or .... 'hieh individuals or groups of indi ... idu
als guide Iheir behavior, "A society's culture." to ql.kJtc: Goodenough 
again, Ihia time in II passale which has become the locUJ c/tJUiClIJ of the 
whole movement. "consists of whatever il is one has to know or belle ... e 
In ordt'r 10 operate in a manner acceptable to 115 members," And from 
this view of Whlll eullure 15 follow� II ... ie ...... equall)' assured. of what dc
Kribing it is-the Voriting out of systematic rules, an ethnographic algo
rithm. which, ir follo ..... ed. would make: it posSible 50 to operate, to pass 

(physical appearance lI..ide) for a nalive, In such a W3)'. Ulreme subJec. 
li\-mm is married to extreme formalism, with Ihe expected result: an ex
plo$'!on or dcbate u to whether pankulaT analyses (which come in the 
rorm of taxonomies, paradigms, tabltl. trees, and other mgenuitles) re:
Oed what the: nati .. es "reall)''' lhink or are merel)- c:Je�r simulations. logi
cally «jui ... alent but sub$tanth-el), diffcrc:nt. of whal lhe), lhinl . 

A�. on first glance, this apprQach may look close enough to the one 
being develo� here to be mistaken for it, it is usdul to be explicit as 
10 what divides lhem. If, leaving our wink!! and sheep behind for Ihe 
moment, we IlI.ke_ la)', a Ueetho ... c:n quartet IIlIi an, admitted!)' ralbet" �pe
eia.l but, ror IheK purposes. nkely iI1uslr!ltive, �mple of culture, no one 
"''QuW. 1 think. idef1tif)' it ..... ith ils score. with the skills and lno ..... ledge 
nccdcd to play it. wilh the understanding of It possea.� by its perform
ers Of" !lul:hlors. not'. to talc care. "'1 f1(UJtJl1f. of the reductioni�1s and 
reifieD, .... ith II. particular pcrrormll.nct: of it or ..... ith iOtne m�c:rtous en
tit)' transcending material e)(Uilencc. The "no OtIe" I. perhaps tOO llrong 
here, for there !Ire II.h\l8)'S incorrigibks, But that 3 8eelhO\1:n qUllrtet is 
a Icmporall), developc1.l tonal structure, a coherent �equcnce of modeled 
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sound-in n word, music- Imd 001 anybody', kno�'ledae of or belief 
UboUI anYlhing, including how to play II, is I proposllioo to whkh m� 
people: are, upon refleclioo. likely to IlSllenl. 

To play the violin it IS nCCesllary to poIIS(!!>s certain habits. stills, 
knowledge. and talents, 10 be in the mood 10 pia),. and Cas the: old Joke 
goa) to have a \·;olin. But violin playin, j( neilher Ihe habits. sltills, 

�no""ledgc. and 10 OIl, nor 11K- mood, nor (Ibe: notion believers in "ma
terial culture" apparently embrace) Inc violin. To make II trade paCI in 

Morocco. }OU have 10 do certain things in certain way' (among others, 
cut, while chanting Qurllnic Arabic. lhe throat of a lamb bt-fore lhe as
sembled. unddormed. adull m.1k mcmber� of your tribe) lind to be: pos_ 
sessed of certain ps)'coolojicaJ chanclerislfcs (among Olhers, a desire: 
for diS1ant Ihings). But a trade pace is ncither tM throat CUlling nor the 

deSlrc, though i, is rcal enough, a, se\'en kmsmen of our Marmusha 
sheilh discovcred when, on lin earllcr OCOtsion. the)' ",ere executcd by 

him foUowing 1M thert of one mangy, essentially vllluekss sheepskin 
from Cohen. 

Culture i. public bcelluse meaning IS. You can't ",ink (or burlesquc 
one) wjthout knowing what counts as ",ink ing or how, physically. to 
contract your eyclids, and )'OU can', conduci II �heep raid (or mimic 
one) without knowing what it IS to Iteal a sheep and h�' pnlclically to 
go about it, But to draw rrom such truths the conciulo!on that knowing 
how to wink is �{lnking and kllowillil how to 54eal a shcep Is sheep nml. 
ing IS 10 betray lllI deep . cOfifuslOn as, tak10g thin descriptions f� 
thick, to identify wink10g with e)'dld contrlK:tiuIIS or sheep raiding wllh 
c.:ha)iug WoOlly an imals out of pastur�, The cOgnitiv'" fallacy-that 
culturc COnsbts (to qUOle another spoknman for the mO\'cmcnt, Stephen 
Tyler) of " mental phenomena ",hich can ,he mean!! "should", be llOa. 
')'7ed by forma' method� similar to those of mnlhematic� and logic"-IS 
lllI destruclive of an effective usc of tile concept as are the behaviorist 

and ideaJist fallacees 10 which it il> a mi)(Jrawn coneclion. Perhaps. a� its 
errors are more sophisticRted and It!> distortions lIubtler. It is eVl:n more 
"'. 

Ille generahzed atlltCk on privacy theories of meaning is. since early 
Ilu,,<.erl and late Witlgcnstcin. so much a part of modern thought thai it 
need not be developed once more here, What 15 nece�!>ary I� to see 10 It 
that the ne .... ., of it reaches anthropology: and in particulllr that il is 
m�e clear that to say Ihat culturc com,L�ts of socillll)' established �ruc
lures of mCllning ln term, of which people do auch thinp as signal con-

�Tiption Toward an 11ltctp«'tiVfl Theory of CuJrun: '3 

ilnd join thelll or perceive in5ull$ and answer them, he no more 

$oIy thaI it is a J'IIIyehoJogical phenomenon, Ii charactcri"ic of 5Ome· 

mind. personality, cognith-c structure, or whatever. than to say 

Tantrism, genetics, the progr�j\'e form of the verb. the classifies· 

of wines, the CUffi1llOfl Law, or the notion of "II. conditional cum" 

Wcuermarek defined the concept of 'or in tenTlll of which Cohen 

his claim to damages) is. What, in ill plocc like Morocco, most 

those of us who grew up winking other wlnb or RuemJing 

uu:·ep from graspinS what people are up to is not ignorance as to 

cf'5l.ition works (though. especially as, one as.sumes, it worh the 

ome among them as it docs among Wl, il would greatly help to have 

or that too) a5 a lack of ramiliarity with the imaginative universe 

whteh their acts are 5igl1s. AI Wiltgenstein ha.' h«n invokt:d. he 

· a� well be quoted: 

• • , s.)' of II.Omc poopk Ihul the)' .rt' !ransparcnt to us. It I�, h<)wtvcr, 

Irnpotllnl as fl:Jards Ihi, �l'V1Ition thai ont human bein, can be • com· 
P'etc tflil"l/k to .llOIhtr, We learn Ihii when .... e come 1010 a Itranse country 

"'IIh enllrel)' "MIMIC tndllions: .nd, what is morc, �ven Jlven • mastery of 
lhe (lJunlry', lanllllllrc. We do oot "ndrrmwJ the poople (And nol becaUH of 
not knowing wh.I tlte)' Irc hyin, to lltelfbClvn.1 Wc cannot nod our fcct 

With tJw:m. 

• 
IV 

Finding our feet, an unnerving business which never more than distantly 

lucceeds, is whit ethnographM: research consists of liS a personal experi· 

errcc, trying to formulate the basis on which one imagines, always ex· 

cesiivcly, one has found them is what arrthropok)aical ",'riting consiSIS 

of as II loCientific endea\'Or, We are nOl. or at lea •• I am not, �e1r.:jnl ei· 

ther to become natives (a compronlised word in any case:) or to n.imie 

them. Only romantics or spies would 5Cem to find point in thot. We arc 

IICCkin8. in the widened sense of the term in which it encompasses very 

much more than talk, lu converse with them, a n.atter a arcat deal mote 

difficult, and not only wilh ",range". than is conlmnnl), reeosnized. "If 

speaking for �meofle else M:ems to be It my�tcrious process." Stanley 

Cavell has rt'markt:d, "that may be becau.se speaking 10 IiQmcooe docs 
not seem mystetiou� cnoolh." 
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Looked at In this way. the aim of anthropokl8Y is Ihe enlaracmcnl of 

the universe of human dISCQUnt:. That is not, of course. its only aim_ 
insltuclion. amu'.>Cment. practical counsel, moral ad"llIce, and Ihe dis

covery of natural order in hunlan behavior are otilers; nor IS anthropol. 

ogy the only discipline which pursues it. Bul it is an aim to which . 
semiotic concept of culture is peculiarly well adapted. As intcr .... ·orked 
s)'Stems of conslruable $'1'1$ (what. ignoring provincial usaaes. I would 

call symbols), culture is not a power, something to which social even", 
behaviors, inslitutions. or pmccssn can be causally auributed: it is a 

conlcxl, somethina within which Ihey can be inlclliliblY-lhal is. 

thickl y-described. 

The famous anthropological absoJphon wilh the (10 us) CAotic

Berber horsemen, Jewish peddlers. French Legionnairel-is. thus, ct

sentially a device for displacing the dulling sense of fanliliarity with 

which the mysteriotlsllds of our own abIlity to relate pc:rceptively to 
one another is concealed from us. Looking at the ordinary in plaCfi 

where it takes unaccustomed forms brines out not. as has 50 often been 

claimed. the IIrbitrarineu of human behavior (there is nOlhinj cspecially 

arbitrary about taking sheep theft for insolence in Morocco). but the dc· 

gree to which iu meaning varies accordinj to the pallern of life b)' 
whieh it il Informed. Understanding a people's culture ellposes their 
normalness Wllhotlt reduclllg their particularity. (The more I manage 10 
follow what the Moroccans are up to. the more logical. and the more 

singular. they !>Cern.) It renden: them acceulble: seuing them In the 

fmmc of their own banaUlics. it dissolves thc:ir opacity. 

It is thi� maneuver. usually too casually referred 10 as "sedn, things 
from the actor's point of vie .... ·, .. lOO bookishly as "1M W'rJuht'tI ap
proach." or lOO technically as "ernie analy!!.i"," that 50 often leads to the 

1l00jon that anthropololt)' is II variety of either long-distance mind read

ing or cannibal-isle fantaSizing, and which. for IOmeom: amlious to navi
gate past the wrecks of a doun sunken philosophies. mUSt Iherefore be 

elleculed with a &feat deal of care. NOChing is more necessary to 

comprehending what anchropoJo&jeal inter))f'Ctatiun is, and the degree to 

which it is interpretation, than an ClI3C1 understanding of what it means 

_and whal it does not mean-Io SIly thnt otIr formulations of other 

pcoplC$' symbol systems mu" be Ilctor-oriented.1 

I Not only OIMr pcoplc:o' .nthropo .... y "' ... be Ir.ined on I/w:: wll� 01 .... tlleh 
il il ilKlf a pan, and ,I ;ner..IIS,naly Is: a fact of profound Impon'pce. bUI .... hich. 
&J ;1 ,.i,.. a fe .... tricky and '1I1IMr 'PKial aKOoo order problenu. t ahaJt ""I 10 
lhe_ide for Ihe moment. 

... l>eteription: TO",lIIrd all Interpretive Th:ory of Culture 'S 

What it meaflll is that descriptions of Berber, Jewish. 01' French cul

must be. caM in ternls of the conStructions we imagine Berbers. 
or Frenchmen to place upon what they Ih'e through, the formulae 

UK 10 define ""hut happens to tncm. What it does not mean is that 

dClCfipliuns are themselves Herber, Jewish. or French-that ii, 

of the reality they are 06tensibly des.c:ribin&; they are 
""op is. part of a developing 5)'Slcm of scientific anal-

They must be cast in term$ of the interprell!tiollS 10 which persons 
panicular denomination subject their eJlpcrience, because thai is 
they ,",ofess to be descriptions of; the), are anthropological be
it ii. in fact. anthropoioaislS who profess them. Normally. it is not 

to point out qUIte kl laboriously that the objttt or study is 

thins and the study of it another. It is dellr enough that the ph)'si

workj is not physiCi and A Skdf'ton K�y to F;""�I/'trI'J IVQke not 
Watt. But, as. in the study of culture. analysl, penetrates 

the \'eT)' body of the object-that is. "'f' Nti" with QUr 0"'11 ill!t'r

.""',i�,, of "'lull our illformurll.f an up to, or thillk tht'y art' up /0, 

Ihrn sysl('ma/i"t' /ho.u·-the line betwttn (Moroccan) culture as a 
fact and (Moroccan) culture as a theoretical entity tends to get 
All the more .a, as the latter is presented in the form of an ae

dCKTlption of (Morocnn) conceptions of c\'erything from via

honor. divinity, and Justice. to tribe, propeny, patronage, and 

00, anthropological writings are themselves interpretations. lind 

ICCOfId and third order onel to boot. (Hy dt.finition, only a "native" 
lI'1a"cs tint order ones: it'. his culture.) f They are, thus. fktions: fic

tions. in the senk that they arc "something made," "5OfIlcthing 
ft'lhioned" -the original mcaning of fie/iiI-not that they lire false. un

factual. or merely "3.'1 if" thought ellpcrimcnts. To construcl actor-ori
ented d�Tlptions of the involvements of a Berber chieftain. a Jewish 

merchant. lind . French IOldler with one another in 1912 Mor()C(O is 
dearly an imaginali\'e act. not all that different from constructing simi· 

lar descriptioos of, say, the involvemenll \�Iith onc another of a provin. 

cial French doctor, his �,lIy. adulterous wife. and her feckless 101'er In 

I The order problcm •• I,.,n. o;omplu. Anthropoloai(:.t woru � on other 
anlhropoloaJeal .... orn (l.hi·SlU\l5&·. ror u • ...,pl') may. of coone. be foonh 
order or hi,htt • •  nd inform.nlt frequenlJy. Iven h.bllu.a11y. mUl 1«On..t oro« 
Inlaprcuho .... -wl!» hive corne 1.(1 be kn�n _ Mnll,",e modrh.- In tllenle �ut
tUf� ... here ",,,IIV>eM iflietprClaliOll (lUI pro<:eed 10 hi,hct live" in COlln"lion 
.·im Ihc Mll,hrcb. one h,.. only 10 Ihink 0( tbn Khaklun; .·llh lhe Lniled SI.I� 
\tarlare! Mead_thew: millen. betome i"lrlulO h'<lctd. 
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nillCtccnth century France. In !.he laller case, the actors are represented 
as nol havmg cxisted and the (\lcnlS as not having happened. while in 
the former (hey arc represented as actual. or as having �n $0. ThIS is 
a difference of no mean importance; indetd, precisely thc one MlI.damc 
ao ... ry had difficulty araspina_ But the Importance dOCI nDi lie In the: 
fact that her story ..... as crealed while Cohen's wa., only noIcd. The con· 

dilion, of their crcalion, and thc poil!! of h (to say nOlhing of the man
ner and thc quality) differ. BUI the one I! as IlllJCh a !iCfi(J-"a nIak
ing" -as the. other. 

Anthropologists have oot alwa)'ll !xcn 11.11 lI. ..... arc as they might be of 
Ihi� fael: Ihal althoug.h cuhure exists In Ihe 1l1u.ling pml. the hill fon. or 
Ihe sheep run, anthropology exists In the book, the article, Ihc lecture, 
(he n1U�Un1 displa)', or. sometimes nowadays. Ihe film. To become 
aware of It IS to realize thai Ihe line bet .... een mode of representation 
and lubMantiw content is as undrawable in cultural armlysis as it II 

in pamuna: and that f�1 in lurn �em!l 10 threaeen the obj«eh·e status 
of amhropoloaical koowlcdge by sUl!lcsting that ilS source is not social 
reality bul scholarly artifice. 

It doe� threaten ie. but Ihe threat is hollow. The claim 10 aueneion of 
an elhnographic accounl doe1; nol rC1lI on il5 >lulhor's ability to capture 
prlnllltve faell> In farnv.'a)' placC'!l Wld carr)' them home like a mask or a 

carving, bul Of! the ckgret 10 II.hich he Is abk to clarify what goes on In 
luch placo. 10 rrouce 1M pUu..kmelll what manner of men are these? 
-10 whICh unfamiliar acts emer,ing OUI of unknown background!! nalu· 
rally II,,"e rlSC. This l1Iiscs some �rious problems of ... eriflcation. all 
nght--or. if •• ... crification .. 

is eoo strong a word to.- so soft a science (I, 

myself. would prefcr "appraisal"), of how yoo C'oIn tell a bencT account 
from a WOf5e one, Uut that is precisely the ... irtue of it. If cthnogruphy 
is Ihick description and elhoographeu thmc who are doing the dtscrib· 
ing. then the determining question for any gi ... en exampk of it, whethcr 
u field journal squib or a Malinowskl�11cd moooirapil. is whelher ;1 
SOt\ll winb rrom t .... ltdleS Il.IId real winh from mimkkcd ones. It is not 
against a body of unintcrprelro dala. :adically Ihimlcd descripliol"d. thai 
we must measure the cogency or our clplicalions, but ugain" the POII.ef 
of the 5Cknhflc imagmation 10 bTlng II!> into touch with the Ii ... � of 
itrangen. II n not worth ii, as Thorcau �akl. to go rouod the world tu 
rount the cats in Zanzibar, 

DescriptlDn; 1'0\0> atd an Intetpreti\� Theory of OJltuo: ., 

v 

IhL" pro�it;un. that it is not in our interC$1 10 bleach human be· 
'�" of the very properties thai inter� us before we begin 10 exam· 

II, has �omelimt:£ been c!oCalllecd inlo a largu claim; namely. Ihal as 
.. only thme propcrttcs thitt imerest us, we need not anend. sa ... e cur· 

10 behavior .III all. Culture is mm:t crfecti ... ely trnted, the argu
purely u a symI:\Qlic system (the catch phrusc is, "in it� own 

by itolatina its elements. speciryina Ihc mternal relationship!> 
thO$C dements, and then charaClerizlnl the whok !oyslem in 

I way-accordrnx to the core symbols around which it II 
i . ehe uoderlying "ructurcs of which il Is a surface expression, 

the idcokJaical principles upon which it is ba�. Though a distinct 

'p',,,,,m,on' o ... er "learned beha ... ior" and "mental phenomena" nolions 
what culture is, and the IOIJrec of )Orne of the mOlit powerful theorec· 

ideas in contcmporary a.nthropo�8Y, this hermetical approach 10 
SCL'I11S 10 me to run the danger (and increasing,ly to have been 

.. "",,n by it) of locking cultural analysis awny fronl its proper object, 
informal logic: 01 IClual life. There is little profit in extricalinl a =����':,"::m the dercc:s of ps)"clKllotism onl)' 10 p1unae it immediately 

• 8cha"';M must be attcnded to. and wilh lOme cxactness, b«ause it is 

the flow of beha"ior-«, more precLiCly. social 8Ction-lhat 
forms find articulation, ThC)' find il as. well, of course, in �·ar· 

sam of artifacts, and various slatcs of consciousness; but thc3e 
their meaning from the mk thcy play (Wittgcnstein would s.ay 
" usc") in an ongoing pallern of life. not from IIny intrinsic rela· 

,"',," Ihey bear 10 one Mother. It  I� what Cohen. the sheikh, and 
"Captain Dumari" were doing when they tripped o ... er one anothcr's 
PUrposc:i-pursuing trade, defending honor. �tab1i\hinl dominance
Ihat created our p'oIStorai dnma, and thaI Is what Ihe drama is, there· 
fMC, "about." Whatcver. or where�·eT. symbol systems " in tlldr own 
teTmJ" may be, we gain cmpirical aceta to them by Inspeccina events, 
not b)' arranlinl abstractcd enlitit:£ inlo unified patterns. 

A further implication of this is that coherence cannot be the major 
lest of validity for a cultural description. Cultural �)'tcms must ha ... e a 
miniDlal dearee of coherence, else we w(MIld not call them systems; und, 
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by ob!.c.rvation, lhey normally have a greal deal more. But there 15 noth. 
ing so coherent as II paranotd'K delusKm or II swindler'$ Rtory. The for(:c 
of our interpretations cannot relt, as they :lrc now so oRen made lo do, 
on the lightlKss with which they hoW together, or Ike auunantt wilh 
which they are argued. Nothing h85 dot'le more, I think, to discredit cui
lura] anll.lysis than tbe comtruclion of impccc:able depictions of formal 
order in whose actual existence nobody can quite believc. 

If anthropological interprcl:llioll is constructing a rcadin, (If whlll 
happens. then to diVOI"tt II from what happens-from what, in this lime 
or that place, sp«:i& pcopk uY. what they do, what is done to them, 
from the whole VMt business of tbe world-is to divorce il from its ap
plications and render I' VKant. A good interpretation of an)'thing-a 
poem, a person, � history, ft ritual. an in$lilulion, a sociely takes us 
inlo the hea.rt of Ihal of which il is the interpretation. When it does not 
do that, but leads us instead somewhere else into an admiration of its 
Own elejancc, of iu lIuthor's c1everncu. or of the beauties of Euclidean 
order-it may have its InlIimtc charms; but it is something else than 

what the task at hand-figuring out what all that rigamarok with the 
sheep is 1l000t-calJs for. 

The rigamarole with the sheep-the sham theft of them, the rep:tfa
live transfer of lhenl, Ihc political confiscation of them-is (or waJ) cs
sentially a social dISCOUrse, even if, as I suggeSled earlier, one con
ducted In multiple tongues and as much in action IU in words, 

Claiming hil 'or, Cohen invoL.ed the trade pact; rccognizing the 
c1atm, the sheIkh challenged the offenden' tribe; accepting responsibil
ity, the ofTenden' tri� paid thc indemnity; allJdous to make clear to 
Iheikhs lind peddlen alike who was IlOW in charge here, tile French 
showed the imperial hand. As in any discourttc, code does not deter
mine conduct, and .. hat was actually said need not have been. Cohen 
mlJht not have, given il$ illegitimacy in "rotectorate eyes, chosen 10 

press htl claim. The sheikh might, for similar rea�.ms. have rejected it. 
The offcnders' tribe, still rCHisting French authority, mi,ht ha\'e dedded 
to regard the raid as "rear' and fi,ht (lither than negotiale. 1ne French, 
were thcy more hlJbilr and less II/If (as, undcr Mareschal Lyautey'5 sci
gnioriaJ tutelage, they llitcr in fact became), might have �rmilled Cohen 
to keep his sheep, winking-as we say-at the continuance of Inc trade 
pattern and its limitation to thcir authorilY. Aoo therc arc other possi
bilities: the MarnlUshanl might have rcgarded the French action iii 100 
great an Insult to bear and gone into dis�m.lcnce themselves: the Frcnch 

•• 

have attempted not just to clamp down on Cohen but 10 bring the 

himself mme closely 10 heel; and Cohen might hllve concluded 

betwecn renegade Berberll lloo Beau Oeste wklien, drilling traJe in 

Atlar. highlands was no longer wOftb lhe candle and retired 10 the 

confines of Ihe lOVin, This, indeed, Ut more or less what 
IiOmewhat further along. a5 the Protectorote moved toward 

soveretgnty. But the poinl herc I§ IlQI to describe .. hat did or 

not take place in Morocco. (t-rom this simple incidenl one elln 

out into enormous Ct>mpicxilics of social cxperiem:e.) II il to 

"""In'" ",hat a pteCe of anthropological interpretation consists in. 

thc curve of a social discourse; fidnB it into an inspectable 

The cthnovapher "imcribes" social discourse; h� wrun il Ilmo,n, In 

doing, he turns it from a p:tS.Sing ellent, which exists only in its own 

om,,1 of occurrence, inlo an account. which CJliSlS In its inttcripllons 

can be r«onsulted. The sheikh is 101lB dead, killed In thc pro«ss of 
M the I'rench cal� it, "pacified"; "Captain Dumari," his pacI

lives, rclirfCi to hil SOtIveml"5, in the south of France: llnd Collen 

"" lut year, part refugec, part pilgrim, part dying patriarch, "home" 
Imlt:J. Out .... hat they, in my extended sen)!!, "said" to one another on 
Atlu plateau KlXty )'ears ago is_very far from perfectly preserved 
uudy, "What," Pllul Ricoeur, from whom thj� whole ideo of Ihe in

of action is borr(J\l.'ed and somewhat twi�tcd, asks, ...... hat does 

the: e:...-ent or spealdnJ. but the ".aid- or �pe"1.II'J, .. here 'o\,e: undcntand 
tOe '"said" of r;pcaklnj Ihal iflltnlional e.utnOn1.all()l1 COllSCllutlV¢ of lhe 

oJm of dlscou� Ihlll11.5 to .... hich Ihe: .r.:.gt'''-Ihc: f>ayina WHn'� to become 
AljJ.JdS'�-ItM: e:nunClallOn, Ihe: enuncialed In short . .... hat we "'-flle iii lhe 
_mo r"lhoughl," "I.-vnle:nt,- ",1-1") 6f lbe IopClI1.in,. It is ttlc: ",C:lIntnl of 
I hoe 5peech c:vc:nt, not lhc event a.� e"cnl, 

This is not itielf SO vcry "said"-if Oxford phtlosophcn; run to litHe 
ltIori�, phenomen()logical OOC$ run to large K'ntenceSj but it bnnes us 
any .... ay to a more pr«i� ans...-er to our generatiye question, "What 
does the ethnOKraphcr doT-he Wrtlca.1 This. too. may seem a less 
thall 8tartJing diKOvery, 31ld to IOmOOlie familiar wilh the current "liler-

• Or . .... in, morc: UKII)" �1I�c',bca.� Motl ethnol\'a"h), it. In fKC 10 be found 
In booh and anl�lc:s.. nlhu than in lilm5, reeonb. mus.cum d" pla,.,.. or ... !wil· 
ever: hul c:vc:n ,n Ihem Illtre are, of oourw. photollaph!., dr ..... in.'. di.aflnlS, tl' 
bIa.. Ind w on. Sc:lf-co,*iouJn60. llboul model of rtprcr.c:nlo,Ji01l (not 10 lpeak of 
npulltwnlS ... ith thocm) has bc:c:n "ery lack1", In anlhropolocY. 
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alure,"' an implausible one. Our as lhe standard answer to our question 
hall been, "He: obscrvts. he records. he analyzes"-a kind of 'I'tni, vidi, 
vk; conceptIon of lhe nlatler-il ilia)' have more deep-goina comic
qucnca than art al tirst apparent, rKlt the: Ica�1 of wtlleh IS that distin
luishing these three phases of Imowl«lgC:.s«klng may noc, as II maucr 

of fact, normally be ��iblc; and, indeed. as aulonomoUJ "o�ralions" 
Ihey rna)' 001 in fact ais!. 

The: situ HI ion is even more delicate. Ix.-caule, :is already notw, lo\'h31 
we: inscriM (or try 10) IS not raw I«Ial (h�NC. to ""hieh. because, 

save: very marginally or ... el)' speCially. we tue not (ieloni. 1I.e: do nol 
have: di1ecl ac«ss, but only Ihat small I»'rl of 11 .... hieh uur inf(n'manlS 

can klld us into tlndcrst/lliding.� rhis i, not u falal as it munds, for, in 

fact. nol all Crelani are liari. and il j, nOl I'IOCcssary 10 know everything 
in ord<':r 10 ulKkniland sonlelhing. HUI II don make the view of anthro
pological anlllysis as the conceptual manipulatIOn of discovered faeti. II 
Ioaical reconslrUC'lion of a mere rulJlY, ltCem rather lame . •  ( 0 SCI fonh 
s)'l1lnlelrical c!')'stals of silmficancc, punfied of the malerial oomplcKily 

in which they were klcaloo, and Ihcn lIuribule lheir CJtistcnce 10 aUlog

ellOUIl principles of order, universal propertiu of thc human mirKI. Of 
VlllOl, a priori "'f'illm.q-/1OI4lm8t'n, ill to prelC�nd a scicnce thaI docs not 
exi!>! and imagine a reality that cannot be foooo. Cultural anal)'Iis il (or 
loould be) gucssing til nlunlnp, 1lSSC)5111g tile guesses. aoo drawlll, CJt· 
planatory conclusions from the beller IUesscs, not disco\oenllg lhe Con· 

thlenl of �1caning and mapping oot ils bodilC$s landscapc. 

V I  

So, therc are thrce characteristics of cthnoil'llphic descripllon it is in

terprctivc; what it IS interpreti\'e of is the flow of SOCIal discourse; and 

the interprcting invo.lved consists in trying to reKue Ihe "said" of such 
di5COUrse from iii perishing occasions and fix it In peru�ble lerms. The 
kuro is gone or illtercd; but, for beller or worse, The ArlOlIOWS 0/ ,lit' 

• So rat' .. il hi. (dnrOreN thl' ant�'tt'. impulw W I'np,e h,�lf 
w,th hu. infgrmanl' l1li pt'f1oOnI r.thu tban It Gt!j«1., !be IIOlm or Mpanieip6nl 
Obll'(vaho .. M h.,. �I'n • valuable OM. B\II, 10 tM dt,Tee il has Iud Ihe Inlht'o
poIoo,lW 10 blocl r",.m h" �if'" the �tr)' tpn:ill. cullurall) bnd.dfd nalure of 
h;,,; cown role .nd hI Im .. ,n. hims.tlf SOO1t1hina more Ihln an Inltl'$ed (in bolh 
Hnw. or Ihal ... ord) .qournn. h hllll ,,"II. our mor.I po",'crfui lOurec ofbad fa'ih. 

DeKlipiion TO\Io·ard an lntoerpretive Theory of Culture " 

POC'jfic remains. But there is. in addition, I founh character.tic 
description, at leaSl as 1 prdctice It: it IS microscoj>ic. 

This ii not 10 SHY tbat there are no large-K.I.le anlhropolo&ical inter

of whole socicties, ciyilizations, world evenlli, and so on. In· 

it is such extension of our analyses to wider conte:tts that. along 
loclf theoretical implicaliool, recommends them 10 general allen
alld justifict our constructinl them, No one rtally cares anymore, 

C\'en Cohen ( .... ·cll . . . nlaybe, Cohen), about those 5�p as such. 

rna)' have its unobtrushe lumina pointJ. "ireat noises In a liule 

but this lillie jo-round was surely noI QflC of them. 

is me:reiy to sly that the anthropologisl characteristically ap
m. such broader inlerprelations and more abslract analyses from 

directIon of e�ceedingly extended acquaintances witb eXlremely 

I mallen. He confronts the s.ame grand realitiCi thai othcn-
economh:tl, politicaJ 5Cienli5U, lOCiologis!s confront in 

faceful senings: Powcr, Change. Pllth, Oppressioo, Work, Pas· 
Authorlly, Beauty. Violen�, Love, Prestige: bUI he confronlJ 
in contuts ooSCtlrc enough-places like �1arf1lusha and lives like 

to take the CApital letters off them. These all·too·human con

, "those big words that makc UI all afraid:' take a homely form 
�uch homely eonterts. Uut Ihat is exactly the advantage. There are 

profunditiCi in lhe work! already, 
Yet. the pr-oblcm of bow to get from a collection of ethnographic 

,;,;" "," on the order of Ollr shcep 5.aory-an assortment of remarks 
:lIOccdo!.ei-to wall .. ized cullurescapc:s of Ihe milion, the epoch. Ihe 

. or the civililallon b nol 50 easily passed ovtr with VD.glK al

to the virtues of coocretcncu and the down-to-earth mind. For a 

born in INllan tnbe$., Pacific islands, and Africlln lineages and 

r.eized with ,rander ambitions, Ihb has come 10 be: a major 
Methodological problem. and for the IJlOSI pari a badly handled one. 
The models Ihat anlhropologisllI have them�lve5 worked out 10 JUlhfy 
their moving fcolII lOCal truths to general yisioo) have been, in fact, as 
responsibk for undermirling the effort alt anything their criliCII
IOCKlIOiislJ> obsasetJ with lOample sizes, p5)'coologisu with measures, or 
economists wilh aggregates-hayc beell able 10 devise against them, 

Of these. the IWO main one. have been: the Joocsvillc·is·tne·USA 

"micrO<'(lSmie" model; and lhe Ellitcr·I�land-is-a-lesting-case "natural 
experiment" modcl. Hther heaven in II. arain or sand. or the fanhc::r 
shores of possibility. 

Tbe Jonesville-i�-America writ Jmall (or America-is·Jonesville writ 
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large) fallacy is so obviously one Ihal the only Ihing thai needs ell plana
lion is how people have managed LO belie� It and ellpocled OIMn to 
belicve il. The nOlion mill one can find Ihc essence of national lOCieties, 
civilultlions. ,real religiollS. or whatever summed up and simplified in 
so-called "typical" small towns and villagtl is palpable non:tense. Wru.1 
one finds 111 small lOwns and villa�s is (alu) small-lawn or village: life_ 
If loc:ali7ed. micro�pic 'tudie� were realty dcpendent for thc:ir ,realer 
relevance upon such a premise-that lhey captured Inc great world in Ihe 
lillie-ihey wouldn't ha\'e any relevance 

8ul. of course, lbey are not. The locus of study is nOi the object of 
study. Anthropologists don't litudy villages (Inbcs, townS, nel,hbor
hoods . . . ); they study /11 villages. You can study different things in 
different places, and K)me thinas-fur Cllample, what cokmial domina
lion does to c5tabli5hed frames of moral upectatioo-)'ou can best 
mldy in confined localities. 8ul Ihat doesn't make the place what it ill 
you are stud),ing. In the remoter provincc:s of Mou)Cco and Indonesia I 
have wreslled with the llilffie qucstions other social scienlists hive w�s
tied with In more central 100001ions for uamplc, huw comes it thai 
men's most lmportunlile claims to humltnlty Ilre cast in the accents of 
group pridc'!- lind 'o\'ith about the lame conclusiveness. One can add a 
dimenSion -one much needed in the pt'"l:SCnt chmate of lize-up.and
solve SOCial IClence; but that ii all. There il a cerlain value, if you arc 
goinl to run on about the clI.pioitllion of the manes in having lCen a 
Ja\'anese sharecropper turning earth In II tropical dO�iOpour or II Mo
roCGan lallor embroiderin, klrtan' by the liaht of iii I ..... enly-wall bulb, 
But Ihe nocion that this gives you the thing enure (and elevates you 10 
lOTI\( moral vanlage ground from whkh ),OU can look dOOA'n upoo the 
elhically Ie I privileged) IS an klca which onl), sonlcooe 100 long in Ihe 
bush could pou:ibl.v entertain. 

The "nllturlll laboratory" notion hM been equall)' pernicioull, not 
only bccau� the analogy i, raise-""hlil kind of a laboratory I, II ""'bere 
n()rIl' of the paran\(ters art" ffillllIpulable'.'- but becau$C it lead, to a no
INn that lhe data derived from ethnographic ,I\Khes arc purer, or more 
fufl<iamenlal, or more wild, or IclS conditioned (the most favon:t.1 ","ord 
is " elementary") Ihan those derin:d (rom OIher sorts of sociJiI im!.uiry. 
·1 he great natural variation or cultural fOf'IlIS is, of course, IlOI onl)' an
thrOpcHo&y', Jl'Cat (and wasting) rCSOUICe. but Ihe ground of ils deepest 
Ihrorccical dilemma: how IS such variltlon to be squared with the bio
Io,"al unity of the human SpeCICS'! Hul it I, nOl, even metaphurically, 

L>.:tcrlptMm: Tuward an tntet"pf'Ctivc Theofy of Culfunl 

variation, because the contellt in which It OCCUB varies 
.... ith it, lind it ill not possible (Ihough thcre are thole who try) to 
Ihe y's from x', to wrile a proper function. 

The fallIOUI studies purporting to show that the Oedipu' conlplell. was 
in the Trobriands, sell roles ".ere upsIde down in Tchambuli, 

the Pueblo Indians lacked aggression (it is characteristic that they 
all M:gative-"but nO! in the Soulh"). are, whatever their empiri

validity mayor may not be, not "scientifically tested and approved" 
They are inlcrprerations. or mi.interpret.aliol15, like Ilny 

arrived III in lhe same ""'ay as any othe�, and as inherently in
II any Od\cB, and the attempt to InvHt them with the au

of physkal experimentation is but methodological skighl of 
Elhnographic flndmgs are nOt pnvileged. just particular: another 

hcard from. To regard them as an)1hing more (or tIIIYlhin, It'SJ) 
that diStorts both them and their implications. which are far pro-

",,,,d,,, , mere primillvilY. for social theor)'. 
Another country heard from: the n::8SOt'1 that protracted descriptiom; 

sheep raids (and II. really good ethnolrapher would have gone 
what kind of sheep they were) have Kencral relevance is thai they 

lhe sociological mind with bcxIied stuff on which to feed. The 
thing about Inc anthropolo,ist'li flndinp is their comptcll spc

thcir circumstantiality. It i, with the kind of malerial Pfoduccd 
by long-Ierm. mainly (thou'" not uC!usively) qualitative, highly partici-
pative, and almost obsessively fioc·comb fieki study in confined contulS 
that the mep-conceprs with which contemporary social science is 
afflicted-lealilmacy, moderniudon. illlcgr.tlon. connlct. charlsnll, 
"rueture, . ' . mcaning--can be. ,i,'en the lOr! of sensible IIClualily Ihat 
makes it possible to think not only reahslically and concrelely aboul 

the.m, but, \khat is more imporl8nl. crellth'ely and imaainalively M'ilh 
them, 

The methodologICal probkm ""hich the nlicroscopic nature of ethnoa
flIphy prescnlll is both real Ind critical. Bul il i. not to be resolved by 
regarding . rcmote locality as lhe world in It teacup or as the sociok>a;i
cat equivalent of II cloud chanlber. It is 10 be rcsolved--oJ. an)'wlly. de· 
cently kept at bay-by rClllilina that social actions are comment! on 
nlore than Ihem�c1ves: that .. here an interpretation comes from does oot 
determine \\.hcrc it Clln be impelled to go, Smllll facts speak 10 large is
WH, winks 10 epistemology. or sttecp raids 10 re ... olution, because they 
arc made 10. 
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VII 
Which brmgs us, rin,!.Ily. 10 theory. The besetting sin of IOlcrprellvc ap
proaches \0 anything-lilcrll[urc. drc:lm�. symptoms, CulluTe_is thai 
they lend to resisl, 0( to be permiued to resist. conceplu.i1 articull!.liotl 
and Ihus to escape s)'!lemallc mode� of a�5Smenl. You ct1her 8ra�p lin 
intcrprctalioo or )'00 do 001, sec the pomt of I' or you do not, accept il 
or you do nOi. Imprisoned in the immcduiCy of ils own detail, il is pre
SC!nted liS self-validating. or. wor!><:, as valklatcd by the �upposcdly de
\eloped scn�ilivlllt"S of the per50fl "'ho prcsc:nlll It, any auempl to case 
wha! il )11)'$ in terms other Ihan Its o .... n i� regarded as II travestY-IS, 
ttKo anthropologist's .cvcrest term of moral aoose, cthnoct:ntnc. 

For a field of 'Iud)' whkh. however lln,idly (Ihough I. myself, 1I1n nO( 
!!nlid about the malt�r at all). assert) itself tu be a sci�ncc. thi .. JUSt w,1I 
not do. rhcre I§ J10 reason .... hy the t.:ona!p(uOlI �truclure 01 a cultural In
terpretatloo snuuld be IIny I�s formulable. lind thu� leu �usccpllble to 
c),plicit callons of appraisal, thilll that of, say. a biologic!!1 obscrvlltioll 
or a phY\leal CIlperimcnl-no rca!lOO except that lhe terms in IIohlch 
luch rormUlatlon� can be cast are. if not wholly oonexistenl, very nearly 
50. We are rC'duccd to IflsinuRtlllg thCQfi� because we lad. the power 10 
st:lte th�m. 

At the �lIn1e linle. It mUSI tx' oomiuC'd Ih:lt there arc II number uf 
characlerlstics of cultural inierprctlllKm .... hlch make Ihc tOcoretlcal de
\'ckJpl1lcnt of il I1Il;tfe th:m usually l.llfficult. The first IS the need ror Ihl'Ory to Slay rather dOller to the ground Ih:m tends to be lile ca'H! in 
science� more aDle to gh'e themsetve!O o ... er 10 imaginatl,"e abstractIon 
Only short fli&hl� of ratiOCinatIOn tend 10 be eflecll ... e In amhropolOJ) ' 
loogcr on� lend 10 drift off inlo logical dredms, academic tx'muscmenb With formal symmetry. The whole point of II �emtotie IIpproach to cul
lure I), liS I hne �aid. 10 aid U5 in Sliming access to the conceptual 
world In .... hlch our subjects li\'e $() Ihat .... e can, in r.ome utended sense 
of the lerm. COI\."ersc \t.-uh them, Ille te:nslon bc:t .... �n Ihe pull of Ihl\ 
need 10 penetrate an unfamilmr unIverse of �ymbo"c Ilctioo and the re
quirements of technical advanc� in the IheoTY of culture:, bet ..... een the: 
need to grJ�p and the nccd tn analyt:c. i�, a� II result. both nccc��arily 
grcal lind esscntllllly Irremovahle. Indcro. the funher theoretical dc\'eI
opmcnl i'-.es. the deeper the tension iet.� I his ift the tir�t cnnditmn for 

00 Ijl'Cioo: Tov.-aro In Inl�rpretive 'Oleofy of Culw.o: '. 
theory: it is nol itl! own mastcr. As it is unKvcrable from the 

thick description presents, Its freedom to shape ilicJf in 

of its inlemal logic is rather limited, What generality it contrives 
""i .. ·.' grows out of the delicacy of Its discinc\)ons, not the sweep of 
.uaClion�. 
And frum this foUows a peculiarity in the way, a5 II iimpJe mailer of 

i i fact, our knowledge of culture . . .  cultures . . . a culture . . .  
... " in sporu. Rather than following a rising curve of cumullillive 

cultural anal)-sis breaks up into a disconnected yet coherent Iie
.",0< of txHder and bolder IIOrlie5- Studicli do build on other Sludics. 

in the !ien$C that they take up where the others leave off, bul in the 
... that, better infomled and betler conceptualized, they plunge: n)Ofe 

into the u.rne thinp, I:.very w:riou5 cullural analysis startS from 
sheer beginning and ends where II manages to get before exhaustin, 

llltelleclual impulse. "reviously disc(wered facts are mobilized, pre
.. " , developed concepl5 lllICd. previou�ly formulaled h)·polhew:. tried 

bUI the mo ... eme:nt is not €rom alrtady pro\'en theorems to newly 
oneJ, it is from an awkwa.rd fumbling for the IT'IMt elementary 

to a supported claim that one has achie ... ed Ihat and sur
it. A stud), is an advance if it is more im:isi\'C,�-""'halc\'er thai 

mean-than those that preceded it; but it less stands on their 
""'"" than, challenged and chaUenglng, rUM by their side. 

It is for this reason, among others, Ihat the �say. wlK'ther of thirty 
pages 'or thrce hundred. h8$ seemed the Mtural genre in which to pre
&Cnt cultural interpretations and lhe theones sUSIalnina them, and why. 
if one looks for systematic treati� in the field. ooe is 10 soon disap
pointed, the more 50 if one finds any, E ... en inventory ankles are rare 
here, and an),way of hardl), morc than bibliographical intercst. The 
major theoretkal contribulions not only lie in specific studies-that is 
true in almost any flCk1-but the)' are very dlfflCUll to abstBCt from 
such 5tudi� and inte:grBle into any thins une might call " culture theory" 
a ... such. Theuretical formulations hover 50 low o�er the interpretations 
thc)' go\'ern Ihat they don't make much )Cnse or hold much interest 
apart from them. Thi� iii SO, not becau� they are not geneflll (if they 
arc not aenenl, they ate not theoretical), but betause, �tatc<l indepen
dently of their applicatiuns, they seem eithe:r commonplace or vacant. 
One can. and this in face. IS how the field progresses conceptually, lake II 
line of theoretical attack de ... eloped in connection With one: excrei� in 
ethnographic interpretation and emp'oy it in anolhcr, pushing It for-
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waN to greater precision and broader relel/ance; bot one cannot write a 
"Gene,.1 Thl'Ofy of ()Altural Interpretation," Or, rlIlhcr, une can. but 
there appears 10 be lillie profit in ii, becauK the csscniial lllsl of thcot"y 
building here is not to codify abstract regularities but 10 make thick de
scription possible. noc to �neralize across cases bul to gCllCralize wilhin 
them, 

To generalize wlthm cues is usually called, al least in mc(hcinc and 
dcplh psycholoay, cllmca' mference. Rather than beginmng .... lth I set 
of observations and iIltcmpling 10 subsumt them under a aO\'crmng law, 
50ch inference be&ins with a $Cl of (presumptive) signifien and attempts 
to place them \I.'jlhin an intelligible frame. Measures are matched to the
uro.:ticaJ prooiction!. but symptoms (even when they 8rc measured) Itre 
lleanned for theoretical pcculiaritics-thllt i!. they arc dillgnoscd In the 
study of culture the sianifiers arc not symptoms or clusters of symp-
10m" bul symbolic aelll or clusten of symbolic acts, and the aim is not 

therapy but the anal)sis of social di!oC()tu5C. But I� way In whICh 
theory is used to fun:t out the unapparcill import of thinp is the 
same. 

Th05 we are lead 10 the second eondilion of cultural theory: it is nOC, 
al least in the strict me-1mng of the term, predictive. The diagnostician 
docsn', predict measles. he drtilks that wrncoOt: has them, or at the 
very moit �fltit'j1Xlus that someone is rather liLely snortly to get them, 
But this limitation. which is rral enough, hll� commonly bcc:n both mis
understood and e:lll&aerated, becau� it has b«n taken to melln thai cul
tural interpretation is "lerely post facto: 1n.1t, like the peasant in lhe old 
story, ",e first shoot the holes in th� ferlCc and then paint th� bull's-eyes 
around them. It is hardly to be denied that there IS a good deal of that 
sort of thing around, lOme of it in prominent places. It is to be denied, 
however, that it IS the inevitable outcome of II clinical approach 10 the 
use of theory, 

It is true that in the clinical styk of thco�tical formulation, CUIICCp
tuali1.ation is directed toward the.- tMk of scnerating inlerpretations nr 
matters already in hand. noc loward projcetina outeomel of experimen· 
lal manipulationS or deducing (uture States o( a determined �ysten1. Dut 
that does no( mean that theory has onl), to fit (Of, more carefully, to 
generate cogent interpretations 01) reallllcs palil; II hall lllso to survive 
-intellectuall), survive-realities 10 come, Although we formulaIC our 
interpretation of an outbunl of winking or an ;n�lance of �heep_riliding 
after its occurrence, sometim� tong after, the th«tretkal framework in 

[)rn(-ription, TUWlIn:1 an Interprc:!ive Thc-ury of Cullure '7 
of which ilKh an interpretation is made must be capable of con

I.U yield ddcMlble Inlcrprelations as new social phenomena 
inlo view, AIlOOuSh OM starts I\ny efforl at thICk description, be
the obvious and liupcrfieial, from a state of general bewilderment 

to whal the devil i.� gning on-IT)'ing to find one's feet-one doe! 
,lltTt (or ought noc) intellectually cmpt),-handf..-d. Thcotetleltl ideas 
not created wholly ane ..... In each stud),: as I ha\'� said, they are 

from other, related Iitudies, and, refined in the process, applied 
new inl�rprelive problems If they cea� beIng LtSeful wllh rupeet to 

problems, Ihey tend 10 �top being used and are more or less aban
If they continue being useful, throwlIlg up new undcntandlngs, 
further elaborated and go on beinl used.1 

Such II view of how' th«try functions in lin Interpretive science suS
that the dislillCliOfl, relative In any CMe. that appears in the upcr

er observational iClence5 bclv.een "dellCription" and "e.w:plan:.
appears here as one, even more relative, bct .... een "in-"cription" 

description") and "5pecification" ("diagnosis")-bctwcen seuing 
lhe meaning paniculllr social action, have for the actOTl whose 

they are, lind statinK. as explicitly as we can manage, what the 
thus attained demonstrates about the societ)' in which it is 

and, beyond thaI, aboul socilll life 8S luch, Our double task ;' to 
the com:eplual ltructures that Inform our subjects' acb. the 

i ' of social discourse, and to construct a system of analysis in 
w� terms what is ICneric to those structures., what bdungs 10 them 
because the}' are what they are, will stand out against the other determi· 
nants of human behllv;or, In ethnograpfly. the onice of theory is to pro
vide a vocabulary in which ",hat symbolic action has to sa)' about inclf 

thllt is, about lhe role of culture in human life--c:an be C)l,preS5�, 
Aside from Ii coupk of orlentin& pi«es concerned with more foun

dational mailers, II ;, in such II. manner thai theor), opera'" 10 lhe 

I Admittedly. Ih� i • .aml'lhlna of an ideahulian. Because Iheorin ilre "tl1om 
if evcr dccit[ .. ely d .. provtd in clinkal uw bUI mcrclr Jl'ow incre!Din.ly .... k.ard. 
unprlKludive, MUlIlcd, or V"'''O<II, lhey often pen .. ' lona ancr all bUI a handful 
01 peOple (1llOUlh lit,., Irc o/'lcn rRlril pa.ulonale) have I.,." much Inleresl in 
th<'m. Indeed. 1(1 fv at .nlhropolo,y is concuned . .. il llmost more 01 .  pruhtem 
to let uh .... ed itkas QUI (If Ihe htffature than i. � 10 let produlO:t'vc OlIn in, 
t.Dd to a p-eal dotal more CJf IhcoIxeliul d_u�ion Ihan one would prdu It crlti· 
cal ,.UlCr Ihan eoMlrllCl;Ye. and .'hoIe eareffl have �n MVQlW. to hatlcninl 
Ihe dcmlM' or moribund nollon., M lhe "=Id adYlncCl one would h� Ihal Ih", 
tort of ,nldtKtUAi .'cC'll tUOI.troi would � a leu prominent pUl of our Co 
I,Y;lies. 8ul. for lhe mQmefll, 01 rcmai� true Ihal. OJold lheories 1m<! teu 10 dit Ihl! 10 to into 'ICt'Ond edition,. 
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essay' collected here. A rcpcnoire or ver)' general, made-m-thc-acac!
emy concepts and l)'5Ccms of concepts-"jntegrallon:' " 'alionah
zalton," "symbol." "idcoIOSY," "ethOli," " revolution:" "idenlil),," " meta-
P·_'," "" " d" ,," """ " ,," " Id . "" ., ( '..... WOf View, . actor, ., ullCtion," "»ered," and, of course, " culture" ilself-is woven into the body of 
Ihick"eiCriptiOfi ethnography in the hope of rendering nU .. "fC occur
rencH scit'nllfically doqucnt.' The aun i5 to draw large conclusions 
from small. but lIer)' densely IUlured facts; to support broad asscrllom. 
aboot the roee or culture in the construCi)oo of COUtel."c life hy engag
ing them uactly with comple.: sp«ifics. 

Thus It is not only inlerprctalton thai goes all the way �'Il 10 the 
n'05l immeth.le observlitional level: the theory upon 'ol'hich �uch inter
pretalion «mcepcually depends docs so abo. My inlcrcM in Cof!en's 
story, like Rylc', in .... ·inks. grew OUI of some very gt:ncral notions in
deed. Tke "confuston of tongues" model-the view that mel,,1 conniet 
is nOI somelhinl that happens when. out of weakneiS, indefiniteness, 00. 
solescen.ce, or nc:glect. cuhural forms ceaM: to operate. but rather some. 
thing which happens when. like burlesqued winks, !>uch forms are 
pressed by unuaual situalions or unusulI.l intentions to operate in un
usual wa)'l-i� not an idea I got from Cohen'a atory. It is one, in. 
lIructed by colleagues. students. and predecessors. I bfOught 10 It. Our Innocent-looking "note In a bottle" ;s nlOre than a ponrayal of 
the frames of meaning of Jewi§h peddlen. Berber warrOO. aoo Frcnch 
proconsuls, or even of their mutual inlcrfcrencc. II is an argument that 
10 re ... 'Ork the pauern of social rel:ation�hips is 10 rearrange the coordi
nates of the experienced work!. Society'l forms are culture's !;ubstance. 

VllI  
There is an Indian SCory al least I heard It as an Indian )Iory-about 
an i:;nghshman who. havlnS been told Ihat the "''Orld restcd on a plat
fOf"m which rested on the back of an elephant whieh rested in lurn on 

, The o�rrwhdmln, bulk of the r"'lowin, .. hapten concern Indo;> ..... i. ulher I�n Mor�. (II'\". I have ju;t bOI:llIn 10 (au up to Ihe demands of my North Ar. �Iean IRalfflal whICh. (M' lhe mo.I part. "'all plhend mor� rttenlly. FIeld .... ork In Indonesia wu c;amed OUl 10 1932-t'U4, 19H- llln. and 1971, in Mol'OCcu III 1%4. 1%'_"66. 1961- 1%9.,,� 1972. 

Dncrlpliou: Toward an lnterprotlv.: 11� of Culture ., 
back of a tunic. asked (perhaps he was IIU elhnographcr; it is Ihe 

Ihey behnc). what did the turtle rcst oo? Another turtle. And Ihal 

., "Ah. Sahib. after Ihat it is turtles all the .... a)· do ... ·n ... 
Sm:h. ind«d. is the condition of things. I do not know how long it 

be profitable to meditate 00 the encounter of Cohen. the sheikh. 

"Dumari" (the period has perhaps already been ellcecdc:d); but I 

know lhal however long I did 50 I .... ould not get anywhere near 10 
bottom of It. Nor ha�'e I ever gOllen anywhere near 10 the bonom of 

I hne evcr written about. either in the CisayS below or else· 
analysis is intrinsically incomplete. And. won.c than 

the more deeply it goes Ihe less complete it i5. It is a strange lei
<,<e whose moS! lelling !i.SieniQfls arc it� mosl tremulously based. in 
.bieh to gel wntewhere ... ·ith the maner at hand il to inten�ir)· the IUS
pkion, both your ()'o\'n and that of otheR, that you are not qUlle lettinl 
it right. But that, alooa with plaguing subtle people with obtuse.ques
lionS. is what being an ethnographer is like. 

There are a number of ways to escape this-turning culture into 
folklure and collecting il. turning it into trail!> and COIJllling II, turning it 

iBlo instituliQfl5 and clllSSifying it. turning il inlO "truelures and toyin8 
with it. But they (Jrt escapes. The fact is that 10 commit oneitlfto a semi
otic concept of culture and an interpretive approach to Ih .. slI.tdy of il 
ii 10 commit oneself to a vic ..... of ethnographic assenlon 115. 10 borrow 
W. U. Gallic', by now fantous phrase. "essentially contestable." Anthro-, 
poIOSY. or at least interpreli\'e allthropolo&y, is II science whoM: prol
res. IS marked leu by a perfection of consensus than by a refincmcnt 
of debate. What gets beller is the precision ..... ith ..... hich ","'C vex each 

other. 
Thl� is very difficult to sec wheB one', attention is being nlonopolilbJ 

b)' a IlIIsle pan)' 10 lhe arsunlent. fI.'lonoiogues are of little "'ililte here. 
because ther .. art no conclusions 10 be reported; there is merely a dis
(Union 10 be sustained. Il\5()rar as the elSays here collected have any 

importance, it d leu in ..... hat they say tilan what I�y are ..... itness to: an 
enurnlOU5 incrc:w: in interest. not only in anthropology. but io social 
sludies generally. in the role of symbolic forms in human life. Meaning. 
thai elusive and Hl-delined pseudocntity we were once more than C'UtI

lenl to leave philosopheR and literary ctilies to fumble with. has now 

oomc: back into lhe heart or our di�dpline. Even \4a.nisll are qooling 

Ca�,irer; even positivi�ts, Kenneth Burke. 
\1)' own position in the midst or nil this has been to try to resisl sub· 
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jcctiv;sm on the one hand and cabbali!m on IIw: other, to Iry 10 keep the 
linalysni of symboaic forms as closely lied as I oou1d to concrete 5QCial 

ncnu :too occasions. the pubhc world of common life. and U) organize 
h IR such a w:ly that lhe connttlKlnS bl:twecn theoretical fOfmulnciollS 

and descriptive imerpretations were unobscurw by appeals to darl sci
cneel. I have M\lcr been ImprCllsed by the argument thai. as complete 

objectivit), Is lmponiblc In these matten (as. of coorsc. il IS). OM: rmghl 

as \I\ocll lei one's senllments run � A.! Robert Solow has remarked. 
Ihal IS like saying thai III a �rfeclly aseptic environment is impos,ible, 

one mi",! as wdl conduct SUftery 10 a �e'. Nor. on the other hand, 

have I been imprcu.cd wilh claims that structural linguiSliC5, computer 

engillUring. or some other advaocro form of thOlight is going 10 enable: 

UI to under�and men wilhout I.nowlng them. Nothing will discredIt a 
semiotic approach to culture more quickly than alloWing iI to drift Into 
a combinatIon o( intultionlSIl1 and alchemy, no mallcr how elegantly the 

inluilions are exprcs�d or how modern the alehemy 15 made 10 look. 

The danger Ihal eulturlll IUllllysis. in search of all-too-dup-Iying tur
tle5, Will I05C looch with the hard slirfaCC:l> of life-wllh 1M political, 

ecooonlic, slratitlcatory rc:aliliCll within which mtn arc everywhere 
contained and With the biological and physical necessities on ..... hlch 

tholic §urfacci rcst. i. an cycr-preScnl one. The only defense against it, 
and against, thut;, tUfmn, cultural analysis into a l.ilK! of lIOCioiogicai 

aestheticism, il 10 train iuch analysis on such realities and �uch n«:essj· 
lies III the first place. It is Ihus that 1 havc written about nationalism. 

about vlolcnce, about idenlilY, aooul human nature, aboul legilinlxy, 
about fC\'olulion, about elhnicity, about urbaniution, aboul status. 
about death, about 'I me. and most of all about particular attempts by 

particular people 10 place lhese things III some !tOrI of comprehensIble. 

mcanin,ful frame. 

To look at the Iymbolk.: dlnlcn510ns o( social action-art, rdigion. 
ideoiocy. 5CiellCe. law, monhty. common seme-is oot to turn a .. n), 
from the existcnli.1 dilemmas or lire for wm<: emp)'rean realm of de

emotionalized (ornIS: it 15 10 plun&e into the midst of them. The essential 
vocation or interprelive anlhropology Is not to answer our dt.-cptSi ql.tCS
tionl, but to makc available to uS answen Ihal others, guarding ocher 
sheep in other vallc)'s. have given. and thus 10 include IlM:m in the wo

suhable record or whal man has .aitl. 

P A R T  I I  

• 



Chapter 2 The Impact 
of the Concept of Culture 

on the Concept of Man 

I 

Toward the cnd of his recent study of the ideas used by mbal peoples. 
IA Pemlt' SoIH'Dgl', the French Ilnthropologlst Levi-Strauss remarks 
thaI scicnllfic clI:planatlon docs not consist. a5 we have b«n led to imag' 
Inc, in the rtciucllon of the complex It) the simple, Rather, it consi!!s. 
he sa� In a substitution of a complex it), more intelligible f« one 

",hich is len. So far as the stud), of man IS concerned. one may go even 
further. 1 think. and argue thai explanation often consists of substituting 
complex piclufa for simple OOe5 while striving somehow 10 retain the 
pcrsunllivc clarity that went With the �Implc ones. 

l;le&ance remaint., I suppose. a general scientific ideal; but in the 110-
clal )(icllCeS, it is vcr)' often in departures from that ideal thai truly 
crelltive developments uccur. Scienlific IIdvanocmenl commonly cansi.us 

In a progl'es!Oil'l: cumplicatiull of what onci: seemed a beautifully simple 
SCI of nutlons bul no ..... seems an unbearably simplistic one, It is after 
this lIOrt of disenchantment uccurs Ihal intelligibility, and Ihus uplana

tor)' power, COmtll lo relit on the poMibllity of subslliuting the inv<Nvcd 
but comprehensible for lhe mvolved but incumprehcnsible to whkh 
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l..tvi:Strlltu., refers, Whitehead once offered 10 the naluml ' h maxim "Seek ' r ·  sciences I e simp IClty and disirusl it�; 10 Ihe social sciences he m'gh' well have offered "Sed: oompltxil)' and or"'- ', " 

' 
c ' 

"",r I -enamly lhe Sludy of eullure has develope<! as though th' . were being (ollowed Th . 1$ maxIm . e me of a 5Cienlilk coneepl of culture amounted 10, Of" :11 le�st w�s eonneclcd with, Ihe ovenhrow o( Ihe view of human nalure domlnanl In the Enligh, . 
I be '  

enmenl_1I VICW that. whatevcr ;
e
� rna)' said f�r OT against It, was boIh dCIIT and limpJe and its p ace�nt b), III View not onl), more complicated bul eno s:J I clear 1 he auempl 10 J f . 

rmou )' w 
'h 

. c Uti )' It, to r«onstruct an intelJig.ible aCCOUnt of � al man ,s. has underlain scientific thinking about culture e\'eT since aVlng $OUghl comple,1I(Y and on J 
. 

inw fOlJnd it II th I "  
a sea e grallder than they ever imag-

orde� ii, And ;� 
n
en�� oo�;;: it;;:i�; enllngled in It tonUOU! dfOrt 10 

The Enlighlenmem View of man was of COOT th t he a pieCf: with nature and shared h ' !!C, II Willi wholl)' of 
which I I 

In I e general uniformity of composition na ura SCIence umler Bacon', -
had discovered there ine . . url'"a and Newton's guidance, 
gan-zed ho 

_ ' . re
.
,s, in bTlcf, II human nature as reaularl}' or-I • as t roughly Invanalll and lUI mane! I _ 

universe, Perhaps SOme of Its la�s d ' f" 
OU5 Y Simple as Newton', 

h,- '" , .  -
ore I ,ercnl. but there art> la\\l5' .... T_ ,..� me 0 III ImmUl3blluy S bsc cd ' r-

ion, bUi ll iJ immutable_ 
I () ur by the: trappings of local (ash-

A qUOUIIIQn thai Lo,�joy ''Wh ' 
here) gi,'cs from an Fnhghtenme:e

h:�Il
,
lten� analysis I am follOWing 

lion with the useful blulltnC'M olle ofl�n fl
Ti

d
an,

o. 
a�. pre�1I1S the posi-n S III a mInor Wrller; 1 he II.llIe ItUlna 'in dirrerent l'nleS .. nd IJIC . Ion ehAnje their larb und lhelr a 

a p .  c.'S1 IS. mdcw, IIltered. lhe uc
from the t.ame dc'me. and ptii 

PflC'f TIIn..'e, hut t�lr In�'ud mutlurn. IIflse 
viels�"ude!I of kmloohli and '�_ � I'Mn, and produ� lhelr effe!;1s In the peop�. 

",·Ow, Ihis view is hard I)' one 10 be des i '  _ 
erenccs .. moment Rao to "O\'e(,h .. 

p sed� nor, �pne my cas)' ref-row. can It be .saId to Ita d' peared from conlemporuTy alllhropological thOUght Th 
"'� l!i.3

h
P

men are men under whatever · _ . e notK)fl I at 
not b«n replaced b " h  

gullle and ap,"st whatever backdrop has y ot cor morcs, other bca..�IS .. Yel, east as il was, the !:nil ht 
' 

nature hid $Unle m h •• _ ' tnmen
,
t concept of the naturt of human uc IQS acceptable Impliciltioo th . that. to qUotc lo\'ejoy himself Ih" " . 

s, e nUlln one: being IS lime. anythl hg of which tbe inlelJj_ 
I A O w ' 1!' 

- - �)'. � ,I4J'f" f"r H'Jfo" Q{ IJr"' ( "_ v Ir. ,_., or ,  7UV.p. I7J. 
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I \o.erifrability, or actual affirmalion is limited to men of . special 
race, temperament, tradition or condition i� 1m lind of it5c:lf! 

'h'�' tnllh or value. or al all events wilhout importance to a reason
n\an," I The great. vast variely of dlrference$ amoog men, in be
and valuel', in customs and iru;litUlioos. both o\'er time and from 

10 place. IS tuentiatl)' �ithout SI,mfiea.ncc in defining his nature, 
con$i�s of mere accretions, dislOrlions even, overlaying am.I obscur

..... hat is truly human-the conslllnt, the gc:neral, Ihe univcrsal_in 

Thu�. In a passage now notorious. Dr. John50n saw Shakespe&re', ge
to lie in the facl that "his characters are not modified by the cus
af particuhu places, unpractised by the rest of the world, by the 

i '  of studies Of" professions, which can operate upon bUI small 
- or b)' the accidents of tranSient fashions or lemporary .� I And Racine regarded the success of hiS plll)'s 00 c1ll5sical 

a..� proof that '·the. tute of Paris _ _  , conforms 10 thai of Ath
m), Spcct4l10T$ have been 11\0\'00 b)' the' same things which. In other 

brOUght tears to the c)'1!$ of the mosl eultivaled classes of 
" . 

1 he trouble with Ihis kind (If view. aside from lhe fact that it sounds : 
.. ,,," coming from someone as profoondly English as John�n or as 
french as Raci�, is that the image of a constant human nalure indc
penJenl of tinK'. place. and circumslUncc, of 5t"dlc!! and profeSSIOns, 
transient fashions and temporary opinions. rna)' be an illusion. that 
Whlll mllJl is may be 50 entangJcd with where he is. who he i�. and what 
be beheve5 thai it is IllScpanble frum them II is preclsel), the con�ider· 
IIllOn of such a poPlbilll), thai led 10 the rise of the concept of culture 
.nd the decline of the uniformitarian view of man. Whalc\'cr else mod
ern rallthropology a��rta-lInd it seems to have assertcd al�t every
thing aJ one time or another-it is firm in the conviclion Ihal men un
nlO(hfied by Ihe customs of partKuJar places do not in fael eJllst. have 
never uisted, and most inlportllnt, could not in the ver)' nalure of the 
CAM' ui�1. Thcre is. there can be, no bad.,Stage where we un go to 
catch a glimpse of Mascou', 3C10f1 as "real persons" lounglOS about in 
,treet clolhes, diSCflgagcd from Iheir pl"Qfessioo, displaying wilh I!.l1lcss 
candor theu spontaneous d�irts and unprompted pa.�ions_ The)' mllly 

� Ibid" p, 80, 
J�PrdM:c 10 ShakClo�are," Jqlt",u" (Iff S4<1A.rr"",t (London, tU I). ttp. 

1 1_12_ 
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change the.ir roles. thcir styks of acting. e\'cn the dramas in which thcy 
play: buf-as Shakespeare himself of COUI'5e renlarkcd_they are al
wa)' performing. 

Thi, circumstance makes the. drawing of a line bclVo'een what is natu
ral, univcrsal, and constant in mlln ;and what is COflvenf.ional, 1oca1, and 
variable clitraordinarily difficult. In facl, it suggests that to draw such a 
line is to falsify the human SituatKln, or It least to misrendcr it seri
ously. 

ConsKier BllmC;W. trancc. The Ualinese fall into extrcme dissociated 
Shlles in which they perfonn all IOrU of spectacular act:ivitit:S_blting 
ofT the heads of livinl chickens, slabbing themselves with daagers. 
th�owin8 themselvel wil�')' aboot. speaking with tongues. performing 
mlraculou. ftals of «j,ulhbration. mimicking sexual intercourse, ealml 
fecel, and 10 on-rather more easily and much more suddenly thlm 
most of us fait asleep, Trance state.s are a crucial pan or evCf'y cere. 
mon�. In JOme, lifty 01" sixty people may fall. one after the other ("like 
a stnng of flrcc::racke,.. suing off," as one observcr pUIS it), emcrging 
an),where from five minutdl to several hours later, totally unaware of 
what they havc been doing and convinced, despite the amnesia, that 
Ihey have had the mOlt eJllraordinary and d�ply �tisfying elIperiencc It 
man can have. What dOC! one learn about human nalure from Ihis sort 
o� thing a� (ro

.
m the thouBllnd similarly peculiar Ihings: anthropolOiIStl 

dlsco�r. IfIV�tlgate, and describe? ThaI the Balinese are peculiar iO(lS 
o( belfllS. South Sea Mttrtians" That tMy are just the same as I',e 81 
bUt, bUI with sonle peculiar. bUI realty incid�ntal. customs we do not 
happen to have lOne in for� That they are innately gifted or elten 1fI' 
lUinct;vcly driven in certain dircction� rather lhan other.? Or thai 
human nalure does not UI� and men arc pure and simply what lheir 
cullure makes [hem? 

IL is arnona such inlerpretations as these. aU unutis(actOC'y, thai an
thropology

. 
ha5 attempted 10 find its way 10 a more viable conc�pt of 

man, one IfI ..... hlch culture, ami the variability of culture, �ould be 
aken inlo accouot ralher than wrinen ofT as c.apritt and prejudice. and 
),et, al the same time. one In which the governing principle of the field. 
"the bpic unity of mankind," would not be turned 1010 an empt)' 
phrase. 1 0  lake the giant step away from the uniformitarian view of 

human nalure is. SO far as the study of man IS concerncd, to Itave the 
Garden. To entettain the Idea that !he dIVCn-IlY of custom ACross time 
and

.
ovcr space is 1I0t a nlere matter of garh and appearance, of Hage 

scltlOgS and comedic masques, is 10 eoterlain also the idea tha! human-
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IS lIS various in iu cucnce as II is in illl expresston. And with that 

some well-fastened phil()$Ophical mooring,s arc loosed and an 

Into perilous watcn bcsilll!l. 

Perilous. because If one discards the notion Ihat Man "'Ith • capital 

.
. Is lO be: Ioo�cd for "behlnd,� "undcr," or "bc)'ond" hi. customs 

replaces It ..... ith the no. ion that man, uncapitalized, IS to be looked 

"in" thcm, one is in some danger of losing sight ofhinl altO&ether. Ei

he dissolVe!, without �idue. into his time and place, a child and a 

captive of his age. or he becomeS a conscnpled SOldlCf in a n� 

'''';�;�,;;:�army, engulfed in one Of another of the tcrnble historical de· 

n i wilh ",hich ""e han been plagljCd from Hegel rorward. We 

had. and to somc ulem 51iU have, both of thc5c aberrauons in the 

.",:1 SClcncc:s-one marehina under the banner of cultural relativism, 

other undcr that of cultural C'o·oluttoo. But we ;)150 have had, a.nd 

commonly. attempts to aVOid them by 5Ceking in cullure pallcrns 

thc definina elcnlf.:n15 of a hUman uiSlence which, although 

Ct)fl�lant in expreSSion, arc yel distinctive In characler. 

II 

Attempts to locatc man amid the bod)' of his customs have taken scv

eral duccttons, adopted di"crse taC1iCt.; but they have all. or vlnually 

aU, proceeded In termS of a single overall mtellectual strategy: wha! I 

.... ill call, so liS 10 havc a suck to beal it with, lhe "stratigraphic" CQ(j. 

ccption of thc relations between biological, psycooloaicltl, social, and 

cultural factors in human life:. In this ronception. man I, a composile of 

"levels." each superimposed upon thate beneath It and underpinning 

lhose abo�c it. All one analyzc::s man, one peeb orf layer after layer, 

each �uch layer bemg completc and irreducible in itself. rcvcalinl an

other, quilc different sorl of layer underneath. Strip af1' the: motlcy 

forTTlll of culture and OtIC: finds the struclUral and fuoaional rc&ularilll$ 

of MlCilll org.1niu.tlon. I'ed off these in lurn and one. flnds the undcrly. 

inS pIi)chological fadOf8-"basic ncals" or �·hat·ttave.)·ou-thlll sup

port nnd make them possible. Peel off p5)chological facton and one is 

left wilh the biok)aical foundations-anatomical. physiological, neurnl· 

ogicaJ--nfthc whole edifice of humlin nfe. 

The allrllCllon of this son of coocepmuliUllion, aside from the fnct 
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that it guaranteed the C$tablished academic disciplines their mdcpen. 
dence and sovereiKnty, was that it 5eCmed to make it possible to have 
one', cake and eat it. One: did not rul\'e: to assert that man'. culture WIUI 
all lhtre was to him in order to claim that it "\"li�, nonethclcu. an �n. 

tial lind irrcdlJCible, even a paramount ingredient in his nature. C\!ltural 
facts could be interpreted against thc backlround of noncultural fact. 
without dissolvinl them into that background or di\SOlving that back. 
ground into them. Man was a hlenuchlcally 51nllified aninlal. a sort of 

e�lutiona,?, dep05il. in whose de:finition each Ie:vel�rganic. plycho
logical. locla/' and cultural-had an assigned and incontestable place. 
To see what he reall), "'·U. we: had to 5upcrinlpose findings from the 
various relevant sc:irfK'CI-anthropology, sociology, psyeholocY. biolo&Y 
-upon one: another like so mllny pauerns In a mold'. and ""hen that 
�a5

. 
do�e, the cardinal importance of the cultural level, the only one 

dl�lInctlve to man, ..... ould natuflllly appear. as ..... ould ..... hat it had to tell 

us, in its own risht. about ..... hllt hc really .".n. For the: clsht«nth cen. 
tury imagle of man as the: naked reasoncr thaI appeared � hen he: took hi' 

eultUf1l1 co"un� ofr. the anlhropoloa,y of the: late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centurie:s substituted the Image of man IS Ihe tramJigured ani

mal lhat appeared when he put lhem on. 

At the 1c\'CI of concrete r� .. rch and S!'«IOC anaJ)'5is. this grand 

slralc� ea�� down, first. to a nunt (or unlvcnoals in culture. for empiri. 
cal UnifOrmltlcs that, In Ihe face of the divcnil), of cus.toms around the 

world and over lime. could be found evel')'where in about the �ame 
form. and, second. to an effort to relate luch universals.. once fouoo, to 
I�e: �tabli�hed constants of human bloWsy. ps)'chology. 100 iOCial orga
nlzallon. If some customS could be ferreted OUt of the clullercd cata

logue: of world culture as common to all local varianb of it. and if these 
could then be conn«ted in a determinate manner With cerlain Invariant 
�int. or reference on the subcultural levels. then at leul some proSress 
mlaht be made towani specifyi na which cultural traits arc essential to 

humlln existence and wh ieh merely ad venlitious, peripheral, or orna
mental. In such a wa)·. anthropology could determine CUltural dimen

�ions 
.
0f

.
1I c:oneepl of .man eommen5urate with the dimemior'15 provided. 

In a Sim ilar wa)'. by blOtogy. p!I),coology. or sociolOBY. 
In essence. this is not adtogethcr a new idea. The notion of a a)tl_fl'''' 

.Jus gt'lU;um (a COflSCflSUI of all mankind)-the notlon Ihat the:re are 
lOme chinas that 1111 men ""iii tx- found to airet upon 118 riSht, real, just, 
or aUraC:Civc lind Ihal these thlnls ;ue, Iherefore. In fact riahl. real, juS!. 

Impu: .. -t of the Con ...... ,. of Cultun' 011 tn..' C«iCll. of Man 

attractive-Will present In the: Enlightenment and probably has been 

in some forJll or another in all RICI and c1imcs_ 11  is onc uf 
idcllS Ihat occur to almost anyol1e 5OOI1.er or later, Its dc\'elopment 

modern IlnthropolOi)'. nowever-tx-&mning With Clark WiSlilcr's 

in the 19205 of .... hllt he ealkd " the u\lI\'Crsal cultural pal
"n," through Bronislaw Malillowskj'� presentation flf a 11M of "univer· 

IlT5litutional types" in the elirly farlles, up to G. P. Murdock's dabo

".x of a sct of "common-<ienonllnaIOrs of culture" during and since 

War II_lidded 50mcthllli new .. 11 added the notion that. 10 

..., Oyde Kluckhohn. pcrha� the mmt pcr�uasl\'e of the co"sr,.JUJ 
theorist5, "$Orne aspcc" of culture take liltlr �pecillc fl,lrm5 

as a result of hlSlouc:d accidems; othen; are tailored by forces 

can properl)' be dblgllalcd as unaverl>3I." ) \\ Ith Ihis. man's cul-

life 15 split in t�'O: part of II il. like Mascnu'� aelUn.· garb. IIKle

of men's Sewlonilln "in�'ard motlon�": part IS :111 cmamllion of 

motions themse.hoes lbe questll,)O thaI then RUSCS is: Cun Ihis 

house: between lhe eighteenth and twenlleth cc:nturiCli rully 

\\-'hether it can or Ilot depends nn � hcthcr thc dualbm between elll

. uOI\enal al>pect� ul culture rooted in subcultural realities and 

vanable aspects no! 50 routed COIn be I:nabh�hcd and �us· 

taiRed. And thiS. In turn. (/tn1and� ( I )  Ihat Ihe unl\crsab propoiCd be 

W�lanti:l1 ones al\<! nOi empty calegunes: l2) thliot they be specifically 

JfUUn"dcd in particular biolOClcal. p�)chologH:al. ur 5OC'�lo�ical pro

CCSK'S, not just "aguel)' associated with "underlying reaillles ; and (3) 

thaI thc)' can con"'-lIlcinaJy be defellded as cure eleillents in a defin ition 

of humltnity In c:ompanMln With �'hlch thc much more numerous cui· 

turlll particularities art' of denrly secondar), imj'lC'lrlBnce. On all three of 

thc:se counts il secnl5 10 me that the (/llfJ"II\u� X,'II/mm approach falls, 

rather than nlO\'lng to .... ard Ihc esscl1l1al� uf tnc human SlIualion it 

moves away from them. 

!"hc rClIson the firM of Ihe� requirements that tht· pr.lPO� univer
'-81\ be substantial onc� anu nOi. elnpt)' or ltear·emp·l), cal..:gUl"i�_has 

not been met IS Ihal il cann04 be. 1 here 15 a 1�lclil c.lrlnlct belwecn as· 

scnln& that. say. "religIOn." .. murriag,· ... ur "PRl�rty" 
,
ar� empirical 

uni ... ersal� and Sh'ing thelll \'cr)' nlUeh III tho: W.l)' I" �JX.'Clhc eonlcnt. for 

to '3)' that tho:) are cmplrkal UI11\·o:r� .. I� i, til !Oay thaI the:y have the 

Wlmc eonlt:nt. and to say the) ha\'C tho: �:Inw �· ... nto:nl I� to n) In the face 

• A. L K'�t-n'. cd ... A",�rv,...J.'jt' T.,.}, .. It h,c�" ... 19<11 .. p !otf> 
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of lh� undeniable facc lhat they do not. If one dcfinn religIOn generally 
and indeternuna1eI)'_as man", mo�t fundamental QTicnlation 10 reality, 
for c:..amplc-Ihen one cannm at I� saine lime assign 10 that orienta

tton a highly circumstantial conlcnt; for clearly what composc� the most 
fundamental Orientation to realll)' amoog the transpoftoo Aztecs. lifting 
pulsing h�"� lorn Ih� (rom the chests of human socntica towilrd Ihe 
hca'vens, is noe what comprises ;1 amoog Ihe stolid Zuni, dnncmg tben 
greal ma�, supplications 10 Ihe benevolent gods of rain. rhe obsessive 
rillml;sm tmd unbulloned polytheism of tht: Hindus C!(�SS a rather 
different "',ew of what thc "Teall)' rca'" IS really lilt frorll lhe uncom. 
promising mooodltism and austere legalism of Sunni Islam. Even if one 
doef Iry to gCI down to 11$11 abstract Ie�dfi :md auen, liS "'1l)Ckhohn 
did, that a conc�pc of the afterlife it uni�ersnl. or a� Malmowu,J dKl. 
thnt II sense of Providene� is unhcrsld, the SMIIC contradiction haunls 
one. To muke the gencrahlatioo aboul an ufterhfe siaod up alike for the 

Confucians and the CalvlIlISts, the Zen BuddhlsLS aod the Tibelan 
UuddhiMS, Olle has 10 define II in most gcner-.. l terms, Indeed W) gen
eral, III fact, that I!.'hntevu force it seems to have virtually evaporat�. 
So, too, I'oHh lin)' notion of :1 scn�e of I'rovicknce, which can mcludc 
under liS wlllg bolh Navajo nocion5 about the relallOll1 of gods 10 m�n 

and rrobnand ones. And as with religion, so with "marnage," "trade," 
and all thc rest of what A L Kroebcr lIptly called " fall' unh·ersals.. .. 

do ... n to.) so seemingly tangible 11 matter as "�hel{er." 1 hal everywhere 
Jl'l."Ople IImle and produce children, have some s.cnse uf mine and thine , 
and protect thcmseh'(S in one fashton or anolher from nun and sun are 

nClther fabe nor. from some 1'011115 of ... u:w. urumportant : but they arc 
hardly \cry much help in draWing a portrait of man that will be II true 
and honest likeness and not an UlllCJW:te<l "John O. Public" IOrt of car

loon. 
My POIIII, which should be clear aod I hope will become c ... en dcarer 

III II moment, II not Ihal there arc no gcnerahzutiOfls tllllt can be made 
abol.ll man Ri man, sa\e that he is n nM»t various animal, or that lhe 
study of culture has nothing to contribute to .. ard Inc uocover;ng of soch 
gell(ralil'.all(Jn�, fI.'l)' point I!> that such generalualions are not 10 be dis
co\cred through 0. OacOlll�n senrch for cullUral universals, 0. lind of 

pllbhc-opmion pollmg of the world's peoples in search of /I ccm�nSUJ 

Rt't/flllm thai doc:s not in fact CXi�I, and, furtncr. that the atlcmpc to do 
!IO leads III pr«iscly the sort of relativism tM I!.hole approach was ex
prc�l)' onigncd to a\'oid, "'uii; cuhure prizes reslr.tint," Kluclchohn 
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. "Kwalciutl culture cncourages elthibitior.iwn on Ihe part of lhe: 

. These are contrasting values, bUI in adherin, 10 them the 

and Kwalclutl show their allegiance to a univer$ll.l villue; Ihe priz

of the distinctive norms of one's cul!ure.'" This is sheer evasion. 

it is only more apparent, not more evasive, tban discuuions uf cui· 

ulllvcrsais in general. What. after Ill, does it avail 01 10 ny, With 

.n,k,.i', '"" that �morality Ii a uni\·ersa1. and $0 is enjoyment of beauty, 

some standard for tnllh," if we arc for«d in the very Beltt scntence, 

he is, to add that "the many forms these concept.s take arc but prod

or the parhcular histOrical experience of the societiCl lhat manifest 

T Onu one abandons uniformitarianism, e\len ir, like the oon

�nllUm theori�. only partially and uncertainly, rdutiYism is a 

danger; bUI It can be warutd off only by facing dLrectly and 

the diversities of human culture, the Zuni's restraint and the 

uhlbitionrsm, and embracLOg them within the body or one's 

of man, nOi by gltding past them wilh vague taUlolO&ics and 

rorceless banalities. 
Of coor5e, the difficulty of staling cultural univer!Ulls which lire al too 

&arne lime substantial abo hinden fulfillment of the second requirement 

facing the CDnJt!1t.fW ,,,/Ilium approach. thaI of grounding �uch univer

sab in particular btoloiical. piycholO&icat. or socio/oa.lcal procCS$C$. 

But lhere is more to it than that: the ·'Slralig.raphic'· conceptualization 

of the rclation$hips bcl�en cultural and noncultural (actors hinders 

such a ,rounding e"cn more effCClively. Once culture, psyche, !IOCiet)', 
and organi5m have becn convcrted into separate scientific "levels," com

plete and aUlonomous in thcmsch'cs. II IS very hard to bring them back 

to;cthcr again. 

lbc most common way of trying to do so is through the utilizateon or 

what arc called "invariant points of rdercnce:' These poinu arc: 10 be 

found, 10 quote one of the most famous ltalements of this Itratcsy-thc 

''Toward a Common Langul\&e for the Areas of the Social Scicnttl·· 

memorandum produced by Talcon Par50llI. Khll;UJohn, O. H. Taylor, 

aoo others in Ihe earl), fort�-

in tht naHITC of o.ocial �y�I"lIlS. in the blololi�1I1 lind p�ychololieal ... LLlre of 

the COfllponent in<UvldulIl�, in Lhe uternal .itualion� in which Ihey h\lc and 

illCt, in the nece'iSlty nr coordination in !>OCial �}1.ltmJ In [culture\ 

• C, Klucthol>n. Cltl',,' .. ..... S .. II .. ,·, ..... (New Yo .... 1%2). 1', 180, 
, M. J HerV;ovlts. eM/",,.1 A"I",QpoIQU (New York, 1955). p. 3604. 
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these " foci" of �lnKlUrt Irc neyer linored. They must in � way be 
" adapted 10" or "Uilo;cn ICCOUllt of." 

Cultural universals are conceived (0 be crystallilro responses to lnesc 
unevadable rnJitics. in.titutlonalized ways or coming to terms with 
them. 

Analysil consists. I�n. of matching assumed universals to posculated 
underlying n«cultiea, .ttempeln, 11,1 show there is some goodnes.s of fit 
betwun the Iwo. On the social level. reference is made to such irrefra
gable (acts as Ihal all SOCieties, in order 10 persist. nlust reproduce their 
membership or aJlocate Joods and services, hence the unhcrsalily of 

SO� form or family or !lOme form of trllde. On the psycho!oalcal level, 
recourse is h

�ad to basic nceds like personal growth-hence the ubiquity 
of educational institutiool-or 10 panhuman problems. like the <kdipal 
predicament-hence the ubiquity of punishing gods and nunur.lnt god
deuel, 8iologkally, chere is mecabollsm and health; culturally. din ins 
customs and curing procedur�. And so on. The tack is co look ac un
derlying human requirements of wme sort or other and then to try to 
show that those aspectJ of culcure that are Uflivcrlal are. to use Kluck
hohn·, figure agliin, "tailored" by chese requirements. 

Thc problem here iI, Igain. not so much whether in a general way 
this IOrt of conlfUcnee ClliSlS. but whether ;t is more than a loose and 
indeterminate one. It is not difficult to relate lOme human institutions to 
what IClence (or common sense) tells U$ are requirements foe human ex. 
istence, but it is very much morc difficult 10 state this relatiollship in an 
unequivocal fMm. Not only �I almost any inslilution serve a multi. 
plicity of locial. psychological, and organic needs (so thai 10 say mar
riage i. a mere reltex of the lOCial n«d to reproduce, or thai dining 
customs are I rd\u of metabolic nt'CeSlllliea. is to COUrt parody), but 
there i5 no way to state in any prec.ise and tcstable way the inlerlevcl reo 
lationships that are conceived to hold. Despite first appearances. there is 
no serious allemlX here to apply the concepts and theor"lC:I of biology. 
psychololY. Of' even 5OCdogy to the analysis of Ctllture (and, of courK. 
not even a "'lieltion of the reverK r.:Ichange) but merely a placing of 
,upposed rae" from the cultural and subcullurul levels side by 5ide 50 
a. to induce Ii vaaue K:n� that somc kind of relationship between them 
-an obscure sort of "tailorins" obtains, There is no theoretical mle. 
gration here al all but a mere correlation, and Ihat intuitive. of separate 
findings. With the leveb appro3Ch. we can never, even b), inVoking "in. 
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points of reference:' construct genuine functional interconnec· 

cultural and noncuhural facton. onl)' more or less perwa· 

Inalogics. paTltllelisms. )uggestions, and affinities, , 
Hov.'Cver, e"en If I am wrong (n, admiuedly, many anthropolOllsU 

hold) in claiming that the C'QIIU"Jl4l �ntium approach can pro

nClther substantIal unh'ersals nor spec:ifM: ",nnw ions betv.een eul

and noncultural phenomena to explai n  them, the. qut.\tion still re

.. ,u y,.hethe.r such univcnals should be laken as the central dements 

the definition of man . ..... hether a 10wC'St-common-denominator view �f 

is what .... e wanl anyway. ThIs IS, of course, now a phllmoptu. 

qu .. �io". not as such a scientific one, but the notion
,
that the e5!oCnce 

�'hlt It mean§ to be human is most clearl)' revealed In thOliC features 

,"rr,," culture thai are universal rather than in those Ihnt are distine· 

to IhlS people or Ihat is a prejudice we are not nc«sSIlfll)' obliged 

shllJ'e. Is il in grasping such general facl$-that man has �very�here 

":;:n�"':;':'�O�f "religion" -or in grasping the richness of Ihls rehglous 

� or that-Balinese trunce or Indian rituahsm, AZtec hUlllaJl 

or Zul1i rain-dancing-that v.'C gmsp him" Is Ihe fact lhat 

is univcrsal (if it is) as penetmting a comment on what we 

itS the flicts concerning Himalayan polyandr)', or those fantastic 

A�lraiian marriage rules, or the. elaborat� bride'price 'yslellls of Banlu 

Africa? The comment that Cromwell was the tllOlit t)'pical Englishman 

of his time precisely In thai he was the odd� may be relevant in Ih!5 

connection, 100: it ma), be in the cultural particulantics or pcople-I� 
their odditiCl-that some of the most instructi�'e re�'ehst

.
lOns of wha� It 

is tn be generically humar. arc to be fouod; and the mam CQntTlbUI� 
of the �ience of anthropology 10 th� oollMruction--or rcconSlructtOn 

-Qf a concept of man may Ihen lie in �howing us how to Hod thenl. 

I I I  

The major reason why anthropologisls ha ... c shied away frnm cultural 

particularitieS when it cafllC' to a question of definmg man and have 

laken refuge IIlStead in bloodless univer5llis ill Ihlll, raced a� they are 

',h the efl(}rmou� variation in human behavior, they arc haunted by a 
w, . .  
fear of hiSlorielsnl. of becoming lost in a whirl of cultural rtlllll ... ,sni so 
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convulsive as to deprive them of any fixed bearings at all. Nor has there 
not been some occasion for such a fear: Ruth Benedict's Patterns of 
Cultllre, probably the most popular book in anthropology ever pub
lished in this country, with its strange conclusion that anything one 
group of people is inclined toward doing is worthy of respect by an
other. is perhaps only the most outstanding example of the awkward po_ 
sitions one can get into by giving oneself over rather too completely to 
what Marc Bloch called "the thrill of learning singular things." Yet the 
fear is a bogey. The notion that unless a cultural phenomenon is empiri
cally universal i t  cannot reflect anything about the nature of man is 
about as logical as the notion that because sickle-cell anemia is, fortu
nately, not universal, it cannot tell us anything about human genetic 
processes. It is not whether phenomena are empirically common that is 
critical in science-clse why should Becquerel have been so interested 
in the peculiar behavior of uranium?-but whether they can be made to 
reveal the enduring natural processes that underly them. Seeing heaven 
in a grain of sand is not a trick only poets can accomplish. 

In short, we need to look for systematic relationships among diverse 
phenomena, not for substantive identities among similar ones. And to 
do that with any effectiveness, we need to replace the "stratigraphic" 
conception of the relations between the various aspects of human exis
tence with a synthetic one; that is, one i n  which biological, psychologi
cal, sociological, and cultural factors can be trcated as variables within 
unitary systems of analysis. The establishment of a common language in 
the social sciences is not a mailer of mere coordination of terminologies 
or, worse yet, of coining artificial new ones; nor is it a matter of impos
ing a single set of categories upon the area as a whole. It is a matter of 
integrating different types of theories and concepts in such a way that 
onc can formulate meaningful propositions embodying findings now 
sequestered in separate fields of study. 

In attempting to launch such an integration from the anthropological 
side and to reach, thereby, a more exact image of man, I want to pro
pose two ideas. The first of these is that culture is best seen not as com
plexes of concrete behavior patterns-customs, usages, traditions, habit 
clusters-as has, by and large, been the case up to now, but as a set of 
control mechanisms-plans, recipes, rules, instructions (what computer 
engineers call "programs")-for the governing of behavior. The second 
idea is that man is precisely the animal most desperately dependent 
upon such extragenetic, outside-the-skin control mechanisms, such cul
tural programs, for ordering his beh:tVior. 
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Neither of these ideas i s  entirely new, but a number of recent devel

both within anthropology and in other sciences (cybernetics, 
. 

theory, neurology, molecular genetics) have made them sus

of more precise statement as well as lending them a degree of 

support they did not previously have. And out of such refor

of the concept of culture and of the role of culture in human 

comes, in  turn, a definition of man stressing not so much the empir-

I commonalities in  his behavior, from place to place and lime to 

but rather the mechanisms by whose agency the breadth and inde

of his inherent capacities are reduced to the narrowness 

specificity of his actual accomplishments, One of the most signifi

facts about us may finally be that we all begin with the natural 

uil,m,:n' to live a thousand kinds of life but end in the end having 

only one. . 
The "control mechanism" view of culture begins with the assumptIon 

human thought is basically both social and public-lhat its natural 

is the house yard, the marketplace, and the town square. Think

consists not of "happenings in  the head" (though happenings there 

elsewhere are necessary for it to occur) but of a traffic in what have 

called, by G. H. Mead and others, significant symbols-words 
.
for 

the most part but also gestures, drawings, musical sounds,
. 

mec�amcal 

devices like clocks, or natural objects like jewels-anythmg, to fact, 

that is disengaged from its mere actuality and used to impose meaning 

upon ex�rience. From the point of view of any particular indi�idual, 

such symbols are largely given. He finds them already current m the 

community when he is born, and they remain, with some additions, sU
.
b

tractions, and partial alterations he may or may not have had a hand tn, 

in circulation after he dies. While he lives he uses them, or some of 

them, sometimes deliberately and with care, most often spontaneously 

and with ease, but alwuys with the same end in view: to put a construc

tion upo� the events through which he lives, to orient himself within 

"the ongoing course of experienced things," to adopt a vivid phrase of 

John Dewey's. . 
Man is so in need of such symbolic sources of illumination to find hIS 

bearings in the world because the nonsymbolic sort that are �nstitu

tionally ingrained in his body cast so diffused a light. The bchavl�r pat

terns of lower animals are, at least to a much greater extent, gwen to 

them with their physical structure; genetic sources of information order 

their actions within much narrower ranges of variation, the narrower 

and more thoroughgoing the lower the animal. For man, what arc in-
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nately given are extremely general response capacities, which, although 

they make possible far greater plasticity, complexity, and, on the scat
tered occasions when everything works as it should, effectiveness of be
havior, leave it much less precisely regulated. This, then, is the second 

(ace of our argument: Undirected by culture patterns--organized sys

tems of significant symbols-man's behavior would be virtually ungov

ernable, a mere chaos of pointless acts and exploding emotions. his ex

perience virtually shapeless. Culture, the accumulated totality of such 

patterns, is not just an ornament of human existence but-the principal 

basis of its specificity-an essential condilion for it. 

Within anthropology some of the most telling evidence in support of 

such a position comes from recent advances in our understanding of 

what used to be called the descent of man: the emergence of Homo sa· 

piefls out of his general primate background. Of these advances three are 

of critical importance; ( I )  the discarding of a sequential view of the rep 

lations between the physical evolution and the cultural development of 

man in favor of an overlap or interactive view; (2) the discovery that 

the bulk of the biological changes that produced m·odern man out of his 

most immediate progenitors took place in the central nervous system 

and most especially in the brain; (3) the realization that man is, in 

physical terms, an incomplete, an unfinished, animal; that what sets him 

off most graphically from non men is less his sheer ability to learn (great 

as that is) than how much and what particular sorts of things he has to 

learn before he is able to function at all. Let me take each of these 

points in turn. 

The traditional view of the relations between the biological and the 

cultural advance of man was that the former, the biological, was for all 

intents and purposes completed before the latter, the cultural. began. 

That is to say. it was again stratigraphic: Man's physical being evolved, 

through the usual mechanisms of genetic variation and natura] selection. 

up to the point where his anatomical structure had arrived at more or 
less the status at which we find it today; then cultural development got 
under way. At some particular stage in his phylogenetic history, a mar· 

ginal genetic change of some sort rendered him capable of producing 

and carrying culture, and thenceforth his form of adaptive response to 
environmental pressures was almost exclusively cultural rather than ge· 

netic. As he spread over the globe, he wore furs in cold climates and 
loin cloths (or nothing at all) in warm ones; he didn't alter his innate 

mode of response to environmental temperature. He made weapons to 
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his inherited predatory powers and cooked foods to render a 

range of them digestible. Man became man, the story continues. 

having crossed some mental Rubicon, he became able to transmit 

belief, law, morals, custom" (to quote the items of Sir Ed-

Tylor's classical definition of culture) to his descendants and his 

through teaching and to acquire them from his ancestors and 

neighbors through learning. After that magical moment, the advance 

the hominids depended almost entirely on cultural accumulation, on 

slow growth of conventional practices, rather than. as it had for ages 

, on physical organic change. 

fhe only trouble is that such a moment does not seem to have ex· 

By the most recent estimates the transition to the cultural mode of 

took the genus Homo se .... eral million years to accomplish; and 

out in such a manner, it involved not one or a handful of mar

, genetic changes but a long. complex, and closely ordered sequence 

In the current view. the evolution of Homo supj('tlS-modern man

of his immediate preSill);enS background got definitely under way 

million years ago with the appearance of the now famous 

so-called ape men of southern and eastern 

culminated with the emergence of sapiens himself only 

one to two or three hundred thousand years ago. Thus, as at least 

forms of cultural, or if you wish protocultural, activity (sim· 

toolmaking. hunting, and so on) seem to have been present among 

of the Australopilhecines, there was an overlap of, as I say, well 

a million years between the beginning of culture and the appear· 

Ice of man as we know him today. The precise dates-which are ten· 

and which further research may later alter in one direction or 

Ino.h,,,-- not critical; what is critical is that there was an overlap 

that it was a very extended one. The final phases (final to date, at 

rate) of the phylogenetic history of man took place in the same 

I,anld geological era-the so·called Ice Age-as the initial phases of 

his cultural history. Men have birthdays, but man does not. 

What this means is that cuhure, rather than being added on, so to 

peak. to a finished or virtually finished animal, was ingredient, and 

centrally ingredient, in the production of that animal itself. The slow. 

steady. almost glacial growth of culture through the Icc Age altered the 

balance of selection pressures for the evolving Hotrlo in such a way as 

to play a major directive role in his evolution. The perfection of tools, 
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the adoption of organized hunting and gathering practices, the begin

nings of true family organization, the discovery of fire, and, most criti

cally. though it is as yet extremely difficult to trace it out in any detail. 

the increasing reliance upon systems of significant symbols (language. 

art, myth, ritual) for orientation. communication, and self-control all 

created (or man a new environment to which he was then obliged to 

adapt. As culture. step by infinitesimal step. accumulated and developed. 

a selective advantage was given to those individuals in the population 

most able to take advantage of it-the effective hunter, the persistent 

gatherer, the adept toolmaker, the resourceful leader-until what had 

been a small-brained, protohuman AIIStralopi"lC'clls became the large

brained fully human /-Iomo sapiens. Between the cultural pattern, the 

body, and the brain, a positive feedback system was created in which 

each shaped the progress of the other. a system in which the interaction 

among increasing tool usc, the changing anatomy of the hand. and the 

expanding representation of the thumb on the cortex is only one of the 

morc graphic examples. By submitting himself to governance by symboli

cally mediated programs for producing artifacts. organizing social life. 

or expressing emotions, man determined, if unwittingly, the culminating 

slages of his own biological destiny. Ouite literally, though quite inad

vertently, he created himself. 

Though, as I mentioned, there were a numbcr of important changes 

in the gross anatomy of genus Ilomo during this period of his 

crystallization-in skull shape, dentition, thumb size, and so on-by 

far the most important and dramatic were those that evidently took 

place in the central nervous system ;  for this was the period when the 

human brain, and most particularly the forebrain, ballooned into its 

present top-heavy proportions. The technical problems arc complicated 

and controversial here; but the main point is that though the Australo. 

pithccines had a torso and arm configuration not drastically different 

from our own, and a pelvis and leg formation at least well·launched to

ward our own, they had cranial capacities hardly larger than those of 

the living apes-that is to say, about a third to a half of our own. What 

sets true men off most distinctly from protomen is apparently not over

all bodily form but complexity of nervous organization. The overlap pe_ 

riod of cultural and biological change seems to have consisted in an in

tense concentration on neural development and perhaps associated 

refinements of various bchaviors-of the hands, bipedal locomotion, 

and so on-for which the basic anatomical foundations-mobile shoul-
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and wrists. a broadened ilium, and so on-had already been se

laid. In itself, this is perhaps not altogether startling; but, com

with what I have already said, it suggests some conclusions about 

sort of animal man is that are, I think, rather far not only from 

of the eighteenth century but from those of the anthropology of 

ten or fifteen years ago. 

Most bluntly. it suggests that there is no such thing as a human na· 

independent of culture, Men without culture would not be the 

savages of Golding's Lord of the Flies thrown back upon the cruel 

of their animal instincts; nor would they be the nature's noble-

of Enlightenment primitivism or even, as classical anthropological 

would imply, intrinsically talented apes who had somehow failed 

find themselves. They would be unworkable monstrosities with very 

useful instincts, fcwer recognizable sentiments, and no intellect: 

basket cases. As our central nervous system-and most particu

its crowning curse and glory, the neocortex-grew up in  great part 

interaction with culture. it is incapable of directing our behavior or 

our experience without the guidance provided by systems of 

symbols. What happened to us in the Ice Age is that we were 

i to abandon the regularity and precision of detailed genetic con

over our conduct for the Hexibility and adaptability of a more gen

though of course no less real, genetic control over it. To sup-

the additional information necessary to be able to act, we were 

forced, in turn, too rely more and more heavily on cultural sources-the 

accumulated fund of significant symbols, Such symbols are thus not 

Plere expressions, instrumentalities, or correlates of our biological, psy

chological, and social existence; they are prerequisites of it. Without 

men, no culture. certainly; but equally, and more significantly, without 

culture, no men. 
We are, in sum, incomplete or unfinished animals who complete or 

flRish ourselves through culture-and not through cuhure in general but 

through highly particular forms of it: Debuan and Javanese, Hopi and 

Italian, upper-class and lower-class, academic and commercial. Man's 

great capacity for learning, his plasticity, has often been remarked. but 

what is even more critical is his extreme dependence upon a certain sort 

of learning: the attainment of concepts, the apprehension and applica

tion of specific systems of symbolic meaning. Beavers build dams. birds 

build nests, bees locate food, baboons organize social groups, and mice 

mate on the basis of forms of learning that rest predominantly on the 
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instructions encoded in their genes and evoked by appropriate patterns 

of external stimuli: physical keys inserted into organic locks. But men 
build dams or shelters, locale food, organize their social groups, or find 
sexual partners under the guidance of instructions encoded i n  now 
charts and blueprints, hunting lore, mOfal systems and aesthetic judg· 
ments: conceptual structures molding formless talents. 

We live. as one writer has neatly put it. in an " information gap." Be
tween what our body tells us and what we have to know in order to 
function, there is a vacuum we must fill ourselves. and we fill it with in
formation (or misinformation) provided by our culture. The boundary 

between what is innately controlled and what is culturally controlled in 
human behavior is an ill-defined and wavering one. Some things are, for 
all intents and purposes, entirely controlled intrinsically: we need no 
more cultural guidance to learn how to breathe than a fish needs to 

learn how to swim. Others arc almost certainly largely cultural; we do 
not attempt to explain on a genetic basis why some men put their trust 

in centralized planning and others in the free market, though it might be 

an amusing exercise. Almost all complex human behavior is, of course, 
the interactive, nonadditive outcome of the two. Our capacity to speak 

is surely innate; our capacity to speak English is surely cultural. Smiling 
at pleasing stimuli and frowning at unpleasing ones are surely in some 

degree genetically determined (even apes screw up their faces at nox
ious odors); but sardonic smiling and burlesque frowning are equally 

surely predominantly cultural, as is perhaps demonstrated by the Ba
linese definition of a madman as someone who, like an American, 
smiles when there is nothing to laugh at. Between the basic ground 

plans for our life that our genes lay down-the capacity to speak or to 
smile-and the precise behavior we in  fact execute-speaking English 
in  a certain tone of voice, smiling enigmatically in a delicate social 
situation-lies a complex set of significant symbols under whose direc

tion we transform the first into the second, the ground plans into the ac

tivity. 

Our ideas, our values, our acts, even our emotions, are, like our ner
vous system itself, cultural products-products manufactured, indeed, 
out of tendencies, capacities, and dispositions with which we were born, 
but manufactured nonetheless. Chartres is made of stone and glass. But 

it is not just stone and glass; it is a cathedral, and not only a cathedral, 
but a particular cathedral built at a particular time by certain members 
of a particular society. To understand what it means, to perceive it for 
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it is, you need to know rather more than the generic properties of 

and glass and rather more than what is common to all cathedrals. 
need to understand also-and, in my opinion, most critically-the 

concepts of the relations among God. man, and architecture 

since they have governed its creation, it consequently embodies. It 

different with men: they. too. every last one of them. are cultural 

IV 

I.',eve" differences they may show, the "pproaches to the definition of 

I nature adopted by the Enlightenment and by classical anlhropol

have one thing in common: they are both basically typological. 

endeavor to construct an image of man as a model, an archetype, 

idea or an Aristotelian form. with respect to which actual 

n-- 'O'U" me, Churchill, Hitler, and the Bornean headhunter-arc but 

distortions. approximations. In  the Enlightenment case, the 

,,"'enl.5 of this essential type were to be uncovered by stripping the 

of culture away from actual men and seeing what then was 

man. In classical anthropology. it was to be uncovered by 

out the commonalities in culture and seeing what then appeared 

man. In  either case, the result is the same as that which 

to emerge in all typological approaches to scientific problems gen

the differences among individuals and among groups of individ

arc rendered secondary. Individuality comes to be seen as eccentric

distinctiveness as accidental deviation from the only legitimate object 

study for the true scientist: the underlying, unchanging. normative 

In such an approach, however elaborately formulated and resource

defcnded, living detail is drowned in dead stcreotype: we are in 

of a metaphysical entity, Man with a capital "M," in the interests 

of which we sacrifice the empirical entity we in fact encounter, man 

with a small ·'m." -
The sacrifice is, however, as unnecessary a.� it is unavailing. There is 

no opposition between general theoretical understanding and circum

tantial understanding. betwecn synoptic vision and a fine eye for detail. 

It is, in facl, by its power to draw general propositions out of particular 
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phenomena that a scientific theory-indeed, science itself-is to be 

jLJdged. If we want to discover what man amounts to, we can only find it 

ir1 what men are: and what men arc, above all other things. is various. It 
is in understanding that variousness-its range, its nature, its basis, and 
its implications-that we shall come to construct a concept of human 
nature that, more than a statistical shadow and less than a primitivist 

dream, has both substance and truth. 
It is here, to come round finally to my title. that the concept of cui· 

ILire has its impact on the concept of man. When seen as a set of sym· 
bolie devices for controlling behavior, cxtrasomatic sources of informa
tion, culture provides the link between what men arc intrinsically 
capable of becoming and what they actually, one by one, in fact be
come. Becoming human is becoming individual, and we become individ
ual under the guidance of cultural patterns, historically created systems 
of meaning in terms of which we give form, order, point, and direction 

tD our lives, And the cultural patterns involved are not general but 
specific-not just " marriage" but a particular set of notions about what 
men and women are like, how spouses should treat one another, or who 
should properly marry whom; not just " religion" but belief in the wheel 
of karma, the observance of a month of fasting, or the practice of cattle 
sacrifice. Man is to be defined neither by his innate capacities alone, as 
the Enlightenment sought to do, nor by his actual behaviors alone, as 
rfluch of contemporary social science seeks to do, but rather by the link 
between them, by the way in which the first is transformed into the sec
ond, his generic potentialities focused into his specific performances. It 
is in man's career, in its characteristic course, that we can discern, how
ever dimly, his nature, and though culture is but one element in deter
mining that course, it is hardly the least important. As culture shaped 
OS as a single species-and is no doubt still shaping us-so too it 

shapes us as separate individuals. This, neither an unchanging subcul
tural self nor an established cross-cultural consensus, is what we really 
Jlave in common, 

Oddly enough-though on second thought, perhaps not so oddly
rnany of our subjects seem to realize this more clearly than we anthro
pologists ourselves. In Java, for example, where I have done much of my 
work, the people quite Hatly say. "To be human is to be Javanese," Small 
children. boors, simpletons, the insane, the flagrantly immoral, are said to 
t>C ndllrllng aiawa, " not yet Javanese," A "normal" adult capable of 
octing in terms of the highly elaborate system of etiquette, possessed of 
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delicate aesthetic perceptions associated with music, dance. drama, 
textile design, responsive to the subtle promptings of the divine re

I in the stillncsses of each individual's inward-turning consciousness, 
\llmpun dimm, "already Javanese," that is, already human, To be 

is not just to breathe; it is to control one's breathing, by yogalike 
UO'S, so as to hear in inhalation and exhalation the literal voice of 

pronouncing His own name-"hu Allah," It is not just to talk, it 
to utter the appropriate words and phrases in the appropriate social 

i in  the appropriate tone of voice and with the appropriate eva
indirection. It is not just to eat; it is to prefer certain foods cooked 

certain ways and to follow a rigid table etiquette in consuming them. 
is not even just to feel but to feel certain quite distinctively Javanese 

essentially untranslatable) ernot ions-"patience," "detachment," 
on," "respect." 

To be human here is thus not to be Everyman; it is to be a particular 
of man, and of course men differ: "Other fields," the Javanese say, 

,er grasshoppers," Within the society, differences are recognized, 
way a rice peasant becomes human and Javanese differs from 

way a civil servant docs. This is not a matter of tolerance and ethi
relativism, for not all ways of being human are rcgarded as equally 

by far; the way the local Chinese go about it is, for example, 
dispraised. The point is that there are different ways; and to 

to the anthropologist's perspective now, it is in a systematic review 
analysis of these�f the Plains Indian's bravura, the Hindu's ob

the Frenchman's rationalism, the Berber'" anarchism, the 
optimism (to list a series of tags I should not like to have to 

as such)-that we shall find out what it is, or can be, to be a 
r • 

We must, in short, descend into detail, past the misleading tags, past 
metaphysical types, past the empty similarities to grasp firmly the 

character of not only the various cultures but the various sorts 
individuals within each culture, if we wish to encounter humanity 

.ce to face, In this area, the road to the general, to the revelatory sim-
of science, lies through a concern with the particular, the cir-

antia the concrete. but a concern organized and directed in terms 
sort of theoretical analyses that I have touched upon-analyses 

of physical evolution, of the functioning of the ncrvous system, of social 
organization. of psychological process, of cultural patterning, and so on 
-and, most especially, in terms of the interplay among them, That is 
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to say, the road lies, like any genuine Quest, through a terrifying com
plex it y. 

"Leave him alone for a moment or two," Robert Lowell writes, nOI 
as onc might suspect of the anthropologist but of that other eccentric in
quirer into the nature of man, Nathaniel Hawthorne. 

Leave him alone for a moment or two, 
and you'll sec him with his head 
bent down. brooding, brooding, 
eyes fixed on some chip. 
some stone. some common plant, 
the commonest thing. 
as if it were the clue. 
The disturbed eyes rise. 
furlive. foiled, dissatisfied 
from meditation on the true 
and insignificanl.l 

Bent over his own chips, stones, and common plants. the anthropolo
gist broods. too, upon the true and insignificant, glimpsing in  it, or so 
he thinks. ftectingly and insecurely, the disturbing, changeful image of 
himself. 

• Reprinted with permission of Farrar, Straus &. Giroux, In(:., and Faber &. 
Faber, Ltd., from "Hawthorne," in For the Union lklld, p. 39. Copyrilht C 1964 
by Robert Lowell. 

Chapter 3 The Growth 

of Culture and the 

Evolution of Mind 

The statement "the mind is its own pla<:e," as theorists 
miahl construe it. is not true, for the mind is not even a 
metaphorical "place." On the contrary, the chessboard, 
the platfOl"m. the scholar's desk, the jUdie', bench. the 
lorry-driver's ,ut, the studio and the football field are 
amon, its places. These are where people work and play 
stupidly or intellilently. " M ind" is not the name of an
other person, workina or frolickin, behind an impene
trable screen; it is not the name of another place where 
work is done or lames are played; and it is not the 
name of another tool with which work is done, or an
other appliance with which ,ames are played . 

• GIUEII.T KYLE 

I 

the intellectual history of the behavioral sciences the concept of 
has played a curious double role, Those who have regarded the 

vella "ne'" of such sciences as involving a rectilinear extension of the 
methods of physical science into the realm of the organic have used it 
as a devil word, the referent of which was all those methods and theo
ries which failed to measure up to a rather heroic ideal of "object iv
I m." Terms such as insight, understanding, conceptual thinking, image. 
Idea, feeling, re8ection, fantasy, and so on, have been stigmatized as 
mentalistic. " i.e., contaminated with the subjectivity of consciousness," 
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and the appeal to them castigated as a lamentable failure of scientific 
nerve,- But those who have, on the contrary, regarded the move from a 
physical to an organic, and most especially to a human, subject matter 

as implying far-reaching revisions i n  theoretical approach and research 
procedure have tended to use " mind" as a cautionary concept, one in

tended more to point to defects i n  understanding than to repair them, 
more to stress the limits of positive science than to extend them. For 
such thinkers its main function has been to give a vaguely defined but 
intuitively valid expression to their settled conviction that human expe
rience has important dimensions of order which physical theory (and. 

pari passu, psychological and social theories modeled on physical 
theory) omits to consider. Sherrington's image of "naked mind"-"all 
that counts in life. Desire, zest, truth, love, knowledge, valucs"-going 

"in our spatial world more ghostly than a ghost;' serves as an epitome 
of this position, as Pavlov's reported practice of levying fines on any of 

his students who so much as uttered mentalistic words in his laboratory 
does of the opposite.! 

In  fact, with some exceptions, the term "mind" has not functioned as 

a scientific concept al all but as a rhetorical device, even when its usc 

has been forbidden. More exactly, it has acted 10 communicate-and 
sometimes to exploit-a fear rather than to define a process. a fear of 

subjectivism on the one hand and of mechanism on the other. "Even 
when fully aware of the nature of anthropomorphic subjectivism and its 

dangers," Clark Hull warns us solemnly, "the most careful and experi
enced thinker is likely to find himself a victim to its seductions," and 
urges as a "prophylaxis" the strategy of viewing all behavior as if it 

were produced by a dog, an albino rat, or, safest of all, a robet.' While, 

for the opposition, Gordon Allport professes to see a threat to human 
dignity i n  such an approach, complaining that "the models we have 
been following lack the long-range orientation which is the essence of 
morality . . . .  An addiction 10 machines, rats, or infants leads us to 

overplay those features of human behavior that are peripheral, signal

oriented, or genetic land) to underplay those features that are central, 

I M. Scheerer. "Coaniliv� Theory." in Handbook of Social l'sycholu8Y (Read
ina. Mass., 1954). 

! C. Sherrinal0n. Man on His Nature, 2nd ed. (New York. 1953), p. 1 6 1 ;  L. S. 
Kubie, ��yc:hiatric and Psychoanalytic Considerations or the Problem or Con. 
sciousness," in Brain Mechunisms and CotUciou.Jfless, ed. E, Adrian el al. (Ox
ford, Enaland. 1954). pp. 444-467. 

J C. L. Hull. Principlu of Behaviur (New York, 1943). 
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or symbolic." · In Ihe face of such contradictory de

.on" of the specter that is haunting the study of man, it is small 

that a recent group of psychologists, torn between their wish to 

a convincing analysis of the directional aspects of human behav

and to meet scientific canons of objectivity, found themselves 

by the rather desperate stratagem of referring to themselves as 
behaviorists." � 

So far as the concept of mind is concerned, this state of affairs is c:x

I unfortunate becnuse an extraordinarily useful notion and one 

which there is no precise equivalent, save perhaps the archaism 

" is turned into a shibboleth. It is even more unfortunate be

ausiC the fears which have so crippled the term arc largely baseless, the 

echoes of the great mock civil war between materialism and dual

generated by the Newtonian revolution. Mechanism, as Ryle has 

lid, is a bogey, because the fear of il rests on the assumption that it is 

contradictory to say that one and the same occurrence is gov

by mechanical laws and moral principles, as though a golfer can-

at once conform to the laws of ballistics, obey the rules of golf, and 

with elegance.' But subjectivism is a bogey too, for the fear of it 

on the equally peculiar assumption that because I cannot know 

you dreamed of last night, thought of while memorizing a string of 

syllables, or feel about the doctrine of infant damnation unless 

"'u choose to tell me, any theorizing I may do about the role such men

facts play i n  your behavior must be based on a false "anthropo

analogy from what I. know or think I know, about the role 

play in mine. Lashley's tart comment that "metaphysicians and 

,an" have spent SO many years weaving fairy tales about [mind] 

that they have come to believe one another's phantasies," is inaccurate 

only in that it neglects to note that a great many behavioral scientists 

have been engaged i n  the same sort of collective autism.7 

One of the most frequently suggested methods for rehabilitating mind 
as a useful scientific concept is to transform it into a verb or participle, 

"Mind is minding, the reaction of an organism as a whole as a coherent 

4 G. W. Allport. "Scientific Model, and Hllman Morall," Psychol. Rev. 54 
( 1947): 182-192 . 

• G. A. Miller, E. H. Galanter, and K. H. Pribram, PlaM and the Stru.cture of 
Bdwvior (New York. 1960) . 

• O. Ry1e. The Concept of Mind (New York, 1949). 
7 K. S. Lashley, "Cerebral Orlanizalion aDd Bchavjor," in The Brain and 

lIumun Bt!havior. ed. H. Solomon et al. (Baltimore, 19.58). 
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unit . . . [3 view which 1 releases us from the verbal bondage of a ster· 
ile and paralyzing metaphysics, and sets us free to sow and reap in a 
field what will bear fruit." \I But this "cure" involves falling in  with the 

school bench story that "a noun is a word that names a person, place, 
or thing," which was not true in the first place. The use of nouns as dis
positional terms-Le., words denoting capacities and propensities 
rather than entities or activities-is actually a standard and indispens
able practice in English, both natural and scientific.9 If "mind" is to go, 
"faith," " hope," and "charilY" will have to go with it, as well 'IS 

"cause," "force," and "gravitation" and "motive," "role," and " cul
ture." "Mind is minding" may be all right, "science is sciencing" at 
least bearable. Ie) But "superego is superegoing" is a little awkward. 
Even more important, although it is true that part of the fog of confu
sion which has arisen around the concept of mind is a result of a false 
analogy with nouns which do name persons, places, or things. it mainly 
springs from much deeper sources than the merely linguistic. Conse
quently, making it into a verb is no real protection at all against "a ster
ile and paralyzing metaphysics." Like mechanists. subjectivists are men 
of infinite resource, and an occult activity may simply be substituted for 
an occult entity, as in  the case, for example, of "introspecting." 

From the scientific point of view. to identify mind with behavior, 
"the reaction of the organism as a whole," is to render it as uselessly re
dundant as to identify it with an entity "more ghostly than a ghost." 
The notion that it is more defensible to transform a reality into another 
reality than to transform it into an unreality is not correct: a rabbit dis
appears just as completely when he is magically changed into a horse as 
he does when he is changed into a centaur. "Mind" is a term denoting a 
class of skills. propensities, capacities. tendencies, habits; it refers in 
Dewey's phrase to an "active and eager background which lies in  wait 
and engages whatever comes its way." I I  And, as such, it is neither an 
action nor a thing. but an organized system of dispositions which finds 
its manifestation in some actions and some things. As Ryle has pointed 
out, if a clumsy man trips accidentally, we do not regard it  proper to as
cribe his actions to the workings of his mind, but if a clown trips on 
purpose, we do feel it proper to say this: 

8 L A. White, The Science oj Culture (New Yort, 1949) . 
• Ryle, The Concf'pt oj Mind. 
10 White, The Science oj Culture. 
II J. Dewey, Art as Experience (New York. 1934). 
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cleverness of the clown may be exhibited in his tripping and tumbling. 
He trips and tumbles just as clumsy people do. except that he trips and tum· 

on purpose and after much rehearsal and at the golden moment and 
the children can sec him and so as not to hurt himself. The spectators 

Ipplaud his skill at seeming clumsy, but what they applaud is not some 
OX," hidden performance executed " in his head:' It is his visible perfor
mance that they admire, bul they admire it not for being an effect of any 
hidden internal causes but for being an exercise of skill. Now a skill is not 
In act. It is therefore neither a witneSSable nor an unwit ncssable act. To rec

n;". that a performance is an exercise of a skill is indeed to appreciate it 
In the light of a factor which could not be separately recorded by a camera. 
But the rcason why the skill exercised in a performance cannot be separately 
recorded by a camera is not that it is an occult or ghostly happening. but 
lhat it is not a happening at all. It is a disposition, or complex of disposi
lions, and a disposition is a factor of the wrong logical type to be seen or 

unseen. recorded or unrecorded. Just as the habit of talking loudly is nol it
.elf loud or quiet, since il is not the sort of term of which "loud" or "quiet" 
can be predicaled. or just as a suscept ibility to headaches is for the same 
reason not itself unendurable or endurable. so the skills. tastes, and bents 
which are exercised in overt or internal operations are not themselves overt 
or internal, witnessable or unwitnessable.12 

A similar argument applies to objects; we would not refer, save in a 
metaphorical way, to the legendary burned pig the Chinese produced by 
accidentally setting tire to his house as "cooked," even though he ate iI, 
because it did not result from the exercise of a mental capability called 
"knowledge of COOking." But we would so refer to the second such pig 

now-educated Chinese produced by deliberately burning down his 
house again, because it did result from such a capability, no matter how 

Such judgments, being empirical, may be wrong; a man may 
have really tripped when we thougnt he was only clowning, or a pig 
really been cooked when we thought it merely burned. But the point is 
that when we attribute mind to an organism, we are talking about nei
ther the organism's actions nor its products per se, but about its capac
ity and its proneness, its disposition, to perform certain kinds of actions 
and produce certain kinds of products, a capacity and a proneness we of 
course infer from the fact that he does sometimes perform such actions 
and produce such products. There is nothing extramundane about this; 

it merely indicates that a language lacking dispositional terms would 
make the scientific description and analysis of human behavior extraordi-

It Ryle, The Com:ept oj Mind, p. ]]. Quoted by permission of Barnes & Noble 
Books and Hutchinson Publishing Group ltd. 
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Racily difficult, and severely cripple its conceptual development, in the 

same way that a language, such as the Arapesh, in which you must enu

merate by saying "one, two, two and one, one dog (i.e., 'fouc'), one dog 

and one, one dog and two, onc dog and two and one, two dogs, . . .  

etc,," cripples mathematical development by making counting SO trou

bJesome that people find it such an effort to go beyond two dogs and 

two dogs and two dogs (Le., "twenty-four") that they rcfer to all larger 

quantities as "a lot." U 
Further, within such a general conceptual framework it is possible to 

discuss the biological, psychological, sociological, and cultural determi

nants of man's mental life concurrently without making any reductionist 

hypothcses at all. This is because a capacity for something, or a prone· 

ness to do something. not being an entity or a performance, is simply 

not susceptiblc to rcduction. In the case of Rylc's clown, I could say, no 

doubt incorrectly, that his tumbling was reducible to a chain of condi· 

tioned reflexes, but I could not say that his skill was so reducible, be· 

cause by his skill I only mean to say that he can tumble. For "the clown 

can tumble," it is possible, if simplistic, to write " (this organism) can 

(produce the described reflex series)," but it is possible to get the "can" 

out of the sentence only by replacing it with "is able to," " has the ca· 

pacity to," etc., which is not a reduction but merely an immaterial shift 

from a verbal to an adjectival or nounal form. All one can do in the an· 

alysis of skills is to show the way in which they are (or are not) depen· 

dent upon various factors such as nervous system complexity, repressed 

desires to exhibit, the existence of social institutions such as circuses, or 

the presence of a cultural tradition of mimicking clumsiness for the pur

poses of satire. Once dispositional predicates are admitted into scientific 

description they are not eliminated by shifts in the "level" of descrip· 

tion employed. And, with the recognition of this fact, a whole range of 

pseudoproblems, false issues, and unreaJistic fears can simply be set 

aside. 

In perhaps no area of inquiry is such an avoidance of manufactured 

paradoxes morc useful than that of the study of mental evolution. Bur· 

dened in the past by almost all the classic anthropological fallacies

ethnocentrism, an overconcern with human uniqueness, imaginatively 

reconstructed history, a superorganic concept of culture, a priori stages 

of evolutionary change-the whole search for the origins of human 

IJ M. Mead, "Commenl:' in Discuuions in Child De"dopmenf. ed. J. Tanner 
and B. Inhelder (New York. n.d.). 1:480-503. 
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has tended to fall into disrepute, or at any rate to be ne· 

eo .. But legitimate questions-and how man came to have his mind 

a legitimate question-are not invalidated by misconceived answers. 

far as anthropology is concerned. at least, one of the most imp:>rtant 

of a dispositional answer to the question, "What is mind?" 

that it permits us to reopen a classic issue without reviving classic 

I I  

the past half century, two views of the evolution of the human 

both inadequate, have been currcnt. The first is the thesis that the 

of human thought processes Freud called "primary" _substitution, 

condensation, and so on-arc phylogenetically prior to those 

called "secondary"-directcd, logically ordered, reasoning, and so 

Within the confines of anthropology, this thesis has been based on 

assumption that it is possible simply to identify patterns of culture 

modes of thought.u On such an assumption, groups of people Jack

the cultural resources of modern science which have been, at least 

certain contexts, so effectively employed in directive reasoning in the 

I"", are considered ipso facto to lack the very capacity for intellection 

resources servej as though the confinement of the Arapesh to com· 

of "one," "two," and "dog" were a result rather than a cause 

their lack of mathematical facility: If one then adds to this argument 

invalid empirical generalization that tribal peoples employ whatever 

meager culture resources they do have for intellection less frequently. 

less persistently, and less circumspectly than do Western peoples. the 

proposition that primary process thinking proceeds secondary process 

thinking phylogenetically needs only the final mistake of viewing tribal 

peoples as primitive forms of humanity, "living fossils," to complete 

it. I' 

14 S. Freud. "Thc tnlcrprctation of Dreams," trans. in The Basic Writin.fs of 
Sigmund Freud, ed. A. A. Brill .(Ne,,: York, 19]8). p�. 1?9:.��8; S. Freud, For· 
mutations Reaardina Two PrinCIples In Mental Funcllonma, In Coll«ted Papers 
0/ Sigmufld Freud (London, 1946). 4: I ]-27. 

I� L. Levy-Bruhl, Primili"e MentalilY (London. 1923). 
It In addition. this proposition has been 5upported, as Hallowell (A. 1. Hallo

well, 'The Recapitulation Theory and Culture," reprinled in Culture aml Experi-
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It was in reaction to this tissue of errors that the second view of 
human mental evolution arose, namely, that not only is the existence of 
the human mind in essentially its modern form a prerequisite for the ac
quisition of culture. but the growth of culture in itself has been without 
any Significance (or mental evolution: 

The bird gave up a pair of walking limbs to acquire wings. 11 added a new 
faculty by transforming pari of an old onc . . . .  The airplane. on the con
trary. gaye men a new faculty without diminishing or even impairing any of 
those they had previously possessed. It led to no visible bodily changes. no 
alterations of menial capacily.u 

But, in turn, this argument implies two corollaries. onc of which, the 
doctrine of the psychic unity of mankind: has found increasing empiri
cal substantiation as anthropological research has proceeded, but the 
other of which, the "critical point" theory of the appearance of culture, 
has become increasingly tenuous. The doctrine of the psychic unity of 
mankind, which so far as I am aware, is today not seriously questioned 
by any reputable anthropologist, is but the direct contradictory of the 
primitive mentality argument; it asserts that there are no essential dif
ferences in the fundamental nature of the thought process among the 
various living races of man. If the existence of a modern type of mind 
is held to be prerequisite to the acquisition of culture, the universal pos
session of culture by all contemporary human groups, of course, makes 
of the psychic unity doctrine a simple tautology; but whether genuinely 
tautological or not. it is a proposition for whose empirical validity the 
ethnographic and psychological evidence is altogether overwhelming,lI 

As for the critical point theory of the appearance of culture, it postu
lates that the development of the capacity for acquiring culture was a 
sudden. all-or-none type of occurrence in the phylogeny of the pri-

I!nCI!, by A. I. Hallowell IPhiiadelphia, t9391. pp. 14_3 1) has pointed out. by an 
uncritical application of Haeckel's now rejected "law of recapitulation," in which 
presumed parallels in the thoulht of children, psychotics. and savales were used 
as evidence of the phyloaenetic priorily of autism. For sUliestions that primary 
processes are not even ontolenetically prior to secondary ones. see: H. Hart
mann. "Eao PsychololY and the Problem of Adaptation," trans. and abridled in 
Organ/1.at/on and Pathology of Thought, ed. D. Rappaport (New York, 1951). pp. 
362-396; and H. Hartmann, E. Kris. and R. Lowenstein. " Comments on the For· 
malton of Psychic Structure." in Thl! Psychoonalytic Study of thl! Child (New 
York. 1946), 2:1 1-38. 

1 7 A. L. Kroebe:r. Anthropology (New York.. 1948). 
'I C. Kluckhohn. "Universal Categories of Culture," in Anthropology Today. 

ed. A. l. Kroeber (Chicalo. 195]), pp. 501-523; see also. Kroeber. Anlhropol. 
ogy, p. 573. 
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mates." At some specific moment in the new unrecoverable history of 
hominidization a portentous, but in genic or anatomical terms probably 
quite minor. organic alteration toor. place-presumably in conical 
structure-in which an animal whose parents had not been disposed "to 
communicate, to learn and to teach, to generalize from the endless chain 
of discrete feelings and attitudes" was so disposed and "therewith he 
began to be able to act as a receiver and transmitter and begin the accu
mulation that is culture." 10 With him culture was born, and, once born, 
set on its own course so as to grow wholly independently of the fur
ther organic evolution of man. The whole process of the creation of 
modern man's capacity for producing and using culture, his most dis
tinctive mental attribute. is conceptualized as one of a marginal quanti
tative change giving rise to a radical qualitative difference. as when 
water, reduced degree by degree without any loss of fluidity suddenly 
freezes at O°c.. or whcn a taxiing plane gains sufficient speed to launch 
itself into ftight.11 

But we are talking of neither water nor airplanes, and the question is 
can the sharp line between enculturated man and nonenculturated non
man that this view implies in fact be drawn, or, if we must have anal
ogies. would not a more historical one, such as the unbroken gradual 
rise of modern out of medieval England, be morc apt. Within the physi
cal branch of anthropology, the doubt that one can talk about the ap· 
pearancc of man "as if he had suddenly been promoted from colonel to 
brigadier general, and had a date of rank" has grown with increasing 
rapidity as the Australopithecine fossils originally of South Africa but 
now quite widely found, have come to be placed more and more in the 
hominid line.'Zt These fossils, which date from the upper Pliocene and • 
lower Pleistocene periods of three or four million years ago. show a 
striking mosaic of primitive and advanced morphological characteris
tics, in which the most outstanding features are a pelvis and leg forma· 
tion strikingly similar to that of modern man and a cranial capacity 
hardly larger than that of living apcs.23 Although the initial tendency 

It Kroeber, Anlhropology. pp. 7 1-72. 
10 Ibid. 
II Ibid; White. Thl! Sdl!nu of Culmr�. p. 33. 
It W. W. Howells, "Concludinl Remarks of the Chairman:' in Cold Spring 

Harbor Symposia on Quantitativf' Biology 15 ( 1950):79-86. 
n On the original discoveries of Australopilhecines. see R. A. Dar!. Adv�n· 

turn wilh Ihf' Missing Lint (New York, 1959); for a recenl revi(:w. see P. V. 
Tobias. "The Taxonomy and Phyloleny of the AuslraJopithecines,� in Taxonomy 
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was to regard this conjunction of a "manlike" bipedal locomotive sys
tem and an "apelike" brain as indicating that the Australopithecines 
represented an aberrant and ill-fated line of development separate from 
both hominids and pongids. the contemporary consensus follows How
ells' conclusion that "the first hominids were small-brained, newly bi
pedal, proto.lUslralopith hominoids, and that what we have always meant 
by 'man' represents later forms of this group with secondary adaptations 
in  the direction of large brains and modified skeletons of the same 
form." 2� 

Now, these more-or-Iess erect, small-brained hominids, their hands 
freed from locomotion, manufactured tools and probably hunted small 
animals. But that they could have had a developed culture comparable 
to that of, say, the Australian aborigine or possessed language in the 
modern sense of the term with 500 cubic centimeters of brain is un
Iikcly.n In the Australopithecines we seem to have, Iherefore, an odd 
sort of "man" who evidently was capable of acquiring some clements of 
culture-simple toolmaking, sporadic " hunting," and perhaps some sys
tem of communication more advanced than that of contempora.ry apes 
and less advanced than that of true speech-but not others, a state of af
fairs which casts fairly serious doubt on the viability of the " critical 
point" theory.26 In facl, as the 110mo sapiens brain is about three times 
as large as Ihal of the Australopithecines, the greater part of human 
cortical expansion has followed, nol preceded, the " beginning" of cul
ture, a rather inexplicable circumstance if the capacity for culture is 
considered to have been the unitary outcome of a quantitativcly slight 

and PhyJogtny 0/ Old World Primatt.r with R,/tr('nu to the Orig;" 0/ Ma". ed. 
B. Chiarelli Cfurin. 1968), pp. 277-31!l. 

u 8y "hominoid" is meant the superfamily of animals, livinl and exLinct. to 
which both man and the ponlid apes (Iorilla. oranl, chimpanzee, and libbon) 
belonl. and by "hominid," the family of animals. livinl and exlinct, to which 
man belonas. but not the apes. For the "aberrant" view, see E. Hooton, Up From 
the Ape, rev. ed. (New York, 1949); for the consensus, Howells, "Concluding Re
marks of the Chairman." The statement that the Australopithednes were the 
"first hominids" would now. I think, have Lo be modified. 

U For a aeneral review, see A. I. Hallowell, "$elf. Society and Culture in Phy
iOlenetic Perspective:' in The Evolution 0/ Man, cd. S. Tax (Chica80, 1960). pp. 
309-372. In the past decade, the whole discussion has proceeded with accelerat
ina

. 
speed and increasinl precision. For a series of references, see the inventory 

art1c1e by R. L Holloway and Eliubeth Szinyei-Merse, "Human 8iololY: a Cath· 
olic Review." in Bic"n;al Rt'vicw 0/ Anthropology. 1971. cd. B. J. Siegel (Stan
ford. 1972). pp. 83-166. 

U For a leneral discussion of "critical point- theory in liaht of recent anthro
pological work. see C. Geertz. "The Transition 10 Humanity:' in Horizons 0/ 
AnthropolollY, ed. S. Tax (Chicaso. 1964). pp. 37-48 . 
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but qualitatively metastatic change of the freezing-of-water sort.21 Not 
only has it now become misleading to employ the appointment of rank 
image for the appearance of man, but "it is equally doubtful whether we 
should any longer talk in terms of the 'appearance of culture,' as if cul
ture, too, along with 'man,' had suddenly leaped into existence." 28 

As paradox is a sign of antecedent error, the fact that one of its cor
ollaries seems to be valid while the other does not suggests that the the
sis which holds mental evolulion and cultural accumulation to be two 
wholly separate processes, the first having been essentially completed 
before the second began. is itself incorrect. And if this is the case, it be
comes necessary to find some way in which we can rid ourselves of such 
a thesis without at the same time undermining the doctrine of psychic 
unity, in whose absence "we should have to consign most of history, an
thropology and sociology to the scrap heap and begin over again with a 
psychosomatic genetic interpretation of man and his varieties." 29 We 
need to be able both to deny any significant relationship between 
(group) cultural achievement and innate mental capacity in the present, 
and to affirm such a relalionship in the past. 

The means by which to accomplish this oddly two-headed task lies in 
what may appear to be a simple technical trick, but is actually an im
portant methodological reorientation, the choice of a more finely gradu
ated time scale in terms of which to discriminate the stages of evolu
tionary change which have produced Homo sapiells out of an Eocene 
protohominoid. Whether one sees the appearance of the capacity for 
culture as a more-or-Iess abrupt, instantaneous occurrence, or a slowly 
moving, continuous development. obviously depends, at least in  part, on 
the sizc of the elementary units in one's time scale; for a geologist, mea
suring by eons, the whole evolution of the primates may look like an 
undifferentiated qualilative burst. In fact, the argument against the criti
cal point theory might be more precisely phrased in terms of a com
plaint that it derives from an inappropriate choice of lime scale, a time 
scale whose basal intcrvals are too large for <t refined analysis of recent 
evolutionary history, in  the same way as a biologist foolish enough to 

sr S. L. Washburn. "Speculations on the Interrelations of Tools and Bioloaica1 
Evolulion.- in Th� evolution of Man's Capacity for Culture, cd. J. M. Spuhler 
(Detroit, 1959), pp. 21-31. 

n A. I. Hallowell, "Culture, PersonalilY and Society," in A"thropology Today. 
ed. A. L. Kroeber (Chicalo. 19B), pp. 597-620. Cf. A. I. Hallowell, "Behavioral 
Evolution and the Emergence of the Self," in £�ol/ltlol1 and Anthropology: A 
Ctl1tcn"ial Apprailal. ed. 8. J. Me&&ers (Washinlton, D.C., 19!19), pp. 36-60. 

19 K roeber. Anthropology, p. !l73. 
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study human maturation with decades as his interval would see adult. 

hood as a sudden transformation of childhood and miss adolescence al

together. 

A good example of such a cavalier approach to temporal considera

tions is implicit in what is probably the most frequent kind of scientific 

data invoked i n  support of the "difference in kind rather than difference 

in degree" view of human culture; the comparison of man with his clos

est living relatives, the pongids, and particularly the chimpanzee. Man 

can talk, can symbolize, can acquire culture, this argument goes, but the 

chimpanzee (and, by extension, all less-endowed animals) cannot. 

Therefore. man is unique in this regard, and insofar as mentality is con

cerned "we are confronted by a series of leaps, not an ascending 

continuum." 30 But this overlooks the fact that, although the pongids 

may be man's closest relatives, "close" is an elastic term and, given a 

realistic time scale from the cvolutionary point of view, they are really 

not so close at all, last common ancestor being at the very least an 

upper Pliocene (and at the very most an upper Oligocene) ape and phy

letic differentiation having proceeded with ever-increasing rapidity since 

that time. The fact that chimpanzees do not talk is both intercsting and 

important, but to draw from that fact the conclusion that speech is an 

all-or-nothing-at-all phenomenon is to collapse anywhere from one to 

forty million years into a single instant of time and lose the whole pre

sapiens hominid line as surely as our biologist lost adolescence. Inter

specific comparison of living animals is, if handled with care, a legiti

mate and, in fact, indispensable device for deducing general evolution

ary trends; but i n  the same way that the finite wave length of light 

limits the discrimination possible in ;>hysical measurements, so the 

fact that the closest living relatives of man are at best pretty far re

moved cousins (flot ancestors) limits the degree of refinement in the 

measure of evolutionary change in the hominoid line when one confines 

oneself entirely to contrasts between extant forms.31 

If, on the contrary, we spread hominid phylogeny out along a more 

appropriate time scale, training our attention on what seems to have 

happened i n  the "human" line since the radiation of the hominoids. and 

:10 L. A. White, " F�ur Stage5 in the Evolution of Minding," in Tht EVOlution 
of �an. ed. S. Tax (Ch�C8&0 .. 1960), pp. 239-253; �he .raument is very common. 

F�r a general dlscuulon of the dangers Involvcd in an uncritical use of 
comp'ansons �,

mong con.lef!lporaneou� for.ms to .generate historical hypotheses. see 
�. S��pson. Sof!le Pnnclples of Hlstoncal BIOloiY Bearing on Human Organ. 
Isms, In Cold Spm1g Harbor Symposia Oil QUQ"'itativ� Biology 1 .'5  (1 9.'50):55-66. 
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in particular since the emergence of AlIstrll/opithecus toward the end of 

the Pliocene, a subtler analysis of the evolutionary growth of mind is 

made possible. Most crucially, it then becomes apparent that not only 

was cultural accumulation under way well before organic development 

ceased, but that such accumulation very likely played an active role in 

shaping the final stages of that development. Though it is apparently 

true enough that the invention of the airplane led to no visible bodily 

changes, no alterations of (innate) mental capacity, this was not neces

sarily the case for the pebble tool or the crude chopper, in whosc wakc 

seems to have come not only more erect stature, reduced dentition, and 

a more thumb-dominated hand, but the expansion of the human brain to 

its present size.3t Because tool manufacture puts a premium on manual 

skill and foresight, its introduction must have actcd to shift selection 

pressures so as to favor the rapid growth of the forebrain as, in all like

lihood, did the advances in social organization, communication, and 

moral regulation whieh there is reason to believe also occurred during 

this period of overlap betwcen cultural and biological change. Nor were 

such nervous system changes merely quantitative; alterations in the in

terconnections among neurons and their man ncr of functioning may have 

been of even greater importance than the simple increase in their num

ber. Details aside, however-and the bulk of them remain to be 

determined-the point is that the innate, generic constitution of modern 

man (what used, in a simpler day, to be callcd "human nature") now 

appears to be both a cultural and a biological product in that "it is 

probably more correct to think of much of our structure as a rcsult of 

culture rather than to think of men anatomically like ourselves slowly 

discovering culture." 33 

The Pleistocene period, with its rapid and radical variations in cli· 

m.lIe, land formations, and vegetation, has long been recognized to be a 

period in which conditions were ideal for the speedy and efficient evolu

tionary development of man; now it seems also to have been a period in 

which a cultural environment increasingly supplemented lhe natural en· 

vironment in the selection process so as to further accelerate the rate of 

hominid evolution to an unprecedented speed. The Ice Age appears not 

to have been merely a time of receding brow ridges and shrinking jaws, 

but a time in which were forged nearly all those characteristics of man's 

existence which arc most graphically human: his thoroughly encephe-

H Washburn. "Speculations on the Interrelations." 
:I:j Ibid. 
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laled nervous system, his incest-taboo-based social structure, and his ca

pacity to create and use symbols. The fact that these distinctive features 
of humanity emerged together in complex interaction with one another 

�ather �han serial �y as for so long supposed is of exceptional importance 

In the IOterpretatlon of human mentality, because it suggests that man's 

�ervous system does not merely enable him to acquire culture, it posi
tively demands that he do so if it is going to function at all. Rather than 

culture acti�� only
. 

to supplement, develop, and extend organically 

based capacllics logically and genetically prior to it, it would seem to be 

ingredient to those capacities themselves. A cultureless human being 
would probably turn out to be not an intrinsically talented thOUgh unful. 

filled ape, but a wholly mi ndless and consequently unworkable mon. 
slrosity. Like the cabbage it so much resembles, the Homo sop;ens 

brain, having arisen within the framework of human cuhure, would not 

be viable outside of it.34 
In fact, this type of reciprocally creative relationship between so. 

�atic and �xtrasomatic phenomena seems to have been of crucial signif. 

Jcance dunng the whole of the primate advance. That any (living or ex. 

tinct) infrahominid primates can be said to possess true culture-in the 

narrowed sense of "an ordered system of meaning and symbols . . . in 

terms of which individuals define their world, express their feelings and 
make their judgments"-is, of course, extremely doubtful.» But that 
apes and monkeys are such through.and·through social creatures as to 

be unable to achieve emotional maturity in isolation, to acquire a great 
many

. 
of their most important performance capacities through imitative 

learnmg, and to develop distinctive, intraspecifically variable collective 

social t�aditions which are transmitted as a nonbiological heritage from 

generation to generation is  now well established.at As DeVore remarks 

i n  summary of the available material. " Primates literally have a 'social 
brain'." 31 Thus, well before it was innuenced by cultural forces as such, 

. .u .As fO,r "wolf.(;hi�dren" and other feral fantasies. sec K. Lorenz, "Comment." 
10 Ducusslons 011 Ould D�vdopm�1I1. ed. J. Tanner and 8. Inhelder (New York 
n.d.), 1:95-96. 

. 

U Sec Chapter 6 in this book, p. 14.5. • u O.n isolation • .  see H, Harlow, "Basic Social CapacilY of Primatei," in Th� 
£volul/on �f .Ma.lls C0PD.citJ for Cultur�, cd. J. Spuhler (Detroil. 19.59), pp. 
40-.52: on 1"!lt.atlve learn,n" H. W. Nissen. "Problems of MentaJ Evolution in 
the Primates, In Th� NOli-Human PrimOlts and Human EvOllltion ed J Gavan 
(Detroit, 195.5), pp. 99-109. 

' " 
�, 8. 1 .  DeVore, "Primate Behavior and Social EVOlution" (unpublished. n.d,). 
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the evolution of what eventually developed into the human nervous sys
tem was positively shaped by social ones.311 

On the other hand, however, a denial of a simple independence of so

ciocultural and biological processes in pre·Homo sapiens man docs not 
imply a rejection of the doctrine of psychic unity, because phyletic dif

ferentiation within the hominid line effectively ceased with the terminal 

Pleistocene spread of Homo sap;ells over nearly the whole world and 
the extinction of whatever other Homo species may have been in exis· 
tenee at that time. Thus, although some minor evolutionary changes 
have no doubt occurred since the rise of modern man, all living peoples 

form part of a single polylypical species and, as such, vary anatomically 

and physiologically within a very narrow range.''I The combination of 
weakened mechanisms of reproductive isolation, an extended period of 
individual sexual immaturity, and the accumulation of culture to the 

point where its importance as an adaptive factor almost wholly domi· 
nated its role as a selective one, produced such an extreme deceleration 
of the hominid rate of evolution that the development of any significant 

variation in innate mental capacity among human subgroups seems to 
have been precluded. With the unequivocal triumph of Homo sapiens 

and the cessation of the glaciations, the link between organic and cul

tural change was, if not severed, at least greatly weakened. Since that 
time organic evolution in the human line has slowed to a walk, while 
the growth of culture had continued to proceed with ever-increasing 
rapidity. It is, therefore, unnecessary to postulate either a discontin· 

uous, " diffcrence-in·kind·· pattern of human evolution or a nonselective 
role for culture during all phases of hominid development in order to 
preserve the empirically established generalization that "as far as their 
[inborn I capacity to learn, maintain, transmit, and transform culture is 

concerned, different groups of Homo sapiens must be regarded as 
equally competent," 40 Psychic unity may no longer be a tautology, but 
it is still a fact. 

:II Some subprimate mammals also follow a definitely social mode of life. so 
thllt this whole process probably predates primates altogether. The social behav
ior of some birds and insects is of less immediate relevance, however. because 
thtse orders arc tangential to the human developmental line. 

H M. F. A. Montaau, "A Constderation of the Concept of Race." in Cold 
Sprilli lIi/rbo, Symposia on Quam/'tativII Biology 15  ( l9.50}:3 1.5-334. 

40 M. Mead. "Cultural Determinants of Behavior." in C"flurr (Jnd Brhoviar, 
ed. A. Roe and G. Simpson (New Haven, 19.58). 
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I I I  

One of the more encouraging-if strangely delayed--developments in 
the behavioral sciences is the current attempt of physiological psychol. 

ogy to arouse itself from its long enthrallment with the wonders of the 
renex arc. The conventional picture of a sensory impulse making its 
way through a maze of synapses to a motor nerve culmination is coming 

to be revised, a quarter century after its most illustrious proponent 
pointed out that it was inadequate to explain the integrative aspects of 
the behavior of a sparrow or a sheep dog, much less thaI of a man.41 
Sherrington's solution was a spectral mind to pull things together (as 
Hull's was a no less mysterious automatic switchboard).n But today the 

stress is upon a more verifiable construct: the concept of rhythmic, 
spontaneous, centrally proceeding pattern of nervous activity upon 

which peripheral stimulus configurations are superimposed and out of 
which authoritative effector commands emerge. Advancing under the 
banner of "an active organism," and supported by the closed circuit an. 

atomiz.ing of Cayal and de Nd.43 this new persuasion emphasizes the 

way in which the ongoing processes both of the brain and subordinate 
neuronal aggregates selcct precepts, fix experiences, and order responses 
so as to produce a delicately modulated pattern of behavior: 

- , he working of the central nervou� system is a hierarchic affair in which functions at the higher 'evcl .. do not deal directly with the ultimate struc. tural un its. such as neurons or motor umts. but operate by activating lower paller�!) that have their own relatively autonomous slruclUral unity. The same IS true for the sensory input. which does not prOJcct itself down to the last final path of motor neurons. but operates by affecting. distorting. and somehow modifying the pre·existing, preformed pallerns of central coordina. tion, �hich, i n  turn, then confer lheir distortions upon the lower pallerns of effecllon and so on. The final output is then the outcome of thiS hierarchical passing down of distortions and modifications of intrinsically performed pat. 
4 1  C. Sherrington. Mon. 
41 C. l. Hull, PrincipJ,s. 
4' L. de N6, "Cerebral Corlex Archilecture," in Tht Physiology 0/ thr Nu. V?us S!$um. cd .. J . . �'. Fulton (N�w York, 1943); J S. Bruner, "Neural Mechanlsm� In Percepllon, In Th, Braltl atld HUm"tI B,havior. cd. H. Solomon et al. (Daltlmo!�. 1958), pp .

. 
1 1 8-143; R. W. Gerard, "Decomin,: The R�idue of Chan,e. In Th, £voilltiotl 0/ Mati. cd. S. Tax (Chica,o. 1960). pp. 255-268; K. S. Luhley: "The Problem of Serial Order in Behavior," in {Arthral Mtchanunu and Bthavlor. cd. L. Jeffress (New York. 1951), pp. 1 12-136. 
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terns of excitation which are i n  no way replicas of the input. The structure 
of the input does not produce the structure of the output, b�t m.erc\y mod�· 
fits intrinsic nervous activities that have a structural orgamzatlon of their 
own.44 

Further development of this theory of an autonomously excited. hier· 
archically organized central nervous system not only promises to make 
the brisk competence of Sherrington's sheep dog as it collects its scat· 
tered flock from the hillside less of a physiological mystery. but it 

should also prove valuable in  providing a credible neurological under· 
pinning for the complex of skills and propensities which constitute the 
human mind; the ability to follow a logic proof or a tendency to become 
flustered when called upon 10 speak demand more than a reflex arc, 
conditioned or otherwise, to support them biologically. And, as Hebb 
has pointed out, the very notion of "higher" and "lower" evolutionary 
levels of mentality seems in itself to imply a comparable gradation in 
degree of central nervouS system autonomy: 

I hope I do not shock biological scientists by saying that one f�ature of t�e 
phylogenetic development is an increasing evidence of what IS known In 
some circles as free will; In my student days also referred to as the Harvard 
Law. which asserts that any well-trained experimental animal, on controlled 
stimulation. will do as he damn well pleases. A more scholarly formulation 
is that the higher animal IS less stimulw;·bound. Brain action is less fully 
controlled by afferent input. behavior therefore less fully. pre�ictable �r�m 
the situation in which the animal is pUI. A greater role of IdeatIOnal activity 
is recognizable in the animal's ability to "hold" a variety of stimulati�ns for 
some time before acting on them and in the phenomenon of purposive be· 
havior. There is more autonomous activity in the higher brain, and more se· 
lectivity as to which afferent activity will be integrated with �he "strea

,
":, of 

thought," the dominant, ongoing activity in control of behaVior. :radltlon. 
ally, we say that the subject is "interested" i n  this part of the environment, 
not interested in that; in these terms. the higher animal has a wider variety 
of interests and the interest of the moment plays a greater part i n  behaVior, 
which means a greater unpredictability as to what stimulus will be f(:. 
sponded to and as to the form of the response.n 

These overall evolutionary trends-increasing ability to focus atten

tion. delay response, vary interest. sustain purpose. and, in general, deal 

44 P. Weiss. "Comment on Or. Lashley's Paper.� in C"th,ol MtchOllism$ itl 
B�ho\lio'. cd. L. A. Jeffress (New York, 1951). pp. 140_142. . .. . . 4$ D. O. Hebb. "The Problem of Consciousness and Introspection. In BraIn 
M«hanics and CoftJCiousrt,u, ed. E. Adrian et al. (Oxford, 1954), pp. 402-411. 
Referenc::cs omitted. 
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positively with the complexities of present stimulation-culminate in  

man to make of him the most active of active organisms, as well as the 
most unpredictable. The extreme intricacy. flexibility, and comprehen
siveness of what Kluckhohn and Murray have aptly called regnant pro
cesses in the human brain-the processes which make these abilities 
physically possible-are but the outcome of a definable phylogenetic 

development which is traceable back at least to the coelenterates.46 
Though they lack a central nervous concentration-a brain-and there
fore the various parts of the animal operate i n  relative independence. 

each possessing its own set of sensory, neural, and motor elements, 
these humble jellyfish, sea anemones, and the like nevertheless show a 

surprising degree of intrinsic modulation
' 

of nervous activity: a strong 
stimulus received in the daytime may be followed by locomotion during 
the following night; certain corals experimentally subjected to excessive 

stimulation luminesce for several minutes afterward with a spontaneous 
frenzy which suggests "beserking"; and regularized stimulation may 

lead, through some still obscure form of "memory" to a coordination of 
activity in different muscles and to a patterned recurrence of activity 
over time:H In the higher inverlebrates (crustaceans, etc.) multiple path
ways, graded synaptic potentials, and triggered responses all appear, 

permitting precise pacemaker control of internal functions as in  the 
lobster heart, while with the arrival of the lower vertebrates both pe

ripheral sensory and effector elements and neuronal conduction between 
them-i,e., the celebrated reflex arc-are essentially perfected ... 8 And, 
finally, the bulk of the fundamental innovations in  the design of nervous 
circuits-i.e., closed loops, the superposition of higher level loops on 

lower ones, and so on-probably were accomplished with the arrival of 
the mammals. at which lime at least the basic differentiations of the fore

brain were also achieved.'" In functional terms, the whole process 
seems to be one of a relatively steady expansion and diversification of 
endogenous nervous activity and the conscquent increasing centraliza-

41 C. Kluckhohn and H .  Murray. cds .. P�,sonalily jn NalU'�. Society and Cullure (New York. 1948); T, H ,  Bullock. "Evolution of Neurophysioloaical Mecha
nisms:' in B�havjor and Evollilion. ed. A. Roc and G. Simpson (New Haven. 1958). pp. 165-177. 

41 Bullock. "Evolution." 
48 Ibid.; Gerard, "Becomina:' 
o Bullock. "Evolution"; K. H. Pribram. "Comparative Neurology and the 

Evolution of Beh.avior." in Behavior and Evolution, ed. A. Roe and G. Simpson 
(New Haven. 19.58). pp, 140-164. 
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tion of what were previously more isolated. independenlly acting part· 
processes, 

What sort of neural evolution has taken place during the phyletic dif· 
ferentiation of the mammals-i.e., in particular, during the advance of 

the primates and hominids-is evidently rather less clear and more con
troversial, however. On the one hand, Gerard has argued that the 

changes have been almost entirely quantitative. a growth in the sheer 
number of neurons. as reHected in the rapid expansion of the brain size: 

The further gains in capacity, seen most strikingly in the primate line and 
culminating in man are due to simple increase in numbers rather than to 
improvement in units or patterns. The increasing brain size parallels richer 
performance, even for particular regions and functions (e.g .. tongue motor 
area and speech). is a commonplace; how this operates is less clear. Sheer 
increase in number, without secondary specification (which does also occur). 
might seem unable to generate new capacities but only to intensify old ones, 
but this is not the case . . . .  In the brain, an increase in the anatomical 
neurone population raises the limit on the physiological neurone reserve and 
so allows greater variety of selection and greater richness of analysis and 
combination expressed in modifiable and insightrul behavior.MI 

BUI Bullock, though agreeing that the nervous systems of the higher 
animals and man show no important differences in  terms of known neu· 
rophysiological mechanisms or architecture, sharply questions this point 
of view. and argues that there is a pressing need to search for yet undis
covered parameters of nervous functioning. ·'emergent levels of physio
logical relations between neurons in masses." to account for the 
subtleties of behavior in advanced organisms: 

Though we cannot point to fundamentally new elements in the neuron�l 
mechanisms of the higher centers. still it is difficult 10 assume that theIr 
greatly enlarged accomplishments are solely attributable to the great in
crease in numbers and interconnections between them. unless this in  itself 
brings on new properties and mechanisms. Many apparently assume as a 
first approx imation that the main factor in increasing behavioral complexity 
in evolution is the number of neurons-even invoking a kind or critical 
mass which permits new levels or behavior . . .  (but! it seems clear that 
the number of neurons correlates with behavioral complexity so poorly as 
to explain little unless we add as the really essential part that certain kinds 
of neurons. nol now definable. or-what is the same thing-certain kind.'! of 
newer properties of consequences or neuronal architecture. are the impor-

10 Gerard. "Becoming�; see also R, W. Gerard, "BraiM and Behavior," in The 
£vo{u,,'on of Mon's Capacity for Cullurt. ed, J . Spuhler (Detroit, 1959), pp. 
14-20. 
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lanl substratum of advance . . . .  I do nOI believe that our present physiol
ogy of neurons. extrapolated. can account for behavior. The main faClor in 
evolutionary advance is not just numbers of cells and connections . . . .  Our 
hope lies in the discovery of new parameters of neuronal sYSlems.$1 

To an outsider, perhaps the most striking aspect of this controversy is 

the degree to which both parties seem somewhat uneasy and vaguely 

dissatisfied with the unaJloyed versions of their own argument. the de

grce to which it seems not to be entirely plausible even to themselves. 

On the one side there is an admission that the precise nature of the re

lation between brain size and behavioral complexity is indeed unclear 

and some SOlto lIoce reservations about "secondary specification"; on 

the other, a frank puzzlement concerning the apparent absence of novel 

mechanisms in  advanced nervous systems and a hopeful murmuring 

about "emergent properties." There is actually something of an agree

ment that the attribution of the secular increase in  mammalian mental 

capacity solely and simply to a gross increase in neuron populalion 

taxes credulity. The difference is thai i n  one case doubts are quieted by 

a stress on Ihe fact that a parallelism between increasing brain size and 

richer performance does, anyhow, obtain; while, on the other, doubts 

are accentuated by a stress on the fact that something seems to be miss

ing to make this parallelism satisfactorily explicable. 

This issue may eventually be clarified as Gerard suggests, by ad

vances i n  work with computer circuits where performance does improve 

with a simple multiplication of identical units; or, as Bullock suggests, 

by further refinements in the analysis of chemical differences between 

nerve cells.u But it is even more likely that the main avenue to its res

olution lies in the abandonment of the wholly nativistic conceptuali

zation of nervous functioning in  the higher mammals which seems to be 

implicit in both these approaches. The synchronic emergence in pri

mates of an expanded forebrain, developed forms of social organization, 

and, at least after Australopithecines got their hands on tools. 

institutionalized patterns of culture indicates that the standard proce

dure of treating biological, social, and cultural parameters serially-the 

first being taken as primary to the second, and the second to the Ihird 

-is ill-advised. On the contrary. these so-called levels should be seen 

as reciprocally interrelated and considered conjointly. And if this is 

done, the sort of novel properties we shall search for within the central 

II Bullock, "Evolution:' 
II R. W. Gerard, "Brains and Behavior"; Bullock, "Evolution." 
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nervous system to serve as a physical basis for the striking development 

of autonomous fields of recurrent neural excitation in primates gener

ally, and in man particularly. will differ radically from the sort of prop

erties we would seek were wc to regard those fields as " logically and ge

netically prior" to society and culture. and therefore requiring a full 

determination in terms of intrinsic physiological parameters alone. Per

haps we have been asking too much of neurons; or, if not too much, at 

least the wrong things. 

In fact, so far as man is concerned, one of the most striking charac· 

teristics of his central nervous system is the relative incompleteness with 

which, acting within the confincs of aUlogcnous parameters alone, it is 

able to specify behavior. By and large. the lower an animal, the marc it 

tends to respond to a "threatening" stimulus with an intrinsically con

nected series of performed activities which takcn together comprise a 

comparatively stereotyped-which is 1101 to say unlearned-"ftight" or 

"fight" response.:':! Man's intrinsic response to such a stimulus tends to 

consist, however, of a diffuse, variably intense, "fear" or "rage" excit

ability accompanied by few, if any, automatically preset. well-defined be

havioral sequences."· Like a frightened animal, a frightened man may 

run, hide, bluster, dissemble, placate, or, desperate with panic, attack; 

but in his case the precise patterning of such overt acts is guided pre

dominantly by cultural rather than genetic templates. In the always di

agnoslic area of sex, where control of behavior proceeds phylogeneti

cally from gonadal, to pituitary, to central nervous system prepotency, a 

similar evolutionary trend away from fixed activity sequences toward 

generalized arousal and "increasing nexibility and modifiability of sex

ual patterns" is apparent; a trend of which the justly famous cultural 

U K. Lorenz, King Solomon's Ring (London, 1952). 
�4 D. O. Hebb and W. R. Thompson, "The Social Sianificance of Animal Stud

ies," in Handbook of Psychology (Read in", Mass., 1954), pp . .532-.561. The un
critical use of the lerm "instinct'· so as to confuse three separate (but not unre
lated) contrasts-that belw«n behavior palterns which rest on learning and those 
which do not: that between behavior patterns which aTe innate (i.e., an outcome 
of genetically programmed physical processes) and those which are not (i.e., an 
outcome of eXITagenet ically proarammed physical processes); and thai between 
behavior patterns which are inftexible (stereotyped) and those which are ftexible 
(vaTiable)-has led to an incorrect assumption that to $By a behavior paltern is 
innate is to say that it is inftexible in ilS expression. (See K. H. Pribram, "Comparative 
Neurology and Evolution"; and F. A. Beach. "The Dc�cent of Instinct," Psychol. 
Rt!"tI. 62 ( 195.5) :4Ot-410.) Here, the term "inlrinsic," as against "extrinsic,'· is used 10 characterize behavior which, on comparative grounds, seems to Test largely, or 
at least preponderantly. on innate dispositions, independently of questions of learning 
or ftexibility as such. 
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variation in the sexual practices of man would seem to represent a logi

cal extension.:':' Thus, in apparent paradox. an increasing autonomy, 

hierarchical complexity, and regnancy of ongoing central nervous sys

tem activity seem to go hand in hand with a less fully detailed determi

nation of such activity by the structure of the central nervous system in 

and of itself; i.e., intrinsically. All of which suggests that some of the 

more important developments in neural evolution which occurred dur

ing the period of overlap between biological and sociocultural change 

may turn out to consist of the appearance of propenies which improve 

the performance capacity of the central nervous system but reduce its 

functional self-sufficiency. 

From this standpoint, the accepted view that mental functioning is es

sentially an intracerebral process, which can only be secondarily as

sisted or amplified by the various artificial devices which that process 

has enabled man to invent, appears to be quite wrong. On the contrary, 

a fully specified, adaptively sufficient definition of regnant neural pro

cesses in terms of intrinsic parameters being impossible, the human 

brain is thoroughly dependent upon cultural resources for its very oper

ation; and those resources are, consequently, not adjuncts to, but con

stituents of, mental activity. In fact, thinking as an overt, public act, in

volving the purposeful manipulation of objective materials, is probably 

fundamental to human beings; and thinking as a covert, private act, and 

without recourse to such materials, a derived, though not unuseful, ca

pability. As the observation of how school children learn to calculate 

shows, adding numbers in your head is actually a more sophisticated 

mental accomplishment than adding them with a paper and pencil. 

through an arrangement of tally sticks. or by counting, piggy-fashion, 

one's fingers and loes. Reading aloud is a more elementary achievement 

» F. A. Beach, " Evolutionary AspeclJ of Psycho-Endoc;rinololY," in Culture 
Gnd BehGv/or, ed. A. Roe and G. Simpson (New Haven. 1958). pp. 81- 102; C. S. 
Ford and F. A. Beach, Patterns of Sexual Brhovior (New York, 1951). But, 
asain, this .eneral trend appears already well established in the subhuman pri· 
mates: "Some (male] chimpaRUes have to learn to copulate. It has been noted 
that sexually mature but inexperienced males placed with the receptive female 
show silOS of marked sexual excitement. but the resultinl attempts to accoO)plish 
copulation are usually unsuccessful. The naive male appears incapable of carryin. 
out hi! part of the matinl act, and it has been sUllcsted that • •  reat deal of 
practice and learnina is essential to biologically effective coition in this species. 
Adult male rodents which have been reared in isolation copulate normally the 
first time they are offered an estrous female." IF. A. Beach. "Evolutionary 
Chan.es in the Physiolo.icai Control of Mating Behavior in Mammals," Psychof. 
R�v. j4 (1947):293_3 U.J For some vivid descriptions of .eneralized fear and 
rage in chimpal\%ccs. see Hebb and Thompson. "Social Si.nificance." 
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than reading to oneself, the lalter ability having only arisen, as a matter 

of fact, in the Middle Ages.� And a similar point about speech has 

often been made; except in our less naive moments, we are all like For

ester's little old lady-we don't k.now what we think until we see what 

we say. 

Jt has sometimes been argued against this last point that " the com

parative evidence, as well as the literature on aphasia, clearly makes 

thought prior to speech, not conditional on it." n But, though true 

enough in itself, this does not undermine the general position taken 

here-namely, that human culture is an ingredient not supplementary 

to human thought-for several reasons. First, the fact that subhuman 

animals learn to reason with sometimes startling effectiveness, without 

learning to speak, does not prove that men can do so, any more than the 

fact that a rat can copulate without the mediation of imitative learning 

or practice proves that a chimpanzee can do so. Second, aphasics are 

people who have learned to speak and to interiorize speech, and then 

lost (or, more usually, partially lost) the former capacity. not people 

who have never learned to speak al all. Third, and most important, 

speech in the specific sense of vocalized talk is' far from being the sole 

public instrumentality available to individuals projected into a pre-exist

ing cultural milieu. Such phenomena as Helen Keller learning to think 

through a combination of the manipulation of such cultural objects as 

mugs and water taps and the purposeful patterning (by Miss Sullivan) of 

tactile sensations on her hand, or a prespcech child developing the con

cept of ordinal number through the setting up of two parallel lines of 

matched blocks, demonstrate that what is essential is the existence of an 

overt symbol system of any sort.�8 For man, in particular, to conceive 

of thinking as essentially a private process is to overlook almost com

pletely what people actually do when they go about reasoning: 

Imaginal thinking is neither more nor less than constructing an image of the 

environment, runn ing the model faster than the environment, and predicting 

that the environment will behave as the model docs . . . .  The first step in  

the solution of a problem consists in the construction of a model or image 

.. Ryle, The Conc�pt of Mind. p. 27. 
n Hebb. "Problem of Consciousness and Intr05pection." 
II On ordinal numbers. see K. S. Lashley. "Persistent Problems in the Evolu

tion of Mind," Qua,'. Rev. 24 (1949):28-42. 11 is perhaps advis.able .also to point 
out explicitly that the view that humans normally learn to .'alk

. 
Intclh.ently alo�d 

and with others before they learn 10 "talk" to themselves. In Silence. does not m
volve either a mOlor theory of thou.ht or an ar.umcnt that all covert mentation 
takes plact in terms of ima.ined words. 
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of the "relevant features" of the (environmenl ) .  These models can be con
structed from many th ings. including parts of the organic tissue of the body 
and, by man, paper and pencil or actual artifacts. Once a model has been 
conslrucled it can be manipulated under various hypothetical conditions and 
conSlrainl.S. The organism is then able to " observe" the outcome of these 
�anipu.lalions. and �o project them onlo the environment so thai prediction 
IS poSSible. �ccordmg to Ihis view, an aeronautical engineer is thinking 
when he manipulates a model of a new airplane in a wind tunnel. The mo-
tori�1 is thinking when he runs his finger over a line on a map. the finger 
serving as a model of the relevant aspects of the automobile, the map as a 
model or the road. External models or this kind are orten used in thinking 
about compl�x 

.
I�nvironmentsl . . Images . used in covert thinking depend 

upon the avaIlabIlity or the phYSico-chemical events or the organism which 
must be used to rorm modcls.�11 

It is a further implication of this view of reHective thought as con

sisting not of happenings in the head but of a matching of the states and 

processes of symbolic models against the states and processes of the 

wider world. that it is stimulus deficit which initiates mental activity 

a�d stimulus "discovery" which terminates it.60 The motorist running 

hiS finger over a road map is doing so because he lacks information 

aboul how to get where he is going. and he will cease doing so when he 

has acquired that information. The engineer performs his experiments 

in the wind tunnel in order to find out how his model airplane behaves 

under various artificially produced aerodynamic conditions, and he will 

quit performing it if and when he indeed finds out. A man searching for 

a coin in his pocket does so because he lacks a coin in hand, and he 

stops searching when he gets hold of one--or, of course, when he 

comes to the conclusion that the whole project is bootless, because it 

happens that there is no coin in his pocket, or thaI it is uneconomical, 

because the effort involved is such that the search "costs more than it 

comes to." 'I Motivational problems (which involve another sense of 

"because") aside, directive reasoning begins in puzzlement and ends in 

either the abandonment of inquiry or the resolution of puzzlement: 

"The function of reflective though I is . . .  to transform a situation in 

which there is experienced obscurity . . .  of some sort, into a situation 

that is clear, coherent, settled, harmonious." III 
�. E. Oalanter and M .  Gerstenhat>er, "On Thought: The ExtrinSIC Theory." 

Psychol. Rc". 63 (19S6):218-227. 
6CJ J. A. Deutsch. "A New Type or Behavior Theory," British Journal 0/ Psy. 

cholagy 44 (19H):304-117. 
'1 Ibid. 

n 1. Dewcy. IIIf�flif�ncr and tl., Modern World. ed. J. Rainer (Ncw York. 
1939), p. 8S J. 
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In sum, human intellection, in the specific sense of directive reason

ing, depends upon the manipulation of certain kinds of cultural re

lOurces in  such a manner as to produce (discover, select) environmental 

Itimuli needed-for whatever purpose-by the organism; it is a search 

for information. And this search is the morc pressing because of the 

high degree of generality of the information intrinsically available to the 

organism from genetic sources. The lower an animal, the less it needs to 
find out in  detail from the environment prior to behavioral perfor

mance; birds need not build wind tunnels to test aerodynamic principles 

before learning to fly-those they already "know." The "uniqueness" of 

man has often been expressed in terms of how much and how many dif

ferent sorts of things he is capable of learning. Although monkeys, pi

geons, and even octopuses may now and then disconcert us with the 

rather "human" things they prove capable of learning to do, in a gen

eral way this is true enough. But i t  is of perhaps even more fundamen

tal theoretical importance to stress how much and how many things man 

has to learn. That, " fetalized," "domesticated," and generally unhardy 

as he is, man would be a physically unviable animal independently of 

culture has often been pointed oul.e., That he would be mentally ullvi

able as well has been rather Icss frequently noted.1I4 

All this is no less true for the affective side of human thought than it 

is for the intellective. In a series of books and papers, Hebb has devel

oped the intriguing theory that the human nervous system (and to a cor

respondingly lesser extent, thai of lower animals) demands a relatively 

continuous stream of optimally existing environmental stimuli as a pre

condition to competent performance." On the one hand, man's brain 
is "not like a calculating machine operated by an electric motor, which 

can lie idle, without input, for indefinite periods; instead it must be kept 

warmed up and working by a constantly varied input during the wak.ing 

period al least, if it is to function effectively." " On the other hand, 

given the tremendous intrinsic emotional susceptibility of man, such 

input cannot be too intcnse, too varied, too disturbing, because then 

f3 For example. W. La Barre. Tht Human Animal (Chicaao. 1954). 
f4 8ut see J. Dewey, "The Nud ror a Social PsychololY," Psycho/. Rc". 24 

(19 17):266-277: A. I. Hallowell. "Culture, PersonalilY and Society." 
M D. O. Hebb, "Emotion in Man and Animal: An Analysis of the Imuitive 

Process of Recoanition:' Psychol. R,,,. S3 (1946):88-106; D. O. Hebb, Tht argan;· 
{,ation o[ Bcha,,;or (New York. 1949): D. O. Hebb, "Problem or Consciousness and 
IntfOSpcction-i D. 0.· Hebb and W. R. Thompson, "Social Sianiflcance or Animal 
Siudie:s.-

.. D. O. Hebb, .. Problem or Consciousness and Introspection." 
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emotional collapse and a complete breakdown of the thought process 

ensue. Both boredom and hysteria arc enemies of reason. 67 

Thus, as "man is the most emotional as well as the mosl rational ani

mal," a very careful cultural control of frightening, enraging, suggestive, 

etc., stimul i-through taboos, homogenization of behavior, rapid "ra

tionalization" of strange stimuli in terms of familiar concepts, and so on 

-is necessary to prevent continual affective instability, a constant os

cillation between the extremes of passion.1I1I But, as man cannot 

perform efficiently in the absence of a fairly high degree of reasonably 

persistent emotional activation, cultural mechanisms assuring the ready 

availability of the continually varying sort of sensory experience that 

can sustain such activities are equally essential. Institutionalized regula

tions against the open display of corpses outside of well-defined con

texts (funerals, etc.) protect a peculiarly high-strung animal against the 

fears aroused by death and bodily destruction; watching or participating 

in automobile races (not all of which take place at tracks) deliciously 

stimulates the same fears. Prize fighting arouses hostile feelings; a firmly 

institutional ized interpersonal affability moderates them. Erotic im

pulses are titi llated by a series of devious artifices of which there is, evi

dently, no end; but they are kept from running riol by an insistence on 

the private performance of explicitly sexual activities. 

But, contrary to what these rather simplistic examples suggest, the 

achievement of a workable, well-ordercd, clearly articulated emotional 

life in man is not a simple matter or ingenious instrumental control, a 

kind of clever hydraulic engineering of affect. Rather, it is a matter of 

giving specific, explicit, determinate form to the general, diffuse, ongo

ing How of bodily sensation; of imposing upon the continual shifts in 

sentience to which we are inherently subject a recognizable, meaningful 

order, so that we may not only feel but know what we feel and act ac

cordingly: 

[ I t  is l mental activity . . .  lthatJ chiefly determines the way a person 
meets his surrounding world. Pure sensation-now pain. now pleasure
would have no unity. and would chang� the receptivity of the body for fu
ture pains and pleasures on ly in rudimentary ways. It is sensation. remem
bered and anticipated. feared or sought, or even imagined and eschewed that 

67 P. Solomon et a!., "'Sensory Deprivation: A Review," American Journal of 
Psyclriutry, t 14 ( 1 957):1S7-363: L F. Chapman. "Highest Integrative Functions 
of Man During Stress," in Th� Brain and Human B�hal'ior, ed. H. Solomon 
(Baltimore, 1958), pp. 491-534. 

11 0. O. Hebb and W. R. Thompson. "Social Significance of Animal Studies." 
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is important in human life. It  is perception molded by imagination that 
gives us the outward world that we know, And it is the continuity of 
thought that systematizes our emotional reactions into attitudes with disti nct 
feeling tones, and sets a certain scope for the individual's passions. In other 
words: by virtue of our thought and imagination we have not only feelings, 
but a life offulillg.u 

In this context our mental task shifts from a gathering of information 

about the pattern of events in the external world per se toward a deter

mining of the affective significance, the emotional import of that pattern 

of events. We are concerned not with solving problems, but with clarify

ing feelings. Nevertheless, the existence of cultural resources, of an ade

quate system of public symbols, is just as essential to this sort of 

process as it is to that of directive reasoning. And therefore, the devel

opment, maintenance, and dissolution of "moods," "attitudes," "senti

ments," and so on-which are " feelings" in the sense of states or condi

tions, not sensations or motives-constitute no more a basically private 

activity in human beings than does directive "thinking." The use of a 

road map enables us to make our way from San Francisco to New York 

with precision; the reading of Kafka's novels enables us to form a dis

tinct and well-defined attitude toward modern bureaucracy. We acquire 

the ability to design Hying planes in wind tunnels; we develop the ca

pacity to feel true awe in church, A child counts on his fingers before 

he counts "in his head"; he feels love on his skin before he feels it " in 

his heart." Not only ideas, but emotions too, are cultural artifacts in 

man,10 

Given the lack of specificity of intrinsic affect in man, the attainment 

of an optimal flow of stimulation to his nervous system is a much more 

complicated operation than a prudent steering between the extremes of 

"too much" and "too little." Rather, it involves a very delicate qualita

tive regulation of what comes in through the sensory apparatus; a mat

ter, here again, more of an active seeking for required stimuli than a 

mere watchful waiting for them. Neurologically, this regulation is 

achieved by efferent impulses from the central nervous system which 

e, s. Langer. F,.rUng ond Form (New York, 1953), p. 372; italics in original. 
10 The kind of cultural symbols Ihat serve the intellective and affective sides of 

human mentality tend to differ--di:scursive language, experimental routines, 
mathematics, and so on, on the one hand; myth, ritual, and art on the other. But 
this contrast should not be drawn too sharply: mathematics has its affective uses, 
poetry its intellectual; and the difference in any case is only functional. not sub
stantial. 
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modify receptor activity.71 Psychologically, the same process may be 

phrased in terms of the altitudinal control of perception.n But the 

point is that in man neither regnant fields nor mental sets can be formed 

with sufficient precision in the absence of guidance from symbolic mod

els of emotion. In order to make up our minds we must know how we 

feel about things; and to know how we feel about things we need the 

public images of sentiment that only ritual, myth, and art can provide. 

I V  

The term " mind" refers to a certain set of dispositions of an organ

ism, The ability to count is a mental characteristic; so is chronic cheer

fulness; so also-though it has not been possible to discuss the problem 

of motivation here-is greed. The problem of the evolution of mind is, 

therefore, neither a false issue generated by a misconceived metaphysic, 

nor one of discovering at which point in the history of life an invisible 

anima was superadded to organic material. It is a matter of tracing the 

development of certain sorts of abilities, capacities, tendencies, and pro

pensities in organisms and delineating the factors or types of factors 

upon which the existence of such characteristics depends. 

Recent research in anthropology suggests that the prevailing view 

that the mental dispositions of man are genetically prior to culture and 

that his actual capabilities represent the amplification or extension of 

these pre-existent dispositions by cultural means is incorrect. 73 The 

apparent fact that the final stages of the biological evolution of man oc-

11 R. Granit. RueptOf$ alld Sefl$OfY PuctptjeJn (New Haven, 1955). 
11 J. S. Bruner and L Postman. " Emotional Selectivity in Perception and Re

action," J. PUS0f10lily 16 (1947):69-77. 
13 In using such variably employed terms as "mind" and "culture,� the deci

sion of how far down the phylogenetic ladder to extend them-Le., how broadly 
to define them-is in areat part but a mailer of custom, policy, and taste. Here, 
perhaps somewhat inconsistently, but in line with what seems to be common 
usage, opposite choices have been made for mind and culture: mind has been de
fined broadly to include the learned capacities of monkeys to communicate or 
rals to solve T-maus; culture has been defined narrowly to include only post
toolmaking symbolic patterns. For an argument thaI culture should be defined as 
"a learned pattern of the meanina of signals and signs" and extended through the 
whole world of living organisms, see T. Parsons, "An Approach to P"ychological 
Theory in Terms of the Theory of Action," in Psychology: If Swdy 0/ a Science, 
ed. S. Koch (New York, 1959), J :612-7 1 1 .  
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after the initial stages of the growth of culture implies that 

.as;c," " pure," or "unconditioned," human nature, in the sense of the 

constitution of man, is so functionally incomplete as to be un

. Tools, hunting, family organization, and, latcr, art, religion, 

"science" molded man somatically; and they are, therefore, neces

sary not mercly to his survival but to his existential realization. 

The application of this revised view of human evolution leads to the 

hypothesis that cultural resources are ingredient, not accessory, to 

human thought. As one moves from lower to higher animals phyloge· 

nctically, behavior is characterized by increasing active unpredictability 

with reference to present stimuli, a trend apparently supported physio· 

logically by an increasing complexity and regnancy of centrally proceed

ing patterns of nervous activity. Up to the level of the lower mammals, 

at least the major part of this growth of autonomous central fields can 

be accounted for in terms of the development of novel neural mecha

nisms. But in the higher mammals such novel mechanisms have as yet 

not been found. Although, conceivably, mere increase in numbers of 

neurons may in itself prove able fully to account for the Aorescence of 

mental capacity in man, the fact that the large human brain and human 

culture emerged synchronically, not serially, indicates that the most re

cent developments in the evolution of nervous structure consist in the 

appearance of mechanisms which both permit the maintenance of more 

complex regnant fields and make the full determination of these fields in 

terms of intrinsic (innate) parameters increasingly impossible. The 

human nervous system relies, inescapably, on the accessibility of public 

symbolic structures to build up its own autonomous, ongoing pattern of 

activity. 

This, in turn, implies that human thinking is primarily an overt act 

conducted in terms of the objective materials of the common culture, 

and only secondarily a private matter. In the sense both of directive 

reasoning and the formulation of sentiment, as well as the integration of 

these into motives, man's mental processes indeed take place at the 

scholar's desk or the football field, in the studio or lorry-driver's seat, 

on the platform, the chessboard, or the judge's bench. Isolationist claims 

for the closed-system substantiality of culture, social organization, indi

vidual behavior, or nervous physiology to the contrary notwithstanding, 

progress in the scientific analysis of the human mind demands a joint at

tack from virtually all of the behavioral sciences. in which the findings 

of each will force continual theoretical reassessments upon all of the 

others. 





Chapter 4 Religion 

As a Cultural System 

Any atlempt to speak without spcakina any pankular 
lanauaae is nOI more hopeless Ihan the attempt to have 
a reliaion thaI shall be no religion in particular 
. . . .  Thus every living and healthy religion has a 
marked idiosyncrasy. Its power consists in its special 
and surprisina mess_ae and in the bias which that reve
lation gives to life. The vistas it opens and the mysteries 
it propounds arc another world 10 live ir\; and another 
world to live in-whether we expect ever to pass wholly 
over into it or no-is what we mean by havin, a reli
gion. 

SANTAYANA, R�ason in R�liglon 

I 

Two characteristics of anthropological work on religion accomplished 
since the second world war strike me as curious when such work is 

placed against that carried out just before and just after the first. One is 

that it has made no theoretical advances of major importance. It is liv· 
ing off the conceptual capital of its ancestors, adding very little, save a 

certain empirical enrichment, to it. The second is that it  draws what 

concepts it does use from a very narrowly defined intellectual tradition. 
There is Durkheim, Weber, Freud, or Malinowski, and in any particular 
work the approach of one or two of these transcendent figures is fol· 

lowed, with but a few marginal corrections necessitated by the natural 
tendency to excess of seminal minds or by the expanded body of reli· 
able descriptive data. But virtually no one even thinks of looking 

elsewhere-to philosophy, history, law, literature, or the "harder" 
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sciences-as these men themselves looked, for analytical ideas. And it 

occurs to me, also, that these two curious characteristics arc not unre· 

lated. 

If the anthropological study of religion is  in fact in a slale of general 

stagnation, I doubt that it will be set going again by producing more 

minor variations on classical theoretical themes. Yet onc more meticu

lous case in point for such well-established propositions as that ancestor 

worship supporiS the jural authority of elders, that initiation rites arc 

means for the establishment of sexual identity and adult status, that rit

ual groupings reflect political oppositions, or that myths provide char

ters for social institutions and rationalizations of social privilegc, may 

well finally convincc a grcal many pcople, both insidc the profession 

and oul, that anthropologists are, like theologians, firmly dedicated to 

proving the indubitable. In art, this solemn reduplication of the achieve

ments of accepted masters is called academicism; and I think this is the 

proper name for our malady also. Only if we abandon, in a phrase of 

Leo Steinberg's, that sweet sense of accomplishment which comes from 

parading habitual skills and address ourselves to problems sufficiently 

unclnrified as to make discovery possible, can we hope to achieve work 

which will not just reincarnate that of the great men of the first quarter 
of this century. but match iLl  

The way to do this is not to abandon the established traditions of so

cial anthropology in this field, but to widen thcm. At least four of the 

contributions of the men who, as I say, dominate our thought to the 

point of parochializing it----Durkhcim's discussion of the nature of the 

sacred, Webcr's Versll!hl!lIde" melhodology, Frcud's parallel between 

personal rituals and collective ones, and Malinowski's exploration of the 

distinction between religion and common sense-seem to me inevitable 

starting-points for any useful anthropological theory of religion. But 

they are starting-points only, To move beyond them we must place them 

in a much broader context of contemporary thought than they, in and of 

themselves. encompass. The dangers of such a procedure are obvious: 

arbitrary eclecticism, superficial theory-mongering, and sheer intellec

tual confusion. But I, at least, can see no other road of escape from 

what, referring to anthropology more generally, Janowitz has called the 

dcad hand of competence.2 

I L Sccinbera. �The Eye Is Part of the M ind," Partisan Rev;e .. ' 70 ( l 9B): 
194-212. 

1 M . Janowit2, "AnthropololY and the Social Sciences:' Cu""" Anthropology 
4 ( 1963): 139, 146-154. 
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In working toward such an expansion of the conceptual envelope in 

our studies take place, one can, of course, move in a great num

of directions; and perhaps the most important initial problem is to 

.yoi( setting out, like Stephen Leacock's mounted policeman, in all of 

at once. For my part, I shall confine my effort to developing what, 

following Parsons and Shils, I refer to as the cultural dimension of reli

aious analysis.3 The term "culture" has by now acquired a certai
.
n ��ra 

of ill-repute in social anthropological circles because of the multipliCity 

of its referents and the studied vagueness with which it has all too often 

been invoked. (Though why it should suffer more for these reasons than 

" social structurc" or "personality" is something I do not entirely under

stand.) In any case, the culture concept to which I adhere has neither 

multiple referents nor, so far as I can see, any unusual ambiguity: it de

notes an historically transmitted pattern of meanings emtxxHed in sym

bols, a system of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms �y 

means of which men communicate, perpetuate, and develop their 

knowledge about and attitudes toward life. Of course, terms such as 

"meaning," "symbol," and "conception" cry out for explication. But 

that is precisely where the widening, the broadening, and the expanding 

come in. If Langer is right that "the concept of meaning, in all its varie

ties is the dominant philosophical concept of our time," that "sign, , . 
symbol, denotation, Signification, communication . . .  are our [wteHec

tual l stock in trade," it is perhaps time that social anthropology, and 

particularly that part of it concerned with the study of religion, became 

aware of the facL 4 

I I  

As we arc to deal with meaning, Ict us begin with a paradigm: viz., that 

sacred symbols function to synthesize a people's ethos-the lone, char

acter and quality of their life, its moral and aesthetic style-and mood 

-an� their world view-the picture they have of the way things in 

sheer actuality are, their most comprehensive ideas of order. In reli

gious belief and practice a group's ethos is rendered intellectually rea-

a T. Par50ns and E. Shit!, Toward a G�n�ral Th�ory of Action (Cambridge, 

Mass., 1951). 
4 S. Langer, Philosophical Skttch�s (Baltimore, 1962). 
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sonable by being shown to represent a way of life ideally adapted to the 
actual state of affairs the world view describes. while the world view is 

rendered emotionally convincing by being presented as an image of an 

actual state of affairs peculiarly well·arranged to accommodate such a 
way of life. This confrontation and mutual confirmation has two funda· 
mental effects. On the onc hand, it objcctivizcs moral and aesthetic 

preferences by depicting them as the imposed conditions of life implicit 
in a world with a particular structure, as mere common sense given the 
unalterable shape of reality. On the other, it supports these received be
liefs about the world's body by invoking deeply felt moral and aesthetic 

sentiments as experientiaJ evidence for their lruth. Religious symbols 

formulate a basic congruence between a particular style of life and a 
specific (if, most often, implicil) metaphysic, and in so doing sustain 
each with the borrowed authority of the other. 

Phrasing aside, this much may perhaps be granted. The notion that 

religion tunes human actions to an envisaged cosmic order and projects 
images of cosmic order onto the plane of human experience is hardly 

novel. But it is hardly investigated either. so that we have very little 
idea of how, in empirical terms. this particular miracle is accomplished. 

We just know that it is done, annually, weekly. daily, for some people 
almost hourly; and we have an enormous ethnographic literature to 
demonstrate it. But the theoretical framework which would enable us to 

provide an analytic account of it. an account of the sort we can provide 

for lineage segmentation, political succession, labor exchange, or the so
cialization of the child, does not exist. 

Let us, therefore, reduce our paradigm to a definition, for, although it 
is notorious that definitions establish nothing, in themselves they do, if 
they are carefully enough constructed, provide a useful orientation, or 

reorientation, of thought, such that an extended unpaCking of them can 
be an effective way of developing and controlling a novel line of in
quiry. They have the useful virtue of explicitness: they commit them
selves in a way discursive prose, which, in this field especially, is always 

liable to substitute rhetoric for argument, does not. Without further ado, 
then, a religion is: 

(I)  a JYJtml of Jymbolr which DCU to (2) �JtabliJh pow�rflll, puvasiv�. and 
long-wling moodJ and molivDlionJ in m�n by (3) formilialing COtlceplionJ 
of a gt!nnal ordu of niJlmc� and (4) clothing Iht!J� conap,ionJ wi/h mch 
an aura of !llcluality Ihal (5) Iht! moodJ and mOlivaliQnJ U�m uniquely real
iSlic. 

Religion As a Cultural System 

" system of symbols Yo'hieh lieu to • • • 
Such a tremendous weight is being put on the term " symbol" here 

that our first move must be to decide with some precision what we are 

going to mean by it. This is no easy task, for, rather like "culture," 

"symbol" has been used to refer to a great variety of things, often a 
number of them at the same time. 

I n  some hands it is used for anything which signifies something else 
to someone: dark clouds are the symbolic precursors of an on-coming 

rain. In  others it is used only for explicitly conventional signs of one 

sort or another: a red flag is a symbol of danger, a white of surrender. 

In others it is confined to something which expresses in an oblique and 

figurative manner that which cannot be stated in a direct and literal one, 
so that there are symbols in poetry but not in science, and symbolic 

logic is misnamed. In yet others, however, it is used for any object, <tct, 

event, quality, or relation which serves as a vehicle for a conception
the conception is the symbol's "meaning"-and that is the approach I 
shall follow here.� The number 6, written, imagined. laid out as a row 

of stoncs, or even punched into the program tapes of a computer, is a 

symbol. But so also is the Cross, talked <tbout, visualized, shaped wor

riedly in air or fondly fingered at lhe neck, the expanse of painted can
vas called "Guernica" or the bit of painted stone called a churinga, the 

word "reality," or even the morpheme " - ing:' They arc all symbols, or 

at least symbolic elements, because they arc tangible formulations of 

notions, abstractions from experience fixed in perceptible forms, con
crete embodiments of ideas, attitudes, judgments, longings. or beliefs. 
To undertake the study of cultural activity-activity in which symbol· 
ism forms the positive content-is thus not to abandon social analysis 
for a Platonic cave of shadows, to enter into a mentalistic world of in

trospective psychology or, worsc, speculative philosophy, and wander 

there forever i n  u haze of " Cognitions;' "Affections," "Con at ions," and 

other elusive entities. Cultural acts, the construction, apprehenSion, and 

utilization of symbolic forms, are social events like any other; they are 

as public as marriage and as observable as agriculture. 
They arc not, however, exactly the same thing; or, more precisely, 

the symbolic dimension of social events is, like the psychological, itself 
theoretically abstractable from those events as empirical totalities. 

There is still, to paraphrase a remark of Kenneth Burke's, a difference 
S S. Langer. Phihuophy in a N� ... ' K�y. 4th ed. (Cambridge. Mass., 1960). 
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between building a house and drawing up a plan for building a house, 

and reading a poem about having children by marriage is  not quite the 

same thing as having children by marriage .• Even though the building 

of the house may proceed under the guidance of the plan Of-3 less 

likely occurrence-the having of children may be motivated by a read

ing of the poem, there is something to be said for not confusing OUf 
traffic with symbols with OUf traffic with objects or human beings, for 

these latter 3rc not in themselves symbols. however often they may 

function as such.7 No matter how deeply interfused the cultural, the so

cial, and the psychological may be in the everyday life of houses, farms, 

poems, and marriages, it is useful to distinguish them in analysis, and, 
so doing, to isolate the generic traits of each against the normalized 

background of the other two. 

So far as culture patterns, that is, systems or complexes of symbols, 

are concerned, the generic trait which is of first importance for us here 

is that they are extrinsic sources of information. By "extrinsic," I mean 

only that-unlike genes, for example-they lie outside the boundaries 

of the individual organism as such in that intcrsubjeetive world of com

mon understandings into which all human individuals are born, in 

which they pursue their separate careers, and which they leave persist

ing behind them after they die. By "sources of information," I mean 

only that-like genes-they provide a blueprint or template in terms of 

which processes external to themselves can be given a definite form. As 

the order of bases in a strand of DNA forms a coded program, a set of 

instructions, or a recipe, for the synthesis of the structurally complex 

proteins which shape organic functioning, so culture patterns provide 

such programs for the institution of the social and psychological pro

cesses which shape public behavior. Though the sort of information and 

the mode of its transmission arc vastly different in the two cases, this 

comparison of gene and symbol is more than a strained analogy of the 

familiar "social heredity" sort. It is actually a substantial relationship, 

for it is precisely because of the fact that genetically programmed pro
cesses are so highly generalized in men, as compared with lower ani-

� K. �urke, Th� Philosophy oj Ut�rary Form (Balon Rouge, La.: Louisiana State 
Umverslty Press, 1941), p. 9. 

. I The re�erse mistake, especially common among neo-Kanlians such as Cas
Slrer, of takln, symbols 10 be identical with, or "constitutive of," their re(eruts is 
equally pernicious. [cr. E. Cassirer, The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms (New 
Haven: 1953-( 957),

. 
3 vols.) " One can point to the moon with one', tin,er:' 

some, probably well-Invented, Zen Masler is supposed to have said "bu! to take 
one', tinier for the moon is to be: a fooL" 

' 
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mals, that culturally programmed ones are so important; only because 

human behavior is so loosely determined by intrinsic sources of infor

mation that extrinsic sources are so vital. To build a dam a beaver 

needs only an appropriate site and the proper materials-his mode of 

procedure is shaped by his physiology, But man, whose genes are silent 

on the building trades, needs also a conception of what it is to build a 

dam, a conception he can gct only from some symbolic source-a blue

print, a textbook, or a string of speech by someone who already knows 

how dams are buiit.-or, of course, from manipulating graphic or lin

guistic clements in such a way as to attain for himself a conception of 

what dams are and how they are built. 

This point is sometimes put in the form of an argument that cultural 

patterns are "models," that they <lre sets of symbols whose relations to 

one another "model" relations among entities, processes or what-have

you in physical, organic, social, or psychological systems by "parallel

ing," "imitating," or " simulating" them.- The term "model" has, how

ever, two senses-an "of" sense and a "for" sense-and though these 

are but aspects of the same basic concept they are very much worth dis

tinguishing for analytic purposes. In the first. what is stressed is the ma

nipulation of symbol structures so as to bring them, morc or less 

closely, into parallel with the pre-established nonsymbolic system, as 

when we grasp how dams work by developing a theory of hydraulics or 

constructing a flow chart. The theory or chart models physical relation

ships in such a way-that is. by expressing their structure in synoptic 

form-as to render them apprehensible; it is a model of "reality." In 

the second. what is stressed is the manipulation of the non symbolic sys

tems in terms of the relationships expressed in the symbolic, as when 

we construct a dam according to the specifications implied in an hy

draulic theory or the conclusions drawn from a flow chart. Here. the 

theory is a model under whose guidance physical relationships are orga

nized: it is a model for "reality." For psychological and social systems, 

and for cultural models that we would not ordinarily refer to as "theo

ries," but rather as "doctrines," "melodies," or "rites;' the case is in no 

way different. Unlike genes, and other nonsymbolic information 

sources, which arc only models for, not models of. culture patterns have 

an intrinsic double aspect: they give meaning. that is, objective concep

tual form, to social and psychological reality both by shaping them

selves to it and by shaping it to themselves. 

I K. Craik, Tht Natur" of Explanation (Cambridge, 1952). 
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It is, in fact, this double aspect which sets true symbols off from 

other sorts of significative forms. Models for afC found. as the gene ex

ample suggests, through the whole order of nature; for wherever there is 

a communication of pattern, such programs are, in simple logic. re

quired. Among animals, imprint learning is perhaps the most striking 

example, because what such learning involves is the automatic presenta

tion of an appropriate sequence of behavior by a model animal in the 

presence of a learning animal which serves, equally automatically. to 

call out and stabilize a certain set of responses genetically built into the 

learning animal.' The communicative dance of two bees, one of which 

has found nectar and the other of which seeks it, is another, somewhat 

different, more complexly coded, example.IO Craik has even suggested 

that the thin trickle of water which first finds its way down from a 

mountain spring to the sea and smooths a little channel for the greater 

volume of water that follows after it plays a sort of model for func

tion. 1 I But models of-linguistic, graphic, mechanical, natural, etc., 

processes which function not to provide sources of information in terms 

of which other processes can be patterned, but to represent those pat

terned processes as such, to express their structure in an alternative 

medium-are much rarer and may perhaps be confined, among living 

animals, to man. The perception of the structural congruence between 

one set of processes, activities, relations, entities, and SO on, and an

other set for which it acts as a program, SO that the program can be 

taken as a representation, or conception-a symbol--of the pro

grammed, is the essence of human thought. The intertransposability of 

models for and models of which symbolic formulation makes possible is 

the distinctive characteristic of our mentality. 

. . .  to ('stoblish powerful, pervasive, and long-lasting moods 

atlll mOlivatiollS ;11 men by . . .  

So far as religious symbols and symbol systems are concerned this in

tertransposability is clear. The endurance, courage, independence, per

severance, and passionate willfulness in which the vision quest practices 

the Plains Indian are the same flamboyant virtues by which he attempts 

' K. Lorenl.. Kin, Solomon's Ring (London, 1952). 10 K. von Frisch. "Dialects in the Language or the Bees:' $cirnt/fic Amtrican. August 1962. 
I I Craik, Nature of uplanation. 
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to live: while achieving a sense of revelation he stabilizes a sense of 

direction. 1I The consciousness of defaulted obligation, secreted guilt, 

and, when a confession is obtained, public shame in which Manus' se

ance rehearses him are the same sentiments that underlie the sort of 

duty ethic by which his property-conscious society is .maintained: the 

gaining of an absolution involves the forging of a con�lence .
. 

u And the 

same self-discipline which rewards a Javanese mystic starmg fixedly 

into the Harne of a lamp with what he takes to be an intimation of di

vinity drills him in that rigorous control of emotional expression which 

is necessary to a man who would folloW a quieti�tic st�l� of Iife:14 

Whether one sees the conception of a personal guardian spmt, a family 

tutelary, or an immanent God as synoptic formulations of the character 

of reality or as templates for producing reality with such a character 

seems largely arbitrary, a matter of which aspect, the model of or model 

for, one wants for the moment to bring into focus, The ��c
.
rete

. 
sym

bols involved-one or another mythological figure matenalizlRg IR the 

wilderness, the skull of the deceased household head hanging censo

riously i n  the rafters, or a disembodied "voice .in t�e sl
.
illness': sou

.
nd

lessly chanting enigmatic classical poetry-pomt IR either dIrection. 

They both express the world's climate and shape it. 
. . .  . 

They shape it by inducing in the worshipper a certam dlsttnCtl�e s
.
e1 

of dispositions (tendencies, capacities, propensities, skills, habits. 1
.
labtl

ities, pronenesses) which lend a chronic character to the flow of hiS ac

tivity and the quality of his experience. A disposition ��cribe� not an 

activity or an occurrence but a probability of an acttvtty bemg per

formed or an occurrence occurring in certain circumstances: "When a 

cow is said to be a ruminant, or a man is said to be a cigarette-smoker, 

it is not being said that the cow is ruminating now or that the man is 

smoking a cigarette now. To be a ruminant is to tend to ruminate from 

time to lime. and to be a cigarette-smoker is to be in the habit of smok

ing cigarettes." U Similarly, to be pious is not to be performing some· 

thing we would call an act of piety, but to be liable to perform such 

acts, So, too, with the Plains Indian's bravura, the Manus' compunc

tiousness, or the Javanese's quietism, which, in their contexts, form the 

substance of piety. The virtue of this sort of view of what are usually 

I' R. H. Lowie. Primilivt Rdi,ion (New York. 1924). 
I' R. F. Fortune. Manus RtU,ion (Philadelphia, 193!!). 
I� C. Geertz., The Rtli,ioll of J«v« (Glencoe. III., 1960). 
Il G. Ryle, Tht Conctpt 0/ Mind (london and New York. 1949). 
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called "m�ntal traits" �r, �f the Cartcsianism is unavowed, "psychologi

cal forces (both unobjectionable enough terms in themselves) is that it 
�ets them oul of any dim and inaccessible realm of private sensation 

Into that same well-lit world of observables in which reside the brittle
ness of glass. the inflammability of paper, and, to return to the meta
phor, the dampness of England. 

So �ar as religiOus activities arc concerned (and learning a myth by 
heart IS as much a religious activity as detaching onc's finger at the 

knuckle), two somewhat different sorts of disposition are induced by 

them: moods and motivations. 

A moti�alion is a persisting tendency, a chronic inclination to per
fo�m certam �rts �f acts and experience cCrlain sorts of feeling in cer
tilm sorts �f sHuatlons, the "sorts" being commonly vcry heterogenous 
and rather IIJ-defined classes in all three cases: 

On hea�ing that a man is vain li.e., motivated by vanity! we expeci him 10 
beh

.
avc In certain , ways, namely 10 lalk a 101 aboul himself, to cleave to the 

SOCiety o� the tnunent, 10 reject criticisms, 10 seek the footlights and to dis. 
e'

,
lgage �Imsclf from conversations about the merits of others, We expecl 

him, to Indulg� In roseate daydreams about his own successes, to avoid reo 
calling past 

.
fallures and 10 plan for his own advanccmenl. To be vain is to 

tend 10 act In
, 

these and innumerable other kindred ways. Certainly we also 
expect the �a ln man to feci certain pangs and flullers in certain silwlIions; 
we ex�cl him to have an acute sinking feeling when an eminent person for. 
gets h�s name. and I� f�1 buoyant of heart and light of toe on hearing of 
Ihe ml�forlun�s �f h .. s tlvals. ,But fee lings of pique and buoyancy are nOI 
more directly indicative of vanlly Ihan are public acts of boasling or private 
acts of daydreaming." 

S
,
imi!�rly for any �otivations, As a motive. " flamboyant courage" con

SISts III such endurmg propensities as to fast in  the wilderness. to con. 
duct �olitary raids on enemy camps, and to Ihrill to Ihe thought of 
coun�lIlg coup. "Moral circumspection" consists in such ingrained len. 
dencles as to honor onerous promises, to confess secret sins in the face 
�f severe pu�lic disapproval, and 10 feel guilty when vague and general. 
l1:ed 

. 
acc�satlons are

. 
made at seances. And "dispassionate tranquility" 

consists �n such persistent inclinations as to maintain one's poise COme 

hell or h igh water, 10 experience distaste in the presence of even moder. 

ate emotional displays, and to indulge in conlentless contemplations of 
featureless objects. Motives are thus neither acts (that is, intentional be. 

It.lbi,d .. p. 86. Quoled by permission or Barnes &. Noble Books and Hutchinson 
Publishing Group Lid. 
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haviors) nor feelings, but liabilities to perform particular classes of act 

or have particular classes of feeling. And when we say that a man is re· 

ligious, that is, motivated by religion, this is at least part-though only 

part-of what we mean. 

Another part of what we mean is that he has, when properly stimu· 

lated, a susceptibility to fall into certain moods, moods we sometimes 

lump together under such covering terms as "reverential," "solemn," or 

·'worshipful." Such generalized rubrics actually conceal, however. the 

enormous empirical variousness of the dispositions involved, and, in 

fact, tend to assimilate them to the unusually grave tone of most of our 

own religious life. The moods that sacred symbols induce, at different 

times and in different places, range from exultation to melancholy, from 

self-confidence to self·pity, from an incorrigible playfulness to a bland 

listlessness-to say nothing of the erogenous power of so many of the 

world's myths and rituals. No more than there is a single sort of motiva

tion one can call piety is there a single sort of mood one can call wor· 

shipful. 

The major difference between moods and motivations is that where 

the latter are, so to speak, vectorial qualities, the former are merely sea· 

lar. Motives have a directional cast, they describe a certain overall 

course, gravitate toward certain, usually temporary, consummations. But 

moods vary only as to intensity: they go nowhere. They spring from 

certain circumstances but they are responsive to no ends, Like fogs, 

they just settle and lift; like scents, suffuse and evaporate. When present 

they are totalistic: if one is sad everything and everybody seems dreary; 

if one is gay, everything and everybody seems splendid. Thus, though a 

man can be vain, brave, willful, and independent at the same time. he 

can't very well be playful and listless, or exultant and melancholy, at 

the same timeY Further, where motives persist for more or less ex· 

tended periods of time, moods merely recur with greater or lesser fre

quency, coming and going for what are often quite unfathomable rea

sons. But perhaps the most important difference, so far as we are 

concerned, between moods and molivations is that motivations are 

"made meaningful'" with reference to the ends toward which they are 

conceived to conduce. whereas moods arc "made meaningful" with ref

erence to the conditions from which they are conceived to spring. We 

interpret motives in terms of their consummations, but we interpret 

moods in terms of their sources. We say that a person is industrious be· 

n Ibid., p, 99. 
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cause he wishes to succeed ; we say that a person is worried because he 

is conscious of the hanging threat of nuclear holocaust. And this is no 
less the case when the interpretations are ultimate. Charity becomcll 
Christian charity when i t  is  enclosed in a conception of God's purposes; 
optimism is Christian optimism when it is  grounded in a particular con
ception of God's nature. The assiduity of the Navaho finds its rationale 

in a belief that, since "reality" operates mechanically. it is  coercible" 
their chronic fearfulness finds its rationale in a conviction that, howeve: 
"reality" operates, it is both enormously powerful and terribly danger
OUS.III 

. . . by formulating cOllceptiollS of a general order 

of existence and . . .  

That the symbols or symbol systems which induce and define disposi
tions we sct off as religious and those which place those dispositions in 
a cosmic framework are the same symbols ought to occasion no sur
prise. For what else do we mean by saying Ihal a particular mood of 
awe is rel �gious and not secular, except that it springs from entertaining 
a conception of all-pervading vitality like mana and not from a visit to 
the Grand Canyon? Or that a particular case of asceticism is an exam
ple of a religious motivation, except that it is directed toward the 
achievement of an unconditioned end like nirvana and not a conditioned 
one like weight-reduction? If sacred symbols did not at one and the 
same time induce disJX)sitions in human beings and formulaiC, however 
obliquely, inarticulately, or unsystematically, general ideas of order, 
then the empirical differentia of religious activity or religious ex�ri
ence would not exist. A man can indeed be said to be "religious" about 
golf, but not merely if he pursues it with passion and plays it on Sun
days: he must also see it as symbolic of some transcendent truths. And 
the pubescent boy gazing soulfully into the eyes of the pubescent girl in 
a William Steig cartoon .and murmuring, "There is something about 
you, Ethel, which gives me a sort of religious feeling," is, like most ad
olescents. confused. What any particular religion affirms about Ihe fun
damental nature of reality may be obscure, shallow, or, all too often, 
perverse; but it must, if it is not to consist of the mere collection of re-

18 C. K1uckhohn, " The Philosophy of the Navaho Indians," in Ideoio,ico/ Dif
{�;���s

4
.and World Order, ed. F. S. C. Northrop (New Haven, 1949). pp. 
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practices and conventional sentiments we usually refer to as mor
affirm something. If one were to essay a minimal definition of 

ion today, it would perhaps not be Tylor's famous "belief in spiri
beings," to which Goody, wearied of theoretical subtleties, has 

urged us to return, but rather what Salvador de Madariaga has 
"the relatively modest dogma that God is not mad." lit 

Usually, of course, religions affirm very much more than this: we be· 
lieve, as James remarked, all that we can and would believe everything 
if we only could.!O The thing we sccm least able to tolerate is a threat to 
our JX)wers of conception, a suggestion that our ability to create, grasp, 
and use symbols may fail us, for were this to happen, we would be 
more helpless, as I have already pointed out, than the beavers. The ex· 

treme generality, diffuseness, and variability of man's innate (that is. ge· 
netically programmed) resJX)nse capacities means that without the ass is· 
tance of cultural patterns he would be functionally incomplete. not 
merely a talented ape who had, like some underprivileged child, unfor
tunately been prevented from realizing his full potentialities, but a kind 

of formless monster with neilher sense of direction nor power of self
control, a chaos of spasmodic impulses and vague emotions. Man de· 
pends uJX)n symbols and symbol systems with (l dependence so great as 
to be decisive for his creatural viability and, as a result, his sensitivity 
to even the remotest indication that they may prove unable to cope with 
one or another aspect of experience raises within him the gravest sort of 
anxiety: 

[Manl can adapt himself somehow to anything his imagination can cope 
with' but he cannot deal with ChaOS. Because his characteristic function and , 
highest asset is conception, his greatcst fright is to meet what he cannot 
construe-the "uncanny:' as ;t h popularly called. It need not be a new ob
ject; we do meet new things. and "understand" them promptly. if tenta
tively. by the nearest analogy. when our minds are functioning freely; b

.
ul 

under mental stress even perfectly familiar things may become suddenly diS
organized and give us the horrors. Therefore our most important asse�s are 
always the symbols of our general ori('tl latiOlI in nature. on the earth. In so
ciety. and in what we are doing: the symbols of our Weita/�SCh�lf llllg

. 
a�d 

ubensimsclwllIUlg. Consequently. in a primitive society. a dally ritual IS in
corporated in common activities, in eating, washing .

. 
fire-maki�g. etc .. as 

well as in pure ceremonial; because the need of reasserting the 
.
Ir�bal morale 

and recognizing its cosmic conditions is constantly felt. In Christian Europe 
It J. Goody, "Reliaion and Ritual: The Definition Problem." British Journal 0/ 

Psychology 12 ( 1 961):143-164. 
II W. James, The Pdflciplts 0/ Psychology. 2 vots. (New York, 1904). 
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the Chu�ch brought men daily (in some orders even hourly) to their kne>� to enact If nOI to contemplate their assent to the ultimate concepts.11 
I,: , 

!here are at 
,
least

. 
three points where chaos-a tumult of events which 

,
lack not Just Inlerpretations but illlerpretobifity_threatens 10 brea

.
k In upon man: al the limits of his analytic capacities. at the limit" of hIS powers �f endurance. and at the limits of his moral insight. Baf. f1ement, suffe�lOg, and a sense of intractable ethical paradox are all, if they become Intense enough or are sustained long enough, radical chalJen�es to the pro�sition that life is comprehensible and that we can, by lak

,
lOg though�. ,onent ourselves effectively within it--challenges with which any religion, however "primitive," which hopes to persist must attempt somehow to cope, 

m 

Of the th�ee issues, it is 
,
the first which has been least investigated by 

,
odeen social anthropologists (though Evans-Pritchard's classic discussion of wh

,
y granaries fall on some Azande and not on others, is a notable eX

,
Cepllon),n Even to consider people's religious beliefs as anemplS to bring ano�alous events or experiences-<Jeath, dreams, mental fugues, volcamc eruptions, or marital infidelity-within the circle of the at le�t potentially explicable seems to smack of Tyloreanism or worse, �ut It does appear to be a fact that at least some men-in all probabilIty, most men-are unable to leave unclarified problems of analysis merely un�laeified, just to look at the stranger features of the world's landscape In dumb ast�ni�hmen� or bland apathy without trying to develop, however fantastic, inCOnSistent, or simple-minded, some notions � to how such fea�ures might be reconciled with the morc ordinary deliverances of experience, Any chronic failure of one's explanatory apparat

,
us. the ,complex of received culture patterns (common sense, science �hllOSOPhlcal S

,
pecu

.
lation, myth) one has for mapping the empiricai 

d 
orld, t

.
� e�plaln things which cry out for explanation tends to lead to a eep disqUiet-a tendency rather more widespread and a disquiet rather deeper than we have sometimes supposed since the pseudosc' . 

f r '  . lence View � re I�IOUS behef was, quite rightfully, deposed. After all, even that high priest of heroic atheism, Lord Russell, once remarked that althOUgh �he
. 
problem �f the existence of God had never bothered him, t�e an�blgUity of cenalO mathematical axioms had threatened to unhinge hIS mind. And Einstein's profound dissatisfaction w"th quantum me-

:� �n�er, Phpil,!sophy in a N�.., K�y. p. 287. Italics in original c . .::.vans _ ntchard Witch n� 0 I d . . 
ford, 1937). 

, cr'lIf, mc ef un MagIC Among thi' A�a"d,. (Ox. 

As a Cultural System ,0> 

was bascd on a-surely religious-inability to believe that, as 

put it, God plays dice with the universe. 
But this quest for lucidity and the rush of metaphysical anxiety that 

when empirical phenomena threaten to remain intransigently 
is found on much humbler intellectual levels, Certainly, I was 

ruc,k in my own work, much more than I had at all expected to be, by 

the degree to which my more animistically inclined informants behaved 

lik.e true Tyloreans. They seemed to be constantly using their beliefs to 
"explain" phenomena: or, more accurately, to convince themselves that 

the phenomena were explainable within the accepted scheme of things, 

for they commonly had only a minimal attachment to the particular soul 

possession, emotional disequilibrium, taboo infringement, or bewitch
ment hypothesis they advanced and were all too ready to abandon it for 
somc other, in the same genre, which struck them as more plausible 

given the facts of thc case. What they were riot ready to do was aban
don it for no other hypothesis at all; to leave events to themselves. 

And what is more, they adopted this nervous cognitive stance with 

respect to phenomena which had no immediate practical bearing on 
their own lives, or for that matter on anyone's. When a peculiarly 

shaped, rather large toadstool grew up in a carpenter's house in the 

short space of a few days (or, some said, a few hours), people came 
from miles around to see it, and everyone had some sort of explanation 

-some animist, some animatist, some not quite either-for it. Yet it 

would be hard to argue that the toadstool had any social value in Rad
cliffe-Brown's sense, or was connected in any way with anything which 
did and for which it could have been standing proxy, like the Andaman 

cicada.t3 Toadstools play about the same role in Javanese Iifc as they do 

in ours, and in the ordinary course of things Javanese have about as 

much interest in them as we do. It was just that this one was "odd," 
"strange," '·uncanny"-oneh. And the odd, strange, and uncanny sim

ply must be accounted for--or, again, the conviction that it could be 

accollllted [or sustained. One does not shrug off a toadstool which 
grows five times as fast as a toadstool has any right to grow. In the 

broadest sense the "strange" toadstool did have implications, and criti

cal ones, for those who heard about it. It threatened their most general 
ability to undcrstand the world, raised the uncomfortable question of 

whether the beliefs which they hcld about nature were workable, the 

standards of truth they used valid. 

23 A. R. Radcliffe-Brown. Slruc'ur� al1d FUnctjol1 jn Primitive Soci,." (Glen. 
coe, Ill .. 1952). 
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The second experiential challenge in whose face the meaningfulness 

a particular pattern of life threatens to dissolve into a chaos of thing

names and nameless things-the problem of suffering-has been 

more invcstigated, or at least described. mainly because of the 

Ireat amount of altention given in workS on tribal religion to what are 

perhaps its two main loci: illness and mourning, Yet for all the fasci

nated interest in the emotional aura that surrounds these extreme situa

tions, there has been, with a few exceptions such as Lienhardt's recent 

discussion of Dinka divining, little conceptual advance over the sort of 

crude confidence-type theory sct forth by Malinowski: viI." that religion 

helps one to endure "situations of emotional stress" by "open (ing! up 

escapes from such situations and such impasses as offer no empirical 

way out except by ritual and belief into the domain of the 

supernatural." U The inadequacy of this "theology of optimism," as 

Nadel rather dryly called it, is, of course. radical.tfI Over its career reli

gion has probably disturbed men as much as it has cheered them; forced 

them into a head-on, unblink ing confrontation of the fact that they are 

born to trouble as often as it has enabled them to avoid such a confron

tation by projecting them into sort of infantile fairy-tale worlds where 

_Malinowski again-"hope cannot fail nor desire deceive." %7 With 

the possible exception of Christian Science. there are few if any reli· 

giOuS traditions, "great" or "little," in which the proposition thai life 

hurts is not strenuously affirmed, and in some it is virtu<llly glorified: 

She was an old {Ra-lIa\ woman of a family with a long genealogy. Lez.a, 

"the Besetting One", strelchcd out his hand againsl the family. He slew her 

mother and father while she was yet a child, and i n  the course of years all 

connected with her perished, She said to herself. "Surely I shall keep those 

who sit on my thighs," But no, even they, the children of her children , were 

taken from her . . . .  Then came into her heart a desperate resolution to find 

God and to ask the meaning of it all. ' . .  So she began to Ifave\. going 

through country after country, always With the thought in her mind: ,, '  shall 

come to where the earth ends and there , shall find a road to God and 1 

sh all ask him: 'What have I done to thee that thou afllictest Ole in this 

mannerT " She never found where the earth end!>, but though disappointed 

she did not give up her search. and a!> she passed throu gh the differen t  

countries they asked her, "What have you come for, old woman?" And the 

n G. Lienhardt, Divinily and &xperltnu (Oxford. 1961). p. 1 5 1ff; 8, Mali

nowski. Magk, Sciena and Religion (Boston, 1948). p. 67. 

u S. F. Nadc\, "Malinowski on Magie and Religion," In Man and C"""'t, ed. 

R. Firth (London, 1957). pp. 189_208, 

t1 Malinowski, Magic, Scitnct' and Rtlig/on (Boston, 1948). p, 67, 
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answer would be, " I am seeking Leza." "Seeking Leza! For what')" "M 
brothers, you ask me! Here in the natiOIl:!l is there one who suffers a; I ha 

y 

suffered?" And they Id k . " 
ve 

wou as agam, How have you suffered?" "In thb 
way. I am alone. As you see me, a solitary old woman; that is how I I" 
And they answered, "Yes, we sec. That is how you are! Bereaved of fri:�d ' 
and husband? In what do you differ from others') The a·'e',· 0 . 

' 

h b k r 
. ..... mg- ne 5115 on 

I e ac 0 every one of us and we cannot s hake h·,n, orr ·· Sh b 
· ed h  d "  

' . e ncver o _  
taln er eSlre; she died of a broken hearl.ZIl 

As a religio�s problem, the problem of suffering is, paradoxically, 

no� how to avoid suffering but how 10 suffer, how to make of physical 

pal
.
n.  personal loss, wordly defeal, or the helpless cOnlemplation of olh

ers agony somel
.
hing 

.
bearable, supportable-something, as we say, suf

fer�ble. II was III thiS effort that the Ba:lla woman-perhaps neces

sarily, perhaps not-failed and, literally not knowing how to feel about 

wh�1 had happened to her, how to suffer, perished in confusion and de
spaIr. Where the

. 
morc intelleclive aspects of what Wcber called the 

Probl�m of Meaning are a mailer affirming the ultimate explicability of 
experlcnce, the more affective aspects are a mailer of affirming its ulti

mate s�ffcrableness. As religion on one side anchors the power of our 
symboll� resources for formulating analytic ideas in an authorilative 
conceptIon of the overall shape of reality, so on another side it anchors 

the power of our, also symbolic, resources for expressing emOlions_ 
�loods, 

.
sentimcn�s, passions, affections, feelings-in a similar concep

tion of Its pervaSive tenor, its inherent tone and lempcr. For those able 

I� 
.
embrace them, and for so long as they arc able to embrace them, re. 

hglous symbols provide a cosmic guarantee not only for their ability to 
comp�ehend

. 
the world, but also, comprehending it. to give a precision 

to Ihelr feelmg, a definition to their emotions which enables them _ 
rosely or joyfully. grimly or cavalierly, to endure it. 

' mo 

Consider in this light the well-known Navaho curing rites usually re. 
ferred to �s "sings." U A sing-the Navaho have about sixty different 

ones
. 
for dlffercnt purposes, but virtually all of them are dedicated to re

movmg some �Orl o� physical or mental illness-is a kind of religious 

psychodrama �n which there are three main actors: the "singer" or 

cur�r, the pa�lent, and, as a kind of antiphonal chorus, the patient's 
family and fflends. The structure of all the sings, Ihe drama's plot, is 

It C. W. Smith and A. M Dale Th� /I S k ' 
d�slo (London, 1 920), p. 1 97fr.; qu�ed in ;- ::�.;II� ':ro.p/rJ :{ NOrlhrrll .Rho

phrr (New York, (957), pp. 100- 1 0 1 .  
. I .  "mIlIV� Oil ru a Ph,/oso-

U C;. Kluckhohn and O. Leiahlon. Thr NUI'aho (C.mbrid c 
G. Reichard. NUI'uha RrliguJtI, 2 vols. (New York. 1950). 

II ' Mass .. 1946); 
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quite similar. There are three main acts: a purification of the patient 

and audience; a statement, by means of repetitive chanls and ritual ma

nipulations, of the wish to restore well-being ("harmony") in the pa

tient; an identification of the patient with the Holy People and his con· 

sequent "cure." The purification rites involve forced sweating, induced 

vomiting. and so on, to expel the sickness from the patient physically. 

The chants, which are numberless. consist mainly of simple optative 

phrases ("may the patient be well," " I  am getting better all over," etc.). 

And, finally, the identification of the patient with the Holy People, and 

thus with cosmic order generally, is accomplished through the agency of 

a sand painting depicting the Holy People in  one or another appropriate 

mythic setting. The singer places the patient on the painting, touching 

the feet, hands, knees, shoulders, breast, back, and head of the divine 

figures and then the corresponding parts of the patient, performing thus 

what is essentially a bodily identification of the human and the divine.30 

This is the climax of the sing: the whole curing process may be likened, 

Reichard says, to a spiritual osmosis in which the illness in man and the 

power of the deity penetrate the ccremonial membrane in both direc

tions, the former being neutralized by the latter. Sickness seeps out in 

the sweat, vomit, and other purification rites; health seeps in as the Na· 

vaho patient touches, through the medium of the singer, the sacred sand 

painting. Clearly, the symbolism of the sing focuses upon the problem 

of human suffering and attempts to cope with it by placing it in  a mean

ingful context, providing a mode of action through which it can be ex

pressed, being expressed understood, and being understood, endured. 

The sustaining effect of the sing (and since Ihe commonest disease is 

tuberculosis, it can in most cases be only sustaining), rests ultimately on 

its ability to give the stricken person a vocabulary in terms of which to 

grasp the nature of his distress and relate it 10 the wider world. Like a 

calvary, a recitation of Buddha's emergencc from his father's palace, or 

a performance of Oedipus Tyrannos in other religious traditions, a sing 

is mainly concerned with the presentation of a specific and concrete 

image of truly human, and so endurable, suffering powerful enough to 

resist the challenge of emotional meaninglessness raised by the existence 

of intense and unremovable brute pain. 

The problem of suffering passes easily into the problem of evil. for if 

suffering is severe enough it usually, though not always, seems morally 

undeserved as well, at least to the sufferer. But they are not, howcver. 

exactly the same thing-a fact I think Weber, too inHuenced by the 

30 Reichard, NUlloho Rdigion. 
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biases of a monotheistic tradition in which, as the various aspects of 
human experience must be conceived to proceed from a single. volun· 

taristic source, man's pain reflects directly on God's goodness. did not 
fully recognize in his generalization of the dilemmas of Christian thcod· 

icy Eastward. For where the problem of suffering is concerned with 
threats to our ability to put our "undisciplined squads of emotion" into 

some sort of soldierly order. the problem of evil is concerned with 
threats to our ability to make sound moral judgments. What is involved 

i n  the problem of evil is not the adequacy of our symbolic resources to 

govern our affective life, but the adequacy of those resources to provide 

a workable set of ethical criteria, normative guides to govern our action. 
The vClI:ation hcrc is the gap between things as they are and as thcy 

ought to be if our conceptions of right and wrong make sensc, the gap 

bctween what we decm various individuals deserve and what wc see that 
they gct-a phenomenon summed up in that profound quat rain: 

The rain falls on the just 
And on the unjust fella; 
BUI mainly upon thejusl. 
Because the unjust has the just's umbrella, 

Or if this seems too Hippant an expression of an issue that, in some
what different form. animates the Book of Job and the Daglll/wlil Gila, 

the following classical Javanese poem, known, sung, and repealedly 
quoted in Java by virtually everyone ovcr the age of six, puts the point 
-the discrepancy between moral prescriptions and material rewards, 
the seeming inconsistency of "is" and "ought"-rathcr more elegantly: 

We have lived to !>Ce a time without order 
In  which everyone IS confused i n  his mind. 
Onc cannot bear to join in thc madness, 
Out if he does not do so 
Hc will not share in the spoils, 
And will starve as a result. 
Yes. God: wrong is wrong: 
Happy are those who forgct. 
Happier yet those who remember and have deep insight. 

Nor is it necessary to be theologically self-conscious to be religiously 
sophisticated. The conccrn with intractable ethical paradox, the dis
quieting sense that onc's moral insight is inadequatc to one's moral ell:
perience, is as alive on the level of so-called primitive religion as it is 
on that of the so-called civilized. The set of notions about "division i n  
the world" that Lienhardt dcscribes for the Dinka is a useful case in 
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point.:u Like so many peoples, the Dinka believe that the sky, wherc 

"Divinity" is located. and earth. where man dwells, wcre at onc time 

contiguous, thc sky lying just above the earth and being connected to it 

by a rope, so that men could move at will between the two realms. 
There was no death and the first man and woman were permitted but a 
single grain of millet a day, which was all thai they at that time re

quired. One day, the woman-of course-decidcd, out of greed, to 
plant more than the permitted grain of millet, and in her avid haste and 

industry accidentally struck Divinity with the handlc of the hoe. Of· 

fended, hc severed the rope, withdrew into the distant sky of today, and 
left man to labor for his food, to suffer sickness and death, and to expe

rience separation from thc source of his being, his Creator, Yet the 
meaning of this strangely familiar story to the Dinka is, as indeed is 

Genesis to Jews and Christians, not homiletic but descriptive: 

Those r Dinka! who have commcntcd on thcse slories have sometimes made 
it clear that their sympathies lie WIth Man in his plight. and draw attention 
to the smallness of the fault for which Divin ity withdrew the benefits of his 
closeness. The image of strik ing Divinity with a hoc . . .  often evokes a 
certain amusement. almost as though the story were indulgently being 
treated as too childish to explain the consequences attributed to the event. 
Out it is clear that the point of the story of Divinity's withdrawal from men 
is not to suggest an improving moral judgment on human behaviour. It IS to 
represent a total situation known to the Dinka today. Men now are-as the 
first man and woman then becamc-activc. self-assertive. inquiring. acquisi
tive. Yet they are also subject to suffering and death, ineffective, ignorant 
and poor. Ufe is insecure: human calculations onen prove erroneous. and 
men must often learn by experience that the consequences of their acLS are 
quite other than they may have anticipated or consider equitable. Divinity'S 
withdrawal from �·Ian as the result of a comparatively trifling offence. by 
human standards, presents the contrast between equitable human judgments 
and the action of the Power which arc held ultimately to control what hap
pens in Dinka life . . . .  To the Dinka, thc moral order is ultimately consti
tuted according 10 principles which oftcn elude men. which experience and 
tradition in part reveal. and which human aClion cannot change . . . .  The 
myth of Divinity'S withdrawal then renects Ihe facts of existcnce as thcy 3fC 
known. The Dinka arc in a universe which is largely beyond their control. 
and where events may contradict the most reasonablc human expect at ions.32 

Thus thc problem of cvil, or perhaps one should say the problem 
about evil, is in essence the same sort of problem of or about bafflement 

and the problem of or about suffcring. The strange opacity of certain 

I. Ibid., pp. 28-55. 

n Ibid, 
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empirical �vents. the dumb senselessness of intense or inexorable pain, 

and the enigmatic unaccountability of gross iniquity all raise the URcom. 
fort able suspicion thai perhaps the world, and hence man's life in the 
,":orld, has no genuine order at all-no empirical regularity, no emo

tional form, no moral coherence. And the religious response to this sus. 
picion is in each case the same: the formulation, by means of symbols, 
of an image of such a genuine order of the world which will account 
for, and even celebrate, the perceived ambiguities. puzzles, and para

doxes i n  human experience. The effort is  not to deny the undeniable_ 

that 
,
there are unexplained events, that life hurts. or that rain falls upon 

the Just-but to deny that there are inexplicable events, that life is 

unendurable, and that justice is a mirage. The principles which consti�ute the moral order may indeed often elude men, as Lienhardt puts it, 

In the same way as fully satisfactory explanations of anomalous events 
or effective forms for the expression of feeling often elude them. What 

is important, to a religious man at least, is that this elusiveness be ac
counted for, that it be not the result of the fact that there are no such 

principles, ex�lanations, or forms, that life is absurd and the attempt to 
make moral, IOtellectual, or emotional sense out of experience is boot

less. The Oinka can admit, in fact insist upon, the moral ambiguities 

and contradictions of life as they live it because these ambiguities and 
contradictions are seen not as ultimate, but as the "ralional," "natural " 
"logical" (one may choose one's own adjective here, for none of them 

'
is 

truly adequate) oUlcome of the moral structure of reality which the 
myth of the withdrawn "Oivinity" depicts, or as Lienhardt says, "im
ages." 

The Problem of Meaning in each of its intergrading aspects (how 
these aspects in fact intergrade in each particular case, what sort of in
terplay there is  between the sense of analytic, emotional, and moral im
potence, seems to me one of the outstanding, and exccpt for Weber un
touched, problems for comparative research in this whole field) is a 

matter of affirming, or at least recognizing, the inescapability of igno

ranc�, pain, and injustice on the human plane while simultaneously 
denYing that these irrationalities are characteristic of the world as a 
whole. And it is in lerms of religious symbolism, a symbolism relating 
man's sphere of existence to a widcr sphere within which it is conceived 

to rest, that both the affirmation and the denial arc made.33 

� This is IIQI. however: to say that everyone in every society does this; for as 
the Immortal Don MarqUIS once remarked, you don't have to have a soul unlcss 
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. . .  anti clothing those conceptions with such all aura of 

factuality that . . .  

There arises here, however, a more profound question: how is it that 
this denial comes to be believed? How is it that the religious man 
moves from a troubled perception of experienced disorder to a more or 

less settled conviction of fundamental order? Just what does "belief' 

mean in a religious context? Of all the problems surrounding attempts 
to conduct anthropological analysis of religion this is the one that has 
perhaps been most troublesome and therefore the most often avoided. 
usually by relegating it to psychology, that raffish outcast disciplinc to 
which social anthropologislS arc forever consigning phenomena they are 
unable to deal with within the framework of a denatured Ourkhcimian

ism. But the problem will not go away, it is not " merely" psychological 
(nothing social is), and no anthro(Xllogical theory of religion which fails 
to aHack it is worthy of the name. We have been trying to stage Hamlet 

without the Prince quite long enough. 
It seems to me that it is best to begin any approach to this issue with 

frank recognition that religious belief involves not a Baconian induction 

from everyday experience-for then we should all be agnostics-but 
rather a prior acceptance of authority which transforms that experience. 
The existence of bafHement, pain, and moral paradox-of The Problem 

of Meaning-is onc of the things that drives men toward belief in gods, 
devils, spirits, totemic principles, or the spiritual efficacy of cannibalism 
(an enfolding sense of beauty or a dazzling perception of power are 
others), but it is not the basis upon which those beliefs rest, but rather 
their most important field of application: 

We point to the Slate of the world as illustrative of doctrine, but never as 
evidence for it. So Belsen illustrates a world of original sin. but original sin 
is not an hypothesis to account for happenings like Bclsen. We justify a par
ticular religious belief by showi ng ill. place in the total religious conception; 
we justify a religious belief as a whole by referring to authority. We accept 
authority because we discover it at some poin t in the world at which we 

you really want one. The oll·heard generalization that reliaion is a human uni
versal embodies a confusion between the probably true (though on present evi
dence unprovable) proposition that there is no human society in which cultural 
pallerns that we can, under the present definition or one like it. call reliaious are 
totally lad. ina. and the surely untrue proposition that all men in all societies are, 
in any mcaninaful sense of the term, religious. But if the anthropological study of 
reliaious commitment is underdeveloped. the anthropoloaical study of reliaious 
noncommitmcnl is nonexistent. The anthropoiosy of relision will have come of 
ale when some more subtle Mal inowsk.i writes a book called "Belief and Unbc
lief(or even "Faith and Hypocrisy") in a Sav'Se Society." 
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worship. al which we accept Ihe lordship of something not ourselves. We do 
nOI wo rship authority. but we accept authority as defining Ihe worshipful 
So someone may discover Ihe possibility of worship in thc life of Ihc Re
formed Churches and accept Ihc Bible as authoritative; or in Ihe Roman 
Church and accepl papal aUlhority.:H 

This is. of COUfse, a Christian statement of the matter; but it is nol 10 
be despised on that account. In tribal religions authority lies in thc per

suasive power of traditional imagery; in mystical ones in thc apodictic 

force of supcrscnsible experience; in charismatic ones in thc hypnotic 

attraction of an extraordinary personality. But Ihe priority of thc accep

tance of an authoritative criterion in religious matters over the revela

tion which is conceived to flow from that acceptance is not less com

plete Ihan in scriptural or hieratic ones. The basic axiom underlying 

what we may perhaps call "the religious perspective" is everywhere the 

same: he who would know must first believe. 
But to speak of " the religious perspective" is, by implication, to 

speak of one perspective among others. A perspective is a mode of 

seeing, in that extended sense of "see" in which it means "discern " , 
"apprehend," "understand," or "grasp." It is a particular way of look

ing al life, a particular manner of construing the world. as when we 

speak of an historical perspective. a scientific perspective, an aesthetic 

perspective, a common-sense perspective, or even the bizarre perspec

tive embodied in dreams and in hallucinations.u The question then 

comes down to, first, what is "the religious perspective" generically con

sidered, as differentiated from other perspectives; and second, how do 

men come to adopt it. 

U A. Macintyre, "The Lolical Status or Reli,ious Belier," in MnaphysicQI Be
lie/s, cd. A. Macintyre (London. 1957), pp. 167-2 1 1 . 

U The term " attitude" as in "aesthetic attitude" or " natural attitude" is an
other, pcrhap5 more «Immon term ror what I have here called "pcrspective:' 
.fFor.t�e first, sec : Bdl. Arl. London. 1914: ror the second, thouah the phrase 
IS orll.nally Husserl S. sec A. Schutz, The Problem 0/ Social ReQlily, vol. I of 
Co'.'u:t�� Papus �e Ha�ue, 1962).1 But 1 have avoided it because of its strona 
SUbJCCllvllit connotations. lis tendency to place the stress upon a supposed inner 
st.ate or an actor rather than on a certain sort or relation-a symbolically me
diated one-bet�een an act.or and a situation. This is not to say, of «Ium, that 
a phenomeno!oillcal analYSIS or relilious experience, if cast in intersubjective 
nontranscendental. lenuinely scientific terms fe.l .. W. Percy, "Symbol. Con: 
sciousness. and Intersubj«tivity,� Journal

. �/ Philosophy 15 ( 1958):6] 1-64 1 1  is 
not essenllal to a rull understand.nil of rehalous belief, but merely that thaI is nOI 
the. focus of my concern here. "Outlook," "frame of reference," "frame of mind .. 
"orientation," ':stance," "mental set," and so on, are other terms sometimes e�
plored, dependtna upon whether the analyst wishes to stress the social. psycho-
1011cal. or cultural aspects of the mailer. 
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If we place the religious perspective against the background of three 

the other major perspectives in terms of which men construe the 

W'Ir common-sensical, the scientific, and the aesthetic-its spe-

character emerges morc sharply. What distinguishes common sense 

a mode of "seeing" is, as Schutz has pointed out, a simple acceptance 

the world. its objects, and its processes as being just what they seem 

be-what is sometimes called naive realism-and the pragmatic mo

tive, the wish to act upon that world so as to bend it to one's practical 

purposes, to master it, or so far as that proves impossible, to adjust to 

it.36 The world of everyday life, itself, of course, a cultural product. 

for it is framed in terms of the symbolic conceptions of "stubborn facl" 

handed down from generation to generation, is the established scene 

and given object of our actions. Like Mt. Everest it is just there, and 

the thing to do with it, if one feels the need to do anything with it at all, 

is to climb it. In the scientific perspective it is precisely this givenness 

which disappears.37 Deliberate doubt and systematic inquiry, the sus

pension of the pragmatic motive in favor of disinterested observation, 

the attempt to analyze the world in terms of formal concepts whose re

lationship to the informal conceptions of common sense become in

creasingly problematic-there are the hallmarks of the attempt 10 grasp 

the world scientifically. And as for the aesthetic perspective, which 

under the rubric of "the aesthetic attitude" has been perhaps most ex

quisitely examined, it involves a different sort of suspension of naive 

realism and practical interest. in that instead of questioning the creden

tials of everyday expericnce, one merely ignores that experience in 

favor of an eager dwelling upon appearances, an engrossment in sur

faces, an absorption in things, as we say, "in themselves": " The func

tion of artistic illusion is not 'make-believe' . .  , but the very opposite. 

disengagement from belief-the contemplation of sensory qualities 

without their usual meanings of 'here's that chair', 'that's my 

telephone' . . .  etc. The knowledge that what is before us has no practi

cal significance in the world is what enables us to give attention to its 

appearance as such." 38 And like the common scl1sical and the scien

tific (or the historical, the philosophical, and the artistic), this perspec

tive, this "way of seeing" is not the product of some mysterious Carte

sian chemistry, but is induced. mediated, and in fact created by means 

H Schutz, The Problem 0/ Social Realit)'. 
If Ibid. 
u S. lanier, Fuli"gand Form (New York, 195]), p. 49. 
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of curious quasi objects-poems. dramas. sculptures, symphonics

which, dissociating themselves from the solid world of common sense, 
take on the special sort of eloquence only sheer appearances can 

achieve. 
The religious perspective differs from the common-scnsiesl in that, as 

already pointed out. it moves beyond the realities of everyday life to 

wider ones which correct and complete them, and its defining concern is 
not action upon those wider realities but acceptance of them. faith in 
them. It differs from the scientific perspective in that it questions the 
realities of everyday life not out of an institutionalized scepticism which 

dissolves the world's givenness into a swirl of probabilistic hypotheses, 
but in terms of what it takes to be wider. nonhypothetical truths. Rather 
than detachment. its watchword is commitment; rather than analysis, 

encounter. And it differs from art in that instead of effecting a disen
gagement from the whole question of factuality. deliberately manufac

turing an air or semblance and illusion, it deepens the concern with fact 
and seeks to create an aura of utter actuality. It is this sense of the 
" really real" upon which the religious perspective rests and which the 
symbolic activities of religion as a cultural system are devoted to pro
ducing. intensifying. and, so far as possible. rendering inviolable by the 
discordant revelations of secular experience. It is. again. the imbuing of 
a certain specific complex of symbols-of the metaphysic they formu
late and the style of life they recommend-with a persuasive authority 

which. from an analytic point of view, is the essence of religious action. 
Which brings us, at length, to ritual. For it is in ritual-that is. con

secrated behavior-that this conviction that religious conceptions are 
veridical and that religious directives arc sound is somehow generated. 
It is in some sort of ceremonial form-even if that form be hardly 
more than the recitation of a myth, the consultation of an oracle, or the 

decoration of a grave-that the moods and motivations which sacred 
symbols induce in men and the general conceptions of the order of exis
tence which they formulate for men meet and reinforce onc anothcr. In 

a ritual, the world as lived and the world as imagined, fused under the 
agency of a single set of symbolic forms, turn out to be the same world, 

producing thus that idiosyncratic transformation in one's sense of reality 
to which Santayana refers in my epigraph. Whatever role divine inter
vention may or may not play in the creation of faith-and it is not the 
business of the scientist to pronounce upon such mailers one way or the 
other-it is, primarily at least, out of the context of concrete acts of re-
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ligious observance that religious conviction emerges on the human 

plane. 

However, though any religious ritual, no matter how apparently auto

matic or conventional (if it is truly automatic or merely conventional it 
is not religious), involves this symbolic fusion of ethos and world view, 

it is mainly certain more elaborate and usually more public ones, ones 

in which a broad range of moods and motivations on the onc hand and 

of metaphysical conceptions on the other are caught up, which shape 

the spiritual consciousness of a people. Employing a useful term intro
duced by Singer. we may call these full-blown ceremonies "cultural 

performances" and note that they represent not only the point at which 
the dispositional and conceptual aspects of religiOUS life converge for 
the believer, but also the point at which the interaction between them 
can be most readily examined by the detached observer: 

Whenever Madrasi Brahmans (and non-Brahmans. too. for that mailer) 

wished to exhibit to me some feature of Hinduism. they always referred to. 

or invited me to sec. a particular rite or ceremony in the life cycle. in a 

temple festival. or in the general sphere of religious and cultural �rfor

mances. Reflecting on this in the course of my interviews and observatIons 1 

found that the more abstract generalizations about Hinduism (my own as 
. d' II weU as those I heard) could generally be checked, directly or III Ircc y. 

against these observable performanco.39 

Of course, all cultural performances are not religious performance�, 

and the line between those that arc and artistic. or  even political. ones tS 
often not so easy to draw in practice, for, like social forms, sym�lic 
forms can serve multiple purposes. But the point is that, paraphraSing 

slightly. Indians-"and perhaps all peoples"_secm to think of their 

religion "as encapsulated in these discrete performances which t�e
.
y 

[canl exhibit to visitors and to themselves." �o The mode of exhtbl
tion is  however radically different for the two sorts of witness, a fact 

seemingly overlooked by those who would argue that "religion is a for� 
of human art." 41 Where for "visitors" religious performances can. III 
the nature of the case, only be presentations of a particular religious 
perspective, and thus aesthetically appreciated o r  scientifically dissected, 

U M .  Singer. '-The Cl.Iltural Paltern of tndian Civilization." Far Eostun QUD'-
url)l 15  (1955):23-26. .. . 

4' M .  Singer. "The Great Tradition in a Metropotitan Center: Madras. In 

T,adilional lndiD, ed. M. Singer (Philadelphia. 1958). pp. 140-182. 
k 1951) 41 R. Firth. Elrmt!nts of Social Organitation (London and New Vor • • p. 

250. 
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for participants they arc i n  addition enactments, materializations, reali

zations of it-not only models of what they believe, but also models/or 
the believing of it. In these plastic dramas men altain their faith as they 
portray it. 

As a case i n  point, let me take a spectacularly theatrical cultural per
formance from Bali-that in which a terrible witch called Rangda en
gages i n  a ritual combat with an endearing monster called Barong.41 

Usually, but not inevitably presented on the occasion of a death temple 
celebration, the drama consists of a masked dance i n  which the witch 
-depicted as a wasted old widow, prostitute, and eater of infants

comes to spread plague and death upon the land and is opposed by the 

monster-depicted as a kind of cross between a clumsy bear, a silly 
puppy, and a strutting Chinese dragon. Rangda, danced by a single 
male, is a hideous figurc. Her eyes bulge from her forehead like swollen 
boils. Her teeth become tusks curving up over her cheeks and fangs 

protruding down over her chin. Her yellowed hair falls down around 

her in a matted tangle. Her breasts are dry and pendulous dugs edged 
with hair, between which hang, like so many sausages, strings of col

ored entrails. Her long red tongue is a stream of fire. And as she dances 

she splays her dead-white hands, from which protrude ten-inch claw

like fingernails, out i n  front of her and ullers unnerving shrieks of me

tallic laughter, Barong, danced by two men fore-and-aft i n  vaudeville 
horse fashion, is another matter. His shaggy sheepdog coat is hung with 

gold and mica ornaments that glitter i n  the half-light. He is adorned 

with flowers, sashes, feathers, mirrors, and a comical beard made from 
human hair. And though a demon too, his eyes also pop and he snaps 
his fanged jaws with seemly fierceness when faced with Rangda or other 
affronts to his dignity; the cluster of tinkling bells which hang from his 
absurdly arching tail somehow contrives to take most of the edge off his 
fearfulness. If Rangda is a satanic image, Barong is a farcical one, and 
their clash is a clash (an inconclusive one) between the malignant and 
the ludicrous. 

41 The Rangda-Barong complex hlU been extensively described and analyzed 
by a series of unusually gifted ethnographers and I shall make no auempt to pre
sent it here in more than schematic form. [See, for example, J. Belo, Bali: 
Rangda and Baroni (New York, 1949); J. Belo, Tranc� jn BQIi (New York. 
1960); B. DeZoete and W. Spies, Do"c� and Drama in Bali (London, \ 938); G. 
Bateson and M. Mead, Balin�s� Character (New York. 1942); M .  Covarrubias, 
Th� Island of &Ii (New York, 1937).) Much of my interpretation of the complex 
rests on personal observations made in Bali during 1957-1958. 
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This odd counterpoint of implacablc malice and low comedy per

vades the whole performance. Rangda, clutching her magical white 
cloth, moves around in a slow stagger, now pausing immobile in 

thought or uncertainty, now lurching suddenly forward. The moment of 
her entry (one sees those terrible long-nailed hands first as she emerges 
through the split gateway at the top of a short flight of stone stairs) is 

one of terrific tension when it seems, to a "visitor" at least, that every
one is about to break and run in panic. She herself scems insane with 
fear and hatred as she screams deprecations at Barong amid the wild 
clanging of the gamelan. She may i n  fact go amok. I have myself seen 
Rangdas hurl themselves headlong into the gamelan or run frantically 
about i n  total confusion, being subdued and reoriented only by the com
bined force of a half-dozen spectators; and one hears many tales of 
amok Rangdas holding a whole village in terror for hours and of imper
sonators becoming permanently deranged by their experiences. But Ba

rong, though he is charged with the same mana-like sacred power (s(lkri 
i n  Balinese) as Rangda, and his impersonators are also entranced, seems 

to have very great difficulty in being serious. He frolics with his retinue 
of demons (who add to the gaiety by indelicate pranks of their own), 
lies down on a metallaphone while it is being played or beats on a drum 
with his legs, moves in one direction in his front half and another in his 
rear or bends his segmented body into foolish contortions, brushes flies 

from his body or sniffs aromas i n  the air, and generally prances about 
in paroxysms of narcissistic vanity. The contrast is not absolute, for 
Rangda is sometimes momentarily comic as when she pretends to polish 
the mirrors on Barong's coat, and Barong becomes rather more serious 
after Rangda appears, nervously clacking his jaws at her and ultimately 
attaCking her directly. Nor are the humorous and the horrible always 
kept rigidly separated, as in that strange scene in one section of the 
cycle in which several minor witches (disciples of Rangda) toss the 
corpse of a stillborn child around to the wild amusement of the audi
ence; or another, no less strangc. in which the sight of a pregnant 
woman alternating hysterically between tears and laughter while being 
knocked about by a group of gravediggers, secms for some reason ex
cruciatingly funny. The twin themes of horror and hilarity find their 
purest expression in the two protagonists and their endless, indecisive 
struggle for dominance, but they are woven with deliberate intricacy 
through the whole texture of the drama. They-or rather the relations 
between them-are what it is about. 
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It is unnecessary to attempt a thoroughgoing description of a 

Rangda-Barong performance here. Such performances vary widely in 

detail, consist of several not too closely integrated parts, and in any case 

arc SO complex in structure as to defy easy summary. For our purposes, 

the main point to be stressed is that the drama is, for the Balinese. not 

merely a spectacle to be watched but a ritual to be enacted. There is no 

aesthetic distance here separating actors from audience and placing the 

depicted events in an unenterable world of illusion. and by the time a 

full-scale Rangda-Barong encounter has been concluded a majority. 

often nearly all. of the members of the group sponsoring it will have be

come caught up in it not just imaginatively but bodily. In one of Belo's 

examples I count upwards of seventy·five people-men, women, and 

Children-taking part in the activity at some point or other, and thiny 

to forty panicipants is in no way unusual. As a performance, the drama 

is like a high mass, not like a presentation of Murder in rhe Ollhedrlll: 

it is a drawing near, not a standing back. 

In part, this entry into the body of the ritual takes place through the 

agency of the various supporting roles contained in it-minor witches, 

demons, various sorts of legendary and mythical figures-which se· 

lected villagers enact. But mostly it takes place through the agency of an 

extraordinarily developed capacity for psychological dissociation on the 

part of a very large segment of the population. A Rangda-Barong strug· 

gle is inevitably marked by anywhere from three or four to several 

dozen spectators becoming possessed by one or another demon, falling 

into violent trances "like firecrackers going off one after the other," .. 3 

and, snatching up krisses, rushing to join the fray. Mass trance, spread· 

ing like a panic, projects the individual Balinese out of the common· 

place world in which he usually lives into that most uncommonplace 

one in which Rangda and Barong live. To become entranced is, for the 

Balinese. to cross a threshold into another order of existence-the word 

for Lrance is lIadi, from dadi, often translated " to become" but which 

might be even more simply rendered as "to be." And even those who, 

for whatever reasons, do not make this spiritual crossing are caught up 

in the proceedings, for it is they who must keep the frenzied activities 

of the entranced from getting out of hand by the application of physical 

restraint if they are ordinary men, by the sprinkling of holy water and 

the chanting of spells if they arc priests. At its height a Rangda-Barong 

rite hovers, or at least seems to hover, on the brink of mass amok with 

4S Bdo. Trance In Bali. 
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the diminishing band of the unent'Tanced striving desperately (and, it 
seems, almost always successfully) to control the growing band of the 

entranced. 

In its standard form-if it can be said to have a standard form-the 

performance begins with an appearance of Barong, prancing and preen

ing. as a general prophylactic against what is to follow. Then may come 

various mythic scenes relating the story-not always precisely the same 

ones-upon which the performance is based, until finally Barong and 

then Rangda appear. Their battle begins. Barong drives Rangda back 

toward the gate of the death temple. But he has not the power to expel 

her completely, and he is in turn driven back toward the village. At 

length, when it seems as though Rangda will finally prevail, a number 

of entranced men rise, krisses in hand, and rush to support Barong. But 
as they approach Rangda (who has turned her back in meditation), she 

wheels upon them and. waving her sakri white cloth. leaves them coma· 

lose on the ground. Rangda then hastily retires (or is carried) to the 

temple, where she herself collapses, hidden from the aroused crowd 

which, my informants said, would kill her were it to see her in a help· 

less state. The Barong moves among the his dancers and wakens them 

by snapping his jaws at them or nuzzling them with his beard. As they 

return. still entranced. to "consciousness," they are enraged by the dis· 

appearance of Rangda, and unable to attack her they turn their krisscs 

(harmlessly because they are entranced) against their own ehests in frus· 

tration. Usually sheer pandemonium breaks out at this point with mem· 

bers of the crowd, of both sexes, falling into trance all around the court· 

yard and rushing out to stab themselves, wrestle with one another, 

devour live chicks or excrement, wallow convulsively in the mud, and 

so on, while the nonentranced attempt to relieve them of their krisses 

and keep them at least minimally in order. In time, the trancers sink, 

one by one, into coma, from which they are aroused by the priests' holy 

water and the great battle is over-once more a complete stand..off. 

Rangda has not been conquered, but neither has she conquered. 

One place to search for the meaning of this ritual is in the collection 

of myths, tales, and explicit beliefs which it supposedly enacts. How. 

ever, not only are these various and variable-for some people Rangda 

is an incarnation of Durga, Siva's malignant consort; for others she is 
Oueen Mahendradatta, a figure from a court legend set in eleventh 

century Java; for yet others, the spiritual leader of witches as the Brah· 

mana Priest is the spiritual leader of men. Notions of who (or "what") 
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Barong is are equally divcrsc and even vaguer-but thcy seem to play 
only a secondary role in the Balinese' perception of the drama. It is 
in the direct encounter with the two figures in the context of the ac. 
tual performance that the villager comes to know them as, so far as he 
is concerned, genuine realities. They are, then, not representations of 
anything, but presences. And when the vil lagers go into trance they 
become-lUu/i-themselves part of the realm in which those presences 
exist. To ask, as I once did, a man who has bet''' Rangda whether he 
thinks she is real is to leave oneself open to the suspicion of idiocy. 

The acceptance of authority that underlies the religious perspective 
that the ritual embodies thus nows from the enactment of the ritual it. 
self. By inducing a set of moods and motivations_an ethos-and de. 
fining an image of cosmic order-a world View-by means of a single 
set of symbols, the performance makes the model for and model of as. 
peets of religious belief mere transpositions of one another. Rangda 
evokes fear (as well as hatred, disgust, cruelty, horror. and. though J 
have not been able to treat the sexual aspects of the performance here, 
lusl); but she also depicts it: 

The fruocinatlon which the figure of the Witch holds for the Oalinese imagi. 
nation can only be explained when it is recognized Ihat Ihe Witch i� nOI 
only a fear Inspiring figure. but that she is Fear. Her hands with their long 
menacing finger·nails do nOI clutch and claw at her victims. although chil
dren who play at beJllg Witches do curl their hands in such gestures. But the 
Witch herself spreads her arms with palms oul and her finger flexed back
ward. in the gesture Ihe Balinese call ''''par. a term which they apply to the 
sudden startled reaction of a man who falls from a tree . . . .  Only when we 
sec Ihe Witch as herself afraid. as well as frightening. is it possible to ex. 
plain her appeal. and the pathos whieh surrounds her as she dances. hairy. 
forbidding. tusked and alone. giving her occasional high eerie laugh."" 

And on his side Barong not only induces laughter, he incarnates the Ba. 
linese version of the comic spirit-a distinctive combination of playful. 
ness. exhibitionism. and extravagant love of elegance, which. along with 
fear, is perhaps the dominant motive in their life. The constantly recur. 
ring struggle of Rnngda and Barong to an inevitable draw is thus-for 
the believing Balinese-both the formulation of a general religious con
ception and the authoritative experience which justifies. even compels, 
its acceptance. 

44 G.  Bateson and M. Mead. lJo/j,uJr Ch(lruClu. p. 36. 
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. . .  IJwl /ite moods ami mo/il'ations seem ulliquely realis/ic 

But no one, not cven a saint. lives in the world religious symbols for· 

mulate all of the time, and the majority of men live in it only at mo· 

ments. The everyday world of common·scnse objects and practical acts 

is. as Schutz says, the paramount reality in human experience

paramount in the scnse that it is the world in which we are most solidly 

rooted, whose inherent actuality we can hardly question (however much 

we may question certain portions of it). and from whose pressures and 

requirements wc can least escape .• � A man. even large groups of men, 

may be aesthetically insensitive. religiously unconcerned, and un· 

equipped to pursue formal scientific analysis, but he cannot be com· 

pletely lacking in common sense and survive. The dispositions which re· 

ligious rituals induce thus have their most important impact-from a 

human point of yiew-outside the boundaries of the ritual itself as they 

reRect back to color the individual's conception of the established world 

of bare fact. The peculiar tone that marks the Pll.Iins vision quest. the 

Manus confession, or the JaYanese mystical exercise pervades areas of 

the life of these peoples far beyond the immediately religious, impress· 

ing upon them a distinctive style in the sense both of a dominant mood 

and a characteristic movement. The interweaving of the malignant and 

the comic. which the Rangda-Barong combat depicts, animates a very 

wide range of everyday Balinese behavior. much of which, like the rit· 

ual itself. has nn air of candid fc .. r narrowly contained by obsessive 

playfulness. Religion is sociologically interesting not because. as vulgar 

positivism would have it, it describes the social order (which, in so far 

as it does, it does not only very obliquely but very incompletely), but 

because. like environment. political power, wealth, jural obligation. per· 

sonal affection. and a sense of beauty, it sh<lpes it. 
The movement back and forth between the religious perspective and 

the common-sense perspective is actually one of the more obvious em· 
pirieal occurrences on the social scene. though. again. one of the most 
neglected by social anthropologists, virtually all of whom have seen it 
happen countless times. Religious belief has usually been presented as a 
homogeneous characteristic of an individual, like his place of residence, 
his occupational role, his kinship position, and so on. But religious be· 
lief in the midst of ritual. where it engulfs the 10lal person, transporting 

U SchUlZ. Th� Prob/I'm of Social RtaliIY, p.226ff. 
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him. so far as he is concerned, inlo another mode of existence, and reli

gious belief as the pale, remembered reflection of that experience in the 
midst of everyday life arc not precisely the same thing, and the failure 

to realize this has led 10 some confusion, most especially in connection 
with the so-called primitive-mentality problem. Much of the difficulty 
between Levy-Bruhl and Malinowski on the nature of ';nativc thought," 
for example. arises from a lack of full recognition of this distinction; 
for where the French philosopher was concerned with the view of real
ity savages adopted when laking a specifically religious perspective, the 
Polish-English ethnographer was concerned wilh that which they 
adopted when taking a strictly common-sense one:'6 Both pcrhap!! 

vaguely sensed that they were not talking about exactly the same thing. 
but where they wcnt astray was in failing to give a specific accounting 

of the way in which these two forms of "thoughl"-or, as I would 
rather say, these two modes of symbolic formulations-i nteracted, so 

that where LevY-Oruhl'S savages tended to live, despite his postludial 
disclaimers, in a world composed entirely of mystical encounters, Mali

nowski's tended to live, despite his stress on the functional importance 

of religion, in a world composed entirely of practical actions, They be
came reductionists (an idealist is as much of a reductionist as a materi
alist) in spite of themselves because they failed to see man as moving 
more or less easily. and very frequently, between radically contrasting 
ways of looking at the world, ways which are not continuous with one 
another but separated by cultural gaps across which Kierkeganrdian 
leaps must be made in both directions: 

Thcr� are a� ma
,
ny inn umerable � j nds of different shock experiences as there 

are different filllte provlIlco of meaning upon ..... hlch I may bestow the ae

�ent of reality, Some instance� are: the shock �f fall ing asleep as the leap 
Into the world of dreams: the Inner transformallon we endure if the curtain 
in lhe t�eatrc rio;e

,
o; as l�e transition to the world of the stageplay; the radical 

�ha
,
nge In our attitude If. before a painting, we permit our visual field to be 

hmlted by what is �ith,in the frame as the passage into the pictorial world: 
our qUllndary reltlx l ng IOtO laugh tcr, if, in listening to a joke, we are for a 
s

,
hort lime 

,
ready to accept Ihe ficllliou� world of the jCM as a realit), in rela

lion to whIch the ..... orld of our daily life la�e� on the charaCler of fooli�h
ness: the child's turning toward hi� lOy a� Ihe transition inlo the pl:ly-world : 
and so on, OUI also the religiou� experiences in all their varieties-for in
M,ance, Kierkegaard's experience of the "installl" as the leap into Ih(' rel i
gious !!phere-are examples of such a shock, a.., well liS the decision of Ihe 

46 Malinowski, MaRk, "' ,' - , - - / R /. , L L' B h ..... . �. am f' 'CIOn; . vy- ru I, 110"" Nallv�s 
Think (Ncw YorL, 1926), 
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scientist t o  replace all passion ale parlicipalion in the affairs of " Ihis world" 

by a disinlercsted lanalytical l altitudc,41 

The recognition and exploration of the qualitative difference-an 

empirical, not a transcendental difference-between religion pure and 

religion applied, between an encounter with the supposedly "really real" 

and a viewing of ordinary experience in light of what that encounter 

seems to reveal, will, therefore, take us further toward an understanding 

of what a Bororo means when he says ,,' am a parakeet," or a Christian 

when he says .. , am a sinner," than either a theory of primitive mysli

cism in which the commonplace world disappears into a cloud of cu

rious ideas or of a primitive pragmatism in which religion disintegrates 

into a collection of useful fictions, The parakeet example, which I take 

from Percy, is a good one,4S For, as he points out, it is unsatisfactory to 

say either that the Bororo thinks he is literally a parakeet (for he does 

not try to mate with other parakeets), that his statement is false or non� 

sense (for, clearly, he is not offering-or at least not only offering

the sort of class-membership argument which can be confirmed or re

futed as, say, "I am a Bororo" can be confirmed or refuted), or yet 

again that it is false scientifically but true mythically (because that leads 

immediately to the pragmatic fiction notion which, as it denies the acco

lade of truth to "myth" in the very act of bestowing it, is internally 

se)f-contradictory), More coherently it would seem to be necessary to 

see the sentence as having a different sense in the context of the "finite 

province of meaning" which makes up the religious perspective and of 

that which makes up the common-sensical. In the religious, our Bororo 

is "really" a "parakeet," and given the proper ritual context might well 

"mate" with other "parakeets" -with metaphysical ones like himself, 

not commonplace ones such as those which fly bodily about in ordinary 

trees, In the common·sensical perspective he is a parakeet in  the sense 

-I assume-that he belongs to a clan whose members regard the par· 

akeet as their totem, a membership from which, given the fundamental 

nature of reality as the religious perspective reveals it, certain moral 

and practical consequences flow, A man who says he is a parakeet is, if 

he says it in normal conversation, saying that, as myth and ritual dem

onstrate, he is shot through with parakeet ness and that this religious 

fact has some crucial social implications-we parakeets must stick to-

H SchulZ, Th� Problem of Social R�rJ/iIY, p, 2 3 1 .  

4� W, Percy, "The Symbolic Struclure of Interpersonal Process," Psychialry 24 

(1961): 39-52, 
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gether, not marry one another, not eat mundane parakeets, and so on, 

for to do otherwise is to act against the grain of the whole universe. It 

is this placing of proximate acts in ultimate contexts that makes reli

gion, frequently at least, socially so powerful. It alters, often radically, 

the whole landscape presented to common sense, alters it in such a way 

that the moods and motivations induced by religious practice seem 

themselves supremely practical, (he only sensible ones to adopt given 

the way things "really" arc. 

Having ritually "Jept" (the image is perhaps a bit too athletic for the 

actual facts-"slipped" might be morc accurate) into the framework of 

meaning which religious conceptions define, and the ritual ended, re

turned again to the common-sense world, a man is-unless, as some

times happens, the eltperience fails to register�hangcd. And as he is 

changed, so also is the common-sense world, for it is now seen as but 

the partial form of a wider reality which corrects and completes it. 

But this correction and completion is not, as some students of " com

parative religion" would have it, everywhere the same in content. The 

nature of the bias religion gives to ordmary life varies with the religion 

involved, with the particular dispositions induced in the believer by the 

specific conceptions of cosmic order he has come to accept. On the level 

of the "great" religions, organic distinctiveness is usually recognized, at 

times insisted upon to the point of zealotry. Rut even at its simplest folk 

and tribal levels-where the individuality of religious traditions has so 

often been dissolved into such desiccated types as " animism," "anima

lism," "tolemism," "shamanism," "ancestor worship," and all the other 

insipid categories by means of which ethnographers of religion devital

ize their data-the idiosyncratic character of how various groups of 

men behave because of what they believe they have experienced is 

clear. A tranquil Javanese would be no more at home in guilt-ridden 

Manus than an activist Crow would be in passionless Java. And for all 

the witches and ritual clowns in  the world, Rangda and Barong are not 

generalized but thoroughly singular figurations of fear and gaiety. What 

men believe is as various as what they are-a proposition that holds 

with equal force when it is inverted. 

It is this particularity of the impact of religious systems upon social 

systems (and upon personality systems) which renders general assess

ments of the value of religion in  either moral or functional terms impos

sible. The sorts of moods and motivations which characterize a man 

who has just come from an Aztec human sacrifice are rather different 
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from those of one who has just pllt off his Kachina mask. Even within 

Ihe same society, what one "learns" about the essential pattern of life 

from a sorcery rite and from a commensal meal will have rather diverse 

effects on social and psychological functioning. One of the main method

ological problems in writing about religion scientifically is to put aside 

at once the tone of the village atheist and that of the village preacher, as 

well as their more sophisticated equivalents, so that the social and psy

chological implications of particular religious beliefs can emerge in a 

clear and neutral light. And when that is done. overall questions about 

whether religion is "good" or "bad," "functional" or "dysfunctional," 

"ego strengthening" or "anxiety producing," disappear like the chimeras 

they are, and one is left with particular evaluations, assessments, and 

diagnoses in particular cases. There remains, of course, the hardly un

important questions or whether this or that religious assertion is true, 

this or that religious experience genuine. or whether true religious as

sertions and genuine religious experiences are possible at all. But such 

questions cannot even be asked, much less answered. within the self-im

posed limitations of the scientific perspective. 

I I I  

For an anthropologist, the importance of religion lies in its capacity to 

serve, for an individual or for a group, as a source of general, yet dis

tinctive, conceptions of the world, the self, and the relations between 

them, on the one hand-its model of aspect-and of rooted, no less 

distinctive "mental" dispositions-its model for aspect-on the other. 

From these cultural functions flow, in turn, its social and psychological 

ones. 

Religious concepts spread beyond their specifically metaphysical con

texts to provide a framework or general ideas in terms or which a wide 

range of eltperience-intellectual, emotional, moral--can be given 

meaningful form. The hristian sees the Nazi movement against the 

background of The Fall which, though it does not, in a causal sense, C)t

plain it, places it in  a moral, a cognitive, even an arfective sense. An 

Azande sees the collapse of a granary upon it friend or relative against 

the background of a concrete and rather special notion of witchcraft and 
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thus aYO�ds the �h.iJosophical dilemmas as well as the psychological stress of mdcternliOism. A Javanese finds in the borrowed and reworked �nc,�pc: of rasa C.'sense-tastc-feeling-mcaning") a means by which to see 
,
choreographic. gustatory, emotional, and political phenomena in n new light. A synopsis of cosmic order, a set of religious beliefs, is also a gloss upon the mundane world of social relationships and psychological events. It renders them graspable. 

Bul ,:"ore than gl
,
oss. such beliefs arc also a template. They do nO( me�ely Imerpret SOCial and psychological processes in cosmic terms-in which case they w�uld be philosophical. not religious-but they shape them. In the doctnne of original sin is embedded also a recommended a."itude toward l ire, a recurring mood, and a persisting set or motivatIons. The Azande learns rrom witchcrart conceptions not just to understan� appare

.
nt "accidents" as not accidents at all, but to react to these SPUriOUS accIdents with hatred ror the agent who caused them and to pr�eed against him with appropriate resolution. RaslI, in addition to belOg a concept of truth, beauty, and goodness, is also a preferred mode or experiencing, a kind or affectless detachment, a variety of bland al�fne�, an unshakable calm. The moods and motivations a religious OrientatIon produces cast a derivative, lunar light over the solid features of a people's secular life. 

The tracing of the social and psychological role of religion is thus not SO �uch a matter of finding correlations between specific ritual acts and s�lfic secular social ties-though these correlations do, of course, eXIst 
.
and arc very worth continued investigation, especially if we can contrive something novel Lo say about them. More, it is a matter of un�erstanding .. how it is .that . �

len's notions, however implicit, of the re�lIy real and the dispositions these notions induce in them, color thelt sense of the reasonable, the practical, the humane, and the moral. �ow far �hey d
,
o so (for in many SOCieties religion's effects seem quite cltcumscrlbcd, 10 others completely pervasive), how deeply they do so (ror some men, and groups of men, seem to wear their religion lightly so rar as the 

.
secular world goes, while others seem to apply their faith to cach oc�aslon, no matter how trivial), and how effectively they do so (for the Width of the gap between what religion recommends and what v:eop�e actually do is most variable cross-culturalJy)_all these are cruCial Issues in the comparative sociology and psychology of religion. Even the degree to which religious systems themselves are developed seems to vary extremely widely, and not merely on a Simple evolution-
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Iry basis. In onc society, the level of elaboration of symbolic formula
tions of ultimate actuality may reach extraordinary degrees of complex
ity and systematic articulation; in another, no less developed socially, 
luch formulations may remain primitive in the true sense, hardly more 
than congeries of fragmentary by-beliefs and isolated images. or sacred 
reHexes and spiritual pictographs, One need only think of the Austra
lians and the Bushmen, the Toradja and the Alorese, the Hopi and the 
Apache, the Hindus and the Romans, or even the Italians and the 
Poles, to sec that degree of religious articulateness is not a constant even 
as between societies of similar complexity. 

The anthroJX>logical study or religion is therefore a two-stage opera
tion: first, an analysis or the system of meanings embodied in the sym
bols which make up the religion proper, and, second. the relating of 
these systems to social-structural and psychological processes. My dis
satisraction with so much of contemporary social anthropological work 
in religion is not that it concerns itself with the second stage, but that it 
neglects the first, and in SO doing takes ror granted what most needs to 
be elucidated. To discuss the role of ancestor worship in regulating po
litical succession, of sacrificial feasts in defining kinship obligations, of 
spirit worship in schcduling agricultural practices, of divination in rein
forcing social control. or of initiation rites in propelling personality 
maturation, are in no sense unimJX>rtant endeavors, and I am not rec
ommending they be abandoned ror the kind or jejune cabalism into which 
symbolic analysis of exotic faiths can so easily fall. But to attempt them 
with but the most general, common-sense view of what ancestor wor
ship, animal sacrifice, spirit worship, divination, or initiation rites are 
as religious patterns seems to me not particularly promising. Only when 
we have a theoretical analysis or symbolic action comparable in sophis
tication to that we now have for social and psychological action, will we 
be ablc to cope efrectively with those aspects of social and psychologi
cal life in which religion (or art, or science, or ideology) plays a deter
minant role. 

• 
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Ethos, World View, and the Analysis of Sacred Symbols 

have been designated by the term "world view." A people"s ethos is the 

tone, character, and quality of their life, its moral and aesthetic style 

and mood; it is the underlying attitude toward themselves and their 

world that life reflects. Their world view is their picture of the way 

things in shccr actuality are, their concept of nature, of self, of society. 

It contains their most comprehensive ideas of order. Religious belief 

and ritual confront and mutually confirm one another; the ethos is made 

intellectually reasonable by being shown to represent a way of life im· 

plied by the actual state of affairs which the world view describes, and 

the world view is made emotionally acceptable by being presented as an 

image of an actual state of affairs of which such a way of life is an au· 

thentic expression. This demonstration of a meaningful relation between 

the values a people holds and the general order of existence within 

which it finds itself is an essential element in all religions, however 

those values or that order be conceived. Whatever else religion may be, 

it is in  part an attempt (of an implicit and directly felt rather than ex· 

plicit and consciously thought·aboul sort) to conserve the fund of gen· 

eral meanings in terms or which each individual interprets his experi

ence and organizes his conduct. 

But meanings can only be " stored" in symbols: a cross, a crescent, or 

a feathered serpent. Such rcligious symbols, dramatized in rituals or 

related in myths. are felt somehow to sum up. for those for whom they 

are resonant. what is known about the way the world is, the quality of 

the emotional lifc it supports, and the way onc ought to behave while in 

it. Sacred symbols thus relate an ontology and a cosmology to an aes· 

thetics and a morality: their peculiar power comcs frOIll their presumed 

ability to identify fact with value at the most fundamental level, to give 

to what is otherwise merely actual, a comprehensive normative import. 

The number of such synthesizing symbols is limited in any culture, and 

though in theory we mig�l think that a people could construct a wholly 

autonomous value systcm independent or any metaphysical rererent, an 

ethics without ontology. we do not in ract seem to havc found such a 

people. The tendency to synthesize world view and ethos at some level. 

if not logically necessary, is at least empirically coercive; if it is not 

philosophically justified, it is at least pragmatically universal. 

Let me give as an example or this rusion of the existential and the 

normative a quotation from one or James Walker's Oglala (Sioux) in

rormants, which I find i. Paul Radin's neglected classic, Prim;liv(> Mall 

us 1I Philosophrr: 
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The Oglala believe the circle 10 be sacred bccau�e the great spirit caused everything in nalUre 10 be round except stone. Slone is Ihc implement of de· struction. The sun and the sky. the carlh and Ihc moon arc round like a shield. though the sky is deep like a bowl. Everything that breathes is round like the stem of a plant. Smce Ihe great spLrit has caused everything to be round mankind should look upon Ihe circle as �acred. for ;t i) Ihc symbol of all things in nalure except slone. II is also the symbol of thc circle thaI makes Ihe edge of the world and therefore of Ihe four winds Ihal travel there. Consequently il is also the symbol of the year. The day, the night. and Ihe moon go in a circle above Ihc sky. Therefore the circle i� a symbol of Ihese diviSions of time and hence the symbol of all time. I�or Ihese reasons the Oglala make their lipi)' circular, their camp-circle circular. and )oil in a circle at all ceremonies, The circle is also the symbol of Ihe lip; and of sheller, If one makes a Circle for an ornament and it is not divided In any way. it should be understood as the symbol of thc world and of limc.' 

Here is a subtle formulation of the relation between good and evil, 
and of their grounding in the vcry nature of reality. Circle and eccentric 
form, sun and stone, shelter and war arc segregated into pairs of dis
junct classes whose significance is  aesthetic, moral, and ontological. The 
reasoned articulateness of this statement is atypical: for most Oglala the 
circle. whether found in nature, painted on a buffalo skin, or enacted in 
a sun dance. is bUI an unexamined luminous symbol whose meaning is 
inlUit ive

l
y sensed, not consciously interpreted. But the power of the 

symbol, analyzed or not, clearly rests on its comprehensiveness, on its 
fruitfulness in ordering experience. Again and again the idea of a sa
cred circle. a natural form with a moral import, yields, when applied to 
the world within which the Oglala lives, new meanings; continually it 
connects together elements within their experience which would other
wise seem wholly disparate and, wholly disparate, incomprehensible. 

The common roundness of a human body and plant stem, of a moon 
and a shield, of a lipi and a camp-circle, give them a vaguely conceived 
but intensely felt significance, And this meaningful common clement, 
once abstracted. can then be employed for ritual purposes-as when in 
a peace ceremony the pipe, the symbol of soci,,1 solidarity, moves delib

erately in a perfect circlc from one smoker to the next, thc purity of the 
form eVOking the beneficence of the spirits-or 10 construe mythologi
cally the peculiar paradoxes and anomalies of moral experience. as 
when one sees in a round slone the shaping power of good over evil. 

I P. Radin, p,lm/(ivt' MWI Ol tI Pltifosoplter(New York, 1957), p, 227, 
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I I  

bol . to some sort of ordered It is a cluster of sacred sym s, woven III 
whole which makes up a religious system. For those who are commit
ted to

'
it, such a religious system seems to mediate �enu,ine knowledge, 

knowledge of the essential conditions in terms of which Me ,�u�t, of n
,
c-

. 
be I· d Particularly where these symbols are uncntlclzed, hls-CesSlty, Ive , 

, 
torically or philosophically, as they are in most of the world s cultures, 

individuals who ignore the moral-aesthetic norms the symbols formu

late, who follow a discordant style of life, are regarded not so much 
,
as 

evil as stupid, insensitive, unlearned, or in the case of utre
,
me dere�lc

tion, mad. In Java, where I have done field work, small chlldr�n. Sim

pletons, boors, the insane, and the Hagrantly immoral arc all sal� to be 
" not yet Javanese," and, not yet Javanese, not yet hu�an, �nethl�al be
havior is referred to as "uncustomary," the more seriOUS Cflmes (mcest, 
sorcery, murder) are commonly accounled for by an assu��

, 
lapse of 

reason, the less serious ones by a comment that the ��I�nt �ocs not 
k order " and the word for "religion" and that for science are the now , 

. I 'sd same. Morality has thus the air of simple realism, of pra�tlca �I om; 
religion supports proper conduct by picturing a world III which such 

conduct is only common sense. 
. It is only common sense because between ethos and world View, �e-

tween the approved style of life and the assumed structure of realtty, 
there is conceived to be a simple and fundamental congruence such that 
they complete one another and lend one another meaning. I� Java, �or 
example this view is summed up in a concept one hears contmually m
voked, t�at of tjOljOg. 7]OIjog means to fit, as a key does in a lock� as an 

efficacious medicine does to a disease, as a solution does to an anthme
tie problem, as a man does with the woman �e m�rries (if ,he, d�� not, 
they will divorce), If your opinion agrees With mme we I}Otjog, If

, 
th

.
e 

meaning of my name fits my character (and if it brings me luck), It IS 
said to be Ijotjog. Tasty food, correct theories. good manners, comfort

able surroundings, gratifying outcomes are all tjotjog. In �he broadest 
and most abstract sense, tWO items tjotjog when their coincidence

, 
forms 

a coherent pattern which gives to each a significance and 
.
a value It d�s 

not in itself have. The�e is implied here a contrapuntal view 
,
of th� Unt

verse in which that which is important is what natural relationship the 
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sc�arate clements have to one another, how they must be arranged to 
stnke a chord and to avoid a dissonance. And, as in harmony, the ulti
mately corrCCI relationships are fixed, determinate, and knowable, so fC�igion, like harmony, is uhimately a kind of practical science, produc
mg value out of fact as music is produced oul of sound. In its 
specificity, Ijotjog is a peculiarly Javanese idea, but the notion that life 

lakes on its true import when human actions arc tuned to cosmic condi
tions is  widespread. !hc sort of counterpoint between style of tife and fundamental reality 
which the sacred symbols formulate varies from culture to culture. For 

the Navaho, an ethic prizing calm deliberateness, untiring persistence, 
and dignified caution complements an image of nature as tremendouSly 
powerful, mechanically regular, and highly dangerous. For the French, 
a logical legalism is a response to the notion that reality is rationally 
structured, that first principles are clear, precise, and unalterable and so 
need only be discerned, memorized, and deductively applied to concrete 
cases. For the Hindus, a transcendental moral determinism in which 
one's social and spiritual status in a future incarnation is an automatic 
o

.
utco�� of the na�ure of one's action in the present, is completed by a 

ntuallstlc duty-ethic bound to caste. In itself, either side, the normative 
o� the meta�hysical, is arbitrary, but taken together they form a gestalt 
with a peculiar kind of inevitability; a French ethic in a Navaho world, 
or � Hindu one in a French world would seem only quixotic, for it 
would lack the air of naturalness and simple factuality which it has in 
its own context. It is this air of the factual, of describing, after all, the 
genuinely reasonable way to live which, given the facts of life, is the 
primary source of such an ethic's authoritativeness. What all S<'lcrcd 
symbols assert is that the good for man is to live realistically; where 
they differ is in the vision of reality they construct. 

However, it is not only positive values that sacred symbols dramatize. 
but negative ones as well. They point not only toward the existence of 
good but also of evil, and toward the conflict between them. The so
called problem of evil is a matter of formulating in world-view terms 
the actual nature of the destructive forces within the self and outside of 
it, of interpreting murder, crop failure, sickness, earthquakes, poverty, 

and oppression in  such a way that it is possible to come to some sort of 
tcrms with them. Declaring evil fundamentally unreal-as in Indian re

ligions and some versions of ChristianitY-iS but one, rather uncom
mon, solution to the problem; more often, the reality of evil is accepted 
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and characterized positively, and an attitude toward it-resignation, ac

tive opposition, hedonistic escape, self-recrimination and repentance, or 

a humble plea for mercy-is enjoined as reasonable and proper, given 
its nature. Among the African Azande, where all natural misfortune 
(death, illness, crop failure) is seen as caused by the hatred of one man 
for another acting mechanically through witchcraft, the attitude toward 
evil is a straightforward and practical one: it is to be dealt with by 
means of reliably established divination in order to discover the witch, 
and proven methods of social pressure to force him to abandon his at
tack, or failing this, by effective vengeance.magic to kill him. Among 
the Melanesian Manus, the conception that illness, death, or financial 
failure are the result of a secret sin (adultery, ste<lling, lying) which has 
offended the moral sensibilities of the household spirit is coupled with 
an emphasiS on public confession and repentance as the rational way to 
cope with evil. For the Javanese, evil results from unregulated passion 

and is resisted by detachment and self-control. Thus, both what a peo
ple prizes and what it fears and hates arc depicted in its world view, 
symbolized in its religion, and in turn expressed in the whole quality of 
its life. Its ethos is distinctive not merely in terms of the sort of nobility 
it celebrates, but also in terms of the sort of baseness it condemns; its 

vices are as stylized as its virtues. 
The force of a religion in supporting social values rests, then, on the 

ability of its symbols to formulate a world in which those values, as 
well as the forces opposing their realization, are fundamental ingredi· 
ents. It represents the power of the human imagination to construct an 
image of reality in which, to quote Max Weber, ··events arc not just 
there and happen, but they have a meaning and happen because of that 
meaning." The need for such a metaphysical grounding for values seems 

to vary quite widely in intensity from culture to culture and from indi
vidual to individual, but the tendency to desire some sort of factual 
basis for one's commitments seems practically universal; mere conven

tionalism satisfies few people in any culture. However its role may dif· 
fer at various times, for various individuals, and in various cultures, re
ligion, by fusing ethos and world view, gives to a set of social values 
what they perhaps most need to be coercive: an appearance of objectiv. 
ity. In sacred rituals and myths values are portrayed not as subjective 
human preferences but as the imposed conditions for life implicit in a 

world with a particular structure. 
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The sort of symbols (or symbol complexes) regarded by a people as sa. 

ered varies very widely. Elaborate initiation rites, as among the Austra. 

Iians; complex philosophical tales, as among the Maori; dramatic sha. 

manistic exhibitions, as among the Eskimo; cruel human sacrifice rites, 

as among the Aztecs; obsessive curing ceremonies, as among the Nav. 

aho; large communal feasts, as among various Polynesian groups-all 

these patterns and many more seem to one people or another to sum up 

most powerfully what it knows about living. Nor is there commonly but 

onc such complex: Malinowski's famous Trobrianders seem equally 

concerned with the rituals of gardening and those of trade. In a complex 

civil ization such as thai of the Javanese-in which Hinduistic, Islamic, 

and pagan influences all remain very strong--one could choose any 

of several symbol complex.es as revealing one or another aspect of the 

integration of ethos and world view. But perhaps the clearest and 

most direct insight into the relation between Javanese values and Ja

vanese metaphysics can be gained through a brief analysis of one of the 

most deeply rooted and highly developed of their art forms which is at 

the same time a religious rite: the shadow-puppet play, or wajang. 

The shadow play is called so because the puppets, which are flat cut

outs of leather, painted in golds. reds, blues, and blacks, are made to 

cast large shadows on a white screen. The dCllang, as the puppeteer is 

called, sits on a mat in front of the screen, with a gameicm percussion 

orchestra behind him, an oil lamp hangir:g over his head. A banana tree 

trunk lies horizontally in front of him into which the puppets, each of 

them fastened to a tortoiseshell handle, are stuck. A performance lasts a 

whole night. As the play progresses, the dalcmg takes and replaces char

acters from the tree trunk as he needs them, holding them up in either 

hand over his head and interposing them between the light and the 

screen. From the clalallg's side of the screen-where traditionally only 

the men were permitted to sit--one sees the puppets themselves, their 

shadows rising up dominant on the screen behind them; from the re

verse side of the screen-where the women and children sit--one sees 

their shadows only. 

The stories dramatized are mostly episodes taken from the Indian 

epic Mahabarata, somewhat adapted and placed in a Javanese setting. 
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(Stories from the Ramayana are sometimes dramatized, but they are 
.
Iess 

popular.) In this cycle there are three major groups of characters. First, 

there are the gods and goddesses, headed by Siva and his wife Durga. 

As in the Greek epics, the gods are far from uniformly righte�us. �re 

marked by human frailties and human passions, and seem pecuharly 10-
terested in the things of this world. Second, there are the kings and no

bles, who are. in theory. the ancestors of the present-day Javanese. The 

two most important groups of these nobles are the Pendawas and the 

Korawas. The Pendawas are the famous five hero brothers-Yudistira. 

Bima, Arjuna, and the identical twins, Nakula and Sad�wa-,:ho are 

usually accompanied. as a general advisor and protector, by Knsna, an 

incarnation of Visnu. The Korawas. of whom there are a hundred, �re 

cousins of the Pendawas. They have usurped the kingdom of Ngastma 

from them. and it is the struggle over this disputed country whic� pro

vides the major theme of the wcUallg; a struggle which culminates
. 
10 t�e 

great Bratajuda war of kinsmen, as related in the Bhagavad Gila. 10 
which the Korawas are defeated by the Pendawas. And, third, there are 

those Javanese additions to the original Hindu cast of characters, . 'he 

great low c1owns-Semar, Petruk, and Gartng, constant compamons 

of the Pendawas, at once their servants and their protectors. Semar, the 

father of the other two. is actually a god in all-too-human form. a 

brother to Siva, king of the gods. The guardian spirit of all Javanese 

from their first appearance until the end of time, this gross and clumsy 

fool is perhaps the most important figure in the whole wajang mytho* 

logy. 

The types of action characteristic of the .... ajulIg also are three: there 

are the ··talking'· episodes in which two groups of opposed �obles co
.
n

front one another and discuss (the c/alcmg imitates all the vOIces) the IS

sues between them; there are the fighting episodes, in which diplomacy 

having failed, the two groups of nobles fight (the tlatallg �nocks 

the puppets together and kicks a clapper with his foot to s�mbol.lze the 

sounds of war); and there are the slapstick comic scenes, 10 which the 

clowns mock the nobles, each other, and, if the tlatallg is clever, mem

bers of the audience or the local powers-that-be. Generally, the three 

sorts of episodes are differentially distributed over the course of the 

evening. The declamatory scenes are mostly toward the beginning. �he 

comic ones toward the middle. and the war toward the end. From mne 

until midnight, the political leaders of the various kingdoms
. 

confront 

one another and state the framework of the story-a .... aJang hero • 
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wishes to marry the daughter of a neighboring king, a sUbjugated coun· 

try wants its freedom. or whatever. From midnight until three o'clock or 

SO difficulties of some sort set in-someone else is bidding for the 

daughter's hand, the imperialist country refuses freedom to its colony. 

And, finally. these difficulties are resolved in the last section, ending at 

dawn. inevitably, by a war in which the heroes triumph-an action fol. 

lowed by a brief celebration of the accomplished marriage or the 

achieved freedom. Western-educated Javanese intellectuals onen com

pare the wajemg to a sonata; it opens with an exposition of a theme, fol

lows with a development and complication of it, and ends with its reso

lution and recapitulation. 
Another comparison which, offhand, strikes the Westcrn observcr is 

with Shakespeare's chronicle plays. The long formal scenes in the courts 
with the messengers coming and going, interspersed with short, breath· 

less transitional scenes in the woods or along the road, the double plot. 
the clowns speaking a rough common language full of worldly·wise eth· 

ics, caricaturing the forms of action of the great nobles, who speak an 
elevated language full of apostrophes to honor, justice, and duty, the 

final war, which, like those at Shrewsbury and Agincourt, leavcs the 

vanquished beaten but still noble-all these suggest Shakespeare's his· 

torical dramas. But the world view the 'wajang expresses, despite the 
surface simi larities in the two feudal codes. is hardly Elizabethan at 

base. It is not the external world of principalities and powers which 

provides the main setting for human action, but the internal one of sen· 

timents and desires. Reality is  looked for not outside the self, but within 

it; consequently what the H'qj(mg dramatizes is not a philosophical poli· 

tics but a metaphysical psychology. 
For the Javanesc (or at least for those of them in whose thought the 

influence of Java's Hindu·Buddhist period from the second to the fif· 
teenth centuries still is dominant), the How of subjective experience, 
taken in all its phenomenological immediacy, presents a microcosm of 
the universe generally; in the depths of the fluid interior world of 
thought·and·emotion they see reflected ultimate reality itself. This in· 
w3rd·looking sort of world view is best expressed in a concept the Ja· 
vanese have also borrowed from India and also peculiarly reinterpreted: 
rasa. Rasa has two primary meanings: " feeling" and "meaning." As 
"feeling" it is one of the traditional Javanese five senses-seeing, hear· 
ing. talking, smelling, and feeling, and it includes within itself three as· 
pects of "feeling" that our vjew of the five senses sepluales: taste on the 
tongue, touch on the body, and emotional "feeling" within the "heart" 
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like sadness and happiness. The taste of a banana is its rasa; a hunch is 

a rast,; a pain is a rasa; and so is a passion. As "meaning," rasa is ap· 

plied to the words in a lener. in a poem, or even in common speech 10 
indicate the between·the·lines type of indirection and allusive suggestion 

that is so important in Javanese communication and social intercourse. 

And it is given the same application to behavioral acts generally: to in

dicate the implicit import, the connotative "feeling" of dance move· 

menlS, polite gestures, and so forth. But in this second. semantic sense, 

it also means "ultimate significancc"-the deepest meaning at which 

one arrives by dint of mystical effort and whose clarification resolves all 
the ambiguities of mundane existence. Rast" said one of my most artic· 

ulate informants, is the same as life; whatever lives has rtlStl and what· 

ever has rastl lives. To translate such a sentence one could only render 

it twice: whatever lives feels and whatever feels lives; or: whatever lives 

has meaning and whatever has meaning lives. 

By taking rasa to mean both " feeling" and "meaning," the more spec· 

ulatively inclined among the Javanese have been able to develop a 

highly sophisticated phenomenological analysis of subjective experience 

to which everything else can be tied. Because fundamentally " feeling" 

and "meaning" arc one, and therefore the ultimate religious experience 

taken subjt'clively is also the ultimate religious truth taken objectively, 

an empirical analysis of inward perception yields at the same time a 

metaphysical analysis of outward reality. This being granted- and the 

actual discriminations, categorizations, and connections made are often 

both subtle and detailed-then the characteristic way in which human 

action comes to be considered. from either a moral or an aesthetic point 

of vjew, is in terms of the emotional life of the individual who experi

ences it. This is true whether this action is seen from within as one's 

own behavior or from without as that of someonc else: the more refined 

one's feelings, then the more profound one's understanding, the more el· 

evatcd one's moral character, and the morc beautiful one's external as

pect, in clothes, movements, speech, and so on. The management of the 

individual's emotional economy becomes. therefore, his primary con

cern in terms of which all else is ultimately rationalized. The spiritually , 
enlightened man guards wcll his psychological equilibrium and makes a 

constant effort to maintain its placid stability. His inner life must be, in 

a simile repeatedly employed, like a still pool of clear water to the bot· 

tom of which one can easily see. The individual'S proximate aim is, 

thUS, emotional quiescence, for passion is crude feeling, fit for children, 

animals, madmen. primitives. and foreigners. But his ultimate aim, 
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which this quiescence makes possible, is gnosis-the direct comprehen
sion of the ultimate rllS(I. 

Javanese religion (or at least this variant of it) is consequently mysti. 
cal: God is found by means of spiritual discipline, i n  the depths of the �If as pure r(lSO. And Javanese ethics (and aesthetics) arc, correspond
Ingly. affect·centered without being hedonistic: emotional equanimity, a 
certain flatncss of affect, a strange inncr stillness, is the prized psycho
logical state, the mark of a truly noble character. One must attempt to 
get beyond the emotions of everyday life to the genuine feeling.meaning 
which lies within us all. Happiness and unhappiness arc, after all, just 
the same. You shed tears when you laugh and also when you cry. And, 
besides, thcy imply one another: happy now. unhappy latcr; unhappy 
now, happy later. The reasonable. prudent, "wise" man strives not for 
happiness, but for a tranquil detachment which frees him from his end
less oscillation between gratification and frustration. Similarly, Javanese 
etiquette, which comprises almost the whole of this morality. focuses 
around the injunction not to disturb the equilibrium of another by sud. 
den gestures. loud speech, or startling, erratic actions of any sort, 
mainly because so doing will cause the other in turn to act erratically 
and so upset onc's own balance. On the world-view side, there are yoga
like mystical techniques (meditation. staring at candles. repeating set 
words or phrases) and highly involved speculative theories of the emo
tions and their relations to sickness, natural objects, social institutions, 
and so on. On the ethos side, there is a moral stress on subdued dress • 
speech. and gesture, on refined senSitivity to small changes in the emo-
tional state both of oneself and of others, and on a stable. highly regu. 
larized predictability of behavior. "If you start off north, go north," a 
Javanese proverb says, "don't turn cast, west, or south." Both religion 
and ethics, both mysticism and politesse, thus point to the same end: a 
detached tranquility which is proof against disturbance from either 
within or without. 

But, unlike India. this tranquillity is not to be gained by a rctreat 
from the world and from society, but must be achieved while in it. It is 
a this-worldly, even practical, mysticism, as expressed in the following 
com�ite quotation from two Javanese petty traders who are members 
of a mystical society: 

He saki that the society was concerned with teaching you not to pay too 
much allc�tio" to ,,":orldly things, not to care too much about the things of 
everyday life. He saId this IS very difficult to do. His wife, he said, was not 
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yet able to do it much. and she agreed with him, e.g., she still likes to ride 
in motorcars while he doesn't care; he can take them Of leave them alone. It 
takcs much long study and meditation. For example. you have to get so that 
if someone comcs to buy cloth you don·t cafe if he buys it or not . . .  and 
you don't get your emotions really involved in the problems of commerce, 
but just think of God. The society wants to turn people toward God and 
avoids any strong attachments to everyday life . 

. . . Why did he meditate? He said it was only to make the heart peace· 
ful, to make you calm inside. so you will not be easily upset. For example. 
if you're selling cloth and are upset you may sell a piece of cloth. for

. 
forty 

rupiah when it cost you sixty. If a person comes here and my mind IS not 
calm, well then I can't sell him anything . . . .  I said, well. why do you have 
a meeting, why not meditate at home? And he said, well, in the first place 
),OU are not supposed to achieve peace by withdrawing fro� society; �ou are 
supposed to stay in society and mix with people, only WIth peace In your 
heart. 

This fusion between a mystical-phenomenological world view and an 

etiquette<entered ethos is expressed in the wojong in various ways. 

First, it appears most directly i n  terms of an explicit iconography. The 

five Pendawas are commonly interpreted as standing for the five senses 

which the individual must unite into one undivided psychological force 

in order to achieve gnosis. Meditation demands a "cooperation" among 

the senses as close as that among the hero brothers, who act as one in 

all they do. Or the shadows of the puppets are identified with the out

ward behavior of man, the puppets themselves with his inward self. so 

that in him as in them the visible pattern of conduct is a direct outcome 

of an underlying psychological reality. The very design of the puppets 

has explicit symbolic Significance: in Bima's red, white. and black sa

rong, the red is usually taken to indicate courage, the white purity, the 

black fixity of will. The various tunes played on the accompanying go· 

me/a" orchestra each symbolize a certain emotion; similarly with the 

poems the dala", sings at various points in the play, and so on. Second, 

the fusion often appears as parable, as in the story of Bima's quest for 

the "clear water." After slaying many monsters in his wanderings i n  

search of this water which he has been told will malce him invulnerable, 

he meets a god as big as his little finger who is an exact replica of him

self. Entering through the mouth of this mirror·image midget, he sees 

inside the god's body the whole world, complete i n  every detail, and 

upon emerging he is told by the god that there is no "clear water" as 

such, that the source of his own strength is within himself, after which 

hc goes off to meditate. And third, the moral content of the play is 
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sometimes interpreted analogically: the dolang's absolute control over 

the puppets is said to parallel Goo's over men; or the alternation of po
lite speeches and violent wars is said to parallcl modern international 

relationships. where so long as diplomats continue talking, peace pre
vails, but when talks break down, war follows. 

But neither icons, parables, nor moral analogies arc the main means 
by which the Javanese synthesis is expressed in the wllja/lg; for the play 

as a whole is commonly perceived to be but a dramatization of individ
ual subjective experience in terms at once mOTal and faclual: 

He Ian elementary schooheacherJ said that the main purpose of the wajallg 
was 10 draw a picture of inner thought and feeling. 10 give an external rorm 
to inlernal reeling. He said that more specifically it pictured the eternal con
flict in the individual between what he wanted to do and what he relt he 
ought 10 do. Suppose you want to steal something. Well. at the same time 
something inside you tells you not to do it, restrains you, controls you. That 
which wanlS to do it is called the will; that which rest rains is called the ego. 
All such tendencies threaten every day to ruin the individual. to destroy his 
thought and upset his behavior. These tendencies arc called gOlIa, which 
means something which plagues or teases someone or something. For exam
ple. you go to a coffee-shop where people are eating. They invite you to join 
them. and so you have a struggle within-should I eat with them . . .  no. 
I've already eaten and I will be over rull . . .  but the rood looks good . .  . 
etc . . . .  etc. 

Well. in the wajang the various plagues, wishes, etc.-the godas-are 
represented by the hundred Korawas. and the ability to control oneselr is 
represented by their cousins. the five Pendawas and by Krisna. The stories 
arc ostensibly about a struggle over land. The reason ror this is so the sto
ries will seem real to the onlookers. so the abstract elements in the rasa can 
be represented in concrete external elements which will attract the audience 
and secm real to them and still communicate its inner message. For cxam
pie. the .... aj(Ulg is rull of war and this war, which occurs and reoccurs, is 
really supposed to represent the inner war which goes on continually in 
every person's subjective lire between his base and his refined impulses. 

Once again, this formulation is more self-<:onscious than most; the 
average man "enjoys" the "'ajang without explicitly interpreting ils 
meaning. Yet, in the same way as the circle organizes Oglala experi
ence, whether the individual Sioux is able 10 explicate its significance, 
or indeed has any interest in doing so, so the sacred symbols of the 
wajang-the music, characters, the action itself-give form 10 the ordi
nary Javanese experience. 

For example, each of the three older Pendawas are commonly held to 
display a different sort of emotional-moral dilemma, centering around 
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one or another of the central Javanese virtues. Yudistira, the eldest, is 

too compassionate. He is unable to rule his country effectively because 
when someone asks him for his land, his wealth, his food, he simply 
gives it out of pity, leaving himself powerless, poor, or starving. His en· 
emies continually take advantage of his mercifulness to deceive him and 
to escape his justice. Bima, on the other hand, is single-minded, stead
fast. Once he forms an intention, he follows it out straight to its conclu· 
sion; he doesn't look aside, doesn't turn off or idle along the way-he 
"goes north." As a result, he is of len rash, and blunders into difficulties 
he could as well have avoided. Arjuna, the third brother, is perfectly 
just. His goodness comes from the fact that he opposes evil, that he 
shelters people from injustice, that he is coolly courageous in fighting 
for the right. But he lacks a sense of mercy, of sympathy for wrong· 

doers. He applies a divine moral code to human activity, and so he is 
often cold, cruel, or brutal in the name of justice. The resolution of 
these three dilemmas of virtue is the same: mystical insight. With a gen· 
uine comprehension of the realities of the human situation, a true per· 
ccption of the ultimate "'Sil. comes the ability to combine Yudistira's 
compassion, Bima's will to action, and Arjuna's sense of justice into a 
truly moral outlook, an outlook which brings an emotional detachment 
and an inner peace in the midst of the world of flux, yet permits and de· 
mands a struggle for order and justice within such a world. And i t  is 
such a unification that the unshakable solidarity among the Pendawas in 
the play, continually rescuing one another from the defects of their vir
tues, clearly demonstrates. 

But what, finally, of Semar, in whom so many oppositions seem to 
meet-the fIgure who is both god and clown, man's guardian spirit and 
his servant, the most spiritually refined inwardly and the most rough· 
looking outwardly'! Again one thinks of the chronicle plays and of, i n  
this case, Falstaff. Like Falstaff, Semar is a symbolic father to the 
play's heroes. Like Falstaff, he is fat, funny, and worldly-wise; and, like 
Falstaff, he seems to provide in his vigorous amoralism a general criti
cism of the very values the drama affirms. Both ftgures, perhaps. pro· 
vide a reminder that, despite overproud assertions to the contrary by rc

ligious fanatics and moral absolutists, no completely adequate and 
comprehensive human world view is possible, and behind all the pre
tense to absolute and ultimate knowledge. the sense for the irrationality 
of human life, for the fact that it is unlimitable. remains. Semar reminds 
the noble and refined Pendawas of their own humble, animal origins. 
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He resists any attempt to lurn human beings into gods and to end the 
world of natural contingency by a Hight to the divine world of absolute 
order, a final stilling of the cternal psychological-metaphysical struggle. 

In one ..... aja"g story, Siva comes down to earth incarnated as a mysti
cal teacher i n  an attempt to bring the Pendawas and Korawas together, 
to arrange a negotiated peace between them. He is succeeding quile 
well, opposed only by Sernar. Arjuna is therefore instructed by Siva to 
kill Semar so that the Pendawas and Korawas will be able to get to
gether and end their eternal struggle. Arjuna does not want to kill 
Sernar, whom he loves, but he wishes a just solution to the differences 
between the two groups of cousins and so goes to Semar to murder him. 
Semar says: so this is how you treat me after I have followed you every
where, served you loyally, and loved you. This is the most poignant 
point in the play and Arjuna is deeply ashamed; but true to his idea of 
justice, he persists in his duty, Semar says: all right, I will burn myself. 
He builds a bonfire and stands in it. But instead of dying, he is trans
formed into his godly form and defeats Siva i n  combat. Then the war 
between the Korawas and the Pendawas begins again. 

Not all people have, perhaps. so well developed a sense for the neces
sary note of irrationality in any world view, and thus for the essential 
insolubility of the problem of evil. But whether i n  the form of a trick
ster, a clown, a belief in witchcraft, or a concept of original sin, the 
presence of such a symbolic reminder of the hollowness of human pre
tensions to religious or moral infallibility is perhaps the surest sign of 
spiritual maturity. 

IV 

The view of man as a symbolizing, conceptualizing, meaning-seeking 
animal, which has become increasingly popular both i n  the social sci
ences and in philosophy over the past several years, opens up a whole 
new approach not only to the analysis of religion as such, but to the un
derstanding of the relations between religion and values. The drive to 
make sense out of experience, to give it form and order, is evidently as 
real and as pressing as the more familiar biological needs. And, this 
being so, it seems unnecessary to continue to interpret symbolic 
activities-religion, art, ideology-as nothing but thinly disguised ex
pressions of something other than what they seem to be: attempts to 
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provide orientation for an organism which cannot live in a world it is 
unable to understand. If symbols, to adapt a phrase of Kenneth Burke's. 
are strategies for encompassing situations. then we need to give �re 
attention to how people define situations and how they go about commg 
to terms with them. Such a stress does not imply a removal of beliefs 
and values from their psychobiological and social contexts into a realm 
of "pure meaning," but it docs imply a greater emphas.is. on the .analysis of such beliefs and values in terms of concepts expliCitly designed to 
deal with symbolic material. 

. The concepts used here. ethos and world view, are vague and Impre
cise; they arc a kind of prototheory, forerunners, �t is to be hoped, of a 
more adequate analytical framework. But even wllh them. anthropolo
gists are beginning to develop an approach to the study �f values �hich 
can clarify rather than obscure the essential processes II1volved 111 the 
normative regulation of behavior. One almost certain result of �uch an 
empirically oriented, theoretically sophisticated, symbol�stressll1g ap
proach to the study of values is the decline of 

.
analys�s .�hIC� attempt to 

describe moral. aesthetic, and other normative actiVItieS 111 terms of 
theories based not on the observation of such activities but on logical con
siderations alone. Like bees who fly despite theories of aeronautics 
which deny them the right to do so. probably the o .... erwhelming major
ity of mankind are continually drawing normative c�nclusio�s from fac
tual premises (and factual conclusions from normative premises, for t�e 
relation between ethos and world view is circular) despite refined, and 111 
their own terms impeccable, reflections by professional philosophers on 
the "naturalistic fallacy." An apprmlch to a theory of value which looks 
toward the behavior of actual people in actual societies living in terms 
of actual cultures for both its stimulus and its validation will turn us 
away from abstract and rather scholastic arguments in

. 
whi.ch � limited 

number of classical positions are stated again and agall1 With little that 
is new to recommend them, to a process of ever-increasing insight into 
both what .... alues are and how they work. Once this enterprise in the 
scientific analysis of values is well launched, the philosophi�al discus
sions of ethics are likely to take on more point. The process IS not that 
of replacing moral philosophy by descriptive ethics, but of providing 
moral philosophy with an empirical base and a conce�tual frarn:work 
which is somewhat advanced over that available to Anstotle, SPIl10Z�, 
or G. E. Moore. The role of such a special science as anthropology 111 
the analysis of values is not to replace philosophical investigation, but 
to make it relevant. 



Chapter 6 Ritual 

and Social Change: 

A Javanese Exaruple 

As in so many areas of anthropological concern, functionalism. either 

of the sociological sort associated with the name of Radcliffe-Brown or 

of the social-psychological sort associated with Malinowski, has tended 

to dominate recent theoretical discussions of the role of religion in so

ciety. Stemming originally from Durkheim's The £Ieml'tuary Forms of 

the Religiolls Life and Robcrtson-Smith's Lectures on rhe Religion of 

IIle Semites. the sociological approach (or, as the British anthropologists 

prefer to call it, the social anthropological approach) emphasizes the 

manner in which belief and particularly ritual reinforce the traditional 

social lies between individuals; it stresses the way in which the social 

structure of a group is strengthened and perpetuated through the ritu

alistic or mythic symbolization of the underlying social values upon 

which it rests.l The social-psychological approach, of which Frazer and 

Tylor were perhaps the pioneers but which found its clearest statement 

in Malinowski's classic Magic, Science Gild R('ligioll, cmphasizes what 

religion does for the individual-how it satisfies both his cognitive and 

I E. Durkheim. Tht Eftmtrllar, Forml 0/ ,ht Religioul Lift (Glencoe, III . .  
1947); W. Roberlson-Smilh. Lrcturr$ on the RdigJon 0/ tht &miltl (Edinburgh. 
1894). 
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affective demands for a stable, comprehensible, l.Ind coercible world, 

and how it enables him to maintain an inner security in the face of nat

ural contingency.: Together, the two approaches have given us an in

creasingly detailed understanding of the social and psychological "func

tions" of religion in a wide range of societies. 

Where the functional approach has been least impressive, however, is 

in dealing with social change. As has been noted by several writers, the 

emphasis on systems in balance, on social homeostasis, and on timeless 

structural pictures, leads to a bias in favor of "well-integrated" societies 

in a stable equilibrium and to a tendency to emphasize the functional 

aspects of a people's social usages and customs rather than their dys

functional implications.3 In analyses of religion this static, ahistorical 

approach has led to a somewhat overconservative view of the role of 

ritual and belief in  social life. Despite cautionary comments by 

Kluckhohn4 and others on the "gain and cost" of various religious 

practices such as witchcraft, the tendency has been consistently to stress 

the harmonizing, integrating. and psychologically supportive aspects of 

religious patterns rather than the disruptive, disintegrative, and 

psychologically disturbing aspects; to demonstrate the manner in which 

religion preserves social and psychological structure rather than the 

manner in which it destroys or transforms it. Where change has been 

treated, as in  Redfield's work on Yucatan, it has largely been in terms 

of progressive disintegration: "The changes in culture that in Yucatan 

appear to 'go along with' lessening isolation and homogeneity are seen 

to be chiefly three: disorganization of the culture, secularization and 

individualization.'" Yet even a passing knowledge of our own religious 

history makes us hesitate to affirm such a simply "positive" role for re

ligion generally. 

It is the thesis of this chapter that one of the major reasons ror the 

inability of functional theory to cope with change lies in its failure to 

treat sociological and cultural processes on equal terms; almost inevita

bly one of the two either is ignored or is sacrificed to become but a sim

ple reflex, a "mirror image," of the other. Either culture is regarded as 

l 8. Malinowski, Magic. Sdrnctflnd Rrfigion (Boston, 1948). 
3 See, for example. E. R. Leach. Political SYlftml 0/ Highland Burma (Cam

bridle. Mass .. 19!14); and R. Merion, Sodal Thtor, and Social Structurr (Glen' 
coe. III., 1949). 

' See C. Kluckhohn, Navaho Wirchcrqft, Peabody Museum Papers. No. 22 
(Cambridae, Mass .. 1944) . 

• R. Redfield, Thr Folk Cuft"rr (,/ Yucatan (Chicago, 1941), p. 339. 
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wholly derivative from the forms of social organization-the approach 

characteristic of the British structuralists as well as many American so

ciologists; or the forms of social organization are regarded as behavioral 

embodiments of cultural patterns-the approach of Malinowski and 

many American anthropologists. I n  either case, the lesser term tends to 

drop out as a dynamic factor, and we arc left either with an omnibus 

concept of culture ("that compiclI. whole . . .  ") or else with a com

pletely comprehensive concept of social structure ("social structure is 

not an aspect of culture but the entire culture of a given people handled 

in a special frame of theory")," I n  such a situation, the dynamic cle

ments in social change that arise from the failure of cultural patterns to 

bc perfectly congruent with thc forms of social organization are largely 

incapable of formulation. " We functionalists," E. R. Leach has recently 

remarked, "are not really 'antihistorical' by principle; it is simply that 

we do not know how to fit hiSiorical matcrials into our framework of 

concepts." 1 

A revision of thc concepts of functional theory so as to make them 

capable of dealing more effectively with "historical materials" might 

well begin with an attempt to distinguish analytically between the cul

tural and social aspects of human life, and to treat them as indepen

dently variable yet mutually interdependent factors. Though separable 

only conceptually, culture and social structurc will then be seen to be 

capable of a wide range of modes of integration with one another, of 

which the simple isomorphic mode is but a limiting case-a case com

mon only in societies which have been stable over such an extended 

time as to make possible a close adjustment between social and cul

tural aspects. In most societics, where change is a characteristic rather 

Ihan an abnormal occurrence, we shall expect 10 find more or less radi

cal discontinuities between the two. I would argue that it  is in thcse 

very discontinuitics that we shall find some of the primary driving 

forces in change. 

One of the morc useful ways-but far from the only onc-of 

distinguishing between culture and social system is to see the former as 

an ordered system of meaning and of symbols, in terms of which social 

interaction takes place; and to see the latter as the pattern of social in

teraction itself.8 On the one level there is the framework of beliefs, cx-

8 M .  Fortes, "The Structure of Unilineal Descent Groups." Am�ricafl Anthro
pologist, 55 (1953): 17-41. 

1 Leach. PoliticClI Systems of Highland Bllrma. p. 282. 
8 T. Parsons and E. Shils. Toward u Gtneral Theory of Al'/iol/ (Cambridge, 

Mass .. 1951). 
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pressivc symbols, and values in terms of which individuals define their 

world, e"press their feelings, and make their judgments; on the other 

level there is the ongoing process of interactive behavior, whose persis

tent form we call social structure. Culture is the fabric of meaning in 

terms of which human beings interpret their experience and guide their 

action; social structure is the form that action takes, the actually exist

ing network of social relations. Culture and social structure are then but 

different abstractions from the same phenomena. The one considers so

cial action in respect to its meaning for those who carry it out, the other 

considers it in  terms of its contribution to the functioning of some social 

system. 

The nature of the distinction between culture and social system is 

brought out more clearly when one considers the contrasting sorts of in

tegration characteristic of each of them. This contrast is between what 

Sorokin has called " Iogico-meaningful integration" and what he has 

called " causal-functional integration." 1/ By logico-meaningful integra

tion, characteristic of culture. is meant the sort of integration one finds 

in a Bach fugue, in Catholic dogma, or in the general theory of relativ

ity; it is a unity of style, of logical implication, of meaning and value. 

By causal-functional integration, characteristic of the social system, is 

meant the 'kind of integration one finds in an organism, where all the 

parts are united in a single causal web; each part is an element in a re

verberating causal ring which "keeps the system going." And because 

these two types of integration are not identical, because the particular 

form one of them takes docs not directly imply the form thc other will 

take, there is an inherent incongruity and tension between the two and 

between both of them and a third element, the pattern of motivational 

integration within the individual which we usually call personality struc

ture: 

Thus conceived. a social system is only one of three aspects of the structur
ing of a completely concrete system of social action. The other two arc the 
personality systems of the individual actors and the cultural system which is 
built into their action. Each of the three must be considered to be an inde
pendent focus of the organization of the elements of the action system in 
the sense that no one of them is theoretically reducible to terms of one or a 
combination of the other two. Each is indispensable to the other two in the 
sense that withoul personalities and culture there would be no social system 
and so on around the roster of logical possibilities. But this interdependence 
and interpenetration is a very different matter from reducibility. which 
would mean thaI the important properties and processes of one class of sys· 

• P. Sorokin, Social and C#lltllral Dynomics, 3 vols. (New York, 1937). 
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tern CQuid be theoretically dujv�d from our theoretical knowledge of one or 
both of the other two. The action frame of reference is common 10 all three 
and this fact makes certain " transformations" between them possible. But on 
the level of theory here atlempled they do nOI conlltilUle a single system, 
howeVer this might lurn oul 10 be on some other theoretical lcvel.1o 

1 shall attempt to demonstrate the utility of this morc dynamic runc� 

tionalist approach by applying it 10 a particular case of a ritual which 
failed to function properly. I shall try to show how an approach which 

does not distinguish the "togico-meaningful" cultural aspects of the rit

ual pattern from the "causal-functional" social structural aspects is un

able to account adequately for this ritual failure, and how an approach 

which docs so distinguish them is able 10 analyze more elC.plicitly the 

cause of the trouble. It will further be argued that such an approach is 
able to avoid the simplistic view of the functional role of religion in so· 
ciety which sees that role merely as structure-conserving. and to substi· 

lute for it a more complelC. conception of the relations between religious 
belief and practice and secular social life. Historical materials can be 
fitted into such a conception. and the functional analysis of religion can 

therefore be widened to deal more adequately with processes of change. 

The Setting 

The case to be described is that of a funeral held i n  Modjokuto. a small 

town in eastern Central Java. A young boy. about ten years of age. who 

was living with his uncle and aunt, died very suddenly. His death, in· 
stead of being followed by the usual hurried, subdued, yet methodically 
efficient Javanese funeral ceremony and burial routine, brought on an 

elC.lended period of pronounced social strain and severe psychological 

tcnsion. The complex of beliefs and rituals which had for generations 

brought countless Javanese safcly through the difficult postmortem pe. 

riod suddenly failed to work with its accustomed effectiveness. To un· 

derstand why it failed demands knowledge and understanding of a 
whole range of sociaJ and cultural changes which have taken place in 

Java since the first decades of this century. This disrupted funeral was 
in fact but a microscopic enmple of the broader conflicts, structural 

lOT. Parsons, Th� Social S)'JI�m (Glencoe, 111., 1951). p. 6. 
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dissolutions, and attempted reintegrations which, in onc form or an· 

other, are characteristic of contemporary Indonesian society. 
The religious tradition of Java, particularly of the peasantry. is a 

composite of Indian, Islamic, and indigenous Southeast Asian elements. 

The rise of large, militaristic kingdoms in the inland rice basins in the 

early centuries of the hristian era was associated with the diffusion of 

Hinduist and Buddhist culture patterns to the island; the expansion of 
international maritime trade in the port cities of the northern coast in 

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was associated with the diffusion of 

Islamic patterns. Working their way into the peasant mass. these two 

world religions became fused with the underlying animistic traditions 

characteristic of the whole Malaysian culture area. The result was a bal· 

anced syncretism of myth and ritual in which Hindu gods and god· 

desses, Moslem prophets and saints, and local spirits and demons all 

found a proper place. 

The central ritual form in this syncretism is a communal feast. called 

the s!amelli/l. Siametans, which are given with only slight variations in 

form and content on almost all occasions of religious significance-at 

passage points in the life cycle, on calendrical holidays, at certain stages 

of the crop cycle, on changing one's residence, and so on-are intended 

to be both offerings to the spirits and commensal mechanisms of social 

integration for the living. The meal, which consists of specially pre· 

pared dishes, each symbolic of a particular religious concept, is cooked 

by the female members of one nuclear family household and set out on 

mats in the middle of the living roont. The male head of the household 

invites the male heads of the eight or ten contiguous households to at· 
tend; no closer neighbor is ignored in favor of one faTlher away. After a 
speech by the host explaining the spiritual purpose of the feast and a 

short Arabic chant, each man takes a few hurried, almost furtive, gulps 

of food. wraps the remainder of the meal in II banana·leaf basket. and 

returns home to share it with his family. It is said that the spirits draw 
their sustenance from the odor of the food, the incense which is burned. 

and the Moslem prayer; the human participants draw theirs from the 

material substance of the food and from their social interaction. The re· 
suit of this quiet, undramatic little ritual is twofold: the spirits are ap· 

peased and neighborhood solidarity is strengthened. 

The ordinary canons of runctiona! theory are quite adequate for the 

analysis of such a pattern. It can rather easily be shown that the sJame· 

tan is well designed both to "tune up the ultimate value attitudes" nec· 
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ess3ry to the effective integration of a territorially based social struc

ture, and to fulfill the psychological needs for intellectual coherence and 

emotional stability characteristic of a peasant population. The Javanese 

village (once or twice a year, villagewide slametans arc held) is essen

tially a set of geographically contiguous. but rather self-consciously au

tonomous, nuclear-family households whose economic and political in

terdependence is of roughly the same circumscribed and explicitly 

defined sort as that demonstrated in the slametan. The demands of the 

labor-intensive rice and dry-crop agricultural process require the perpe

tuation of specific modes of technical cooperation and enforce a sense 

of community on the otherwise rather self-contained families-a sense 

of community which the slametan clearly reinforccs. And when we con· 
sider the manner in which various conceptual and behavioral elements 

from Hindu-Buddhism, Islam, and "animism" are reinterpreted and bal

anced to form a distinctive and nearly homogeneous religious style, the 

close functional adjustment between the communal fcast pattern and the 

conditions of Javanese rural life is even morc readily apparent. 

But the fact is that in all but the most isolated parts of Java, both the 

simple territorial basis of village social integration and the syncretic 

basis of its cultural homogeneity have been progressively undermined 

over the past fifty years. Population growth, urbanization, monetization, 

occupational differentiation, and the like, have combined to weaken the 

traditional ties of peasant social structure; and the winds of doctrine 

which have accompanied the appearance of these structural changes 

have disturbed the simple uniformity of religious belief and practice 

characteristic of an earlier period. The rise of nationalism, Marxism. 

and Islamic reform as ideologies, which resulted in part from the in

creasing complexity of Javanese society, has affected not only the large 

cities where these creeds first appeared and have always had their great

est strength, but has had a heavy impact on the smaller towns and vil

lages as well. In fact, much of recent Javanese social change is perhaps 

most aptly characterized as a shift from a situation in which the pri· 
mary integrative ties between individuals (or between families) arc 

phrased in terms of geographical proximity to one in which they arc 
phrased in terms of ideological like-mindcdness. 

In the villages and small towns these major ideological changes ap

peared largely in the guise of a widening split between those who em

phasized the Islamic aspects of the indigenous religious syncretism and 

those who emphasized the Hinduist and animistic elcments. I t  is true 
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that some difference between these variant subtraditions has been pres· 

ent since the arrival of Islam; some individuals have always been par. 

ticularly skilled in Arabic chanting or particularly learned in Moslem 

law, while others have been adept at more Hinduistic mystical practices 

or specialists i n  local curing techniques. But these contrasts were soft

ened by the easy tolerance of the Javanese for a wide range of religious 

concepts, so long as basic ritual patterns-that is, slametans-were 

faithfully supported ; whatever social divisiveness they stimulated was 

largely obscured by the overriding commonalities of rural and small· 

town life. 

However, the appearance after 1 9 1 0  of Islamic modernism (as well 

as vigorous conservative reactions against it) and religious nationalism 

among the economically and politically sophisticated trading classes of 

the larger cities strengthened the feeling for Islam as an exclusivist, 

antisyncretic creed among the more orthodox element of the mass of 

the population. Similarly, secular nationalism and Marxism, appearing 

among the civil servants and the expanding proletariat of these cities, 

strengthened the pre-Islamic (that is, Hinduist-animist) elements of the 

syncretic pattern, which these groups tended to prize as a counterweight 

to puristic Islam and which some of them adopted as a general religious 

framework in which to set their more specifically political ideas. On the 

onc hand, there arose a more self-conscious Moslem, basing his reli

gious beliefs and practices more explicitly on the international and 

universalistic doctrines of Mohammed; on the other hand there arose a 

more self-conscious "nativist," attempting to evolve a generalized reli

gious system out of the material-muting the more Islamic elements

of his inherited religious tradition. And the contrast between the first 

kind of man, called a S"'"';, and the second, called an abangall, grew 

steadily more acute, until today it forms the major cultural distinction 

in the whole of the Modjokuto area. 
It is especially in the town that this contrast has come to play a cru

cial role. The absence of pressures toward interfamilial cooperation ex

erted by the technical requirements of wet-rice growing, as well as less

ened effectiveness of the traditional forms of village government in the 

face of the complexities of urban living, severely weaken the social sup

ports of the syncretic village pattern. When each man makes his living 

-as chauffeur. trader. clerk. or laborer-more or less independently of 

how his neighbors make theirs. his sense of the importance of the neigh

borhood community naturally diminishes. A more differentiated class 
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system, more bureaucratic and impersonal forms of government, greater 

heterogeneity of social background, all tend to lead to the same result: 

the de-emphasis of strictly geographical ties in favor of diffusely ideo

logical ones. For the townsman, the distinction between santri and 

abangan becomes even sharper, for it emerges as his primary point of 

social reference; it becomes a symbol of his social identity, rather than 

a mere contrast in belief. The sort of friends he will have, the sort of 

organizations he will join, the sort of political leadership he will follow, 

the sort of person he or his son will marry, will all be strongly influ

enced by the side of this ideological bifurcation which he adopts as his 

own. 

There is thus emerging in the town-though not only in the town-a 

new pattern of social living organized in terms of an altered framework 

of cultural classification. Among the elite this new pattern has already 

become rather highly developed, but among the mass of the townspeo

ple it is still in the process of formation. Particularly in the klll1lPQlIgS, 

the off-the-street neighborhoods in which the common Javanese towns

men live crowded together in a helter-skelter profusion of little bamboo 

houses, one finds a transitional society in which the traditional forms of 

rural living arc being steadily dissolved and new forms steadily recon

structed. In these enclaves of peasanlS-come-to-town (or of sons and 

grandsons of peasants-come-to-town), Redfield's folk culture is being 

constantly converted into his urban culture, though this latter is not 

accurately characterized by such negative and residual terms as "secu

lar," "individualized," and "culturally disorganized." What is occurring 

in the kampongs is not so much a dCMruction of traditional ways of tife, 

as a construction of a new one; the sharp social connict characteristic of 

these lower-class neighborhoods is not simply indicative of a loss of cul

tural consensus, but rather is indicative of a search, not yet entircly suc

cessful, for new, more generalized, and flexible patterns of belief and 

value. 

In Modjokuto, as in most of Indonesia, this search is taking place 

largely within the social context of the mass political parties, as well as 

in the women's clubs, youth organizations, labor unions. and other so

dalities formally or informally linked with them. There are several of 

these parties (though the recent [ 1 9551 general election severely re

duced their number), each led by educated urban elites-civil servants, 

teachers, traders, students, and the like-and each competing with the 

others for the political allegiance of both the half-rural, half-urban kam-
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pong dwellers and of the mass of the peasantry. And almost without ex· 

ception, they appeal to one or another side of the santri-abangan split. 

Of this complex of political parties and sodalities, only two are of im

mediate concern to us here: Masjumi, a huge, Islam-based political 

party; and Permai, a vigorously anti-Moslem politico-religious cult. 

Masjumi is the more or less direct descendant of the prewar Islamic 

reform movement. Led, at least in Modjokuto, by modernist santri intel

lectuals, it stands for a socially conscious, antischolastic, and somewhat 

puritanical version of back-to-the-Koran Islam. In company with the 

other Moslem parties, it also supports the institution of an "Islamic 

State" in Indonesia in place of the present secular republic. However, 

the meaning of this ideal is not entirely clear. Masjumi's enemies accuse 

it of pressing for an intolerant, medievalist theocracy in which abangans 

and non-Moslems will be persecuted and forced to follow exactly the 

prescripts of the Moslem law, while Masjumi's leaders claim that Islam 

is intrinsically tolerant and that they only desire a government explicitly 

"ased on the Moslem creed, one whose laws will be in  consonance with 

the teachings of the Koran and Hadith. In any case, Masjumi, the coun

try's largest Moslem party, is one of the major spokesmen on both the 

national and the local levels for the values and aspirations of the santri 

community, 

Permai is not so impressive on a national scale. Though it is a na

tionwide party, it is a fairly small one, having strength only in a few 

fairly circumscribed regions. In the Modjokuto area, however, it  hap· 

pened to be of some importance. and what it lacked in national scope it 

made up in local intensity. Essentially, Permai is a fusion of Marxist 

politics with abangan religious patterns. It combines a fairly explicit 

anti-Westernism, anticapitalism, and anti·imperialism with an attempt 

to formalize and generalize some of the more characteristic diffuse 

themes of the peasant religious syncretism. Permai meetings follow both 

the slametan pattern, complete with incense and symbolic food (but 

without Islamic chants), and modern parliamentary procedure; Permai 

pamphlets contain calendrical and numerological divinatory systems and 

mystical teachings as well as analyses of class conflict; and Permai 

speeches are concerned with elaborating both religious and political 

concepts. In Modjokuto, Permai is also a curing cult, with its own spe

cial medical practices and spells, a secret password, and cabalistic inter

pretations of passages in the leaders' social and political writings. 
But Permni's most notable characteristic is its strong anti-Moslem 
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stand. Charging that Islam is a foreign import, unsuited to the needs 
and values of the Javanese, the cult urges a return to "pure" and " origi
nar' Javanese beliefs, by which they seem to mean to the indigenous 
syncretism with the more Islamic elements removed. In line with this, 
the cult-party has initiated a drive. on both national and local levels, for 
secular (that is, non-Islamic) marriage and funeral rites. As the situa
tion stands now, all but Christians and Balinese Hindus must have their 
marriages legitimatized by means of the Moslem ritual . l l  Funeral rites 
arc an individual concern but, because of the long history of syncretism, 
they are so deeply involved with Islamic customs that a genuinely non
Islamic funeral tends to be a practical impossibility. 

Permai's action on the local level in  pursuit of non-Islamic marriage 
and funeral ceremonies look Iwo forms. One was heavy pressure on 
local government officials 10 permit such practices, and Ihe other was 
heavy pressure on ils own members to follow, voluntarily, rituals puri
fied of Islamic clemcnts. In the case of marriagc, success was more or 
less precluded because the local officials' hands were tied by Central 
Government ordinances, and even highly ideologized members of the 
cult would not dare an openly "illegitimate" marriage. Without a 
change in the law, Permai had little chance to alter marriage forms, 
though a few abortive attempts were made to conduct civil ceremonies 
under the aegis of abangan-minded village chiefs. 

The case of funerals was somewhat different, for a maUer of custom 
rather than law was involved. During the period I was in the field 
( 1 952- 1954), the tension between Pcrmai and Masjumi increased very 
sharply. This was due in part to the imminence of Indonesia's first gen
eral elections, and in part to the effects of Ihe cold war. It was also in
fluenced by various special occurrences-such as a report that the na
tional head of I'ermai had publicly called Mohammed a false prophet; a 
speech in the nearby regional capital by a Masjumi leader in which he 
accused Per01si of intending to raise a generation of bastards in Indone
sia; Hnd a biller village-chief election largely fought out 011 santri vs. 
abangan grounds. As a result, the local subdistrict officer, a worried bu
reaucrat trapped in the middle, called a meeting of all the village 

1 1  AClually. there are IWO parts to Javanese marriage rites. One, which is part 
of the general syncretism, is held al Ihe bride's home and involves a slametan 
a� an. elaborate . ceremonial "meeting� between bride and groom. The other, 
which IS the offiCial ceremony in the eyes of the Government, folloW5 the Mos
lem law and lakes place at the office of the subdistrict reliliou$ officer. or Naib. 
See C. Geert1., The Religio" oj Java (Glencoe. 111 .. 1960), pp. S 1-61, 203. 
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religious officials. or Modins. Among many other duties, a Modin is 
traditionally responsible for conducting funerals. He directs the whole 
rilual, instructs the mourners in the technical dctails of burial. leads the 
Koran chanting, and reads a sct speech to the deceased at the graveside. 
The subdistrict officer instructed the Modins-the majority of whom 
were village Masjumi leaders-that in  the case of the death of a mem
ber of Permai, they were merely to note the name and age of the de
ceased and return home; they were not to participate i n  the ritual. He 
warned that if they did not do as he advised, they would be responsible 
if trouble started and he would not come to their support. 

This was the situation on July 17, 1954, when Paidjan, nephew of 
Karman, an active and ardent member of Perm ai, died suddenly in the 
Modjokuto kampong in which I was living. 

The Funeral 

The mood of a Javanese funeral is not one of hysterical bereavement. 

unrestrained sobbing, or even of formalized cries of grief for the de

ceased's departure. Rather. it is a calm, undemonstrative, almost lan

guid letting go, a brief ritualized relinquishment of a relationship no 

longer possible. Tears arc nOI approved of and certainly not encour

aged; the effort is to get the job done. not to linger over the pleasures of 

grief. The detailed busy-work of the funeral, the politely formal social 

intercourse with the neighbors pressing in from all sides, the series of 

commemorative slametans stretched out at intervals for almost three 

years-the whole momentum of the Javanese ritual system is supposed 

to carry one through grief without severe emotional disturbance. For 

the mourner, the funeral and postfuneral ritual is said to produce a feel

ing of ikJas. a kind of willed affectlessness, a detached and static state 

of " not caring" ; for the neighborhood group it is said to produce rukllfl, 

"communal harmony." 

The actual service is in  essence simply another version of the slame

tan, adapted to the special requirements of interment. When the news of 

a death is broadcast through the area, everyone i n  the neighborhood 

must drop what he is doing and go immediately to the home of the sur

vivors. The women bring bowls of rice, which is cooked up into a sla-
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metan; the men begin to cut wooden grave markers and to dig a grave. 

Soon the Modin arrives and begins to direct activities. The corpse is 

washed in ceremonially prepared water by the relatives (who unflinch

ingly hold the body on their laps to demonstrate their affection for the 

deceased as well as their self-control); then it is wrapped in muslin. 

About a dozen santris. under the leadership of the Modin, chant Arabic 

prayers over the body for five or ten minutes; after this it is carried, 

amid various ritual acts, in  a ceremonial procession to the graveyard, 

where it is interred in prescribed ways. The Modin reads a graveside 

speech to the deceased, reminding him of his duties as a believing Mos

lem; and the funeral is over, usually only two or three hours arter death. 

The funeral proper is followed by commemorative slametans in the 

home of the survivors at three, seven, forty, and one hundred days arter 

death; on the first and second anniversary of death; and, finally, on the 

thousandth day, when the corpse is considered to have turned to dust 

and the gap between the living and the dead to have become absolute. 

This was the ritual pallern which was called into play when Paidjan 

died, As soon as dawn broke (death occurred in the eluly hours of the 

morning), Karman, the uncle, dispatched a telegram to the boy's parents 

in a nearby city, telling them in characteristic Javanese fashion that 

their son was ill. This evasion was intended to soften the impact of 

death by allowing them to become aware of it more gradually, Javanese 

feel that emotional damage results not from the severity of a frustration 

but from the suddenness with which it comes, the degree to which it 

"surprises" one unprepared for it. It is " shock." not suffering itself, 

which is feared. Next, in the expectation that the parents would arrive 

within a few hours, Karman sent for the Modin to begin the ceremony. 

This was done on the theory that by the time the parents had come lillie 

would be lert to do but inter the body. and they would thus once more 

be spared unnecessary stress. By ten o'clock at the very latest it should 

all be over; a saddening incident, but a ritually muted one. 

But when the Modin. as he later told me, arrived at Karman's house 

and saw the poster displaying Permai's political symbol, he told Kar

man that he could not perform the ritual. After all, Karman belonged to 

"another religion," and he, the Modin, did not know the correct burial 

rituals for it; all he knew was Islam, " I  don't want to insult your reli

gion," he said piously. "On the contrary, I hold it in the utmost regard, 

for there is no intolerance in Islam. But I don't know your ritual. The 

Christians have their own ritual and their own specialist (the local 
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preacher), but what does Permai do? Do they burn the corpse or what?" 

(This is a sly allusion to Hindu burial practices; evidently the Modin 

enjoyed himself hugely in this interchange.) Karman was, the Modin 

told me, rather upset at all this and evidently surprised, ror although he 

was an active member of Permai, he was a fairly unsophisticated one. It 

had evidently never occurred to him that the anti-Moslem-funeral agita· 

lion of the party would ever appear as a concrete problem, or that the 

Modin would actually refuse to officiate. Karman was actually not a bad 

fellow, the Modin concluded; he was but a dupe of his leaders. 

After leaving the now highly agitated Karman, the Modin went di

rectly to the subdistrict officer to ask if he had acted properly. The offi

cer was morally bound to say that he had, and thus rortified the Modin 

returned home to find Karman and the village policeman, to whom Kar· 

man had gone in desperation, waiting ror him. The policeman, a per

sonal friend of Karman's, told the Modin that according to time-hon

ored custom he was supposed to bury everyone with impartiality, never 

mind whether he happencd to agree with their politics. But the Modin, 

having now been personally supportcd by the subdistrict officer, insisted 

that it was no longer his responsibility. However, he suggested, if Kar· 

man wished, he could go to the village chier's office and sign a public 

statement, sealed with the Government stamp and countersigned by the 

village chief in the presence of two witnesses, declaring that he, Kar· 

man, was a true believing Moslem and that he wished the Modin to 

bury the boy according to Islamic custom. At this suggestion that he of

ficially abandon his religious beliefs. Karman exploded into a rage and 

stormed from the house, rather uncharacteristic behavior for a Javanese. 

By the time he arrived home again, at his wit's end about what to do 

next, he found to his dismay that the news of the boy's death had been 

broadcast and the entire neighborhood was already gathering for the 

ceremony. 

Like most of the kampongs in the town of Modjokuto, the one in 

which I lived consisted both of pious santris and ardent abangans (as 

well as a number of less intense adherents of either side), mixed to

gether in a morc or less random manner. In the town. people are forced 

to live where they can and take whomever they find for neighbors. in 

contrast to the rural areas where whole neighborhoods. even whole vil

lages, still tend to be made up almost entirely of either abangans or san

tris. The majority of the santris in  the kampong were members of Mas

jumi, and most of the abangans were followers of Permai. and in daily 
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life, social interaction between the two groups was minimal. The aban. 

gans, most of whom were either petty artisans or manual laborers, gath· 

ered each late afternoon at Karman's roadside coffee shop for the idle 

twilight conversations which are typical of small-town and village life in 

Java; the santris-tailors, traders, and storekeepers for the most part 

-usually gathered in one or another of the santri·run shops for the 

same purpose. But despite this lack of close social ties, the demonstra

tion of territoriaJ unity at a funeral was still felt by both groups to be an 

unavoidable duty; of all the Javanese rituals, the funeral probably car

ries the greatest obligation on attendance. Everyone who lives within a 

certain roughly defined radius of the survivors' home is expected to 

come to the ceremony; and on this occasion everyone did. 

With this as background, it is not surprising that when I arrived at 

Karman's house about eight o'clock, I found two separate clusters of 

sullen men squatting disconsolately on either side of the yard, a nervous 

group of whispering women sitting idly inside the house near the still

clothed body. and a general air of doubt and uneasiness in place of the 

usual quiet busyness of slametan preparing, body washing, and guest 

greeting. The abangans were grouped near the house, where Karman 

was crouched, staring blankly off into space, and where Sudjoko and 

Sastro, the town Chairman and Secretary of Permai (the only nonresi

dents of the kampong present) sat on chairs, looking vaguely out of 

place. The santris were crowded together under the narrow shadow of a 

coconut palm about thirty yards away, chatting quietly to one another 

about everything but the problem at hand. The almost motionless scene 

suggested an unlooked-for intermission in a familiar drama, as when a 

motion picture stops in mid-action. 

Afier a half hour or so, a few of the abangans began to chip half

heartedly away at pieces of wood to make grave markers and a few 

women began to construct small flower offerings for want of anything 

better to do; but it was clear that the ritual was arrested and that no one 

quite knew what to do next. Tension slowly rose. People nervously 

watched the sun rise higher and higher in the sky, or glanced at the im

passive Karman. Mutterings about the sorry state of affairs began to ap

pear ("everything these days is a political problem," an old, traditional

istic man of about eighty grumbled to me, "you can't evcn die any more 

but what it becomes a political problem"). Finally, about 9:30, a young 

santri tailor named Abu decided to try to do something about the situa· 

tion before it deteriorated entirely: he stood up and gestured to Kar-
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man, the first serious instrumental act which had occurred all morning. 

And Karman, roused from his meditation, crossed the no man's land to 

talk to him. 

As a mattcr of fact, Abu occupied a rather special position in the 

kampong. Although he was a pious santri and a loyal Masjumi member, 

he had more contact with the Permai group because his tailor shop was 

located directly behind Karman's coffee shop. Though Abu. who stuck 

to his sewing machine night and day, was not properly a member of this 

group, he would often exchange comments with them fro� his �ork 

bench about twenty feet away. True, a certain amount of tension eXisted 

between him and the Permai people over religious issues. Once, when I 
was inquiring about their eschatological beliefs, they referred me sar� 

castically to Abu, saying he was an expert. and they teased him quite 

openly about what they considered the wholly ridiculous Islamic theo

ries of the afterlife. Nevertheless, he had something of a social bond 

with them, and it was perhaps reasonable that he should be the one to 

try 10 break the deadlock. 
. .,It is already nearly noon," Abu said. "Things can't go straight on 

like this." He suggested that he send Umar, another of the santris, to 

see if the Modin could now be induced to come; perhaps things were 

cooler with him now. Meanwhile, he could get the washing and wrap

ping of the corpse started himself. Karman replied that h� wou�d thi�k 

about it, and returned to the other side of the yard for a diSCUSSion With 

the twO Permai leaders. After a few minutes of vigorous gesturing and 

nodding, Karman returned and said simply, "All right, that way." "I 

know how you feel," Abu said; ''1'11 just do what is absolutely necessar.r 
and keep the Islam out as much as possible." He gathered the santns 

together and they entered the house. 
. . 

The first requisite was stripping the corpse (which was stll1 Iymg on 

the Hoor, because no one could bring himself to move it). But by now 

the body was rigid, making it necessary to cut the clothes off wi�h a 

knife, an unusual procedure which deeply disturbed everyone, especl3lJy 

the women clustered around. The santris finally managed to get the 

body outside and set up the bathing enclosure. Abu asked f�r volun

teers for the washing; he reminded them that God would conSider such 

an act a good work. But the relatives. who normally would be expected 

to undertake this task, were by now so deeply shaken and confused that 

they were unable to bring themselves to hold the boy on their laps in 

the customary fashion. There waS another wait while people looked 
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hopelessly at each other. Finally, Pak Sura, a member of Karman's 

group but no relative, took the boy on his lap, although he was clearly 

frightened and kept whispering a protective spell. One reason the Ja

vanese give for their custom of rapid burial is that it is dangerous to 

have the spirit of the deceased hovering around the house. 

Before the washing could begin. however, someone raised the ques

tion as to whether one person was enough-wasn't it usually three? No 

one was quite sure, including Abu; some thought that although it was 

customary to have three people it was not obligatory, and some thought 

three a necessary number. After about len minutes of anxious discus

sion, a male cousin of the boy and a carpenter. unrelated to him. man· 

aged to work up the courage to join Pak Sura. Abu, attempting to act 

the Modin's role as best he could. sprinkled a few drops of water on the 

corpse and then it was washed, rather haphazardly and in unsacralized 

water. When this was finished, however, the procedure was again 

stalled, for no one knew exactly how to arrange the small cotton pads 

which, under Moslem law, should plug the body orifices. Karman's wife, 

sister of the deceased's mother, could evidently take no more, for she 

broke into a loud, unrestrained wailing, the only demonstration of this 

sort I witnessed among the dozen or so Javanese funerals I attended. 

Everyone was further upset by this development, and most of the kam. 

pong women made a frantic but unavailing effort to comfort her. Most 

of the men remained seated in the yard, outwardly calm and inexpres· 

sive, but the embarrassed uneasiness which had been present since the 

beginning seemed to be turning toward fearful desperation. "It  is not 

nice for her to cry that way," several men said to me, "it isn't proper:' 

At this point, the Modin arrived. 

However, he was still adamant. Further, he warned Abu that he was 

courting eternal damnation by his actions. "You will have to answer to 

God on Judgment Day," he said, "if you make mistakes in  the ritual. It 

will be your responsibility. For a Moslem, burial is a serious matter and 

must be carried out according to the Law by someone who knows what 

the Law is, not according to the will of the individual." He then sug· 

gested 10 Sudjoko and Sastro, the Permai leaders, that they take charge 

of the funeral, for as party "intellectuals" they must certainly know 

what kind of funeral customs Permai followed. The two leaders. who 

had not moved from their chairs, considered this as everyone watched 

expectantly, but they finally refused, with some chagrin, saying they 

really did not know how to go about it. The Modin shrugged and turned 
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away. One of the bystanders, a friend of Karman's. then suggested that 

they just take the body out and bury it and forget about the whole rit· 

ual; it was extremely dangerous to leave things as they were much 

longer. I don't know whether this remarkable suggestion would have 

been followed, for at this juncture the mother and father of the dead 

child entered the kampong. 

They seemed quite composed. They were not unaware of the death, 

for the father later told me he had suspected as much when he got the 

telegram; he and his wife had prepared themselves for the worst and 

were more or less resigned by the time they arrived. When they ap· 

proached the kampong and saw the whole neighborhood gathered, 

they knew that their fears were well founded. When Karman's wife, 

whose weeping had subsided slightly, saw the dead boy's mother come 

into the yard, she burst free of those who were comforting her and with 

a shriek rushed to embrace her sister. In what seemed a split second. 

both women had dissolved into wild hysterics and the crowd had rushed 

in and pulled them apart. dragging them to houses at opposite sides of 

the karnpong. Their wailing continued in undi.minished volume, and 

nervous comments arose to the effect that they ought to get on with the 

burial in one fashion or another, before the boy's spirit possessed some· 

one. 

But the mother now insisted on seeing the body of her child before it 

was wrapped. The father at first forbade it, angrily ordering her to stop 

crying-didn'l she know that such behavior would darken the boy's 

pathway to the other world? But she persisted and so they brought her, 

stumbling, to where he lay in Karman's house. The women tried to keep 

her from drawing too close, but she broke loose and began to kiss the 

boy about the genitals. She was snatched away almost immediately by 

her husband and the women, though she screamed that she had not yet 

finished; and they pulled her into the back room where she subsided 

into a daze. After a while-the body was finally being wrapped, the 

Modin having unbent enough to point out where the colton pads went 

-she seemed to lose her bearings entirely and began to move about the 

yard shaking hands with everyone. all strangers to her, and saying, 

"Forgive me my faults. forgive me my faults," Again she was forcibly 

restrained; people said. "Calm yourself; think of your other children

do you want to follow your son to the grave?" 

The corpse was now wrapped, and new suggestions were made that it  

be taken off immediately to the graveyard. At this point, Abu ap� 
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proached the falher, who. he evidently felt, had now displaced Karman 

as the man legally rcsJX)nsible for the proceedings. Abu explained that 

the Modin, being a Government official, did not feel free to approach 

the father himself. but he would like to know: how did he wish the boy 

to be buried-the Islamic way or what? The father, somewhat bewil. 

dcred, said, "Of course, the Islamic way. I don't have much of any reli

gion. but I 'm not a Christian, and when it comes to death the burial 

should be the Islamic way. Completely Islamic." Abu explained again 

that the Modin could not approach the father directly, bUl lhat he, being 

"free," could do as he pleased. He said that he had tried to help as best 

he could but that he had been careful to do nothing Islamic before the 

father came. It was 100 bad. he apologized, about all the tension that 

was in the air, that political differences had to make so much trouble. 

But after all, cverything had to be "clear" and " legal" about the funeral. 

It was important for the boy's soul. The santris. somewhat gleefully, 

now chanted their prayers over the corpse, and it was carried to the 

grave and buried in the usual manner. The Modin gave the usual grave

yard speech. as amended for children, and the funeral was finally com

pleted. None of the relatives or the women went to the graveyard; but 

when we returned to the house-it was now well after noon-the sla

metan was finally served, and Paidjan's spirit presumably left the knm

pong to begin its journey to the other world. 

Three days later, i n  the evening, the first of the commemorative sla

metans was held. but it turned out that not only were no santris present 

but that it was as much a Permai political and religious cult meeting as 

a mourning ritual. Karman started off in the traditional fashion by an

nouncing in high Javanese that this was a slametan in remembrance of 

the death of Paidjan. Sudjoko, the Permai leader, immediately burst i n  

saying, " No, no. that i s  wrong. At a third day slametan you just eat and 

give a long Isl;lmic chant for the dead. and we are certainly not going to 

do thaI." He then launched into a long, rambling speech. Everyone, he 

said. must know the philosophical-religious basis of the country. "Sup

pose this American Ihe pointed to me; he was not at all pleased by my 

presence I came up and asked you: what is the spiritual basis of the 

country? and you didn't know-wouldn't you be ashamed?" 

He went on in this vein, building up a whole rationale for the present 

national political structure on the basis of a mystical interpretation of 

President Sukarno's "Five Poims" (Monotheism. Social Justice, Human

itarianism, Democracy, and Nationalism) which are the official ideologi-
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cal foundation of the new republic. Aided by Karman and others, he 

worked out a micro-macrocosm correspondence theory in which the in

dividual is seen to be but a small replica of the state, and the state but 

an enlarged image of the individual. If the state is to be ordered, then 

the individual must also be ordered; each implies the other. As the 

President's Five Points are at the basis of the state, so the five senses 

are at the basis of an individual. The process of harmonizing both are 

the same, and it is this we must be sure we know. The discussion con

tinued for nearly half an hour, ranging widely through religious, philo

sophical, and political issues (including, evidently for my benefit, a dis

cussion of the Rosenbergs' execution). 

We paused for coffee and as Sudjoko was about to begin again, 

Paidjan's father, who had been sitting quietly and expressionless. began 

suddenly to talk, softly and with a curiously mechanical tonelessness. al

most as if he were reasoning with himself, but without much hope of 

success . .. , am sorry for my rough city accent," he said, "but I very 

much want to say something." He hoped they would forgive him; they 

could continue their discussion in a moment. "I have been trying to be 

iklas ('detached,' 'resigned') about Paidjan's death. I'm convinced that 

everything that could have been done for him was done and that his 

death was just an event which simply happened." He said he was still in 

Modjokuto because he could not yet face thc people where he lived, 

couldn't face having to tell each one of them what had occurred. His 

wife. he said, was a little more ;klas now too. It was hard. though. He 

kept telling himself it was just the will of God, but it was so hard, for 

nowadays people didn't agree on things any more; one person tells you 

one thing and others tell you another. It's hard to know which is right, 

to know what to believe. He said he appreciated all the Modjokuto peo

ple coming to the funeral, and he was sorry it had been all mixed up. 

"I'm not very religious mysclf. I'm not Masjumi and I'm not Permai. 

But I wanted the boy to be buried in the old way. I hope no one's feel

ings were hurt." He said again he was trying to be ikills. to tell himself 

it was just the will of God, but it was hard, for things were so confused 

these days. It was hard to see why the boy should have died, 

This sort of public expression of one's feelings is extremely unusual 

-in my experience unique-among Javanese, and in the formaliud 

traditional slametan pattern there is simply no place for it (nor for phil

osophicaJ or political discussion). Everyone present was rather shaken 

by the father'S talk. and there was a painful silence. Sudjoko finally 
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began to talk again, but this time he described in detail the boy's death. How Paidjan had first gouen a fever and Karman had called him, Sudjoko. to come and say a Permai spell. But the boy did not respond. They finally took him to a male nurse in the hospital, where he was given an injection. But still he worsened. He vomited blood and went into convulsions, which Sudjoko described rather graphically, and then he died . .. , don', know why the Permai spell didn't work," he said; "it has worked before. This time it didn't. I don't know why; that sort of thing can't be explained no maHer how much you think about it. Sometimes it just works and sometimes it just doesn',," There was another silence and then, after about ten minutes more of political discussion, we disbanded. The father returned the next day to his home and I was not invited to any of the later slametans. When I left the field about four months later, Karman's wife had still not entirely recovered from the experience, the tension between the samris and the abangans in the kampong had increased, and everyone wondered what would happen the next time a death occurred in a Permai family. 

Analysis 

"Of all the sources of religion," wrote Malinowski, "the supreme and 
final crisis of life-death-is of the greatest importance." I I Death, he 
argued, provokes in the survivors a dual response of love and loathing, 
a deep·going emotional ambivalence of fascination and fear which 
threatens both the psychologicaJ and social foundations of human cxis. 
tence. The survivors are drawn toward the deceased by their affection 
for him, repelled from him by the dreadful transformation wrought by 
death. Funeral rites, and the mourning practices which follow them, 
focus around this paradoxical desire both to maintain the tic in the face 
of death and to break the bond immediately and utterly. and to insure 
the domination of the will to live over the tendency to despair. Mor
tuary rituals maintain the continuity of human life by preventing the 
survivors from yielding either to the impulse to flee panic·stricken from 
the scene or to the contrary impulse to follow the deceased into the 
grave: 

II Malinowski, MaKic, Scit!nCt! and Rt!ligion. p. 29. 
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And here into this play of emotional forces. into thilt supreme dilemma of 
life and final death. religion steps in. selecting the posllive creed. the com
forting view. the culturally valuable belief in immortality. in the spirit inde
pendent of the body. and in the continuance of life after deat�. In t�e var
ious ceremonies at death. in commemorallon and commuOIon wllh the 
departed. and worship of ancestral ghosts. reli�ion

. 
gives body an� form to 

the saving beliefs . . . .  Exactly the same funcl10n I I  fulfills also With regard 
to the whole group. The ceremonial of death. which ties the survivors to the 
body and rivets them to the place of death. the bclieflt in the existence of 
the spirit. in its beneficent mnuences or malevolent Intentions, in the duth=s 
of a series of commemorative or sacrificial ceremonies-in all this religion 
counteracts the centrifugal forces of fear. dismay, demoralization. and pro
vides the most powerrul means of reintegration of the group's shaken solidar· 
ity and of the re-cstablishment of its morale. In short. religion here assures 
the victory of tradition over the mere negative response of thwarted in
stinct." 

To this sort of theory, a case such as that described above clearly 
poses some difficult problems. Not only waS the victory of tradition and 
culture over "thwarted instinct" a narrow one at best, but it seemed as 
if the ritual were tearing the society apart rather than integrating it. 
were disorganizing personalities rather than healing them. To this the 
functionalist has a ready answer, which lakes one of two forms depend· 
ing upon whether he follows the Durkheirn or the Malinowski tradition: 
social disintegration or cultural demoralization. Rapid social change has 
disrupted Javanese society and this is reflected in a disintegrated cui· 
ture; as the unified statc of traditional village society was mirrored in 
the unified slamctan, so the broken socicty of the kampong is mirrored 
in the broken slamelan of the funeral rilUal we have just witnessed. Or, 
in the alternate phraseology, cultural decay has led to social fragmenta
tion; loss of a vigorous folk tradition has weakened the moral ties be· 
tween individuals. 

It seellls to me that there are two things wrong with this argument. no 
matter in which of the two vocabularies it is stated: it identifies social 
(or cultural) conflict with social (or cultural) disintegration; it denies in· 
dcpendent roles to both culture and social structure, regarding one of 
the two as a mere epiphenomenon of the other. 

In the first place, kampong life is not simply anomic. Though it is 
marked by vigorous social conflicts, as is our own society. it neverlhc· 
less proceeds fairly effectively in most areas. If governmental, eco
nomic, familial, stratificatory, and social control institutions functioned 

I� Ibid .• pp. 33-3S. 
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as poorly as did Paidjan's funeral, a kampong would indeed be an un
comfortable place in which to live. But though some of the typical 
symptoms of urban upheaval-such as increased gambling. petty thiev
�ry. and prostitution-are to some degree present, kampong social life 
IS clearly not on the verge of collapse; everyday social interaction does 
not limp along with the suppressed bitterness and deep uncertainty we 
have seen focused around burial. For most of its members most of the 
t�me. a s�mi

.
urban neighborhood in Modjokuto offers a viable way of 

hfe, despite Its materia1 disadvantages and its transitional character; and 
for all the sentimentality which has been lavished on descriptions of 
rural life i n  Java, this is probably as much as one could say for the vil
lage. As a mailer of fact, it is around religious beliefs and practices_ 
slametans. holidays, curing, sorcery, cult groups, and SO on-that the 
most seriously disruptive events seem to cluster. Religion here is some
how the center and source of stress, not merely the reHection of stress 
elsewhere in the society. 

Yet it is not a source of stress because commitment to the inherited 
patterns of belief and ritual has been weakened. The connict around 
Paidjan's death took place simply because all the kampong residents did 
share a common, highly integrated, cultural tradition concerning funer
als. There was no argument over whether the slametan pattern was the 
correct ritua], whether the neighbors were obligated to attend, or 
whether the supernatural concepts upon which the ritual is based were 
valid ones. For both santris and abangans in the kampongs, the slame
tan n�aintains its force as a genuine sacred symbol; it still providcs a 
mean�ngful framework for facing death-for most people the only 
meanmgful framework. We cannot auriltute the failure of the ritual to 
secularization, to a growth in skepticism, or to a disinterest in the tradi
tional "saving beliefs," any more than we can attribute it to anomie. 

We must rather. I think, ascribe it to a discontinuity between the 
f�rm o� integration existing in the social structural ("causal-functional") 
dimenSion and the form of integration existing in the cultural (" Iogico
meaningful") dimension_a discontinuity which leads not to social and 
cultural diSintegration, but to social and cultural conflict. In more con
c�ete. if somewhat aphoristic terms, the difficuhy lies in the fact that so
Cially kampong people are urbanites, while cuhurally they are still folk. 

I ��ve already pointed out that the Javanese kampong represents a 
tranSitional sort of society, that its members stand "in between" the 
mo�e or less fully urbanized elite and the more or less traditionally or
ganized peasantry. The social structural forms in which they participate 
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are for the most part urban ones. The emergence of a highly differen

tiated occupational structure in place of the almost entirely agricultural 

one of the countryside; the virtual disappearance of the scmihereditary. 

traditional village government as a personalistic buffer between the in

dividual and the rationalized central government bureaucracy, and its 

replacement by the more Hexible forms of modern parliamentary de

mocracy; the evolution of a multiclass society in which the kampong. 

unlike the village, is not even a potentially self-sufficient entity, but is 

only one dependent subpart-all this means that the kampong man lives 

in a very urban world. Socially, his is a Gesellschaft existence. 

But on the cultural level-the level of meaning-there is much less 

of a contrast between the kampong dwellcr and the villager; much more 

between him and a member of the urban elite. The patterns of belief, 

expression, and value to which the kampong man is committed-his 

world view. ethos. ethic, or whatever--differ only slightly from those 

followed by the villager, Amid a radically morc complex social environ

ment, he clings noticeably to the symbols which guided him or his par

ents through life in rural society. And it is this fact which gave rise to 

the psychological and social tension surrounding Paidjan's funeral. 

The disorganization of the ritual resulted from a basic ambiguity in 

the meaning of the rite for those who participated in it. Most simply 

stated. this ambiguity lay in the fact that the symbols which compose 

the slametan had both religious and political Significance, were charged 

with both sacred and profane import. The people who came into Kar· 

man's yard, including Karman himself, were not sure whether they were 

cngaged in a sacralized consideration of first and last things or in a sec

ular struggle for power. This is why the old man (he was a graveyard 

keeper, as a matter of fact) complained to me that dying was nowadays 

a political problem; why the village policcman accused the Modin not 

of rcligious but of political bias for refusing to bury Paidjan; why the 

unsophisticated Karman ",as astonished when his ideological commit

ments suddenly loomed as obstucles to his religious practices; why Abu 

was torn between his willingness to submerge political differences in the 

interest of a harmonious funeral and his unwillingness to trifle with his 

religious beliefs in the interest of his own salvation; why the com memo· 

rative rite oscillatcd between political diatribe and a poignant search for 

an adequate explanation of what had happened-why, in sum, the sla· 

metan religious pattern stumbled when it attempted to "step in" with 

the "positive creed" and "the culturally valuable belief." 

As emphasized earlier, the present severity of the contrast between 
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santri and abangan is in  great part due to the rise of nationalist social 

movements i n  twentieth century Indonesia. In  the larger cities where 

these movements were born, they were originally of various sorts: 

tradesmen's societies to fight Chinese competition; unions of workers to 

resist plantation exploitation; religious groups trying to redefine ulti

mate concepts; philosophical discussion clubs attempting to clarify In

donesian metaphysical and moral notions; school associations striving to 

revivify Indonesian education; cooperative societies trying to work oul 

new forms of economic organization; cultural groups moving toward a 

renaissance of Indonesian artistic life; and, of course, political parties 

working to build up effective opposition to Dutch rule, As time wore 

on, however, the struggle for independence absorbed more and more the 

energies of all these essentially elite groups, Whatever the distinctive 

aim of each of them-economic reconstruction, religious reform, artis

tic renaissance-it became submerged in a diffuse political ideology; all 

the groups were increasingly concerned with one end as the prerequisite 
of all further social and cultural progress-freedom, By the time the 

revolution began i n  1945. reformulation of ideas outside the political 

sphere had noticeably slackened and most aspects of l ife had become in

tensely ideologized, a tendency which has continued into the postwar 

period, 

In the villages and small-town kampongs, the early, specific phase of 

nationalism had only a minor effect. But as the movement unified and 

moved toward eventual triumph. the masses too began to be affected 

and, as I have pointed out. mainly through the medium of religious 

symbols, The highly urbanized elite forged their bonds to the peasantry 

not in terms of complex political and economic theory, which would 

have had lillie meaning in  a rural context. but i n  terms of concepts and 

values already present there. As the major line of demarcation among 

the elite was between those who took Islamic doctrine as the overall 

basis of their mass appeal and those who took a generalized philosophi

cal refinement of the indigenous syncretic tradition as such a basis. so in 

the countryside santri and abangan soon became not simply religious 

but political categories, denoting the followers of these two diffuse ap

proaches to the organization of the emerging independent society. When 

the achievement of political freedom strengthened the importance of 

factional politics in parliamentary government, the santri-abangan dis

tinction became, on the local level at least, one of the primary ideologi

cal axes around which the process of party maneuvering took place. 

The effect of this development has been to cause political debate and 
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religious propitiation to be carried out in the same vocabulary, A ko

ranic chant becomes an affirmation of political allegiance as well as a 

paean to God; a burning of incense expresses one's secular ideology as 

well as one's sacred beliefs. Siametans now tend to be marked by anx

ious discussions of the various elements in the ritual, of what their 

" real" significance is; by arguments as to whether a particular practice 

is essential or optional; by abangan uneasiness when santris lift their 

eyes to pray and santri uneasiness when abangans recite a protective 

spell, At death, as we have seen. the traditional symbols tend both to 

solidify individuals in the face of social loss and to remind them of their 

differences; to emphasize the broadly human themes of mortality and 

undeserved suffering and the narrowly social ones of factional opposi

tion and party struggle; to strengthen the values the participants hold in 

common and to "tune up" their animosities and suspicions, The rituals 

themselves become matters of political conflict; forms for the sacraliza

tion of marriage and death are transformed into important party issues. 

In such an equivocal cultural setting, the average kampong Javanese 

finds it increasingly difficult to determine the proper attitude toward a 

particular event, to choose the meaning of a given symbol appropriate 

to a given social context. 

The corollary of this interference of political meanings with religious 

meanings also occurs: the interference of religious meanings with politi

cal ones, Because the same symbols are used in both political and reli

gious contexts, people often regard party struggle as involving not 

merely the usual ebb and How of parliamentary maneuver, the necessary 

factional give-and·take of democratic government, but involving as well 

decisions on basic values and ultimates. Kampong people in  particular 

tend to see the open struggle for power explicitly institutional ized in the 

new republican forms of government as a struggle for the right to estab

lish different brands of essentially religious principles as official: "If  the 

abangans get in. the koranic teachers will be forbidden to hold classes"; 

"If the santris get in, we shall all have to pray five times a day," The 

normal conflict involved in electoral striving for office is heightened by 

the idea that literally everything is at stake: the "If we win, it is our 

country" idea that the group which gains power has a right, as one man 

said, "to put his own foundation under the state," Politics thus takes on 

a kind of sacralized bitterness; and one village election in a suburban 

Modjokuto village actually had to be held twice because of the intense 

pressures generated in this way. 

The kampong man is, so to speak. caught between his ultimate and 
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his proximate concepts. Because he is forced to formulate his essentially 

metaphysical ideas, his response to such basic "problems" as fate. suf

fering. and eyil, in the same terms as when he stales his claims 10 secu

lar power, his political rights and aspirations, he experiences difficulty 

in enacting eilher a socially and psychologically efficient funeral or a 

smoothly running election. 

But a ritual is not just a pattern of meaning; it is also a form of so

cial interaction. Thus, in addition to creating cultural ambiguity, the at

tempt to bring a religious pattern from a relatively less differentiated 

rural background into an urban context also gives rise to social conflict, 

simply because the kind of social integration demonstrated by the pat

tern is not congruent with the major panerns of integration in the so

ciety generally. The way kampong people go about maintaining solidar

ity in everyday life is quite different from the way the slameWn insists 

that they should go about maintaining it. 

As emphasized earlier, the slametan is essentially a territorially based 

ritual; it assumes the primary tie between families to be that of residen

tial propinquity. One set of neighbors is considered a significant social 

unit (politically, religiously, economically) as against another set of 

neighbors; one village as against another village; one Yillage-c1uster as 

against another village-clustcr. In the town, this pattern has in large 

part changed. Significant social groups are defined by a plurality of 

factors-class, political commitment, occupation, ethnicity. regional or

igins. religious preference, age, and sex. as well as residence. The new 

urban form of organization consists of a careful balance of conflicting 

forces arising out of diverse contexts: class differences arc softened by 

ideological similarities; ethic conflicts by comlllon economic interests; 

political opposition, as we have been, by residential intimacy. But in the 

midst of all this pluralistic cheCking and balancing, the slametan re

mains unchanged, blind to the major lines of social and cultural demar

cation in urban life. For it. the primary classifying characteristic of an 

individual is where he lives. 

Thus when an occasion arises demanding sacralization-a life-cycle 

transition, a holiday. a serious illness-the religious form which must 

be employed acts not with but against the grain of social equilibrium. 

The slametan ignores those recently devised mechanisms of social insu

lation which in daily life keep group conflict within fixed bounds, as it 

also ignores the newly eyolved patterns of social integration among op

posed groups which balance contradictory tensions in  a reasonably 
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effective fashion. People are pressed into an intimacy they would as 

soon avoid; where the incongruity between the social assumptions of the 

ritual ("we are all culturally homogeneous peasants together") and what 

is in fact the case ("we arc several different kinds of people who must 

perforce live together despite our serious value disagreements" ) leads to 

a deep uneasiness of which Paidjan's funeral was but an extreme exam

ple. In the kampong, the holding of a slametan increasingly serves to re

mind people that the neighborhood bonds they are strengthening 

through a dramatic enactment are no longer the bonds which most em

phatically hold them together. These latter are ideological, class, occu

pation, and political bonds, divergent tics which are no longer ade

quately summed up in territorial relationships. 

In sum, the disruption of Paidjan's funeral may be traced to a single 

source: an incongruity between the cultural framework of meaning and 

the patterning of social interaction, an incongruity due to the persis

tence in an urban environment of a religious symbol system adjusted to 

peasant social structure. Static functionalism, of either the sociological 

or social psychological sort, is unable to isolate this kind of incongruity 

because it fails to discriminate between logico-meaningful integration 

and causal-functional integration; because it fails to realize that cultural 

structure and social structure arc not mere reflexes of one another but 

independent, yet interdependent, variablcs. The driving forces in social 

change can be clearly formulated only by a more dynamic form of func

tionalist theory, one which takes into account the fact that man's need 

to live in a world to which he can attribute some significance, whose es

sential import he feels he can grasp, often diverges from his concurrent 

need to maintain a functioning social organism. A diffuse concept of 

culture as "learned behavior," a static view of social structure as an 

equil ibrated pattern of interaction, and a stated or unstated assumption 

that the two must somehow (save in "disorganized" situations) be sim

ple m irror images of one another, is rather too primitive a conceptual 

apparatus with which to attack such problems as those raised by Paid

jan's unfortunate but instructive funeral. 



Chapter 7 

" Internal Conversion " 

in Contemporary Bali 

Every race has its lumber-room of magical beliefs and 
practices, and many such survivals are gracious and 
beautiful and maintain the continuity of a civilization. It 
is to be hoped thai modern materialist ideas will not ob
literate them entirely and leave Malay culturejejune. 

RICIIARD W1NST[DT, The Malay Magician 

We hear much these days about political and economic modernization 

in the new states of Asia and Africa, but little about religious moderni

zation. When not ignored entirely. religion tends to be viewed either as 

a rigidly archaic obstacle to nceded progress or a beleaguered conserva

tor of precious cultural values threatened by the corrosive powers of 

rapid change. Little attention is paid to religious development in and of 

itself, to regularities of transformation which occur in the ritual and be

lief systems of societies undcrgoing comprehensive social revolutions. 

At best, we get studies of the role that established religious commit

ments and identifications play in political or economic processes. But 

our view of Asian and African religions as such is oddly static. We ex

pect them to prosper or decline; we do not expect them to change. 

With respect to Bali, perhaps the most richly stocked lumber-room of 

gracious and beautiful magical beliefs and practices in Southeast Asia, 

such an approach is virtually universal, and the dilemma of choosing 

between a quixotic cultural antiquarianism and a barren cultural materi-
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alism seems, therefore, to be an especially cruel one. In this essay, I 

want to suggest that this dilemma is, in all likelihood, a false one, thai 

the continuity of Balinese civi lization can be maintained though the fun

damental nature of its rcligious life be totally transformed. And further, 

I want to point to a few faint, uncertain signs that such a transformation 

is in fact already under way. 

The Concept of ReligiOUS Rationalization 

In his great work on comparative religion, the German sociologist Max 

Weber set forth a distinction between two idealized polar types of reli

gions in world history, the " traditional" and the "rationalized," which, 

if it is overgeneralizcd and incompletely formulated, is yet a useful 

starting point for a discussion of the process of genuincly religious 

change.' 

The axis of this contrast turns upon a difference in the relationship 

between religious concepts and social forms. Traditional religious con

cepts (Weber also calls them magical) rigidly stereotype established so

cial practices. Inextricably bound up with secular custom in an almost 

point-for-point manner, they draw "all branches of human activity . . .  

into the circle of symbolic magic" and so insure that the Slream of 

everyday existence continues to flow steadily within a fixed and firmly 

outlined course.2 Rationalized concepts, however, are not so thoroughly 

interlwined with the concrete details of ordinary life. They are "apart," 

"above," or " outside" of them, and the relations of thc systems of ritual 

and belief in which they arc embodied to secular society arc not inti

mate and unexamined but distant and problematic. A rationalized reli

gion is, to the degree that it is rationalizcd, self-conscious and worldly

wise. Its attitude to secular life may be various, from the resigned 

I Weber's main theoretical discussion of religion is rentained in a stilt untran
slated section of his Wir/JIchqft and Gest'lIschqfl (Tl1bingen, 1925). pp. 225-356, but 
application of his approach can be fou nd in the translations of his Rf'ligion.{soz.iologie 
issued as The Religion a/China (Glencoe, 111., 1958). Ancient Judnism (Glencoe. III .. 
1952), The Religion 0/ India (Glencoe, Ill., 1958), and Tile PrOte5ltml Elhic �" d  the 
Spirit of Capitalism (New York. 1958). The best discussions of Weber's work 10 Eng
lish are T. Parsons, The Structure of Sodal Action (Glenc()C, 111., 1949), and R. Ben
dix, Max Webu: All Imdfecll/al Portrail (New York, 1960). 

1 Quoted in Parsons, Social Action. p. 566. 
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acceptance of genteel Confucianism to the active mastery of ascetic 

Protestantism; but it is never naive.3 

With this difference in relationship between the religious realm and 

the secular goes a difference also in the structure of the religious realm 

itself. Traditional religions consist of a multitude of very concretely de· 

fined and only loosely ordered sacred entities, an untidy collection of 

fussy ritual acts and vivid animistic images which are able to involve 

themselves in an independent, segmental, and immediate manner with 

almost any sort of actual event. Such systems (for, despite their lack of 

formal regularity, they are systems) meel lhc perennial concerns of reli· 

gion, what Weber called the "problems of meaning"-evil, suffering, 

frustration, bafflement, and so on-piecemeal. They attack them oppor· 

tunistically as they arise in each particular instance-each death, each 

crop failure. each untoward natural or social occurrence-employing 

one or another weapon chosen, on grounds of symbolic appropriateness, 

from their cluttered arsenal of myth and magic. (With respect to the less 

defensive activities of religion-the celebration of human continuity, 

prosperity, and solidarity-the same strategy is employed.) As the ap· 

proach to fundamental spiritual issues which traditional religions take is 

discrete and irregular, so also is their characteristic form. 

Rationalized religions, on the other hand. are more abstract, more 

logically coherent, and more generally phrased. The problems of mean· 

ing, which in traditional systems are expressed only implicitly and frag· 

mentarily, here get inclusive formulations and evoke comprehensive at· 

titudes. They become conceptualized as universal and inherent qualities 

of human existence as such, rather than being seen as inseparable as· 

peCIS of this or that specific event. The question is no longer put merely 

i n  such terms as, to use a classic example from the British anthrop:>lo· 

gist Evans·Pritchard, "Why has the granary fallen on my brother and 

not on someone elsc's brother'!" but rather, "Why do the good die 

young and the evil flourish as the green bay tree'!" � Or, to escape from 

the conventions of Christian theodicy, not. "By what means can I dis· 

cover who practiced witchcraft against my brother, thereby causing the 

granary to fall on him?"' but, " How can one know the truth?"' Not, 
"What specific actions must I perform in order to wreak vengeance 

upon the witch'!" but, "What are the bases upon which punishment of 

, Wtber. Religion of Chino, pp. 226-249. 
4 E. E. Evans·Pritchard. Wilchcra/I. Oroclu and Magic Among Ihe A:ande 

(Oxford, 1932). 
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evildoers can be justified?" The narrower, concrete questions, of course, 

remain; but they are subsumed under the broader ones, whose morc 

radically disquieting suggestions they therefore bring forward. And with 

this raising of the broader ones in a stark and general form arises also 

the need to answer them in an equally sweeping, universal, and conclu-• 
slve manner. 

The so·callcd world religions developed, Weber argued, as responses 

to the appearance in an acute form of just this sort of need. Judaism, 

Confucianism, Philosophical Brahmanism, and, though on the surface it 

might not seem to be a religion at all, Greek Rationalism, each emerged 

out of a myriad of parochial cults, folk mythologies, and ad hoc by·be· 

liefs whose power hud begun to fail for certain crucial groups in the so

cieties concerned.) This sense, on the part, largely, of religious intellcc· 

tuals, that the traditional conglomerate of rituals and beliefs was no 

longer adequate, and the rise to consciousness of the problems of mean· 

ing in an explicit form, seems to have been part, in each case, of a 

much wider dislocation in the pattern of traditional life. The details of 

such dislocations (or of those amidst which later world religions, de· 

sccndcd from these first four, appeared) need not detain us. What is im· 

portant is that the process of religious rationalization seems everywhere 

to have been provoked by a thorough shaking of the foundations of so· 

cial order. 

Provoked, but not determined. For, aside from the fact that profound 

social crisis has not always produced profound religious creativity (or 

any creativity at all), the lines along which such creativity has moved 

when it has appeared have been most varied. Weber's whole grand com

parison of the religions of China, India. Israel, and the West rested on 

the notion that they represented variant directions of rationalization, 

contrastive choices among a finite set of possible developments away 

from magical realism. What these diverse systems had in common was 

not the specific content of their message, which deepened in its parlicu· 

larity as it expanded in its scope, but the formal pattern, the generic 

mode, in which it was cast. In all of them, the sensc of sacredness was 

gathered up, like so many scattered rays of light brought to focus in a 

lens, from the countless tree spirits and garden spells through which it 

, For a di.sc:ussion of Weber's analysis of the role of stalUs ,roups in relilious 
chanle. see Bendix. Max Weber. 103- 1 1 1 .  My formulation here and elsewhere in 
this discussion owes much to an unpublished paper by Robert Bellah. "Rei ilion 
in the Process of Cultural Differentiation"; see al50 his Tokugowa Rdigion 
(Glencoe, III .• 1957). 
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was vaguely diffused, and was concentrated in a nucleate (though not 
necessarily monotheistic) concept of the divine. The world was, in We
ber's famous phrase, disenchanted: the locus of sacredness was removed 
from the rooftrees, graveyards, and road-crossings of everyday life and 
put, in some sense, into another realm where dwelt Jahweh, Logos, 
Tao. or Brahman.' 

With this tremendous increase in "distance," so to speak. between 
man and the sacred goes the necessity of sustaining the ties between 
them in a much morc deliberate and critical manner. As the divine can 
no longer be apprehended en passum through numberless concrete, al
most reflexive ritual gestures strategically interspersed throughout the 
general round of life, the establishment of a more general and compre· 
hensive relationship to it becomes, unless one is to abandon concern 
with it altogether, imperative. Weber saw two main ways in which this 
can be brought about. One is through the construction of a consciously 
systematized. formal, legal·moral code consisting of ethical commands 
conceived to have been given to man by the divine, through prophets, 
holy writings, miraculous indications, and so on. The other is through 
direct, individual experiential contact with the divine via mysticism, in· 
sight. aesthetic intuition, etc., often with the assistance of various sorts 
of highly organized spiritual and intellectual disciplines, such as yoga. 
The first approach is, of course, typically, though not exclusively, mid· 
Eastern; the second typically, though also not exclusively. East Asian. 
But whether. as seems unlikely. these are the only two possibilities, or 
not, they both do bridge the enormously widened gap. or attempt to 
bridge it, between the profane and the sacred in a self-conscious. me· 
thodical, explicitly coherent manner. They maintain, for those who are 
committed to them, a sense of a meaningful tie between man and the re· 
moved divine. 

As with all Weber's polar contrasts, however, that between tradi· 
tiona I and rational (the opposite of which is not irrational, but unration· 
alized) is as thoroughly blurred in fact as it is sharply drawn in theory. 
In particular. it must not be assumed that the religions of nonliterate 
peoples are wholly lacking in rationalized elements and those of literate 
ones rationalized through and through. Not only do many so-called 
primitive religions show the results of Significant amounts of self-con
scious criticism, but a popular religiosity of a traditional sort persists 
with great strength in societies where religious thought has attained its 

• Bellah, "Differentiation:' 
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highest reaches of philosophical sophistication.7 Yet, in relative terms, 
it is hardly to be doubted that the world religions show greater concep
tual generalization, tighter formal integration, and a more explicit sense 
of doctrine than do the "little" ones of clan, tribe, village, or folk. Reli· 
gious rationalization is not an all.ar·none, an irreversible, or an inevita
ble process. But, empirically, it is a real one. 

Traditional Balinese Religion 

As the Balinese are, in a broad sense, Hindus. one might expect that a 
significant part, at least, of their religious life would be relatively well 
rationalized, that over and above the usual torrent of popular religiosity 
there would exist a developed system of either ethical or mystical theol
ogy. Yet this is not the case. A number of overintellectualized descrip
tions of it to the contrary notwithstanding, Balinese religion, even 
among the priests, is concrete, action<entered, thoroughly interwoven 
with the details of everyday life, and touched with little, if any, of the 
philosophical sophistication or generalized concern of classical Brah
manism or its Buddhist offshoot.8 Its approach to the problems of 
meaning remains implicit, circumscribed and segmental. The world is 
still enchanted and (some recent stirrings aside for the moment) the tan
gled net of magical realism is almost completely intact, broken only 
here and there by individual qualms and reflections. 

How far this absence of a developed body of doctrine is a result of 
the persistence of the indigenous (that is, pre-Hindu) element, of the 
relative isolation of Bali from the outside world after the fifteenth cen· 
tury or so and the consequent parochialization of its culture, or of the 
rather unusual degree to which Balinese social structure has been able 
to maintain a solidly traditional form, is a moot question. In Java, 
where the pressure of external influences has been relentless, and where 

7 On rationalized elementl in "primitive" reti,ions see P. Radin, Prjmitiv� 
Man as a Philosophtr (New York, 1957). On popular reli,ion in developed civili
zations. Bendix, Wtb�r. 1 12- 1 1 6. 

• The very panial nature of the one slight exception to this can be setn from 
the brief description of a priest's intellectual train in, in V. E. Korn. "The Conse
cration of a Priest:' in J. L. Swellen,rebeJ et al.. Ball: Stu.di�s in Lift. Thou.ght 
and Ritual (The Hague and Bandung. ( 960), pp. 133-153. 
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traditional social structure has lost much of its resilience, not just one 
but several relatively well-rationalized systems of belief and worship 
have developed. giving a conscious sense of religious diversity, connict, 
and perplexity still quite foreign to Bali.' Thus, if one comes, as I did, 
to Bali after having worked i n  Java. it is the near total absence of either 

doubt or dogmatism. the metaphysical nonchalance. that almost imme
diately strikes one. That. and the astounding proliferation of ceremonial 
activity. The Bali nese, perpetually weaving intricate palm-leaf offerings, 

preparing elaborate ritual meals, decorating all sorts of temples, march

ing in massive processions, and falling into sudden trances, seem much 
too busy practicing their religion to think (or worry) very much about 
it. 

Yet, again. to say that Balinese religion is not methodically ordered 
is not to say that it is not ordered at all. Not only is it pervaded with a 
consistent, highly distinctive tone (a kind of sedulous theatricalism 
which only extended description could evoke), but the elements which 
comprise it cluster into a number of relatively well-defined ritual com
plexes which exhibit, in turn, a definite approach to properly religious 
issues no less reasonable for being implicit. Of these, three are of per

haps greatest imfX)rtance: ( I )  the temple system; (2) the sanctification 
of social inequality; and (3) the cult of death and witches. As the rele
vant ethnographic details are readily available in the literature, my de
scription of these complexes can be cursory. 10 

I .  Tht' temple lyslem is a type example of the wholesale fashion in 
which the diverse stnmds of a traditional religion twine themselves 
through the social structure within which they are sct. Though all the 
temples. of which there are literally thousands, are built on a generally 
similar open-court plan. each is entirely focused on one or another of a 
number of quite specifically defined concerns: death, neighborhood pa
triotism, kin-group solidarity. agricultural fertility, caste pride, political 
loyalty, and so on. Every Balinese belongs to from two or three to a 
dozen such temples; and, as the congregation of each is composed of 
those families who happen to use the same graveyard, live in the same 
neighborhood, farm the same fields, or have other links, such member
ships and the heavy ritual obligations they involve buttress rather di
rectly the sort of social relationships out of which Balinese daily life is 
built. 

• On Java. see C. Guru. TJu Rf'ligion of Java (Glencoe. ilL, t 960t 
I. For a general survey. see M. Covarrubias. IJiand of Bali (New York.. t956). 
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The religious forms associated with the various temples, like the ar
chitecture broadly similar from temple to temple, are almost wholly cer· 
emonial in nature. Beyond a minimal level, there is almost no interest 
in doctrine, or generalized interpretation of what is going on, at all. The 

stress is on orthopraxy, not orthodoxy-what is crucial is that each rit· 
ual detail should be correct and in place. If one is not, a member of the 
congregation will fall, involuntarily, into a trance, becoming thereby the 
chosen messenger of the gods, and will refuse to revive until the error, 
announced in his ravings, has been corrected. But the conceptual side is 
of much less moment: the worshippers usually don't even know who the 

gods in the temples are, are uninterested in the meaning of the rich 
symbolism, and are indifferent to what others may or may not believe. 

You can believe virtually anything you want to actually. including that 
the whole thing is rather a bore, and even say so. But if you do not per
form the ritual duties for which you are responsible you will be totally 
ostracized, not just from the temple congregation, but from the commu· 
nity as a whole. 

Even the execution of ceremonies has an oddly externalized air about 

it. The main such ceremony occurs on each temple's ';birthday," every 
2 1 0  days, at which time the gods descend from their homes atop the 

great volcano in the center of the island, enter iconic figurines placed on 
an altar in  the temple, remain three days, and then return. On the day 
of their arrival the congregation forms a gay parade, advancing to meet 
them at the edge of the village, welcoming them with music and dance, 

and escorting them to the temple where they are further entertained; on 
the day of their departure they are sent off with a similar, though sad
der, more restrained procession. But most of the ritual between the first 
and the last day is performed by the temple priest alone, the congrega
tion's main obligation being to construct tremendously complex offer
ings and bring them to the temple. There is, on the first day, an impor
tant collective ritual at which holy water is sprinkled on members of the 
congregation as, palms to forehead, they make the classic Hindu 
obeisance gesture to the gods. But even in this seemingly sacramental 

ceremony only one member of the household need participate. and it is 
usually a woman or an adolescent who is so delegated, the men being 
generally unconcerned so long as a few drops of the charmed water falls 
protectively upon some representative of their family. 

2. The sanctification of locia/ inequality centers on the one hand 
around the Brahmana priesthood and on the other around the enormous 
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ceremonies which the dozens of kings. princes, and lordlings of Bali 

give to express and reinforce their ascendency. In Bali, the symboliza� 

tion of social inequality, of rank, has always been the linchpin of SU

pravillage political organization. From the very earliest stages, the pri

mary moving forces in the process of Slate formation have been morc 

stratificatory than political, have been concerned more with status than 

with statecraft. II was not a drive toward higher levels of administrative, 

fiscal, or even military efficiency that acted as the fundamental dynamic 

element in the shaping of the Balinese polity, but rather an intense em

phasis on the ceremonial expression of delicately graduated distinctions 

in social standing. Governmental authority was made to rest, secondar

ily and quite precariously, on more highly valued prestige differences 

between social strata; and the actual mechanisms of political control 

through which an authoritarian oligarchy exercises its power were much 

less elaborately developed than were those through which a traditional 

cultural elite demonstrates its spiritual superiority- that is, state ritual, 

court art, and patrician etiquette. 

Thus, where the temples are primarily associated with egalitarian vil

lage groups-perhaps the fundamental structural principle around 

which they are organized is that within the temple context all differ

ences in social rank between members of the congregation are irrelevant 

-the priesth<XKI and the spectacular ceremonies of the upper caste tie 

gentry and peasantry together into relationships that are frankly asym

metrical. 

While any male member of the Brahmana caste is eligible to become 

a priest. only a minority undertake the extended period of training and 

purification that is prerequisite to actual practice in the rolc. 1 1  Though 

it has no organization as such, each priest operating independently, the 

priesthood as a whole is very closely identified with the nobility. The 

ruler and the priest are said to stand side by side as "full brothers." 

Each without the other would fall, the first for lack of charismatic po

tency, the second for lack of armed protection. Even today, each noble 

house has a symbiotic tie with a particular priestly house which is con

sidered to be its spiritual counterpart, and in the precolonial period not 

only were the royal courts largely manned by priests, but no priest 

could be consecrated without permission of the local ruler and no ruler 

legitimately installed except by a priest. 

II " priest usuaJly must have a 8rahmana wife in order to be consec:rated. and 
his wife may fill his role after his death as a (ull.ftedaed priest. 
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On the commoner or lower-caste side each priest "owns" a number 

of followers, alloned to his house at one point or another by this or that 

noble house and subsequently inherited from generation to generation. 

These followers are scattered, if not altogether randomly. at least very 

Widely-say three in one village, four in the next, several more in a 

third, and so on-the reason for this practice evidently being a wish on 

the part of the nobility to keep the priesthood politically weak. Thus, in 

any one village a man and his neighbor will ordinarily be dependent 

upon different priests for their rel igious needs, the most important of 

which is the obtaining of holy water, an clement essential not just for 

temple ceremonies but for virtually all important rituals. Only a Brah

mana priest can address the gods directly in order to sanctify water, as 

only he has, as the result of his ascetic regimen and his caste purity. the 

spiritual strength to traffic safely with the tremendous magical power in

volved. The priests are thus more professional magicians than true 

priests: they do not serve the divine nor elucidate it, but, through the 

agency of i l l-understood sanskritic chants and beautifully stylized sacred 

gestures, they utilize it. 

A priest's followers refer to him as their siM'(I, after the god by whom 

he is possessed during the entranced portions of his rite, and he refers to 

them as his sisijll, roughly ··clients"; and in such a way the hierarchical 

social differentiation into upper and lower castes is symbolically assimi

lated to the spiritual contrast between priests and ordinary men. The 

other means through which rank is given religious expression and sup

port, the prodigious ceremonies of the nobility. employs an institution 

of political rather than ritual clientage-corvt't'-to underscore the le

gitimacy of radical social inequulity. Here, it is not the content of the 

ceremonial activity which is important. but the fucl that one is in a po

sition to mobilize the human resources to produce such an extravaganza 

at all.  

Usually focused around life-cycle events (tooth-filing, cremation), 

these ceremonies involve the collective efforts of greal masses of sub

jects, dependents, etc . •  over a considerable stretch of time, and form. 

therefore, not just the symbol but the very substance of political loyalty 

and integration. In precolonial times the preparation and performance 

of such grand spectacles seem to have consumed more time and energy 

than all other stale activities, including warfare, put together. and so. in 

a sense, the political system can be said to have existed to support the 

ritual system, rather than the other way round. And, despite colonial-
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ism, occupation, war, and independence, the pattern in  great part 
persists-the gentry is still, in  Cora Du Bois's fine phrase, "the sym
bolic expression of the peasantry's greatness," and the peasantry, still 
the lifeblood of the gentry's pretensions.1t 

3.  The cult of death and witches is the "dark" side of Balinese reli
gion, and, though it penetrates into virtually every corner of daily life, 
adding an anxious note to the otherwise equable tenor of existence, it 
finds its most direct and vivid expression in  the ecstatic ritual combat of 
those two strange mythological figures: Rangda and Barong. In Rangda. 
monstrous queen of the witches. ancient widow, used-up prostitute, 
Child-murdering incarnation of the goddess of death, and, if Margaret 
Mead is correct, symbolic projection of the rejecting mother, the Ba
linese have fashioned a powerful image of unqualified evil. U In Ba
rang, a vaguely benign and slightly ludicrous deity, who looks and acts 
like a cross between a clumsy bear, a foolish puppy, and a strutting 
Chinese dragon, they have constructed an almost parodic representation 
of human strength and weakness. That in their headlong encounters 
these two demons, each saturated with that mana-like power the Ba· 
!inese call sakI;, arrive inevitably at an exact stand-off is therefore not 
without a certain ultimate significnnce for all its magical concreteness. 

The actual enactments of the baltic between Rangda and Barong 
usually, though not inevitably, take place during a death temple'S 
"birthday" ceremony. One villager (a man) dances Rangda, donning the 
fierce mask and repulsive costume; two others, arranged fore and aft as 
in a vaudeville horse. dance the elegant Barong. Both entranced, the hag 
and dragon advance warily from opposite sides of the temple yard amid 
curses, threats, and growing tension. At first Barong fights alone, but 
soon members of the audience begin falling involuntarily into trance. 
seizing krisses, and rushing to his aid. Rangda advances toward Barong 
and his helpers, waving her magical cloth. She is hideous and terrifying. 
and, although they hate her with a terrible rage and want to destroy her, 
they fall back. When she, held at bay by Barong's s(lk,i, then turns 
away, she suddenly becomes irresistibly attractive (at least so my in
formants reported) and they advance on her eagerly from the rear, 
sometimes even trying to mount her from behind; but, with a turn of 

It C. Du Bois, Social Forcts in Soulh�as' Asiu (Cambridge, Mass., 1959), p. 
3 1 ,  

IS G. Bateson and M Mead, 8a1i,,�s� CharOCltr; A Photographic Analysis 
(New York, 1942). 
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her hcad and a touch of her cloth, they fall helpless into a coma. Finally 
she withdraws from the scene, undefeated, but at least checked, and 
Barong's desperately frustrated assistants burst into wild self-destructive 
rages, turning their krisses (ineffectively, because they are in  trance) 
against their chests, desperately hurling themselves about, devouring 
live chicks, and so on. From the long moment of tremulous expectancy 
which precedes the initial appearance of Rangda to this final dissolution 
into an orgy of futile violence and degradation, the whole performance 
has a most uncomfortable air of being about to descend at any moment 
into sheer panic and wild destruction. Evidently it never does, but the 
alarming sense of touch-and-go. with the diminishing band of the en
tranced desperately attempting to keep the situation minimally i n  hand, 
is altogether overwhelming, even for a mere observer. The razor-thin 
dimensions of the line dividing reason from unreason, eros from thanatos, 
or the divine from the demonic, could hardly be more effectively dra
matized. 

The Rationalization of Balinese Religion 

Except for a few odd sports of limited consequence such as Bahai or 
Mormonism (and leaving aside, as equivocal cases, the so-called politi
cal religions such as Communism and Fascism), no new rationalized 
world religions have arisen since Mohammed. Consequently, almost all 
of the tribal and peasant peoples of the world who have shed, to what
ever degree, the husk of their traditional f<liths since that time, have 
done SO through conversion to one or another of the great missionary 
religions-Christianity. Islam, or Buddhism. For Bali, however, such a 
course seems precluded. Christian missionaries have never made much 
progress on the island and, connected as they are with the discredited 
colonial regime, their chances would now seem poorer than ever. Nor 
are the Balinese likely to become Muslims in large numbers, despite the 
general Islamism of Indonesia. They are, as a people, intensely con
scious <lnd painfully proud of being a Hindu island in a Muslim sea, 
and thcir attitude toward Islam is that of the duchess to the bug. To be
come either Christian or Muslim would be tantamount, in  their eyes, to 
ceasing to be Balinese, and. indeed. an occasional individual who is 
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converted is still considered, even by the most tolerant and sophisti· 

catcd. to have abandoned not just Balinese religion but Bali, and per

haps reason, itself. Both Christianity and Islam may influence further 

religious developments on the island: but they have virtually no chance 

of controlling them. Jot 
Yet, that a comprehensive shaking of the foundations of the Balinese 

social order is, if not already begun, in the very immediate offing, is ap

parent on all sides. The emergence of the unitary Republic and the en

closure of Bali as a component within it has brought modern education, 

modern governmental forms. and modern political consciousness to the 

island. Radically improved communications have brought increased 

awareness of, and contact with, the outside world, and provided novel 

criteria against which to measure the worth both of their own culture 

and that of others. And inexorable internal changes-increased urbani

zation, growing population pressure, and so on-have made mainte

nance of traditional systems of social organization in unchanged form 

progressively morc difficult. What happened in Greece or China after 

the fifth century B.c.-the disenchantment of the world-seems about 

to happen, in an altogether different historical context and with an alto

gether different historical meaning, in mid-twentieth century Bali. 

Unless, as is of course a real possibility, events move too fast for 

them to maintain their cultural heritage at all, the Balinese seem likely 

to rationalize their religious system through a process of " internal con

version." Following, generally and not uncritically. the guidelines of 

the Indian religions to which they have been so long nominally affili

ated, but from whose doctrinal spirit they have been almost wholly cut 

off, they seem on the verge of producing a self�onscious "Bali-ism" 

which, in its philosophical dimensions, will approach the world reli

gions both in the generality of the questions it asks and in the compre

hensiveness of the answers it gives. 

The questions, at least, are already being asked; particularly by the 

youth. Among the educated or semieducated young men of eighteen to 

thirty who formed the ideological vanguard of the Revolution, there 

have appeared scattered but distinct signs of a conscious interest in 

H For a similar judgment by a missionary linauist, see J. L. Swellen,rebcl. 
Introduction, in Swellena:rebcl et ai., Bali, pp. 68-76. As the present paper was 
drafted in the field before Swellengrebel's appeared, the converaence of some of 
the material he presents with mine serves as 50methina of an independent support 
ror the reality oCthe process outlined here. 
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spiritual issues of a sort which still seem largely meaningless to their 

elders or their less engagts contemporaries. 

For example, one night, at a funeral in the village where I was living, 

a full-scale philosophical discussion of such issues broke out among 

eight or ten young men squatted around the courtyard "guarding" the 

corpse. As the other aspects of traditional Balinese religion which I 

have described, funeral ceremonies consist largely of a host of detailed 

little busy-work routines, and whatever concern with first and last things 

death may stimulate is well submerged in a bustling ritualism. But these 

young men, who involved themselves but minimally in all this, the nec

essary observances being mostly performed by their elders, fell sponta

neously into a searching discussion of the nature of religion as such. 

At first they addressed themselves to a problem which has haunted 

the religious and the students of religion alike: how can you tell where 

secular custom leaves off and religion, the truly sacred, begins? Are all 

the items in the detailed funeral rite really necessary homage to the 

gods, genuinely sacred matters? Or arc many simply human customs 

performed out of blind habit and tradition? And, if so, how can you 

differentiate the one from the other? 

One man offered the notion that practices which were clearly con

nected with grouping people together, strengthening their bonds with 

one another-for example, the communal construction of the corpse lit

ter by the village as a whole, or the kin-group's preparation of the body 

-were custom, and so not sacred, while those connected directly with 

the gods-the family obeisance to the spirit of the deceased, the purifi

cation of the body with holy water, and so on-were properly religious. 

Another argued that those elements which appeared generally in ritual 

observances, which you find virtually everywhere, from birth to death, 

in the temples and at the Rangda plays (again, holy water is a good ex

ample), were religious, but those which occurred only here and there, or 

were limited to one or two riles, were not. 

Then the discussion veered, as such discussions will, to the grounds 

of validity for religion as such. One man, somewhat Marxist-influenced, 

propounded social relativism: when in Rome do as the Romans do, a 

phrase he quoted in its Indonesian form. Religion is a human product. 

Man thought up God and then named him. Religion is useful and valu

able, but it has no supernatural validity. One man's faith is another 

man's superstition. At bottom, everything comes down to mere custom. 

This was greeted with universal disagreement, disapproval, and dis-
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�ay. In response, the son of the village head offered a simple. ncnra. 
honal �lic

.
f position. Intellectual arguments arc totally irrelevant. He 

knows In his ��art thai the gods exist. Faith is first, thought secondary. 
The truly r�hglOUs person, such as himself. just knows thai the gods 
truly come 1010 the temples-he can fecI their presence. Another man 
more intellectually inclined, erected, more or less on the SPOI, a com� 
plex a"egor�cal symbo�ogy to solve the problem. Tooth·filing symbolizes 
man becommg more like the gods and less like the animals, who have 
fangs. This rite means this, that that; this color stands for justice. that 
for courage. etc. What seems meaningless is full of hidden meaning, if 
only, you have the key. A Balinese cabalist. Yet another man, more ag. 
nostlc, though not a disbelicver, produced the golden mean for us. You 
can't really think about these things because they don't lie within human 
comprehension. We just don't know. The best policy is a conservative 
one-:-believe just about half of everything you hear. That way you 
won t go overboard. 

And SO it went through a good part of the night. Clearly these young 
men, �II of whom (save the vii/age chiers Son who was a government 
clerk III a nearby lown) were peasants and smiths, were better Weberi. 
ans

, 
than �h�y knew. They were concerned on the one hand with segre. 

gatmg religIon from social life in general, and on the other with trying 
10 close the gap between this world and Ihe other, between secular and 
sacred, which was thus opened up, by means of some sort of delibcr. 
ately systematic attitude, some general commitment. Here is the crisis 
of faith, the breaking of the myths, the shaking of the foundations in a 
pretty unvarnished form. 

The same sort of new seriousness is beginning to appear, here and 
there, i� Iiturgic�1 contexts as well. In a number of the temple 
ceremomes�partlcularly those at which, as is increasingly the case, a 
Brahmana pnesl officiatcs directly rather than. as has been customary 
merely p

.
roviding .holy water for the use of the low-caste temple pries; 

-there IS appcanng an almost pietistic fervor on the pan of some of 
the, young male (and a few of the young female) members of the congre. 
�a�lon. Rather 

,
than permitting but one member of their family to par. 

tIc/pate for all
, 
In the genu Hex ion to the gods, they all join in, crowding 

toward Ihe pnest so as to have more holy water sprinkled on them. 
RHther than the context of screaming children and idly chatting adults 
within which this sacrament usually takes place, they demand, and get, 
a hushed and reverent atmosphere. They talk, afterward, about the holy 
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water not in magical but emotionalist terms, saying that their inward 
unease and uncertainty is " cooled" by the water as it falls upon them, 
and they too speak of feeling the gods' presence directly and immedi· 
ately. Of all this, the older and the more traditional can make little; 
they look on it, as they themselves say, like a cow looking at a gamelan 
orchestra-with an uncomprehending, bemused (but in no way hostile) 
astonishment. 

Such rationalizing developments on the more personal level demand. 
however, a comparable sort of rationalization at the level of dogma and 
creed if they are to be sustained. And this is in fact occurring, to a lim
ited extent, through the agency of several recently established publish
ing firms which are attempting to put scholarly order into the classical 
palm·leaf literature upon which the Brahmana priesthoods' claim to 
learning rests. to translate it into modern Balinese or Indonesian, to in· 
terpret it in moral-symbolic terms, and to issue it in cheap editions for 
the increasingly literate masses. These firms are also publishing transla· 
lions of Indian works, both Hindu and Buddhist, are importing theo
sophical books from Java, and have even issued several original works 
by Balinese writers on the history and significance of their religion. IS 

It is, again, the young educated men who for the most part buy these 
books, but they often read them aloud at home to their families, The in· 
terest in them, especially in the old Balinese manuscripts, is very great, 
even on the part of quite traditional people. When I bought some books 
of this sort and left them around our house in the village, our front 
porch became a literary center where groups of villagers would come 
and sit for hours on end and read them to one another, commenting 
now and then on their meaning, and almost invariably remarking that it 
was only since the Revolution that they had been permitted to see such 
writings, that in the colonial period the upper castes prevented their dis· 
semination altogether. This whole process represents, thus, a spreading 
of religious literacy beyond the traditional priestly castes-for whom 
the writings were in any case more magical csoterica than canonical 
scriptures-to the masses, a vulgarization, in the root sense, of religious 
knowledge and theory. For the first time, at least a few ordinary Ba· 
!inese are coming to feel that they can gel some understanding of what 
their religion is all about; and more important, that they have a need 
for and a right to such understanding. 

1� See Swdlenarebd. Boli. Introduction. pp, 70-71. for descriptions of some of 
this literature, 
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Against such a background, it might seem paradoxical that the main 

force behind this religious literacy and philosophical-moral interpreta

tion movement is the nobility, or part of it, that it is certain. again gen

erally younger, members of the aristocracy who arc collating and trans

lating the manuscripts and founding the firms to publish and distribute 

them. 

But the paradox is only an apparent one. As I have noted, much of 

the nobility'S traditional status rested on ceremonial grounds; a greal 

part of the traditional ceremonial activity was designed so as to produce 

an almost ref1exivc acceptance of their eminence and right to rule. But 

today this simple assumption of eminence is becoming increasingly dif

ficult. IL is being undermined by the economic and political changes of 

Republican Indonesia and by the radically populist ideology which has 

accompanied these changes. Though a good deal of large-scale cere

monialism still persists on Bali, and though the ruling class continues to 

express its claim to superiority, in terms of ritual extravagance, the day 

of the colossal cremation and the titanic tooth-filing seems to be draw

ing to a close. 

To the more perceptive of the aristocracy the handwriting on the wall 

is thus quite clear: if they persist in basing their right to rule on wholly 

traditional grounds they will soon lose it. Authority now demands more 

than court ceremonialism to justify it; it demands "reasons"-that is, 

doctrine. And it is doctrine that they are attempting to provide through 

reinterpreting classical Balinese literature and re-establishing intellec

tual contact with India. What used to rest on ritual habit is now to rest 

on rationalized dogmatic belief. The main concerns upon which the 

content of the "new" literature focuses-the reconciliation of polythe

ism and monotheism, the weighing of the relative importance of 

"H indu" and "Bali nese" elements in "H indu-Balinese" religion, the re

lalion of outward form to inward content in worship, the tracing of the 

historico-mythological origins of caste rankings, and so on-all serve to 

set the traditional hierarchical social system i n  an explicitly intcllectu.l1 

context. The aristocracy (or part of it) have cast themselves in the role 

of the leaders of the new Bali-ism so as to maintain their more general 

position of social dominance. 

To see in all this a mere Machiavellianism, however, would be to 

give the young nobles both too much credit and too little. Not only arc 

they at best partially conscious of what they are doing, but, like my vil

lage theologians, they too arc at least in  part religiously rather than po

litically motivated. The transformations which the "new Indoncsla" has 
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brought have hit the old tlite as hard as any other group in Balinese 

society by questioning the foundations of their belief in their own voca

tion and thus their view of the very nature of reality in whieh they con

ceive that vocation to be rooted. Their threatened displacement from 

power appears to them as not just a social but a spiritual issue. Their 

sudden concern with dogma is, therefore, in part a concern to justify 

themselves morally and metaphysically, not only in the eyes of the mass 

of the population but in their own, and to maintain at least the essen

tials of the established Balinese world view and value system in a radi

cally changed social setting. Like SO many other religious innovators, 

they are simultaneously reformists and restorationisls. 

Aside from the intensification of religious concern and the systemati

zation of doctrine, there is a third side to this process of rationalization 

-the social-organizational. If a new " Bali-ism" is to flourish, it needs 

not only a popular change of heart and an explicit codification, but a 

more formally organized institutional structure in which it can be so

cially embodied. This need, essentially an ecclesiastical one, is coming 

to revolve around the problem of the relation of Balinese religion to the 

national state, in particular around its place-or lack thereof-in the 

Republican Ministry of Religion. 

The Ministry, which is headed by a full cabinet member, is centered 

in Djakarta, but has offices scattered over much of the country. It is en

tirely dominated by Muslims. and its main activities are building 

mosques, publishing Indonesian translations of the Koran and commen

taries, appointing Muslim marriage-closers. supporting Koranic schools. 

disseminating information about Islam, and SO on. It has an elaborate 

bureaucracy, in which there are special sections for Protestants and 

Catholics (who largely boyeott it anyway on separatist grounds) as dis

tinct religions. But Balinese religion is thrown into the general residual 

category perhaps best translated as "wild"-that is, pagan, heathen, 

primitive, etc.-the members of which have no genuine rights in, or aid 

from, the Ministry. lllese "wild" religions arc considered, in the classi

cal Muslim distinction between "peoplcs of the Book" and "religions of 

ignorance," as threats to true picty and fair game for conversion, lIl  

The Balinese naturally take a dim view of this and have constantly 

petilioned Djakarta for equal recognition with Protestantism, Catholi

cism, and Islam as a fourth major religion. President Sukarno, himself 

half-Balinese, and many other national leaders sympathize, but they 

l' See Swellengrebcl. Bali, Introduction. pp. 72-73. ror some partiamentary ex
changes on Ihis issue. 
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cannot, as yet, afford to alienate the politically powerful orthodox Mus
lims and so have vacillated, giving little effective support. The Muslims 
say that the adherents of Balinese Hinduism are all in one place, unlike 
the Christians who are scattered all over Indonesia; the Balinese point 
oul that there are Balinese communities in Djakarta and elsewhere in 
Java, as well as in south Sumatra (transmigrants), and instance the re
cent erection of Balinese temples in east Java. The Muslims say, you 
have no Book, how can you be a world religion? The Balinese reply. we 
have manuscripts and inscriptions dating from before Mohammed. The 
Muslims say. you believe in many gods and wOlship stones; the Ba
linese say, God is One but has many names and the "stone" is the vehi
cle of God, not God himself. A few of the more sophisticated Balinese 
even claim that the real reason why the Muslims are unwilling to admit 
them to the Ministry is the fear that if "Bali-ism" were to become an 
officially recognized religion, many Javanese, who are Islamic in name 
only and still very Hindu-Buddhist in spirit, would convert, and "Bali
ism" would grow rapidly at the ex.pense of Islam. 

In any case, there is an impasse. And, as a result, the Balinese have 

set up their own independent, locally financed "Ministry of Religion." 
and are attempting through it to reorganize some of their most central 
religious institutions. The main effort, so far, has been concentrated 

(with largely indifferent results) upon regularizing the qualifications for 
Brahmana priests. Instead of resting the priestly role mainly on its he
reditary aspect, which in itself they, of course, do not question. or on 
the ritual virtuosity involved, the "Ministry" wishes to rest it on reli
gious knowledge and wisdom. It wants to insure that the priests know 

what the scriptures mean and can relate them to contemporary life, are 
of good moral character, have attained at least some degree of genuine 

scholarship, and so on. Our young men will no longer follow a man just 
because he is a Brahmana, the officials say; we must make h i m  a figure 

of moral and intellectual respect, a true spiritual guide. And to this end 
they arc attempting to ex.ercise some control over ordination, even to 
the point of setting qualifying ex.aminations, and to make the priest
hood a more corporate body by holding meetings of all the priests i n  an 
area. The representatives of the "Ministry" also tour the villages giving 
educational speeches on the moral significance of Balinese religion, on 
the virtues of monotheism and the dangers of idol worship, and so on. 

They are even attempting to put some order into the temple system, to 

establish a systematic classification of temples, and perhaps eventually 
to elevate one kind, most likely the village origin-temple, to pre-emi-
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nence in  a universalistic pattern comparable to that of a mosque or a 

church. 

All this is, however, still largely in the paper-planning stage" an� it 

cannot be claimed that very much actual reorganization of the tnstlt�

tional structure of Balinese religion has in fact taken place. But there IS 

an office of the "Ministry" in each Balinese regency now, headed by a 

salaried Brahmana priest (a regularly paid "official" priesthood being in  

itself something of a revolution), assisted by three or four clerks, 
.
most 

of them also members of the Brahmana caste. A religious school, lOde-

ndent of the "Ministry" but encouraged by it, has been established, 

:d even a small religious political party centered around a ranking 

noble and dedicated to forwarding these changes has been founded, � 
that at least the faint beginnings of religious bureaucratization are mam-

fest. 

What will come of all this-the intensified religious questioning, the 

spread of religious literacy, and the nttempt to reorganize religio�s 

institutions-remains simply to be seen. In many ways, the whole dnft 

of the modern world would seem to be against the sort of movement to

ward religious rationalization which these developments port��d, and 

perhaps Balinese culture will, in the end, be swamped a�d left JeJ�ne by 

just the sort of " modern materialist ideas" which Sir Richard Wtnstedt 

fears. But not only do such overall drifts-when they do not turn out to 

be mirages altogether--often pass over deeply rooted cultural configu

rations with rather less effect upon them than we would have thought 

possible, but, for all its present weakness, the regenerative potential of a 

triangular alliance of troubled youth, threaten� arist�rats, and aroused 

priests should not be underestimated. Today 10 Bah some of the sam
.
e 

social and intellectual processes which gave rise to the fundamental reli

gious transformations of world history seem to be at leas� well begun. 

and whatever their vicissitudes or eventual outcome, their career can 

hardly help but be an instructive one. By looking closely at what hap

pens on this peculiar little island over the next several decad�s �e may 

gain insights into the dynamics of religious change of a speCificity �nd 

an immediacy that history, having already happened, can never give 

us. 1 7 

11 In 1962 "Balin�se Reli,ion" was finally admitted as an official "Great Rell
,ion" in Ind�nesia. Since that time, and particularly since th� 1965 m�5acres. 
conversions from Islam 10 "Sal i-ism" have indeed markedly . mcr�ascd. In Java. 
And on Bali itself. the Hindu reform movement h� grown '?IO a m3JO� forec. 
On all this. see C. Geenz., "Reliaious ChanSe and Social Order In Soehattos Indo
nesia.� Asia 27 (Autumn 1972):62-84. 
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Chapter 8 Ideology 

As a Cultural System 

I 

It is one of the minor ironies of modern intellectual history that the 

term "ideology" has itself become thoroughly ideologized. A concept 

that once meant but a collection of political proposals, perhaps some

what intellectualistic and impractical but at any rate idealistic-"social 

romances" as someone, perhaps Napoleon, called them-has now be

come, (0 quote Wt'bSler's. "the integrated assertions. theories. and aims 

constituting a politico-social program. often with an implication of fac

titious propagandizing; as, Fascism was altered in Germany to fit the 

Nazi ideology"-a much morc formidable proposition. Even in works 

that, in the name of science, profess to be using a neutral sense of the 

term, the effect of its employment tends nonetheless to be distinctly po

lemical: in Sutton, Harris, Kaysen, and Tobin's in many ways excellent 

The America" Busilwss Creed, for example, an assurance that "one has 

no more cause to feel dismayed or aggrieved by having his own views 

described as 'ideology' than had Moliere's famous character by the dis

covery that all his life hc had been talking prose," is followed immedi

ately by the listing of the main characteristics of ideology as bias, over

simplification, cmotive language. and adapt ion to public prejudice. I No 

I .... X. Sutton, S. E. Harris, C. Kayscn, and J. Tobm, Th� Am�rican Busjn�ss 
Crf'f'd (Cambridac. Mass .. 1956), pp. 3-6. 
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one, at least outside the Communist bloc, where a somewhat distinctive 
conception of the role of thought in society is institutionalized, would 
call himself an ideologue or consent unproLes(ingly to be called one by 
others. Almost universally now the familiar parodic paradigm applies: 
"I have a social phi losophy; you have political opinions; he has an ide. 
elagy. " 

The historical process by which the concept of ideology came Lo be 
itself a pari of the very subject matter to which it referred has been 
traced by Mannhcim; the realization (or perhaps it was only an admis. 
sian) that sociopolitical thought docs not grow oul of disembodied re
Heetion but "is always bound up with the existing life situation of the 
thinker" seemed to taint such thought with the vulgar siruggle for ad
vantage il had professed to rise above. I But what is of even·more imme
diate importance is the question of whether or not this absorption into 
its own referent has destroyed its scientific utility nltogelher, whether or 
not having become an accusation, it can remain an analytic concept. In 
Mannheim's case, this problem was the animus of his entire work-the 
construction, as he put it, of a "nonevaluative conception of ideology." 
But the more he grappled with it the more deeply he became engulfed 
in its ambiguities until, driven by the logic of his initial assumptions to 
submit even his own point of view to SOCiological analysis, he ended, as 
is well known, in an ethical and epistemological relativism that he him
self found uncomfortable. And SO far as later work in this area has been 
more than tendentious or mindlessly empirical, it has involved the em
ployment of a series of more or less ingenious methodological devices 
to escape from what may be called (because, like the puzzle of Achilles 
and the tortoise. it struck at the very foundations of rational knowledge) 
Mannheim's Paradox. 

As Zeno's Panldox raised (or, at least, articulated) unsettling ques
tions about the validity of mathematical reasoning, SO Mannheim's Par
adox raised them with respect to the objectivity of SOCiological analysis. 
Where. if anywhere, ideology leaves off and science begins has been the 
Sphinx's Riddle of much of modern sociological thought and the rust
less weapon of its enemies. Claims to impartiality have been advanced 
in the name of disciplined adherence to impersonal research procedures, 
of the academic man's institutional insulation from the immediate con-

I K. Mannheim. Ideolog), a"d Ulopia. Harvest cd. (New York. n.d.). pp. 
59-83; see alloO R. Merion. Social Th�ory and Social StrUClllrt (New York. 
1949). pp. 2 1 7-220. 
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cerns of the day and his vocational commitment to neutrality, and of de

liberately cultivated awareness of and correction for onc's own biases 

and interests. They have been met with denial of the impersonality (and 

the effectiveness) of the procedures, of the solidity of the insulation, and 

of the depth and genuineness of the self·awareness. "I am aware," a re

cent analyst of ideological preoccupations among American intellectuals 

concludes. somewhat nervously, "that many readers will claim that my 

position is itself ideological." � Whatever the fate of his other predic

tions, the validity of this one is certain. Although the arrival of a scien

tific sociology has been repeatedly proclaimed, the acknowledgment of 

its existence is far from universal, even among social scientists them

selves; and nowhere is resistance to claims to objectivity greater than in 

the study of ideology. 

A number of sources for this resistance have been cited repeatedly in 

the apologetic literature of the social sciences. The value-laden nature 

of the subject matter is perhaps most frequently invoked: men do not 

care to have beliefs to which they attach great moral significance exam

ined dispassionately, no mattcr for how pure a purpose; and if they are 

themselves highly ideologized, they may find il simply impossible to be

lieve that a disinterested approach to critical matters of social and polit

ical conviction can be other than a scholastic sham. The inherent elu

siveness of ideological thought. expressed as it is in intricate symbolic 

webs as vaguely defined as they arc emotionally charged; the admitted 

fact that ideological special pleading has, from Marx forward, so often 

been clothed in the guise of "scientific sociology"; and the defensiveness 

of established intellectual classes who see scientific probing into the so

cial roots of ideas as threalening to their status, are also often men

tioned. And, when all else fails. it is always possible to point out once 

more that sociology is a young science. that it has been so recently 

founded that il has not had time to reach the levels of institutional so

lidity necessary to sustain its claims to investigatory freedom in sensi

tive areas. All these arguments have, doubtless. a certain validity. But 

what-by a curious selective omission the ul\kind might well indict as 
ideological-is not so oflen considered is the possibility thai a grcat 

part of the problem lies in the lack of conceptual sophistication within 

social science itself, that Ihe resislance of ideology to sociological anal

ysis is so greal because such analyses are in fact fundamentally inade-

S W. White. Beyond Coriformit)' (New York. t961). p. 2 1 1 .  
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quale; Ihe Iheoretical framework they employ is conspicuously incom
plete. 

1 shall try in this essay to show that such is indeed the case: that the 
social sciences have not yet developed a genuinely nonevaluative con
c�Pt

.
io� of ideology; that this failure stems less from methodological in

discipline than from theoretical clumsiness; that this clumsiness mani
fests itself mainly in the handling of ideology as an entity in itself-as 
an ordered system of cultural symbols rather than in the discrimination 
of its social and psychological contexts (with res peel to which our ana
lytical maChinery is very much more refined); and that the escape from 
Mannheim's Paradox lies, therefore, in the perfection of a conceptual 
apparatus capable of dealing more adroitly with meaning. Bluntly, we 
need a more exact apprehension of our object of study. lest we find our
selves in . the position of the Javanese folk-tale figure, "Stupid Boy," 
w�o, havlllg been counseled by his mother to scek a quiet wife, returned 
With a corpse. 

I I  

That the conception of ideology now regnant in the social sciences is a thoroughly evaluative (that is, pejorative) one is readily enough demon�trated . .. (Th� study of ideology I deals with a mode of thinking which IS Ihrow� off Its proper course," Werner Stark informs us; "ideological thOUght IS . . .  something shady, something that ought to be overcome and banish�d from our mind." It is not (quite) the same as lying, for, where the har at least attains to cynicism, the ideologue remains merely a fool: " Soth are concerned with untruth, but whereas the liar tries to falsify the thOUght of others while his own private thought is correct while he himself knows well what the truth is, a person who falls for al� ideology is himself deluded in his private thought, and if he misleads others, does so unwillingly and unwittingly." . A follower of Mannheim, Stark holds that all forms of thought are SOCially conditioned in the very nature of things, but that ideology has in addition the unfortunate quality of being psychologically "deformed" (" warped," "contaminated," "falsified," "distorted," "clouded" ) by the pressure of personal 
4 W. Stark. Tht Sociolon 0/ Knowltdgt (London, 1958). p. 48. 
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emotions like hate, desire. anxiety, or fear. The sociology of knowledge 
deals with the social element in the pursuit and perception of truth. its 
inevitable confinement 10 one or another existential perspective. But the 
study of ideology-an entirely different enterprise--deals with the 
causes of intellectual error: 
Ideas and beliefs. we have tried to explain. can be related to reality in a 
double way: eilher to the fac,s of reality, or to the strivings to which this 
reahty, or rather Ihe reaction to this reality. gives rise. Where the former 
connection exists. we find thoughl which is. in principle, lruthful; where the 
laller relat ion obtains. we arc faced with ideas which can bc true only by 
accident. and which are likely to be vitiated by bias. Ihe word taken in the 
widest possible sense. The former Iype of thought deserves to be called thea
rctical; the laller must be characterized as paratheorctical. Perhaps one 
might also describe the former as rationa\. the laller as cmotionally tinged 
-the former as purely cognilivc. the laller as evaluative. To borrow Theo
dar Geiger's simile . . .  thought determined by social fact is like a pure 
strcam. crystal·clear. transparcnt; ideological ideas like a dirty rivcr. mud
died and polluted by the impurities that have flooded into it. From the one 
it is healthy to drink; the other is poison to be avoided.:> 

This is primitivc, but the same confinement of the referent of the 
term "ideology" to a form of radical intellectual depravity also appears 
in contexts where the political and scientific arguments are both far 
more sophisticated and infinitely more penetrating. In his seminal essay 
on "Ideology and Civility," for example, Edward Shils sketches a por
trait of "the ideological outlook," which is, if anything, evcn grimmer 
than Stark's.' Appearing "in a variety of forms, each aUeging itself to 
be unique"-Italian Fascism, German National Socialism, Russian 
Bolshevism, French and Italian Communism. the Action Franyaisc. the 
British Union of Fascists, "and their fledgling American kinsman, 
'McCarthyism; which died in infancy"-this outlook "encircled and in
vaded public life in the Western countries during the 19th century and 
in the 20th century . . . threatened to achieve universa1 domination." It 
consists, most centrally, of "the assumption that politics should be con· 
ducted from the standpoint of a coherent, comprehensive set of beliefs 
which must override every other consideration." Like the politics it sup
ports, it is dualistic, opposing the pure "we" to the evil "they," pro-

• Ibid., pp. 90-9 1 .  Italics in the original. For approximation of the lame ariu
ment in Mannhcim. formulated as a distinction between "total" and "particular" 
ideology. s« IdtoloiY and Utopia, pp. 55-59. 

e E. Shils, "Ideology and Civility: On the Politics of the Intellectual," Tht St
wanf't Revitw 66 ( 1958): 450-480. 
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claiming that he who is not with me is against me. It is alienative in 
that it distrusts, attacks, and works to undermine established political 
institutions. It is doctrinaire in that it claims complete and exclusive 

possession of political truth and abhors compromise. It is totalistic in 
that it aims to order the whole of social and cultural life in the image of 
its Ideals, futuristic in  that it works toward a utopian culmination of 

history in which such an ordering will be realized. It is, in  short. not the 
sort of prose any good bourgeois gentleman (or even any good demo
crat) is likely to admit to speaking. 

Even on more abstract and theoretical levels, where the concern is 

more purely conceptual, the notion that the term "ideology" properly 
applies to the views of those "stiff in opinions. and always in  the 

wrong" does not disappear. In Talcott Parsons's most recent contempla
tion of Mannheim's Paradox. for example, "deviations from [social I 
scientific Objectivity" emerge as the " cssential criteria of an ideology": 

"The problcm of ideology arises wherc there is a discreptmcy between 
what is believed and what can be (established asl scientifically 
correct ." 7 The " deviations" and " discrepancies" involved are of two 
general sorts. First, where social science. shaped as is all thought by the 

overall values of the society within which it is contained. is selective in 
the sort of questions it asks, the particular problems it chooses to 
tackle. and so forth. ideologies arc subject to a further, cognitively more 
pernicious "secondary" selectivity, in that they emphasize some aspects 
of social reality-that reality, for example, as revealed by current social 
scientific knOWledge-and neglect or even suppress other aspects. 
"Thus the business ideology, for instance, substantially exaggerates the 
contribution of businessmen to the national welfare and underplays the 
contribution of scientists and professional men. And in the current ide

ology of the 'intellectual,' the importance of social 'pressures to con
formity' is exaggerated and institutional factors in the freedom of the 
individual are ignored or played down." Second, ideological thought, 
not content with mere overseleetivity, positively distorts even those as
pects of social reality it recognizes, distortion that becomes apparent 
only when the assertions involved are placed against the background of 
the authoritative findings of social science. "The criterion of distortion 

is that statements are made about society which by social-scientific 

7 T. Parsons, "An Approach to the Sociology of Knowlctl.:e," Transactions 0/ 
�lte . Fou�/� World Cong,�ss 0/ Sociology (Mitan and Stressa, 19.59). pp. 25-49. ital
ICS In onglnal. 
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methods can be shown to be positively in error, whereas selectivity is 
involved where the statements are, at the proper level, 'true,' but do not 
constitute a balanced account of the available truth." That in the eyes of 
the world there is much to choose between being positively in error and 
rendering an unbalanced account of the available truth seems, however. 
rather unlikely. Here. too, ideology is a pretty dirty river. 

Examples need not be multiplied, although they easily could be. 
More important is the question of what such an egregiously loaded con

cept is doing among the analytic tools of a social science that. on the 
basis of a claim to cold-blooded objectivity. advances its theoretical in
terpretations as " undistorted" and therefore normative visions of social 

reality. If the critical power of the social sciences stems from their dis
interestedness, is not this power compromised when the analysis of po
litical thought is governed by such a concept, much as the analysiS of 
religious thought would be (and, on occasion, has been) compromised 
when cast in terms of the study of "superstition"? 

The analogy is not farfetched. In Raymond Aron's The Opium of the 

Intt'lIecllIals. for example, not only the title-ironically echoic of 
Marx's biuer iconoclasm-but the entire rhetoric of the argument ("po
litical mythS," "the idolatry of history," "churchmen and faithful," "sec

ular clericalism," and so forth) reminds one of nothing so much as the 
literature of militant atheism.' Shils's tack of invoking the extreme pa
thologies of ideological thought-Nazism. Bolshevism, or whatever-as 

its paradigmatic forms is reminiscent of the tradition in which the In
quisition, the personal depravity of Renaissance popes, the savagery of 
Reformation wars. or the primitiveness of Bible-belt fundamentalism is 
offered as an archetype of religious belief and behavior. And Parsons's 
view that ideology is defined by its cognitive insufficiencies vis-a-vis sci
ence is perhaps not so distant as it might appear from the Comtean 
view that religion is characterized by an uncritically figurative concep
tion of reality, which a sober sociology, purged of metaphor, will soon 
render obsolete: We may wait as long for the " end of ideology" as the 

positivists have waited for the end of religion. Perhaps it is even not too 

much to suggest that, as the militanl atheism of the Enlightenment and 
after was a response to the quite genuine horrors of a spectacular out
burst of religious bigotry, persecution. and strife (and to a broadened 
knowledge of the natural world). so the militantly hostile approach to 

• R. Aron, Thr Opium o/tltr I"td/eclllals (New York. 1962). 
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idl.'Oiogy is a similar response to the political holocausts of the past 

half-century (and to a broadened knowledge of the social world), And, 

if this suggestion is valid, the fate of ideology may also turn out to be 

similar-isolation from the mainstream of social thought. II 
Nor can the issue be dismissed as merely a semantic one. One is, nat

urally. free to contine the referent of the term "ideology" to "something 

shady" if one wishes; and some sort of historical case for doing so can 

perhaps be made. But if one docs so limit it, one cannot then write 

�orks on the ideologies of American businessmen, New York " Iiterary" 

Intellectuals, members of the British Medical Association, industrial Ja

bor-union leaders, or famous economists and expect either the subjects 

or interested bystanders to credit them as neutraL IO Discussions of so

ciopolitical ideas that indict them lib ;II;tio, in terms of the very words 

used to name them. as deformed or worse, merely beg the questions 

they pretend to raise. I t  is also possible, of coursc, that the term "ideol

ogy" should simply be dropped from scientifiC discourse altogcther and 

Icft to its polemical fate-as "superstition" in fact has been. But, as 

there seems to be nothing at the moment with which to replace it and as 

it is at least partially established in the technical lexicon of the social 

sciences, it seems more advisable to proceed with the effort to defuse 

it. I I  

. � �s the
. 

danaer o� being misi�lerpreted here is sertous, may I hope that my 
cfltlc!sm wl�1 be credited as technical an� not �Iitical If I note that my own aen-
eral Ideol�ilcal (as I would frank:ly call II) position is largely the same as that of �rc:m, Shlls, Parsons. and so fonh: thaI I am in aareement with their plea for a 
CIVIl, temperate. unheroic politics? Also it should be remark:ed that the demand �or a n'.'nevaluative concept of idcololY is not a demand for the nonevaluat ion of 
Idcol

.
o�H:$, any more than a noncValuallve concept of rei ilion implies relialous 

relatiVism. 
10 S�tlon, el al .. Amrrican Businrss Crud; White. Beyond Con/ormity; H. 

Ecksleln, Pr�ssur,. Group Politics: The CaSt' oj thl' Bri/ish Ml'dical Association 
(Stanford. 19�); .C. Wrieht Mills, Th� N�.., Men oj Powrr (New York, 1948); J. 
Schumpeter, Science and ldeolol)'." American Economic R,.lIi,.w 39 ( 1949)' 
345-359. 

. 

I I There have been, in fact, a number of other terms used in the literature for 
the 

.. 
Ieneral ranae ?f phenomena that "ideology" denotes, from Plato's "noble 

lies through Sorel s "myths" to Pareto's "derivations"; but none of them has 
managed to reach any lreater level of t«hnical neutrality than has "ideoloay." �e H. O. lass�ell. '�rhe language of Power." in Lass�ell, N. Leiles, and Asso
clales, Lon,uall� oj Politics (New York, 1949). pp. 3-19. 
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I I I  

As the flaws hidden in a tool show up when it is used. so the intrinsic 

weaknesses of the evaluative concept of ideology reveal themselves 

when it is used. In particular. they are exposed in the studies of the so· 

cial sources and consequences of ideology, for in such studies this con
cept is coupled to a highly developed engine of social· and personality· 

system anaJysis whose very power only serves to emphasize the lack of 

a similar power on the cultural (that is, the symbol·system) side. In in· 

vestigations of the social and psychological contexts of ideological 

thought (or at Icast the "good" ones), the subtlety with which the con· 

texts are handled points up the awkwardness with which the thought is 

handled. and a shadow of imprecision is cast over the whole discussion, 
a shadow that even the most rigorous methodological austerity cannot 

dispel. 

There are currently two main approaches to the study of the social 

determinants of ideology: the interest theory and the strain theory, l 2  For 

the first, ideology is a mask and a weapon; for the second, a symptom 

and a remedy. I n  the interest theory, ideological pronouncements are 

seen against the background of a universal struggle for advantage; in the 

strain theory, against the background of a chronic effort to correct so

ciopsychological disequilibrium. In the one, men pursue power; in the 

other, they flee anxiety. As they may, of course, do both at the same 

time-and even one by means of the other-the two theories are not 

necessarily contradictory; but the strain theory (which arose in response 

to the empirical difficulties encountered by the interest theory), being 

less simplistic, is more penetrating. less concrete. more comprehensive. 

The fundamentals of the interest theory are too well known to need 

review; developed to perfection of a sort by the Marxist tradition, they 

are now standard intellectual equipment of the man-in-the-street. who is 

only too aware that in political argumentation it all comes down to 

whose ox is gored. The great advantage of the interest theory was and is 
its rooting of cultural idea-systems in the solid ground of social struc· 

ture, through emphasis on the motivations of those who profess such 

systems and on the dependence of those motivations in turn upon social 

It Sutton, et al .. Amllrican Busjness Crud, pp. 1 1-12. 303-310. 
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position, most especially social class. Further, the interest theory welded 

political speculation to political combat by pointing out that ideas are 

weapons and that an excellent way to institutionalize a particular view 

of reality-that of one's group, class, or party-is to capture political 

JX)wer and enforce it. These contributions are permanent; and if interest 

theory has not now the hegemony it once had, it is not so much because 

it has been proved wrong as because its theoretical apparatus turned out 

to be too rudimentary to cope with the complexity of the interaction 

among social, psychological, and cultural factors it itself uncovered. 

Rather like Newtonian mechanics. it has not been so much displaced by 

subsequent developments as absorbed into them. 

The main defects of the interest theory are that its psychology is too 

anemic and its sociology too muscular. Lacking a developed analysis of 

motivation, it has been constantly forced to oscillate between a narrow 

and superficial utilitarianism thut sees men as impellcd by rational cal

culation of their consciously recognized personal advantage and a 

broader, but no less superficial, historicism that speaks with a studied 

vagueness of men's ideas as somehow "reflecting," "expressing," "corre

sponding to," "emerging from," or " conditioned by" their social com

mitments. Within such a framework, the analyst is faced with the choice 

of either revealing the thinness of his psychology by being so specific as 

to be thoroughly implausible or concealing the fact that he does not 

have any psychological theory at all by being so general as to be truis

tic. An argument that for professional soldiers "domestic (governmen

tall  policies are important mainly as ways of retaining and enlarging 

the military establishment lbecause] that is their business; that is what 

they arc trained for" seems to do scant justice to even so uncomplicated 

a mind as the military mind is reputed to be; while an argument that 

American oil men " cannot very well be pure-and-simple oil men" be
cause "their interests are such" that "they are also political men" is as 
enlightening as the theory (also from the fertile mind of M. Jourdain) 

that the reason opium puts you to sleep is that it has dormitive pow
ers. 13 

On the other hand, the view that social action is fundamentally an 

unending struagle for power leads to an unduly Machiavellian view of 

ideology as a form of higher cunning and, consequently, to a neglect of 

its broader, less dramatic social functions. The battlefield image of so-

u The quotations are from the mo�t eminent recent interest thcori5t. C. 
Wright Mills. Th� C(Jus�s of World War Thru (New York. 1958). pp. 54. 65. 
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ciety as a clash of interests thinly disguised as a clash of principles 

turns attention away from the role that ideologies play in defining (or 

obscuring) social categories, stabilizing (or upsetting) social expecta

tions, maintaining (or undermining) social norms. strengthening (or 

weakening) social consensus. relieving (or exacerbating) social tensions. 

Reducing ideology to a weapon in a guerre til' plume gives to its anal

ysis a warming air of militancy, but it also means reducing the intellec

tual compass within which such analysis may be conducted to the con

stricted realism of tactics and strategy. The intensity of interest theory 

is-to adapt a figure from Whitehead-but the reward of its narrow

ness. 

As "interest." whatever its ambiguities. is at one and the same time a 

psychological and sociological concept-referring both to a felt advan

tage of an individual or group of individuals and to the objective struc

ture of opportunity within which an individual or group moves-so also 

is "strain," for it refers both to a state of personal tension and to a 

condition of societal dislocation. The difference is that with "strain" 

both the motivational background and the social structural context 

are more systematically portrayed. as are their relations with one a!l

other. It is, in facl, the addition or a developed conception of personal

ity systems (basically Freudian), on the one hand, and of social systems 

(basically Durkheimian) on the other, and of their modes of 

interpenetration-the Parson ian addition-that transforms interest 

theory into strain theory. I" 

The clear and distinct idea from which strain theory departs is the 

chronic mal integration of society. No social arrangement is or can be 

completely successful in coping with the functional problems it inevita

bly faces. All arc riddled with insoluble antinomies: between liberty and 

political order, stability and change, efficiency and humanity. precision 

and flexibility, and so forth. There are discontinuities between norms in 

different sectors of the society-the economy. the polity, the family, 

and so on. There are discrepancies between goals within the different 

sectors-between the emphases on profit and productivity in business 

firms or between extending knowledgc and disseminating it in universi

ties, for example. And there are the contradictory role expectations of 

which so much has been made in recent American sociological litera-

14 For the general schema. SC'c Parson� Th� Social SJsum 
.
(New Yor

.
k . . 195 1 I. 

especially Chaps. 1 and 7. The fullat development of the stram theory IS m Sut
ton et aJ.. Am�ric(.ln Businns Cre�d. especially Chap. 1.5 . 
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ture on the foreman. the working wife, the artist. and the politician. So· 

cia I friction is as pervasive as is mechanical friction-and as irremov

able. 

Further, this friction or social strain appears on the level of the 

individual personality-itself an inevitably mal integrated system of con

flicting desires, archaic sentiments. and improvised defenses-as psy

chological strain. What is viewed collectively as structural inconsistency 

is felt individually as personal insecurity, for it is in the experience of 

the social actor that the imperfections of society and contradictions of 

character meet and exacerbate one another. But at the same time, the 

fact that both society and personality are, whatever their shortcomings. 

organized systems, rather than mere congeries of institutions or clus· 

lers of Illotives, means that the sociopsychological tensions they induce 

are also systematic, that the anxieties derived from social interaction 

have a form and order of their own. In the modern world at least, most 

men live lives of patterned desperation. 

Ideological thought is, then, regarded as (one sort of) response to this 

desperation: "Ideology is a patterned reaction to the patterned strains of 

a social role," u It provides a "symbolic outlet" for emotional distur

bances generated by social disequilibrium. And as one can assume that 

such disturbances are, at least in a general way, common to all or most 
occupants of a given role or social position, so ideological reactions to 

the disturbances will tend to be similar, a similarity only reinforced by 

the presumed commonalities in "basic personality structure" among 

members of a particular culture. class, or occupational category. The 

model here is not military but medical: An ideology is a malady (Sut

lon, et aI., mention nail-chewing, alcoholism, psychosomatic disorders, 

and " crotchets" among the alternatives to it) and demands a diagnosis. 

"The concept of strain is not in itself an explanation of ideological pat

terns but a generalized label for the kinds of factors to look for in 

working out an explanation." 16 

But there is more to diagnosis, either medical or sociological, than 

the identification of pertinent strains; one understands symptoms not 

merely etiologically but teleOlogically-in terms of the ways in which 

they act as mechanisms, however unavailing, for dealing with the distur· 

bances that have generated them, Four main classes of explanation have 

been most frequently employed: the cathartic, the morale. the solidarity, 

It Sutton. el aI., Am�ricQn Busi,.,u Crud, pp. 307-308. 
II Parsons. "An Approach." 
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and the advocatory. By the "cathartic explanation" is meant the venera

ble safety-valve or scapegoat theory. Emotional tension is drained off 

by being displaced onto symbolic enemies ("The Jews," "Big Business," 

"The Reds,·' and so forth). The explanation is as simple-minded as the 

device; but that, by providing legitimate objects of hostility (or, for that 

maUer, of love), ideology may ease somewhat the pain of being a petty 

bureaucrat, a day laborer, or a small-town storekeeper is undeniable. By 

the "morale explanation" is meant the ability of an ideology to sustain 

individuals (or groups) in the face of chronic strain, either by denying it 

outright or by legitimizing it in terms of higher values. Both the strug

gling small businessman rehearsing his boundless confidence in the inev

itable justness of the American system and the neglected artist attribut

ing his failure to his maintenance of decent standards in a Philistine 

world are able, by such means, to get on with their work. Ideology 

bridges the emotional gap between things as they are and as one would 

have them be, thus insuring the performance of roles that might other

wise be abandoned in despair or apathy. By the "solidarity explanation" 

is meant the power of ideology to knit a social group or class together. 

To the extent that it exists, the unity of the labor movement, the busi

ness community, or the medical profession obviously rests to a signifi

cant degree on common idcological orientation; and the South would 

not be The South without the existence of popular symbols charged with 

the emotions of a pervasive social predicament. Finally, by the "advo

catory explanation" is meant the action of ideologies (and ideologists) 

in articulating, however partially and indistinctly, the strains that impel 

them, thus forcing them into the public notice. "Ideologists state the 

problems for the larger society, take sides on the issues involved and 

'present them in the court' of the ideological market place." 17 Although 

ideological advocates (not altogether unlike their legal counterparts) 

tend as much to obscure as to clarify the true nature of the problems 

involved, they at least call attention to their existence and, by polarizing 

issues, make continued neglect more difficult. Without Marxist attack, 

Ihere would have been no labor reform; without Black Nationalists, no 

deliberate speed. 

It is here. however, in the investigation of the social and psycho

logical roles of ideology. as distinct from its determinants. that strain 

theory itself begins to creaK and its superior incisiveness, in compari

iOn with interest theory, to evaporate. The increased precision in the 
11 While. Bl!yond Coriform(ty, p. 204 . 
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location of the springs of ideological concern does not, somehow, carry 

over into the discrimination of its consequences. where the analysis be

comes, on the contrary, slack and ambiguous. The consequences envis

aged, no doubt genuine enough in themselves. seem almost adventitious, 

the accidental by-products of an essentially nonrational, nearly auto

matic expressive process initially pointed in another direction-as whl.tl 

a man stubbing his toe cries an involuntary "ouch!" and incidentally 

vents his anger, signals his distress, and consoles himself with the sound 

of his own voice; or as when, caught in a subway crush, he issues a spon

taneous "damn'" of frustration and, hearing similar oaths from others, 

gains a certain perverse sense of kinship with fellow sufferers. 
This defect, of course, can be found i n  much of the functional anal

ysis in the social sciences: a pattern of behavior shaped by a certain set 

of forces turns out, by a plausible but nevertheless mysterious coinci

dence, to serve ends but tenuously related to those forces. A group of 

primitives sets out. in all honesty, to pray for rain and ends by strength

ening its social solidarity; a ward politician sets out to get or remain 

near the trough and ends by mediating between unassimilated immi

grant groups and an impersonal governmental bureaucracy; an ideolo

gist sets oul to air his grievances and finds himself contributing, through 

the diversionary power of his illusions, to the continued viability of the 

very system that grieves him. 

The concept of latent function is usuaJly invoked to paper over this 

anomalous state of affairs, but it rather names the phenomenon (whose 

reality is not in question) than explains it; and the net result is that 

functional analyses-and not only those of ideology-remain hope

lessly equivocal. The petty bureaucrat's anti-Semitism may indeed give 

him something to do with the bottled anger generated in him by con

stant toadying to those he considers his intellectual inferiors and so 

drain some of it away; but it may also simply increase his anger by pro

viding him with something else about which to be impotently bitler, 
The neglected artist may better bear his popular failure by invoking the 

classical canons of his art; but such an invocation may so dramatize for 

him the gap between the possibilities of his environment and the de

mands of his vision as to make the game seem unworth the candle. 

Commonality of ideological perception may link men together, but it 

may also provide them, as the history of Marxian sectarianism demon

strates, with a vocabulary by means of which to explore more exqui

sitely the differences among them. The clash of ideologists may bring a 
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problem to public attention. but it may also charge it with such 

paSSion that any possibility of dealing with it rationally is precluded. Of 

these possibilities, strain theorists are, of course, very well aware. 

Indeed they tend to stress negative outcomes and possibilities rather 

more than the positive. and they but rarely think of ideology as more 
a faUle de mieux stopgap-like nail.-chewing. But the main point 

i5 that, for all its subtlety in ferreting out the motives of ideological 

concern, strain theory's analysis of the consequences of such concern re

mains crude, vacil latory, and evasive. Diagnostically it is convincing; 

functionally it is not. 

The reason for this weakness is the virtual absence in strain theory 

(or in interest theory either) of anything more than the most rudimen

tary conception of the processes of symbolic formulation. There is a 

load deal of talk about emotions "finding a symbolic outlet" or "be

coming attached to appropriate symbols"-but very little idea of how 

the trick is really done. The link between the causes of ideology and its 

effects seems adventitious because the connecting element-the autono

mous process of symbolic formulation-is passcd over in virtual si· 

(ence. Both interest theory and strain theory go directly from source 

analysis to consequence analysis without ever seriously examining 

ideologies as systems of interacting symbols, as patterns of interworking 

meanings. Themes arc outlined, of course; among the content analysts, 

they are even counted. But they are referred for elucidation, not to 

other themes nor to any sort of semantic theory. but either backward to 

the effect they presumably mirror or forward to the social reality they 

presumably distort. The problem of how, after all, ideo logics transform 

sentiment into significance and so make it socially available is short.-cir

cuited by the crude device of placing particular symbols and particular 

trains (or interests) side by side in such a way that the fact that the first 

Ire derivatives of the second seems mere common sense--or at least 

post-Freudian, post-Marxian common sense. And so, if the analyst be 

deft enough, it does.l� The connection is not thereby explained but 

merely educed. The nature of the relationship between the sociopsycho

logical stresses that incite ideological attitudes and the elaborate sym

bolic structures through which those attitudes are given a public exis
tence is much too complicated to be comprehended in terms of a vague 

and unexamined notion of emotive resonance. 

II Perhaps the most impressive tour de ror« in this paratlActic genre is Nathan 
Leites's A Study 0/ Bolshtvism (New York, 19.53) . 
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I V  

It is of singular interest in  this connection that. although the general 

stream of social scientific theory has been deeply influenced by almost 

every major intellectual movement of the last century and a half

Marxism, Darwinism, Utilitarianism, Idealism. Freudianism, Behavior

ism. Positivism, Operationalism-and has 3ncmpled to capitalize on 

virtually every important field of methodological innovation from ecol

ogy, ethology, and comparative psychology to game theory, cybernetics, 

and statistics, it has, with vcry few exceptions, been virtually untouched 

by onc of the most important trends in recent thought: the effort to con

struct an independent science of what Kenneth Burke has called "sym

bolic action." III Neither Ihe work of such philosophers as Peirce, Witt· 

gcnstcin, Cassirer, Langer, Ryle, or Morris nor of such literary critics 

as Coleridge, Eliot. Burke. Empson. Blackmur, Brooks. or Auerbach 

seems to have had any appreciable impact on the general pattern of so

cial scientific analysis.tO Aside from a few more venturesome (and 

largely programmatic) linguists-a Wharf or a Sapir-thc question of 

how symbols symbolize. how Ihey function to mediate meanings has 

simply been bypassed. "The embarrassing fact," the physician cum 
novelist Walker Percy has written, "is that there docs not exist today

a natural empirical science of symbolic behavior liS such . . . . Sapir's 

gentle chiding about the lack of a science of symbolic behavior and the 

need of such a science is more conspicuously true today than it was 

thiny-five years ago." 21  

I. K. Burke, The P/rifoJophy of Uurury Form. Studj�s jn Symbolic Action 
(Balon RouKe. 1941). In Ihe followina discussion, I use "symbol" broadly in Ihe 
sense of any physical, social. or cultural act or objcci Ihat serves as the vehicle 
(or a conc('plron. For an explication of this vi('w, under which "five" and "Ihe 
Cross" are equally symbols. see S. Lanaer, Philosophy in n New Key, 4th ed. 
(Cambridge. Mass., 1960). pp. 60-66. 

10 Use(ul general summaries of the tradition of literary crilicism can be found 
in S. E. Hyman. The ArmeJ ViJion (New York, 1948) and in R. Welled and A. 
Warren. 1heory of UUrmure. 2nd cd. (N('w York. t9�8). A similar summary of 
the somewhat more diver�e philosophical development is apparently not avail· 
able, but th� seminal works are C. S. Peirce. Coflutt'J PapuJ, ed. C. HarlShorn� 
and P. Weiss, 8 vols. (CambridKe, Mass., t93 1-19�8); E. Cassirer, Die Philoso
phje du symbofiSC'ht'n Fort'mm. 3 vols. (Berlin, t923-1929); C. W. Morris, Signs. umgllagt' UIIJ Behavior (Englewood ClifTs. NJ., 1944); and l. Wiugenstein, Phi/o
soplrlral lll l't's/ig(ltionJ (Oxford, 1953). II W. Percy, "The Symbolic Structure of Interpersonal Process," Psychiatry 24 
(196t):39-52. Italics in original. The reference is 10 Sapir's "Th� Status of Lin-
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It is the absence of such a theory and in particular Ihe absence of any 

analytical framework within which to deal with figurative language that 

have reduced SOCiologists to viewing ideologies as elaborate cries of 

pain. With no notion of how metaphor, analogy, irony, ambiguity, pun, 

paradox, hyperbole, rhythm, and all the other elements of what we 

lamely call "style" operate-even, in a majority of cases, with no recog

nition that these devices are of any importance in casting personal atti. 

ludes into public form, sociologists lack the symbolic resources out of 

which to construct a more incisive formulation. At the same time that 

lhe ans have been establishing the cognitive power of "distortion" and 

philosophy has been undermining the adequacy of an emotivist theory 

of meaning, social scientists have been rejccting the first and embrac

ing the second. It is not therefore surprising that they evade the prob

lem of construing the import of ideological assertions by simply failing 
10 recognize it as a problem.2t 

In order to make explicit what I mean, let me take an example that 

is, I hope, so thoroughly trivial in itself as both to still any suspicions 

Ihat I have a hidden concern with the substance of the political issue in. 

Valved and, more important, to bring home the point that concepts de. 

velopcd for the analysis of the more elevated aspects of culture

poetry, for example-are applicable to the more lowly ones without in 

any way blurring the enormous qualitative distinctions between the two. 

In discussing the cognitive inadequacies by which ideology is defined 

for them, Sutton ct al. use as an example of the ideologist'S tendency to 

"oversimplify" the denomination by organized labor of the Taft-Hartley 

Act as a "slave labor law": 

Id�logy tends to � si
.
mple and clear·cut. even where its simplicity and 

clanty do les� than
. 
Justtce to the subject under discussion. The ideological 

picture uses sharp hnes and contrasting blacks and whites. The ideologist ex. 
.ggerat� and caricatures in the fashion of the cartooni�t. In COnfrast, a sci. 
entific descripti�n of social phenomena is likely to be fuzzy and indistinct. 
In recent labor Ideology the Taft-Hartley Aci has been a "slave labor act." 
By no dispassionate examination docs the Act merit this label. Any detached 

,uilitics as a Science." ori,inally published in 1 929 and reprinted in D. Mandle
baum. cd .. St'luud W,j/;ngJ of EdWlJrJ S4,pjr (Berkeley and Los Anades, 1949). 
pp. 160-166. 

U A partial exception 10 this stricture. although marred by his obsession with 
polol<er

. 
� I,� sum and substance of politics, is lasswell's "Style in Ihe lanauage 

or PolitiCS. III I asswell et al .. Lu"Ruug� of Politics. po. 20-39. II also should be 
remarked thai the emph.asis .o? verbal. sym�lism in the followin, discussion is 
mere

.
ly for th� sake of slmphcny and IS not Intended to deny the importance of 

plastiC, theatrical. or other nonlinguistic devices_the rhetoric of uniforms, floodlit 
stales, and march ina bands_in ideoloaical thouaht. 
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assessment of the Act would have to consider its many provisions individu
ally. On any set of values. even those of trade unions themselves. such an 
assessment would yield a mixed verdict. But mixed verdicts are not the stuff 
of ideology. They arc 100 comp licated, too fuzzy. Ideology must categorize 
the Act as a whole with a symbol to rally workers, voters and legislators 10 
action,n 

Leaving aside the merely empirical question of whether or not it is in 

fact true that ideological formulations of CI given set of social phenom

ena are inevitably "simpler" than scientific formulations of the same 

phenomena, there is in this argument a curiously deprcciatory-onc 

might even say "oversimple" -view of the thought processes of labor

union leaders on the one hand and "workers, voters and legislators" on 

the other. It is rather hard to believe that either those who coined and 

disseminated the slogan themselves believed or expected anyone else to 

believe that the law would actually reduce (or was intended to reduce) 

the American worker to the status of a slave or that the segment of the 

public for whom the slogan had meaning perceived it in any sueh terms. 

Yet it is precisely this flattened view of other people's mentalities that 

leaves the sociologist with only two interpretations, both inadequate, of 

whatever effectiveness the symbol has: either it deceives the uninformed 

(according to interest theory), or it excites the unreflective (according to 

strain theory). That it might in fact draw its power from its capacity to 

grasp, formulate, and communicate social realities that elude the tem· 

pered language of science, that it may mediate more complex meanings 

than its literal reading suggests, is not even considered. "Slave labor 

act" may be, after all, not a label but a trope. 

More exactly, it appears to be a metaphor or at least nn attempted 

metaphor. Although very few social scientists seem to have read much 

of it, the literature on metaphor"the power whereby language, even 

with a small vocabulary, manages to embrace a muhi·million things" 

is vast and by now in reasonable agreement.t1 In metaphor one has, of 

course, a stratification of meaning, in which an incongruity of sense on 

one level produces an influx of significance on another. As Percy has 

pointed out, the feature of metaphor that has most troubled philoso· 

phers (and, he might have added, scientists) is that it is "wrong": "It as· 

serts of one thing that it is something else." And, worse yel, it tends to 

U Sutton, et al .. Amuican Busintss Crud, pp. 4-.5. 
If An excellent recent review is to be found in P. H�nle. cd .. J..onguag�. 

Thought and Culture (Ann Arbor. 19.58), pp. 173-19.5. The quotation is from 
Lan8�r. Philosophy, p. t 11. 
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most effective when most "wrong." U The power of a metaphor de· 

precisely from the interplay between Ihe discordant meanings it 

.cally coerces into a unitary conceptual framework and from the 

to which that coercion is successful in overcoming the psychic 

"" arlce such semantic tension inevitably generates in anyone in a po. 

to perceive it. When it works, a metaphor transforms a false iden· 

lea,ion (for example, of the labor policies of the Republican Party and 

those of the Bolsheviks) into an apt analogy; when it misfires. it is a 

extravagance. 
That for most people the ';slave labor law" figure was, in fact, prelly 

a misfire (and therefore never served with any effectiveness as "a 

to rally workers, voters and legislators to aClion") seems evident 

, and it is this failure, rather than its supposed clear--cut simplic· 

that makes it seem no more than a cartoon. The semantic tcnsion 

the image of a conservative Congress outlawing Ihe closed shop 

of the prison camps of Siberia was-apparently-too greal to be 

into a single conception, at least by means of so rudimentary a 

""ic device as the slogan. Except (perhaps) for a few enthusiasts. the 

did not appe;lr; the false identification remained false. But fail· 

is not inevitable. even on such an elementary level. Although, a 

unmixed verdict, Sherman's "War is hell" is no social·science 

even SutLon and his associates would probably not regard it 

either an exaggeration or a caricature. 

More important, however, than any assessment of the adequacy of 

two tropes as such is the fact that. as the meanings they attempt to 

against one another are after all socially rooted. the success or 

ure of the Cl!tempt is relative not only to the power of the stylistic 

employed but also to precisely those sorts of factors upon 

whieh strain theory concentrates its attention. The tensions of the Cold 

War, the fears of a labor movement only recently emerged from a biuer 

truggle for existence, and the threatened eclipse of New Deal liberal· 

ism after two decades of dominance set the sociopsychological stage 

both for the appearance of the "slave labor" figure and-when it 

proved unable to work them into a cogent analogy-for its miscarriage. 

I he mil itarists of 1934 Japan who opened their pamphlet on &lSic 

rheory of National Oefe'lSe lIfIll SliggesliollS for Its Smmgtitetlillg with 

Ihe resounding familial metaphor, "War is the father of creation and the 

mother of culture," would no doubt have found Sherman's maxim iI� 
U w. Percy. "Metaphor as Mistake." Th� Srw{l/Iu R� ... k ... 66 ( 1 9.58): 79-99. 
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unconvincing as he would have found theirs,tII They were energetically 

preparing for an imperialist war in an ancient nation seeking its footing 

in the modern world; he was wearily pursuing a civil war in an unreal 

ized nation torn by domestic hatreds. It is thus not truth that varies with 

social, psychological, and cultural contexts but the symbols we construct 

in our unequally effective attempts to grasp it. War is hell and not the 

mother of culture. as the Japanese eventually discovered-although no 

doubt they express the fact in a grander idiom. 

The sociology of knowledge ought to be called the sociology of mean

ing. for what is socially determined is not the nature of conception but 

the vehicles of conception. In a community that drinks its coffee black. 

Henle remarks, to praise a girl with "You're the cream in my coffee" 

would give entirely the wrong impression; and, if omnivorousness were 

regarded as a more significant characteristic of bears than their clumsy 

roughness, to call a man "an old bear" might mean not that he was 

crude, but that he had catholic tastes.27 Or, to take an example from 

Burke, since in  Japan people smile on mentioning the death of a close 

friend, the semantic equivalent (behaviorally as well as verbally) in 

American English is not "He smiled," but "His face fell"; for, with 

such a rendering, we are "translating the accepted social usage of Japan 

into the corresponding accepted social usage of the West." II And. 

closer to the ideological realm, Sapir has pointed out that the chairman· 

ship of a committee has the figurative force we give it only because we 

hold that "administrative functions somehow stamp a person as superior 

to those who arc being directed": "should people come to feel that ad· 

ministrative functions are little more than symbolic automat isms, the 

chairmanship of a committee would be recognized as little more than a 

petrified symbol and the particular value that is now felt to inhere in it 

would tend to disappear." 211 The case is no different for "slave labor 

law." If forced labor camps come, for whatever reasons, to play a less 

prominent role in the American image of the Soviet Union, it will not 

be the symbol's veracity that has dissolved but its very meaning, its ca· 

pacity 10 be ('ither true or false. One must simply frame the argument 

-that the Taft.Hartley Act is a mortal threat to organized labor-in 

some other way. 

,. Quoted in J. Crowley. "Japanese Army Factionalism in the Early 19JO·$.� 
Thr Journal 0/ A.nan Stud,rs 2 1  ( 19511): 309-326. 

U Henle. umguagr. Thought WId Cu/tuyr. pp. 4-5. 
21 K. Burke. Cuulllrysltltemrlll (Chicaao. 1957). p. 149. 
11 Sapir. "Status of Linguistics," p. 568. 
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!ihort, between an ideological figure like "slave labor act" and the 

realities of American life in  the midst of which it appears. there 

a subtlety of interplay, which concepts like "distortion," '·selectiv· 

ur "oversimplification" are simply incompetent to formulate.3o Not 

is the semantic structure of the figure a good deal more complex 

It  appears on the surface, but an analysis of that structure forces 

IIlto tracing a multiplicity of referential connections between it and 

reality. so that the final picture is one of a configuration of dis· 

,Iar meanings out of whose interworking both the expressive power 

'he rhetorical force of the final symbol derive. This interworking is 

, a social process, an occurrence not "in the head" but in that public 

old where "people talk together, name things, make assertions, and to 

understand each other." 31 The study of symbolic action is no 

II sociological discipline than the study of small groups, bureau

c,e, or the changing role of the American woman; il is only a good 

less developed. 

v 

ins the question thai mosl studcnts of ideology fail to ask-what, 

fCC do we mean when we asscrt that sociopsychological strains 

"cxpressed" in symbolic forms?-gets one, therefore, very quickly 

H Metaphor is. of course. not the only stylistic resource upon which ideoloay 
Metonymy ("All 1 have to afTer is blood. sweat and tears"). hyperbole 
thousand-year Reich�). meiosis (kl shall return"). synechdoche ("Wall 

,,,,," . oJl:ymoron ("Iron Curtain"), personification ("The hand Ihat hetd Ihe 
plunaed it into the back of its neiahbor"). and all the othe.r figures th� i I rhelOricians 50 painstakingly collected and so carefully clasSified are UII

l over and over again. as are such syntactical devices as antilhesis. inversion, 
and repetition: such prosodic ones as rhyme .. rhy�hm. an.d alliterali�n; such li�er. 
ary ones as irony. eulogy. and sarcasm. Nor 15 all Ideoloalcal express.lon tigur.allve. The bulk of it consists of quite literal. not to say flat-footed. assertions, whIch. a 
certain tendency toward prima /ade implausibility aside. are difficult to distinluish 
from properly scientific statements: "The history of all hitherto existing society is 
the history of class struules�: "The whole of the morality of Europe is based 
upon the values which are useful to the herd"; and so forth. As a cultural s)'Stem. 
an ideolOlY that has developed beyond the stale of mere slolaneering consisl!i of 
.n intricate structure of inlerrelated meaninls-interrelated in terms of the se
mantic mechanisms that formulate them-of which the two-level orlanization of 
an isolated metaphor is but a feeble representation. 

31 Percy. "Symbolic Structure." 
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into quite deep water indeed; into, in fact, a somewhat untraditional 
and apparently paradoxical theory of the nature of human thought as a 
public and not, or at least not fundamentally, a private activity,S! The 
details of such a theory cannot be pursued any distance here, nor can 
any significant amount of evidence be marshaled to support it But at 
least its general outlines must be sketched if we 3rc to find our way 
back from the elusive world of symbols and semantic process to the (ap
parently) more solid one of sentiments and institutions, if we are to 
trace with some circumstantiality the modes of interpenetration of cul
ture. personality, and social system. 

The defining proposition of this sort of approach to thought ell pie;" 
air-what, following Galanter and Gerstenhaber, we may call " the ex
trinsic lheory"-is that thought consists of the construction and manip
ulation of symbol systems. which are employed as models of other sys
tems, physical, organic, social, psychological, and so forth, in such <l 
way that the structure of these other systems-and, in the favorable 
case, how they may therefore be expected to behave-is. as we say. 
"understood." 13 Think ing, conceptualization, formulation, comprehen
sion, understanding. or what-have-you, consists not of ghostly happen
ings in the head but of a malching of the states and processes of sym
bolic models against the states and processes of the wider world: 

Imaginal thinking is neither more nor less than constructing an image of the 
environment. running the model faster than the environment, and predicting 
that the environment will behave as the model does . . . .  The first step in 
the solution of a problem consists in the construction of a model or image 
of the "relevant feawrcs" of the (environmen t ! .  These models can be con· 
structed from many things. including parts of the organic tissue of the body 
and, by mon, paper and pencil or actual artifacts. Once a model has been 
constructed it can be manipulated under various hypothetical conditions and 
constraints. The organism is then able to "observe" the outcome of these 
manipulations. and to project them onto the environment so that prediction 
is possible. According to this view. an aeronautical engineer is thinking 
when he manipulates a model of a new airplane in a wind wnnd. The mo· 
torist is thinking when he runs his finger over a line on a map. the finger 
serving as a model of the relevant aspects of the automobile, the map as a 
model of the road. External models of this kind arc often used in thinking 
about complex lenvironments) . Images used in covert thinking depend 

3! G. Ryle, Tht COrtC�Pt 0/ Mjrtd (New York. 1949). 
:u E. Galanter and M. Genlenhaber, "On Thouaht: The Extrinsic Theory," 

Psychol. Rev. 63 ( 1956);218-227. 
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the availability of the physico-chcmical events of the organism which 
be used to form models.34 

view does not, of course, deny consciousness: it defines it. Every 
",'''us perception is, as Percy has argued, an act of recognition, a 

in which an object (or an event, an act, an emotion) is identified 
placing it against the background of an appropriate symbol: 

not enough to say that one IS conscious of something; one is also con
of something being something. There is a difference between the ap

of a gestalt (a chicken perceived the Jastrow effect as well as a 
and the grasping of it under its symbolic vehicle. As I gaze about 

room. I am aware of a series of almost effortless acts of mUlching: 
an object and knowing what it is. If my eye falls upon an unfamiliar 

I am immediately aware that one term of the match is missing, I 
object I is-an exceedingly mysterious question.n 

What is missing and what is being asked for are an applicable sym
model under which to subsume the "unfamiliar something" and so 
it familiar: 

I see an object at some distance and do not quite recognize it, I may see 
actually sec it. as a succession of different things, each rejected by the 

of fit as I corne closer. until one is positively certifk-d. A patch of 
in a field I ma), actually see as a rabhit-a seeing which goes 

further than the guess that it may be a rabbit; no. the perceptual gcs· 
is so construed. actually stamped by the cssence of rabbitncss: I could 

sworn it was a rabbit. On coming closer. the sunlight pattern changes 
so that the rabbit-cast is disalJowed. The rabbit vanishes and I make 

'0,1'" cast: it is a paper bag. and M) on. But most significant of all. even 
last. the "correct" recognition is quite as mediate an apprehension as the 

"'c""",' ones; it is also a casl. a pairing. an approximation. And let us note 
that even though it is correct, even though it is borne out by all 

may operate qUIte as effectively to conceal as to discover. When I 
a strange bird as a sparrow, I tend to dispose of the bird under its 

formulation: it is only a sparrow.311 

the somewhat intellectualist tone of these various examples. the 
"in,sic theory of thought is extendable to the affective side of human 

� Ibid. I have quoted this incisive passage above (pp. 77-78), in attempting to 
tet the extrinsic theory of thought in the context of recent evolutionary, neuroloa
leal, and cultural anthropological findings. 

It W. Percy, "Symbol, Consciousnes§ and Intersubjectivity," Journal of PhilOJ-
0,,"-,- 55 (1958): 63 1-641. Italics in original. Quoted by permission. 

Ibid. Quoted by permission. 
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mentality as well.:n As a road map transforms mere physical location .. 
into "places," connected by numbered routes and separated by Olea 
surcd distances, and so enables us to find our way from where we arc to 
where we want to go, so a poem like, for example, Hopkins's "Felix 
Randal" provides, through the evocative power of its charged language. 
a symbolic model of the emotional impact of premature death. which, if 
we are as impressed with ils penetration as with the road map's, Irami
forms physical sensations into sentiments and attitudes and enables Ul> 
10 react to such a tragedy not "blindly" but "intelligently." The central 
rituals of religion-a mass, a pilgrimage, a corroboree-are symbolic 
models (here more in the form of activities than of words) of a particu
lar sense of the divine, a certain sort of devotional mood. which their 
continual re-enactment tends to produce in their participants. Of cour5.C, 
as most acts of what is usually called "cognition" are more on the level 
of identifying a rabbit than operating a wind tunnel, so most of what is 
usually called "expression" (the dichotomy is often overdrawn and al
most universally misconstrued) is mediated more by models drawn from 
popular cuhure than from high art and formal religious ritual. But the 
point is that the development, maintenance, and dissolution of "moods. ,. 

"attitudes," "sentiments," and so forth arc no more " a  ghostly process 
occurring in slreams of consciousness we arc debarred from visiting" 
than is the discrimination of objects, events, structures. processes. and 
so forth in our environment. Here, too, "we are describing the ways in 
which . , . people conduct parts of their predominantly public 
behavior." !IS 

Whatever their other differences, both so-called cognitive and so
called expressive symbols or symbol-systems have, then, at least one 
thing i n  common: they are extrinsic sources of information in termS of 
which human life can be patterned-extrapersonal mechanisms for the 
perception, understanding, judgment, and manipulation of the world. 
Culture pattcrns-religious, philosophical, aesthetic, scientific, ideo
logical-tire "programs"; they provide a template or blueprint for 
the organizalion of social and psychological processes, much as genetic 
systems provide such a template for the organization of organic pro
cesses: 

!hese �on�ide�a�ions define the terms in which we approach the problem of 
reductionis m In �ychology and social sciencc. The leveb we have tenia. 

:: S. Langer, �Uliflg (md Form (New York. 1953). 
The quotations are from Ryle. COflcepl oj Mimi, p. 5 1 .  

As a Cultural System 

discriminated (orianism. personality. social system, culture) . . . are 

levels of organization and control. The lower levels "condition." and 
In a sense "determine" the structures into which they enter, in the .. arne 

that the stability of a building depends on Ihe properties of the materi
out of which it is constructed. Out the physical properties of the materi
do not determine the plan of the building; this is a factor of another 

one of organization. And the organization controls the rdOlions of 
materials to each other. the ways in which they are utilized in the build
by virtue of which it constitutes an ordered system of a particular type 

;kH,k;;, "downward" in the series. we can always invest igate and discover 
of "conditions" in which the function of a higher order of organ ization 

,nt .. There is, thus, an immensely complicated set of physiological 
on which psychological functioning is dependent. etc. Properly 

and evaluated. these conditions are always authentic determi
of process in the organized systems at the next higher levels. We may. 

also look "upward" in Ihe series, I n  this direction we see "struc
" organization patterns. patterns of meaning, "programs," etc., which 

the focus of the organization of the system at the level on which we 
." concentrated our attention.3D 

The reason such symbolic templates are necessary is that, as has been 

remarked. human behavior is inherently extremely plastic. Not 

but only very broadly controlled by genetic programs or models 
. 

sources of information-such behavior must, if it is to have 

effective form at all, be controlled to a significant extent by extrin-

ones. Birds learn how to fly without wind tunnels, and whatever rc

lower animals have to death are in great part innate, physiologi

preformed.40 The extreme generality, diffuseness, and variability 

U T. Parsons, "An Approach to Psychological Theory in Terms of the Theory 
Action," in Psychology; A Sludy oj a Scieflu, cd. S. Koch (New York, 1959), 
I 3. Italics in original. Compare: "In order to account for this selectivity, it is �'�:;�:ll�to� assume that the strUClUre of the enzyme is related in some way to 

�t of the acne. 8y a 10lical extension of this idea we arrive at the can
that the ,ene is a representalion-blueprint SO to speak--or the enzyme 

"'." '" ,. and thai the function of the lene is to serve as a source of informal ion 
reg8Tding the structure of the enzyme. It seems evident that the synthesis of an 
cnzyme-a gianl protein molecule consisting of hundreds of amino acid units ar
ran led end-to-end in a specific and unique order-requires a model or set of in
,tructions of some kind. These instructions must be Ch8TBC:teriSlic of the speci�: 
they must be automatically transmitted from leneralion to leneration, and they 
must be COMtant yet capable of evolutionary change. The only known entity thai 
could perform such a runction is the gene. There arc many reasons for believina 
that it transmits information, by acting as a model or template." N. H. Horowitz, 
"The Gene," Scitfllijic American, February 1956. p. 85. 

010 This point is perhaps somewhat too baldly put in lilht of recent analyses of 
!tnimal learning; but the essential thesis-that there is a general trend loward a 
more diffuse, less determinate control of behavior by intrinsic (innate) para(Oeters 
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of man's innate response capacities mean that the particular pattern hi� 
behavior takes is guided predominantly by cullural rather than genetic 
templates, the latter sctting the overall psychophysical context within 
which precise activity sequences are organized by the former. The tool
making, laughing, or lying animal, man, is also the incomplete-or, 
more accurately, self-completing-animal. The agen! of his own reali
zation, he creates out of his general capacity for the construction of 
symbolic models the specific capabilities that define him. Or-to return 
at I�st �o our subject-it is through the construction of ideologies, sche
matIc .mages of social order, that man makes himself for better or 
worse a political animal. 

Further, as the various sorts of cultural symbol-systems are extrinsic 
sourcc� of information, templates for the organization of social and psy
chologIcal processes, they come moSI crucially into play in situation� 
where the particular kind of information they contain is lacking, wherc 
institutionalized guides for behavior, thought, or feeling are weak or ab
sent. It is in  country unfamiliar emotionally or topographically that one 
needs poems and road maps, 

So too with ideology, In politics firmly embedded in Edmund Burke's 
golden assemblage of "ancient opinions and rules of life," the role of 
idealogy, in  any explicit sense, is marginal. In such truly traditional po_ 
litical systems the participants act as (to use another Burkean phrase) 
men of untaught feelings; they are guided both emotionally and intellec
tually in  their judgments and activities by unexamined prejudices, which 
do not leave them "hesitating in the moment of decision, sceptical, puz
zled and unresolved," But when, as in the revolutionary France Burkc 
was i n�icting and in fact in the shaken England from which, as perhaps 
his natIon's greatest ideologue, he was indicting it, those hallowed opin
ions and rules of life come into question, the search for systematic ideo
logical formulations, either to reinforce them or to replace them, flour
ishes. The function of ideology is to make an autonomous politics 
possible by providing the authoritative conccpts that render it meaning
ful, the suasive images by means of which it can be sensibly grasped.41 

as one moves from lower 10 higher animals-...eems well established, See above, Chapter 3. pp. 70-76. 41 o� course, I�e
.re are moral. economic, and even aesthetic ideologies. aJ well as specl�c:ally .poh�lca� ones. �Ut as very few ideologies of any social prominence la�k pollilcal Imphcaltons, It IS perhaps permissible 10 view Ihe problem here in 

�hls so�ewhat nar�owed focus. In any case. the argumenlS developed for political Ideoloiles apply wllh equal force 10 nonpolitical ones. For an analysis of a moral 

• 
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in fact, precisely at the point at which a political system begins to 
ttsejlr from the immediate governance of received tradition, from 

direc- t and detailed guidance of religious or philosophical canons on 
one t'l3nd and from the unreflecti .... e precepts of conventional moral
on t he other, that formal ideologies tend first to emerge and take 

�"" '(he differentiation of an au tonomous polity implies the differen
,on, t.oo. of a separate and disti nct cultural model of political action, 
the o lder, unspccializcd mode ls are either too comprehensive or too 

to pro .... ide the sort of gu idance such a political system de
nds" either they trammel political behavior by encumbering it with 

Significance, or they stifle political imagination by bind
il to ... he blank realism of habitual judgment. It is when neither a so

",ost general cultural orientations nor its most down-to-earth, 
. ones suffice any longer to provide an adequate image of 

process that ideologies begin to become crucial as sources of 
meanings and attitudes. 

In one sense, this statement is bu I another way of saying that ideol
is a (esponse to strain. But noW we are including eli/Wrtt/ as well as 

and psychological slrain. It i s  a loss of orientation that most di
gives rise to ideological activity. an inability, for lack of usable 

to comprehend the universe of civic rights and responsibilities 
in which one finds oneself located, The development of a differentiated 

polity (o( of greater internal differentiation within such a polity) may 
and com(11only does bring with it severe social dislocation and psycho
logical tension, But it also brings w ith it conceptual confusion, as the 
established images of political order fade into irrele .... ance or are dri .... en 
into disrc.�pute, The reason why the French Revolution was, at least up 
10 its time, the greatest incubator of extremist ideologies, .. progressi .... e .. 

and "reavtionary" alike, in human history was not that either personal 
insecurity' or social disequilibrium w e re deeper and more per .... asive thnn 
at many earlier periods-though they were deep and pervasive enough 

d I cast in terms very similar 10 lhose developed in Ihis paper. see A, L 
G
I eo Og�'Tl'e Ideology of Anti-Fluoridation Leaders." Ti" JOllf'llal of Social Issurs reen, 3-25 1 7 (1961):1 '. .  d Od 8 . " n. /of "  " , h " 

4t Th t such IdeologIes may call. as I ur e 5 or ..... 31stre s, or I e rem-
" ,"o

'
n of custom or the reimposilion of religious hegemony is. of course. no VlaOra l f d" I h ' ed ' i  conlradiction, One constructs argumenlS or Ira Ilion on y w en liS cr enlla s 

h .. - queslioned. To the degree that such appeals are successrul they brma, ave lK'en 'd , " '  d " " ' " " , , (n to naive tradilionalism, bul I eo oilca relra Illona lUI tOn-an a ta-not a re u 'C ' Th h " ' h' Es ielher different m�ncr. See Mannheim. · onscrvatlve . oua t, 10 IS says Oil 
Sociology Jllld SocIOI Psychology (New york. 1953), especIally pp. 94-98. 
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-but because the central organizing principle of political life. the di
vine right of kings. was destroyed.43 It is a confluence of sociopsycho

logical strain and an absence of cultural resources by means of which to 
make sense of the strain. each exacerbating the other, that sets the stage 

for the rise of systematic (political, moral, or economic) ideologies. 
And it is, in turn, the attempt of ideologies to render otherwise in

comprehensible social situations meaningful. to so construe them as to 
make it possible to act purposefully within them, that accounts both for 
the ideologies' highly figurative nature and for the intensity with which. 
once accepted, they are held. As metaphor exter.ds language by broad
ening its semantic range, enabling it to express meanings it cannot or at 
least cannot yet express literally. so the head-on clash of IiteraJ mean· 
ings in ideology-the irony, the hyperbole, the overdrawn antithesis
provides novel symbolic frames against which to match the myriad " un
familiar somethings" that, like a journey to a strange country, arc 
produced by a transformation in political life. Whatever else ideologics 
may be-projections of unacknowledged fears, disguises for ulterior 
motives, phatic expressions of group solidarity-they are, most distinc
tively, maps of problematic sociaJ reality and matrices for the creation 
of collective conscience. Whether, in any particular case, the map is 
accurate or the conscience creditable is a separate question to which 
one can hardly give the same answer for Nazism and Zionism, for the 
nationalisms of McCarthy and of Churchill. for the defenders of segre
gation and its opponents. 

VI 
Though ideological ferment is, of course, widespread in modern society, 

perhaps its most prominent locus at the moment lies in the new (or re· 
newed) states of Asia, Africa, and some parts of Latin America; for it 

is in these states, Communist or not, that the initial steps away from a 

., 11  is important to remember. 100. Ihal the principle was destroyed lona be
rore the kina; it WIl$ to the successor principle that he was, in ract, a ritual sacri
fice: "When (Saint-Just} exclaims: 'To determine the principle in virtue or which 
the accused (louis XVII is perhap$ to die, is to determine the principle by 
which the society that judie! him lives: he demonstrates that it is the philoso
phers who are aoina to kill the Kina: the Kina must die in the name of the social 
contract." A. Camus. Th� R�bel (New York. 19j8), p. 1 1 4 .  
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politics of piety and proverb are just now being taken. The 

,nmenl of independence, the overthrow of established ruling classes. 

popularization of legitimacy. the rationalization of public adminis

the rise of modern elites, the spread of literacy and mass com· 

.I;ons" and the propulsion willy-niHy of inexperienced govern
into the midst of a precarious international order that even its 

participants do not very well understand all make for a pervasive 
of disorientation, a disorientation in whose face received images 

authority, responsibility, and civic purpose seem radically inade· 

Ole. The search for a new symbolic framework in terms of which to 

think about, and react to political problems, whether in the 

.m of nationalism. Marxism, liberalism, populism, racism, Caesarism, 
or some variety of reconstructed traditionalism (or, 

commonly, a confused melange of several of these) is therefore 

intense. 

Intense-but indeterminate. For the most part, the new states are 

groping for usable political concepts, not yet grasping them; and 
outcome in almost every case, at least in every non-Communist case, 

uncertain not merely in the sense that the outcome of any historical 
is uncertain but in the sense that even a broad and general as

ssrne," of overall direction is extremely difficult to make. Intellee· 

everything is in motion, and the words of that extravagant poet 

politics, Lamartine. written of nineteenth century France, apply to 

the new slales with perhaps even greater appropriateness than they did 

10 the dying July Monarchy: 

1 hese times are times of chaos; opinions are a scramble; parties are a jum
ble: the language of new ideas has not been created: nothing is more di�
cult than to give a good definition of oneself in religion, in philosophy, In 
polit iCS. Onc feels. onc knows. onc lives. and at nccd, onc dies for one's 
cause. but one cannot name it. It is the problem of this time to classify 
things and men . . . .  The world has jumbled its catalog ..... 

This observation is no truer anywhere in the world right now ( 1 9641 

than it is in Indonesia, where the whole political process is mired in a 

slough of ideological symbolS. each attempting and so far each failing to 
unjumblc the Republic's catalogue, to name its cause, and to give point 

and purpose to its polity. It is a country of false starts and frantic revi· 

14 Alphonse: de Lamartine. "Declaration of Principles.- in Introduction to Con: 
/tmporory Cil'i1izotion in ,h� West, It Source Bool (New York, 1946), 2. 
328-H]. 
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sians, of a desperate search for a political order whose image, like a mi

rage, recedes more rapidly the morc eagerly it is approached. The salv

ing slogan amid 311 this frustration is, "The Revolution Is Unfinished!" 

And so, indeed, it is. But only because no one knows, not even those 

who cry most loudly that they do, precisely how to go about the job of 

finishing it. n 
The most highly developed concepts of government in traditional in

donesia were those upon which the classic Hinduized states of the 
fourth to fifteenth centuries were built, concepts that persisted in some

what revised and weakened form even after these slates were first Islam
icized and then largely replaced or overlaid by the Dutch colonial re

gime. And of these concepts the most important was what might be 

called the theory of the exemplary center, the notion that the capital 
city (or more accurately the king's palace) was at once a microcosm of 

the supernatural order-"an image of . . .  the universe on a smaller 

scale"-and the material embodiment of political order.46 The capital 

was not merely the nucleus, the engine, or the pivot of the state; it was 

the state. 

In the Hindu period, the king's castle comprehended virtually the en· 

tire town. A squaroo--off "heavenly city" constructed according to the 
ideas of Jndic metaphysics, it was more than a locus of power; it was a 
synoptic paradigm of the ontological shape of existence. At its center 

was the divine king (an incarnation of an Indian deity), his throne sym· 

bolizing Mount Meru, seat of the gods; the buildings, roads, city walls, 

and even, ceremonially. his wives and personal staff were deployed 
quadrangularly around him according to the directions of the four sa· 

cred winds. Not only the king himself but his ritual. his regalia, his 

court, and his castle were shot through with charismatic significance. 

The castle and the life of the castle were the quiddity of the kingdom, 

and he who (often after meditating in the wilderness to attain the appro· 

priate spiritual status) captured the castle captured the whole empire, 

UThe followin, very schematic and necessarily U c(Jlhedra discussion is 
based mainly on my own research and represents only my OlNn views. but I have 
also drawn heavily on the work of Herbert Feith for faClual material. See espe
cially, The Decline of ConstilUlion(J/ lHmocrocy in Indonesia (New York. 1962) 
and "Dynamics of Guided Democracy," in Indonesia, ed. R. McVey (New 
Haven, 196]), pp. ]09-409. For the general cultural analysis within which my in
terprclations arc set, sec C. Geertz. The Religion 0/ Jalla (New York, 1960). 

41 R. Heine-Geldern, "Conceptions of State and KinShip in Southeast Asia,M 
Far Easlun Quartuly 2 ( 1 942): 1.5-30. 
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arasped the charisma of office, and displaced the no-Ionger·sacred 

king.47 
The early polities were thus not so much solidary territorial units as 

loose congeries of villages oriented toward a common urban center, 

each such center competing with others for ascendency. Whatever de· 
.ree of regional or, at moments, interregional hegemony prevailed de· 

pended, not on the systematic administrative organization of extensive 

territory under a single king, but on the varying abilities of kings 10 mo· 
bilize and apply effective striking forces with which to sack rival capi· 

lals, abilities that were believed to rest on essentially religious-that is, 

mystical-grounds. So far as the pattern was territorial at all, it con· 

listed of a series of concentric circles of religio·military power spread· 

Ing out around the various city·state capitals, as radio waves spread 

from a transmitter, The closer a village to a town, the greater the im· 

pact, economically and culturally, of the court on that village. And, 

conversely, the greater the development of the court-priests, artisans, 

nobles, and king-the greater its authenticity as an epitome of cosmic 
order, its military strength, and the effective range of its circles of out· 
ward.spreading power. Spiritual excellence and political eminence were 

fused. Magical power and executive influence flowed in a single stream 

outward and downward from the king through the descending ranks of 
his staff and whatever lesser courts were subordinate to him, draining 

out finally into the spiritually and politically residual peasant mass. 

Theirs was a facsimile concept of political organization. one in which 

the reflection of the supernatural order microscopically mirrored in the 
life of the capital was in turn further and more faintly reflected in the 

countryside as a whole, producing a hierarchy of less and less faithful 

copies of an eternal, transcendent realm. In such a system, the adminis· 
tralive, military, and ceremonial organization of the court orders the 

world around it iconically by providing it with a tangible paragon.48 

41 Ibid. 
48 The whole expanse of Yawa-Iand !JavaJ is to be compared with one town 

in the Prince's reian. 
By thousands arc [counted] the people'S dwellina places. to be compared 

lNith the manors of Royal servants, surrounding the body of the Royal 

compound. . '  
All kinds of foreign islands: to be: compared With them arc the cuillvated 

land's areas, made happy and quiet. 
or the aspect of parks. then, are the forests and mountains. all of them set 

fOOl on by Him, without feelin, !nxiety. 
Canlo 17, stanza ] of the "Naaara·Kcrtagama:· a fourteenth century royal 
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When Islam came, the Hindu political tradition was to some extent 

weakened, especially in the coastal trade kingdoms surrounding the 

Java Sea. The court culture nevertheless persisted, allhough it was over

laid and interfused with Islamic symbols and ideas and set among an 

ethnically more differentiated urban mass, which looked with less awe 

on the classical order. The steady growth-especially on Java-of 

Dutch administrative control in the mid-nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries constricted the tradition still further. But. since the lower Icv

els of the bureaucrac), continued to be manned almost entirely by Indo

nesians of the old upper classes. the tradition remained, even then, the 

matrix of supravillagc political order. The Regency or the District Of

fice remained not merely the axis of the polity but the embodiment of it, 

a polity with respect to which most villagers were not so much actors as 

audience. 

It was this tradition with which the new elite of republican Indonesia 

was left after the revolution. Thilt is not to say that the theory of the ex

emplary center persisted unchanged, drifting like some Platonic arche

type through the eternity of Indonesian history, for (like the society as a 

whole) it evolved and developed, becoming ultimately perhaps more 

conventional and less religious in general temper. Nor does it mean that 

foreign ideas, from European parliamentarian ism. from Marxism, from 

Islamic moralism, and so forth did not come to play an essential role in 

Indonesian political thought, for modern Indonesian nationalism is very 

far from being merely old wine in a new bottle. It is simply that, as yet, 

the conceptual transition from the classic image of a polity as a concen

trated center of pomp and power, alternately providing a cynosure for 

popular awe and lashing out militarily at competing centers, to onc of a 

polity as a systematically organized national community has, for all 

these changes and influences, still not been completed. Indeed. it has 

been arrested and to some extent reversed. 

This cultural failure is apparent from the growing, seemingly un

quenchable ideological din that has engulfed Indonesian politics since 

the revolution. The most prominent attempt to construct, by means of a 

figurative extension of the classic tradition, an essentially metaphoric re

working of it, a new symbolic framework within which to give form and 

meaning to the emerging republican polity. was President Sukarno's fa-

epic. Translaled in Th. Piegeaud. Java in th� 14th C�ntury (fhe Ha,ue. 1960), 
3 :21 .  The lerm noguro slill means. indifferently. "palace,w "capilal cilY," "51:ate,W 
"counlry," or ",overnmenl" -,sometimes even "civilization"_in Java . 
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Pantjasila concept, first set forth in a public s�h tow
.
a�d the 

of the Japanese occupation.49 Drawing on the Indlc tradttlo� of 

sets of numbered precepts-the three jewels, the four sublime 

the eightfold path, the twenty conditions of successful rule, a
.
nd 

forth-it consisted of five (pa",ja) principles (sila) that were 111-

to form the "sacred" ideological foundations of an independent 

Like all good constitutions, the Pantjasila was short, ambigu-

and impeccably high-minded, the five points being ··nationali
.
s�." 

. ,. "democracy," "social welfare," and (pluralistiC) 

." Finally, these modern concepts, set so nonchalantly in a 

frame, were explicitly identified with an indigenous peasant 

gotOllg rojoflg (literally, "the collective bearing of burden�";  fig

"the piety of all for the interests of all"), thus drawmg to-

the "great tradition" of the exemplary state, the doctri
.
nes of �on

nationalism, and the "little traditions" of the villages II1to 

luminous image.5o 

The reasons why this ingenious device failed are many and complex, 

only a few of them-like the strength in certain sectors of the pop' 

of Islamic concepts of political order, which are difficult to rec· 

with Sukarno's secularism-are themselves cultural. The Pantja

playing upon the microcosm-macrocosm conceit and upon t�e 

traditional syncretism of Indonesian thought, was intended to contam 

within it the political interests of the Islamic and Christian. ge�try and 

peasantry, nationalist and communist, commerciaJ and agranan, Ja

\lanese and "Outer Island" groups in Indonesia-to rework the old fac

limile pattern into a modern constitutional structure in which these var

ious tendencies would, each emphasizing one or another aspect of the 

doctrine. find a modus vivendi at each level of administration and party 

struggle. The attempt was not so totally ineffective or so int�lIe�tually 

fatuous as it has sometimes been painted. The cult of the PantJaslla �for 

that is what it literally became, complete with rites and commentanes) 

did provide for a while a flexible ideological context wit�in which pa�

liamentary institutions and democratic sentiments were bemg sou�dly
.
' If 

gradually. forged at both local and national levels. But the 
.
combllla�lon 

of a deteriorating economic situation, a hopelessly pathological re�atlo�

ship with the former melropole, the rapid growth of a subverSIve (Ill 

41 For a description of Ihe Panl,jasila speech, see G. Kahin. Nationalism and 
R� ... olulion in Indon�sia (tlhaca, t952). pp. 122-127. . . .  M The quotations are from Ihe Panl,jasila speech, as quoted In Ibid., p. 1 26. 
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principle) totalitarian party, a renascence of Islamic fundamentalism , 
the inability (or unwillingness) of leaders with developed intellectual 
and technical skills to court mass support, and the economic illiteracy. 
administrative incapacity. and personal failings of those who were able 
(and only too willing) to court such support soon brought the clash of 
factions to such a pitch that the whole pattern dissolved, By the time of 
the Constitutional Convention of 1 957. the Pantjasila had changed from 
a language of consensus to a vocabulary of abuse, as each faction used 
it more to express its irreconcilable opposition to other factions than its 
underlying ruJes-of-the-game agreement with them, and the Convention, 
ideological pluralism, and constitutional democracy collapsed in a single 
heap.:;' 

What has replaced them is something very much like the old exem
plary center pattern, only now on a self-consciously doctrinaire rather 
than an instinctive religion-and-convention basis and cast more in the 
idiom of egalitarianism and social progress than in that of hierarchy and 
patrician grandeur. On the one hand, there has been, under President 
Sukarno's famous theory of "guided democracy" and his call for the 
reintroduction of the revolutionary (that is, authoritarian) constitution 
of 1945, both an ideological homogenization (in which discordant 
streams of thought-notably those of Moslem modernism and demo
cratic socialism-have simply been suppressed as illegitimate) and an 
accelerated pace of flamboyant symbol-mongering, �IS though, the effort 
to make an unfamiliar form of government work having misfired, a des
perate attempt to breathe new life into a familiar one was being 
launched. On the other hand, the growth of the political role of the 
army, not so much as an executive or administrative body as a backstop 
enforcement agency with veto power over the whole range of politically 
relevant institutions, from the presidency and the civil service to the 
parties and the press, has provided the other-the minatory-half of 
the traditional picture. 

Like the Pantjasila before it, the revised (or revivified) approach was 
introduced by Sukarno in a major spcech-"The Rediscovery of Our 
Revolution"-given on Independence Day (August 1 7) in 1959, a 
speech that he later decreed, along with the expository notes on it pre-

'1 The proceedinp of the Convention. unfortunately still untranslated, form 
one of the fullest and most instructive records of ideotoaical combat in the new 
states available. See refltung Negara Rt!publlk Indont!slo Dolam Kons/iluonu 3 
vols. (n.p. IDjakarta?) . n.d. 1 195811 ). 

' 
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rcd by a body of personal attendants known as The Supreme Advi

Council, to be the "Political Manifesto of the Republic": 

,m thus came into existcnce a catechism on the ba. .. is. aims and duties of 
Indonesian revolution; the social forces of the Indonesian revolution. its 

. future and enemies; and its general program. covering the political. 
social. mental. cultural, and security fields. Early in 1960 the cen

I message of the celebrated speech was stated as consisting of five ideas 
the 1945 constitution. Socialism a la Indonesia. Guided Democracy. 

Economy, and Indonesian Personality-and the first letters of these 
phrases were put together to make the acronym USDEK. With "Pa

ical Manifesto" becoming "Manipol:' the new creed became known as 
Manipol-USDEK." $! 

And, as the Pantjasila before it, the Manipol-USDEK image of polit

Ical order found a rcady response in a population for whom opinions 

have indeed become a scramble, parties a jumble, the times a chaos: 

Many were attracted by the idea that what Indonesia nceded above all was 
men with the right state of mind. the right spirit. the true patriotic dedica
lion. "Returning to our own national personality" was attractive to many 
who wanted to withdraw from the challenges of modernity. and also to 
those who wanted to believe in the current political leadership but were 
aware of iu failures to modernize as fast as such countries as India and Ma
laya. And for members of some Indonesian co�mu�ities. nota

.
bly for many 

( Indic-minded I Javanese. there was real meaning In the vanous complex 
schemes which the President presented in elaboration of Manipot-USDEK. 
explaining the peculiar significance and tasks of t�e current stage of history. 
(Bull perhaps the most important appeal of Mampol-USDEK, howev�r. lay 
in the simple fact that it promised to give men a pt"gallgatl-somethlng to 
which to hold fast . They were attracted not so much by the content of this 
pt!gutlgan as by the fact that the President had offered one at 

.
a

. 
time when 

the lack of a sense of purpose was sorely felt. Values and cognl�lve palterns 
being in ftux and in connict, men looked eagerly for dogmatic and sche
matic formulations of the political good.» 

While the President and his entourage concern themselves almost en

tirely with the "creation and recreation of mystique," the army concerns 

itself mainly with combating the numerous protests, plots, mutinies, and 

rebellions that occur when that mystique fails to achieve its hoped-for 

It Feith. "Dynamics of Guided Democ:racy." p. 367. A vivid, . if somewhat 
shrill. description of. "Manipol-USDEKism" in aClion can be found In W. Hanna, 
Bung Karno's Indont!sla (New Yorio:, 1961). 

U Feith. "Dynamics or Guided Democracy," 367-368. Ptlang lile.rally meam 
''to grasp�; thu� pt!ganla", "something graspable." 
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effect and when rival claims to leadership arise, oW Although involved in some aspects of the civil service, in the managing of the confiscated Dutch enterprises, and even in the (nonparliamemary) cabinet, the army has not been able to take up, for lack of training, internal unity, or sense of direction, the administrative, planning, and organizational tasks of the government in any detail or with any effectiveness. The result is that these tasks are either not performed or very inadequately performed, and the supraloeal polity, the nalional state, shrinks morc and more to the limits of its t'raditionaJ domain, the capital city-Djakarta -plus a number of semi.independent tributary cities and towns held to a minimal loyalty by the threat of centrally applied force. Thai this attempt to rcvive the politics of the exemplary court will long survive is rather doubtful. It is already being severely strained by its incapacity to cope with the technical and administrative problems involved in the government of a modern state. Far from arrcsting Indonesia's decline into what Sukarno has called "the abyss of annihilation," the retreat from the hesitant, admittedly hectic and awkwardly functioning parliamentarianism of the Pantjasila period to the Manipol-USDEK alliance between a charismatic president and a watChdog army has probably accelerated it. But what will succeed this ideological framework when, as seems certain, it too dissolves, or from where a conception of political order more adequate to Indonesia's contemporary needs and ambitions will come, if it does come, is impossible to say. Not that Indonesia's problems are purely or even primarily ideological and that they will-as aU too many Indonesians already think-melt away before a political change of heart. The disorder is more general, and the failure to create a conceplual framework in terms of which to shape a modern polity is in great part itself a reflection of the Iremendous social and psychological slrains that the country and its population are undergoing. Things do not merely seem jumbled-they are jumbled, and it will take more than theory to unjumble them. It will take administrative skill, technical knowledge, personal courage and resolution, endless patience and tolerance, enormous self-sacrifice, a virttJally incorruptible public conscience, and a very great deal of sheer (and unlikely) good luck in the most material sense of the word. Ideological formulation, no matter how elegant, can substitute for none of these elements; and, in fact, in their absence, it degenerates, as it has in Indonesia, into a smokescreen for failure, a diversion to stave off de-� Ibid. 
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a mask to conceal reality rather than a portrait to reveal it. �ith 
, dous population problem; extraordinary ethnic, geograph�caJ, remen 

lack of trallled re ional diversity; a moribund economy; a severe 
. . 

g 
; popular poverty of the bitterest sort; and perv�slve, I�placa. 

social discontent, Indonesia's social problems seem vI�tually I�SOI�
even without the ideologicnl pandemonium. The abyss IIlto which I . 

<a,no claims to have looked is a real one. 
. .  w Yet at the same time, that Indonesia (or, I should Imagllle, any ne 

. ' 
can find her way through Ihis forest of proble�s ,:ithout any 

. 
I guidance at all seems impossible.:':' The motivation to seek I 

"Importan, to lise) technical skill and knowledge, the even more , 
I . "I" to ,upport the necessary patience and reso utlon, resl lenee 

.b T t the moral strength to sustain self-sacrifice an� incorruptl I Ity mu.s 
from somewhere, from some vision of public pur��e anchored III 

compelling image of social reality. That all these qu
.
alllles may n�t be 

. that the present drift to revivalistic irrationalism and unbndled 
I.
"

n
'''

,
''
.

''
,

''
y

; 
may continue; that the next ideological phase �ay be even fur

ther from the ideals for which the revolutio
.
n was ostenSibly fOugh���:; 

ls the present one; that Indonesia may contmue to be, � Bagehot 
fit F the scene of political experiments from which others pro
. 

'::c
n:�ut she herself very little; or that the ultimate outcome ma� be VI

ciously totalitarian and wildly zealotic is all very true. But W�I�h�ve� 
way events move the determining forces will not be wholly SOCIO oglca 
or psYChological

' 
but partly cultural-that is, conceptual. To fo.rge a 

lheoretical framework adequate to the analysis of s�ch three-(hmen� 
the task of the scientific study of Ideology-a tas sional processes is 

but barely begun. 

. d I in an emeraina African nation. con-51 Fer an a�al)'si� �r the role of I ea
e�

a
l A. Fallers. "Idealoi)' and Culture in dueted alon� hn� 5U�llar to . our ow� 

5 I� jff 63 (l96t): 677-686. For a super� Uganda Nallenah5m, AmUlCul1 A�t r°tfh I�· process ofthorough-aoina ideolollcase study of an ·'adolescent'· nation In W Ie 
d �ed with reasonable success.. see B. cal reconslruction seems to have !ee

; 
co

(':..o��on 1961). especially Chap. 10. Lewis, The Emugence 0/ Modun , ur ty , 
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VII 

Critical and imalinalive works are answers 10 questions 
posed by the situation in which they arose:. They are no� 
r:ercly answers. t�ey are strQt�gic answers, J/yliud an. 
s en. F�� th!r� 15 a �i!fcrence in style: or strale,y. if 
�ne says yes In tonalilltS thai imply "thank God'" 
In lonalities that imply "alas!" So I .h.,1d p< 

. .< 

. . . 
I 

. opose an 
Inll

,
ra ,!;orklna distinction between "stratc,ies" and "sit

uat�oM 
. 

w�creby we think of • . .  any work of critical 
or

,
lmallnatlve cast . . .  as the adoptin, of various strat. 

e�lcs for the e�co�PaJSlna of silualions. These siratc,ies 
size �p �he SlluallOns, name their structure and oul. 
st�ndlnl r"

.
aredients, and name them in a way thai can. 

talns an altItude toward them. 
This point of

, 
vie-;v docs 

,
not. by any means, vow U! 

to personal or hl!toncal !ubJectivi!m. The !ituations are 
real; 

.
the strate,ies ror handlina them have public con

t�n�: In $0 far as situations overlap rrom individual to in
diVidual, or rrom one historical period to another the 
strateaies possess universal relevance. 

' 

KENNETJl BUIIKE, Th� Philosophy 0/ Ulnary Form 

�s both �ience and ideology are critical and imaginative "works" (that 

IS symbolic structures), an objective formulation both of the marked dif

ferences between t�em and of the nature of their relationship to one an
other seems �o�e likely to be achieved by proceeding from such a con

cept of
. 

stYlls�lc strategies than from a nervous concern with 

comparallve epistemological or axiological stalus of the two forms of 

thought. No more
. 
than scientific studies of religion ought to begin with 

un�ecess�ry questions about the legitimacy of the substantive claims of 

their subJ�ct matter ought scientific studies of ideology to begin with 

such ques�lons .
. 
The best ,,:ay to deal with Mannheim's, as with any true 

paradox, IS �o clrc�mvent It by reformulating one's theoretical approach 

so as to aVOid seUlOg off yet once more down the well-worn path of ar

gument that led to it in the first place. 

The �ifferentiae of science and ideology as cultural systems are to be �ught 10 th� sorts of symbolic strategy for encompassing situations that 

ey respecllvely represent. Science names the structure of situations in 
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lOch a way thal the attitude contained toward them is one of disinteres

tedness. Its style is restrained, spare, resolutely analytic: by shunning 

the semantic devices that most effectively formulate moral sentiment, it 

lCeks to maximize intcllectual clarity. But ideology names the structure 

of situations in such a way that the attitude contained toward them is 

one of commitment. Its style is ornate, vivid, deliberately suggestive: by 

objectifying moral sentiment through the same devices that science 

,huns, it seeks to motivate action. Both are concerned with the defini
tion of a problematic situation and are responses to a felt lack of 
needed information. But the information needed is quite different, even 

in cases where the situation is the same. An ideologist is no more a 
poor social scientist than a social scientist is a poor ideologist. The two 

are-or at least they ought to be-in quite different lines of work, lines 

so different that little is gained and much obscured by measuring the ac

tivities of the one against the aims of the other.� 

Where science is the diagnostic, the critical, dimension of culture, 

ideology is the justificatory, the apologetic one-it refers " to that part 

of culture whieh is actively concerned with the establishment and de

fense of patterns of belief and value." '7 That there is natural tendency 

for the two to clash, particularly when they are directed to the interpre

tation of the same range of situations, is thus clear; but that the clash is 

inevitable and that the findings of (social) science necessarily will un

dermine the validity of the beliefs and values that ideology has chosen 

to defend and propagate seem most dubious assumptions. An attitude at 
once critical and apologetic toward the same situation is no intrinsic 

contradiction in terms (however often it may in fact turn out to be an 

empirical one) but a sign of a certain level of intellectual sophistication. 
One remembers the story, probably ben trovato, to the effect that when 
Churchill had finished his famous rally of isolated England, "We shall 

fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight 

in the fields and in the streets, we shall fight in the hills . . .  ," he 

H This point is, however, not quite the same as saying that Ihe two sorts of 
activity may not in praclice be carried on tOjether, any more than a man cannot, 
for example. paint a portrait of a bird that is both ornitholoaically accurate and 
aesthetically effective. Marl( is, of course, Ihe outstandina case, but for a more re
cent successful synchronization of scientific anal)'1is and ideological araument. see 
E. Shils, The- Tormtl1l 0/ Secrecy (New York, t9.56). Most such attempts to mil( 
genres are, however, di!tinctly less happy. 

u Fallers. "ldeoloJ)' and Culture.� The paltern! of belief and value defended 
may be, of course. those of a socially subordinate group, as well as those or a sa
cialiy dominant one, and the "apology" therefore for reform or revolulion. 
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turned to an aide and whispered, "and we shall hit them over the head 

with soda·watcr bottles, because we haven't any guns." 

The quality of social rhetoric in ideology is thus not proof that the 
vision of sociopsychologicai reality upon which it is based is false and 

that it draws its persuasive power from any discrepancy between what is 

believed and what can, now or someday, be established as scientifically 

correct. That it may indeed lose touch with reality in an orgy of autistic 

fantasy even that, in situations where it is left uncriticizcd by either a 

free science or competing ideologies well-rooted in the general social 

structure, it has a very strong tendency to do so-is all too apparent. 

But however interesting pathologies arc for clarifying normal function· 
ing (and however common they may be empirically), they are mislead· 

ing as prototypes of it. Although fortunately it never had to be tested, 

it seems most likely that the British would have indeed fought on the 

beaches, landing grounds, streets, and hills-with soda·watcr bottles 

too, if it came to that-for Churchill formulated accurately the mood 
of his countrymen and, formulating it, mobilized it by making it a 

public possession. a social fact, rather than a set of disconnected, un· 

realized private emotions. Even morally loathsome ideological expres· 

sions may still catch most acutely the mood of a people or a group. Hit· 

ler was not distorting the German conscience when he rendered his 
countrymen's demonic self-hatred in the tropological figure of the magi

cally corrupting Jew; he was merely objectifying it-transforming a 
prevalent personal neurosis into a powerful social force. 

But though science and ideology are different enterprises, they are 

not unrelated ones. Ideologies do make empirical claims about the con· 

dition and direction of society, which it is the business of science (and, 

where scientific knowledge is lacking, common sense) to assesS. The so

cial function of science vis·i\·vis ideologies is first to understand them 

-what they are, how they work, what gives rise to them-and second 

to criticize them, to force them to come to terms with (but not neces

sarily to surrender to) reality. The existence of a vital tradition of scien

tific analysis of social issues is one of the most effective guarantccs 

against ideological extremism, for it provides an incomparably reliable 

source of positive knowledge for the political imagination to work with 
and to honor. It is not the only such check. The existence, as men

tioned, of competing ideologies carried by other powerful groups in the 

society is at least as important; as is a liberal political system in which 
dreams of total power are obvious fantasies; as are stable social condi-
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lions in which conventional expectations are not continually :fUslrat
.
ed 

and conventional ideas not radically incompetent. But, commItted w�th 
• quiet intransigence to a vision of its own, it is perhaps the most 111-
domitable. 



Chapter 9 
After the Revolution: 

The Fate of Nationalism 
in the New States 

Between '?45 and 1968 six.ly-six "countries"_the actualities demand the quotallon marks-attained political independence from colonial ��Ie. Unless one counts the American engagement in Vietnam, an am-��us �ase. the 
.
Iast great struggle for national liberation was that W Ie triumphed In Algeria in the Summer of 1 962 Th h ' o,h II 

. oug a ,ew 
. 

er co ISlons arc apparently still to come-in the Portuguese t ", Ties of Africa f, I ern o-

f 
, or ex amp e-the great revolulion against Western gOY ernance 0 Third World pe I '  . -

d ' .  op es IS essentially over. Politically morally an sociologically. the results afC mbted. But from the C 
' 

G 
' 

ana the d f '  
. ongo to uy

.
war

. 
S O  Impenalism are, formally anyway, free. I ConSidering all that independence seemed to promise po I I - pu ar ru e, 

I The lerm "new siales.," indeterminate t be: '  . 
as time passes and the states a e Th 

0 II.n WI tn, becomes even more so have ,ained independence sinc:� 'Wor��I� my
u

mam referent i� the COuntries Inat my purposes and seems real is!" 
ar • I do nOI nesltate, where it suits Ihe Middle East. whose form��' i

�:xt::d Ihe term 10 C?ver Slaies like those of Etniopia, Iran, or Thailand, which in It:: str��l
ce came earlier. or ev�n those. like sense were never colOnies al all. 
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economic growth. social equality. cultural regeneration, national 

and, above all. an end to the ascendancy of the West-it is 

surprising that its actual advent has been anticlimactic. It is not that 

has happened, that a new era has not been entered. Rather. that 

having been entered, it is necessary now to live in it rather than 

imagine it. and that is inevitably a deftating experience. 

1 he signs of this darkened mood are everywhere: in nostalgia for the 

,,,,i,e personalities and well-made dramas of the revolutionary strug

in disenchantment with party politics. parliamentarian ism, bureau

and the new class of soldiers, clerks, and local powers; in uncer

of direction, ideological weariness, and the steady spread of 

violence; and, not the least, in a dawning realization that things 

more complicated than they look. that social. economic, and politi

problems, once thOUght to be mere reftexes of colonial rule, to dis-

'pe'" when it disappeared, have less superficial roots. Philosophically, 

lines between realism and cynicism, between prudence and apathy, 
between maturity and despair may be very broad; but sociologi

they are always very narrow. And in most of the new states right 

they have thinned almost to the vanishing point. 

Behind the mood, which is of course not unmixed, lie the realities of 

postcolonial social life. The sacred leaders of the national struggle are 

either gone (Gandhi, Nehru, Sukarno, Nkrumah, Muhammed V, U Nu, 

Jinnah, Ben Bella. Keita, Azikiwe. Nasser, Bandaranaike), replaced by 

less confident heirs or less theatrical generals, or have been diminished 

10 mere heads of slate (Kenyatta. Nyerere, Bourguiba. Lee, Sekou 

Tour�, Castro). The near-millennial hopes of political deliverance once 

Invested in a handful of extraordinary men are not only now diffused 

among a larger number of distinctly less extraordinary ones but are 

themselves anenuated. The enormous concentration of social energies 

that charismatic leadership can. whatever its other defects, clearly ac

complish, dissolves when such leadership disappears. The passing of the 

generation of prophet-liberators in the last decade has been nearly as 

momentous, if not quite as dramatic, an event in the history of the new 

states as was their appearance in the thirties, forties, and fifties. Here 
and there, new ones will doubtless from time to time emerge, and some 

may make a considerable impact upon the world. But. unless a wave of 

Communist uprisings, of which there is now little indication, sweeps 

through the Third World throwing up a cloud of Che Guevaras, there 

will not soon again be such a galaxy of successful revolutionary heroes 
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as there were in the Olympian days of the Bandung Conference. Most 

new states afC in for a period of commonplace rulers. 

In addition to the reduction in the grandeur of leadership, there has 

been a solidification of the white collar patriciate-what American so. 

dalagists like to call "the new middle class" and the French, less eu. 

phemistic, call la cltuse dir;gecmte-which surrounds and in many 

places engulfs that leadership. Just as colonial rule tended almost every

where to transform those who happened to be socially ascendant (and 

submissive to its demands) at the time of its advent into a privileged 

corps of officials and overseers, so independence tended almost every

where to create a similar, though larger, corps out of those who hap. 

pened to be ascendant (and responsive to its spirit) at its advent. In 

some cases, the class continuity between the new elite and the old is 

great, in some less great; determining its composition has been the 

major internal political struggle of the revolutionary and immediate 

postrevolutionary periods. But accommodative, parvenu. or something 

in between, it is now rather defini(ely in place, and the avenues of mo. 

bility that for a moment seemed so wide open seem now, to most peo_ 

ple, distinctly less so. As political leadership has slipped back toward 

the "normal," or anyway appearing such, so too has the stratification 

system. 

So too, indeed, has SOCiety as a whole. The consciousness of massive, 

univocal, irresistible movement, (he stirring to action or an entire peo. 

pic, that the attack upon colonialism almost everywhere induced has not 

wholly disappeared, but it has powerrully lessened. There is much less 

talk, both inside the new states and in the scholarly literature concern

ing them, about "social mobilization" than there was five. not to say 

ten, years ago (and what there is seems increasingly hollow). And this is 

because there is in ract much less social mobilization. Change continues, 

and indeed may even be accelerating under a general illusion that noth

ing much is happening, an i llusion in good part generated by the great 
expectations that accompanied liberation in the first place.s But the 

general rorward motion or "the nation as a whole" has been replaced by 

� For an. i.ncisi�e. if ane�otal, discussion of the way in which contemporary 
SOCial conditions In the Third World hamper the rt(:ognilion of chanae on the 
part of "the natives" and foreign observers alike. see A. Hirschman. "Underdevel
opment. Ob!tacles to Ihe Perception of Chanle. and Leadership.� Daedalus 97 
(1968): 92!l-937. For some comments of my own rdative to the tendency of 
Western scholars-and. inferentially, Third World intellectuals-to underestimate 
the present rate (and 10 misconceive the dIrection) of chanle in the new states 
see "Myrdal's Mythololf," EncQu"tu. June 1969. pp. 26-34. 

' 
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a complex, uneven, and many-directioned movement by its various 

parts, which conduces to a sense less or progress than of agitated stag· 

nation. 
Yet, despite the sense or diluted leadership, renascent privilege, and 

arrested movcment, the rorce or the great political emotion upon which 

the independence movement was everywhere built remains but slightly 

dimmed. Nationalism-amorphous, uncertainly focused, half·articulated, 

but ror all that highly inflammable-is still the major collective passion 

in most new states, and in some it is virtually the only one. That, like 

the Trojan War, the world revolution may not take place as scheduled, 

that poverty, inequality, exploitation, superstition, and great power poli
tics arc going to be around ror a whilc, is an idea, however galling, that 

most people at least can somehow contrive to live with. But, onee 

aroused, the desire to become a people rather than a population, a rec

ognized and respected somebody in the world who counts and is at· 

tended to, is, short or its satisraction, apparently unappeasable. At least 

it has nowhere yet been appeased. 

Actually, the novelties or the postreVOlutionary period have, in many 

ways, exacerbated it. The realization that the power imbalance between 

the new states and the West has not only not been corrected by the de· 

struction of colonialism, but has in some respects increased, while at the 

same time the burrer colonial rule provided against the direct impact of 

that imbalance has been removed, leaving Hedgling states to rend ror 

themselves against stronger, more practiced, established states, renders 

nationalist sensitivity to "outside interrerence" just that much more in

tense and that much more general. In the same way, emerging into the 

world as an independent state has led to a similar sensitivization to the 

lets and intentions or neighboring states-most or them likewise just 

emerged-that was not present when such states were not rree agents 

but, as oneself. " belonged" to a distant power. And internally, removing 

European rule has liberated the nationalisms within nationalisms that 

virtually all the new states contain and produced as provincialism or 

separatism, a direct and in some cases-Nigeria, India, Malaysia, indo

nesia, Pakistan-immediate threat to the new·wrought national identity 

10 whose name the revolution was made. 

The erfects or this persistent nationalistic sentiment amid national 

disappointment have been naturally varied: a withdrawal into don't

touch-me isolationism, as in Burma; a surge or neotraditionalism, as in 

Algeria; a turn toward regional imperialism, as in precoup Indonesia; 
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an obsession with a neighboring enemy, as in Pakistan; a collapse into 

ethnic civil war, as in Nigeria; or, in the majority of the cases where the 

conflict is for the moment less severe, an underdeveloped version of 

muddling-through, which contains a little of all these plus a certain 

amount of whistling in the dark. The postrevolutionary period was envi

sioned to be one of organizing rapid, large-settle. broadly coordinated 

social, economic, and political advance. But it has turned out to be 

rather more a continuation, under changed, and i n  some ways even less 

propitious. circumstances, of the main theme of the revolutionary and 

immediate prerevolutionary periods: the definition, creation, and solidi

fication of a viable collective identity. 

In this process, the formal liberation from colonial rule turns out not 

to have been the climax but a stage; a critical and necessary stage, but a 

stage nonetheless, and quite possibly far from the most consequential 

one. As in medicine the severity of surface symptoms and the severity 

of underlying pathology are not always in close correlation, so in socIol

ogy the drama of public events and the magnitude of structural change 

are not always in precise accord. Some of the greatest revolutions occur 

in the dark. 

Four Phases of Nationalism 

The tendency for the velocities of outward change and inward transfor

mation to be out of phase with one another is  clearly enough demon

strated in the general history of decolonization. 

If, keeping all the l imitations of pcriodization in mind, one divides 

that history into four major phases-that in which the nationalist move

ments formed and crystallized; that in which they triumphed; that in 

which they organized themselves into states; and that (the present one) 

in which. organized into states, they find themselves obliged to define 

and stabilize their relationships both to other states and to the irregular 

societies out of which they arose-this incongruence comes plainly into 

view. The most obvious changes, those which caught and held the atten

tion of the entire world, occurred in the second and third of these 

phases. But the bulk of the more far-reaching changes, those altering 

the general shape and direction of sociaJ evolution. occurred or are oc

curring in the less spectacular first and fourth. 
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first, formative stage of nationalism consisted essentially of con

the dense assemblage of cultural. racial, local. and linguistic 

,r;,:s of self-identification and social loyalty that centuries of unin

history had produced with a simple, abstract, deliberately con

and almost painfully self-conscious concept of political 

-·a proper "nationality" in the modern manner. The granular 

into which individuals' views or who they arc and who they 

are so intensely bound in traditional society, were challenged by 

more general, vaguer, but no less charged conceptions of collective 

'yo based on a diffuse sense of common destiny, that tend to char-

r;ze industrialized states. The men who raised this challenge, the na
i intellectuals, were thus launching a revolution as much cultural. 

epistemological. as it was political. They were attempting to trans

the symbolic framework through which people experienced social 

and thus, to the extent that life is what we make of it all, that 

itself. 

That this errort to revise the frames of self-perception was an uphill 

that in most places it was hardly more than just begun, and that 

it  remained confused and incomplete goes without saying--or 

had not the contrary so often been asserted. Indeed. the very 

of the independence movements in rousing the enthusiasm of 

masses and directing it against foreign domination tended to obscure 

frailty and narrowness of the cultural foundations upon which those 

rested, because it led to the notion that anticolonialism and 

eel;ve redefinition are the same thing. But ror all the intimacy (and 

i of their interconnections, they are not. Most Tamils, Kar-

Brahmins, Malays, Sikhs, lbos, Muslims, Chinese. Nilotes, Ben

or Ashantis found it a good deal easier to grasp the idea that they 

not Englishmen than that they were Indians, Burmese, Malayans, 

Pakistanis, Nigerians. or Sudanese. 

As the mass attack (more massive, and more violent, in some places 

others) upon colonialism developed, it seemed to create, in and of 

.elf. the basis of a new national identity that independence would 

ratify. The popular rallying behind a common. extremely spe

political aim-an occurrence that surprised the nationalists nearly 

much as it did the colonialists-was taken for a sign of a deeper sol

Idarity, which produced by it would yet outlive it. Nationalism came to 

mean, purely and simply, the desire-and the demand-for freedom. 

Transforming a people's view of themselves, their society, and their 

culture-the sort or thing that absorbed Gandhi, J innah. Fanon, Su-
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kame, Scnghor, and indeed all the bitter theorists of national 
awakening-was identified, to a large extent by some of these same 
men, with the access of such peoples to self-government. "Scck yc first 
the political kingdom"-thc nationalists would make the state, and the 
state would make the nation. 

The task of making the slate turned out 10 be exacting enough to per
mit this illusion, indeed the whole moral atmosphere of the revolution, 
to be sustained for some time beyond the transfer of sovereignty. The 
degree to which this proved possible, necessary, or even advisable, var
ied widely from Indonesia or Ghana al one extreme to Malaysia or 
Tunisia at Ihe other. But, with a few exceptions, by now all the new 
stales have organized governments that maintain general dominion 
within their borders. and well or badly, function. And as government 
shakes down into some reasonably recognizable institutional form
party oligarchy, presidential autocracy, military dictatorship, recondi
tioned monarchism, or, very partially in the best of cases, representa
tive democracy-it becomes less and less easy to avoid confronting the 
fact that to make Italy is not to make Italians. Once the political revolu
tion is accomplished, and a state, if hardly consolidated, is at least es
tablished, the question: Who are we, who have done all this? re-emerges 
from the easy populism of the last years of dccolonization and the first 
of independence. 

Now that there is a local state rather than a mere dream of one, the 
task of nationalist ideologizing radically changes. It no longer consists 
in stimulating popular alienation from a foreign-dominated political 
order, nor with orchestrating a mass celebration of that order's demise. 
It consists in defining, or trying to define, a collective subject to whom 
the actions of the state can be internally connected, in creating, or 
trying to create, an experiential "we" from whose will the activities of 
government seem spontaneously to How. And as such, it tends to re
volve around the question of the contcnt, relative weight, and proper re
lationship of two rather towering abstractions: "The Indigenous Way of 
Life" and "The Spirit of the Age." 

To stress the first of these is to look to local mores, established insti
tutions, and the unities of common experience-to "tradition," "cul
ture," "nalional character," or even " race"-for the roots of a new 
identity. To stress the second is to look to the general outlines of the 
history of our time, and in particular to what one takes to be the overall 
direction and significance of that history. There is no new state in which 
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them. I shall call 

these themes (which, merely to have names f�r
feW i n  which t�ey 

] and "epochal ism" ) are not present, only a small, m-
not thoroughly entangled with one another; a�d

" between them is 
I decolonized minority in which the tel1510 !.Ige choice to for

invading every aspect of national life from lartgtJ 
policy. . matic, example. 1 

Language choice is, in fact, a good, even a paradIS not in some form 
think of a new state in which this questiOn h�S 

tertSity of the dis-
other risen to the level of national policy.3 '[he 10 

effectiveness with 
it has thereby generated, as well as the 

( 
r all the diversity 

i it has been handled, varies quite widely; b�t 
I
� on the essential-

its expressions, the " language issue" turns preCise 
dilemma. either mOfe or less 

For any speaker of it, a given language is at ooce ore or less cosmo
own or more or less someone else's, and either f119 heritage; a pass

I or more or less parochial-a borrowing Of d (Of what pur�ses 
or a citadel. The question of whether, whell, all should form Itself 

use it is thus also the question of how far a pcopl:f itS times.. . .  
the bent of its genius and how far by the demand� (rOm the h�gUlSIIC 

The tendency to approach the "language issue bscurcd thIS fact. 
" l at O " ' t b' l  , homemade or sCientific, has somew 1 ning the SUI a 1 -

discussion inside the new states and out Concefd from the notion , • e of a given language for national use has suffer l anguage-on the 
this suitability turns on the inherent nature of ttJ:sources to the ex

of its grammatical lexical or "cultural" r 
I or moral ideas. " . . 9 ' 

of complex philosophical. scientific, pOlItlC"e of being able to 
what it really turns on is the relative imparta-; l'ind of force t?�t 
one's thoughts, however crude or subtle. th iflg able to partlcl-

",ak,',n one's mother tongue permits as against be ., or in some cases 
in movements of thought to which only "foreigl'h 

i " languages can give access. (rn. the problem is 
It doesn't matter therefore whether, in concrete fO ' n Middle Eastern 

Ihe status of classical as against colloquial ArabiC �id a collection of 
countries; the place of an "elite" Western language lljex stratifi.cation of 
"tribal" languages in sub-Saharan Africa' the comP in  India or the , e;s • . 
local, regional, national, and international langLlag j'lgoage of itmlted 
Philippines; or the replacement of a Europeal'l l a  

"g� Problems 0/ V'"gu .. 
' For a general review, see j. A. Fishman et aI., eds., 

Of'vdopln8 Nalions (New York, (968). 
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world significance by others of greater significance in Indonesia. The 
underlying issue is LIle same. It is not whether this or thai language is 
"developed" or "capable of development"; i t  is whether this or that lan
guage is psychologically immediate and whether it is an avenue to the 
wider community of modern culture. 

It is not because Swahili lacks a stable syntax or Arabic cannot build 
combining forms---dubious propositions in any case4-that language 
problems aTC so prominent in the Third World: it is because, for the 
overwhelming majority of speakers of the overwhelming majority of 
languages in the new states. the two sides of this double question tend 
to work out inversely. What, from the ordinary speaker's view, is the 
natural vehicle of thought and feeling (and particularly in cases like Ar· 
abic, Hindi, Amharic, Khmer, or Javanese-the rcpository of an ad· 
vanced religious, literary, and artistic tradition to boot) is, from the 
vicw of the main current of twenticth century civilization, virtually a 
patois. And what for that current are the established vehicles of its ex· 
pression, are for that ordinary speaker at best but half·familiar Ian· 
guages of even less familiar peoples.' 

Formulated this way, the "language problem" is only the "nationality 
problem" writ small, though in somc places the conflicts arising from it 
are intense enough to make the relationship seem reversed. Generalized, 
the "who are we" question asks what cultural forms-what systems of 
meaningful symbols-to employ to give value and significance to the 
activities of the state, and by extension to the civil life of its citizens. 
Nationalist ideologies built out of symbolic forms drawn from local 

4 For the first (not accepted, but attacked), see L. Harries, "Swahili in Mod· 
ern East Africa," in Fishman et al.. lAnguage Problems. p. 426. For the second 
(accepted during an incisive discussion along the general lines here being devel
oped), see C. Gallaaher. "North African Problems and Prospecu: Languaae and 
Identity," in Language Problems. p. 140. My point, of course. is not that techni
cal linauistic matters have no relevance to language problems in the new states. 
bUI merely that the roolS of those problems are much deeper and that expanding 
Juicons, standard izing usages, improving writing systems, and rat ionaJizing in
struction, though valuable in themulves, do not touch the central difficulty. 

' The main exception so far as the Third World generally is concerned is 
Latin America. but there-provina the rule-language issues are very much less 
prominent than in the new states proper and tend to reduce to education and mi
nority aroup problems. (For an example, 5Ce D. H. Burns. "Bilingual Education 
in the Andes of Peru," in Fishman et al.. Languagr Problems. pp. 403-413.) To 
what dearee the fact that Spanish (or, more, Ponuguese) is just enough of a car· 
rier of modern thoulht to be felt to be an avenue to it and JUSt marlinal enough 
• carrier of it not actually to be • very good one has played a part in the intel· 
lectual provincialization of Latin America-so that it has in fact had a language 
problem without quite realizinl it-is an interesting and separate question. 
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i are, that is, essentialist-tend, like vernaculars, to 
psychologically immediate but socially isolating; built out of forms 

in the general movement of contemporary history-that is, 
,ey lend, like lingua francas, to be socially deprovincial· 

but psychologically forced. 
Uowever, rarely is such an ideology anywhere purely essentialist or 

epochalist. All are mixed and one can speak at best only of a 
in one direction or another, and often not evcn of that. Nehru's 

of "India" was doubtless heavily epochalist, Gandhi's doubtless 
essentialist; but the fact that the first was the disciple of the sec· 

and the second the patron of the first (and neither managed to con· 
.c. all Indians Ihal he was not, in the one case, a brown Englishman, 

in the other, a medieval reactionary) demonstrates that the relation 
these two routes to self.discovcry is a subtle and even parado,,

l one. Indeed, the more ideologized new states-Indonesia, Ghana, 
Egypt, Ceylon, and the l ike-have tcnded to be both intensely 

and intensely essentialist at the same time, whereas countries 
ore purely essentialist like Somalia or Cambodia, or epochalist like 

isia or the Philippines. have been rather the exceptions. 
rhe tension between these two impulses-to move with the tide of 
present and to hold to an inherited course-gives new state nation· 

its peculiar air of bcing at once hc1l·bent toward modernity and 
outraged by its manifestations. There is a certain irrationality 

this. But it is morc than a collective derangement; it is a social cata
in the process of happening. 

Essentialism and Epochalism 

interplay of essentialism and epochalism is not, therefore, a kind of 
dialectic, a logistic of abstract ideas, but a historical process as 

ret.e as industrialization and as tangible as war. The issues are 
fought out not simply at the doctrine and argument level-though 
is a great deal of both-but much more importantly in the mate

transformations that the social structures of all the new states are 
undergoing. Ideological change is not an independent stream of thought 
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running alongside social process and reflecting (or determining) it, it is 

a dimension of that process itself. 

The impact within any new state society of the desire for coherence 

and continuity on the one hand and for dynamism and contemporaneity 

on the other is both extremely uneven and highly nuanced. The pull of 

indigenous tradition is fell most heavily by its appointed, and these days 

rather besieged, guardians-monks. manc;larins, pandits, chiefs, ulema, 
and so on, that of what is usually referred to (nol altogether accurately) 

as "the West," by the urban youth, the troubled schoolboys of Cairo, 

Djakarta, or Kinshasa who have surrounded words like shabb. pemlldo. 

and jeullesse with an aura of energy, idealism, impatience, and menace. 

But stretching out between these all-too-visible extremes is the great 

bulk of the population, among whom essentialist and epochalist senti� 

ments are scrambled into a vast confusion of outlooks, which, because 

the current of social change produced it, only the current of social 

change can sort out. 

As illustrative cases, compressed to the dimensions of historical anec

dotes, of the generation of this confusion and of the efforts now being 

made to dissolve it, Indonesia and Morocco can serve as well as any. 

My reason for choosing them is that they are the cases I happen to 

know firsthand and, in dealing with the interplay between institutional 

change and cultural reconstruction, the degree to which one can substi

tute a synoptic vision for an intimate one is limited. Their experiences 

are, as all social experiences, unique. But they are not so different ei

ther from one another or from those of new states as a whole as to be 

unable to reveal, in their very particularity, some generic outlines of the 

problems faced by societies struggling to bring what they like to call 

their "personality" into a workable alignment with what they like to call 

their " destiny." 

In Indonesia, the essentialist element is, and long has been, extremely 

unhomogeneous. To an extent, this is true for virtually all the new 

states, which tend to be bundles of competing traditions gathered acci

dentally into concocted political frameworks rather than organically 

evolving civiliZations. But in Indonesia, the outlands at once of India, 

China, Oceania, Europe, and the Middle East, cultural diversity has 

been for centuries both especially great and especially complex. The 

edge of everything classica\' it has been itself shamelessly eclectic. 

Up until about the third decade of this century, the several ingredient 

traditions-Indic, Sinitic, Islamic, Christian, Polynesian-were sus-
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in a kind of half-solution in which contrasting, even opposed 

of life and world outlooks managed to coexist, if not wholly with-

tension, or even without violence, at least in some sort of usually 

to-each-his-own sort of arrangement. This modus vivendi 

to show signs of strain as early as the mid-nineteenth century, but 

dissolution got genuinely under way only with the rise, from 1 9 1 2  
of nationalism; its collapse, which is still not complete, only in the 

and postrevolutionary periods. For then what had been 

traditionalisms, encapsulated in localities and classes, became 

definitions of the essence of the New Indonesia. What was 

",c." to employ a term 1 have used elsewhere, a kind of "cultural bal

of power" became an ideological war of a peculiarly implacable 

Thus, in apparent paradox (though, in fact, it has been a nearly uni

occurrence in the new states) the move toward national unity in

group tensions within the society by raising settled cultural 

out of their particular contexts, expanding them into general alle-

and politicizing them. As the nationalist movement developed, 

parated into strands. In the Revolution these strands became parties, 

promoting a different aspect of the eclectic tradition as the only 

basis of Indonesian identity. Marxists looked mainly to the folk 

of peasant life for the essence of the national heritage; the 
. 

ans, clerks, and administrators of the classe (Hrigeanre to the 

aestheticism of the Javanese aristocracy; and the more substantial 

and landholders to Islam. Village populism, cultural elitism, 

puritanism: some differences of ideological opinion can per

be adjusted, but not these. 

Rather than adjusted thcy were accentuated, as each strand attempted 

graft a modernist appeal onto its traditionalist base. For the populist 

this was Communism; and the Indonesian Communist party, 

to discern an indigenous radical tradition in the collectivism, 

egalitarianism, and anticlericalism of rural life, became the chief 

both for peasant essentialism, especially Javanese peasant 

m, and for a revolutionary epochal ism of the usual "rise of 
masses" sort. For the salaried clement, the modernist appeal was in

I society as found (or imagined) in Europe and the United States, 

it proposed a marriage of convenience between oriental spirituality 

occidental drive, between "wisdom" and "technique," that would 

preserve cherished values while transforming the material 
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basis of the society out of which those values had arisen. And for the 

pious. il was naturally cnough religious reform, a celebration of the ef

fort to renovate Islamic civilization in such a way as to regain its lost. 

rightful leadership of the moral, material, and intellectual progress of 

mankind. But, in the event, nonc of these things-Peasant Revolution, 

The Meeting of East and West, or The Cultural Resurgence of Islam

happened. What happened was the mass slaughter of 1965, in which 

somewhere between a quarter and three-quarters of a million people 

lost their lives. The blood bath in which the Sukarno regime with pain

ful slowness drowned was the result of a \(3S1 complex of causes, and it 

would be absurd to reduce it to an ideological explosion. Yet, whatever 

the role of economic, political, psychological, or-for that malter

accidental factors in bringing it on (and, what is even harder to explain, 

sustaining it), it marked the end of a distinct phase in the progress of 

Indonesian nationalism. Not only were the slogans of unity ("one peo

ple, one language, one nation"; "from many, one"; "collective har

mony"; and so on), which had not been easy to credit in the first place. 

now rendered implausible altogether, but the theory that the native 

eclecticism of Indonesian cuhurc would yield easily to a generalized 

modernism clamped onto one or another element of it was definitively 

disproved. Multiform in the past, il would seem also to have 10 be mul

tiform in the present. 

In Morocco, the main obstacle to defining an integral national self 

has not been cultural heterogeneity, which in comparative terms has not 

been so very great, but social particularism. which in comparative terms 

has been extreme. Traditional Morocco consisted of an enormous, iII

organized field of rapidly forming and rapidly dissolving political con

stellations on every level from the court to the camp, every basis from 

the mystical to the occupational, and every scale from the grand to the 

microscopic. The continuity of the social order lay less in any durability 

of the arrangements composing it or the groups embodying it, for the 

sturdiest of them were fugitive, than in the constancy of the processes 

by which, incessantly reworking those arrangements and redefining 

those groups, it formed. reformed, and re-reformed itself. 

Insofar as this unsettled society had a center, it was the Alawitc mon

archy. But even in the best times the monarchy was hardly morc than 

the largest bear in the gp..rden. Embedded in a patrimonial bureaucracy 

of the most classic sort, a haphazard assortment of courtiers. chieftains, 

scribes, and judges, it struggled continuously to bring competing centers 
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which there were literally hundreds, each resting on 

different ground froOl the next-within its control. Although 

..:<" its founding in the seventeenth century and its submission in 

It never altogether failed in this, it also never more than very par

succeeded, Not quite an anarchy and not quite a polity, the Mo

state had, with its endemic particularism, just enough reality to 

the effect of colonial domination, which only formally lasted 

forty years, was to eviscerate the monarchy and turn it into a 

of Moorish tablellu viwlIIt .. but intentions are one thing and events 

.nother, and the ultimate result of European rule was to establish 

king <IS the axis of the Moroccan political system rather more em

I than had originally been the case. Though the earliest move· 

toward independence were undertaken by an uneasy, and as it 

out unstable, coalition of Western-educated intellectuals and neo

Muslim reformers, it was the arrest, exile, and triumphant 

of Muhammed V in 1953-1955 that finally secured the in

movement, and, in securing it, turned the throne into the 

of Morocco's growing but still intermittent sense of nationhood. 

country got, revived, ideologized, and better organized, its center 

But, it soon turned out, it also got. similarly improved, its partic

back. 

Much postrevolutionary political history has demonstrated this fact: 

however transformed, the crucial struggle still consists in an at

by the king and his staff to sustain the monarchy as a viable insti

in a society in which everything from landscape and kinship 

lIclu,-e to religion and national character conspires to partition politi-

life into disparate and disconnected exhibitions of parochial power. 

first such exhibitions came with a series of so-called tribal 

.,--in part foreign-stimulated, in part the result of domestic po-

maneuvering, in part a return of the culturally repressed-that 

the new state during the first few years of independence. These 

eventually put down with a combination of royal force and royal 

Intrigue, But they were merely the first, rather elemental indications of 

what life was going to be like for a classical monarchy that, returning 

rrom the limbo of colonial subservience, had to establish itself as at 

once the authentic expression of the nation's soul and the appropriate 

vehicle of its modernization. 
As Samuel Huntington has pointed out, the peculiar fate of traditional 
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monarchies almost everywhere in the new states is to have also to be 

modernizing monarchies. or al least to look like such,lI A king content 

merely to rcign can remain a political icon. a piece of cultural bric-a

brae. But if he wants also to rule, as Moroccan kings have always vcry 

much wanted to do. he must make himself the expression of a powerful 

force in contemporary social life. For Muhammed V. and, since 1 96 1 ,  

his son Hassan II,  this force has been the emergence for the first lime in 

the country's history of a Westcrn-cducatcd class large enough to per

mc.ue the enlire society and discrete enough 10 represent a distinctive in

terest. Though their styles have been somewhat different-Hassan is rc

motc where Muhammed was paternal-they have each struggled at 

once to organize and to place themselves at the head of The New Mid

dle Class. The Intermediate Seclors, UI CllIss(' Dirigemul!, The National 

Elite, or whatever this forming crowd of officials, officers, manager:,. 

educators, technicians, and publicists ought properly to be called. 

Suppressing the tribal rebellions was thus less the end of the old 
order than the end of an ineffective strategy for dominating it. After 

1958, the essentials of what has become the palace's established ap

proach to securing a firmer grip on the Moroccan half-polity emerged 

-the construction of a constitutional monarchy, constitutional enough 

to attract the support of the educated elite and monarchical enough to 

maintain the substance of royal power. Desiring the fate of neither the 

English monarchy nor the Iraqi, Muhammed V, and cven more Hassan 

II ,  have sought to create an institution which, invoking Islam, Arabism. 

and three centuries of Alawite rule, could draw its legitimacy from the 
past and, calling for rationalism, dirigisnI(" tlnd teChnocracy, its author

ity from the present. 

The stages in the recent history of this effort to turn Morocco, by a 
kind of political miscegenation, into what can only be called a royalist 

republic-the separation of the secularist, religious, and traditionalist 

wings of the nationalist movement and the consequent formation of a 

• S. P. Huntington. "The Political Modernization of Traditional Monarchies," 
Dal!duluJ 9S ( 1 966):763-768: see also his Political Ordrr in Ch(mging Sol'it!li,y (New 
Ha

.
v�n, 1968). With Huntington's general analysis, too much influenced. in my 

opInion, by the analolY of the king vs. aristocracy struggle in premodern Europe. 
I �m. however, in some disagret'mt'nl. For Morocco, anyway, Iht' image of a pop
ulist monarchy "out of stylt' in middle-cla�s circles." appealing over the heads of 
"local privilt'ge. corporate aUlonomy land] feudal power" to the masst's in the 
inter�ts of progressive rt'form, seems to me very nearly the rt'Vene of the truth. 
For more realistic views of p�tindepcndt'nce Moroccan politics. see J. Waterbury. 
Th, Commandu of'h� Faithful (london. 1970). 
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system in 1958-1959; the failure of the king's own coalition 

. the Front for the Defense of Constitutional Institutions, to gain a 

majority in the 1 963 general elections; the royal suspen

ostensibly temporary, of parliament in 1965; the dime-novel mur· 

(in France) of the major opponent of the whole project, Mehdi Ben 

. in 1 968-need not be traced out here. The point is that the ten-

between essentialism and epochalism is as observable in the vicissi

of the postrevolutionary Moroccan political system as in those of 

Indonesian; and if it has not as yet attained so flamboyant a denoue

and one may hope never will, it has been moving in the same 

,on of increasing unmanageability, as the relationship between 

Edward Shils has called the "will to be modern" and what Mazzini 

the "need to exist and have a name" grows steadily more in· 

.cd.' And though the form it  takes and the speed at which it moves 

vary, the same process is occurring in. if perhaps not all, at 

the overwhelming majority of the new states as, the revolution ac-

I , the point of it is sought. 

Concepts of Culture 

Talcott Parsons, carrying forward Weber's double rejection (and 

I acceptance) of German idealism and Marxist materialism, pro

a viable alternative, the dominant concept of culture in American 

ciaI science identified culture with learned behavior. This concept can 

be called "wrong"-isolated concepts are neither "wrong" nor 

for many, rather routine purposes it was, and remains, 

But it is now clear to virtually everyone whose interests ex· 

any distance beyond the descriptive that il is very difficult to gen

analyses of much theoretical power from such a diffuse, empiricist 

ion. The day when social phenomena were explained by redescribing 

as culture patterns and noting thai such patterns are handed down 

·om generation to generation is very nearly past. And Parsons, insist· 

in his grave and toneless voice that to interpret the way a group of 

beings behave as an expression of their culture while defining 

' E. Shil,. "Political Development in the New St&tes.M Comparalivl! Studjl!s in 
and History 2 (1960): 265-292, 379-4 1 1 .  
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their culture as the sum of the ways in which they have learned to be

have is not terribly informative. is as responsible for its passing as any 

single figure in contemporary social science. 

In place of this ncar-idea. Parsons. following nol only Weber but a 

line of thought stretching back at least to Vico, has elaborated a concept 

of culture as a system of symbols by which man confers significance 

upon his own experience. Symbol systems, man-created, shared, com'en

tional, ordered, and indeed learned, provide human beings with a mean

ingful framework for orienting themselves to one another, to the world 

around them, and to themselves. At once a product and a determinant 

of social interaction. they are to the process of social life as a com

puter's program is to its operations, the genic helix to the development 

of the organism. the blueprint to the construction of the bridge, the 

score to the performance of the symphony, or, to choose a humbler 

analogy, the recipe to the baking of the cake-so the symbol system is 

the information source that, to some measurable elttent, gives shape, 

direction, particularity, and point to an ongoing flow of activity. 

Yet these analogies. which suggest a pre-eltisting template stamping 

form onto a process eltternal to it, pass rather facilely over what has 

emerged as the central theoretical problem for this more sophisticated 

approach: namely. how to conceptualize the dialectic between the crys

tallization of such directive "patterns of meaning" and the concrete 

course of social lifc. 

There is a sense in which a computer's program is an outcome of 

prior developments in the technology of computing, a particular helilt of 

phylogenetic history, a blueprint of earlier eltperiments in bridge build

ing, a score of the evolution of musical performance, and a recipe. of a 

long series of successful and unsucccessful cakes. But the simple fact 

that the information elements in these cases are materially separable 

from the processual--one can, in principle anyhow, write out the pro

gram, isolate the helilt. draw the blueprint, publish the score, note down 

the recipe-makes them less useful as models for the interaction of cul

tural patterns and social processes where, a few more intellectualized 

realms like musie and cake-baking in part aside, the very question at 

issue is precisely how such a separation is, even in thought, actually to 

be effected. The workability of the Parsonian concept of culture reSb 

almost entirely on the degree to which such a model can be constructed 

--on the degree to which the relationship between the development of 

symbol systems and the dynamics of social process can be circumstan-
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cltposed, thereby rendering the depiction of technologies. rituals, 

and kinship terminologies as man-made information sources for 

directive ordering of human conduct more than a metaphor. 
This problem has haunted Parsons' writings on culture from the 

days when he regarded it as a set of Whiteheadian " external ob· 

psychologically incorporated into personalities and thus, by ex
, institutionalized in social systems, to the most recent where he 

it more in the control-mechanism terms of cybernetics. But no

IC"e has it come home more to roost than in discussing ideology; for, 

all the realms of culture, ideology is the one in which the relationship 

symbolic structures and collective behavior is at once the most 

)ic"o," and the least clear. 

For Parsons, an ideology is but a special sort of symbol system: 

,ystem of beliefs held in common by members of a collectivity . . .  
"ch is oriented 10 Ihe evaluative integration of the (;olleclivity, by jnter

of (hI' empirical lIafllre of tire collectivity and of lire l;tuat;OIl ill 
it il ploacl. the processes by which it developed to its given state, the 

to which its members arc collectively oriented, and their relation to 
future course of events.' 

left at that, this formulation fuses together modes of self-inter

that do not entirely go together, and, glossing over the moral 

ion inherent in ideological activity, obscures the interior sources of 

enormous sociological dynamism. In particular, the two clauses I 

underscored, the "interpretation of the empirical nature of the col

.
, 

and " [the interpretation I of the situation in which Ithat 

i is placed," are not, as I hope I have by now demonstrated, 

coordinate as practical enterprises in social self-definition as the 

"and" conjoining them might suggest. So far as new state national

is concerned, they are in fact very deeply, in some places irreconcil

at odds. To deduce what the nation is from a conception of the 

situation in which it is thought to be enclosed

ochali"m"-produces one sort of moral-political universe; to diag

the situation with which the nation is faced from a prior concep

of what it is intrinsically-"essentialism"-produces quite another; 

to combine the two (the most common approach) produces a 

assortment of milted cases. For this reason. among others, na· 

sm is not a mere by-product but the vcry stuff of social change in 

• T. Parsons, The Social System (Glencoe, 111., 1951). p. 349. Italics added. 
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so many new states; not its reflection, its cause, its expression, or its en

gine, but the thing itself. 

To see one's country as the product of "the processes by which it de

veloped to its given state," or, alternatively, to see it as the ground of 

"the future course of events," is. in short, to see it rather differently. 

But, more than that, it is to look in rather different places to see it: to 

parents. to traditional authority figures, to custom and legend; or, to 

secular intellectuals, to the oncoming generation, to "current events," 

and the mass media. Fundamentally, the tension between essentialist 

and epoc:halist strains in new state nationalism is 1101 a tension between 

intellectual passions but between social institutions charged with discor

dant cultural meanings. An increase in newspaper circulation, an up

surge of religious activity, a decline in family cohesion, an expansion of 

universities, a reassertion of hereditary privilege, a proliferation of folk

lore societies are-like their contraries-themselves elements in the 

process by which the character and content of that nationalism as an 

"information source" for collective behavior are determined. The orga

nized "systems of belief" propagaled by professional ideologists repre

sent attempts to raise aspects of this process to the level of conscious 

thought and so deliberately control it. 

But, no more than consciousness exhausts menlality does nationalist 

ideology exhaust nationalism; what it does, selectively and incompletely. 

is articulate it. The images, metaphors, and rhetorical turns from which 

nationalist ideologies are built are essentially devices, cultural devices 

designed to render one or another aspect of the broad process of collec

tive self-redefinition explicit, to cast essentialist pride or epochalist hope 

into specific symbolic forms, where more than dimly felt, they can be 

described, developed, celebrated, and used. To formulate an ideological 

doctrine is to make (or try to make-there are more failures than suc

cesses) what was a generalized mood into a practical force. 

The scuffle of political sects in Indonesia and the shifting foundations 

of monarchy in Morocco. the first so far an apparent failure, the second 

so far an ambiguous success, represent such attempts to draw the intan

gibilities of conceptual change into articulate cultural forms. They rep

resent, also, of course, and even more immediately, a struggle for 

power, place, privilege, wealth, fame, and all the other so<aHed "real" 

rewards of life. Indeed, it is because of the fact that they also represent 

this that their ability to focus and transform men's views of who they 

are and how they should act is so great. 
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1 he "patterns of meaning" by which social change is formed grow 

the processes of that change itself and, crystallized into proper 

or embedded in popular attitudes, serve in turn, to some 

limited degree, to guide it. The progress from cultural diver

to ideological combat to mass violence in Indonesia, or the attempt 

dominate a field of social particularisms by fusing the values of a re

with the facts of an autocracy in Morocco, are without doubt the 

of hard political, economic, and stratificalory realitie�; real 

has Howed, real dungeons have been built-and, to be faIr, real 

has been relieved. But they are also without doubt the record of 

would.be countries' efforts to breathe intelligibil ity into an idea of 
.. in terms of which these realities, and worse to come, can 

confronted, shaped, and understood. 
. . 

And this is true for the new states generally. As the herOIC exclte

of the political revolution against colonial dor.lination recede into 

inspirational past to be replaced by the shabbier, but no less convul· 

movements of the dispiriting present, the secular analogues of We

famous "problems of meaning" grow more and more desperate. It 

not only in religion that things are not ·'mere
.
ly there

.
an�

,
hap�n" b�t 

,ave a 'meaning' and are there because of thiS meanmg, �ut I�
. 

poh

as well. and in new-state politiCS in particular. The questIons What 

it all for?" "What's the user' and "Why go on?" arise in the conte�t 

mass poverty, official corruption, or tribal violence as much as m 
of wasting illness, defeated hope, or premature death. They get no 

answers, but insofar as they get any at all it is from images of a 

,,','" worth preserving or a promise worth pursuing, and though 

need not necessarily be nationalist images, almost all of them

Marxist ones included-are.' 

Rather like religion, nationalism has a bad name in the modern 

world and rather like religion, it more or less deserves it. Between 

them 
'
(and 

'
sometimes in combination) religious bigotry and nationalist 

hatred have probably brought more havoc upon humanity than any two 

forces in history, and doubtless will bring a great deal more. Yet also 

• The question of the relation,>hip between Marxism �d nationa�ism is a 
�ued one which it would take another essay even to outline. Suffice It here .10 
uy Ihat, as rar as Ihe new slales are concerned. Marxist .move�ents: ��munlst 
or non-Communist, have almost everywhere been heaVIly nallo? ahstlc m both 
aim and idiom. and Ihere is very little sian that they. ,:"e b�mml any less so. 
Actually. the same point could be made about rehllo-polltlcal .mov�menu
Muslim, Buddhist. HindU. or whatever; they too lend 10 be as locah zed In faci as 
they are placeless in principle. 
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rather like religion, nationalism has been a driving force in some of the 
most creative changes in history. and doubtless will be so again in  many 
yet 10 come. It would seem. then. well to spend less time decrying it
which is a little like cursing the winds-and more in trying 10 figure 
out why it takes the forms it does and how it might be prevented from 
tearing apart even as it creates the societies in which it arises, and be
yond that the whole fabric of modern civilization. For in  the new statclI 
the age of ideology is not only not over, but, as the inchoate changes of 
self-conception wrought by the dramatic events of the past forty ycar� 
emerge into the public light of explicit doctrine. only just beginning. In 
preparing ourselves to understand and deal with it. or perhaps only to 
survive it, the Parson ian theory or euhure, suitably emended, is one of 
our most powerrul intellectual tools. 

Chapter 1 0  

Integrative Revolution : 

Primordial Sentiments 

and Civil Politics 

in the New States 

I 

In 1948 scarcely a year after Independence, Pandit Nehru found him· 
If in  the always unsettling position for an opposition politician finally 

come to power of being obliged to place in practice a policy he had 

k>ng espoused but never liked. With Patel and Sitaramayya, he was ap· 

pointed to the Linguistic Provinces Committee. 
. 

. .  
. . 

The Congress had supported the principle of lingUistic determma�lon 
or state boundaries within India almost since its founding, argu,"

.
g, 

ironically enough, that British maintenance of ··arbitrarY"-that
. 

IS, 

nonlinguislic-administrative units was part of a divide·and·rule polt�y. 

In 1920 it had actually reorganized its own regional chapters along hn· 
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guislic lines so as better to secure its popular appeal. But with the 

echoes of partition perhaps still ringing in his ears, Nehru was deepl� 

shaken by his experience on the Linguistic Committee, and with the 

candor that made him virtually unique among the leaders of the ncv. 
states, he admitted it: 

(This Inquiry) has been in some ways an eye-opener for us. The work of 60 
years of the Indian Nallonal Congress was standing before us. face to facl' 

with centuries-old India of narrow loyalties. petty jealousies and ignorant 

prejudices engagL'd in mortal connict and we were simply horrified to sec 
how thin was the icc upon which we were skating. Some of Ihe ablest mcn 
i n  the country came before us and confidently and emphatically slated Ihal 
language in this country stood for and represented culture. race. history. in
dividuality. and finally a sub-nalion.' 

But. horrified or not, Nehru, Patel, and Sitaramayya in the end were 

forced to endorse the claims of Andhra as a Telugu.spcaking slate, and 

the thin icc wus broken. Within the decade India had been almost en

tirely reorganized along linguistic lines, and a wide range of observers, 

bolh domestic and foreign, were wondering aloud whether Ihe country's 

political unity would survive this wholesale concession 10 "narrow loy

alties, petty jealousies, and ignorant prejudices." Z 

The problem that opened Nehru's eyes in such wide astonishment is 

phrased in linguistic terms, but Ihe same problem phrased in a wide va· 

riety of terms is. of course, literally pandemic to the new stales, as the 
countless references to "dual" or "plural" or "multi ple" societies, 10 
"mosaic" or "composite" social structures, to "states" that are not "na
lions" and "nations" that arc not "states," 10 "tribalism," "parochial

ism, 
,
. and "communalism," as well as to pan-national movements of 

various sorts demonstrate. 

When we speak of communalism in India, we refer to religious con

trasts; when we speak of it in Mulaya, we are mainly concerned with ra· 

cial ones, and in the Congo with tribal ones. But the grouping under a 

common rubric is not simply adventitious; the phenomena referred to 

arc in some way similar. Regionalism has been the main theme in Indo

nesian disaffection, differences in custom in Moroccan. The Tamil mi· 

' Quoted in S. Harrison, "The Challenge to Indian Nationalism," For�jgn Af
fairs )4 (April 1956): ). 

! For a very dim view, see S. Harrison. India: Th� Mos/ Danguous D«od�s 
(Princeton, N.J .. 1960). For a lively Indian view that sees the "scheme of dividina 
India in the name of Linauistic Statcs" as �full of poison" but yet nC(;cssary "to 
make easy the way to democracy and to remoVt racial and cultural tension:' see 
8. R. Ambcdkar, Though,s 0" Linguistic S/aft's (Delhi. ca. 1955). 
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in Ceylon is set off from the Sinhalese majority by religion, Ian· 

race, region, and social custom; the Shiite minori�y in Ira� is s.et 

from the dominant Sunnis virtually by an intra-IslamIC sectanan dlf

alonc. Pan-national movements in Africa are largely based on 

in Kurdistan, on tribalism; in Laos, the Shan States, and Thailand, 

language. Yet all these phenomena, too, are in some sense of a 

They form a definable field of investigation. 
. . 

fhat is they would, could we but deftne it. The SlUitlfylllg aura of 

'tu,
' 

ambiguity that surrounds the terms "nation," "nationality," 

"nationalism" has been extensively discussed and thoroughly de

in almost every work that has been concerned to attack the rela

between communal and political loyaities.s But as the preferred 

has been to adopt a theoretical eclecticism that, in its attempt to 

justice to the multifaceted nature of the problems invo
.
lved, tends to 

political, psychological, cultural, and demographtc factors, ac

reduction of that ambiguity has not proceeded very far. Thus a re· 

symposium on the Middle East refers indiscriminately to the 
.
ef

of the Arab League to destroy existing nation-state boundaries, 

of the Sudan Government to unify a somewhat arbitrary and acci

demarcated sovereign state, and those of the Azerin Turks to 

from Iran and join the Soviet Republic of Azerbaijan as 

i i .. 4 Operating with a similarly omnibus concept, Coleman 

Nigerians (or some of them) as displaying five different sorts of na

,'0'" at once-" African," "Nigerian," "Regional," "Group," and 

"Cultura1." S And Emerson defines a nation as a "terminal comm�nity 

the largest community that, when the chips are down, effectively 

(ommands men's loyalty
. 

overriding the cl3in�s both of t�e lesser co�

munities within it and those that cut across It or po�enltal1y enf?ld
. 

It 

within a still greater society . . .  ," which simply shtfts the am�lgulty 

from the term "nation" to the term "loyalty," as well as seemlll� to 

leave such questions as whether India, Indonesia, or Nigeria are nations 

10 the determination of some future, unspecified historical crisis.1I 

I See for example, K. DeutSCh, Na/ionalism and Social Commulli�a/ion (New 

Y II. 1953) pp 1_14' R. Emerson. From Empir� to Natioll (Cambndae, Mass., 

I;�); J . C�le�an, Nigeria: Background '0 Nall�lI.alism (Berkeley, 1958). p. 

419fT; F. Hertz, Na/ionalism in History a"d Po/lllcs (New York, (944), pp. 

I t-IS.  . . 51 d' . r_ I porarv 
4 W. Z. Laqueur. cd .. Th� Mjddl� &J' in Translllon: II I�S 111 ...un �m , 

History (New York. 1958). 
• Coleman, Niguia, pp. 425-426 . 

• Emerson, Empire to Nation, pp. 95-96. 
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Some of this conceptual haze is burned away, however, if it is rcal. 

ized that the peoples of the new states are simultaneously animated by 

two powerful, thoroughly interdependent, yet distinct and often actually 

opposed motives-the desire to be recognized as responsible agents 

whose wishes, acts, hopes, and opinions "matter," and the desire to 

build an efficient, dynamic modern state. The one aim is to be noticed: 

it is a search for an identity, and a demand that the identity be publicly 

acknowledged as having import, a social assertion of the self as "being 

somebody in the world." 7 The other aim is practical: it is a demand for 

progress, for a rising standard of living, more effective political order, 

greater social justice, and beyond that of " playing a part in the larger 

arena of world politics," of "exercising influence among the nations." A 
The two motives are, again, most intimately related, because citizenship 

in a truly modern state has more and more become the most broadly ne

gotiable claim to personal significance, and because what Mazzini called 

the demand to exist and have a name is to such a great extent fired by a 

humiliating sense of exclusion from the important centers of power in 

world society. But they are not the same thing. They stem from differ

ent sources and respond to different pressures. It is, in fact, the tension 

between them that is one of the central driving forces in the national 

evolution of the ncw states; as it is, at the same time, one of the greatest 

obstacles to such evolution. 

This tension takes a peculiarly severe and chronic form in the new 

states, both because of the great extent to which their peoples' sense of 

self remains bound up in the gross actualities of blood, race, languagc, 

locality, religion, or tradition, and because of the steadily accelerating 

importance in this century of the sovereign state as a positive instru

ment for the realization of collective aims. Multiethnic, usually multilin

guistic, and sometimes multiracial, the populations of the new state� 

tend to regard the immediate, concrete, and to them inherently mean

ingful sorting implicit in such "natural" diversity as the substantial con

tent of their individuality. To subordinate these specific and familiar 

identifications in favor of a generalized commitment to an overarching 

and somewhat alien civil order is to risk a loss of definition as an au

tonomous person, either through absorption into a culturally undifferen

tiated mass or, what is even worse, through a domination by some other 

1 I. Berlin, Two Concepl:I of Uberty (New York, 1958), p. 42. 
I. E. Shill, '.' Political Devdopmenl in Ihe New Siales," Comparative Slutij�S in 

Soc,tly and }/lstory 2 (1960): 265-292, 379-41 I. 
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rival ethnic, racial, or linguistic community that is able to imbue that 

with the temper of its own personality. But at the same time. all 

the most unenlightened members of such societies arc at least dimly 

their leaders are acutely aware-that the possibilities for 

reform and material progress they so intensely desire and are 50 

to achieve rest with increasing weight on their being en

in a reasonably large. independent, powerful, well-ordered polity. 

insistence on recognition as someone who is visible and matters 

and the will to be modern and dynamic thus tcnd to diverge, and much 

the political process in the new states pivots around an heroic effort 

keep them aligned. 

I I  

more exact phrasing of the nature of the problem involved here is 

considered as societies, the new states are abnormally susceptible 

serious disaffection based on primordial attachments.' By a prj· 

attachment is meant one that stems from the "givens"-or, 

.m. precisely, as culture is inevitably involved in such matters, the as

"givens"-of social existence: immediate contiguity and kin 

mainly, but beyond them the given ness that stems from 

rorn into a particular religious community, speaking a particular 

or even a dialect of a language, and following particular 50-

practices. These congruities of blood. speech, custom, and so on, 

seen to have an ineffable, and at times overpowering, coerciveness 

and of themselves. One is bound to one's kinsman, one's neighbor, 

,ne', fellow believer, ipso facto; as the result not merely of personal 

practical necessity, common intercst, or incurred obligation, 

at least in great part by virtue of some unaccountable absolute im

attributed to the very tie itself. The g�neral strength of such pri

mordial bonds, and the types of them that are important, differ from 

to person, from society to society. and from time to time. But 

ror virtually every person, in every society. at almost all times, some 3t-

1 E. Shils, ··Pnmordial, Personal. Sacred and Civil Ties.- British Journo/ of 

It'Kiology 8 ( 1 957): 130_145. 
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tachments seem to flow morc from a sense of natural-some would say 
spiritual-affinity than from social interaction. 

I n  modern societies the lifting of such ties to the level of political 
supremacy-though it has, of course, occurred and continues to occur 
-has more and more come to be deplored as pathological. To an in
creasing degree national unity is maintained not by calls to blood and 
land but by a vague, intermittent, and routine allegiance to a civil state, 
supplemented to a grealer or lesser extent by governmental use of police 
powers and ideological exhortation. The havoc wreaked, both upon 
themselves and others. by those modern (or semimodcrn) states that did 
passionately seek to become primordial rather than civil political com
munities, as well as a growing realization of the practical advantages of 
a wider-ranging paltern of social integration than primordial ties can 
usually produce or even permit, have only strengthened the reluctance 
publicly to advance race, language, religion, and the like as bases for 
the definition of a terminal community. But i n  modernizing societies, 
where the tradition of civil politics is  weak and where the technical re
quirements for an effective welfare government are poorly understood, 
primordial attachments tend, as Nehru discovered, to be repeatedly. in 
some cases almost continually, proposed and widely acclaimed as pre
ferred bases for the demarcation of autonomous political units. And the 
thesis that truly legitimate authority flows only from the inherent coer
civeness such attachments are conceived somehow 10 possess is frankly. 
energetically, and artlessly defended: 

The reasons why a unilingual state is stable and a multilingual state unstable 
are qui Ie obvious. A state is buill on fellow feeling. What is this fellow feel· 
ing? To state briefly it is a feeling of a corporate sentiment of oneness which 
makes those who are charged with il fl.'el thai they arc kith and kin. This 
feeling is a double·edged feeling. It is at once a feeling of " consciousness of 
kind" Which. on Ihe one hand. binds together those who have it so strongly 
that it overrides all differences arisi ng out of economic conHicts or social 
gradations and. on the other. severs them from those who are not of their 
kind. I t  is a longing not to belong to any other group. The existence of this 
fellow feeling is the foundation of a stable and democratic slate.lo 

LO Ambedltar. Thoughts on Ungu{slic Stalts, p. I I .  Notina that the modern 
bilinaual states of Canada. Switzerland. and (white) South Africa might be quoted 
against him. Ambedk ... adds: "It must not be forgotten that the aenius of India is 
quite differenl than the aenius of Canada, Switzerland. and South Africa. The ge· 
nius of India is to divide-the aenius of Switzerland. South Africa and Canada 
to unite." [In 1972. bolh this I10le and my passaae about the declinina role of 
primordial divisions in "modern" countries seem, to put it mildly, rather less con· 
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It is this crystallization of a direct conflict between primor��al and 

sentiments-this " Ionging not to belong to any oth�r �roup -that 

to the problem variously called tribalism. paroch�ahsm, �ommu-

" n., and so on, a more ominous and deeply threatemng quality than 

of the other, also very serious and intractable, problems the n
.
ew 

face. Here we have not just competing loyalties, but
. 
compe�lOg 

of the same general order, on the same level of lOteg�atlon, 

are many other competing loyalties in the new stales, as m any 

to class. party, business, union, profession, or whatever. �ut 

,up. formed of such tics arc virtually never considered as poSSible 

. maximal social units, as candidates for nationhood. Con

,CIS among them occur only within a more or less fully accepted ter-

community whose political integrity they do not, as a rule, put 

question, No matter how severe they become, they do not threaten, 

least not intentionally. its existence as such. They threaten govern

ments, or even forms of government, but they ra�ely at
. 

best-
.
and then 

usually when they have become infused with primordial se�tlments

threaten to undermine the nation itself. because th�y do not mvolve al

ternative definitions of what the nation is, of what Its scope of refere
.
nce 

is Economic or class or intellectual disaffection lhreatens revol�t�on, 

b�t disaffection based on race, language, or cultur� l�reatens partitIon, 

irredentism, or merger, a redrawing of the very 1I�1tts of the state,
.
a 

new definition of its domain. Civil discontent finds Its nat�ral o�tlet ,'" 

the seizing, legally or illegally, of the state appar�tus. Primordial diS

content strives more deeply and is satisfied less easily. If severe enough, 

it wants not just Sukarno's or Nehru's or Moulay Hasan's head. it wants 

Indonesia's or India's or Morocco's. . 
The actual foci around which such discontent tends to crystalhze are 

various, and in any given case several are usually involved concurr�nt
.
ly, 

sometimes at cross-purposes with one another. On a merely descriptive 

level they are, nevertheless, fairly readily enumerable: I I  

A d 81 d "f,"'s Here the defining element is quasi-kinship. $Slime 00 � . . . 
"Ouasi" because kin units formed around known biological relatlonshtp 

. h thO essay was oriainally wrillen. But if 
vincina than they did �n 1962. w en li

on have made primordial definition 
events in Canada, Belilum. Ulster, ��d 

h
50 

on they have made the aeneral 
seem less predominantly a "new slate p enomen , 

"Iument developed here seem eve� more aermane.) . 
I I  For a similar but rather differently conceived and oraaniud 1i111l1a· see 

Emerson, £mpir� to NtJlion. Chaps. 6, 7. and 8. 
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(extended families, lineages, and so on) are too small for even the most 
tradition-bound to regard them as having morc than limited significance. 

and the referent is, consequently, to a notion of untraceable but yet so
ciologically rcal kinship, as in a tribe. Nigeria, the Congo, and the 

greater part of sub·Saharan Africa are characterized by a prominence 
of this sort of primordiaJism. But so also arc the nomads or semi no

mads orthe Middle East-the Kurds, BaJuchis. Pathans, and SO on; the 
Nagas, Mundas. Santals. and so on, of India; and most of the so-called 

hill iribes of Southeast Asia. 
Race. Clearly. race is similar to assumed kinship, in that it involves 

an cthnobiological theory. But it is not quite the same thing. Here, the 

reference is to phenotypical physical features-especially, of course, 

skin color, but also facial form, stature, hair type, and so on-rather 

than any very definite sense of common descent as such. The communal 

problems of Malaya in large part focus around these sorts of dirfer
ences, between, in fact, two phenotypically very similar Mongoloid peo_ 

ples. " Negritude" clearly draws much, though perhaps not all, of its 

force rrom the notion of race as a significant primordial property, and 

the pariah commercial minorities-like the Chinese in Southeast Asia 

or the Indians and Lebanese in Africa-are Similarly demarcated. 
Ltmguage. Linguism-for some yet to be adequately explained 

reasons-is particularly intense in the Indian subcontinent, has been 

something of an issue in Malaya, and has appeared sporadically else

where. But as language has sometimes been held 10 be the altogether es

sential axis or nationality conRicts. it is worth stressing that Iinguism is 

not an inevitable outcome of linguistic diversity. As indeed kinship, 

race, and the other factors to be listed below, language differences need 

not in themselves be particularly divisive; they have not been so ror the 

most part in Tanganyika, Iran (not a new state in the strict sense, per

haps), the Philippines, or even in Indonesia. where despite a great con

fusion of tongues linguistic conflict seems to be the one social problem 

the country has somehow omitted to demonstrate in extreme rorm. Fur
thermore, primordial conRicts can occur where no marked linguistic dif

ferences are involved, as in Lebanon, among the various sorts or Ba

tak-speakers in Indonesia, and to n lesser extent perhaps between the 

FuJani and Hausa in northern Nigeria. 
R�gion. Although a factor nearly everywhere, regionalism naturally 

tends to be especially troublesome in geographically heterogeneous 

areas. Tonkin, Annam, and Cochin in pre partitioned Vietnam, the two 
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on the long pole, were opposed almost purely in regional terms, 

language, culture, race, and so on. The tension between East 

West Pakistan (now separated into Bangladesh and Pakistan] in

differences in language and culture too, but the geographic ele

was of great prominence owing to the territorial discontinuity of 

country. Java versus the Outer Islands in archipelagic Indonesia, 

the Northeast versus the West Coast in mountain-bisected Malaya, 

other examples in which regionalism has been an important pri

I factor in national politics. 

Religion. Indian partition is the outstanding case of the operation of 

type or attachment. But Lebanon, the Christian Karens and 
.
the 

Arakenese in Burma, the Toba Bataks, Ambonese, and MlIla

in Indonesia, the Moros in the Philippines, the Sikhs in Indian 

Punjab and the Ahmadiyas in Pakistan, and the �a�sa in �i�e�i� are 

other well-known examples of its force in undermlllmg or mhlbltmg a 

comprehensive civil sense. . ' 

CuslOm. Again, differences in custom form a baSIS for a cert�m 

amount of national disunity almost everywhere, and are of especial 

prominence in those cases in wh�ch an inteUectunlly and/?,r 
.
a�

.
isti�all:. 

rather sophisticated group sees Itself as the bearer of a clvlh�atlon 

amid a largely barbarian population that would be wel
.
1 adVised 

.
to 

model itself upon it: the BengaliS in India, the Javanese 1 0  Indonesl8, 

the Arabs (as against the Berbers) in Morocco, the Amhara in

another "old" new state-Ethiopia. and so forth. But it is important 

also to point out that even vitally opposed groups may differ rat�er Ii
.
t

tle in their general style of life: Hindu Gujeratis and Maharashtrl�ns III 

India; Baganda and Bunyoro in Uganda; Javanese and Sundanese III In

donesia. And the reverse holds also: the Balinese have far and away the 

most divergent pattern of customs in Indonesia, but they have been, so 

far, notable for the absence of any sense or primordial disconter.t at all. 

But beyond such a mere listing of the sorts of primordial ties that 

tend, in one place or another, to become politicized, it is necessary to 

go further and attempt also to classify, or someh�w order
� 

th� concrete 

patterns of primordial diversity and conflict that III fact eXist In the var

ious new states and of which these ties arc the components. 

This seemingly routine exercise in political ethnography is a rather 
more delicate task than at first appears, however, not only because those 

communalistic challenges to the integrity of the civil state that are at the 
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moment being openly pressed must be discerned, but also because those 

that are latent, lying concealed in the enduring structure of primordial 

identifications. ready to take explicit political form given only the 

proper sorts of social conditions. must be revealed. The fact that the In

dian minority in Malaya has not so far posed a very serious threat to 

the viability of the Slate does not mean that it might not do SO if some

thing odd happened to the world price of rubber or if Mrs. Gandhi's 

hands-orr policy toward overseas Indians should be replaced by one 

morc like that of Mao toward the overseas Chinese. The Mora problem. 

which provided postgraduate field training for select members of several 

generations of West Pointers, now merely simmers in the Philippines, 

but it may not do so forever. The Free Thai movement seems dead at 

the moment, but it could revive with a change in Thailand's foreign pol

icy or even with Pathet success i., Laos_ Iraq's Kurds, several times os

tensibly mollified, continue 10 show signs of restlessness. And so on. 

Primordially based political solidarities have a deeply abiding strength 

in most of the new states, but it is not always an active and immediately 

apparent one. 

Initially, a useful analytic distinction can be made with respect to this 

matter of classification between those allegiances that operate more or 

less wholly within the confines of a single civil state and those that do 

not but which run across them. Or. put somewhat differently, one can 

contrast those cases in which the racial, tribal, linguistic, and so on, ref

erence group that is charged with a "corporate sentiment of oneness" is 

smaller than the existing civil state, and those where it is larger, or at 

least transcends its borders in some fashion. In the first instance pri

mordial discontent arises from a sense of political suffocation; in the 

second, from a sense of political dismemberment. Karen separatism in 

Burma, Ashanti in Ghana. or Baganda in Uganda are examples of the 

former; pan-Arabism, greater Somaliism, pan-Africanism, of the lauer. 

Many of the Ilew stales are plagued by both these sorts of problems 

at once. In the first place, most interstate primordial movements do not 

involve entire separate countries, as the pan-movements at least tend to 

do, but rather minorities scattered through several, for example: the 

Kurdistan movement to unite Kurds in Iran, Syria, Turkey, and the So

viet Union, perhaps the most unlikely-to-succeed political movement of 

all time; the Abako movement of the late Mr. Kasuvubu and his Re

public of The Congo and Angola allies; the Dravidistan movement, 

insofar as it comcs to see itself as cxtending across Palk Strait from 
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India into Ceylon; the movement, or perhaps it is so far only a 

sentiment, for a unified and sovereign Bengal-greater 

ad,,, of both India and Pakistan. And there are 

a few classical irredentist-type problems scattered among the new 

Malays in South Thailand, the Pushtu speakers along the 

border of Pakistan, and so on; and when political boundaries 

more firmly established in sub-Saharan Africa there will be a 

many more of them. In all these cases, there is--or there may 

a desire to escape the established civil state and a long

to reunite a politically divided primordial community. I!  

In the second place, interstate and intrastate primordial attac�ments 

cross-cut one another in a complex network of balanced-If most 

balanced-commitments. In Malaya one of the more effec-

binding forces that has, so far at least, held Chi
.
nese and Mal�ys to

in a single state despite the tremendous centrifugal tendencle� the 

and cultural difference generates is the fear on the part of either 

'oup that should the Federation dissolve they may become a clearly 

minority in some other political framew�rk: the M�lays 

the turn of the Chinese to Singapore or Chana; the Chmese 

the turn of the Malays to Indonesia. In a simi1ar way, in Cey

lon both the Tamils and Sinhalese manage to see themselv�s as minori

ties: the Tamils because 70 percent of the Ceylonese are Smhalese; the 

Sinhalese because the eight million of them in Ceylon are all there are, 

while in addition to the two million Tami1s on the island there are 28 

million more in South India. In MorocCO, there has tended to be �th a 

within-state split between Arab and Berber, and an eXlr�t�te spilt be

tween partisans of Nasser's pan-Arabism and of Bourgulba s regroupe

ment maghrebin. And Nasser himself, until his death perhaps the new 

states' most accomplished virtuoso in the primordial arts, ":,,as ab�rbed 

in juggling pan-Arabist. pan-Islamic, and pan-African sentiments 111 the 

interests of Egyptian hegemony among the Bandung powers. 
. 

But whether the relevant attachments outrun state boundaries or not, 

most of the major primordial ballies are for the m�ment �ing fought 

within them. A certain amount of international confhct focuslOg around, 

or at least animated by. primordial issues does exist among the new 

II The intensity. prevalence. or even the reality of such desires in each �
f
ue is 

another matter about which nothina is beina asserted here. How muc,h. I any. 

r«lin in favo; of assimilation to Malaya exists amona the South �a�land Ma

lays, �e actual strenath of the Abako idea, or the attitudes <?f
. 
Tamils In Ceylon 

toward the Dravidian separatists of Madras arc matters for empIrical research. 
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states. The hostility between Israel and her Arab neighbors and the 
quarrel of India and Pakistan over Kashmir are the most prominent 
cases, of course. But the embroilment of two older states, Greece and 
Turkey, over Cyprus is another case; the tension between Somalia and 
Ethiopia concerning an essentially irredentist problem a third; the Indo
nesian difficulties vis·a-vis Peking with respect to the issue of "dual citi· 
zenship" for Chinese residents of Indonesia a fourth, and so on. As the 
new stales solidify politically. such disputes may well grow both more 
frequent and more intense. But as of now they have not yet become
with the exception of the Israeli-Arab conflict and, sporadically, the 
Kashmir problem-paramount political issues, and the immediate sig� 
nificance of primordial differences is almost everywhere primarily do
mestic, though this is not to say that they are therefore without impor
tant international implications. IS 

The construction of a typology of the concrete patterns of primordial 
diversity that are found within the various new states is severely ham
pered, however, by the simple lack of detailed and reliable information 
in the overwhelming majority of the cases. But, again, a gross and 
merely empirical classification can nonetheless fairly easily be devised, 
and should prove useful as a rough-and-ready guide to a wilderness oth
erwise uncharted, and facilitate a more incisive analysis of the role of 
primordial sentiments in civil politics than is possible in terms of "plu
ralism," "tribalism," "parochialism," " communalism," and the other 
cliches of common-sense sociology: 

I .  One common and, relatively speaking, simple pattern seems to be 
that of a single dominant and usually, though not inevitably. larger 
group set over against a single strong and chronically troublesome mi
nority: Cyprus with Greeks and Turks; Ceylon with Sinhalese and Tam
ils; Jordan with Jordanians and Palestinians, though in this last case the 
dominant group is  the smaller. 

2. Similar in some ways to this first pattern, but more complex, is 

�' N�� �oes the interstate .silni�nce of primordial sentiment.! lie wholly in 
their dlvls�ve power. Pan·Afncan altitudes. weak and iII-defined as they may be. 
have provided a useful context of mild solidarity for the confrontation of leaders 
of major African countries, Burma's strenuous (and expensive) efTorts to 
strenithen and revitalize international Buddhism, as in the Sixth Great Council 
al Yelu in 1954. served. at least temporarily. to link her more dftttively wilh 
the other Thera"ada countries-Ceylon, Thailand, laos. and Cambodia. And a 
"que, mainly racial, fedina of common "Malayncss" has played a positi"e rolc 
in the relations between Malaya and Indonesia and Malaya and the Philippines, 
and even, more recently, between Indonesia and the Philippines, 
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of one central-often enough in a geographic sense as well as a 

and several mediumly large and at least somewhat op

peripheral groups: the Javanese versus the Outer Island peoples 

Indonesia; the Irrawaddy Valley Burmese versus the various hill 

and upland vaUey peoples in Burma; the central plateau Persians 

the various tribes in Iran (though, again, this is not strictly a new 

; the Atlantic Plain Arabs encircled by the diverse Berber tribes 

the Rif, the Atlas, and the Sous; the Mekong Lao and the tribal poo

in Laos; and so on. How far such a pattern is to be found in black 

is unclear, In the one case where it might have crystallized, with 

Ashanti in Ghana, the power of the central group seems to have, at 

temporarily, been broken. And whether in a new state the Ba-

nda will be able 10 maintain (or, perhaps now, regain I their domi

position vis-a-vis the other Uganda groups through their greater 

, political sophistication, and so on, and despite their compris

but about a fifth of the population. remains to be seen, 

3. Another pattern that forms an internally even less homogeneous 

is a bipolar one of two nearly evenly balanced major groups: Ma

and Chinese in Malaya (though there is also a smaller Indian 

or Christians and Moslems in Lebanon (thOUgh here both 

rOl'ps arc actually aggregates of smaller SecIS); or Sunnis and Shiis in 

The two regions of Pakistan, although the Western region is far 

wholly homogeneous within itself, gave that state a sharply bipolar 

,rirnord pattern, which has now torn it in half. Vietnam before parti

lion tended to take this form-Tonkin versus Cochin-this problem 

now having been "solved" with the assistance of the great powers, 

,hough reunification of the country might revive it. Even Libya, which 

has scarcely enough people to develop decent group conflicts, has some

thing of this pattern with the Cyrenecia-Tripolitania contrast. 

4, ext, there is the pauern of a relatively even gradation of groups 

in importance, from several large ones through several medium-sized 

ones to a number of small ones, with no clearly dominant ones and no 

sharp cut-off points. India, the Philippines. Nigeria, and Kenya are per

haps examples. 
5 .  Finally, there is simple ethnic fragmentation, as Wallerstein has 

called it, with multiple small groups, into which somewhat residual cat

egory it is necessary to toss much of Africa, at least until more is 

known about it.1-I One proposal, issuing from the nothing-if-not-cxper-

14 I .  Wallerstein. "The Emergence of Two West African Nations: Ghana and 
Ihe Ivory Coast" (Ph.D. thesis, Columbia University, 1959). 
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imental LeopoldviIJe Government, suggesting a grouping of the Congo 
Republic's estimated two hundred and fifty or so separate tribal-lin
guistiC groups into eighty autonomous tribal regions, which would 
then be organized into twelve federated states, gives something of an 
indication of the extent to which such fragmentation can go, and the 
complexity of primordial allegiances it may involve. 

The world of personal identity collectively ratified and publicly ex
pressed is thus an ordered world. The patterns of primordial identifica
tion and cleavage within the existing new states are not fJuid, shapeless, 
and infinitely various, but are definitely demarcated and vary in system
atic ways. And as they vary. the nature of the individual's problem of 
social self-assertion varies with them, as it does also according to his 
position within any one type of pattern. The task of securing recogni
tion as someone who is somebody to whom attention must be paid ap
pears in a different form and light to a Sinhalese in Ceylon than it does 
to a Javanese in Indonesia or a Malay in Malaya, because to be a mem
ber of a major group set over against one minor one is a quite different 
matter from being a member of such a group over against a plurality of 
minor ones or another major one. But it appears also in a different 
form and light to a Turk in Cyprus than to a Greek, to a Karen in 
Burma than to a Burmese, to a Tiv in Nigeria than to a Hausa, because 
membership in a minor group places one in a different position from 
that in which membership in a major group places one, even within 
a single system.u The so-<:alled pariah communities of "foreign" traders 
that are found in so many of the new states-the Lebanese in West Af
rica, the Indians in East Africa, the Chinese in Southeast Asia and, in a 
somewhat different way, the Marwaris in South India-live in an alto
gether different social universe, so far as the problem of the maime
nance of a recognized identity is concerned, than do the settled 
agricultural groups, no matter how small and insignificant, in the same 
societies. The network of primordial alliance and opposition is a dense, 
intricate, but yet precisely articulated one, the product, in most cases, of 
centuries of gradual crystallization. The unfamiliar civil state, born yes
terday from the meager remains of an exhausted colonial regime, is su-

II For a brief diKussion of Ihis probtem with respect 10 Indonesia. see C. 
Geert� "The Javanese Vil1ale.� in LocIJI, EJhnic IJnd National Loy,dti�s in ViI
lag� Indonuia. ed. O. W. Skinner, Yale UniversilY, Southeasl Asia Studies, Cul
lural Report Series. No. 8 (New Haven, 1959), pp. 34_4 1 .  
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upon this fine-spun and lovingly conserved texture of pride 

suspicion, and must somehow contrive to weave it into the fabric of 
lern politics. 

I I I  

The reduction of primordiaJ sentiments to civil order is rendered more 

however, by the fact that politicaJ modernization tends initially 

to quiet such sentiments but to quicken them. The transfer of SOver_ 
from a coloniru regime to an independent one is more than a 

mere shift of power from foreign hands to native ones; it is a transfcr-
. 

of the whole pattern of political life. a metamorphosis of sub-

into citizens. Colonial governments, like the aristocratic govern

.",nts of premodern Europe in whose image they were fashioned, are 

and unresponsive; they stand outside the societies they rule, and 

upon them arbitrarily, unevenly. and unsystematically, But the gov

:rnlments of the new states, though oligarchic. are popular and attentive; 

are located in the midst of the societies they rule, and as they de

act upon them in progressively more continuous, comprehensive, 

purposeful manner. For the Ashanti cocoa farmer. the Gujerati 

or the Malayan Chinese tin miner, his country's attainment 

political independence is ruso his own attainment, willy-nilly, of 

political status, no matter how culturally traditional he may re

nor how ineffectively and anachronistically the new state may in 

p",elliiee function. He now becomes an integral part of an autonomous 

and differentiated polity that begins to touch his life at every point ex

c:ept the most strictly private. "The same people which has hitherto 

been kept as far as possible from government affairs must now be 

drawn into them," the Indonesian nationalist Sjahrir wrote on the eve of 

World War I I .  defining exactly the character of the "revolution" that 

was in fact to follow in the Indies over the next decade-"That people 

must be made politically conscious. Its political interest must be stimu

lated and maintained." III 

This thrusting of a modern political consciousness upon the mass of a 
still largely unmodemized population does indeed tend to lead to the 

Ill S. Sjahrir, Ou/ of Exi/e (New York. 19(9). p. 215. 
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stimulation and maintenance of a very intense popular interest in the af
fairs of government. But, as a primordially based "corporate feeling of 
oneness," remains for many the /OllS et origo of legitimate authority
the meaning of the term "seW' in "self-rule"-much of this interest 
takes the form of an obsessive concern with the relation of one's tribe, 
region, sect, or whatever to a center of power that, while growing rap
idly more active, is not easily either insulated from the web of pri
mordial attachments, as was the remote colonial regime, or assimilated 
to them as are the workaday authority systems of the " little commu
nity." Thus, it is the very process of the formation of a sovereign civil 
state that, among other things, stimulates sentiments of parochialism, 
communalism, racialism, and so on, because it introduced into society a 
valuable new prize over which to fight and a frightening new force with 
which to contend.17 The doctrines of the nationalist propagandists to 
the contrary notwithstanding, Indonesian regionalism, Malayan racial
ism, Indian Iinguism, or Nigerian tribalism are, in their political dimen
sions. not so much the heritage of colonial divide-and-rule policies as 
they are products of the replacemcnt of a colonial regime by an inde
pendent, domestically anchored, purposeful unitary state. Though they 
rest on historically developed distinctions, some of which colonial rule 
helped to accentuate (and others of which it helped to moderale), they 
are part and parcel of the very process of the creal ion of a new polit) 
and a new citizenship. 

For a lelling example in Ihis connection one may look to Ceylon. 
which, having made one of the quietest of entries into the family of ne .... 
states is now ( 1 962 J Ihe scene of one of its noisiest communal uproars. 
Ceylonese independence was won largely without struggle; in fact, with
out even very much effort. There was no embittered nationalist mass 
movement, as in most of the other new states, no loudly passionate 
hero-leader, no diehard colonial opposition, no violence, no arrests-no 

11 As TaicoH Parsons has pointed out, defined as the capacity to mobilize s0-
cial resources for social loals, is nol a "z.ero-sum" quantity within a social 
system, but. like wealth. is lenerated by the working of particular. in this case 
political rather than economic. in5tilOtions. ''The Distribution of Power in Ameri· 
can Society," World Polilics 10 (1957): t2]-t4]. The Irowth of a modern state 
within a traditional social contellt represents, therefore, not merely the shift ina or 
transfer of a filled quantity of power between aroups in such a manner that 8a
area8tively the aains of certain aroups or individuals match the losses of others. 
but rather the creation of a new and more efficient machine for the production of 
power itself, and thus an increase in the aeneral political capacity of the society. 
This is a much more aenuintly "revolutionary" phenomenon than a mere redis
tribution. however radical. of power within a aiven system. 
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really, for the 1947 transfer of sovereignty consisted of the 

SCI:men of conservative. moderate. aloof British civil servants by 

ve, moderate, aloof British-educated Ceylonese notables who, 

more nativistic eyes at least. '"resembled the former colonial rulers in 

but the color of their skin." \8 The revolution was to come 

nearly a decade after formal independence and the British gover

valedictory expression of "profound satisfaction that Ceylon has 

its goal of freedom without strife or bloodshed along t
.
he path 

peaceful negotiation" II proved to be somewhat prema�ure: 
.
'" 1956 

Tamil-Sinhalese riots claimed more than a hundred hves, to 1958, 

as many as two thousand. 
country, 70 percent Sinhalese, 23 percent Tamil, has been 

by a certain amount of group tension for cent
.
uries.20 But such 

I has taken the distinctively modern form of an Implacable, com

and ideologically instigated mass hatred mainly since the 

S. W. R. D. Bandaranaike was swept into the premiership on a sud

wave of Sinhalese cultural, religious, and linguistiC revivalism in 

. Himself Oxford-educated, vaguely Marxist, and essentially secu

in civil mailers, Bandaranaike undermined the authority of �he 

(and biethnic Colombo) patriciate by appealmg 

and one suspects somewhat cynically, to the primordial senti

of the Sinhalese, promising a "Sinhala-only" linguistic policy, a � of pride for Buddhism and the Buddhist clergy, and a radical re

:rl of the supposed policy of "pampering" the Tamils, as well as �e

Western dress for the traditional "cloth and banian" of the Sln

lle"e countryman.2I And if, as one of his more uncritical apologists 

his "supreme ambition" was not "to set up an outmoded, paro-

l' O. K. Ranaenekar, ''The Nationalist Revolution in Ceylon." Pacific Affa/rs 
( t 960): ]61-374. . .. . 
" Quoted in M. Weiner. '"The Politics of South ASia, tn G. Almond and J. 

, Th� Politics of thr Drvdoping Arras (Princeton, N.J., 1960). pp. 

10 About half the Tamils arc stateless "Indian Tamils"-tha! 
.
is, individuals 

Uo. to Ceylon in the nineteenth century to work on �fIt!sh tea estates. 
now rejected as citizens by India on th� ground that ther hve In Ceylon. and 

I the Iround that they are but SOJournef$ from India. . . 
i on the �pectacular failure of Sir lvor Jennings' 1?54 �rcdlctlon 

was unlikely to win the leadership of the nationalist �ve
because he was a "political Buddhist:' havina been educated as a Chr

.
LS�I�n, 

'"'. ��k;;; shrewdly remarks. "In an Asian sellina a Western-educated PO�It�c .. an �h� renounces his Wcsternization and upholds indigenous
. 

culture and elvlhza
lion wields a much ,reater inftuence than !he most d

,
yna

.
mlc local .�horoughbred 

can ever hope 10 do:' Ranaenekar. "Nationahst Revolution tn Ceylon. 
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chin I ,  racialist government," but to "stabilize democrac), and convert 
his country into a modern welfare state based on Nehru-style 
socialism," 2t he soon found himself the helpless victim of a rising tide 
of primordial fervor, and his death, after thirty hectic and frustrating 
months in power. at the hands of an obscurely motivated BuddhiM 
monk, was merely that much more ironic. 

The first definite move toward a resolute, popularly based, social re
form government led. therefore. not to heightened national unity. bul to 
the reverse-increased linguistic. racial, regional, and religious parochi
alism, a strange dialectic whose actual workings have been wcll-dc
scribed by Wriggins.23 The institution of universal suffrage made the 
temptation to court the masses by appealing to traditional loyalties vir
tually irresistible. and led Bandaranaike and his followers to gamble. 
unsuccessfully as it turned out, on being able to tune primordial senti
ments up before elections and down after them. The modernizing efforts 
of his government in the fields of health, education, administration, and 
so on, threatened the status of consequential rural personages-monks. 
ayurvcdic doclors, village schoolteachers. local officials-who were 
thercby rendered that much more nativistic and insistent upon com
munal tokens of rcassurance in exchange for their political support. The 
search for a common cultural tradition to serve as the content of the 
country's identity as a nation now that it had become. somehow. a state, 
led only to the revivification of ancient, and better forgotten, Tamil-Sin
halese treacheries. atrocities. insults. and wars. The eclipse of the West
ern-educated urban elite. within which class loyalties and old-school tics 
tended to override primordial differences, removed one of the few im
portant points of amicable contact between the two communities. The 
first stirrings of fundamental economic change aroused fears that the po
sition of Ihe industrious, frugal, aggressive Tamils would be strength
ened at the expense of the less methodical Sinhalese. The intensified 
competition for government jobs, the increasing importance of the ver
nacular press, and even government-instituted land-reclamation pro
grams-becausc they threatencd to alter population distribution and 
so communal representation in the parliament-all acted in a similarly 
provocative manner. Ceylon's aggravated primordial problem is not it 
mere legacy, an inheriled impediment to her political, social, and ceo-

n Ibtd. 
n H. Wrilgins, " lm�diments to Unity in New Nations-The C.se of Ceylon" 

(unpublished). 
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modernization; it is a direct and immediate reHex of her first 
-i still rather ineffective-attempt to achieve such moderniza-

this dialectic, variously expressed, is a generic characteristic of 
, .. 'ta politics. I n  Indonesia, the establishment of an indigenous uni

state made the fact that the thinly populated but mineral-rich Outer 
produced the bulk of the country's foreign-exchange earnings, 

densely populated, resource-JX)()r Java consumed the bulk of its 
painfully apparent in a way it could never become in the colo

era, and a pattern of regional jealousy developed and hardened to 
point of armed revolt.t4 In Ghana, hurt Ashanti pride burst into 

separatism when. in order to accumulate development funds, 
"u,m. new national government fixed the cocoa price lower than 

Ashanti cocoa growers wished it to be.n In Morocco, Riffian Ber
offended when their substantial military contribution to the strug

for independence waS not followed by greater governmental assis
in the form of schools, jobs, improved communications facilities, 

so on, revived a classic pattern of tribal insolence-refusal to pay 
boycott of marketplaces. retreat 10 a predatory mountain life

order to gain Rabat's regard.1II I n  Jordan, Abdullah's desperate at
to strengthen his newly sovereign civil state through the annexa-

of Cis-Jordan, negotiation with Israel, and modernization of the 
provoked his assassination by an ethnically humiliated pan-Arab 

i Even in those new states where such discontent has not 
to the point of open dissidence, there has almost universally 

around the developing struggle for governmental power as such a 
.oald penumbra of primordial strife. Alongside of. and interacting 

the usual politics of party and parliament, cabinet and bureau

t-4 H. Fieth, .. 'ndonesi .... in G. MeT. Kahin, ed., Gov�rnment and Politics of 
Asia (Ithaca, N.Y .. 19.59), pp. 1.5 's-238: .nd Kahin. G. MeT., ed .. 

Govunmmu of Asia (lIh.ea, N.V .. 19,58). pp. 471-'s92. This is not to say 
the crystallization of regional enmities was the sole motivating force in the 

C;;;i;�',�ebelliOn, nor that the Java·Outer Islands contrast was the only axis of 
)( . In all the quoeed examples in this essay, the desire to be recognized 
a responsible aaent whose wishes, acts, hopes. and opinions matter is inter

with the more familiar desires for wealth, power. prestige. and so on. 
I determinism is no more defensible a position th.n economic . ; 

D. Apter. Th� Gold Coast III Transit/on (Princeton. N.J .. 1955). p. 68. 
It W. Lewis, "Feud ina and Social Chan,e in Morocco." Journal of Co'lflict 

/ltSo/ulion 5 (1961): 43-,S4. 11 R. Nolte. "The Arab Solidarity Agreement," American Univenity Field 
Staff Leiter. Southwest Asia Series, 1957. 
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cracy, or monarch and army, there cltists, nearly everywhere, a sort of 
parapolitics of clashing public identities and quickening ethnocratic as· 
pi rations. 

What is morc, this parapoliticai warfare seems to have its own char· 
acteristic battlegrounds; there are certain specific institutional contexts 
outside the customary arenas of political combat into which it has a 
strong inclination to settle. Though primordial issues do. of course, turn 
up from time to time in parliamentary debates, cabinet deliberations, ju
dicial decisions, and, more often, in electoral campaigns, they show a 
persistent tendency to emerge in purer, morc explicit, and morc virulent 
form in some places where other sorts of social issues do not ordinarily, 
or at least so often or so acutely, appear. 

One of the most obvious of these is the school system. Linguistic con
flicts, in particular, tend to emerge in the form of school crises

witness the fierce dispute between Malay and Chinese teachers' unions 
over the degree to which Malay should replace Chinese in  Chinese 
schools in Malaya, the three-way guerrilla war between partisans of En
glish, Hindi, and various local vernaculars as instruction media in 
India, or the bloody riots staged by Bengali-speaking university students 
to block the imposition of Urdu by West on East Pakistan. But religious 
issues, too, tend to penetrate educational contexts quite readily. In Mos
lem countries there is the enduring question of the reform of traditional 
Koranic schools toward Western forms; in  the Philippines there is the 
clash between the American-introduced tradition of the secular public 
school and the intensified clerical effort to increase the teaching of reli
gion in such schools; and in Madras there are the Dravidian separatists 
announcing sanclimoniously that "education must be free from political, 
religious or communal bias," by which they in fact mean that it "must 
not stress Hindu writings such as the epic Ramayana." U Even largely 
regional struggles tend to engulf the school system: in  Indonesia the rise 
of provincial discontent was accompanied by a competitive multiplica
tion of local institutions of higher learning to the point where, despite 
the extreme shortage of qualified instructors, there is now a faculty in 
nearly every major region of the country, monuments to past resent
ments and perhaps cradles for future ones; and a similar pattern may 
now be developing in Nigeria. If the general strike is the classical polit
ical expression of class warfare. and the coup d'etat of the struggle be-

II P. Talbol. "Raisina a Cry for Secession:' American UniversilY Field Staff 
Letter, South Alia Series. 1957. 
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militarism and parliamentarianism, then the school crisis is per
becoming the classical political--or parapolitical-expression of 

elash of primordial loyalties. 
There are a number of other poles around which parapolitical vor

tend to form, but so far as the literature is concerned they have 
more noted in passing than analyzed in detail. Social statistics is 

example. In Lebanon there has not been a census since 1932, for 
that taking one would reveal such changes in Ihe religious composi
of the population as to make the marvelously intricate political ar

designed to balance sectarian interests unviable. In India, 
its national language problem, just what constitutes a Hindi 

.ok." has becn a mailer of some rather acrimonious dispule, because 
upon the rules of counting: Hindi enthusiasts use census fig

to prove that as many as half of India's people speak "Hindi" (in
Urdu and Punjabi), while anti-Hindiists force the figure down as 

as 30 percent by considering such matters as script differences, and 
even religious affiliation of the speaker, as linguistically sig-

. Then, too, there is the closely related problem of what, in 
with the strange fact Ihat according to the 194 I census of 

there were 25 million tribal peoples but in the 1 95 1  census only 
million, Weiner has aptly called "genocide by census redefini
.. t9 In Morocco, published figures for the percentage of the 

that is Berber run all the way from 35 to 60 percent, and 
nationalist leaders would like 10 believe. or have others believe, 

the Berbers are a French invention altogether.3o Statistics, real or 
concerning the ethnic composition of the civil service are a fa-

weapon of primordial demagogues virtually everywhere, being 
effective where a number of local officials are members of a 

other than the one they administrate. And in Indonesia a leading 
was banned, at the height of the regionalist crisis, for print-

It M. Weiner. "Community Associations in Indian Politics" (unpubl ished). The 
process, "ethnoaenuis by census redefinition," also occurs. as when in 

the Gabon capital, Togolest and Dahomeans are lumped statistically 
a new cateaory, "the Popo,� or in Northern Rhodesia copperbelt towns 

Tambuka, and so on, are "by common consent" arouped toaether 
these manufaclUred aroupinlS then laking on a real "ethnic" elI-

. J. Wallerslein, "Ethnicity and National (nlelralion in West Africa," Co
qfricainl!J 3 (1960): 129-139. 

ilt The percent !'ilure can be found in N. Barbour. cd ., A Surv�y oj North 
Africa (New York. 1959). p. 79; the 60 percent !'ilure in D. RUSlow, "The 

of the Near East." in Almond and Coleman, Politics oj Devtloping 
mu, pp. 369-45 3. 
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ing, in mock innocence. a simple bar graph depicting export earnings 

and government expenditure by province. 

Dress (in Burma hundreds of frontier tribesmen brought to Rangoon 

for Union day to improve their patriotism are cannily sent home with 

giflS of Burmese clothing), historiography (in Nigeria a sudden prolifer

ation of tendentious tribal histories strengthens the already very power

ful centrifugal tendencies plaguing the country), and the official insignia 

of public authority (in Ceylon, Tamils have refused to use automobile 

license plates marked with Sinha!a characters, and in South India they 

have painted over Hindi railroad signs) are other as yet but impression

istically observed spheres of parapolitical controversy,3. So, also. is the 

rapidly expanding complex of Iribal unions, caste organizations, ethnic 

fraternities, regional associations, and religious sodalities that seems to 

be accompanying urbanization in virlually all the new states, and has 

made the major cities in some of them-Lagos, Beirut, Bombay. 

Medan--caldrons of communal tension,32 But, details aside, the point is 

that there swirl around the emerging governmental institutions of the 

new states, and the specialized politics they tend to support, a whole 

host of self-reinforcing whirlpools of primordial discontent, and that 

this parapolitical maelstrom is in great part an outcome-to continue 

the metaphor, a backwash-of that process of political development it

self. The growing capacity of the state to mobilize social resources for 

public ends, its expanding power, roils primordial sentiments because, 

given the doctrine that legitimate authority is but an extension of the in

herent moral coerciveness such sentiments possess, to permit oneself to 

be ruled by men of other tribes. other races, or other religions is to sub

mit not merely to oppression but to degradation-to exclusion from the 

moral community as a lesser order of being whose opinions, attitudes. 

wishes, and so on. simply do not fully count, as those of children, the 

simple-minded, and the insane do not fully count in the eyes of those 

who regard themselves as mature, intelligent, and sane, 

Though it can be moderated, this tension between primordial senti

ments and civil politics probably cannot be entirely dissolved. The 

310n Burmese dress, see H. Tinker, Th� Union 0/ Burma (New York, 1957), 
p. 184. On Niaerian tribal histories, see Colc:man, NifJ�ria. pp. 327-]28. On Cey, 
lonese license plates, see Wriuins, "Ceylon's Time of Troubles, 1956-8," Far 
Eosurn Sur ... ty 28 ( 1959): ]]-]8. On Hindi railroad siaM. see Weiner. "Commu
nity Associations." 

U For a aeneral discuuion of the role of voluntary a.ssoc:iatiOnll in the urbani
zation pro<:cu in modernizina societies, sec Wallerstein, "The Emerlcncc of Two 
West African Nations," pp. 144-230. 
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",CI of the "givens" of place. tongue. blood, looks, and way-cf-Iife to 

an individual's notion of who, at bottom, he is and with whom, 

he belongs is rooted in the nonrational foundations of per-

And, once established, some degree of involvement of this 

sense of collective selfhood in the steadily broadening pol it

process of the national stale is certain, because that process seems 

louch on such an extraordinarily wide range of matters. Thus, what 

new states-or their leaders-must somehow contrive to do as far 

primordial attachments are concerned is not, as they have so often 

to do, wish them out of existence by belittling them or even deny

their reality. but domesticate them. They must reconcile them with 

unfolding civil order by divesting them of their legitimizing force 

respect to governmental authority, by neutralizing the apparatus of 

state in relationship to them, and by channeling discontent arising 

of their dislocation into properly political rather than parapolitical 

"n" of expression. 
This goal, too, is not fully achievable or at least has never yet been 

in Mr. Ambcdkar's Canada and Switzerland (the less 

of South Africa in this connection, the better) with their supposed 

to unite." But it is relatively so, and it is upon the possibility of 

relative achievement that the hope of the new states to turn the at

upon their integrity and their legitimacy by unfettered primordial 

rests. As with industrialization, urbanization. restratifica

and the various other social and cultural " revolutions" these states 

fated to undergo, the containment of diverse primordial communi-

under a single sovereignty promises to tax the political capacity of 

peoples to its utmost limits-in some cases, no doubt, beyond 

IV 

;'integrative revolution" has, of course, already begun, and a des

�,,"e search for ways and means to create a more perfect union is 

ere under way. But it has merely begun and just got under way, 

Ihat if one surveys thc new states on a broadly comparative basis, 

is confronted with a bewildering picture of diverse institutional and 

responses to what, for all its variation in outward form, is 
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essentially a common problem-the political normalization of pri
mordial discontent. 

The new states are, today, rather like naive or apprentice painters or 
poets or composers, seeking their own proper style. their own distinc
tive mode of solution for the difficulties posed by their medium. Imita
tive, poorly organized, eclectic. opportunistic, subject to fads, ill-de
fined, uncertain, they are exceedingly difficult to order typologically, 
either in classical categories or invented ones, in the same paradoxical 
way that it is usually so much more difficult to classify immature artists 
firmly into schools or traditions than it is mature oncs who have found 
their own unique style and identity. Indonesia, India, Nigeria, and the 
rest share, in the matter at hand, only a predicament; but a predicament 
that is one of the main stimuli to political creativity for them, pressing 
them on to a restless experimentation in order to find ways to extricate 
themselves from it and triumph over it. Again, this is not to say that all 
this creativity will ultimately be successful; there are mUllqut states as 
there are mlmqut anislS, as France perhaps demonstrates. But it is the 
recalcitrance of primordial issues that, among other things, keeps the 
process of incessant political, and even constitutional, innovation going, 
and gives to any attempt at systematic classification of new state polities 
a radically provisional, if not simply premature, quality. 

An attempt to order the various governmental arrangements now 
emerging in the new slates as means for coping with problems arising 
from linguistic, racial, and so on, heterogeneity must begin, therefore. 
with a simple empirical review of a number of such arrangements, a 
mere seuing out in model form of existing experiments. From such a re
view it should be possible to derive a sense of at least the ranges of var
iation involved, a notion of the general dimensions of the social field 
within which these arrangements are taking shape. Typologizing be
comes, in this approach, a matter, not of devising constructed types. 
ideal or otherwise, which will isolate fundamental constancies of struc
ture amid the confusion of phenomenal variation, but of determining 
the limits with which such variation takes place, the domain over which 
it plays. Here, a sense of such ranges, dimensions. limits, and domains 
can perhaps best be conveyed, in a kaleidoscopic sort of way. by the 
rapid presentation of a series of snapshot pictures of the "integrative 
revolution" as it seems to be proceeding in several selected new states 
showing different concrete patterns of primordial diversity and different 
mooes of political response to those patterns. Indonesia. Malaya. 
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India, Lebanon. Morocco. and Nigeria, culturally distinct and 
scattered, are as appropriate subjects as any for this type 

Hying survey of divided nations en route-ex hypothesi-to unity.33 

:Q As. with the partial exception of Indonesia [and now-1972-Moroccol .  
the followina summaries are based on the literature rather than on field re

a full biblioaraphy of sources would obviously be 100 lenathy for inclu-
in an essay. I therefore list below only those works upon which I have relied 

heavily. The best aenera! survey including the countries discussed i. Al
and Coleman. Politics of Devdoping Arras. and for Asia I have found the 

cited symposia edited by KaIlin, Governments and Polillcs of 
and Major Governments of Asia, most useful. Emerson, Empire 

Nation, also ofTers some valuable comparat ive materials. 
INDONESIA: H. Feith, The Wi/opo Cabinet, /9H-19.B Othaca, N.Y., 19.58); H. 

. The Indonesian EJections of 19JJ (Ithaca, N.Y., 19.52): G. Pauker, ''The 
I of Political Or,anization in Indonesia," Far Etuftrn Survey 27 (19.58): 

142; G. W. Skinner, LocQ/, Erhnic, and Notional Loyaltlts In Village Indo-

'''N'QA"l.AVA: M .  Freedman, "The Growth of a Plural Society in Malaya," Pacific 
�" 33 ( 1960): 1.58-167; N. Ginsbura and C. F. Roberts, Jr .. Malaya (Seattle, 

J. N. Parmer. "Malaya's First Year of Independence." For EaJtern Survey 
( T. E. Smith, "The Malayan Ejections of 19.59," Pacific AI-

JJ 
BURMA: L. Biaelow. ''The 1960 Elections in Burma," For Eastern Survey 29 

70-74; G. Fairbairn, "Some Minorily Problems in Burma," Pacific Aj
(1957): 299-31 I: J. Silverst�in, "Politics in the Shan State: The Question 

the Secession from th� Union of Burma," Thr Journol of Asian Stwits 18 
: 43-.58; H. Tinker, The Union of Burmo. 

INDI ... : Ambedkar. Thoughts on Unguistic SloUJ; S. Harrison, Indio; R. L. 
and I. Tinker. eds., LetJd�rship and Political InJlirulionJ in Indio (Prince

NJ., 1959); Rrport of the StattJ R«Jrgallitalion CommiJJion (New Delhi. 
M. Weiner, Party Politics ill Indio (Princeton. N.J., 1957). 

LUANON: V. Ayoub, " Political Structure of a Middle East Community: A 
Village in Mount Lebanon" (Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University, 19.5.5): P. 

Les InJtilut{ons politiques du L.{ball (Paris, t9.57); N. A. Ziadeh, Syria 
Lebanon (London, 19.51): N. A. Ziadeh, '"The Lebanese Elections. 1960," 

£rut Journal t4 ( 1 960): 367-38 1 .  
MOROCCO: D. Ashford, Political Change in Morocco (Princeton. NJ., 1961); N. 

ed., A Survey of North West Ajrica (New York, 19.59); H. Favre, "Le 
A L'Epreuve de la Democratisation" (unpublished. 19.58); J. and S. La

u Maroc A L'Epreuve (Paris, 19.58): w. Lewis, "Rural Administration 
Morocco:' Middlr EaJt Journal 14 ( 1960): 45-.54: W. Lewis, "Feudina and So

ChanBe in Morocco:' The Journal of Conflict Resolution 5 (1961): 43-.54. 
NWJUIA: J. Col�man. Nigeria; Rl!port of th� CommiJsion Appointtd to Enquire 

�IQ the Fears of Minorities alld the Means of Allayillg Thrm (London, 19.58); 
and M. Smyth�. The New Nigerian E1iu (Stanford, Calif., 1960). 
For curr�nt ev�nlS I have found the Am�rit:an University Field Staff Letters, 

particularly those on Indonesia (W. Hanna), Malaya (W. Hanna), India (P. Tai
bot). Morocco (c. Gallaaher), and Niaeria (R. Frodin). very useful, 

{Since the above list was c.ompil�d, a decade aao. an enormous number of 
new works bearina on our subject have appeared. So far as I know. however, a 
comprehensive biblioaraphy in this fi�ld docs not y�t ellist.1 
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ll\"OONESLA 

Until about the beginning of 1957. the regional tension between Java 
and the OUler Islands was kept in bounds by a combination of the con
tinuing momentum of revolutionary solidarity, a broadly representative 
multiparty system. and a characteristically Indonesian bisection of para
mount executive power in an institution called the Dwi-Tunggal
loosely. "dual leadership"-in which the two veteran nationalist lead
ers, Sukarno, a Javanese, and Mohammed Haua. a Sumatran. shared 
primacy as President and Vice-President of the Republic, Since then, 
the sOlidarity has faded, the party system collapsed, and the Dwi-Tung
gal split. Despite the effective military suppression of the regional rebel
lion of 1958, and despite Sukarno's feverish attemplS to focus the govern
ment on his person as the incarnation of "the spirit of '45," the political 
equilibrium thus lost has not been restored, and the new nation has be
come an almost classic case of integrative failure. With every step to
ward modernity has come increased regional discontent; with each 
increase in regional discontent has come a new revelation of political 
incapacity; and with each new revelation of political incapacity has 
come a loss of political nerve and a more desperate resort to an unsta
ble amalgam of military coercion and ideological revivalism. 

It was the first general elections of 1955 that, by completing the gen
eral outlines of a parliamentary system. made it inescapably apparent to 
reflective Indonesians that they had either to find some way of solving 
their problems within the framework of the modern civil order that they 
had almost reluctantly created or face a rising crescendo of primordial 
discontent and parapolitical conflict. Having been expected to clear the 
air, the elections only stirred it. They shifted the political center of 
gravity away from the Dwi-Tunggal toward the parties. They crystal
lized the popular strength of the Communist Party, which not only 
gained some 16 percent of the total vote, but drew nearly 90 percent of 
its support from Java, thus fusing regional and ideological tensions. 
They dramatized the fact that the interest of some of the more impor
tant centers of power in the society-the army, the Chinese, certain 
Outer Island export traders, and so on-were not adequately repre
sented in the formal political system. And they shifted the basis of qual
ification for political leadership away from revolutionary distinction to
ward mass appeal. At once the elections demanded that, if the existing 
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order were to be maintained and developed, a whole new set of re· 

among the president, vice-president. parliament, and cabinet 

worked out; that an aggressive, well<lrganized totalitarian party hos
to the very conception of democratic, multiparty politics be con

; that important groups outside the parliamentary framework be 

into effective relation to it; and that a new basis for elite soli-

other than the shared experiences of 1945-1949 be found. Given 

intractable economic problems, a cold-war international envi· 

and a large number of long-standing personal vendettas among 

highly placed. it would perhaps have been surprising had this multi· 

demand been met. But there is no reason to believe that given the 

political talents, it could not have been. 
In any case, it was not. By the end of 1956 the always delicate rela

between Sukarno and Hatta became so strained that the latter 

an action that in essence withdrew the stamp of legitimacy 

the central government so far as many of the leading military, fi

political, and religious groups in  the Outer Islands were con

"n.ed. The duumvirate had been the symbolic, and to a grcat extent 

real, guarantee of the recognition of the various Outer Island pea. 
as full and equal partners with the so much more numerous J a-

in the Republic, a quasi-constitutional warranty that the Ja
tail would not be permitted to wag the Indonesian dog. Sukarno. 

Javanese mystic and part inveterate eclectic, and Haua, part 

puritan and part shirtsleeve administrator, supplemented one 

not only politically but primordially. Sukarno summed up the 

'ncrelie high culture of the elusive Javanese; Haua, the Islamic mer

of the less subtle Outer Islanders. The major political parties 

)artic'" the Communists, fusing Marxist ideology with traditional 

"folk religion," and the Moslem Masjumi, which having 

nearly half of its popular vote in  the more orthodox regions out

Java became their major spokesman-aligned themselves accord

. Thus, when the Vice-President resigned and the President moved 

become, under his conception of a back·to-1945 (that is, pre-elec

,n,) "guided democracy," the sole axis of Indonesian national life, the 
. , 

political balance was upset and the advance toward regional 

entered its radical phase. 

Since then, spasmodic violence has ahernated with a frantic search 

political panaceas. Abortive coups, misfired assassination attempts, 

unsuccessful insurrections have followed one after the other, punc-
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tuated by an astounding wealth of ideological and institutional experi
ments. New Life movements have given way to Guided Democracy 
movements, and Guided Democracy movements to "Back to the 1945 
Constitution" movements, while governmental structures-national 
councils, state planning commissions, constitutional conventions, and so 
on-have multiplied like weeds in a neglected garden. But from all this 
nervous tinkering and breathless sloganeering no form competent to 
contain the country's diversity has appeared, because such random im
provisation represents not a realistic search for a solution to the nation's 
integrative problems but a desperately laid smoke screen behind which 
to hide a growing conviction of impending political catastrophe. For the 
moment, a new, de facto duumvirate divides leadership-Sukarno, call
ing ever more shrilly for a renewal of the "revolutionary spirit of 
unity," and Lieutenant General A.  H. Nasution, Defense Minister and 
former Army Chief of Staff (and another colorless Sumatran profes
sional), directing the military in its e,ll;.panded role as a quasi-civil ser
vice. But their relationship to each other, as well as the e,ll;.tent of their 
effective power. remains, like just about everything else in Indonesian 
political life, undetermined. 

The "growing conv;Clion of (III impending political cOUlslrop/re" 

turned Ollt 10 be all too acCtlrate. Presidenl S/lkamo's fre/ltied ideolog

ism continued 10 rise /lnli/ lhe night of September 10, 1 965, when th(' 

Commander of the Presidential Guard mounled an attempted coup 

d'ltat. Six ranking Army generals were murdered (General Nasution 

narrowly escaped). but the coup failed when allolher Gellert/I, Sullllrlo, 

rallied the army {lnd crushed Ihe rebels. There followed sevuol months 

of extraordinary popular savagery-mainly in Java and Bali, but also 

sporadically ill Sumatra-directed against individuals considered to be 

followers of the Imlonesiall Communist Party, which was generally re

garded to have been behind the coup. Several hllndred Ihollsand people 

were massacred. largely villagers by other villagers (though there werC' 

some army execllliOlls as well), and. in Java at least, mainly alollg t"(' 

primordial lines-pious Moslems killing Illdie syncrel;slS-described 

above. ( Thert� were .fome anti-Chinese actions, 100, especially in Suma

Ira, but tire bulk of Ihe killings were of Javanese by Javanese, Balinese 

by Balinese, (lIId so on.) Sukarno was gradually replaced as leader of 

lhe country by Suharto and died in June 1 970, Suharto having officially 

succeeded to Ihe presidency two years earlier. Since then the coumry 
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been run by the army with the assistance of various civilian lechni

experts and administrators. A second general election, held in the 

""fe, of 1971, resulted in the victory of (I govenlmem-sponsored and 

party and the severe wtakening of Ihe oldl'r political parties. 

moment, though lensiOIl be,wet'll primordially defined grollps, 

, regional, and ethnic, remains intenst', and ;n /tlct may have 

deepened by tire events of 1965, open expression of it is largely 

�.,,". That ;t wili iollg remoifl so seems-to me at leasl-unlike/y. 

In Malaya, the striking thing is the degree to which the overall inte

of the diverse groups in a rigidly multiracial society is taking 

not so much in terms of state structure as such, but of that much 

recent political invention, party organization. It is the Alliance, a 

of the United Malays National Organization, the Malayan 

Association. and the less important Malayan Indian Congress, 

which primordial confticts are being informally and realistically 

and where the strong centrifugal tendencies, as intense as per

any state-new, old. or middle-aged-has ever faced. are, so far. 

effectively absorbed, denected. and contained. Formed in 1 952. at 

height of the terrorist '"emergency," by conservative, English-edu

upper-class elements in the Malay and Chinese communities (the 

, never quite certain which way to jump. joined a year or two 

, the Alliance is one of the most remarkable examples of the suc

practice of the art of the impossible in the whole sphere of new

politics-a federated. noncommunal party of subparties. them

yes frankly. explicitly, and on occasion enthusiastically communal in 

set in a context of primordial suspicion and hostility that would 

the Habsburg Empire seem like Denmark or Australia. On the 

surface of things. it  ought not to work. 

The important question is, anyway, whether it will continue to work. 

has been independent only since mid·1957, has benefited from 

favorable economic conditions. from-the Communist in

aside-a fairly smooth transfer of sovereignty and the con· 

prlsellce anglaise this has made possible, and the ability of a 

somewhat rationalistic oligarchy to convince the mass of 

population that it is a more suitable vehicle for their aspirations 
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than the left-wing, emotionally populist sort of leadership that charac

terizes most of the other new states. Is Alliance rule merely the lull be

fore the storm as was United National Party rule, which it rather resem

bles, in Ceylon? Is it destined to weaken and disintegrate when the 

social and economic seas roughen as did the Indonesian Owi-Tunggal

multiparty system? Is it, in a word, too good to last? 
The omens are mixed. In the first general election. held prior to revo

lution, the AJliance captured 80 percent of the popular vote and 5 1  of 

the 52 elected seats in the federal legislative council, to become vir

tually the sole legitimate heir to the colonial regime; but in the 1959 
elections, the first held subsequent to independence, it lost a good deal 

of ground to more simply communal parties, its popular vote falling to 

5 1  percent and its seats to 73 of 103, The Malay sector, the UMNO, 

was weakened by the unexpected sweep of the pious, rural, heavily 

Malay northeast by an intensely communal party calling for an Islamic 

theocratic state. "the restoration of Malay sovereignty," and "Greater 

Indonesia." The Chinese and Indian wings were undercut by Marxist 

parties in the large towns along the tin- and rubber-rich central west 

coast, where large numbers of new, lower-class Chinese and Indian vot

ers had entered the rolls under the liberalized postindependence citizen

ship laws, the Marxism adapting itself, here as elsewhere. to primordial 

loyalties with little difficulty. Buffeted by these loses-which first be

came apparent in the state elections held a couple of months prior to 

the federal ones-the Alliance in fact came very close to splitting alto

gether, The losses of the UMNO tempted younger, less conservative ele

ments in the MCA to press for a greater number of Chinese candida

cies, for an explicit condemnation by the Alliance of Malay racialism. 

and for a review of state educational policy with respect to the language 

problem in Chinese schools. Hothead elements in the UMNQ responded 

in kind, and though the rift was patched. or patched over, in time for 

the elections, several of the younger leaders of the MCA resigned. and 

the UMNQ girded itself to expel primordial "agitators" in its own 

midst. 

Thus. although as in Indonesia. the holding of general elections 

brought latent primordial issues into such a focus that they had to be 

faced directly rather than concealed behind a facade of nationalist rhet

oric. in Malaya political talents seem, so far. to have been rather morc 

competent to this task. Though the Alliance is less absolutely dominant 

and perhaps somewhat less integrated than it was in the immediate post-
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period, it is still quite comfortably in power and still an 

civil framework within which very intense primordial issues 

be adjusted and contained rather than allowed to run free in para

confusion, The pattern that seems to be developing, and per

crystallizing, is one in which a comprehensive national party, with 

three subparts or subparties, comes almost to comprise the state and 

multiply assailed by a field of small parties-by class parties for 

too communal. and communal parties for not being communal 

(and by both for being "undemocratic" and "reactionary")

lOCh of which is trying to knock chips off one or another part of it by 

the points of strain that develop within it as it functions and 

appealing more openly to primordial sentiments. The intricate inner 

of the Alliance as it endeavors to hold the vital center against 

from all directions to undermine its basic source of strength-a 

quid.pro-quo, all-in-the-same·boat political understand

among Malay, Chinese, and Indian leaders-is thus the quintess

of the integrative revolution as it is proceeding in Malaya. 

In / 963 Malaya became Malaysia, a federation of Malaya proper 

the peninsula). Singapore, and the north Bornean territories of 

and Sabah. The Alliance remained the lruVority party. but the 

Singapore party. tilt! People's Action Party, sought 10 make in· 

among the peninsula Chinese, undercutting the MCA and thus 

the Alliance and the Cllinese-Malt,y political balance. In 

/965 the slmins became such that Singapore left the Federation 

became independent. Imense opposition to the lIew Federation 

Indont!sia and 10 Scbah's inclusioll in it from the Philippines only 

to the slresses involved in the forming of the new political entity. 

the general electiotls of May J 969 the narrow Alliance majority was 

mainly because of fhe failure of the MCA fO hold Chinese support 

111I.e/i of whiclJ wellt fO lhe essentially Chinese Democratic Action 

but also to further gains by the Islamist MaillY communalist 

""Y mentioned in the text, which gOf nearly a qllarter of the vote. The 

feeling it IUld /osl the confidence of the Chinese community, then 

the Alliance, bringing on a filII-fledged crisis. lAter in the same 

savage communal riOlS broke out in the capital, Kuala Lumpur, 

which about 150 persons were killed, most of 'hem in an extremely 

fashion, cmd comnlfmications belween the Chinese and Malay 

",,',m,",,;';e broke down lIlmosl totally. Emergency ",Ie was imposed, 
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and the situation calmed. In �plember 1970, Teunlw Abdul Rahman, 

who had headed the UMNO and the Alliance since their [ouMing, re

tired and was replaced by his long-Ifmi' deputy (md Ihe strong man of 

the regime, Tun Abdul Ra1.uJ.. , The nate of emergeflCY was finally 

ene/e(I and parUtll1lenfary government restored after twenty-one momhs, 

in February of 197/ . For the moment the sflllation secms to havI! stabi

lized, and the Allianu still holds against Ihe communaJisl lIttempls to 

chip away (1/ it (0 conlinuing Chinese Communist guerrilla revolt per

sists, however, in Saruwak), though ehe coutltry as a whole may be in 

fact further away from con/muMI accord than it was in Ihe firsl years of • • 
ItS eXIStence. 

BURMA 

In Burma. the case is almost diametrically opposite to the Malayan. 

Although again, and unlike Indonesia, a comprehensive national party 

(U Nu's "clean faction" of the Anti·Fascist People's Freedom League) 

governs ( 1 962 1 a formally federal state with only weak, if bitter, oppo

sition, its power is mainly based on a direct appeal to the cultural pride 

of the Burmans (that is, speakers of Burmese), while the minorities, 

some of whom helped keep the country in a multisided civil war for the 

first few years after independence, are catered to by a rather intricate 

and highly peculiar constitutional system that protects them i n  theory 

against the Burman dominance that the party system tends to produce 

in fact. Here the government itself is to a very great extent the obvious 

agency of a single, central primordial group, and it is faced, therefore, 

with a very serious problem of maintaining legitimacy in the eyes of 

members of peripheral groups-more than one-third of the population 

-who are naturally inclined to see it as alien, a problem it has at

tempted to solve largely by a combination of elaborate legal gestures of 

reassurance and a good deal of aggressive assimilationism. 

Briefly, the constitutional system designed to allay minority fears con· 

sists of-to date 1 1 9621 -six juridically nonuniform "states," demar

cated largely along regional-linguistic-cultural lines and possessing dis· 

similar formal powers. Some states have a-surely nominal-right of 

secession; others not. Each state has somewhat different electoral arrange

ments, and controls its own elementary schools. The elaboration of state 

governmental structure varies from the Chin, which has hardly any local 
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lut"nC,mj whatever, to the Shan, where traditionaJ "feudal" chiefs have 

been able to maintain a goodly number of their traditional rights; while 

Burma proper is not viewed as a constituent state within the Union at 

but as virtually indistinguishable from it. The degree to which terri

boundaries match primordial realities varies-with the Karen the 

most chronically discontented, and the small Kayah State evidently rest

lng on the politically convenient invention of a "Red Karen" race. 

from each of these states a delegation is elected to the upper house of 

the bicameral Unic'l legislature, the Chamber of Nationalities, which is 

heavily weighted in favor of the minority peoples. In the Union govern· 

menl this chamber is overshadowed by the popularly chosen lower 

house, the Chamber of Deputies; but as each state delegation to it sits, 

along with the lower·house representatives from its state, to form the 

State Council that governs the state, it has significant local importance. 

Further, the head of the state (that is, of the State Council) is appointed 

at the same time to be minister for the state in the Union government, 

Ind constitutional amendments demand two-thirds approval of both 

houses. so that the minorities are given at least a formal check on the 

powers of the government and the lower chamber to which it is respon

sible. And finally, the presidency of the Union, a largely ceremonial of

fice. is rotated, by informal agreement rather than explicit constitutional 

provision. among ethnic groups. 

It is within this finely wrought constitutional structure, which so art

fully blurs the distinction between the Union and its constituent 

members at precisely the time it seems to be formalizing it most ex

that the vigorously assimilationist policies of the AFPFL are pur

lued. This tradition of "Burmanization," or of what some minority 

.roups morc bluntly call "AFPFL imperialism," traces back to the very 

beginnings of the nationalist movement in the Buddhist student clubs at 

'he turn of the century; and by the thirties the Thakins were calling for 

an independent nation in which Burmese would be the national lan

luage. Burman dress would be the national costume. and the classical 

role of the (predominantly Burman) Buddhist monkhood as teacher, 

luide, and counselor to the secular government would be restored. Since 

independence and the accession of the pietistic Thakin Nu to the pre

miership, the government has moved strenuously to bring about these 

ends, the noticeable relaxation of the assimilative pressure during the 

year and a half of military rule being followed by an even more intense 

.ssertion of such pressure following U Nu's landslide re-election on a 
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Buddhism-as-a-state-rcligion platform in 1 960. (In Burma proper his 
"clean" AFPFL captured outright about 80 percent of the lower-house 
seats; in the states and the disaffected Arakan area, about a third.) 

As a result, most of the political adjustments of primordial interests in 
Burma have tcnded to be cast, in form at least, in juristic terms. to be 
carried out in a rather odd and artificial vocabulary of constitutional lc
galism. The Karens' conviction that the official boundaries of their stale 
were too circumscribed to compensate for the loss of the special privi
leges they enjoyed under the colonial regime helped send them into reo 
volt; their submission following military defeat by Union forces was in 
tUfn sealed and symbolized by their acceptance of those boundaries. 
plus a number of additional legal penalties imposed as object lessons: 
an explicit denial of the right of secession, the reduction of their repre. 
sent at ion in both houses of parliament, and the revocation of an earlier 
decision to unite the Kayah State with the Karen. Similarly, the primor. 
dial discontent of the Arakanese and the Mons-which has also period. 
ically flared into open violence-has been expressed in demands for 
Arakanese and Mon states, which U Nu has at length been forced to 
support despite his oft·reitcrated opposition to the formation of any 
more states. In Shan State the traditional chiefs have brandished their 
constitutional right to secession and a states' rights doctrine that they 
claim is written into the constitution, as bargaining weapons in their 
higgle with the Union over the amount and kind of compensation to be 
paid them for the surrender of various of their traditional powers. And 
so on. This irregular and unorthodox constitutional framework, which is 
so nicely exact in language and so usefully vague in meaning that "not 
even (Burmese ) lawyers seem able to tell whether the Union is in fact a 
federal or a unitary state," 34 allows the single·party, Burman-<:entered 
AFPFL regime to pursue its strongly assimilationist policies in almost 
all aspects of actual government. while maintaining at least minimal 
loyalty from the non·Burman Burmese. something it did not have a de
cade ago-though if its ethnic enthusiasm is not contained, it may not 
have it a decade hence either. 

/n March of /962 Gellerlll Nt> Win look over rhe Burmese govern. 

mem via a mililtlry COliP (1'�/ar from U Nu. who W{IS imprisoned. Ne 

Wi" instituted a policy of extreme isolationism for Burma. which . 

14 Fairbairn, "Some Minority Problems in Burma:' 
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other things, has made it difficult to find out much in detail con· 

what is going on in tht: coufllry. What does seem clear is Ihnl 

opposition by ethnic minority groups has continued at about the 

level and has indeed become almost imrirutionalized as a regu· 

aspect of tht: national scene. In January 1971, U Nu (who had by 

been released from prison) Sl'l up headquarters for a "National 

Front" in Wt:stern Thailand, adjoining the rebellious Bur· 

Shan States. Unle seems yet to have come of Ihat, but the Karen, 

,nn, and Kuchin revolts set'm to be continuing apace. (The Karens 

awarded a "slate" in Soulh Burma in 1969 by Ne Win, but, re· 

the grant of "auIOflomy" as 100 limited, launched an offensive 

early 1971 aimed at toppling Ne Win.) In February of 1971 a United 

Uberation FrOllt was formed including (the rebel elements of) 

Karens, Mons, ChillS, alld Slums. ( Tire Kachins. who have their own 

nde Army. agreed to coopera/(! bUI not to join.) Thus. 01· 

it is very difficult to tell, givetl the ne(lr-closure of Burma to Old· 

observation, how much all of Ihis comes to on rhe ground, it seems 

Ilwt nor only Illls the characteristic pattern of Burmese pd· 

dissidence nor changed under Nt! Will bur it has hardened into 

enduring fealure of the politicol landscape. 

India, that vast and various labyrinth of religious. linguistic, regional, 

tribal. and caste allegiances, is developing a many-sided politi

form to match for baffling irregularity her daedalian social and cui· 

ural structure. Waddling in (in E. M. Forster's gently mocking image) 

this late hour to take her seat among the nations, she is beset by vir· 

I the entire range of primordial conflicts complexly superimposed 

one upon the other. One peels off Punjabi linguism and finds Sikh reli· 

communalism, scratches Tamil regionalism and finds anti·Brah

man racialism, views Bengali cultural arrogance from a slightly differ· 

cnt angle and sees Greater Bengal patriotism. No general and uniform 

political solution to the problem of primordial discontent seems possible 

in such a situation, only a loose assemblage of diverse, locally adapted. 

ad hoc solutions. related to one another only incidentally and pragmati· 

cally. The policies suitable for the tribal dissiden(;� of the Assam Naga 

are not generalizable to the caste·based disaffection of peasant landlords 
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in Andhra. The central government stance taken toward Orissa princes 
cannot be taken toward Gujerati industrialists. The problem of Hindu 
fundamentalism in Uttar Pradesh, the heartland of Indie culture, takes a 
rather different form i n  Dravidian Mysorc. So far as primordial issues 
are concerned, Indian civil politics amounts to a disconnected series of 
atlempts to make the temporary endure. 

The major institutional vehicle through which these attempts are 
being made is, of course, the Indian National Congress. Though, like the 
Malayan Alliance and the Burmese AFPFL, the Congress is a compre
hensive national party that has largely pre-empted the governmental ap

paratus of the new state and become its most important centralizing 
force, it has done so neither as a confederation of frankly primordial 
subparties nor as an agency of majority-group assimilation ism. The first 
of these courses is precluded by the multifarious nature of the pri
mordial pattern-the sheer number of different groups involved-and 
the second by the absence of any one clearly central group within this 
pattern. As a result, the Congress, its slightly North Indian complexion 
aside, has tended to become an ethnically neutral, resolutely modernist, 
somewhat cosmopolitan force on the national level at the same time that 
it has built up a multiplicity of separate, and to a large extent indepen
dent, parochial party machines to secure its power on the local level. 
The image the Congress presents is thus a double one: in one focus, lec
turing Hindi zealot and Tamil xenophobe alike, stands Nehru, "a reflec
tive, cultivated, modern intellectual, full of wistfulness, skepticism, dog
matism, and self-doubt in the presence of his own country"; 3$ in the 
other, deliberately manipulating (among other things) the local realities 
of language, caste, culture, and religion to keep the party dominant, 
stand a whole set of less pensive regional bosses-Kamaraj Nadar in 
Madras, Chavan in Bombay, Atulya Ghosh in Maharashtra, Patnaik in 
Orissa, Kairon in Punjab, and Sukhadia in Rajahstan. 

The States Reorganization Act of 1956-itself, as has been men
tioned, the culmination of a process begun within the Congress several 
decades before independence-gave this pattern of civil hub and pri
mordial rim its official institutionalization. The division of the country 
into linguistically demarcated subunits is, in fact, part and parcel of the 

U E. Shils, Th� Intdl�c(ual B�/w�ell Tradition and Moduni(y; Th� Ind ian Sit
uation, Comparative Studies in Society and Hislory, Supplemenl 1 (The Hague, 
1961), p. 95. (Now, of course. it is his daughter. Mrs. Gandhi. who stands there. 
and rather less wistfully, but the pattern remains. I 
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approach of attempting to insulate parapolitical forces from na
on,,1 concerns by sequestering them in local contexts. Unlike those of 

Burma, the states of India have real and explicit ly-perhaps too 
out constitutional powers in every field from educa

and agriculture to taxation and public health, so that the political 
process centering around the state assemblies and the formation of state 
aovernments is far from being an inconsequential matter. It is on the 
Itate level that perhaps the bulk of the bitter hand-to-hand clashes that 
rorm the everyday substance of Indian domestic politics are coming to 
take place, and where the adjustments of parochial interests arc coming 
to be effected, insofar as they are effected at all. 

Thus, in the 1957 e1cctions, even more than in those of 1 952, the 
Congress found itself engaged in a multifront war, fighting different 
election battles in the various states, against different sorts of opponents 
capitalizing on different sorts of discontents-against the Communists 
in Kerala, Bengal, and Andhra; against communal religious parties in 
Punjab, Uttar and Madhya Pradesh, and Rajahstan; against tribal un
ions in Assam and Bihar; against ethno-Iinguistic fronts in Madras, Ma
harashtra, and Gujerat; against feudal-prince restorationist parties in 
Orissa, Bihar, and Rajahstan; against the Praja Socialists in Bombay. 
Not all these struggles pivoted around primordial issues, but virtually 
all-even those involving leftist "class" parties-seem to have been sig
nificantly influenced by them.36 In any case, as none of these OPPOSition 
parties was able to spread beyond the few strorigholds where the partic
ular veins they lapped proved comparatively rich, the Congress as the 
only genuinely national party was able to maintain overwhelming con
trol of both the central and-with a few exceptions-the state govern
ments, even though it captured less than half the popular vote. 

How, out of this conglomerate hodgepodge of courthouse machina
tions arises the rather cerebral, dispassionate, moralistic central 
Congress government to serve as a kind of extraordinary committee for 
the conduct of foreign policy, as a comprehenSive social and economic 
planning commission, and as a symbolic expression of all-India national 

38 "The success of the Kerala Communist Party as the first relional Commu
nist Party in India to capture control of a state government can be explained, 
above all, by its ability to manipulate the regional patriotism of all Kerala at the 
same time that it manipulated politically slrat�gic class lobbies within linluistic 
boundaries."-Harrison, Il1dio, p. 193. In Bombay, both the Communists and the 
Praja Socialists joined in the Maharashtra l inguistic front; in opposed Gujerat, 
the Gu,ierati one. 
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identity, is something of an Easlern mystery. Most observers put it 

down. rather without analysis, to Nehru's charismatic (orce as a nation

alist hero. His position as apostolic heir to Gandhi and avatar of inde

pendence bridges the gulf between his own cosmopolitan intellectualism 

and t�e provincial horizons of the mass of his people. And it is perhaps 

for thIS reason, as well as for his matchless ability to keep local bosses 

loyal, in  line, and reasonably unambitious, that the problem of 

succession-"after Nehru, who?"-has in India even more of a funda

mentally disquieting quality than in most of the other new states where 

succession is also nearly always a prominent anxiety. The fact that 
India has been held together up to now, Arnbedkar says flatly, is due to 

the force of Congress Party discipline-"but how long is the Congress 
to last? The Congress is Pandit Nehru and Pandit Nehru is Congress. 

But is Pandit Nehru immortal? Anyone who applies his mind to these 

questions will realize that the Congress will not last until the sun and 

the moon." 31 If the Burmese integrative problem is to restrain primor

dial enthusiasm at the center, the Indian seems to be to restrain it at the 

peri phery. 

The fears surroullding Ihe Succession problem, real ellough when the 

llbove was wrillen, proved to be baseless. Aftl'r Nehru's death in May 

1964, and a brief period of mle by Lui Bahallllr Shastr;, Ihe "apostolic" 

succession pallem was re-established with Ihe accession 10 the Prime' 

Ministership of Nehru's daughter (lnd Gandhi's namesake, Mrs. Indira 

Gandhi. In Ihe early phases of her regime, Ihe Congress losl growld, 

and Q series of upheavals on the state level led 10 Ihe imposilion of di

rect central govemment rule in several states. In May 1969, Preside", 

Zakir Huse;n, a Mllslim, died, Ihrealening Ihe Hindu-Muslim under

slanding wilhin India and precipiftlling a showdown belweell Mrs. Gan

dhi llnd the traditional Congress bosses, which Mrs. Gandhi decisively 

won. Though faud with cotllinued upheaval on lhe Slate level, Mrs. 

Gandhi won a decisive viclory in the general elections of March 1971, 

capturing undispllted control of the governmem. The Bangladesh revoll, 

perhaps 'he most dramatic. and cerlain/y the most successful, pri

mordial separatism in the m'w slates so for, broke 0111 later in Ihe year, 

followed by Indian intervention and lhe shari, successful war with Paki

Sian. With all this, the Congress' ability to kup IlIdia's multiple pr;-

Sf Ambed.kar, Thoushu on Unguistic Stalu, p. 12.  The Chinese attaCk may, of 
course, provide an eyen more powerful cement than Nthru-a common enemy. 
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mordial groups Imder control has sllrely at least temporarily increased. 

BIlt Ihal Ihe problem persists is clear from a wide range of "evems," 

stretching from Ihe conl;nlling Naga revolt in Assam to cominuing Sikh 

riots in Punjab. Indeed, 'he Bangladesh example may prove a two-sided 

011(' for India in the lon8 run, nOI only in Bengal itself, bllt elsewhere: 

in February of this year (1972), the Dravidian Advuncemem Party 

lawldled a ctlmpaign for Tamil Nadu, (Ill autonomOlls Tamil state ill 

South India, drawing an open parallel with Bangladesh and accusing 

Mr.f. Gamlhi of behaving like Ge"eral Yahya Khatl. Thus, thollgh the 

increased strength of 'he Congress central government IIlIS for one mo

ment somewhal cooled down India's mullifront war against primordial

ism, it has very far from elU/ell il. 

LEBANON 

Lebanon may be-as Phillip Hiui has pointed out-not much larger 

than Yellowstone Park, but it is a good deal more astonishing. AI· 

though its population is almost entirely Arabic-speaking and shares a 

generally "Leyantine" ethos, it is rigidly partitioned into seven major 

Moslem (Sunni, Shi'a. and Druze) and Christian (Maronites, Greek Or

thodox. Greek Catholic, and Armenian Orthodox) sects and about that 

many minor ones (Protestants, Jews, Armenian Catholics. and so on), a 

confessional heterogeneity that not only forms the principal public 

framework of individual self-identification, but is woven directly into 

the whole structure of the state. Seats in the parliament are allotted on a 

strictly sectarian basis according to demographic proportions that are 

fixed by law and that have remained essentially unchanged in the five 

elections held since independence. Paramount executive authority is not 

merely bisected, but trisected, with the president of the country conven

tionally a Maronite. the prime minister a Sunni, and the chairman of 

parliament a Shi'i. Cabinet posts are carefully doled out on a confes

sional basis. and a similar balance is maintained in the ciyil service 

from ministry secretaries, district administrators, and diplomatic posts 

all the way down to rank-and-file clerical jobs. The judicial system is 

equally a maze of religious pluralism, with both the laws themselves 

and the COU�ls applying them varying as to sect, final authority in per

sonal law cases sometimes lying outside the boundaries of the country 

altogether. Arab province and Christian outpost, modern commercial 
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entrcp6t and last relic of the Ottoman millet system, Lebanon is almost 

as much an entente as a state. 

The sort of politics this entente supports are equally wondrous. Polit

ical parties, though formally present, play as yet but a marginal role. 

The struggle for pelf and power pivots instead around strong local lead

ers, who tend to be either important absentee landlords or, in the free

hold sections of the country, heads of large and prominent extended 

families. Each of these faction chiefs, whose following is bound to him 

in essentially traditional rather than ideological terms, then forms alli

ances with similar faction chiefs from other locally represented sects, 

yielding in the elcetion campaign a Tammany Hall sort of "one Irish

man, one Jew, one Italian" ticket-balancing. 
This process is encouraged by the device of having the entire elec

torate in any one district vote in all the local races regardless of sect. 

Thus a Maronite voting in a district where there are also Sunni, Greek 

Orthodox, and Druze seats at stake chooses among the Sunni, Greek 

Orthodox, and Druze candidates as well as among his own-the Mar

onite ones-and vice versa. This, in turn, leads to the forming of com

posite lists through which the candidates in each sect attempt to link 

themselves with popular candidates in other SeclS so as to attract the 

necessary external votes. As lists arc rarely split, because the possibility 

of a candidate making effective alliances rests on his ability to bring 

loyal voters with him (and because the average voter has little knowl

edge of candidates of other sects on which to base rational judgments 

of their worth, anyway), this means that although, for any given seat, 

Maronite competes against Maronite, or Sunni against Sunni, and so 

on, it is actually lists that are elected. The electoral process thus acts 

to align certain leaders from the various sects over against certain other 

such leaders in such a way that political ties tend to cross-cut sectarian 

oncs. Members of different sects are driven into each other's arms in in

terconfessional coalitions; members of the same sect are driven apart 

into intraconfessional factions. 

Such calculated forging (and breaking) of alliances between signifi

cant political personalities is not confined merely to campaign tactics, 

but extends over the whole of political life. Among the strongest leaders 

the same principles come into play with respect to the higher national 

offices; so that, in example, a leading Maronite who considers himself 

as a possible president will attempt to align himself in public life with a 

leading Sunni who is aiming for the premiership, and so on, both in 
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vals for the presidency from making so effective an alliance themselves. 

Similar patterns operate throughout the system, at every level and in 

every aspect of government. 
As such coalitions are so opportunistically rather than ideologically 

put together, they frequently dissolve overnight, as seeming bosom com

panions suddenly fall out and mortal enemies unite amid a storm of ac

cusations and counteraccusations of betrayal, corruption. incompetence, 

and ingratitude. The pattern is thus fundamentally an individualistic, 

even egoistic. one, despite its grounding in traditional religious, eco

nomic, and kinship groupings, with each would-be political power 

scheming to advance his career by a skillful manipulation of the system. 

Both places on tickets led by strong figures and votes themselves are 

bought (during the 1960 elections lhe amount of money in circulation 

rose three million Leb.); rivals are slandered and, on occasion. physi

cally attacked; favoritism, nepotic or otherwise, is accepted procedure; 

and spoils are considered the normal reward of office. "There is no 

right in Lebanon," Ayoub's Mount Lebanon Druzes say, "there is only 

silver and the 'fix.' " 38 
Yet out of all this low cunning has come not only the most demo

cratic stale i n  the Arab world, but the most prosperous; and one that 

has in addition been able-with one spectacular exception-to main

tain its equilibrium under intense centrifugal pressures from two of the 

most radically opposed extrastate primordial yearnings extant: that of 

the Christians, especially the Maronitcs, to be part of Europe, and that 

of the Moslems, especially the Sunnis, to be part of pan-Arabia. The 

first of these motives finds expression mainly in a so-called isolationist 

view of Lebanon as a special and unique phenomenon among the Arab 

Itates, a "nice piece of mosaic," whose distinctiveness must be jealously 

conserved; the second takes the form of a call for reunion with Syria. 

And insofar as Lebanese politicS escapes the merely personal and tradi

tional and becomes involved with general ideas and issues, it is in these 

terms that it tends to polarize. 

The one spectacular exception to the maintenance of equilibrium, the 

1958 civil war and American intervention, was in great part precipi

lated by just this sort of atypical ideological polarization. On the one 

hand President Sham'un's unconstitutional attempt to succeed himself 

Ind, presumably, to align Lebanon more closely with the West in order 

If Ayoub, "Political Structure." p. 82. 
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to enhance Olristian jX)wer against the rising tide of Nasserism. excited 
the ever-present Moslem fears of Christian domination; on the other, 
the sudden outburst of pan-Arab enthusiasm stimulated by the Iraqi 

revolution and Syria's turn toward Cairo led to the equally ever-present 

Christian fear of drowning in a Moslem sea. But the crisis-and the 
Americans-passed. Sham'un was, at least temporarily. discredited for 

"dividing the country," The pan-Arabist fever was, also at least tempo
rarily. checked by a renewed conviction, even within Sunni circles. thai 

the integrity of the Lebanese Slate must at all costs be preserved. Civil 
rule was quickly restored, and by 1 960 a new election CQuid be held 

peacefully enough, bringing back most of the old familiar faces to the 
old familiar stands. 

It seems, therefore, that Lebanese politics, as they are now consti

tuted, must remain personalistic, factional, opportunistic, and 

unprogrammatic if they are to work at all . Given the extreme confes

sional heterogeneity and the penetration of this heterogeneity through

out the entire organization of the slate, any increase in ideologized 

party politics tends very quickly to lead to an unstable Christian-Mos

lem polarization over the pan-Arab issue and to the breakdown of the 
cross-sect links that in the course of normal political maneuvering di

vide the sects and unite. if somewhat precariously, the government. Ma

chiavellian calculation and religious toleration are opposite sides of the 

same coin in Lebanon; in the short run, anyway, the alternative to "sil
ver and 'the fix' " may very well be national dissolution. 

Though sorely tried by the continuation of the Arab-Israeli cmifron

tation. alld espt'cially by the appeartmce of the Palestinitm commandos 

as lin imporllmt l)oliljClI{ force ill the area. ,he Lebanese ",.jC(' pit'ce of 

mosaic" remains jruact. Indeed. of all the countries reviewed here. Leb

anOIl has continued to be the most effective ill containing its deep pri

mordi(ll cie(ll'(lgl'S. (lnd thollgh harassed by economic difficulties, by the 

presenCl' of small radictl' groups oJ Left (II/{/ Right (110 major fIIultisec

tarhlll I)arrie! limit' yl't bet'll able to form), (lnd by frequt'llt owbtlr$l.� oj 

popular violence. the Lebanese political system cOlltillues to Junction 

abom (IS if has since the end oj World lVar II. Differellces in view 

as to the appropriate {l/titlJde 10 take lO",ard the Palestine commal/dos 

(and to ... ·(lrd Israeli incursions imo the cOlllllry) have led to the fall of 
cabinels, extended govemmelll crises, and some retliig"mems omong tht' 

mqjor secf(lrion groupings. III 1 970, the Christian-supponed presidem 
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M'on by only one VOle over his Muslim-backed oppmlem, despite the un

writlen rule that the post is reserved for Q Maronite. But as the cabinet 

contim,es 10 be headed by a Muslim. the established arrangemems pu

sist, and the governmem's authority vis-lJ-vis the Palestinian comman

dos and their Lebanese supporters has incrt'ased. especially since the 

defeat of the commandos by the Jordanian army in September 1970. 

Nothing lasts forever, especially in the Eos/{ml Mediterranean. but to 

date Lebanon cOnlin/Jes to be a proof that although extreme primordial 

diversity may make polilical equilibrium permanently precarious, it 

does not necessarily. in and of itself, make it impossible. 

MOROCCO 

Across the whole of the Middle East-except for N ile-bound Egypt 
-runs an ancient social contrast between, as Coon puts it, "the tame 

and the insolent, the domestic and the independent"-between those 

living within the political, economic. and cultural orbit of the great gen

erative cities and those living, if not precisely outside that orbit, along 
its fringes and providing " the supply of rebels who, since the beginning 

of the Bronze Age. have kept the urban civilizations refreshed and in 

motion." 3. Between the central power of the shahs and sultans and the 
stubborn libertarianism of the outlying tribes there existed (and to a 
great extent still exists) a delicate balance. When the state was strong, 

the tribes were obliged to give it at least grudging recognition and to 
check their anarchic impulses; when it was weak, they ignored it, plun

dered it, or--one or another of them-even overthrew it to become in 
turn the carriers and defenders of the urban great tradition. For the bet

ter part of the time, however, neither fully effective despotism nor mere 

tribal rampage prevailed. Rather. an uneasy truce between center and 
perimeter was maintained. tying them together in "a loose system of 
give and take" under which " mountaineers and nomads come to town 

freely, their fastnesses are left alone, and they let the caravans of travel
ers, traders. and pilgrims cross [their territories1 without hindrance or 

inconvenience over and above the normal rigors of traveL" 40 

In Morocco, this contrast has always been particularly strong, in part 
because so much of the terrain is mountainous. in part because of the 

3t C. Coon, C'Dravan (London, 19.52). p. 29.5. 
40 Ibid., pp. 264-265. 
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gradual superimposition, after the seventh century, of an Arabic culture 

migrant from the East upon a relatively large indigenous Berber popu· 

lalian, and in part because of the country's relatively great distance 

from the primary foci of Middle Eastern civilization in Egypt and Mes

opotamia. 

The complex early history of the region aside, the establishment of 

the Arabizcd. Islamic reformist Sherifian dynasty toward the end of the 

seventeenth century and the subsequent royal efforts to reduce the field 

of Berber customary Jaw in favor of Koranic law, to repress saint wor

ship and cuhic practices, and to purify Islamic belief of local pagan ac

cretions. reinforced the distinction between bled al makhzen-" the land 

of government"-and bled as siba-"the land of insolence." Claiming 

direct descent from the Prophet (the meaning of the term "sherif"), the 

dynasty, which rules until today, attempted to assert both spiritual and 

temporal power over the more Arabized population of the Atlantic 

Plain as well as over the more Berberized ones of the encircling Rif and 

Atlas mountains; but though the spiritual claim-that of imamship

has been commonly accepted, the temporal has been more of a some

time thing, particularly in the peripheral upland regions. Thus arose 

perhaps the most striking and distinctive feature of the Moroccan politi

cal system: the attachment of the urban and peasant populations of the 
plain to the sultan as autocratic head of a rather developed patrimonial 

bureaucracy (the Makhzen) of ministers, notables, soldiers, magistrates. 

clerks, policemen, and tax collectors; and the attachment of the tribal 

peoples to his person as " Lord of the Believers," but not to his secular 

government or its representatives. 

By the time of the establishment of the French and Spanish protecto

rates in 1 9 12,  the sultanate had become so seriously weakened by a 

combination of internal corruption and external subversion that it was 

unable to exert effective control not merely over the mountains but in 

the plain as well. Though for a decade or so the scignoral proconsulship 
of Marshal Lyautcy held the tribes in check and, in a somewhat pater

nalistic way, reinvigorated the Makhzen bureaucracy, after his depar

ture his successors initiated the so-called Berber Policy, dedicated to 

drawing a sharp distinction between Arab and Berber and isolating the 

latter from the influence of the Makhzen entirely. Special Berber 

schools, designed to produce a "Berber elite," were set up; missioniza

tion increased; and-most important-the symbolic supremacy of Ko

ranic law (and thus of the sultan as imam) was undermined by the plac-
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ing of the mountain tribes under the French criminal code and officially 

recognizing the judicial competence of customary law tribal councils in 

civil disputes. Coinciding with the rise of the intense Islamic puritanism 

of the Egyptian and Afghan-Parisian reformers Abduh and AI-Afghani 

among the notables of the Arabized towns, and particularly those 

around the ancient Qarawiyin University at Fez, the Berber Policy and 

its implied threat to Islam stimulated the growth of nationalism under 

the banner of defending the faith against European-sponsored seculari

zation and Christianization. Thus-even if under rather seriously al

tered conditions-the national movement in Morocco has also taken the 

classic form of attempting to strengthen the integrative power of a gen

erally mid-Eastern urban civilization against the centrifugal tendencies 

of tribal particularism. 

The exile of Sultan Mohammed V by the French in 1953 and his 

wildly triumphant return as a national hero in 1955 put the cap on this 

political and cultural revival of the Makhzen. and inaugurated, after in

dependence was achieved, a new-state regime perhaps most aptly de� 

scribed as a "modernizing autocracy." 41 With the French and the Span

ish gone. the Rabat Sultanate has become again the double-pronged 

pivot of the system. The major nationalist party, the Istiqlal, its inde

pendent power undercut by the lack, thus far, of national elections of a 

genuine parliament, has become the incumbent of a somewhat modern

ized but still essentially patrimonial Makhzen. Led by conservative Ar

abized notables of the lowland cities and towns (and again most espe

cially of Fez- " 'Ia ville saime de I'lslame . . .  fa mttropole de 

I'arabisme . . .  (ell la vrait' capilale du Maroc"),41 it has acted as the 

administrative arm of the throne, a "college of viziers" dominating the 

royal-appointed Councils of Government, the party-rationalized civil 

bureaucracy, and the reinstated (and reformed) Islamic judicial system. 

But as the attitude toward Istiqlal among the tribesmen has been, like 

their attitude to earlier palace officialdoms, at best lukewarm and at 

worst actively hostile, the relationship between the sultan and at least 

the more intact. peripheral tribes has remained essentially personal. 

Loyal to the king and resistant to his government, the tribes have been, 

41 For this concept and its analytic implications, see O. Apter, Th� Political 
Kingdom in Uganda (Princelon. N.J .. 1961). pp. 20-28. 

41 Favre. " Le  Maroc:' {Since workin, in Morocco. 1 would now formulate 
some of these matters a bil differenl)Y: see C. Geert:r.. Islam Obs�,ved: Religious 
Devdo.pment in Mo.rocco. and Indonesia (New Haven. 1968). esp. Chap. 3·1 
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since the transfer of sovereignty as they were before it, the main source 

of primordial threats to national integration. 
Since 1956. heartland-hinterland crises have come thick and fast. 

The absorption into the Royal Army of the irregular military force 

formed from among the tribes during the sultan's exile-the so-called 
Liberation Army-has proved to be a most ticklish task leading to 

open clashes; only after the king firmly removed the Royal Army from 
Istiqlal influence and attached it directly to the palace under his son, 

Prince Moulay Hasan, as chief of staff, was the tension in part eased. 

In the fall of 1956, a Berber chieftain from the Middle Atlas, an inti· 

mate of the king, and a bitter opponent of the Istiqlal, resigned his post 

as interior minister in the royal cabinet, and returned to the mountains 

to preach primordialism to the tribes ("It is the tribes who have made 

the glory of Morocco"), calling for the dissolution of all political parties 

("It is contrary to the interests of the country to confer responsibility on 

men who totally ignore the tribes") and a national rally around the 

figure of Mohammed V. ("We have in this nation both weak and strong. 

United on the same mountain and under the same skies. they are equal 

before the king.") " His effort soon ceased-at least openly-cvidcntly 

upon the advice of the king; but a few months later an even more tradi· 

tionalistic Berber, the governor of the southeastern province of Tatilelt, 

went into semirevolt, simultaneously refusing to obey "a party which 

hinders us from living as we wish," and declaring his undying loyalty to 

the sultan. The king soon secured his peaceful submission and placed 

him in forced residence near the imperial palace; but in late 1958 and 

early 1959 sporadic uprisings also occurred in the north and northeast, 

they too being contained within narrow limits largely through the 

agency of the king's personal popularity, diplomatic skill, military 

strength, and religious charisma. 

Yet the modernizing aspect of the new Moroccan state is as real as 

the autocratic, and probably more enduring. The restlessness of the 
tribes does not represent merely "the past and the province against the 

future and the nation," but the concern of the traditional, "land of inso

lence" groups to find a secure and accepted place in that future and na

tion.·4 The development, first clandestinely and then-as the various 

parapolitical expressions of tribal dissatisfaction collapsed--openly, of 

43 Quotations in this sentence from Lahcen aJ-Youssl and in the follOwing 
from Addi ou Bihi taken from Lacouture, LA Maroc. p. 90. 

H Ibid .• p. 9). 
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a new national IXllitical party, the Popular Movement, as the vehicle of 

rural aspirations, is but one of the more obvious signs that mere hostil

ity to urban culture and unbending resistance to central authority is 

coming to be replaced among the outlying peoples by a fear of being 

relegated to second.class citizenship within a modern civil order. Under 

the leadership of the former head of the Liberation Army, Ahardane, 

and with the vaguest of programs-"Moslem Socialism" and a new 

union around the king as imam, not just for Morocco, but for the whole 

Maghrib-the new party has at best but one foot in that order. But as a 

rapid sequence of very serious political mutations-the holding of local 

elections; the breakaway of the left wing of Istiqlal to form a proletarian 

pany; the sudden, premature death of Mohammed Y. and the succes

sion of his less popular son-have cast a cloud of uncertainty over the 

future of monarchical government in the last couple of years, the new 

state may well find itself increasingly hard pressed to satisfy and contain 

the subtle fusion of traditional siba sentiments and modern political am· 

bitions neatly summed up in Ahardane's stiff·necked slogan, "We have 

not acquired independence in order to lose liberty." 4' 

Thoug" it is perhaps tru� that in the long run the modemizing aspect 

of lhe new Morocc(m stale is more endur;lIg than the autocratic, oller 

the last decade if is the autocratic which has flourished. The king, Has· 

sart II, suspended lhe cOllsti/fUion (urd (linoilled parliament in 1965 

after riots in Casablcmcli led to the death, largely at the hands of gov

emment forces, of wlywhere from thirty (the official count) to selleral 

hundred people. The king took direct cOlltrol of Ihe governmenl, ruling 

by executille fiat and systematically reducing Ihe itifluence of the two 

major parties-tile Islamist Istiqlal and the socialist Union Nationale 

des Forces Populaires-and the urban Arab maSleS which, for Ihe most 

part, formed their constituencies_ The period was one of accelerating 

neotraditiofUllism, as Hassan attempted to draw various sorts of local 

flolables, maflY of them Berber, and army officers, the great mqjorilY of 

them Berber, into direct, personal loyalty to the throne. In 1970, Ihe 

so-called state of exception was at least nominally ended when the king 

promulgaled a new cOflStiwtion and announced general elections. The 

parties (excepi for the Berber-dominated Mouvement Populaire) found 

the constitution insufficiently democratic and the elections insufficiently 

free, however, and regarded Ihe whole maneuver as an effort by the 
U Quoted in Ashford, Political Changr, p. 322. 
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king /0 inslilmionali,i' and legitimize the throne·centered syrtt'm of neo

traditional goveNlment he had evolved during his first decade of mle. 

Thus, though the elections were held and the constitution approved

under conditions ge'lerally held /0 be less llran honeSt-tit,. pattem of 

court-and-notables polilics persisted. This pattern came to something of 
a dramatic dissolution w;lh the oltempted army coup aI the king's /or

ty-second birthday picnic in July of 1970, in which about a hundred of 

the approximlllely five hundred glles/s (many of tht"" foreign) were 

ki/lC{i, A n!tyor. jive c% lle/s, (Uul four generah" WCfC executed almost 

immediately (Olhers, ;nc/udillg ilS letuier:.. died ill fhe coup attempt il

se/fl. und a IIIlmber of other offiurs were imprisoned. The degree to 

which primordieli loyaities played a role in the ulluck is unclear (almost 

all the leaders were Berbers, most of Ihem from the Rif; and most were 

oUlsu",ding beneficiaries of Ihe king's favors lOuler the throne·cefllert.'d 

policy); bill since tire «Iwd (which was followed in Augwu 1972 by Ufl

olher, which alsofuiled) the king has moved to de-emphasize Ihe Berber 

role in the army as welt as 10 filld a basis of supporl among Ihe Arab· 

speaking popula/iolls of the large cith's thm the IWO maJor parI iI's, now 

uniled i"lo a "NClliollul Action Bloc" claim 10 represelfl. Thus, whCII

ever the reulity of Ille bled al makhzen I bled as siba cOlllrast migh" or 

mig/II lIot, ever have beerl (alld I wOllld flOW be inclined to regard it as 

having never beef' as clear-cIIl or simple as European scholarship de

scribed i/), Ihe tiis/illctiof'-partly cullllral, partly Ii" gllisric, ptmly so

cial, partly (I kiml of elllllopoliric(li myth, a IratiiriOlllli. (llmoSI il/slillc

live way of perceiviflg group differences-between "Ar(lb" (lnd 

"Berber" remaills WI imporJafll, if elusive, faclor in Morocc(/fl IIlllional 

life. 

NICERIA 

The distinctive feature of Nigerian political life as it has evolved 

since World War II has been what Coleman has called " the regionaliza

tion of nationalism." 4' Whereas in most of the other new states the 

final phases of the pursuit of independence saw a progressive unification 

of diverse elements into an intensely solidary opposition to colonial 

rule, open dissidence emerging only after devolution and the inevitable 

waning of revolutionary comradeship, in Nigeria tension between var· 

41 Coleman. NigtriQ, pp. 319-331.  
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ious primordial groups increased in the last decade of dependency. 

After 1946 the Nigerian struggle for freedom was less a matter of defy· 

ing foreign authority and more a matter of drawing boundaries, found· 

ing capitals, and distributing powers in such a way as to dampen and 

contain sharpening ethnoregional hostilities prior to the disappearance 

of that authority. It was marked not so much by growing insurgency in 

order to force the British to leave as by feverish negotiation, in both 

Lagos and London, in order to create a mOllus vivendi among the Yo

ruba, lbo, and Hausa-Fulani so that they could leave. 

The arrangement ultimately devised (in a 240-page, fine·print consti· 

tution) was a radically federal one, composed of three powerful constit· 

uent regions-the Northern, the (south·) Eastern, and the (south·) 

Western--each with its own capital, its own parliament, cabinet, and 

high court, and its own budget. Each region was dominated by a partie· 

ular ethnic group-respectively, the Hausa, lbo, and Yoruba; a particu

lar political party-the Northern People's Congress (NPC), the Na· 

tional Council of Nigeria and the Cameroons (NCNC), and the Action 

Group (AG); and a particular political personality-Alhaji  Sir Ah· 

madu Bello, the Sardauna ("Sultan") of Sokoto, Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe, 

and Chief Obafemi Awolowo. Perched. somewhat insecurely, on top of 

thcse regional strongholds was the federal government at Lagos as the 

arena in which the sort of two·against-one coalition politics one would 

naturally expect from this type of three· person game took place and out 

of whose changeful processes the authoritative leadership to fill the vac· 

uum at the center of the system was supposed at length to emerge. 

The sort of form that leadership was to take, who was to provide it. 

and how, in the working of this Swiss-<:Iock governmental mechanism, it 

was to actually be produced remained, however, entirely obscure. I n  

the meantime, the triangular pattern of primordial identification 

crystallized in the country at large, as the tribal societies of traditional 

Nigeria gradually regrouped themselves into the regional·linguistic 

(and in the Moslem North, religious) folk societies of modern Nigeria. 

But though increasingly important as the country's ethnic skeleton, 

this pattern did not exhaust the full variety of ingrained "conscious

ness of kind," because in each region there remained a large number 
of smaller groups outside the core Hausa, Yoruba, and lbo areas at 
least somewhat resistant to assimilation to these broader subnationaJ 

entitles. And it was in these marginal areas-the southern half of the 

North. the eastern edge of the West. and the southern and eastern bor· 
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den of the East-that the most vital electoral competition between 

major ethnic groups tended to take place, as each party altempted, with 

some success, to capitalize on minority resentments within their oppo

nents' strongholds. What appeared al the center as a three-way subna

tional competition, and at the regional capitals as (more and more) a 

one-party cthnocracy, represented in the countryside a much more com

plex and diversified network of tribal alliances and oppositions.'H It 

was a tiered system in which local loyalties remained mostly organized 

in tradilional lcrms. provincial oncs became organized in party-political 

terms, and national oncs were only barely organized at all. 

Thus, although the rcgionalization of nationalism process led to the 

establishment of a party system and constitutional structure i n  which 

Nigeria's several hundred primordial groups. ranging from the nearly 

six million Hausa to tribal fragments of only a few hundred were able, 

for a while. to live in at least reasonable amity. it also created 1.1 void at 

the very heart of national political life and left the country more or less 

acephalous. 

After independence (in October. 1960), political attention conse

quently turned toward the federal capital at Lagos as parties and their 

Icaders jockeyed for starting positions from which to launch their cam

paigns to correct this condition. After an initial attcmpt to form a gov

erning alliance between the economically and politically more advanced 

Eastern and Western regions against the more traditional North stum

bled over the entrenched hostility between the mobile, aggressive 100 

intelligentsia and the stolid. wealthy Yoruba business class-and be

tween the mercurial Dr, Azikiwe and the lofty Chief Awolowo-the 

North and East formed such an alliance, isolating the West. Azikiwe re

signed the Eastern premiership to become governor general, in theory a 

41 The whole picture wa.� further complicated, nOI only by the fact that tribal 
identifications within the three ml\ior aroups had not altogether aiven way before 
the wider ethnolinauislic loyalty, but also that not all members of such larger 
units were located in their home regions, having migrated or spilled over into the 
others where they sometimes formed, particularly in the towns. an important op
positional minority. The whole problem of the alleaiance of an individual livina 
outside his "home reaion" is an extremely ticklish one ror all new states in which 
intearative problems have been coped with by creatin. territorial substates tinaed 
with primordial sianificance. as Nehru's continual insistence that. ror eJilample. a 
Benaali livina in Madras is a citizen of the state level. of Madras, not of Bengal. 
and that all nOlions of a "national homeland" ror ethnic groups livin, elsewhere 
in India must be stamped out demonstrates. The additional ract that some such 
groups are more mobile than others (in Nigeria. the 100; in India, the Marwari 
and 50 on) only intensifies this problem. 
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merely symbolic office. but which he hoped to make into something 

more; the Sardauna of Sokoto. choosing to remain lion of the North in 

his regional premiership, sent his lieutenant, Alhaji Sir Abubakar Taf

awa Balewa, to serve i n  his stead as federal prime: minister; and Awo

lowo, odd man out in  this first of what was a series of two-against-one 

coalitions, resigned his post as Western premier to become leader of the 

opposition i n  the federal parliament. 

Posts taken, the maneuvering began. The federal parliament decided 

to form a fourth state. the Midwest, out of the minority area of the 

Western Region; Awolowo shifted from a markedly right- to a mark

edly left-wing ideological position in an attempt to shake the somewhat 

tory government and ride the antineocolonialism horse to power, split

ting the Action Group in the process; tensions within the NCNC be

tween the increaSingly accommodative old guard and the still radical 

Young Turks increased, and so on, 
But all this more confused issues than clarified them; complicated 

matters rather than simplified them. Independent (as this is written) for 
less than a year, Nigeria, the newest of the new states considered here , 
offers but the most unformed materials upon which to base an assess

ment of its essential character and probable future. Possessed of what 

would appear to be an extraordinarily unwieldy set of political institu

tions hurriedly put together in the last hectic years of constitution-mak

ing before independence, lacking a comprehensive national party. a su

pereminent political leader. an overarching religious tradition or a 

common cultural background, and-seemingly--of several minds about 

what to do with freedom now that it has, almost as a matter of course, 

received it, it has an unusually tentative, up-in-the·air quaJity, even for 

a new state. 

Nigeria was the least well-defined of Ihe generalJy ill-defined states 

reviewed as examples it! my original essay. A t the time. its siwatiofl 

seemed III once the most hopeful and the most ominous. Hopeful, be

cause it seemed to have escaped the usual upheavals of decolonizution, 

to be large enough (0 be economically viable, and to hove inherited a 

moderate, well-trained, lind experienced elift; ominous, because its pri

mordial group tensions were both extremely great and unbelievably 

complex. The sens� of ominousness proved 10 be tile prophetic one. /" 
January /966 II military coup led to the death of a number of Northern 

political leaders. including Sir Abubakar Tllfawa Bale .... a. and the estab-
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lishment of an lbo-led military regime. A second coup. led by a North· 

erner from a minor, that is, non-Hauso, tribe, Colonel Yakubu Gowon, 

evellluuled in the massacu of somewhere between len and thirty Ihou

sand Ibos living in II/e flausa areas of the North, while anywhere from 

two hundred "wusand to (I million and a half Ibos fled from the North 

10 their FAslert! region home/emd, hI May 0/ 1967, Colonel Gowon as

sLimed emergency powers ami sOllght 10 divide the Eastern region illlo 

three states as a device /0 increase the power of Ihe nOIl-/bo £cwerners 

and decrease Ihal of 'he Ibos. The Ibos, forming themselves into Ihe 

Republic of Bia/ra, rebelled. and, after nearly Ihree years of some of 

the most bitler warfare of modenl limes (perhaps more Ihan two million 

people were killed and countless others died of starvation), were sup

pressed by the federal govemf1/em under Gowon, flQW 0 general und 

head of the country. After all this, surely Olle of the most dramatic ex

amples of the power of primordial loyalties WId (lIIli/mtllies (though, 

again, the causes of the coups and the war were not "merely" pri

mordial, as the involvemem of the great powers demonstrates), the "Jen

talive," "up-in-the-air" quality of the country remains, as does its com

plex, intellse, and but n.arrowly balanced paltern of group dislTllst. 

v 

Center-and-arc regionalism and dual leadership in Indonesia, 

single-party interracial a1liance in Malaya, aggreSSive assimilationism 

wrapped in constitutional lega1ism in Burma, a cosmopolitan central 

party with provincial machines fighting a multifront war against every 

sort of parochialism known to man (and a few known only to Hindus) 

in India, sectarian slate-making and log-rolling in Lebanon, Janus-faced 

autocratic rule in Morocco, and unfocused check-and-balance scrim

maging in Nigeria-are these systems as merely unique as they appear? 

From this array of efforts after political order, does any evidence 

emerge for the claim that the integrative revolution is a general process? 

Over the cases reviewed here, at least, one common developmental 

tendency does stand out: the aggregation of independently defined, spe

cifically outlined traditional primordial groups into larger, more diffuse 

units whose implicit frame of reference is not the local scene but the 

integrative Revolut ion 

the sense of the whole society encompassed. by the new 

i state. The leading principle in terms of which this lumping is 

mainly carried out varies-region in Indonesia, race in Malaya, lan

in India. religion in Lebanon, custom in Morocco, and quasi kin-

in Nigeria. Whether it involves becoming an Outer Islander in ad

to a Minangkabau. a Kachin over and above a Duleng, a 

i as well as a Maronite, or a Yoruba rather than only an Egba, 

process, though variously advanced. both as between countries and 
. them, is general. It is a progressive extension of the sense of pri

mordial similarity and difference geflerated from the direct and pro

tracted encounter of culturally diverse groups in local contexts to more 

broadly defined groups or a similar sort interacting within the frame

work of the entire national society, an extension Freedman has de

ICribed particularly well for Malaya: 

Malaya was and remains a culturally plural society. Paradoxically, rrom a 
purely structural point of view, its plural nature is more marked today than 
�ver berore. Nationalism and political independence in their early phases 
have tended to define, on a pan-Malayan basis. ethnic blocs which in former 
limes were merely categories. Then the social map of Malaya was, so to 
apeak. made up of a kaleidoscope of small culturally defined units rearrang
ing themselves in  accordance with local conditions. "The Malays" did not 
interact with "the Chinese" and "the Indians." Some Malays interacted with 

Chinese and some Indians. BUI as " Malays," "Chinese" and "Indians" 
to be realized as structural entities on a nationwide scale, they can 

to have total relations with one another..8 

The emergence of a nationwide system of "ethnic blocs" engaged in 

relations with one another" sets the stage for a direct clash be

Iween personal identity and political integrity i n  the new states. By gen

eralizing and extending tribal, racial, linguistic, or other principles of 

primordial solidarity, such a system permits the maintenance of a pro

foundly rooted "consciousness of kind," and relates that consciousness 

10 the developing civil order. It allows one to continue to claim public 

acknowledgement of one's existence and imporl in terms of the familiar 

ymbols of group uniqueness, while at the same time becoming more 

and more drawn into a political society cast in a mold wholly different 

from the "natural" community those symbols define. But, on the other 

hand. it also simplifies and concentrates group antagonisms, raises the 

.peeter of separatism by superimposing a comprehensive political sig-

tI Freedman. "Plural Society in Mataya." 
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nificance upon those antagonisms. and, particularly when the crystalliz

ing ethnic blocs outrun stale boundaries, stirs international contro

versies. The integrative revolution does not do away with ethnocen

trism; it merely modernizes it. 

Yet modernizing ethnocentrism does render it more easily reconciled 

to the presence of developed national political institutions. The effective 

operation of such institutions does not req'uire the simple replacement 

of primordial ties and identifications by civil ones. In all probability, 

such a replacement is a sheer impossibility. What it does demand is an 

adjustment between them, an adjustment such that the processes of gov

ernment can proceed freely without seriously threatening the cultural 

framework of personal identity, and such that whatever discontinuities 

in "consciousness of kind" happen to exist in the general society do not 

radically distort political functioning. At least as they have been con

ceived here, primordial and civil sentiments are not ranged in direct 

and implicitly evolutionary opposition to one another in the manner of 

so many of the theoretical dichotomies of classical sociology

Gemeinschllfl and G('UI/Sc/Uifl, mechanical and organic solidarity, folk 

and urban society; the history of their development docs not consist 

simply of the expansion of the one at the expense of the other. Their 

marked tendency to interfere with one another in the new states stems 

not from any natural and irremovable antipathy between them but 

rather from dislocations arising from the differing patterns of change in

trinsic to each of them as they respond to the disequilibrating forces of 

the mid-twentieth century. Their clash is an outcome of the contrasting 

sorts of transformation that traditional political institutions and tradi

tional modes of self-perception undergo as they move along their sepa

rate paths toward mooernity. 

On the self-perception side, the nature of the modernizing process is 

virtually uninvestigated; it is not usually even recognized that such a 

process exists. The already mentioned aggregation of narrowly circum

scribed tribal, linguistic, religious, and so on, groups into larger more 

generalized ethnic blocs set within the context of a common social 

frame is certainly a crucial part of it. A simple, coherent, broadly de

fined ethnic structure, such as is found in most industrial societies, is 

not an undissolved residue of traditionalism but an earmark of moder

nity. But how this reconstruction of the system of primordial affiliation 

takes place, the stages through which it passes, the forces that advance 

or retard it, the transformations in personality structure it involves, all 

Integrative Revolution 

largely unknown. The comparative SOCiology (or social psychology) 

ethnic change remains to be written. 

With respect to the political side, it can hardly be said that the prob

is unrecognized, for the notion of a civil society, of the nature of 

and the diffuse social sentiments on which it rests, has been 

vague; much easier to point to than describe; much easier 

sense than to analyze. What the civic sense more than anything else 

to involve is a definite concept of the public as a separate and 

body and an attendant notion of a genuine public interest, 

though not necessarily superior to, is independent of and at times 

in conflict with, both private and other sorts of collective interest. 

IOn we talk about the changing forms of civil politics in the new 

or elsewhere, it is the vicissitudes of just this sense of the public 

the public interest, its waxings and wanings, its alterations in mooe 

expression, to which we refer. Again, however, though we have at 

"'51 a general idea of the nature of civility and the range of forms 

which it is materialized in industrial states, very little is known 

the processes by which the present patterns have come to be what 

are. A genuine civil sense is often even denied-incorrectly in my 

traditional states at aIL In any case, the stages through 

a modern sense of political community arises out of a traditional 

have been at best but impressionistically traced, and thus both the 

and the character of civility remain obscure. 

A satisfactory understanding of the reasons for the chronic tension in 

new states between the need to maintain a sociaJly ratified personal 

and the desire to construct a powerful national community de· 

, therefore, a more circumstantial tracing of the stages through 

their relationship to one another passes as each proceeds along 

special lines of its own development. And it is in the histories of 

stales as they unfold before our eyes that such a tracing is most 

to be accomplished. The diverse constitutional, quasi.constitu

,ona , or simply ad hoc experiments in government that characterize at 

those new states described here represent, among other things, an 

em. to establish a pattern of politics in which the looming headlong 

of primordial and civil loyalties can be averted. Whether ethnic 

is given its political expression in terms of territorial sub

, political parties, government posts. executive leadership, or, as 

most common, one or another combination of these. the effort is 
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everywhere to find a formula that will keep the pace of modernization 

of the nation's sense of sclfhood in step with the parallel modernization 

not only of its political, but of its economic, stratiticatory, domestic, and 
so on, institutions as well. It is by watching the integrative revolution 

happen that we shall understand it. This may seem like a mere wait

and-see policy, inappropriate to the predictive ambitions of science. But 

such a policy is at least preferable, and morc scientific, to waiting and 
not seeing. which has been largely the case to date. 

At any rate, the success of the efforts to find a formula for balance in 

the midst of change now laking place in the new states is nowhere as

sured. A high degree of governmental immobilism resulting from the at

tempt to reconcile divergent primordial groups is everywhere apparent. 

The mere prejudices that must be tolerated in order to effect such rec

onciliations are often repugnant. But as the alternatives to such attempts 

as these to construct a civil politics of primordial compromise would 

seem to be either Balkanization, Herrenvolk fanaticism. or the forcible 

suppression of ethnic assertion by a leviathan state, can they be viewed, 

especially by members of a society that has notably failed to resolve its 

own most troublesome primordial problem, with either indifference or 

contempt'! 

Chapter I I 

The Politics of Meaning 

I 

One of the things that everyone knows but no one can quite think how 

to demonstrate is that a country's politics reHect the design of its cul

ture. At one level, the proposition is indubitable-where else could 

French politics exist but France'! Yet, merely to state it is to raise 

doubts. Since 1945, Indonesia has seen revolution, parliamentary de

mocracy, civil war, presidential autocracy, mass murder, and military 

rule. Where is the design in that? 

Between the stream of events that make up political life and the web 

of beliefs that comprises a culture it is difficult to find a middle term. 

On the one hand, everything looks like a clutter of schemes and sur

prises; on the other, like a vast geometry of settled judgments. What 

joins such a chaos of incident to such a cosmos of sentiment is ex

tremely obscurc. and how to formulate it is even morc so. Above all, 

what the attempt to link politics and culture needs is a less breathless 

view of the former and a less aesthetic view of the latter. 
In the several essays which make up ClIlllIre and Polilics in Indone

sia, the sort of theoretical reconstruction necessary to produce such a 

change of perspective is undertaken, mainly from the cultural side by 

Benedict Anderson and Taufik Abdullah, mainly from the political by 
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Daniel Lev and G. William Liddle, more or less evenly from both by 

Sartano Kartociirdjo.!  Whether the subject be Jaw or party organization, 

the Javanese idea of power or the Minangkabau idea of ch;.lIlge. ethnic 
conflict or rural radicalism, the effort is the same: to render Indonesian 

political life intelligible by seeing it, even at its most erratic, as in

formed by a set of conceptions-ideals, hypotheses, obsessions, 

judgmenls--derived from concerns which far transcend it, and to give 

reality to those conceptions by seeing them as having their existence not 

in some gauzy world of mental forms but in the concrete immediacy of 
partisan struggle. Culture, here, is not cults and customs, but the struc· 

tures of meaning through which men give shape to their experience; and 

politics is not coups and constitutions, but one of the principal arenas in 

which such structures publicly unfold. The two being thus reframed, de· 

termining the connection between them becomes a practicable enter· 

prise, though hardly a modest one. 

The reason the enterprise is immodest, or anyway especially 

venturesome, is that there is almost no theoretical apparatus with which 

to conduct it; the whole field-what shall we call it? thematic analysis? 

-is wedded to an ethic of imprecision. Most attempts to find general 

cultural conceptions displayed in particular social contexts are content 

to be merely evocative, to place a series of concrete observations in im· 

mediate juxtaposition and to pull out (or read in) the pervading clement 

by rhetorical suggestion. Explicit argument is rare because there are, as 

much by design as neglect, hardly any terms in which to cast it. and one 

is left with a collection of anecdotcs connected by insinuation, and with 

a feeling that though much has been touched little has been grasped.2 

The scholar who wishes to avoid this sort of perfected impressionism 

has thus to build his theoretical scaffold at the same time that he can· 

ducts his analysis. That is why the authors in the [Haiti book have 

such diverse approaches-why Liddle moves out from group connicts 

and Anderson from art and literature; why Lev's puzzle is the politici

zation of legal institutions, Sartono's the durability of popular millenari· 

anism, Abdullah's the fusion of social conservatism and ideological dy· 

namism. The unity here is neither of topic nor argument, but of 

I See C. Holt. ed .• Culturl!' and Polilics in Jndotll!'sia (Ithaca. 1972), in which 
the present essay first appeared as an "Afterword.� pp. 3 1 9-336. 

I Perhaps the foremost, as well as the most uncompromising. practitioner of 
this paratactic approach to relating politics to culture is Nathan Leites. See espe
cially his A Study 0/ Bolshevism (Glencoe. III., 1953), and Thr Ru/I!'s 0/ thl!' 
Gam/! in Paris (Chicago. 1969). 
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analytical style-of aim and of the methodological issues the pursuit of 
such an aim entails. 

These issues are multiple, involving questions of dcfinition, verifica· 

lion, causality, representativeness. objectivity, measurement, communi

cation. But at base they all boil down to one question: how to frame an 

analysis of meaning-the conceptual structures individuals use to can· 

strue experience-which will be at once circumstantial enough to carry 

conviction and abstract enough to forward theory. These are equal ne

ccssities; choosing one at the expense of the other yields blank descrip

tivism or vacant generality. But they also, superficially at' least, pull in 

opposite directions, for the more one invokes details the more he is 

bound to the peculiarities of the immediate case, the more one omits 

Ihem the more he loses touch with the ground on which his arguments 

rest. Discovering how to escape this paradox--or more exactly. for one 

never really escapes it, how to keep it at bay-is what, methodologi

cally. thematic analysis is all about. 

And it is, consequently, what, beyond the particular findings concern· 

ing particular subjects, the (Holt 1 book is about. Each study struggles 

to draw broad generalizations out of special instances, to penetrate 

deeply enough into detail to discover something more than detail. The 

strategies adopted to accomplish this are again various, but the effort to 
make parochial bodies of material speak for morc than themselves is 

uniform. The scene is Indonesia; but the goal, still far enough away to 

sustain ambition, is an understanding of how it is that every people gets 

the politics it imagines. 

I I  

Indonesia is an excellent place to takc up such a quest. As heir to Pol· 

ynesian, Indic, Islamic. Chinese, and European traditions, it probably 

has more hieratic symbols per square foot than any other large land ex
panse in the world, and moreover it had in Sukarno (who it is a mis

take to think was untypical in anything but his genius) a man both 

wildly anxious and supremely equipped to assemble those symbols into 

a pan-doctrinal S/a(llsreligiotl for the new·formed Republic. "Socialism, 
Communism, incarnations of Vishnu Murti," a newspaper call to arms 
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cried in 1 92 1 :  "Abolish capitalism, propped up by the imperialism that 

is its slave! God grant Islam the strength that it may succeed." ;) "I am a 

follower of Karl Marx . . . .  I am also a religious man," Sukarno an

nounced some decades later; .. , have made myself the meeting place of 

all trends and ideologies. I have blended, blended, and blended them 

until finally they became the present Sukarno:'4 

Yet, on the other hand, the vcry density and variety of symbolic ref

erence has made of Indonesian culture a swirl of tropes and images into 

which morc than onc incautious observer has merely disappeared.� With 

so much meaning lying scattered openly around it is nearly impossible 

to frame an argument relating political events to onc or another strain 

of it which is totally lacking in plausibility. In one sense, seeing cultural 

reflections in political activities is extremely easy in Indonesia; but this 

only makes the isolation of precise connections that much more diffi

cult. Because in this garden of metaphors almost any hypothesis dis

cerning a form of thought in a piece of action has a certain logic, devel

oping hypotheses that have truth as well is more a matter of resisting 

temptations than of seizing opportunities. 

The main temptation to be resisted is jumping to conclusions and the 

main defense against it is explicitly to trace out the sociological links 

between cultural themes and political developments, rather than to 

move deductively from one to the other. Ideas-religious, moral, prac

tical, aesthetic-must, as Max Weber, among others, never tired of in

sisting, be carried by powerful social groups to have powerful social ef

fects; someone must revere them, cclebrate them, defcnd them, impose 

them. They have to be institutionalized in order to find not just an intel

lectual existence in society, but, so to speak, a material one as well. The 

ideological wars which have wracked Indonesia for the past twenty-five 

years must be seen not, as they so often have, as clashes of opposed 

mentalities-Javanese "mysticism" versus Sumatran "pragmatism," 

Indic "syncretism" versus Islamic "dogmatism"-but as the substance 

of a struggle to create an institutional structure for the country that 

a Quoled (from Utusa" Hi"dia) in 8. Dahm. Sulc.ar"o a"d the Slruggle for III
do"esian Independence (Ithaca. 1969), p. 39. 4 Quoted in l. Fischer. The Story of Indonesia (New Yorl;, 1959). p. 154. For 
a similar sialement from a public speC(;h of Sukarno. set Dahm, S,.lc.orno and tJr� 
Struggle. p. 200. 

S For an uamplt. Stt H. Luethy. "Indonesia Confronted." Encount�r 25 
( 1 965): 80-89; 26 ( 1966): 75-8]. along with my commtnt "Art the Javanese 
Mad'" and LuelhY'1 �Rtply," ibid .• AUiu51 1966, pp. 86-90. 
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of its citizens would find sufficiently congenial to allow it to 

Hundreds of thousands of political dead testify to the fact that no

nearly enough citizens did so, and it is questionable how far they 

so now. Organizing a cultural hodgepodge into a workable polity is 

lOre than a matter of inventing a promiscuous civil religion to blunt 

variety. It requires either the establishment of politicaJ institutions 

1>" which opposing groups can safely contend, or the elimination of 

groups but one from the political stage. Neither of these has, so far, 

more than marginally effected in Indonesia; the country has been 

incapable of totalitarianism as of constitutionalism. Rather, almost 

institution in the society-army, bureaucracy, court, university, 

press, party, religion, village-has been swept by great tremors of ideo

logical paSSion which seem to have neither end nor direction. If Indone

sia gives any overall impression, it is of a state manqu�, a country 

which, unable to find a political form appropriate to the temper of its 

people, stumbles on apprehensively from one institutional contrivance 

to the nc)(t. 
A great part of the problem, of course, is that the country is archipc· 

lagic in more than geography. Insofar as it displays a pervasive temper, 

it is one riven with internal contrasts and contradictions. There are the 

regional differences (the rhetorical combativeness of the Minangkabau 

and the reHective elusiveness of the Javanese, for example); there are 

the faith·and-custom "ethnic" divergences among even closely related 

aroups, as in the East Sumatran "boiling pot"; there are the class con

fticts reflected in the nativistic movement material and the vocational 

ones reflected in that of the struggle for a workable legal system. There 

are racial minorities (Chinese and Papuans); religious minorities (Chris

tians and Hindus); local minorities (Djakarta Batak. Surabaja Madu

rese). The nationalist slogan, "One People, One Country, One lan

guage," is a hope, not a description. 

The hope that the slogan represents, however, is not necessarily 

unreasonable. Most of the larger nations of Europe grew out of a cul

tural heterogeneity hardly less marked; if Tuscans and Sicilians can live 

together in the same state and conceive of themselves as natural compa

triots, so can Javanese and Minangkabau, Rather than the mere fact of 

internal diversity, it has been the refusal, at all levels of the society, to 

come to terms with it that has impeded Indonesia's search for effective 

political form. The diversity has been denied as a colonial slander, de-
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plared as a feudal remnant, clouded over with ersatz syncretisms, ten

dentious history, and utopian fantasies, while all the time the bitter 

combat of groups who see in onc another rivals not merely for political 

and economic power, but for the right to define truth, justice, beauty. 

and morality. the very nature of reality, rages on virtually unguided by 

formal political institutions. By acting as though it were culturally homo

geneous like Japan or Egypt instead of heterogeneous like India or Ni

geria, Indonesia (or more exactly, I suppose, the Indonesian elite) has 

managed to create anarchic politics of meaning outside the established 

structures of civil government. 

This politics of meaning is anarchic in the literal sense of unruled, 

not the popular one of unordered. As each of the essays in the I Holt J 
volume shows in its own way, what I have elsewhere called "the struggle 

for the real," the attempt to impose upon the world a particular concep

tion of how things at bottom are and how men arc therefore obliged to 

act, is, for all the inability thus far to bring it to workable institutional 

expression, not a mere chaos of zeal and prejudice. It has a shape, 

trajectory. and force of its own. 

The political processes of all nations are wider and deeper than the 

formal institutions designed to regulate them; some of the most critical 

decisions concerning the direction of public life are not made in parlia

ments and presidiums; they are made in the unformalized realms of 

what Durkheim called "the collective conscience" (or "consciousness"; 

the useful ambiguity of consciellu is unavailable in English). But in In

donesia the pattern of official life and the framework of popular senti

ment within which it sits have become so disjoined that the activities of 

government, though centrally important, seem nevertheless almost be

side the point, mere routinisms convulsed again and again by sudden ir

ruptions from the screened-off (one almost wants to say, repressed) po_ 

litical course aJong which the country is in fact moving. 

The marc accessible events of public life, political facts in the 

narrower sense, do about as much to obscure this course as to reveal it. 

Insofar us they reffect it, as of course they do, they do so obliquely and 

indirectly, as dreams reflect desires or ideologies interests; discerning it 

is more like interpreting a constellation of symptoms than tracing a 

chain of causes. The studies in the (Holtl book therefore diagnose and 

assess, rather than measure and predict. Fragmentation in the party sys

tem bespeaks an intensification of ethnic self-consciousness; enfeeble

ment of formaJ law, renewed commitment to conciliatory methods of 

dispute settlement. Behind the moral quandaries of provincial modern-
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lie complexities in traditional accounts of tribal history; behind the 

of rural protest, enthrallment with cataclysmic images of 

behind the theatrics of Guided Democracy, archaic conceptions 

the sources of authority. Taken together, these exercises in political 

begin to expose the faint outlines of what the Indonesian Revo

in fact amounts to: an effort to construct a modern state in con

with its citizens' conscience; a state with which they can, in both 

ms<" of the word, come to an understanding. One of the things Su

was right about. though in fact he had something rather different 

mind, was that it is, this Revolution, not over. 

I I I  

classical problem of legitimacy-how do some men come to be 

with the right to rule over others-is peculiarly acute in a 

in which long-term colonial domination created a political sys

that was national in scope but not in complexion. For a state to do 

ore than administer privilege and defend itself against its own popula

its acts must seem continuous with the selves of those whose state 

pretends it is, its citizens-to be, in some stepped-up, amplified sense, 

,,;, acts. This is not a mere question of consensus. A man does not 

to agree with his government's acts to see himself as embodied in 

any more than he has to approve of his own acts to acknowledge 

he has, alas, himself performed them. It is a question of immedi

of experiencing what the state "does" as proceeding naturally from 

familiar and intelligible "we." A certain amount of psychological 

of hand is always required on the part of government and citi

i n  this in the best of cases. But when a country has been governed 

two hundred years or so by foreigners, it is, even after they have 

been displaced, a yet more difficult trick. 

The political tasks that loomed so formidable as independence was 

reached for-ending the domination of outside powers. creating leader

Ihip cadres, stimulating economic growth. and sustaining a sense of na

lional unity-have indeed turned out to be that and more since inde

pendence has been gained. But they have been joined by another task, 

less clearly envisaged then and less consciously recognized now, that of 

dispelling the aUTa of alienness from the institutions of modern govern-
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izes simultaneously for the restoration of "the genuine Minangkabau 
(u/ar fcustom I ." and for headlong entry "unto the path of kenwdjlltlll 
Iprogress ]." I n  Java, Anderson finds " archaic-magical" and "devcl 

oped-rational" theories of power existing side by side; in Sumatra, lid
dle finds localism and nationalism advancing par; pmslI. 

This undeniable. commonly denied, fact-that whatever the curve of 
progress may be. it fits no graceful formula--disabJes any analysis of 
modernization which starts frolll the assumption that it consists of the 
replacement of the indigenous and obsolescent with the imported and 
up-to-date. Not just in Indonesia, but throughout the Third World
throughout the world-men are increasingly drawn to a double goal: to 
remain themselves and to keep pace, or morc, with the twentieth cen
tury. A tense conjunction of cultural conservatism and political radical
ism is at the nerve of new state nationalism, and nowhere more 
conspicuously so than in Indonesia. What Abdullah says of the 
Minangkabau-that accommodating to the contemporary world has re
quired "continuing revision of the meaning of modernization." involve(/ 
"new attitudes toward tradition itself and Ian unending I search for a 
suitable basis of modernization"-is said. in one manner or another. 
throughout each of the essays. What they rcveal is not a linear advance 
from darkness to light, but a continuous redefinition of where " wc" 
(peasants, lawyers, Christians, Javanese, Indonesians . . .  ) have been, 
now are, and have yet to go-images of group history, character evolu-• • 
tlon, and destiny that have only to emerge to be fought over. 

In Indonesia, such bending backward and forward at the same time 
has been apparent from the beginning of the nationalist movement and 
merely grown more marked since.1I Sarekat Islam, the first really siz
able organization (its membership increased from approximately four 
thousand in 1 9 1 2  to approximately four hundred thousand in 1 9 1 4). 
appealed at once to visionary mystics, Islamic purists, Marxist radicals, 
trading-class reformers, paternal aristocrats, and messianic peasants. 
When this commotion disguised as a party came to pieces, as it did in 

• For 
.
Ihe hislory of Indonesian nationalism, on which my remarks here are bul passl
.
na. commenlar-r. �e J .  M. Pluvier. Ov�rl.ichl van J� OnltoliUt'ling Ju 

Naflo
.
naJUlISt:ht' l!�toI�gl�g In Ind�n�slt' in dt' Ja'�n /910 lot 1942 (The Haaue. 

1953). A. K. Pranago<hado. Sn(jarah PuguakOlI RalUm Indoncs{a (Djakarta. 
1950); D. M. O. Koch. Om dc VrOhcid (Djakarta. 1950): Dahm. Suk.arllO alld th, 
Struggl,; G. MeT. Kahin, NatiollaliJm alld Rf'voJutlon In Indoncsia (Ilhaca. 
1952); H. Benda. Th, Cr�SC�nI and Ih, Rising SUII; IlIdon�sjan Islam und" th, 
J?pan�u OcCUputiOIl, /942-1945 (The Hague. 1958): W. F. Wertheim. Indon,. 
sian Socj�t)' in Transition (The Hague. 1956). 
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twenties, it separated not into the "reactionary" and "progressive" 

of revolutionary mythology, but into a whole series of factions, 

ideologies, clubs, conspiracies-what Indonesians call 

""" (strcams)-seeking to fasten one or another form of modernism 

to one or another strand of tradition. 

" Enlightened" gentry-physicians, lawyers, schoolteachers, sons of 

servants-attempted to marry "spiritual" East am:! "dynamic" 

by fusing a sort of cultic aestheticism with an evolutionary, no-

oblige program of mass uplift. Rural Koranic religious teachers 

to transform anti�Christian sentiments into anticolonial ones, and 

into links between urban activism and village piety. Muslim 

tried at once to purify popular faith of heterodox accretions 

work out a properly Islamic program of social and economic re

Left-wing revolutionaries sought to identify rural collectivism and 

peasant discontent and class struggle; Eurasian half-castes to 

their Dutch and Indonesian identities and provide a rationale 

multiracial independence; Western-educated intellectuals to recon

themselves to Indonesian reality by tapping indigenous, anti feudal 

to some extent anti-Javanese) attitudes in the interests of demo

socialism. Everywhere one looks, i n  the fevered days of the na

awakening (ca. 1 9 1 2- / 950), someone is matChing advanced 

ideas and familiar sentiments in order to make some variety of progress 

look less disruptive and some pattern of custom less dispensable. 

The heterogeneity of Indonesian culture and that of modern political 

thought thus played into one another to produce an ideological situation 

in which a highly generalized consensus at one level-that the country 

must collectively storm the heights of modernity while clinging, also 

collectively, to the essentials of its heritage-was countered on another 

by an accelerating dissensus as to what direction the heights should be 

stormed from and what the essentials were. After Independence, the 

fragmentation of the elite and the active sectors of the population along 

such lines was completed as the society regrouped into competing fa

milies d'esprit, some huge, some minute, some in between, which were 

concerned not just with governing Indonesia but with defining it. 

Thus, a paralyzing incongruity grew up between the ideological 

framework within which the formal institutions of the would·be power

house state were constructed and operated and that within which the 

overall political formation of the, also would-be, nation took shape; be

tween the "blended, blended, blended" integralism of Guided Democ-
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racy, the Pantjasila, Nasakom, and the like, and the "boiling pot" com
partmentalization of popular sentiment.1I The contrast was not a simple 

center and periphery one-inlcgralism in Djakarta, compartmentalisl1l 

in the provinces; but it appeared. and in not very different form, on all 

levels of the political system. From the village coffee shops where Sar. 

tono's peasants laid their small plans to the bUreaus of Mcrdcka Square 

where Anderson's "ministcriales" laid their larger ones. political life 

proceeded in a curious kind of double-level way. in which a rivalry. 

again not just for power but for the power above power-the right to 

specify the terms under which direction of the state, or even mere offi

cial existence. is granted-went on. wrapped in the generous phrases of 

common struggle. historic identity. and national brotherhood. 

That is, politicnl life proceeded in this way until October I .  1965. 

The bungled coup and its savage aftermath-perhaps a quarter of a 

million dead in three or four monthS-brought to open view the cul

tural disarray fifty yenrs of political change had created. advanced, 

dramatized, and fed upon.IO  The wash of nationalist cliches soon 

• For . the state ideolo,y of the Republic until the mid·sixties. see H. Feith, 
"DynamICS of Guided Democracy," in R. T. McVey. ed" /"donuia (New Haven. 
1963), pp. 309-409; for popular divisions, R. R. Jay. Rtligion and Politics in 
Rural Ctntral Jal'a, Southeast Asia Studies. Cultural Reports Series no. 1 2  (New 
Haven, 1963): G. W. Skinner. cd .. Local, ElII"k a"d NnriOlwl LoY(lltitJ in Vii. 
fagt Indonesia. Southeast Asia Studies. Cultural Report Series no. 8 (New Haven. 
1959); and R. W. Liddle, Elhnicity. ParlY. and Narionlll In/tgrat/on (New Haven 
1970). The rather schizoid polilical atmosphere thus created can be sensed in Ih� 
debales.ofthe constitutional convention of 1957-1958; see Tenlang DaJar NtgIJra 
Rtpub/lk IndOntsia Do/am Konstitmllllt, 3 vols. I Djakarta (?). 1958(1)1. 

10 The death es�imate 15 that of John HUlhes. The bid of Sukarno (London. 
1968). p. 1 89. Esumates ran,e from 50.000 10 a million: no one rully knows 
and th� killin, was on SO arand a scale that to debate numbers seems oblUse

' 

Hu,hes account of the coup. the massacres, and the ascendency of Suharto. 
thoulh .not �ery analytic. is . probably as reliable and evenhanded as any. For 
other diSCUSSions, from varyma poinl$ of view. see R. Shaplen. Tim� Out oj 
lIu.nd (New York, 1969): D. S. Lev, "Indonesia 1965: The Year of the Coup." 
ASIan SU'""ty 6, no. 2 (1966): 103-110: W. F. Wertheim. "Indonesia Before and 
After the Untuna Coup." Pacific Affairs 39 ( 1966): 1 1 5-127: B. Gunawan. Kud�. 
la: Sla(l/S8r�ep /n Djakarla (Meppel. 1968): J. M. van der Kroef. "Interpretations 
of the 1965 Indonesian Coup: A Review of the Literature," Pacific AIJ(ji,s 43. no. 
4 ( l 970- �97 .1): 557_577: E. Utrecht. Indonesie's Nieuw� O,dt: Ontbimling en 
HukolOnlsa/lt (Amsterdam. 1970); H. P. Jones. Indonuia: Th� Pos:sibf� Dream 
(r:sew York. 1971): L. Rey. "Dossier on the Indonesian Drama." New 01 R�· 
view ( 1 966): 26-40; A. C. Brackman, Th� Communist Cof/apJt in IndOlluitl 
(New York, 1969). To my mind, the literature on the coup. riaht. left. and center, 
has bee� marred by ?bsessive concern with the uact roles of Sukarno and of the 
Indo�eslan CommunISt. Pany in the immediate events of the plot (not unimpor. 
tant I

.
SSUes. but more Important for understandinl the moment than for under· 

sta�lna t�� country). at the expense of iu meaning for the development of Indo
nesian political consciousness. 
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clouded the scene again, for one can no more stare at the abyss than at 

the sun. But there can be very few Indonesians now who do not know 

that, however clouded. the abyss is there, and they arc scrambling along 

the edge of it, a change of awareness which may prove to be the largest 

step in the direction of a modern mentality they have yet made. 

v 

Whatever social scienlists might desire, there are some social phenom

ena whose impact is immediate and profound. even decisive, but whose 

Significance cannot effectively be assessed until well after their occur

rence; and one of these is surely the eruption of great domestic vio

lence. The Third World has seen a number of these eruptions over the 

twenty-five years it has been coming into being-the partition of India. 

the Congo mutiny, Biafra. Jordan. But none can have been more shat

tering than the Indonesian, nor more difficult to evaluate. Since the ter· 

rible last months of 1965, all scholars of Indonesia, and especially those 

trying to penetrate the country's character. are in the uncomfortable sit

uation of knowing that a vast internal trauma has shaken their subject 

but not knowing. more than vaguely. what its effects have been_ The 

sense that something has happened for which no one was prepared, and 

about which no one yet quite knows what to say. haunts the essays (in 
the Holt volume I ,  making them read. sometimes, like the (lgoll of a play 

with the crisis left oul. But there is no help for this: the crisis is still 

happening.1 1  

Of course, some of the outward effects are clear. The Indonesian 

Communist Party, on its claims the third largest in the world. has been. 

at least for the present. essentially destroyed. There is military rule. Su

kamo was first immobilized, then, with that controlled. relentless grace 

the Javanese call htt/us. deposed, and has since died. The "confronta-

.. The fact that no one predicted the massacres has :wmctimes been instanced 
as an example of the futility of social science. Many studies dKl stress the enor· 
mous tensions and the potential for violcnce in Indonesian society. Moreover. any· 
one who announced before the fact that a quarter of a million or :w people 
were about to be slaughtered in three months of rice-field carnage would have been 
regarded. and rightly. as havin& a rather warped mind .

. 
What this says .aboul reason 

faced with unreason is a complicated mailer: but what It docs nOI say IS thai reason 
is powerless bec::ause not clairvoyant. 
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�ion" with Malaysia has ended. The economic situation has markedly 

Improved. Domestic security, at the cost of large·scale political delen. 

lions, has come to virtually the entire country for almost the first time 

since Independence. The flamboyant desperation of what now is called 

the "Old Order" has been replaced by the muted desperation of the 

"New Order," But the question "What has changed?" is still, when it 

r�fers to �he culture, a baffling one. Surely, so great a catastrophe, espe

Cially as It mostly occurred in  villages among villagers, can hardly have 

left the country unmoved, yet how far and how permanently it has been 

moved is impossible to say. Emotions surface extremely gradually. if 

extremely powerfully, in Indonesia: "The crocodile is quick to sink," 

they say, "but slow to come up." Both writings on Indonesian politics 

and those politics themselves are permeated right now with the incon

fidcnce derived from waiting for that crocodile to come up. 

In the history of comparable political seizures, however (and when 

one looks at the history of the modern world, they are easy enough to 

find), some outcomes seem more common than others. Perhaps the most 

common is a failure of nerve, a constriction of the sense of possibility. 

Massive internal bloodlettings like the American or the Spanish civil 

wars have often subjected political life to the sort of muffled panic we 

associate with psychic trauma more generally: obsession with signs, 

most of them illusory, that "it is about to happen again"; perfection of 

elaborate precautions, most of them symbolic, to see that it doesn't; and 

irremovable conviction, most of it visceral, that it is going to anyway_ 

all resting, perhaps, on the half-recognized desire that it do so and to 

get it over wilh. For a society, as for an individual, an inner catastro

phe, especially when it occurs in the process of a serious attempt to 

change, can be both a subtly addictive and a profoundly rigidifying 

force. 

This is particularly so (and here thc analogy-which, as public disas

ters refract through private lives, is not entirely an analogy-with indi

vidual response continues) when the truth of what has happened is ob

scured by convenient stories, and passions are left to flourish in the 

dark. Accepted for what they were, as terrible as they were, the events 

Of
. 

J 965 could free the country from many of the illusions which per

mitted them to happen, and most especially the illusion that the Indone

sian population is embarked as a body on a straight-line march to mo

dernity. or that, evcn guided by the Koran, the Dialcctic, the Voice in 

the Quiet. or Practical Reason, such a march is possible. Denied, by 
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means of another cooked-up ideological synthesis, the half-suppresscd 

memory of the events will perpetuate and infinitely widen the gulf be· 

tween the processes of government and the struggle for the real. At an 

enormous cost, and one which need not have been paid, the Indone· 

sians would seem to an outsider to have now demonstrated to themselves 

with convincing force the depth of their dissensus, ambivalence, and dis

orientation. Whether the demonstration has in  fact been convincing to 

the insiders, for whom such revelations about themselves must inevitably 

be terrifying, is another question; indeed, it is the central question of 

Indonesian politics at this juncture of history. For all their before·the

$lorm quality, the $ludies in the (Holtl volume contribute, if not an 

answer, at least a sense of what the probabilities are. 

However great a disruptive force the massacres may (or may not) 

have been, the conceptual matrix within which the country has been 

moving cannot have changed radically, if only because it is deeply 

embedded in the realities of Indonesian social and economic structure, 

and they have not. Java is still spectacularly overcrowded, the export of 

primary products is still the main source of foreign exchange, there are 

still as many islands, languages, religions, and ethnic groups as there 

ever were (even, now that West New Guinea has been added. a few 

more), and Ihe cities are still full of intellectuals without places, the 

towns of merchants without capital, and the villages of peasants without 

land.12 

Lev's lawyers, Abdullah's reformers. Liddle's politicians, Sartono's 

peasants, and Anderson's functionaries. as well as the soldiers who now 

police them, face the same range of problems with about the same range 

of alternatives and the same stock of prejudices as they did before the 

holocaust. Their frame of mind may be different-after such horrors it 

is hard to believe that it is not-but the society within which they are 

enclosed and the structures of meaning which inform it are largely the 

same. Cultural interpretations of politics are powerful to the degree that 

they can survive, in an intellectual sense, the events of politics; and 

their ability to do that depends on the degree to which they are well 

It II should perhaps be remarked that the external parameters have also not 
changed very much-China. Japan, Ihe United States, and the Soviet Union are 
still more or less where and what they were, and so, for that matter, are the 
terms of Irade. If so-called outside faclors seem to have been slighted in favor of 
so-called inside ones [in the Holt volume ), it is not because they are considered 
unimportant, but because in order to have local effecls they must fir:'t have loc�1 
expressions, and any attempt to trace them beyond such expressIOns to theIr 
sources would, in studies of this scale, soon get out of hand. 
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grounded sociologically, not on their inner coherence, their rhetorical 
plausibility, or their aesthetic appeal. When they are properly anchored, 
whatever happens reinforces them; when they are not, whatever hap
pens explodes them. 

So what is written lin the Holt volumel is, if not predictive, still test
able. The worth of these essays-the authors of which may or may not 
agree with my interpretation of their findings-will, in the long run, be 
determined less by their fit to the facts from which they arc derived, 
though it is that which recommends them to our attention in the firSI 
place, than by whether they illumine the future course of Indonesian 
politics. As the consequences of the last decade appear in  the next, we 
shall begin to see whether what has been said here about Indonesian 
culture is penetrating or wrongheaded, whether it enables us to construe 
what happens in terms of it or leaves us straining for understanding 
against the grain of what we thought was so. Meanwhile, we can only 
wait for the crocodile along with everyone else. recalling, as a bar to the 
sort of moral presumptuousness that neither Americans nor Indonesians 
are at this time very well positioned to affect, what Jakob Burckhardt, 
who perhaps deserves to be called the founder of thematic analysis, said 
in 1 860 about the dubious business of judging peoples: 

It may be possible to indicate many contrasts and shades of difference 
among different nations, but to strike the balance of the whole is not given 
to human insight. The ultimate truth with respect 10 the charaCTer, the can· 
science, and the guilt of a people remains for ever a secret ; if only for the 
reason that Its defects have another side. where they reappear as peculiarl' 
ties or even as virtues. We must leave those who find pleasure in passing 
sweeping censures on whole nations, to do 50 as they like, The people of 
Europe can maltreat, but happily not judge one another. A great nation, in
terwoven by its civilization, its achievements, and its fortunes with the 
whole life of the modern world, can afford to ignore both its advocates and 
its accusers. It  lives on with or without the approval of theorists, l:! 

13 J, Burckhardl, The Ci"ifitulion of Ihl! Renai$Sunet In Italy (New York, 
1954); oriS. ( 1860), p, ] 18, 
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The experience has not always been a comfortable one. The meeting 

ground has often turned into a battJeground, and the lines of profes

sional demarcation have hardened: as Englishmen abroad are often 

more British than in London, so economists abroad are often more 

econometrical than at M.I.T. Then, too, a few of the more enthusiastic 

have abandoned their professions almost altogether for a kind of Alex

andrian eclecticism which has produced some very strange hippogriffs 

indeed: Freud. Marx, and Margaret Mead in one ungainly package. 

But the general effect has certainly been salutary. The sense of intel

lectual self-sufficiency, that peculiar conceptual and methodological ar

rogance which comes from dealing too long and too insistently with a 

pocket universe all one's own (the American business cycle; French 

party politics; class mobility in Sweden; the kinship system of some up

country African tribe), and which is perhaps the most formidable 

enemy of a general science of society, has been seriously. and I think 

permanently, shaken. The closed society has been as thoroughly ex

ploded for most of those who have studied the new nations as it has for 

most of those who live in them. It is coming at last to dawn upon even 

the most isolationist-minded of such scholars that theirs is not only a 

special science. but a special science which cannot even function with

out a great deal of help from other special sciences previously despised. 

Here. anyway, the notion that we are all members of one another has 

made a certain measure of progress. 

Among the more striking examples of this convergence from several 

directions upon the same body of material is the revival of interest in 

the structure and functioning of traditional states. In the past several 

years the need to develop a general political science of preindustrial so

cictics in order to have. as the sociologist Frank Sutton has put it, "a 

base point from which to understand the transitional societies which 

crowd the present scene" has been felt with increasing intensity on a 

wide variety of quarters.' As the quarters have been various, so 100 
have the responses. But Max Weber's half�century-old essay on patri

monialism in Wirtsclmft //I1l1 Gesellschaft is no longer the "isolated 

monument" that Sutton. writing only a decade or so ago, then rightly 

called it. It is now but one among a whole set of discourses, some more 

monumental than others and a few too monumental ailogether, on the 

nature of government in. to have a word for them, peasant societies; 

, F. X. SUllon, "Representation and the Nature or Political Systems." Compar
ative Studies in Society tmd //is/ory 2 ( 1959): 1-10. 
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societies with too many resemblances to our own for us to stigmatize 

them as primitive and too few for us to celebrate them as modern. 

To simplify, there have been four major lines of attack developing 

over the last decade or so on this question of the nature of traditional 

poJitics. 

First, there has been the revival, largely in the hands of Karl Wittfo

gel, of Marx's old notion of an Asiatic mode of production, now inter

preted to be hydraulic agriculture, and of a radically despotic state

" total terror, total submission, total loneliness," in Wittfogel's 

broadsheet rhetoric-regarded as causally reflective of iLl 

Second, there has been the work by social anthropologists, most of 

them British and vinually all of them Africanists, on the so-called seg

mentary states-states in which kinship groups and kinship loyalties 

play a central role-and which, quite contrary to the monolithic view 

of traditional states that emerges from the Wittfoge] approach, sees such 

states as delicate balances among scattered centers of semi�independent 

power, now building up under the guidance of tribal myth and civic rit

ual toward SOffie apical point, now sliding away into clan jealousy, local 

rivalry, and fraternal intrigue.3 

Third, there has been a renewed emphasis on what might be called 

comparative feudalism. on the question of whether feudalism is an his

torical category with one, itself rather unhomogeneous, instance. the 

European, or a scientific category with many at least roughly similar in

stances. Here, the motive figure is beyond doubt Marc Bloch, the depth 

of whose impact upon the social sciences is still not fully appreciated, 

even by many of those ujX}n whom the impact has been exercised.4 But 

this interest is also, of course, the main continuation of the Weberian 

tradition, and in the hands of a sociologist like Eisenstadt with his in

terest in the role of bureaucracy in early empires, or of an economic 

historian like Karl Polanyi with his interest in the political management 

of commercial activity in such empires, it widens out beyond feudalism 

proper to concern itself with the range of authority structures found in 

societies in which feudalization is only one of a number, but a limited 

number, of institutional possibilities. � 

l K. Wittiogt!, Orlenral D�spotlsm (New Haven, 1957). 
J For a representative uampte of this line of thouaht. see A. Southall. Alur 

Soci�l, (Cambridae, Enaland, 1954). 4 R. Coulburn. ed., Feudalism in Hislory (Princeton. 1956). presents a useful 
reyiew ofsuc:h studies. For M. Bloch, see his F�ud(J1 Soci�lY (Chicago. 1961). 

5 S. M. Eilienstadt. Th� Political Sysums of Empiru (New York, 1963); 
K. Polanyi, C. Arensbera, and H. Pearson, cds .• Trad� and Mar/uts in Early Em
plm (Glencoe, UI., 1957). 
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And fourth. there has been the reconsideration among prehistorians 
-archeologists mostly. but some orientalislS and ethnologists as well
of the size and scope of ancient stales and of the developmental stages 
through which those states seem to have passed. Maya, Teotihuacan. 
Indus, Angkor, Madjapahil. Inca, Mesopotamia, Egypt-all the magi· 
cal names-stand less these days for glittering bronze·age barbarisms 
born adult out of Gordon Childe's "Urban Revolution" and morc for 
extended, gradualistic developmental cycles, some of them similar, some 
of them different. Or, rather, they stand for phases, momentary ones 
often. in such cycles; phases which may have been both less grandiose 
than their legends proclaim or their architectural remains seem at first 
glance to indicate, and more compledy related to the material condi
tions upon which they rested than Marxist theorists, even revisionist 
Marxist theorists, usually imagine.' 

Anthropologists have been deeply involved in all four of these lines 
of attack uJX>n the nature of government in peasant societies. Two of 
them-�he �tudy of segmentary states and of the developmental cycle), 
of prehlstoncal states-have been almost exclusively anthroJX>logical. 
But Wittfogel's theories have had an enormous impact as well. We have 
had 

.
applications of them by anthropologists to Tibet. the Valley of 

MeXICO. the Pueblos of the Southwestern United States, and certain 
parts of Africa. The comparative-institutions approach has been less 
f�equently �ursued, partly because Weber tends to frighten anthropolo
gists, but hiS fine Germanic hand can be seen quite clearly in a number 
of recent studies of some of the more developed of black African states 
-Bugand3. Busoga, Fulani, Ethiopia. Ashanti. 

In becoming thus involved, anthropologists have, as I have suggested, 
been drawn willy-nilly into an enterprise far wider than the confines of 
their own discipline and SO find themselves faced with the unforeseen 
question of what. qua anthropologists rather than as self-made sociolo
giSts, historians, political scientists or whatever, they have to offer to 
this wider enterprise. The easy answer to this. still preferred in certain 
circles, is data, preferably anomalous data whieh will demolish some so
ciologist's high-wrought theory. But to accept that answer is to reduce 
anthropology to a kind of spiteful ethnography, capable, like some liter
ary censor, of disapproving of intellectual constructions but not of cre
ating, or perhaps even of understanding, any. 

• For a survey and examination of such work. see R. Braidwood and G, Wil
ley, Co.ursts loward Urban Lifr (New York, 1962). See also R. M. Adams. Tht 
£volullon oj Urban $ocitl' (New York/Chicaio. 1966). 
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With respect to Professor Sutton's large vision of "a general compar

ative political science of pre-industrial societies," I, for one, think it can 

contribute more than that. And in order to indicate (certainly not, in 

the space available to me here, to establish) what sort of thing that 

" more" might be, I want to do two things which are quintessentially an· 

thropological: to discuss a curious case from a distant land; and to draw 

from that case some conclusions of fact and mcthod more far-reaching 

than any such isolated example can possibly sustain. 

1 1  

The distant land is Bali; the curious case the state as it existed thcre 
during the nineteenth century. Though in formal terms part of the Neth

erlands East Indies from. 1 suppose you would have to say, about 1 750 
on, Bali was in any realistic sense a part of the Dutch empire only after 

thc invasion of thc Southcrn part of the island in 1 906. For all intents 

and purposes, the Balinese state in the nineteenth century was an indig
enous structure; and although, like any social institution, it had changed 

over the course of the centuries-not the least as a result of the Dutch 

presence in Java, it had done so but slowly and marginally, 
To simplify my description of what. in fact, totally resists simplifica

tion, I shall first discuss the cultural foundations of the state-the be

liefs and values, for the most part religious ones, which animated it, 
gave it direction, meaning. and form ;  and second, I shall discuss the so
cial structural arrangements, the political instruments, in terms of which 

it attempted, with but intermittent success, to sustain such direction and 
achieve such form, This separation between ideas and institutions will 

later turn out not to have been so merely pragmatic as it loOks, how

ever, but to have been the very axis of my argument. 
In connection with the cultural foundations of the state, lei me pre

sent briefly three Balinese notions of what. speaking nOW in the ethno

graphic present. supralocal politiCS are all about. The first of these I 

shall call the doctrine of the exemplary center; the second, the concept 
of sinking status; and the third, the expressive conception of politics

the conviction that the principal instrumentalities of rule lie less in thc 
techniques of administration than in the arts of the theatre. 
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The doctrine of the exemplary center is in essence a theory of the na

ture and basis of sovereignty, This theory holds that the court-and-capi

tal is at once a microcosm of supernatural order-"an image," as Rob

ert Hcinc-Gcldcrn has put it, "of the universe on a smaller scalc"-and 

the material embodiment of political arder.l It is not just the nucleus, 

the engine, or the pivot of the state: it is the state. 

And this curious equation of the seat of rule with the dominion of 
rule is more than a passing metaphor, it is a statement of a ruling politi

cal idea: namely. that by the mere act of providing a modeJ, a paragon, 

a faultless image of civilized existence, the court shapes the world 

around it into at least a rough facsimile of its own excellence. The ritual 
life of the court, and in fact the life of the court generally, is thus para

digmatic, not merely reRective of social order. What it is reflective of, 
as the priests declare, is the supernatural order, "the timeless Indian 

world of the gods" upon which men should, in strict proportion to their 
status. seek to pattern their lives.' 

The crucial task of legitimation, the reconciliation of this political 

metaphysic with the actual distribution of power in classical Bali. was 

effected by means of a myth; characteristically enough a colonizing 

myth. In 1 343. the armies of the great East Javanese kingdom of Ma

djapahit were supposed to have defeated, ncar a place called Gelgel, 

those of "the king of Bali," a supernatural monster with the head of a 

pig-a surpassing event in which the Balinese sec the source of vir

tually their entire civilization, even (as, with but a handful of excep

tions, they regard themselves as descendents of the Javanese invaders, 

not the ur-Balinese defenders) of themselves. Like the myth of ·'The 

Founding Fathers" in the United States, the myth of "The Madjapahit 

Conquest" became the origin tale by means of which actual relations of 

command and obedience were explained and justified. 

Whatever scattered elements of genuine historicity this legend may 

have aside (and J have in any case given only the most schcmatized 

summary of what is a very involved and multiversioned tale indeed), it 

expresses in the concrete images of a just-so story the Balinese view of 

their political development. In Balinese eyes, thc foundation of a Ja

vanese court at Gelgel (where. it is held. the palace was designed to 

1 R. Heine·Getdern. "Conceptions of State and Kinlship in Southeast Asia:' 
Far Easter" Quarterly 2 ( 1 942): 15-30. 

e J. L. Swellen&rebel. Introduction in J. L. Swellengrebel et aI., Ball: Uf�. 
Thought and Ritual (The Hague/Bandunl. 1960). 
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mirror in exact detail the palace of that most exemplary of exemplary 

centers, Madjapahit itselO created not just a center of power-that had 

existed before-but a standard of civilization. The Madjapahit Con

qucst was considered the great watershed of Balinese history because it 

cut off the ancient Bali of animal barbarism from the renascent Bali of 

aesthetic elegance and liturgical splendor. The transfer of the capital 

(and the dispatch of a Javanese noble. draped with magical parapherna

lia. to inhabit it) was the transfer of a civilization, the establishment of 

a court which in the very act of reflecting divine order generated human 

order. 

This reflection and this ordering were not, however, conceived to 

have maintained their purity and their force until the nineteenth cen· 

IUry, but rather to have clouded and weakened as time passed. Despite 

the fact that they are both in a sense " colonial" myths. beginning with 

settlement from more cultured foreign shores, the Balinese conception 

of their political history does not, like the American. present a picture 

of the forging of unity out of an original diversity, but the dissolution of 

an original unity into a growing diversity; not a relentless progress to· 

ward the good society. but a gradual fading from view of a classic 

model of perfection. 

This fading is conceived to have taken place both over space and 

through time. The notion, certainly incorrect, is that during the Gelgel 

period (from about 1 300 to about 1 700) Bali was ruled from a single 

capital, but that after that period a series of revolls and fissions took 

place leading to the establishment of capitals in each of the major re

gions as lesser members of the royal house fled to them to set up shop 

as exemplary rulers on their own. In turn, splinters from these splinters 

led to tertiary capitals in the regions of the various secondary capitals, 

and so on, if not quite ad infinitum, vcry nearly so. 

Details aside, the final (that is, nineteenth century) result was an ac

robat's pyramid of "kingdoms" of varying degrees of substantial auton· 

omy and effective power, the main lords of Bali holding the paramount 

lord upon their shoulders and standing in turn upon the shoulders of the 

lords whose status was derivative for their own as theirs was from him, 

and so on down the Iinc. The exemplary center among exemplary cen· 

ters was still Gelgel, or rather its direct heir, Klungkung, its radiance 

dimming. naturally, as it diffused through this progressively coarser me· 

dium. 

More than that, however. its own luster weakened as its pristine con· 
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centralian of charisma. brought over as a package from Java, diffused 
out into these lesser centers. The general picture is one of an overaJl de
cline in status and spiritual power, not only of peripheral lines as they 
move away from the core of the ruling class, but of the corc itself as the 
peripheral lines move away from it. Through the course of its develop
ment the exemplary force of the once unitary Balinese state weakened 
at its heart as it thinned at its edges. Or so the Balinese think; and it is 
this dying-fire view of history, which permeates actually into the very 
corners of Balinese society. that I refer to as the concept of sinking sta
tus. 

Yet this was not felt to be an inevitable deterioration, a predestined 
decline from a golden age. For the Balinese, the decline was the way 
history had happened to happen, not the way it had had to happen. And 
the efforts of men, and especially of their spiritual and political leaders, 
ought consequently to be directed neither toward reversing it (which as 
events are incorrigible is impossible) nor celebrating it (which as il 
amounted to a series of retreats from an ideal would be pointless) but 
rather toward nullifying it. toward re·expressing directly, immediately. 
and with the greatest possible force and vividness the cultural paradigm 
by which the men of Gelgel and Madjapahit had in their time guided 
their lives. As Gregory Bateson has pointed out, the Balinese view of 
the past is not. in  the proper sense of the term, really historical at all. 
For all their explanatory mylh·making, the Balinese search the past not 
SO much for the causes of Ihe present as for the standard by which to 
judge ii, for the unchanging pattern upon which the present ought prop
erly 10 be modeled but, which through accident, ignorance, indiscipline. 
or neglect, it so often fails to follow. 

This almost aesthetic correction of the present on the basis of what 
the past had at one point been, the lords sought to effect through the 
holding of great ceremonial tableaux. From Ihe most pelty to the most 
high they were continuously trying to establish, each at his own level, a 
more truly exemplary center. which if it could not match or even ap
proach Gelgel in brilliance (and a few of the more ambitious hoped 
even for that) could at least seek to imitate it ritually and so re-create. 
to some degree, the radiant image of civilization the classic state had 
embodied and postclassic history had obscured. 

The expressive nature of the Balinese state, and of the political life it 
supported, was apparent Ihrough the whole of its known history. for it 
was always pointed. not toward tyranny, whose systematic concentration 
of power it was hopelessly incompetent to effect, not even very method-
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ieally toward government, which it pursued indifferently and even hesi
tantly, but rather toward spectacle, toward ceremony, toward the public 
dramatization of the ruling obsessions of Balinese culture: social in
equality and status pride. It was a theatre-state in which the kings and 
princes were the impresarios, the priests the directors, the peasantr� the 
supporting cast, stage crew, and audience. The stupendous cremations, 
teeth-filings. temple dedications, the pilgrimages and blood sacrifices. 
mobilizing hundreds. even thousands of people and great quantities of 
wealth, were not means to political ends, they were the ends themselves, 
they were what the state was for. Court ceremonialism was the driving 
force of court politiCS. Mass ritual was not a device to shore up the 
state; the state was a device for the enactment of mass ritual. To govern 
was not so much to choose as to perform. Ceremony was not form but 
substance. Power served pomp, not pomp power. 

Turning to the social framework which was designed to support this 
effort but in fact acted more to undercut it, I shall have to be even more 
ruthless in reducing facts to their shadows, for classical Balinese politi
cal institutions were about as complicated as such institutions can get 
and still function. But the main point to grasp about the Balinese state 
as a concrete structure of authority is that, far from conducing toward 
the centralization of power, it conduced, and mightilY. toward its dis· 
persian. Very few political elites can have as intensely sought loyalty by 
means so ingeniously designed to produce treachery as did the Balinese. 

In the first place, the elite itself was. as I have indicated. not an orga· 
nized ruling class, but a crowd of intensely competitive sovereigns, or 
rather would-be sovereigns. Even noble lineages, the various royal 
houses which formed the various courts, were not solidary units but 
were faetion·ridden factions. collections of sublineages and sub-sublin· 
eages each intent on weakening the others to its own profit. 

In the second place. most effective government in the proper sense of 
the term was local. Hamlets not only had written constitutions, popular 
councils, and executive arms, but they resisted, quite erfectively, court 
participation in local affairs. Irrigation was in the hands of a separate. 
also local, corporate body, of which there were hundreds over the coun· 
uyside; and rather Ihan leading to the development of a centralized bu· 
reaucracy to manage waterworks this system effectively preclud� the 
emergence of such a bureaucracy. Local lineages. temple congregations, 
voluntary groups were equally autonomouS, equally jealous of their 
rights vis-�·vis both onc another and the state. 

In the third place. the structural ties between the state (that is, any 
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particular court) and this complex of local institutions (the "village," if 

you will) were themselves multiple and noncoordinate. The three main 

obligations laid by the gentry on the peasantry-military-ritual support. 

land rent, and taxation-were not fused bUI distributed among three 

different sorts of ties. A man might well owe ritual and military support 

to one lord, render rent to a second. and pay taxes to yet a third. Even 

worse, such ties were not, for the most part, territorially concentrated. 

so a man and his neighbor, who might well be his brother, CQuld, and 

often did, owe political allegiance to different lords. 

But to break this orf before we disappear into the enchanted woods 

altogether, the point is that supraJoca) political organization in Bali did 

not consist in a neat sct of hierarchically organized sovereign slates, 

sharply demarcated from one another and engaged in "foreign rela

tions" across well-drawn frontiers. Still less did it consist in any overall 

domination by a "single-centered apparatus slale" under an absolute 

despot, " hydraulic" or otherwise. What it consisted in was an extended 

field of highly dissimilar political ties, thickening into nodes of varying 

size and solidity at strategic points on the landscape and then thinning 

out again to connect, in a marvelously convolute way, virtually every

thing with everything else. 

The struggle at each point in this diverse and mobile field was more 

for men, for their deference, their support and their personal loyalty. 

than it was for land. Political power was embodied less in property than 

in people, was more a maHer of the accumulation of prestige than of 

territory. The disagreements among the various princedoms were vir

tually never concerned with border problems but with delicate questions 

of mutual status and most especially with right to mobilize particular 

bodies of men, even particular men, for state ritual and (what was really 

the same thing) warfarc. 

Korn relates an anecdote concerning Soulh Celebes, where political 

arrangements approximated those of Bali, which makes this point with 

the grave irony of traditional wiLe The Dutch, who wanted, for the 

usual administrative reasons. to get the boundary between two petty 

princedoms straight once and for all, called in the princes concerned 

and asked them where indeed the borders lay. Both agreed that the bor

der of princedom A lay at the furthest point from which a man could 

still sec the swamps, while the border of princcdom 8 lay at the furthest 

point from which a man could still see the sea. Had they, then, never 

• v. E. Korn.lln Adatrt'Cht �'an Bali (TIle Hague. 1932). p. 440. 
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(ought over the land in between, from which one could see neither 

swamp nor sea? " Mijnheer," one of the old princes replied, "we had 

much better reasons to fight with one another than these shabby hills." 

In sum, nineteenth century Balinese politics can be seen as stretched 

taut between two opposing forces; the centripetal one of state ritual and 

the centrifugal onc of state structure. On the one hand, there was the 

unifying effect of mass ceremonial under the leadership of this or that 

lord; on the other there was the intrinsically dispersive, segmental char

acter of the polity considered as a concrete social institution, a power 

system, composed as it was of dozens of independent, semi-independent, 

and quarter-independent rulers. 

The first, the cultural clement, came from the top down, the center 

outward; the second, the power element, came from the bottom up and 

from the periphery inward. As a result, the broader the scope to which 

exemplary leadership aspired, the more fragile the political structure 

supporting it, for the more it was forced to rest on alliance, intrigue, ca

jolery and bluff. The lords, pulled on by the cultural ideal of the con

summately expressive state, strove constantly to extend their ability to 

mobilize men and material so as to hold larger and more splendid cere

monies and larger and more splendid temples and palaces in which to 

hold them. 

In so doing they were working directly against a form of political or

ganization whose natural tendency, especially under intensified pres

sures for unification, was toward progressive fragmentation. But, against 

the grain or not, they struggled with this paradox of cultural megalo

mania and organizational pluralism to the very end, and not always 

without some degree of temporary success. Had not the modern world. 

in the form of Dutch battalions, at length caught up with them, they 

would, no doubt, be struggling with it still. 

I I I  

To redeem, now, my promise to generalize beyond the data, let me 

make two points in conclusion about the contribution of anthropology 

to a general comparative political science of peasant societies. 

The first is that distinguishing the cultural ambitions of traditional 
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states on the onc hand and the social institutions in terms of which 
these cultural ambitions were, usually quite incompletely. realized on 
the other, makes for what we may call sociological realism. Professor 
Sutton's "base JXlint" for understanding more recent developments be· 
comes less a kind of retrospective ideal type. a model constructed to ac
count for what its designer takes to be the more interesting features of 
the present, and more a historical reality rooted in its own time and 
place; the sort of thing out of which presents in the world, rather than 
merely in books, grow. 

And second, this increase in sociological realism makes it possible to 
approach the central question in this area-what in fact lIrt! the rela
tionships between the way in which New State polities behave and the 
way in which traditional ones behaved-without succumbing to either 
of two equally misleading (and, at the moment, equally popular) propo
sitions: that contemporary states are the mere captives of their pasts, 
re-enactments in thinly modern dress of archaic dramas; or that such 
states have completely escaped their pasts, are absolute products of an 
age which owes nothing to anything but itself. 

On the first point, it is apparent that the Balinese data, if they arc as 
1 say they are, support much better the segmentary statc concept of tra
ditional polities as consisting of unstable pyramids of power wreathed 
in symbols of a grandeur more wished for than achieved, than they do 
the "Despotic Power-Total and not Benevolent" vision of Wiufogel. 
But the question is not whether Wittfogel (who has been uncautious 
enough to quote Bali in support of his arguments) has given us a viable 
theory or not. I myself think not; but I don't want to try to counter as
sertions about China with facts about Bali. My argument is merely that 
in separating, as any close ethnographic study of actual traditional poli
tics inevitably must separate, the ambitions of rulers, the ideas and ide
als which pull them on toward somc consummating end, from the social 
instrumentalities by means of which those ends are sought, anthropol
ogy contributes to the realization that, in traditional states as in modern 
ones, the reach of a politician is not quite the same thing as his grasp. 

Thus stated, my message may seem the usual negative onc for which 
anthropology is justly famous: "Not on Easler Island." In facl, I think 
the work on segmentary states, as well as that of the developmental ar
cheologists, promises to make, has already made, an important contri
bution to a more just image of traditional polities, and along precisely 
the lines I have indicated. What Evans-Pritchard did for the Shilluk di-
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king (disentangled his ritual role from his political and thus dis

IOlved at least one African despotism into its true fragility) and a host 

scholars have done for the Maya (distinguished the splendid religious 

edifice of the society from the rather more ordinary sorl of shifting cul

livation community which underlay it, and thus resolved the paradox of 

'Zanliium in a jungle) is going to be done, I am sure, for more and 

traditional states with results which not only will nOt be negative 

will transform our whole conception of the sources of power, the 

nature of authority. and the techniques of administration in such 

Ilates.10 

But. SO far as the politics past, politics present question is concerned, 
my second point is the more Significant. The conceptual separation of the 
ideas of order by which the actors in any polity are guided and the in-

context within which they act makes it possible to approach 

issue of the relations between what once was and what now is with 

more than reversible truisms-"There is nothing in the present but the 

past";  " The past is a bucket of ashes"-to assist one. More specifically, 

it makes it possible to distinguish the ideological contribution to a con-

slate of the cultural traditions to which it is heir from the or

lanizational contribution to such a slate of the systems of government 

which preceded it, and to see that the former, the ideologicaJ contribu

tion, is, with some exceptions, of much greater significance than the lat

ler. As concrete governmental structures, tOOay's Ghana. today's Indo

nesia. or even tOOay's Morocco, have but the most distant of relations 

with the institutions of the Ashanti Confederation, the Javano-Balincse 

theatre-state, or that motley collection of bodyguards and lax farmers, 

the Magrebine Makhzen. But as embodiments of one or another view of 

what government and politics are all about, the relation between tra

ditional states and transitional ones may be a great deal less distant 

than the borrowed vocabularies within which Third World ideologies 

are usually stated might lead one to believe. 
As the cultural apparatus of a traditional state-the detailed myths, 

the elaborate rituals, the high-wrought politesse-dissolves, as it has in 
the majority of Third World states and doubtless will shortly in most of 
the rest, it comes to be replaced by a rather more abstract, rather more 

10 On the Shilluk, E. E. Evans-Pritchard. The Divin� Kingship of Ih� Sh,lluk 

uf tht Ni/otic Sudun (Oxford. 1948). The Maya discussion i! more scattered and 
MIll developing. but for a useful summary. sec G. Willey, "Mcsoamerica,- in 
Braidwood and Winey. CourltS to""urd Urban Lif�. pp. 84-t 0 I .  
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willed, and, in the formal sense of the term anyway, rather morc rea
soned set of notions concerning the nature and purpose of politics. 
Whether written down in a formal constitution, built into a new set of 
governmental institutions, or puffed up into a universal creed (or, as is 
not uncommon, all three), these notions, which I would call ideology in 
the proper sense of the term, play a similar role to the less-tutored, 
preideological ones they have succeeded. That is to say, they provide a 
guide for political activity; an image by which to grasp it, a theory by 
which to explain it, and a standard by which to judge it. This carrying 
forward into a morc self-conscious, or anyway more explicit dimension. 
of what were once but established attitudes and received conventions is 
one of the central features of what we have come to call, half wistfully, 
half worriedly. "nation buildi ng." 

All this is not to say that the ideological frameworks within which 
the Third World states operate are merely updated versions of the ideas 
and ideals of the past. Their elites have clearly learned much from 
other. quile nontraditional sourccs. Sukarno's close-up observation of 
the Japanese in action was probably the most revelatory experience of 
his career; we can assume that Nkrumah read at least some of those 
tracts his successors SO demonstratively burned; and one has only to 
glance at the political publics of either India or Algeria to see that nei
ther Harold Laski nor Jean-Paul Sartre have labored entirely in vain. 

It is in fact just this confusion of the more recognizable voices of the 
present with the stranger, but no less insistent voices of the past which 
makes it so difficult to determine just what the politicians, civilian or 
military, of any particular Third World state think they are up to. At one 
moment they seem Jacobin beyond compare; at the next haunted by 
ghosts as ancient and unshakable as the furies. At one moment they 
seem to be so many self-taught Madisons and Jeffersons building inge
nious political contrivances such as have never before been seen on land 
or sea; at the next, so many preening Mussolinis erecting inferior imita
tions of the more comic-opera examples of European Fascism. At one 
moment they seem confident possessors of a settled sense of direction. 
full of hope and high purpose; at the next frantic opportunists, swept by 
confusion. fear, and boundless self-hatred. 

It will not do, however, either to plump for one or another side of 
these several antinomies or merely to announce sagely that they are an
tinomies, that both sides are indeed present and the situation is com
plex. The mingled voices must be distinguished so that we can hear 
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each of them is saying and assess the ideological climate, if not 
very great assurance at least with some definiteness and circum-

In such an effort, the precise determination of the ideological contri
of politics past to politics present-in the case at hand, of exem-

leadership, waning charisma, and dramaturgical statecraft-is an 
element. And for the providing of this element, anthropology, 

give one last rap on my drum, is ideally placed. At least it is if it can 

remember what, on a Pacific island, it was so easy to forget: that it 

not alone in the world. 
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• Chapter 1 3  

The Cerebral Savage: 

On the Work 

of Claude Levi-Strauss 

Today I sometimes wonder if I was not attracted to an
IhropololY, however unwillinlly. by • structural affinity 
between the civilis.tions which are its subject matter 
and my own thou,hl processes. My intelligence is neo-
lithic. 

Claude Levi-Stuuss, Tristu Tropiques 

I 

What, after ali, is one to make of savages? Even now, after three centu

ries of debate on the matter-whether they are noble. bestial, or even 

as you and I ;  whether they reason as we do, are sunk in a demented 

mysticism, or possessors of higher forms of truth we have in our avarice 

lost; whether their customs, from cannibalism to matriliny, are mere al

ternatives, no better and no worse, to our own, or crude precursors of 

our own now outmoded, or simply passing strange, impenetrable ex

otica amusing to collect; whether they are bound and we are free, or we 

are bound and they are free-after all this we still don't know. For the 

anthropologist, whose profession it is to study other cultures, the puzzle 

is always with him. His personal relationship to his object of study is, 
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perhaps morc than for any other scientist, inevitably problematic. Know 

what he thinks a savage is and you have the key to his work. You know 

what he thinks he himself is and, knowing what he thinks he himself is, 

you know in general what sort of thing he is going to say about what· 

ever tribe he happens to be studying. All ethnography is part philoso

phy. and a good deal of the rest is confession. 

In the case of Claude L�vi-Strauss, Professor of Social Anthropology 

in the ColI�ge de France and the center right now of a degree of general 

attention which men who spend their lives studying far-off peoples do 

not usually get. sorting out the spiritual elements from the descriptive is 

particularly difficult. On the other hand, no anthropologist has been 

more insistent on the fact that the practice of his profession has con

sisted of a personal quest, driven by a personal vision, and directed to

ward a personal salvation: 

l owe myself 10 mankind jusl as much as 10 knowledge. History. politics. Ihe 
!iOCial and economic universe. the physical world. even the sky, all surround 
me in concentric circles and I can only escape from those circles in thought 
if I concede to each of them some part of my being. Like the pebble which 
marks the surface of the wave with circles as it passes through it, I must 
throw myself into the water if I am to plumb the depths. 

On the other hand, no anthropologist has made greater claims for 

ethnology as a poSitive science: 

The ultimate goal of the human sciences is not 10 constitute man but to dis
solve him. The critical importance of ethnology is that it represents the first 
step in  a process which includes others. Ethnographic analysis tries to arrive 
at invariants beyond the empirical diversity of societies . . . .  This initial en
terprise opens the way for others . . .  which arc incumbent on the natural 
sciences: the reintegration of culture into nature and generally of life into 
the whole of its physico-chemical conditions . . . .  One can understand. 
therefore. why I find in ethnology the principle of all research. 

In Uvi-Strauss' work the two faces of anthropology-as a way of 

going at the world and as a method for uncovering lawful relations 

among empirical facts-are turned in toward one another so as to force 

a direct confrontation between them rather than (as is more common 

among ethnologists) out away from one another so as to avoid such a 

confrontation and the inward stresses which go with it. This accounts 

both for the power of his work and for its general appeal. It rings with 

boldness and a kind of reckless candor. But it also accounts for the 

more intraprofessional suspicion that what is presented as High Science 
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may really be an ingenious and somewhat roundabout attempt to defend 

a metaphysical position, advance an ideological argument, and serve a 

moral cause. 

There is, perhaps, nOlhing so terribly wrong about this. but. as with 

Marx, it is well to keep it in mind, lest an attitude toward life be taken 

for a simple description of it. Every man has a right to create his own 

savage for his own purposes. Perhaps every man docs. But to demon

strate that such a constructed savage corresponds to Australian Aborig

ines. African Tribesmen, or Brazilian Indians is another matter alto

gether. 

The spiritual dimensions of Ltvi-Strauss' encounter with his object of 

study, what trafficking with savages has meant to him personally, are 

particularly easy to discover. for he has recorded them with figured elo

quence in a work which, though it is very far from being a great anthro

pology book, or even an especially good one, is surely one of the finest 

books ever written by an anthropologist: Tristes Tropiqllt's.1 Its design 

is in the form of the standard legend of the Heroic Ouest-the precipi

tate departure from ancestral shores grown familiar, stultifying, and in 

some uncertain way menacing (a philosophy post at a provincial iycte 

in Le Brun's France); the journey into another, darker world, a magical 

realm full of surprises. tests, and revelations <the Brazilian jungles of 

the Cuduveo. Bororo, Nambikwara. and Tupi-Kawahib); and the return, 

resigned and exhausted, to ordinary existence ("farewell to savages. 

then, farewell to journeying" ) with a deepened knowledge of reality and 

the obligation to communicate what one has learned to those who, less 

adventurous, have stayed behind. The book is a combination autobiog

raphy. traveler'S tale, philosophical treatise, ethnographic report, colo

nial history, and prophetic myth. 

For what, after all, have I learnt from the masters I have listened to. the 

philosophers I have read, the societies I have investigated and that very Sci

ence in  which the West takes a pride? Simply a fragmentary lesson or two 

which. if laid end to end would reconstitute the meditations of IBuddhal at 

the foot of his tree. 

The sea journey was uneventful. a prelude. Renecting upon it twenty 

years later he compares his position to that of the classical navigators. 

They were sailing toward an unknown world, one hardly touched by 

mankind, a Garden of Eden "spared the agitations of 'history' for some 

I Trfstu Tr{)piqu�s (Paris. 1955). translated minus several chapters into En
,lish by John Russell (New York. 1964). 
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len or twenty millennia." He was sailing toward a spoiled world, one 

which these navigators (and the colonists who followed them) had de
stroyed in their greed, their cultural arrogance, and their rage for prog

ress. Nothing was lefl of the terrestrial Garden but remnants. Its very 

nature had been transformed and had become " historical where it once 

was eternal, and social where it once was metaphysical" Once the trav

eler found civilizations radically different from his own awaiting him al 

the end of his journey. Now he finds impoverished imitations of his 

own, set off here and there by the relics of a discarded pasL It is nol 

surprising that he finds Rio disappointing. Thl! proportions are all 

wrong. Sugar Loaf Mountain is too small, the bay is placed the wrong 

way round, the tropical moon seems overblown with only shanties and 
bungalows to set it off. He arrived as a delayed Columbus to make a 

f1attening discovery: "The tropics are not so much exotic as out of 

date. " 

Ashore, the descent into the depths begins. The plot thickens, grows 

phantasmagorial. and arrives at a dtnouement wholly unforeseen. There 

are no Indians i n  the outskirts of sa.o Paulo as he had been promised in 

Paris by, of all people, the head of the Ecole Normale. Where in 1 9 1 8  
two-thirds of the state was marked on the map as "unexplored territory. 

inhabited only by Indians," not a single native Indian was left by 1935. 
when, in search of "a human society reduced to its basic expression," 

he took up his post as Professor of Sociology in the new university 

there. The nearest were several hundred miles away on a reservation; 

but they were not very satisfying. Neither true Indians nor true savages. 

"they were a perfect example of that social predicament which is be

coming ever more widespread i n  the second half of the 20th century: 

they were 'former savages; that is to say (ones I on whom civilisation 

had been abruptly forced ; and. as soon as they were no longer 'a danger 

to society,' civilisation took no further interest in them." Nonetheless, 

the encounter was instructive, as all initiations are, for they disabused 

him of "the ingenuous and poetical notion of what is in store for us that 

is common to all novices in anthropology," and so prepared him to con

front with more objectivity the less "contaminated" Indians with whom 

he was to have to do later. 

There were four groups of these, each a little farther into the jungle. 
a little more untouched, a little more promising of final illumination. 

The Caduveo in the middle Paraguay intrigued him for their body tat

toos in whose elaborate designs he thought he could see a formal repre-
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sentation of their aboriginal social organization. by then largely de

cayed. The Bororo, deeper into the forest, were rather more intact. 

Their numbers had been radically reduced by disease and exploitation, 

but they still lived in the old village pattern and struggled to maintain 

both their clan system and their religion. Deeper yet, the childlike Nam

bikwara were so simple that he could find in their political organization 

-a matter of small, constantly re-forming nomadic bands led by tem

porary chiefs-support for Rousseau's theory of the social contract. 

And finally. ncar the Bolivian border, in "Crusoe country," gnosis ap

peared at last at hand in the form of the Tupi-Kawahib. who were not 

only uncontaminated, but, the savant's dream, unsllIdied: 

Nothing is more exciting for an anthropologist than the prospect of being 
the first white man to penetrate a nalive community . . . .  In my journey I 
was to relive the experience of the travellers of old; at the same time I 
should be faced with that moment, so crucial to modern thought. at which a 
community. which had thought itself complete. perfected. and self-sufficient. 
is made to realise that it is nothing of the kind . . . .  The counter-revelation 
in short: the fact that it is not alone in the world. that it is but part of a 
vast human ensemble. and that to know itself it must first look at the unrec
ognisable image of itself in that mirror of which one long-forgotten splinter 
was about to give out. for myself alone. its first and last reflection. 

With such great expectations it came then as a distinct disappoint

ment that rather than providing a purified vision of primitivity these ul

timate savages proved intellectuaJly inaccessible, beyond his grasp. He, 

quite literally, could not communicate with them. 

I had wanted to pursue "thc Primitivc" 10 its furthesl point. Surely my wish 
has been gratified by these delightful people whom no while man had seen 
before me. and none would ever sce again? My journey had been enthralling 
and. at the end of it. [ had come upon "my" savages. Bul alas-they wcre 
all too savage . . . .  There they were. all ready to teach me their customs 
and beliefs and I knew nothing of their language. They were as close to me 
as an image seen in a looking-glass. I could touch. but not understand them. 
I had al one and the same time my reward and my punishment. for did not 
my mistake. and that of my profession. lie in the belief Ihat men are nol al
ways men? That some arc more deserving of our interest and our allention 
because there is something astonishing to us in Iheir manners . . . .  No 
sooner are such people known. or guessed at. than their strangeness drops 
away. and one might as well have stayed in one's own village. Or if. as in 
the present case. their strangeness remained intact. then il was no good to 
me. for I could not even begin to analyse it. Between these two extremes. 
whal are the equivocal cases which afford us \anlhropologistsj the excuses 
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by which we live? Who is. in the end. the one most defrauded by the dis
qlJiet we arouse in the reader? Our remarks must be pushed a certain dis
tance if we are to make them Intelligible. and yet they must be cut off half
way. since the people whom they astonish are vcry like those for whom the 
customs in question are a matter of course. Is it the reader who is deceived 
by his belief in us? Or ourselves. who have not the right to be satisfied be
fore we have completely dissolved that residuum which gave our vanity its 
pretext? 

At the end of the Quest thcre waited thus not a revelation but a rid
dle . .  The anthropologist seems condemned either to journey among men 

whom he can understand precisely because his own culture has already 

contaminated them, covered them with "the filth, our filth, that we have 

thrown in the face of humanity," or among those who, not so contami

nated, are for that reason largely unintelligible to him. Either he is a 

wanderer among true savages (of whom there are precious few left in 

any case) whose very otherness isolates his life from theirs or he is a 
nostalgic tourist "hastening in search of a vanished reality . . .  an ar

chaeologist of space, trying in vain to repiece together the idea of the 

exotic with the hclp of a particle hcre and a fragment of debris there." 

Confronted with looking-glass men he can touch but not grasp. and with 
half-ruined men "pulverised by the development of Western civilisa

tion," Ltvi-Strauss compares himself to the Indian in the legend who 

had been to the world's end and there asked Questions of peoples and 

things and was disappointed in what he heard. "I am the victim of a 

double infirmity: what I see is an affliction to me; what I do not see a 
reproach ... 

Must the anthropologist therefore despair? Are we never to know 
savages at all? No, because there is another avenue of approach to their 

world than personal involvement in it-namely, the construction out of 

the particles and fragments of debris it is still possible to collect (or 

which have already been collected) of a theoretical model of society 

which, though it corresponds to none which can be observed in reality 

will nonetheless help us towards an understanding of the basic founda

tions of human existence. And this is possible because despite the sur

face strangeness of primitive men and their societies they are, at a 

deeper level, a psychological level, not alien at all. The mind of man is, 

at bottom, everywhere the same: so that what could not be accom

plished by a drawing near, by an attempt to enter bodily into the world 

of particular savage tribes, can be accomplished instead by a standing 
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back, by the development of a general, closed, abstract, formalistic sci

ence of thought, a universal grammar of the intellect. It  is not by storm

ing the citadels of savage life directly, seeking to penetrate their mental 

life phenomenologicaJly (a sheer impossibility) that a valid anthropol

ogy can be written. It is by intellectually reconstituting the shape of that 

life out of its filth <overed "archaeological" remains, reconstructing the 

conceptual systems that, from deep beneath its surface, animated it and 

gave it form. 

What a journey to the heart of darkness could not produce, an im

mersion in structural linguistics, communication theory, cybernetics, 

and mathematical logic can. Out of the disappointed romanticism of 
Tristes Tropiques arose the exultant sciencism of Ltvi-Strauss' other 

major work, lA Pellste Slluvage ( 1 962).1 

I I  

La Pens/e Slluvage actually departs from an idea first set forth in 
Tristes TropiqlU!s with respect to the Caduveo and their sociological 

tattoos: namely, that the totality of a people's customs always forms an 

ordered Whole, a system. The number of these systems is limited. 

Human societies, like individual human beings, never create out of 

whole cloth but merely choose certain combinations from a repertory of 

ideas anteriorly available to them. Stock themes are endlessly arranged 

and rearranged into different patterns: variant expressions of an under

lying ideational structure which it should be possible, given enough in

genuity, to reconstitute. The job of the ethnologist is to describe the sur

face patterns as best he can. to reconstitute the deeper structures out of 

which they are built, and to classify those structures, once reconstituted, 
into an analytical scheme-rather like Mendeleev's periodic table of the 

elements. After that " all that would remain for us to do would be to re-

l An English translation (also not integral) has appeared as The Savage Mind 
(London, 1966). However. the translation (mercifully unattributed) is. unlike Russell's 
sensitive rendering of TriSl�1 Tropiquel, execrable. and I have for the most part 
made my own English versions rather than quote from it. Uvi-Strauss' collection of 
essays, Anthf'opologie SuuclUrale. in which many of Ihe themes of his more recent 
work first appeared. has been tunslaled as Structural ArIlhropology (New York, 
1963); his U TOl;mism� AJ(jourd'hll; (Paris. 1962). a sort of dry run for LA Ptnsie 
Sauvage. as Totemism (8oslon, 1963). 
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cognise those [structures I which (panicular J societies had in fact 

adopted." Anthropology is only apparently the study of customs, beliefs. 

or institutions. Fundamentally it is the study of thought. 

In UI PI'IIStlC' StlUvag(' this governing notion-Ihat the universe of 

conceptual tools available to the savage is closed and he must make do 

with it to build whatever cultural forms he builds-reappears in the 

gu �se of what Ltvi·Slrauss culls "the science of the concrete." Savages 

build models of rcality-of the natural world, of the self, of society. 
B�t

.
lhcy

. 
do so not as modern scientists do by integrating abstract prop

OSitions 1Il10 a framework of formal theory. sacrificing the vividness of 

perceived particulars for the explanatory power of generalized concep

tua� �ystems, but by ordering perceived particulars into immediately in

telh�l
.
ble wholes. The science of the concrete arranges directly sensed 

reahtles-the unmistakable differences between kangaroos and os

triches. the seasonal advance and retreat of nood waters, the progress of 

the su� or the phases
. 
of the moon. These become structural models rep

resentmg the undcrlymg order of reality ilS it were an illogically. "Savage 

thought extends its grasp by means of imagi"es mUl/di. It fashions men

tal constructions which render thc world intelligible to the degree that 

they contrive to resemble it:' 

This uncanonical science ("which we prefer to call 'primary' rather 

than 'primitivc' .. ) puts a philosophy of finitude into practice. The ele

ments of the conceptual world arc given, prefabricated as it were, and 

thinking consists in fiddling with the clements. Savage logic works like a 
kaleidoscope whose chips can fall into a variety of patterns while re

maining unchanged in quantity, form. or color. The number of pattern') 

producible in this way may be large if the chips are numerous and var

ied enough, but it is not infinite. The patterns consist in the disposition 

of the chips viS-A-vis one another (that is. they are a function of the re

I�tionships among the chips rHther than their individual properties con

Sidered separately). And their range of possible transformations is 

strictly determined by the construction of the kaleidoscope, the inner 

law which governs its operation. And SO it is too with savage thought. 

Both anecdotal and geometric, it builds coherent structures out of "the 

odds and ends left over from psychologic .. 1 or historical process." 

These odds and ends. the chips of the kaleidoscope. are image!! 

drawn from myth
. 

ritual, magic, and empirical lore. (How, precisely, 

Ihey have come into being i n  the first place is one of the points on 

which Ltvi-Strauss is not too explicit. referring 10 them vaguely as the 
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" residue of events . . .  fossil remains of the history of an individual or 

a society.") Such images are inevitably embodied in larger structures

in myths, ceremonies, folk taxonomies, and so on-for, as in a kaleido· 

scope, one always sees the chips distributed in some pattern, however 

ill-formed or irregular. But, as i n  a kaleidoscope, they are detachable 

from these structures and arrangeable into different ones of a similar 

sort. Quoting Franz Boas that "it would seem that mythological worlds 

have been built up, only to be shattered again, and that new worlds 

were built from the fragments," Ltvi-Strauss generalizes this perm uta· 

tional view of thinking to savage thought i n  general. It is all a matter of 

shuffling discrete (and concrete) images-totem animals, sacred colors, 

wind directions, sun deities, or whatever-so as to produce symbolic 

structures capable of formulating and communicating objective (which 

is not to say accurate) analyses of the social and physical worlds. 

Consider totemism. Long regarded as an autonomous, unitary institu· 

tion, a kind of primitive nature worship to be explained in terms of me· 

chanical theories of one sort or another-evolutionist, functionalist, 

psychoanalytic, utililarian-it is for Ltvi·Strauss only a special case of 

this overall tendency to build conceptual schemes out of particular im

ages. 

I n  (otemism, a logical paraliel is (quite subconsciously) postulated be

tween two series, one natural and one cultural. The order of differences 

between the terms on one side of the parallel is isomorphic with the 

order of differences between the terms on the other side. In the simplest 

case, the apparent physical differences between animal species-bear, 

eagle, turtle, and so forth-are put into correspondence with the socio· 

logical differences between social groups--clans A, B, C, and so on. It 

is not the specific characteristics of bear, eagle, and turtle as such which 

are critical-fox, rabbit, and crow would have served as well-but the 

sensible contrast between any pair of them. It is upon this that the sav

age seizes to represent intellectually to himself and to others the struc

ture of his clan system. When he says that the members of his clan are 

descended from bear but those of his neighbor's from eagle, he is not 

giving forth with a bit of illiterate biology. He is saying, in a concrete 

metaphorical way, thai the relationship between his clan and his neigh

bors is analogous to the perceived relationship between species. Con· 

sidered term by term, totemic beliefs are simply arbitrary. "History" 

has cast them up and "history" may ultimately destroy them, alter their 

role, or replace them with others. But seen as an ordered set they be-
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come coherent. for they afC able then to represent symbolically another 

sort of set similarly ordered: allied, exogamous. patrilineal clans. And 

the point is general. The relationship between a symbolic structure and 

its referent. the basis of its mean;n,. is fundamentally " Iogical," a coin

cidence of form-not affective, not historical, not functional. Savage 

thought is frozen reason and anthropology is, like music and mathemat

ics, "one of the few true vocations." 

Or like linguistics. For in language too the constituent units

phonemes, morphemes, words-are. from a semantic point of view, ar

bitrary. Why the French call a certain kind of animal "chie,," and the 

English call it "dog," or why English forms its plurals by adding "s" 

and Malay forms its by doubling roots are not the sorts of questions 

linguists-structural linguists, at any rate-any longer consider it prof

itable to ask except in historical terms. It is only when language is or

dered, by the rules of grammar and syntax, into utterances-strings of 

speech embodying propositions-that significance emerges and commu

nication is possible. And in languagc too this guiding order, this «r-sys

tern of forms in terms of which discrete units are shuffled in such a way 

as to lurn sound into speech. is subconscious. It is a deep structure 

which a linguist reconstitutes from its surface manifestations. One can 

become conscious of one's grammatical categories by reading linguistic 

treatises just as one can become conscious of one's cultural categories 

by reading ethnological ones. But, as acts, both speaking and behaving 

are spontaneous performances fed from underground springs. Finally. 

and most important, linguistic study (and, along with it, information 

theory and class logic) also defines its basic units, its constituent ele

ments, not in terms of their common properties but their differences, 

that is, by contrasting them in pairs. Binary opposition-that dialectical 

chasm between plus and minus which computer technology has rendered 

the lingua franca of modern science-forms the basis of savage thought 

as it does of language. And indeed it is Ihis which makes them essen

tially variant forms of the same thing: communications systems. 

With this door open all things are possible. Not just the logic of to

temic classifications but of any classificatory scheme at all-plant tax

onomies, personal names, sacred geographies, cosmologies, hair styles 

among the Omaha Indians, or design motifs on Australian bull-roarers 

--can, en principe, be exposed. For they always trace down to an un

derlying opposition of paired terms-high and low, right and left, peace 

and war, and so on-expressed in concrete images, palpable concepts. 

"beyond which it is, for intrinsic reasons, both useless and impossible to 
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go." Further, once certain of these schemas, or structures, arc deter

mined, they can then be related to one another-that is, reduced to a 
more general, and "deeper," structure embracing them both. They are 

shown to be mutually derivable from each other by logical operations 

-inversion, transposition, substitution: all sorts of systematic 

permutationS-just as one transforms an English sentence into the dots 

and dashes of Morse code or turns a mathematical expression into its 

complement by changing all the signs. One can even move between dif

ferent levels of social reality-the exchange of women in marriage, the 

exchange of gifts in trade. the exchange of symbols in ritual-by dem

onstrating thal the logical structures of these various institutions are, 

when considered as communication schemes, isomorphic. 

Some of these essays in "socio-Iogic" are, like the analysis of totem

ism, persuasive and enlightening as far as they go. (Inasmuch as any 

metaphysical content or affective aura these beliefs may have is vigor

ously excluded from attention, this is not really so very far.) Others, 

like the attempt to show that totemism and caste are capable ("by 

means of a very simple transformation") of being reduced to variant ex

pressions of the same general underlying structure are at least intriguing 

if not precisely convincing. And others, like the attempts to show that 

the different ways in which horses, dogs, birds, and cattle are named 

form a coherent three-dimensional system of complementary images 

cross-cut by relations of inverted symmetry, are triumphs of self-par

ody. They are exercises in "depth interpretation" farfetched enough to 

make even a psychoanalyst blush. I t  is all terribly ingenious. If a model 

of society which is "eternal and universal" can be built up out of the 

debris of dead and dying societies-a model which reflects neither time, 

nor place, nor circumstance but (this from Totemi.fm) "a direct expres

sion of the structure of the mind (and behind the mind, probably of the 

brain)" -then this may well be the way to build it. 

I I I  

For what Uvi-Strauss has made for himself is an infernal culture ma

chine. It annuls history, reduces sentiment to a shadow of the intellect, 

and replaces the particular minds of particular savages in particular jun
gles with the Savage Mind immanent in us all. It has made it possible 
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for him to circumvent the impasse to which his Brazilian expedition led 
-physical closeness and intellectual distance-by what perhaps he al
ways really wanted-intellectual closeness and physical distance. "I 
stood out against the new tendencies in metaphysical thinking which 
were then Ii.e., in 19341 beginning to take shape," he wrote in TriSl('S 
Tropiques, explaining his dissatisfaction with academic philosophy and 
his turn towards anthropology, • 
Phenomenolo�y I found una

,
cceptable, in so far as It poslUlated a continuity 

between �xpc�l�nce and reality. That one enveloped and explained the other .1 was.qulte wllhng to agree. but I had learnt . . .  that there is no continuity '� the pass�ge between the two and that to reach reality we must first repu
diate e��nen�e, even

. 
though we may later reintegrate it into an objective 

synthesiS 10 whIch sentimentality plays no part. 
As for the trend of thought which was 10 find fulfilment in existentialism • • 

It seemed to me to be the exact opposite of true thought, by reason of its in-
dulgent atl

.
itude toward the illusions of subjectivity. To promote private 

preoccupations to the rank of philosophical problems is dangerous . . .  ex. 
cusable as an element in teaching procedure. but perilous in the extreme if 
it leads the philosopher to turn his back on his mission. That mission (he 
holds it only unt

.
il s�ience i� stro�g enough to take over from philosophy) i� 

to understand Being Ln relatIOn 10 Ltselr. and not in relation to oneself. 

The High Science of La Pensee Sauvage and the Heroic Ouest of 
Tr;:ltes Tropique:l are, at base, but "very simple transformations" of one 
another. They are variant expressions of the same deep underlying 
structure: the universal rationalism of the French Enlightenment. For 
all the apostrophes to structural linguistics, information theory, class 
logie, cybernetics, game theory, and other advanced doctrines, it is not 
de Saussure, or Shannon, or Boole, or Weiner, or von Neumann who i!> 
Ltvi-Strauss' real guru (nor, despite the ritual invocation of them for 
dramatic effect, Marx or Buddha)-but Rousseau. 

Ro�seau IS our master and our brother . . . .  For there is only one way in 
�hlch we can escape the contradiction inherent in the notion of the posi_ 
tIOn of the anthropologist. and that is by reformulating. on our own 'ac
count, the intellectual procedures which allowed Rousseau to move forward 
fro� the ruins left by the DiscOllrs SIIr rOrigin" (It' r Itligalil; to the ample 
deSIgn of the Social Catrlract. of which Emllf' reveals the secret. He it lit 
who showed us how, after we have destroyed every existing order. we can 
still discover the principles which allow us to erect a ncw order in their 
stead. 

Like Rousseau, Uvi-Strauss' search is not after all for men. whom he 
doesn't much care for, but for Man. with whom he is enthralled. It i�. 
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as much in La PelUte Sauvage as in TriSles Tropiques, the jewel in the 

lotus he is after. The "unshakable basis of human socicty" is not really 

social at all but psychological-a rational, universal, cternal. and thus 

(in the great tradition of French moralism) virtuous mind. 

Rousseau ("of all the philosophes the nearest to being an anthropolo

gist") demonstrates the method by which the paradox of the anthropo

logical traveler-who comes either too late to find savagery or too 

early to appreciate it---can at last be solved. We must, as he did, de

velop the ability to penetrate the savage mind by employing (to provide 

Ltvi-Strauss with what hc perhaps least needs, another expression) 

what might be called epistemological empathy. The bridge between our 
world and that of our subjects (extinct, opaque. or merely tattered) lies 

not in personal confrontation-which, so far as it occurs, corrupts both 

them and us. It lies in a kind of experimental mind reading. And Rous
seau, " trying on IhimselfJ modes of thought taken from elsewhere or 

merely imagined" (in order to demonstrate "that every human mind is a 

locus of virtual expericnce where what goes on in the minds of men, 

however remote they may be. can be investigated"), was the first to un

dertake it. One understands the thought of savages neither by mere in

trospection nor by mere observation, but by attempting to think as they 

think and with their materials. What one needs, aside from obsessively 

detailed ethnography, is a neolithic intelligence. 
The philosophical conclusions which for Ltvi-Strauss follow from 

this postulate-that savages can only be understood by reenacting their 

thOUght processes with the debris of their cultures-add up, in turn, to 

a technically reconditioned version of Rousseauian moralism. 
Savage (" wild," " undomesticated") modes of thought are primary i n  

human mentality. They are what we all have in common. The civilized 

("tamed," "domesticated" ) thought patterns of modern science and 

scholarship arc specialized productions of our own society. They are 

secondary, derived, and, though not unuseful, artificial. Although these 

primary modes of thought (and thus the foundations of human social 

life) are "undomesticated" like the "wild pansy"-that spectacularly 

untranslatable pun which gives Ln Pens�e Sauvage its title-they are 

essentially intellectual, rational, logical, not emotional. instinctive, or 

mystical. The best-but in no sense perfect-time for man was the 

neolithic (Le., postagricultural, preurban) age: what Rousseau (who, 

contrary to the usual stereotype of him, was not a primitivist) called so

citU naissllnlt'. For it was then that this mentality flourished, producing. 

out of its "science of the concrete," those arts of civilization-
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agriculture, animal husbandry, pottery, weaving. food conservation and 

preparation, and so on-which still provide the foundations of our exis

tencc. 

It would have been better for man had he kept to this "middle 

ground between the indolence of the primitive state and the questing ac

tivity to which we are prompted by our armour propfe"-instead of 

abandoning it. by some unhappy chance, for the restless ambitiousness, 

the pride and egoism. of mechanical civilization. But he has left it. The 
task of social reform consists in turning us again toward that middle 

stale, not by drawing us back into the neolithic but by presenting us 

with compelling reminders of its human achievements, its sociological 

gracc, so as to draw us forward into a rational future where its ideals 

-the balancing of self-regard with general sympathy-will be even 

more fully realized. And it is a sCientifically enriched anthropology 

("Iegilimizing the principles of savage thought and restoring them to 

their rightful place") which is the appropriate agency of such reform. 
Progress toward humanness-that gradual unfolding of the higher in

tellectual faculties Rousseau called perfeClibililt-was destroyed by 

cultural parochialism, armed wilh a half-grown science. Cultural univer

salism, armed with a mature science, will once more set it in motion. 

If Ithe human) race has so far concentrated on one task. and one alone
that of build ing a society in  which Man can live-then the sources of 
strength on which our remote ancestors drew are present also in oursclvc!> 
All the stakes are still on the board. and we can take them up at any time 
we please:. Whatever was done. and done badly. can be begun all over again; 
"The golden age (wrote Rousseau I which blind superstition situated behind 
or ahead of us is in us." Human brotherhood acquires a palpable sign iii
cance when we find our image of it confirmed in the poorest of tribes. anti 
when that tri� orrers us an experience which. when joined with many 
hundreds of others. has a lesson to teach us. 

• 
IV 

But perhaps more interesting than this modernized profession of a 

classical faith in (to use Hooker's phrase) "the perpetual and general 

voice of men" is what the fate of such an attempt to sel King Reason 

back upon his throne in the guise of the Cerebral Savage will be in 10-
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day's world. However much it is set round with symbolic logic, matrix 
algebra, or structural linguistics, can we-after all that has happened 

since I 762-still believe in the sovereignty of the intellect? 

After a century-and-a-half of investigations into the depths of human 

consciousness which have uncovered vested interests, infantile emotions, 

or a chaos of animal appetites, we now have one which finds there the 

pure light of natural wisdom that shines in all alike. It will doubtless be 

greeted, in some quarters. with a degree of welcome, not to say relief. 

Yet that such an investigation should have been launched from an an

thropological base seems distinctly surprising. For anthropologists are 

forever being tempted-as Ltvi-Strauss himself once was-out of librar

ies and lecture halls. where it is hard to remember that the mind of man 

is no dry light. into "the field," where it is impossible to forgel it. Even 

if there are not many "truc savages" out therc any more. there are 

enough vividly peculiar human individuals around to make any doctrine 

of man which secs him as the bearer of changeless truths of reason-an 

"original logic" proceeding from "the structure of the mind"-seem 

merely quaint. an academic curiosity. 

That Uvi-Strauss should have been able to transmute the romantic 

passion of Trisles Tropiqlll's into the hypermodern intellectualism of UI 

Penste Sallvagt. is surely a startling achievement. But there remain lhe 

questions one cannot help but ask. Is this transmutation science or al

chemy? Is the " very simple transformation" which produced a general 

theory out of a personal disappointment real or a sleight of hand? Is it 

a genuine demolition of the walls which seem to separate mind from 

mind by showing that the walls are surface structures only, or is it an 

elaborately disguised evasion necessitated by a failure to breach them 

when they were directly encountered? Is Ltvi-Strauss writing, as he 

seems to be claiming in the confident pages of La Penst(' Sllllvagt·, a 

prolegomenon to all future anthropology? Or is he, like some uprooted 

neolithic intelligence cast away on a reservation, shuffling the debris of 

old traditions in a vain attempt to revivify a primitive faith whose moral 

beauty is still apparent but from which both relevance and credibility 

have long since departed? 



Chapter 1 4  Person, 

Time, and Conduct • 
III Bali 

• 

The Social Nature of Thought 

Human thought is consummately social: social in its origins, social in its 

functions. social in its forms. social i n  its applications. At base, think

ing is a public activity-its n:llural habitat is the houseyard, the mar

ketplace. and the town square. The implications of this fact for the an

thropological analysis of cuhure. my concern here. arc enormous, 

subtle, and insufficiently appreciated. 

I want to draw out some of these implications by means of what 

might seem at first glance an excessively special. even a somewhat eso

teric inquiry: an examination of lhe cultural apparatus in terms of 

which the people of Bali define, perceive. and react to-that is, think 

about-individual persons. Such an investigation is, however, special 

and esoteric only in the descriptive sense. The facts, as facts, are of lit

lie immediate interest beyond the confines of ethnography. and I shall 

summarize them as brieny as I can. But when seen againsl the back

ground of a general theoretical aim-to detcrmine what follows for the 

analysis of culture from the proposition thai human Ihinking is essen
tially a social activity-the Balinese data take on a peculiar impor

tance. 

Not only are Balinese ideas in this area unusually well developed, but 

they are, from a Western perspective, odd enough to bring to light some 
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general relationships between different orders of cultural conceptuali

zation that are hidden from us when we look only at our own 

all-too-familiar framework for the identification. classification, and han

dling of human and quasi-human individuals. In particular, they point 

up some unobvious connections between the way in which a people per

ceive themselves and others. the way in which they experience time, and 

the affective tone of their collective life-connections that have an im

port not just for the understanding of Balinese society but human so

ciety generally . 

The Study of Culture 

A great deal of recent social scientific theorizing has turned upon an 

attempt to distinguish and specify two major analytical concepts: culture 

and social structure. I The impetus for this effort has sprung from a de

sire to take account of ideational factors in social processes without suc

cumbing to either the Hegelian or the Marxist forms of reductionism. In 

order to avoid having to regard ideas. concepts. values. and expressive 

forms either as shadows cast by the organization of society upon the 

hard surfaces of history or as the soul of history whose progress is but a 

working out of their internal dialectic, it has proved necessary to regard 

them as independent but not self+sufficient forces-as acting and having 

their impact only within specific social contexts to which they adapt, by 

which they are stimulated, but upon which they have. to a greater or 

lesser degree, a determining influence. "Do you really expect," Marc 

Bloch wrote in his little book on The Historian's emft, "to know the 

great merchants of Renaissance Europe, vendors of cloth or spices, mo

nopolists in copper, mercury or alum. bankers of Kings and the Em-

, The most systematic and extensive discussions are to be f�und in T. Parsons 
and E. Shits. cds., Toward a G�nt!fal Th�ory 0/ Ac,ion (Camb�ld�e. Mass .. 19l9); 
and T. Parsons, Th� Social Sys'�m (Glencoe, III .. 1951). Wlthm anthropology, 
some of the more notable treatments. not all of them in agreement, include: S. F. 
Nadel, Theo,., 0/ Social 5'ruCfUre (Glencoe. III .. 19571; E. Leach. P?Ii,ic:al 5ys
ferns 0/ Highland Burrtl(1 (Cambridge, Mass .. 1954): E. E. Evans-Pntchard, So
dal An,hropology (Glencoe. 111., 1951); R. Redfield. T.hfl Primitive ",:orl� and II( 
Trons/ormotions (Ithaca, 1953); C. Levi-Strauss, "Social Structure," In hiS Strll. · 
/ural Anthropology (New York. 1963). pp. 277-323; R. Firth. E1�men's 0/ �ial 
Organil,lJ/ion (New York, (95 1 ); and M. Singer, "Culture," 10 Inferno/lonal 
Encyeiop('dia o//he .xx;ial Sciences, vol. 3 (New York, 1968), p. 527. 
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peror, by knowing their merchandise ruone1 Bear in mind that they 

were painted by Holbein, that they read Erasmus and Luther. To under

stand the attitude of the medieval vassal to his seigneur you must in

form yourself about his aUitude to his God as well." Both the organiza

tion of social activity, its institutional forms, and the systems of ideas 

which animate it must be understood. as must the nature of the relations 

obtaining between them. It is to this end that the attempt to clarify the 

concepts of social structure and of culture has been directed. 

There is little doubt, however. that within this two-sided development 

it has
. 

been the cultural side which has proved the morc refractory and 

remains the more retarded, In the very nature of the case, ideas are 

more difficult to handle SCientifically than the economic, political, and 

social relations among individuals and groups which those ideas inform. 

And this is all the more true when the ideas involved arc not the ex

plicit doctrines of a Luther or an Erasmus, or the articulate images of a 

Holbein, but the half-formed, laken-for-granted, indifferently system

atized notions that guide the normal activities of ordinary men in every

day life. If the scientific study of culture has lagged, bogged down most 

often in mere descriptivism, it has been in large part because its very 

subject matter is elusive. The initial problem of any science--defining 

its objcct of study in such a manner as to render it susceptible of 

analysis-has here turned out to be unusually hard to solve. 

It is at this point that the conception of thinking as basically a social 

act, taking place in the slime public world in which other social acts 

occur, can play its most constructive role. The view that thought does 

not consist of mysterious processes located in what Gilbert Ryle has 

called a secret grotto in the head but of a traffic in significant symbols 

--objects in experience (rituals and tools; graven idols and water holes; 

gestures, markings, images, and sounds) upon which men have im

pressed meaning-makes of the study of culture a positive science like 

any other.' The meanings that symbols, the material vehicles of thought, 

embody arc often elusive, vague, fluctuating, and convoluted, but they 

are, in prinCiple, as capable of being discovered through systematic �m

pirical investigation-especially if the people who perceive them will 

t G. Rylc. Th� Concept 0/ Mind (New York. 1949). I have dealt with some of 
the philosophical issues. here passed over in silence. raised by the "extrinsic 
theory .of lhooaht:' abov�, Chapler 1, PP: H-6I. and need now only re-emphasize 
that thIS lheory does nOI Involve a commJlment to behaviorism. in either its metho
doloaical

. �
r �pi�l�mologica.1 forms: �r yet again 10 any disputation of the brute 

fact lhat lt IS mdlvlduals, not COliectlVllies, who think. 
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cooperate a little-as the atomic weight of hydrogen or the function of 

the adrenal glands. It is through culture patterns. ordered clusters of 

significant symbols, that man makes sense of the events through which 

he lives. The study of culture, the accumulated totality of such patterns, 

is thus the study of the machinery individuals and groups of individuals 

employ to orienl lhemselves in a world otherwise opaque. 

In any particular society, the number of generally accepted and fre

quently used culture patterns is extremely large. so l�at �rting oul e
.
ven 

the most important ones and tracing whatever relattonshlps they nllght 

have to one another is a staggering analytical task. The task is some

what lightened, however, by the fact that certain sorts of patterns and 

certain sorts of relationships among patterns recur from society to so

ciety, for the simple reason that the orientational requirements they 

serve are generically human. The problems, bcing existential. are uni

versal; their solutions, being hum.tn. arc diverse. It is, however, through 

the circumstantial understanding of these unique solutions, and in my 

opinion only in that way, that the nature of the underlying problems to 

which they are a comparable response can be truly comprehended. 

Here, as in so many branches of knowledge, the road to the grand ab

stractions of science winds through a thicket of singular facts. 

One of these pervasive orientational necessities is surely the charac

terization of individual human beings. Peoples everywhere have devel

oped symbolic structures in terms of which persons arc perceived not 

baldly as such, as mere unadorned members of the human race, but as 

representatives of certain distinct categories of persons, specific sorts of 

individuals. In any given case, there are inevitably a plurality of such 

structures. Some, for example kinship terminologies, are ego-centered: 

that is, they define the status of an individual in terms of his relation

ship to a specific social actor. Others are centered on one or another 

subsystem or aspect of society and are invariant with respect to the 

perspectives of individual actors: noble ranks, age-group statuses, occu

pational categories. Some-personal names and sobriquets-are inf�r

mal and particularizing; others-bureaucratic titles and caste deSig

nations-are formal and standardizing. The everyday world in which 

the members of any community move, their taken-for-granted field 

of social action, is populated not by anybodics, faceless men with

out qualities, but by somebodies, concrete classes of determinate per

sons positively characterized and appropriately labeled. And the sy�bol 

systems which define these classes arc not given in the nature of thmgs 
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-they are historically constructed, socially maintained, and individu· 
ally applied. 

Even a reduction of the task of cultural analysis to a concern only 
with those patterns having something to do with the characterization of 

individual persons renders it only slightly less formidable, however. 
This is because there does not yet exist a perfected theoretical frame· 

work within which to carry it oul. What is called structural analysis in 
sociology and social anthropology can ferret out the functional implica· 
lions for a society of a particular system of person-categories, and at 
times <;ven predict how such a system might change under the impact of 
certain sociaJ processes; but only if the system-the categories, their 
meanings. and their logical relationships............can be taken as already 

known. Personality theory in social·psychology can uncover the motiva· 

tional dynamics underlying the formation and the use of such systems 

and can assess their effect upon the character structures of individuals 

actually employing them; but also only if, in a sense, they are already 

given, if how the individuals in question see themselves and others has 

been somehow determined. What is needed is some systematic, rather 
than merely literary or impressionistic, way to discover what is given, 
what the conceptual structure embodied in the symbolic forms through 
which persons arc perceived actually is. What we want and do not yet 

have is a developed method of describing and analyzing the meaningful 

structure of experience (here, the experience of persons) as it is appre· 

hended by representative members of a particular society at a particular 

point in time-in a word, a scientific phenomenology of culture. 

Predecessors, Contemporaries, Consociates, 
and Successors 

• 
There have been, however, a few scattered and rather abstract ventures 

in cultural analysis thus conceived, from the results of which it is possi
ble to draw some useful leads into our more focused inquiry. Among 

the more interesting of such forays are those which were carried out by 

the late philosopher-cum-sociologist Alfred Schutz, whose work repre

sents a somewhat heroic, yet not unsuccessful, attempt to fuse influences 

stemming from Scheler, Weber, and Husser! on the one side with ones 
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stemming from James, Mead, and Dewey on the other.s Schutz covered 
a multitude of topics-almost none of them in terms of any extended or 
systematic consideration of specific social processes-seeking always to 

uncover the meaningful structure of what he regarded as "the para

mount reality" in human experience: the world of daily life as men con

front it, act in it, and live through it. For our own purposes, one of his 
exercises in speculative social phenomenology-the disaggregation of 

the blanket notion of "fellowmen" into "predecessors," "contempo
raries," "consociates," and " successors" -provides an especially valu

able starting point. Viewing the cluster of culture patterns Balinese use 

to characterize individuals in terms of this breakdown brings out, in a 

most suggestive way, the relationships between conceptions of personal 

identity, conceptions of temporal order, and conceptions of behavioral 

style which, as we shall see, are implicit in them. 
The distinctions themselves are not abstruse, but the fact that the 

classes they define overlap and interpenetrate makes it difficult to for

mulate them with the decisive sharpness analytical categories demand. 

"Consociates" arc individuals who actually meet, persons who encoun

ter one another somewhere in the course of daily life. They thus share, 
however briefly or superficially, not only a community of time but also 

of space. They are "involved in one another's biography" at least mini
mally; they "grow older together" at least momentarily, interacting di

rectly and personally as egos, subjects. selves. Lovers. so long as love 
lasts. are consociates, as are spouses until they separate or friends until 
they fall out. So also are members of orchestras, players at games, 
strangers chatting on a Irain, hagglers in a market, or inhabitants of a 

village: any set of persons who have an immediate, face-to-face rela
tionship. It is, however, persons having such relations more or less con
tinuously and to some enduring purpose, rather than merely sporadi· 

cally or incidentally, who form Ihe heart of the category. The others 

shade over into being the second sort of fellowmen: ··contemponlties." 
Contemporaries are persons who share a community of time but not 

of space: they live at (more or less) the same period of history and 

have. often very attenuated, social relationships with one another, but 
they do not-at least in the normal course of things-meet. They are 
linked not by direct social interaction but through a generalized set of 
symbolically formulated (that is, cultural) assumptions about each oth-

3 For an introduction to Schutz's work i n  this field, see his The Probltm of 
Social Reality. Coltected Pa�rs. 1,  ed. M. Nalanson (The Hague, 1962). 
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er's typical modes of behavior. Further, the level of generalization in

volved is a matter of degree, so that the graduation of personal involve

ment in consociatc relations from lovers through chance acquaintances 

-relations also culturally governed, of course-here continues until 

social ties slip off into a thoroughgoing anonymity, standardization, and 

i ntcrehan geabi lit y: 

Thinking of my absent fri�nd A .. I form an ideal type of his personality amI 
behavior based on my past experience of A. as my consociale. PUlling a lei 
lef in a mailbox. J expect Ihal unknown people. called poslmen. will act in a 
typical ·way. not quite intelligible to me. with the result thai my leiter will 
reach the addressee wilhin Iypically reasonable lime. Without ever having 
met a Frenchman or a German. I understand "Why France fears the rear
mament of Germany:' Complyi ng with a rule of English grammar. I follov. 
(in my writings) a socially-approved behavior pattern of contemporary En

glish-speaking fellow-men to which I have to adjust to make myself under
standable. And. finally. any artifact or utensil refers to the anonymous fel
low-man who produced il to be used by other anonymous fellow-men for 
attaining typical goals by typical means. These arc just a few of the exam
ples but they are arranged accord ing to the degrcc of increasing anonymity 
involved and therewith of the construct needed to grasp the Other and hi!> 
behavior." 

Finally, "predecessors" and "successors" are individuals who do not 

share even a community of time and so, by definition, cannot interact. 

and. as such, they form something of a single class over against both 

consociates and contemporaries, who can and do. But from the point of 

view of any particular actor they do not have Quite the same signifi

cance. Predecessors, having already lived, can be known or, more accu

rately, known about, and their accomplished acts can have an influence 

upon the lives of those for whom they are predecessors (that is, their 

successors), though the reverse is, in the nature of the case, not possi

ble. Successors, on the other hand, cannot be known, or even known 

about, for they are the unborn occupants of an unarrived future; and 

though their lives can be influenced by the accomplished acts of those , 
whose successors they arc (that is, their predecessors), the reverse is 

again not possible.' 

• Ibid .. pp. 17-18. Brackets added. paragraphing altered. 
5 Where "ancestor worship" on the one side or "ghost beliefs" on the other are 

present, successors may be regarded as (ritually) capable of interact ina with their 
predecessors. or predecessors of (mystically) inleractin, wilh their SUCCf!SSOr1. BUI 
in such cases the "persons" involved are. while the interaction is conceived to be 
occurring. phenomenoloaically nOi predecessors and successors. but contempo
raries. or even consodatCi. It should be kept dearly in mmd thai, both here and 
in Ihe discussicn 10 follow. distinctions are formulated from the actor's point of 
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For empirical purposes, however, it is morc useful to formulate these 

distinctions less strictly also, and to emphasi7-c that, like those seuing 

off consociates from contemporaries, they arc relative and far from 

clear..cut in everyday experience. With some exceptions. our older con

and contemporaries do not drop suddenly into the past, but 

fade more or less gradually into being our predecessors as they age and 

die. during which period of apprentice ancestorhood we may have some 

effect upon them. as children so often shape the closing phases of their 

parents' lives. And our youngcr consociates and contemporaries grow 

gradually into becoming our successors, so that those of us �ho live 

long enough often have the dubious privilege of knowing who IS to re

place us and even occasionally having some glancing influence upon the 

direction of his growth. "Consociates," " contemporaries," "predeces

sors," and "successors" arc best seen not as pigeonholes into which in

dividuals distribute one another for classificatory purposes, but as indi

cating certain general and not altogether distinct, matter-of-fact 

relationships which individuals conceive to obtain betwcen themselves 

and others. 
But again, these relationships arc not perceived purely as such; they 

are grasped only through the agency of cultural formulations of them. 

And, being culturally formulated, their precise character differs from 

society to society as the inventory of available culture patterns differs; 

from situation to situation within a single society as different patterns 

among the plurality of those which are available arc deemed appropri

ate for application; and from actor to actor within similar situations as 

idiosyncratic habits, preferences, and interpretations come into play. 

There are, at least beyond infancy, no neat social experiences of any 

importance in human life. Everything is tinged with imposed signifi

cance, and fellowmen, like social groups, moral obligations, political in

stitutions, or ecological conditions arc apprehended only through a 

screen of significant symbols which are the vchicles of their objectifica

tion, a screen that is therefore very far from being neutral with respect 

to their "real" nature. Consociates, contemporaries, predecessors, and 

successors are as much made as born.' 

view. not from that of an outllide, third-person observer. For th� plac
.
e of actor

oriented (sometimes miscalled "subjective") constructs in the SOCial sclen.ces. see, 
T. Parsons. Th� St,uctu,� of Social Action (Glencoe. III .• 1937). espeCially the 
chapters on Max Webers methodoloaical writinas. 

• It is in this reprd that the consociate-contemporary.predecessor-5UC�50r 
formulation differs critically from at least some versions of the umwel!_mltltJ�/t_ 
vO'MJ�/t-vogelMJelt formulatton from which it derives. for there is no question here 
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Balinese Orders of Person-Definition 

In Bali,1 there arc six sorts of labels which onc person can apply to an

other in order to identify him as a unique individual and which I want 

10 consider against this general conceptual background: ( I )  personal 

names; (2) birth order names; (3) kinship terms; (4) tcknonyms; (5)  sta

tus titles (usually called "caste names" in the literature on Bali); and (6) • 
public titles, by which I mean quasi-occupalional litlcs borne by chiefs, 

rulers, priests, and gods. These various labels arc not, in most C'lses, 

employed simultaneously. bUI alternatively. depending upon the situa

tion and sometimes the individual. They arc not, also, all the soris of 

such labels ever used; but they are the only ones which are generally 

recognized and regularly applied. And as each sort consists not of a 

mere collection of useful tags but of a distinct and bounded terminologi

cal system, I shall refer to them as "symbolic orders of pcrson-defini

tion" and consider them first serially, only later as a more or less coher

ent cluster. 

PEIlSONAL NAMES 

The symbolic order defined by personal names is the simplest to 

describe because it is in formal terms the least complex and in social 

ones the least important. All Balinese have personal names, but they 

of apodictic deliverances of "transcendental subjectivity" a la Husserl but rather 
of socio-psycholoaically developed and historically transmiued "forms of under
standing" a la Weber. For an extended, if somewhat indecisive. discussion of this 
contrast. see M.  Merleau-Ponty, "Phenomenology and Ihe Sciences of Man." in 
his The Primacy vf Perception (Evanston. 1964). pp. 43-55. 

7 In the followina discussion. I shall be forced 10 schematize Balinese practices 
severely and to represent them as being much more homogeneous and rather 
more consistent than they really are, In particular, caleaorical statements, ()f ei
ther a positive or negalive variety ("All Balinese , , ,"; "No Balinese , . ,"). 
mUSI be read as having attached 10 them the implicit qualification " . . .  so far 
as my knowledge goes," and even sometimes as riding rouahshod over exceptions 
deemed 10 be "abnormal." Ethnographically fuller presentations of some of lhe 
data here summarized can be found in H. and C. GecClZ. "Teknonymy in Bali: 
Parenthood. Age-Grading. and Genealogical Amnesia." Journal of the Royal An
thropological "witllte 94 (part 2) ( 1 964):94-108; C. Geertz.. "Tihingan: A Ba
linese Village," Bijt/ragen tot de taal-. land- en volkenkunde, 120 (1964):1-33; 
and C. Geerll .. "Form and Variation in Balinese Village Structure," American 
Anthropologist 6 1  (1959):99 1 _ 1 012, 
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rarely use them, either to refer to themselves or others or in addressing 

anyone. (With respect to one's forebears, including one's parents, it is in 

fact sacrilegious to use them.) Children are more often referred to and 

on occasion even addressed by their personal names, Such names are 

therefore sometimes called "child" or "little" names, though once they 

are ritually bestowed 105 days after birth, they are maintained un

changed through the whole course of a man's life. In  general, personal 

names are seldom heard and play very little public role. 

Yet, despite this social marginality, the personal-naming system has 

some characteristics which, in a rather left-handed way. are extremely 

significant for an understanding of Balinese ideas of personhood. First, 

personal names are, at least among the commoners (some 90 percent of 

the population), arbitrarily coined nonsense syllables. They arc not 

drawn from any established pool of names which might lend to them 

any secondary significance as being "common" or "unusual," as reflect

ing someone's being named "after" someone-an ancestor, a friend of 

the parents, a famous personage--or as being propitious, suitable, char

acteristic of a group or region, indicating a kinship relation. and so 

forth.8 Second. the duplication of personal names within a single 

community-that is, a politically unified, nucleated settlement-is stu

diously avoided. Such a settlement (called a baruijar, or "hamlet") is the 

primary face-to-face group outside the purely domestic realm of the 

family, and in  some respects is even more intimate. Usually highly en

dogamous and always highly corporate, the hamlet is the Balinese world 

of consociates par excellence; and, within it, every person possesses, 

however unstressed on the social level, at least the rudiments of a com

pletely unique cultural identity. Third, personal names are monomials, 

and so do not indicate familial connections, or in fact membership i n  

any sort of group whatsoever, And, finally, there are (a few rare, and in 

any case only partial, exceptions aside) no nicknames, no epithets of the 

"Richard-the-Lion-Hearted" or "Ivan-the-Terrible" sort among the no-

8 While personal names of commoners are mere inventions. meaningless in 
themselves. those of the gentry are often drawn from Sanskrit sources and 
"mean" something. usually something ralher high-flown. like "virtuous warrior" 
or "cour�geous scholar." But this meaning is ornamental rather than denotative. 
and in most cases what the meanina of the name is (as opposed to the simple fact 
that it has one) is not actually known, This contrast between mere babble among 
the peasantry and empty grandiloquence among the gentry is not without cultural 
significance, but its significance lies mainly in the area of the expression and per
ception of social inequality. not of personal identity. 
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bility. not even any diminutives for children or pet names for lovers, 
spouses, and so on. 

Thus. whatever role the symbolic order of person-definition marked 
out by the personal·naming system plays in setting Balinese off from 
one another or in ordering Balinese social relations is essentially resid· 
ual in nature. One's name is what remains to one when all the other so
cially much morc salient cultural labels attached to one's person are re
moved. As the virtually religious avoidance of its direct use indicates. a 
personal name is an intensely private matter. Indeed, toward the end of 
a man's life, when he is but a step away from being the deity he will be
come after his death and cremation, only he (or he and a few equally 
aged friends) may any longer know what in fact it is; when he disap
pears it disappears with him. In the well-lit world of everyday life, the 
purely personal part of an individual's cultural definition, that which in 
the context of the immediate consociate community is most fully and 
completely his, and his alone, is highly muted. And with it are muted 
the more idiosyncratic, merely biographical, and, consequently. tran
sient aspects of his existence as a human being (what, in our more 
egoistic framework, we call his "personality") in favor of some rather 
more typical, highly conventionalized, and, consequently, enduring 
ones. 

BlRTH ORDEn NAMES 

The most elementary of such more standardized labels are those au
tomatically bestowed upon a child, even a stillborn one, at the instant of 
its birth, accord ing to whether it is the first, second, third, fourth, etc., 
member of a sibling set. There is some local and status-group variation 
in usage here. but the most common system is to use Wayan for the first 
child, Njot1lan for the second, Made (or Nengah) for the third, and Klllr 
for the fourth. beginning the cycle over again with Wayan for the fifth, 
Njoman for the sixth, and so on. 

These birth order names are the most frequently used terms of both 
address and reference within the hamlet for children and for young men 
and women who have not yet produced offspring. Vocatively, they are 
almost always used Simply. that is. without the addition of the personal 
name: " Wayan, give me the hoe." and so forth. Referentially, they may 
be supplemented by the personal name, especially when no other way is 
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convenient to get across which of the dozens of Wayans or Njomans in 
the hamlet is meant: "No, not Wayan Rugrug. Wayan Kepig;' and so 
on. Parents address their own children and childless siblings address 
one another almost exclusively by these names, rather than by either 
personal names or kin terms. For persons who have had children, how
ever, they arc never used either inside the family or out, teknonyms 
being employed, as we shall see, instead, so that. in cultural terms, Ba
linese who grow to maturity wiThout producing children (a small minor
ity) remain themselves children-that is, are symbolically pictured as 
such-a fact commonly of great shame to them and embarrassment to 
their consociates, who often attempt to avoid having to use vocatives to 
them altogether.9 

The birth order system of person-definition represents, therefore. a 
kind of plus t;a clumge approach to the denomination of individuals. It 
distinguishes them according to four completely contentless appella
tions, which neither define genuine classes (for there is no conceptual or 
social reality whatsoever to the class of all Wayans or all Ktuts in a 
community), nor express any concrete characteristics of the individuals 
to whom they are applied (for there is no notion that Wayans have any 
special psychological or spiritual traits in common against Njomans or 
Kluts). These names, which have no literal meaning in themselves (they 
are not numerals or derivatives of numerals) do not, in fact, even indi
cate sibling position or rank in any realistic or reliable way.10 A Wayan 
may be a fifth (or ninth!) child as well as a first; and, given a traditional 
peasant demographic structure-great fertility plus a high rate of still
births and deaths in infancy and childhood-a Made or a Ktut may ac
tually be the oldest of a long string of siblings and a Wayan the 
youngest. What they do suggest is that. for all procreating couples, 
births form a circular succession of Wayans, Njomans, Mades, Ktuts, 
and once again Wayans, an endless four-stage replication of an imper
ishable form. Physically men come and go as the ephemerae they are, 

• This is, of course, not to say that such people are reduced in socioiogic(11 
(much less psychological) terms to playing the role of a child, for they are ac
cepted as adults, if incomplete ones, by their consociatcs. The failure to have 
children is, however, a distinct handicap for anyone desiring much local power or 
prestige. and I have for my part never known a childress man who carried much 
weiaht in hamlet councils, or for that matter who was not socially marginal in 
general. 

10 From a merely etymological point of view, they do have a certain aura of 
meaning. for they derive from obsolete roots indicating ··leading;· '·medial:· and 
"following"; but these gossamery meanings have no genuine everyday currency 
and are, if at all, bUI very peripherally perceived. 
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but socially the dranwtis personae remain eternally the same as new 

Wayans and Ktuts emerge from the timeless world of the gods (for in

fants. too, are but a step away from divinity) to replace those who dis

solve once morc into it. 

KL�SHIP TEHMS 

Forma!!)', Balinese kinship terminology is quite simple in type, being 

of the variety known technically as " Hawaiian" or "Generational." In 

this sort of system. an individual classifies his relatives primarily ac

cording to the generation they occupy with respect to his own. That is 

to say. sibl ings, half-siblings, and cousins (and their spouses' siblings, 

and 50 forth) arc grouped together under the same term; all uncles and 

aunts on either side arc terminologically classed with mother and father; 

all children of brothers, sisters, cousins, and so on (that is, nephews of 

one sort or another) are identified with own children; and so on, down

ward through the grandchild. great-grandchild. etc., generations, and 

upward through the grandparent, great-grandparent, etc., ones. For any 

given actor, the general picture is a layer-cake arrangement of relatives, 

each layer consisting of a different generation of kin-that of actor's 

parents or his children, of his grandparents or his grandchildren, and so 

on. with his own layer. the onc from which the calculations are made, 

located exactly halfway up the cake." 

Given the existence of this sort of system, the most significant (and 

rather unusual) fact about the way it operates in Bali is that the terms it 

contains are almost never used vocatively, but only referentially, and 

then not very frequently. With rare exceptions. one does not actually 

call one's father (or uncle) "falher," one's child (or nephew Iniece) 

"child." one's brother (or cousin) "brother," and so on. For relatives ge

nealogically junior to oneself vocative forms do not even exist; for rela

tives senior they exist but, as WIth personal names. it is felt to demon

strate a lack of respect for one's elders to use them. In fact, even the 

referential forms are used only when specifically needed to convey some 

kinShip information as such, almost never as general means of identify

ing people. 

II In point of fact. the Balinese system (or, in all probability. any other sys
tem) is not purely lenerational; but the intent here is merely to convey the gen
eral form of the system, not its precise. structure. For the full terminoloaical sys
tem. sec H. and C. Geertz. "Teknonymy in Bali." 
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Kinship terms appear in public discourse only in response to some 

question. or in describing some event which has taken place or is ex

pecLed to take place, with respect to which the existence of the kin tie is 

fell to be a relevant piece of information. ("Are you going to Father

of-Regreg's tooth-filing?" "Yes, he is my 'brother.' ") Thus, too, modes 

of address and reference within the family are no more (or not much 

more) intimate or expressive of kin ties in quality than those within the 

hamlet generally. As soon as a child is old enough to be capable of 

doing so (say, six years, though this naturally varies) he calls his mother 

and father by the same term-a teknonym, status group title, or public 

title-that everyone else who is acquainted with them uses toward 

them. and is called in turn Wayan, Ktut, or whatever. by them. And, 

with even more certainty, he will refer to them, whether in their hearing 

or outside of it, by this popular, extradomestic term as well. 

]n short, the Balinese system of kinship terminology defines individu

als in a primarily taxonomic, not a face-to-face idiom, as occupants of 

regions in a social field, not partners in social interaction. It functions 

almost entirely as a cultural map upon which certain persons can be lo

cated and certain others, not features of the landscape mapped, cannot. 

Of course, some notions of appropriate interpersonal behavior follow 

once such determinations are made, once a person's place in the struc

ture is ascertained. But the critical point is that, in concrete practice, 

kin terminology is employed virtually exclusively in service of ascer

tainment, not behavior, with respect to whose patterning other symbolic 

appliances are dominant. 11 The social norms associated with kinship, 

though real enough. are habitually overridden, even within kinship-type 

groups themselves (families, households, lineages) by cullurally better 

armed norms associated with religion, politics, and, most fundamentally 

of all, social stratification. 

Yet in spite of the rather secondary role it plays in shaping the mo

ment-lo-moment flow of social intercourse, the system of kinShip termi

nology, like the personal-naming system, contributes importantly, if in

directly, to the Balinese noLion of personhood. For, as a system of 

significant symbols, it too embodies a conceptual structure under whose 

agency individuals, one's self as well as others, are apprehended; a con

ceptual structure which is, moreover, in striking congruence with those 

It For a diSlinction, similar to the one drawn here, between the "orderinaM 
and the "role-desianatina" aspecls of kin terminololies, see D. Schneider and G. 
Homans, "Kinship TtrminolOiY and the American Kinship System,M Amu/c(m 
Anthropologist �7 ( 1 955): I 19�-1208. 
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embodied in the other, differently constructed and variantly oriented, 
orders of person-definition. Here, also, the leading motif is the immobi
lization of time through the iteration of form. 

This iteration is accomplished by a feature of Balinese kin terminol
ogy I have yet to mention: in the third generation above and below the 
actor's own, terms become completely reciprocal. That is to say, the 
term for "great-grandparent" and "great-grandchild" is the same: 
kllmpi. The two generations. and the individuals who comprise them, 
aTC cuhurally identified. Symbolically. a man is equated upwardly with 
the most distant ascendant, downwardly with the most distant descen
dant, he is ever likely 10 interact with as a living person. 

Actually, this sort of reciprocal terminology proceeds on through the 
fourth generation, and even beyond. But as it is only ell:tremely rarely 
that the lives of a man and his great·great·grandparcnt (or grcat·great
grandchild) overlap, lhis continu.ttion is or only theoretical interest, and 
most people don't even know the terms involved. It is the four·gcnera· 
tion span (Le., the actor's own, plus three ascending or descending) 
which is considered the attainable ideal, the image, like our three· 
score·and-ten, of a fully completed life, and around which the kumpi
kumpi terminology puts, as it were, an emphatic cultural parenthesis. 

This parenthesis is  accentuated further by the rituals surrounding 
dealh. At a person's funernl, all his relatives who are generationally ju· 
nior to him must make homage to his lingering spirit in the Hindu 
palmHo·forehead fashion, both before his bier and, later. at the grave
side. But this virtually absolute obligation, the sacramental heart of the 
funeral ceremony, stops short with the third descending generation, that 
of his "grandchildren." His "great-grandchildren" are his kumpi, as he 
is theirs, and so, the Balinese say, they are not really junior to him at 
all but rather "the same age." As such, they are not only not required 
to show homage to his spirit, but they are clI:pressly forbidden to do so. 
A man prays only to the gods and, what is the same thing, his seniors. 
not to his equals or juniors. 13 

Balinese kinship terminology thus not only divides human beings into 
generational layers with respect to a given .. ctor, it bends these layers 
into a continuous surface which joins the "lowest" wilh the "highest" so 
that, rather than a layer-cake image, a cylinder marked off into sill: par
allel bands called "own," " parcnt," "grandparent," "kumpi," "grand-

U Old men of the same generation as the deceased do not pray to him either, 
of course, for the same reason. 
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child," and "child" is perhaps more euct." What at first glance seems a 
very diachronic formulation. stressing the ceaseless progression of gen
erations is, in fact, an assertion of the essential unreality-or anyway 
the unimportance-of such a progression. The sense of sequence, of 
sets of collaterals following one another through time, is an i llusion gen
erated by looking at the terminological system as though it were used to 
formulate the changing quality of face-to-face interactions between a 
man and his kinsmen as he ages and dies-as indeed many, if not most 
such systems are used. When one looks at it, as the Balinese primarily 
do, as a common-sense taxonomy of the pOssible types of familial rela
tionships human beings may have. a classification of kinsmen into natu· 
ral groups, it is clear that what the bands on the cylinder are used to 
represent is the genealogical order of seniority among living peoplc and 
nothing more. They depict the spiritual (and what is the same thing, 
structural) relations among coexisting generations, not the location of 
successive generations in an unrepeating historical process. 

TEIO.'O:\'Y M S 

If personal names are treated as though they were military secrets, 
birth order names applied mainly to children and young adolescents, 
and kinship terms invoked at best sporadically. and then only for pur· 
poses of secondary specification, how, then. do most Balinese address 
and refer to one another? For the great mass of the peasantry, the an
swer is: by teknol1yms.'� 

As soon as 11 couple's first child is named, people begin to address and 

14 II miaht seem that the continuation of terms beyond the kumpi level would 
arlue against this view. But i n  fact it supports it. For, in the rare case where a 
man has a ("real" or "classificatory") Ireat-Ireat-vandchild (A:dllb) old enoulh to 
worship him at his death. the child is, again. forbidden 10 do 10. But here not be
cause he is ''the same age" as the deceased but because he is "(a leneration) 
older"-i.e., equivalent to the dead man's "father." Similarly. an old man who 
lives lonl enoulh to have a great-areal-grandchild kelab who has pasxd infancy 
and then died will worship-alone-at the child's arave, for the child is (one 
aeneration) senior to him. In principle, the same pattern hold3 in more distant 
generations, when, as the Balinese do not use kin terms to refer 10 the dead or the 
unborn, the problem becomes entirely theoretical: "That's what we'd call them 
and how we would treat them if�e had any. which we never do." 

" Personal pronouns are another possibility and milht indeed be considered as 
a separate symbolic order of peBOn-definition. But. in fact, their usc also tends to 
be avoided whenever possible. often at the expense of some awkwardness of ell.' 
pression. 
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refer to them as "Father--of" and '"Mother--of" Regreg, Pula, or what

ever the child's name happens to be. They will continue to be so called 

(and to call themselves) until their first grandchild is born, at which 

time they will begin to be addressed and referred to as " Grandfather

of" and "Grandmother--of" Suda, Lilir, or whomever; and a similar 

transition occurs if they live to see their first great-grandchild. II Thus, 

over the "natural" four-generation kumpi-to-kumpi life span, the term 

by which an individual is known will change three times, as first he, 

then at least one of his children, and finally at least one of his grand-• 
children produce offspring. 

Of course. many if not most people neither live so long nor provc so 

fortumtlc in the fertility of their descendants. Also, a wide variety of 

other factors enter in to complicate this simplified picture. But, subtle

ties aside, the point is that we have here a culturally exceptionally well 

developed and socially exceptionally influential system of teknonymy. 

What impact docs it have upon the individual Balinese's perceptions of 

himself and his acquaintances? 

Its first effect is to identify the husband and wife pair, rather as the 

bride's taking on of her husband's surname does in our society; except 

that here it is not the act of marriage which brings about the identifica

tion but of procreation, Symbolically, the link between husband and 

wife is expressed in terms of their common relation to their children, 

grandchildren, or great-grandchildren. not in terms of the wife's incor

poration into her husband's "family" (which. as marriage is highly en

dogamous, she usually belongs to ;'lIlyway). 

This husband-wife-or, more accurately, father-mother-pair has 

very great economic, political, and spiritual importance. It is, in  fact. 

the fundamental social building block. Single men cannot participate in 

the hamlet council, where seats are awarded by married couple; and. 

18 This us� of a desc�ndant"5 per$Onal nam� as part of a teknonym in no way 
contradicts my earlier statements about th� lack of public currency of such 
names. The "name" here is pari of the appellation of the person bearing the tek
nonym, not, even derivativdy, of the eponymous child. whose name is taken 
purt"ly ali a rt"f�rt"nce point and is without-so far as I can tell_any independent 
symbolic value Ilt all. If the child dies. even ;n infancy, the teknonym i.!l usually 
maintained unchanged; the eponymous child addreSSes and refeu to his father 
and mother by the teknonym which includes his own name quite unself-con
sciously: there is no notion that the child whose name is embraced in his par· 
ents', grandparents', or Ireat-grandparents' teknonyms is, on that account, any 
way d ifferent from or privileged onr his siblings whose namell are not: there b 
no shifting of teknonyms 10 include the namC!l of favored or more able offspring. 
and so on. 
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with rare exceptions, only men with children carry any weight there. (In 

fact, in some hamlets men are not even awarded seats until they have a 

child.) The same is true for descent groups. voluntary organizations, ir

rigation societies, temple congregations, and so on. In virtually all local 

activities, from the religious to the agricultural, the parental couple par

ticipates as a unit, the male performing certain tasks, the female certain 

complementary ones. By linking a man and a wife through an incorpo

ration of the name of one of their direct descendants into their own, tek

nonymy underscores both thc importance of the marital pair in local so

ciety and the enormous value which is placed upon procreation,u 

This value also appears, in a more explicit way, in the second 

cultural consequence of the pervasive use of teknonyms: the classifica

tion of individuals into what, for want of a better term, may be called 

procreational strata. From the point of view of any actor, his hamlet

mates are divided into childless people, called Wayan, Made, and so on; 

people with children, called "Father (Mother)-of" ; people with grand

children, called " Grandfather (Grandmother)--of"; and people with great

grandchildren, called "Great-grandparent--of." And to this ranking is 

attached a general image of the nature of social hierarchy: childless 

people are dependent minors; fathers--of are active citizens directing com

munity lire; grandfathers--of are respected elders giving sage advice from 

behind the scenes; and great-grandfathers--or are senior dependents. al

ready half-returned to the world of the gods. I n  any given case, various 

mechanisms have to be employed to adjust this rather too-schematic 

formula to practical realities in  such a way as to allow it to mark out a 

workable social ladder. BUI, with these adjustments, it does, indeed, 

mark one out, and as a result a man's "procreative status" is a major el

ement in his social identity, both in  his own eyes and those of everyone 

else. In Bali, the stages of human life arc not conceived in terms of the 

processes of biological aging, to which little cultural attention is given, 

but of those of social regenesis. 

Thus, it is not sheer reproductive power as such, how many chil

dren one can oneself produce, that is critical. A couple with ten chil

dren is no more honored than a couple with five; and a couple with but 

a single child who has in turn but a single child outranks them both. 

u It also underscores another theme which runs through 1I.1I the orders of per
son-definition discussed here: the minimization of the difference between the 
SCIle! which are represented as beina vinually interchangeable so far as most s0-
cial role! are concerned. For an intri,uing discussion of this theme, see J. 8elo, 
RUlIgda and Barong (Loc:ust Valley, N.Y .• 1949). 
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What counts is reproductive continuity, the preservation of the commu

nity's ability to perpetuate itself just as it is, a fact which the third re

sult of teknonymy, the designation of procreative chains, brings out 

most clearly. 

The way in which Balinese teknonymy outlines such chains can be 

secn from the model diagram (Figure I) .  For simplicity, I have shown 

only the male teknonyms and have used English names for the referent 

generation. I have also arranged the model so as to stress the fact that 

teknonymolols usage reflects the absolute age not the genealogical order 

(or the sex) of the eponymous descendants. 

As Figure I indicates, teknonymy outlines not only procreative sta-
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FIGURE I 

Balinese Teknonymy 
/'Ion: Mary is older than Don: Joe is older than Mary. Jane, and Don. The 

relative ages of all other people. save of course as they are ascendants and de
scendants. are irrelevant $0 far as teknonymy is conccrnt'd. 
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tuses but specific sequences of such statuses, two. three, or four (very, 

very occasionally, five) generations deep. Which particular sequences 

are marked out is largely accidental: had Mary been born before Joe, or 

Don before Mary, the whole alignment would have been altered. But 

though the particular individuals who are taken as referents, and hence 

the particular sequences of filiation which receive symbolic recognition, 

is an arbitrary and not very consequential matter, the fact that such se

quences are marked out stresses an important fact about personal iden

tity among the Balinese: an individual is not perceived in the context of 

who his ancestors were (that, given the cultural veil which slips over the 

dead, is not even known), but rather in  the context of whom he is an

cestral to. One is not defined, as in so many societies of the world, i n  

terms of who produced one, some more or less distanl, more or less 

grand founder of one's line, but in terms of whom one has produced, a 

specific, in most cases still living, half-formed individual who is one's 

child, grandchild, or great·grandchild, and to whom one traces one's 

connection Ihrough a particular set of procreative links.l� What links 

'·Great-grandfather·of-Joc," ·'Grandfather-of-Joe." and .. Father-of -Joe" 

is the fact that, in a sense, they have cooperated to produce Joe-that 

is, to sustain the sochtl metabolism of the Balinese people i n  general 

and their hamlet in particular. Again, what looks like a celebration of a 

temporal process is in fact a celebration of the maintenance of what. 

borrowing a term from physics, G regory Bateson has aptly called a 

"steady state." 19  In this sort of teknonymous regime, the entire popu

lation is classified i n  terms of its relation to and representation in that 

subclass of the population in whose hands social regenesis now most in

stantly lies-the oncoming cohort of prospective parents. Under its as

pect even that most time-saturated of human conditions, great-grand par· 

enthood, appears as but an ingredient i n  an unperishing present. 

'1 In this sense, birth order terms could. in a more elegant analysis. be defined 
as "zero teknonym5' and included in this symbolic order: a peNon called Wayan, 
Njoman, etc .• is a person who has produced no one, who has. as yet anyway, no 
descendants. 

I'G. Bateson. "Bali: The Value System of a Steady State." in M. Fone!, cd .. 
Social SlrIlcturt:: Studi�s Prt:st:flttd to Radclifft:-Bro ... m (New York. 1963). pp. 
H-!I3. Bateson was the first to point out. if somewhat obliquely, the peculiar 
achronk nature of Balinese thought, and my more narrowly focused analysis has 
been much stimutated by his general views. See also his "An Old Temple and a 
New Myth." Djawo (Jogjakana) 17 (1937):219-307. IThese have now been re
printed in J. Belo, cd .. TraditiofUl/ Baf//If'St: Culturt (New York. 1970). pp. 
384-402: 1 1 1-136.1 
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STATUS TITLES 

In theory, everyone (or nearly everyone) in Bali bears onc or another 

title-Ida Bagus, Gusti. Pasek, Dauh. and so forth-which places him 

on a particular rung in an all-Bali status ladder; each title represents a 

specific degree of cultural superiority or inferiority with respect to each 

and every other onc, so that the whole population is sorted out into a 

sct of uniformly graded castes. In fact, as those who have tried to ana-• 
Iyze the system in such terms have discovered, the situation is much 
morc complex. 

It is not simply that a few low-ranking villagers claim that they (or 

their parents) have somehow "forgotten" what their tilles are; nor that 
there are marked inconsistencies in the ranking of titles from place to 

place, at times even from informant to informant; nor that, in spite of 

their hereditary basis, there are nevertheless ways to change titles. 
These are but (not uninteresting) details concerning the day·to--day 

working of the system. What is critical is that status titles are not at· 

tached to groups at all, but only to individuals.20 

Status in Bali, or at least that sort determined by titles, is a personal 

characteristic; it is independent of any social structural factors what· 

soever. It has, of course, important practical consequences, and those 

consequences are shaped by and expressed through a wide variety of so· 

cial arrangements. from kinship groups to governmental institutions. 

But to be a Dewa, a Plllosari, a Pring, or a Maspadall is at base only to 

have inherited the right to bear that title and to demand the public to· 

kens of deference associated with it. It is not to play any particular role, 

to belong to any particular group, or to occupy any particular eco· 

nomic. political, or sacerdotal position. 

The status title system is a pure prestige system. From a man's title 

you know, given your own title, exactly what demeanor you ought to 

display toward him and he toward you in practically cvcry context of 

public life, irrespective of whatever other social ties obtain between you 

" Neither how many different titles arc found in Bali (thouah there must be 
well over a hundred) nor how many individuals bear each title is known. for 
there has never Men a census taken in these tcrms. In four hamlets I studied In' 
tenJively in southeastern Bali a total of thirty-two different titles were reprc· 
sented, the largest of whk:h was carried by nearly two hundred and fifty individuals. 
the smallest by one, with the modal 6aure runnina around fifty or sixty. See C .  Geenz. 
"Tihinaan: A Balinese Village." 
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and whatever you may happen to think of him as a man. Balinese poli

tesse is vcry highly developed and it rigorously controls the outer sur· 

face of social behavior over virtually the entire range of daily life. 

Speech style, posture, dress, eating, marriage, even house-construction, 

place of burial. and mode of cremation are patterned in terms of a pre· 

cise code of manners which grows less out of it passion for social grace 

as such as out of some rather far-reaching metaphysical considerations. 

The sort of human inequality embodied in the status title system and 

thc system of etiquette which expresses it is neither moral. nor eco

nomic, nor political-it is religious. It is the reflection in everyday in· 

(emction of the divine order upon which such interaction, from this 

point of view a form of ritual. is supposed to be modeled. A man's title 

does not signal his wealth, his power, or even his moral reputation, it 

signals his spiritual composition; and the incongruity between this and 

his secular position may be enormous. Some of the greatest movers and 

shakers in Bali arc the most rudely approached, some of the most deli· 

cately handled the least respected. It would be difficult to conceive of 

anything further from the Balinese spirit than Machiavelli's comment 

that titles do not reOeet honor upon men, but rather men upon their ti

tles. 

In theory, Balinese theory, all titles come from the gods. Each has 

been passed along, not always without alteration. from father to child, 

like some sacred heirloom, the difference in prestige value of the differ

ent titles being an outcome of the varying degree to which the men who 

have had care of them have observed the spiritual stipulations embodied 

in them. To bear a title is to agree, implicitly at least, to meet divine 

standards of action, or at least approach them, and not all men have 

been able to do this to the same extent. The result is the existing dis

crepancy in the rank or titles and of those who bear them. Cultural sta· 

tus, as opposed to social position, is here once again a reflection of dis

tance from divinity. 

Associaled with virtually every title there are one or a series of 

legendary events, very concrete in nature. involving some spiritually sig· 

nificant misstep by one or another holder of the title. These offcnses

one can hardly call them sins-are regarded as specifying the degrce to 

which the title has declined in value, the distance which it has fallen 

from a fully transcendent status, and thus as fixing, in a general way at 
least, its position in the overall scale of prestige. Particular (if mythic) 

geographical migrations, cross-title marriages. military failures. breaches 
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of mourning etiquette. ritual lapses, and the like are regarded as having 

debased the title to a greater or lesser extent: greater for the lower titles, 

lesser for the higher. 

Yet, despite appearances, this uneven deterioration is, in its essence, 

neither a moral nor an historical phenomenon. It is not moral because 

the incidents conceived to have occasioned it are not, for the most part, 

those against which negative ethical judgments would. in Bali any more 

than elsewhere. ordinarily be brought, while genuine moral faults (cru

elty, treacherr. dishonesty, prottigacy) damage only reputations, which 

pass from the scene with their owners, nol titles which remain. It is not 

historical because these incidents, disjunct occurrences in a once-upon

a-time, are not invoked as the causes of present realities but as state

ments of their nature. The important fact about title-<iebasing events is 

not that they happened in the past, or even that they happened at all. 

but that they are debasing. They are formulations not of the processes 

which have brought the existing state of affairs into being, nor yet of 

moral judgments upon it (in neither of which intellectual exercises the 

Balinese show much interest): they are images of the underlying rela

tionship between the form of human society and the divine pattern of 

which it is, in the nature of things, an imperfect expression-more im

perfect at some points than at others. 

But if, after all that has been said about the autonomy of the title sys

tem, such a relationship between cosmic patterns and social forms is 

conceived to exist, exactly how is it understood? How is the title sys

tem, based solely on religious conceptions. on theories of inherent dif

ferences in spiritual worth among individual men. connected up with 

what. looking at the society from the outside. we would call the "reali

ties" of power. influence, wealth, reputation, and so on, implicit in the 

social division of labor? How, in short, is the actual order of social 

command fitted into a system of prestige ranking wholly independent of 

it so as to account for and, indeed, sustain the loose and general corre

lation between them which in fact obtains? The answer is: through per

forming. quite ingeniously, a kind of hat trick, a ce(tain sleight of hand. 

with a famous cultural institution imported from India and adapted to 

local tastes-the Varna System. By means of the Varna System the Ba

linese inform a very disorderly collection of status pigeonholes with a 

simple shape which is represented as growing naturally out of it but 

which in fact is arbitrarily imposed upon it. 

As in India, the Varna System consists of four gross calegories-
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Brahmana, Sllfria, Wesia, and Sudra-ranked in descending order of 

prestige. and with the first three (called in Bali. Tr;wallgsa-"the three 
peoples") defining a spiritual patriciate over against the plebeian founh. 

But in Bali the Varna System is not in itself a cultural device for mak

ing status discriminations but for correlating those already made by the 

title system. It summarizes the literally countless fine comparisons im

plicit in that system in a neat (from some points of view all-too-neat) 

separation of sheep from goalS, and first-quality sheep from second, sec

ond from third.21 Men do not perceive one another as Satrias or Su

dras but as, say, Dewas or Kebun Tubuhs, merely using the Satria-Su

dra distinction to express generally, and for social organizational 

purposes, the order of contrast which is involved by identifying Oewa 

as a Satria title and Kebun Tubuh as a Sudra onc. Varna categories are 

labels applied not to men, but to the titles they bear-they formulate 

the structure of the prestige system; titles, on the other hand, arc labels 

applied to individual men-they place persons within that structure. To 

the degree that the Varna classification of titles is congruent with the 

actual distribution of power, wealth, and esteem in the society-that is. 

with the system of social stratification-the society is considered to be 

well ordered. The right sort of men are in the right sort of places: spiri

tual worth and social standing coincide. 

This difference in function between title and Varna is clear from the 

way in which the symbolic forms associated with them arc actually 

used. Among the Triwangsa gentry. where. some exceptions aside, tek

nonymy is not employed, an individual'S title is used as his or her main 

term of address and reference. One calls a man Ida Baglls, Njakan, or 

Gus; (nol Brahmana. Satria. or Wesia) and refers to him by the same 

terms, sometimes adding a birth order name for more exact specifica

tion (Ida Bagus Made, Njakan Njoman. and so forth). Among the Su

dras, titles are used only referentially. never in address. and then mainly 

with respect to members of other hamlets than one's own. where the per

son's teknonym may not be known, or, if known, considered to be too 

familiar in tone to be used for someone not a hamlet mate. Within the 

hamlet, the referential use of Sudra titles occurs only when prestige sta

tus information is considered relevant ("Father-of-Joe is a Ketiisall, and 

11 Varna cau�gories are onen subdivided. especially by high.SlatuS persons. into 
three ranked classes-superior (/llama), medium (madja). and inferior 
("jsla)-the various titles in the overall cate

.
gory be.ina �ppropriattly sublrou�. 

A full analysis of the Batinese system of SOCial strallncatlOn-u.s much PolyneSian 
35 Indian in type-cannot be liven here. 
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thus 'lower' than we Pam/e," and so on), while address is, of course, in 
terms of tek.nonyms, Across hamlet lines, where, except between close 
friends, tek.nonyms fall aside. the most common term of address h. 
Djero. Literally. this means "inside" or "insider," thus a member of the 
Triwangsa, who are considered to be "inside," as against the Sudra!o. 
who are "outside" (Djllbll); but in this context it has the effect of say
ing. "In order to be polite, I am addressing you as though you were a 
Triwangsa. which you are not (if you were, I would call you by your 
proper title). and I expect the same pretense from you in return." As 
for Varna terms, they are used, by Triwangsa and Sudra alike, only in 
conceptualizing the overall prestige hierarchy in general terms, a need 
which usually appears in connection with transhamlet political, sacerdo
tal, or stratificatory matters: "The kings of Klungkung are Satrias, but 
those of Tnbnnan only Wesias." or "There are lots of rich Brahmanas 
in Sanur. which is why the Sudras there have so little to say about ham
let affairs," and so on. 

The Varna System thus does two things. It connects up a series of 
what appear to be ad hoc and arbitrary prestige distinctions, the titles. 
with Hinduism. or the Balinese version of Hinduism, thus rooting them 
in a general world view. And it interprets the implications of that world 
view, and therefore the titles, for social organization: the prestige gra
dients implicit in the title system ought to be reflected in the actual dis
tribution of wealth, power. and esteem in society, and, in fact. be com. 
pletely coincident with it. The dcgree to which this coincidence actually 
obtains is, of course, l1looerate at best. But, however many exceptions 
there may be to the rule-Sudras with enormous power, Satrias wor!... 
ing as tenant farmers, Brahmanas neither esteemed nor estimable-it io; 

the rule and not the exceptions that the Balinese regard as truly illumi
nating the human condition. The Varna System orders the title system 
in such a way as to make it possible to view social life under the aspect 
of a general set of cosmological notions: notions in which the diversity 
of human talent and the workings of historical process are regarded as 
superficial phenomena when compared with the location of persons in 
a system of standardized status categories, as blind to individual char· 
aClcr as they are immortal. 
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PUBLIC TITLES 

This final symbolic order of person-definition is, on the surface, the 
most reminiscent of one of the more prominent of our own ways of 
identifying and characterizing individuals.n We, too, often (all too 
often, perhaps) see people through a screen of occupational categories 
-as not just practicing this vocation or that, but as almost physically 
infused with the quality of being a postman, teamster, politician, or 
salesman. Social function serves as the symbolic vehicle through which 
personal identity is perceived; men are what they do. 

The resemblance is only apparent, however. Set amid a different 
cluster of ideas about what selfllood consists in, placed against a differ· 
ent religio-philosophical conception of what the world consists in, and 
expressed in terms of a different set of cultural devices-public titles 
-for portraying it, the Balinese view of the relation between social role 
and personal identity gives a quite different slant to the ideographic sig
nificance of what we call occupation but the Balinese call linggih

" seat," "place," ·'berth." 
This notion of "seat" rests on the existence in Balinese thought and 

practice of an extremely sharp distinction between the civic and domes
tic sectors of society. The boundary between the public and private do
mains of life is very clearly drawn both conceptually and institutionally. 
At every level, from the hamlet to the royal palace. matters of general 
concern are sharply distinguished and carefully insulated from matters 
of individual or familial concern, rather than being allowed to interpen
etrate as they do in so many other societies. The Balinese sense of the 
public as a corporate body, having interests and purposes of its own, is 
very highly developed. To be charged, at any level, with special respon� 
sibilities with respect to those interests and purposes is to be set aside 
from the run of onc's fellowmen who are not so charged, and it is this 
special status that public titles express. 

At the same time, though the Balinese conceive the public sector of 
society as bounded and autonomous, they do not look upon it as form-

t1 The existence of one ocher order, that havinl to do with sex markers (Ni 
for women. I for men) oUlht at least to be mentioned. In ordinary life. these ti· 
ties ant affixed only to personal names (most of which are themselves scxually 
neutral) or to personal names plus birth order name. and then only infrequently. 
As a result, they are. from the point of view of person-definilion. of but inciden
tal importance, and I have felt justified in omittina explicit consideration of them. 
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i�g. a seamless whole, or even a whole at all. Rather they see it as con
slstmg of a number of separate, discontinuous. and at times even com
petitive realms. each self-sufficient, self-contained, jealous of its rights. 
and based on its own principles of organization. The most salient of 
such realms include: the hamlet as a corporate political community; the 
IOC�1 temple as a corporate religious body, a congregation; the irrigation 
society as a corporate agricultural body; and, above these, the structures 
of regional

.
-:-that is. su�rahamlet-government and worship, centering 

on the nobJhty and the high priesthood. 
A description of these various public realms or sectors would involvc 

an extensive analysis of Balinese social structure inappropriate in the 
present context.23 The point to be made here is that, associated with 
each of them, there are responsible officers-stewards is perhaps a bet
ter term-who as a result bear particular titles; Kliuff, Perbekel, Peka

sell, PemollgklJ, Atlok Agllng, Tjakort/a, Dewu Aguffg, Pet/linda, and so 
on up to per�aps a half a hundred or more. And these men (a very 
small proportion of the total population) are addressed and referred to 
by these official titles-sometimes in combination with birth order 
names, status titles, or, in the case of Sudras, teknonyms for purposes of 
secondary specification.24 The various "village chiefs" and "folk 
priests" on the Sudra level, and, on the Triwangsa, the host of "kings " 
"princes," "lords," and "high priests" do not merely occupy a rOI�. 
They become, in the eyes of themselves and those around them ab
sorbed into it. They are truly public men, men for whom other as�cts 
of personhood-individual character, birth order, kinship relations. 
procreative status, and prestige rank take, symbolically at least, a sec
ondary position. We, focusing upon psychological traits as the heart of 
personal identity, would say they have sacrificed their true selves to 
their role; they, focusing on social position, say that their role is of the 
essence of their true selves. 

Access to these public-title-bearing roles is closely connected with 
the system of status titles and its organization into Varna categories, <I 

connection effected by what may be called "the doctrine of spiritual eli-

. u Fo� an essay in this direction. see C. Geertz. "Form and Variation in Ba
linese: VLllage Struclure." 

14 Place names associated with the function Ihe title upresS6 are perhaps 
even more common as s�ondary specification: "Klian Pau," "Pau" being the 
name .. �� the ha�tet ?f whlc�

. 
the �l"5On is ttian (chief. elder); "Anat Agung Kat

er�. Kaleran -:-hteraUy north or "northern"_being the name <and Ihe 10-
calLan) oflhe lord s palace. 
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gibility." This doctrine asserts that political and religious "seats" of 
translocal-regional or Bali·wide-significance are to be manned only 
by Triwangsas, while those of local significance ought properly to be in 
the hands of Sudras. At the upper levels the doctrine is strict: only 
Satrias-that is, men bearing litles deemed of Satria rank-may be 
kings or paramount princes, only Wesias or Satrias lords or lesser 
princes, only Brahmanas high priests, and so on. At the l(.ower levels, it 
is less strict; but the sense that hamlet chiefs, irrigation society heads, 
and folk priests should be Sudras, that Triwangsas should keep their 
place, is quite strong. In either case, however, the overwhelming major
ity of persons bearing status titles of the Varna category or categories 
theoretically eligible for the stewardship roles to which the public titles 
are auached do not have such roles and are not likely to get them. On 
the Triwangsa level, access is largely hereditary, primogenitural even, 
and a sharp distinction is made between that handful of individuals who 
"own power" and the vast remainder of the gentry who do not. On the 
Sudra level, access to public office is more often elective, but the num
ber of men who have the opportunity to serve is still fairly limited. 
Prestige status decides what sort of public role one can presume to oc
cupy; whether or not one occupies such a role is another question alto
gether. 

Yet, because of the general correlation between prestige status and 
public office the doctrine of spiritual eligibility brings about. the order 
of political and ecclesiastical authority in the society is hooked in with 
the general notion that social order reflects dimly. and ought to reflect 
clearly, metaphysical order; and, beyond that, that personal identity is 
to be defined not in terms of such superficial, because merely human. 
matters as age, sex, talent, temperament, or achievement-that is, bio
graphically, but in terms of location in a gencral spiritual hierarchy
that is, typologically. Like all the other symbolic orders of person·defi
nilion, that stemming from public titles consists of a formulation, with 
respect to different social contexts, of an underlying assumption: it is 
not what a man is as a man (as we would phrase it) that matters, but 
where he fits in a set of cultural categories which not only do not 
change but, being transhuman, cannOl. 

And. here too, these categories ascend toward divinity (or with equal 
accuracy, descend from it), their power to submerge character and nul
lify time increasing as they go. Not only do the higher level public titles 
borne by human beings blend gradually into those borne by the gods, 
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beco�in� at the ape� identical with them, but at the level of the gods 

there IS literally nothing left of identity but the title itself. All gods and 

goddesses 3rc addressed and referred to either as Dewa (r. Dew;) or for 

the hi&h�r ranking ones, Belara (f. Betan). In a few cases, these ge�eral 

ap
.
pellatlons afC followed by particularizing oncs: Sctara Guru, Dewi 

Sn, a�d so forth. But even such specifically named divinities are not 

conceived as pos��sing
. 

distinctive personalities: they afC merely 

thou�l to be admmlstrat .. vel� r�sponsible. so to speak, for regulating 

certam matters of cosmiC slgmficance: fertility, power, knowledge, 

death, and so on. In most cases, Balinese do not know, and do not want �o know, which gods and goddesses are those worshipped in their var

IOUS temples (there is always a pair, one male. one female), but merely 

call them "Dewa (Dew;) Pura Such-and-Such" -god (goddess) of tem

ple 
.
such-and-suc�. U�like the

. 
ancient Greeks and Romans, the average 

BalJ�cse �hows 
.
httl� Interest In the detailed doings of particular gods, 

nor In theIr mOllvahons, their personalities, or their individual histories. 
The same circumspection and propriety is maintained with respect to 

such mailers as is maintained with respect to similar matters concerning 

elders and superiors generally.u 

Th� world of the gods is, in short, but another public realm, Iran

scendmg all the others and imbued with an ethos which those others 

seek, so far as they are able, to embody in themselves. The concerns of 

Ihis 
.
realm lie on the cosmic level rather than the political, the eco

nomiC. or the ceremonial (that is, the human) and its stewards are men 

without features, individuals with respect to whom the usual indices of 

pe:rishin
.
g hu�anity have no significance. The nearly faceless. thoroughly 

conventlon�hzed, �ev�r-changing icons by which nameless gods known 

only by their public tilies are, year after year, represented in the thou

sands of temple festivals across the island comprise the purest expres-

n T d" I . ra Illona. IUU. some of them fairly extensive. relatina certain activities of 
the aods, do .Ulst and fraaments of the stories arc known. But not only do the-
myths also r�lI �t the typolo,aical view of personhood, the slatic view of lime, an� 
the cer�mom abzed. style of tn�eraction I am seeking to characterize, but the aen-
eral reticence to �I$CUSS. or thtnk about the divine means that the SlOries they re
lale e�ter but. shahtly tnto Balinese auempts to understand and adapt 10 "Ihe 
world. The . dlffere�e bclween the Greeks and the Balinese lies not $0 much in 

the $Ort of h�es their gods lead, scandalous in both cases. as in their aUitude to. 
ward Ihose . lives. F�r the Greeks. the private doin,5 of Zeus and his aS5OCiah�' 
were conceived 10 IIIUmHl.ale the all-too-simiJar doings of men and so ,oss' 
about lhem had �ilosop�ical import. For the Balinese, the priv�te lives of B�� 
tara Guru and hiS �5SOClat� are j�st that. priVate. and aossip about Ihem i� 
unmannerly_even, 'Iven their place In the prestige hierarchy. impertin�nt. 
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sion of the Balinese concept of personhood. Genuflecting to them (or, 

more precisely, to the gods for the moment resident in them) the Ba

linese are not just acknowledging divine power. They are also confront

ing the image of what they consider themselves at bottom to be; an 

image which the biological, psychological, and sociologicaJ concomi

tants of being alive, the mere materialities of historical time, tend only 

to obscure from sight. 

A Cultural Triangle of Forces 

There are many ways in which men are made aware. or rather make 

themselves aware, of the passage of time-by marking the changing of 

the seasons, the alterations of the moon, or the progress of plant Iifc; by 

the measured cycling of rites, or agricultural work. or household activi

ties; by the preparation and scheduling of projected acts and the mem

ory and assessment of accomplished ones; by the preservation of geneal

ogies, the recital of legends, or the framing of prophecies. But surely 

among the most important is by the recognition in oneself and in one's 

fellowmen of the process of biological aging, the appearance, matura

tion, decay, and disappearance of concrete individuals. How one views 

this process affects. therefore. and affects profoundly, how one experi

ences time. Between a people's conception of what it is to be a person 

and their conception of the structure of history there is an unbreakable 

internal link. 

Now, as I have been stressing. the most striking thing about the cul

ture patterns in which Balinese notions of personal identity are embod

ied is the degree to which they depict virtually everyone-friends, rela

tives. neighbors, and strangers; elders and youths; superiors and 

infcriors; men and women; chiefs, kings. priests, and gods; even the 

dead and the unborn-as stereotyped contemporaries, abstract and 

anonymous fellowmen. Each of the symbolic orders of person-defini

tion. from concealed names to flaunted titles, acts to stress and 

strengthen the standardiUltion, idealization, and generalization implicit 

in  the relation between individuals whose main connection consists in 

the accident of their being alive at the same time and to mute or gloss 

over those implicit in  the relation between consociates. men intimately 
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involved in one another's biographies, or between predecessors and sue. 

c�sors. men who stand to one another as blind testator and unwitting 

heir. 0
.
( course, people in Bali are directly, and sometimes deeply, in

volved In �ne another's lives; they (/0 feel their world to have been shaped 

by the actions of those who came before them and orient their actions 

toward shaping the world of those who will come after them. But it is 

n�t
. 
thes� aspects of their existence as persons-their immediacy and in

divIduality. or their special, "eVfHo-be-repeated, impact upon the 

stream of historical events-which are culturally played up, symboli

cally emphasized: it is their social placement, their particular location 

within a persisting, indeed an eternal, metaphysical order,t6 The illumi

na�ing paradoJ( of Balinese formulations of personhood is that they are 

-m our terms anyway--depersonalizing. 

In this way, the Balinese blunt, though of course they cannot efface. 

three o� the most 
.
im(X>rtant sources of a sense of tcmporality: the ap

prehens�on
, 

of one s comrades (and thus oneself with them) as pcrpctu

�lIy penshmg; the a�areness of the heaviness with which the completed 

lives of th� �ead weigh upon the uncompleted lives of the living; and 

the appreciation of the potential impact upon the unborn of actions just 

now being undertaken. 

Consociates, as they meet, confront and grasp one another in an im

med
,
iate present, a synoptic "now"; and in so doing they experience the 

elUSiveness and ephemerality of such a now as it slips by in the ongoing 

stream of face-to-face interaction, "For each partner [in a consociate 

r�Jationshi
.
p)  the

. 
other's body, his gestures, his gait and facial expres

Sions, are Immediately observable, not merely as things or events of the 

outer world but in their physiognomical significance, that is as lexpres

sions I of the other's thoughts . . . .  Each partner participates in the on

rolling life of the other, can grasp in a vivid present the other's thoughts 

as they are built up step by step, They may thus share one another's an-

1t.1t is .th� o.verall. o�er which is conceived to be fixed, not the individual's 
tocatlon wllhm It. w.hlch IS movable, thouah more alona certain axes than others. 
(Alona 5Om�. e·a .. btnh order. it is �ot �ovable at all.) But the point is Ihal this 
movement IS not. or anyway not primarily. conceived in what we would reaard 
t? be. tempo�.1 lerms: when a ''(atheroOf'' becomes a "arandfather-of," the altera
tion IS perceived . as heina .leu one of aaina than a chanae in social (and what is 
here the same thm�. cosml.c) coordinates, a direcled movement throuah a particu
lar sort 0:f.unchangl�a a�trlbute. space. Also, within some symbolic orden of per
son-definJlto�, . Iocallon IS n�1 con�ived as an absolute qualilY because coordi
nal� are Ortlln-dependent: In Bah, as elsewhere_ one man's brother is anolher 
man 5 uncle. 
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licipations of the future as plans, or hopes, or anxieties . . . .  [They) are 

mutually involved in one another's biography; they are growing older 

together . .  , ." t1 As for predecessors and successors, separated by a 

matenal gulf, they perceive one another in terms of origins and out

comes, and in so doing experience the inherent chronologicality of 

events, the linear progress of standard. transpersonal time-the sort 

whose passage can be measured with clocks and calendars.28 

In minimizing. culturally, all three of these expericnces-that of the 

evanescing present consociate intimacy evokes; that of the determining 

past contemplation of predecessors evokes; and that of the moldable f�

ture anticipation of successors evokes-in favor of the sense of pure SI

multaneity generated by the anonymized encounter of sheer contempo

raries, the Balinese produce yet a second paradox. Linked to their 

depersonalizing conception of personhood is a detemporalizing (again 

from our point of view) conception of time. 

TAXONOMIC CALE.'JDARS M'D PUNC1'UAL TIME 

Balinese calendrical notions-their cultural machinery for demarcat

ing temporal units-reHect this clearly; for they are largely used not to 

measure the elapse of time, nor yet to accent the uniqueness and irre

coverability of the passing moment, but to mark and classify the quali

tative modalities in terms of which time manifests itsclf in human expe

rience. The Balinese calendar (or, rather. calendars; as we shall see 

there are two of them) cuts time up into bounded units not in order to 

count and total them but to describe and characterize them, to formu

latc their differential social, intellectual, and religious significance.2i 

If Schutz. The Problem of Social Reality, pp. 16-17. Brackets added. 

rt Ibid .• pp. 221-222. . _. . d" " 

r. As a preface 10 Ihe followinl. and an appendiX 10 the pre��mi' �scussl�n. 

it should be remarked thai, just as the Balinese do have cons�late relallons wllh 

one another and do have some sense of the material connection bc;tw�en ��ces

tors and descendants. so too they do have some. as we would put I�, t�u� cal

endrical concepts-absolute dates in the so-called Caka system. H.lndulltlC no

lions of succe»ive epochs. as well as, inde�, . 
ac(:css 10 Ihe G�eiortan cal�ndar. 

But these are (ca. 19.58) unstressed and of distinctly secc;m
da.ry ImJX!rtance 10 the 

ordinary course of everyday life; variant patlerns applied �n restrt�ted contexLS 

for specific purposes by certain sorts of persons on s�ora�lc OGC.8SlOns. A. co�
plete analysis of Balinese culture-50 far as such � thln� 1$ pos�lble-would In

deed have to take a«:ount of Ihem; and from certain points of vl.ew t�ey a�e �ot 

without Iheoretical significance. The point. here and elsewhere. In thiS qUite 10-
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The two calendars which the Balinese employ arc a lunar-solar one 

and one built around the interaction of independent cycles of day

names, which I shall call "pcrmutational." The permutational calendar 

is by far the most important. It consists of ten different cycles of day

names. These cycles are of varying lengths. The longest contains ten 

day-names. following onc another in a fixed order, after which the tim 
day-name reappears and the cycle starts over. Similarly, there are nine, 
eight, seven, six, five, four, three, Lwo, and even-the ultimate of a 
"contcmPQrized" view of time-one day-name cycles. The names in 

each cycle are also different, and the cycles run concurrently. Thai is to 

say, any given day has, at least in theory, ten different names simultane

ously applied 10 il. one from each of the len cycles. Of the len cycle� 

only those containing five, six, and seven day·names are of major cul

tural significance. however, although the three-name cycle is used to de

fine the market week and plays a role in fixing certain minor rituals. 

such as the personal-naming ceremony referred to earlier. 

Now. the interaction of these three main cycles-the five, the six, 

and the seven-means that a given trinomially designated day (that is. 

one with a particular combination of names from all three cycles) will 

appear once in every two hundred and ten days, the simple product 01 
five, six, and seven. Similar interactions between the five- and seven

name cycles produce binomially designated days which turn up every 

thirty-five days, between the six- and seven-name cycles binomially des

ignated days which occur every forty-two days, and between the five

and six-name cycles binomially designated days appearing at thirty-day 

intervals. The conjunctions that each of these four periodicities, super
cycles as i t  were, define (but nOl the periodicities themselves) are con

sidered not only to be socially significant but to renect, in one fashion 

or another, the very structure of reality. 

The outcome of all this wheels-with in-wheels computation is a view 
of time as consisting of ordered sets of thirty, thirty-five, forty-two, or 

two hundred and ten quantum units ("days"), each of which units has 

a particular qualitative significance of some sort indexed by its trino

mial or binomial name: rather like our notion of the unluckiness of 

complete analysis. h�wever. is not that the Balinese are. as the Hungarians are 
reputed to be. Im'!ugrants from another planet entirely unlike ourselves. but 
merely

. th�t the m3Jor .thrust of their thousht concerning cenain matters of criti. 
c

.
al SOCial Imponnnce hes. at least for the moment. in a markedly different direc

tion from ours. 
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Friday-the.Thirteenth. To identify a day in the forty-two-day set-and 

thus assess its practical and/or religious significance-one needs to 

determine its place, that is, its name, in the six·name cycle (say, Ariung) 

and in the seven- (say, Boda): the day is Boda-Arifmg, and one shapes 

one's actions accordingly. To identify a day in the thirty-five�ay set, 

one needs its place and name in the five-name cycle (for example. Klion) 

and in the seven-: for example, BOlla-Klion-this is raitluII, the day on 

which one must set out small offerings at various points to "feed" the 

gods. For the two hundred and ten-day set, unique determination de

mands names from all three weeks: for example, Boda-Ariang-Klion. 

which. it  so happens, is the day on which the most important Balinese 

holiday, Ga1ungan. is celebrated.30 • .  
Details aside. the nature of time-reckoning this sort of ca1endar faclh

tates is clearly not durational but punctual. That is, it is not used (and 

could only with much awkwardness and the addition of some ancillary 

devices be used) to measure the rate at which time passes, the amount 

which has passed since the occurrence of some event, or the amount 

which remains within which to complete some project: it is adapted to 

and used for distinguishing and classifying discrete. self-subsistent parti

cles of time-"days." The cycles and supercycles are endless, un· 

anchored, uncountable, and. as their internal order has no significance, 
without climax. They do not accumulate, they do not build. and they 

are not consumed. They don't tell you what time it is; they tell you 
what kind of time it is.31 

M Because the thiny-seven-name cycles (uku) which make up the two h�ndred 
and ten-day supercycle are also named. they can be. and commonly ar�. used In con
junction with five- and seven.day names. so eliminating the need 10 mvo�e names 
from the six-name cycle. But this is merely a notational maller: the result IS exactly 
the same, thouih the days of the thiny- and forty-two-day

. 
supercycles �e thus 

obscured. Balinese deviccs--<:harts. lists. numerical calculation. mnemonics-for 
makini catendrical determinations and

. 
aS$essi�g then �eanini ar� both oompl.ex 

and various, and there are differences In technique and tnterpre!allon .betv.e�n In
dividuals, villaaes. and regions of the island. Printed calendars In Bah (.a stili not 
very widespread innovation) contrive to show at once the uku: the day In each of 
the ten permutating cycles (incJudina the one that never chang�1): the day �nd 
month in the lunar-solar system: the day. the month. and year In .the Grei�flln 
and Islamic calendan: and tne day, monlh. year. and year-name In the C�lne:Se 
calendar complete with notations of all tke important

, 
holi�ays from I?htlstmas 

to Galun,an these various systems define. For fuller dlscu.sslons �f Balinese cal
endrical Ideas and their aocioreliaiow meaning. lee R. GOtls. "Holidays and Holy 
Days." in J. L Swellenarebe1. ed .. Bali (The HaJUe, 1960). pp. 1 1 5-129. tOiether 
with the references cited there. . . . 

31 More accurately: the days they define lell you what kin.d .of lime. It IS. 
Thouah the cycles and supercycles. beinl .cycl� �e recu�rent. It IS not thiS

. 
fact 

about them which is attended to or to which Significance IS attached. The thlrty-. 
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The uses of the permutational calendar extend to virtually all aspects 

of Balinese life. In the first instance, it determines (with onc exception) 

all the holidays-that is, general community celebrations-of which 

Goris lists some thirty-two in all, or on the average about onc day out 

of every seven':ll These do not appear, however, in any discernible 

overall rhythm. If we begin, arbitrarily, with Rat/itt- Tunglelt-Paiflg as 

"one," holidays appear on days numbering: 1 , 2. 3, 4, 14, 1 5, 24, 49. 

5 1, 68, 69, 7 1 , 72, 73, 74, 77, 78, 79, 8 1 , 83, 84, 85, 109, 1 1 9, 125, 

1 54, 1 83, 1 89, 193, 196, 205, 2 1 0.33 The result of this SOTt of spas

modic occurrence of festivals, large and small, is a perception of time 

-that is, of days-as falling broadly into two very general varieties, 

"full" and "empty": days on which something of importance goes on 

and others on which nothing, or at least nothing much, goes on, the 

former often being called "times" or "junctures" and the latter ·'holes." 

All of the other applications of the calendar merely reinforce and refine 

this general perception. 

Of these other applications, the most important is the determination 

�hiny-five-, forty-two-. and two hundred and ten-day periodicities. and thus the 
Intervals they demarcate. are not. 01'" are only very peripherally. perceived as such: 
no� are the intervals implicit in the elementary periodicities, the cycles proper. 
which lenerate them-a fact which has sometimes been obscured by callinl the for
mer "months" and "years" and the laner "weeks." It is one cannot stress it too 
slronlly-()nly the "days" which really mailer. and the Balinese sense oftime is not 
�uch mO!"e cyclical than it is duralive: it is paniculate. Within individual days there 
IS a cenaln amount of shon-range, not very carefully calibrated, durative measure
ment. by the public beat ina of slit'longs al various points (morninl. midday. sun
down. and so on) of the diurnal cycle, and for certain col1«tive labor tasks where 
�ndivi�ual c,ontributions .have to be roughly balanced. by water-clocks. But even this 
IS of little Importance: In contrast to their calendrical apparatus. Balinese horo-
10lieal concepts and devices are very undeveloped. 

�· Goris. "Holidays and Holy Days." p. 121 .  Not all of these holidays are 
m",�r. of coune. Many of them are celebrated simply within the family and quite 
routlne!y. What mak� them holidays is that they are identical for all Balinese, 
somethlna not the case for other sorts of celebrations. 

U Ibid. There are. of coune, subrhythms resulting from the workinas of the 
cycles; thus every thirty-fifth day is a holiday because it is determined by the in· 
teractlon of the five- and seven·name cycles. but in terms of the sheer succession 
of days there is none. thouah there is some clustering here and there. Goris reo 
a,ards Radite·Tunlleh.Paina u the "first day of the . . .  Balinese [permuta· 
Honail year" <and thus those days as the first days of their respective cycles); but 
thouah there mar (or may not: Goris doesn't say) be some textual basis for this. J 
�uld find no eVidence

, 
that the Balinese in fact so perceive it. In fact, if any day 

IS relarded as somethm, of what we would regard as a temporal milestone it 
�oul� be Galun,an (number seventy-four in the above reckoninl), But even this 
Idea IS very weakly devel.oped at best; like other holidays, Ga1unsan merely hap· 
pens. To present the Balinese calendar, even panially. in terms of Western now
of-time ideas is. in my opinion. inevitably to misrender it phenomenoloaically, 
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of temple celebrations. No one knows how many temples there are on 

Bali. though Swellengrebel has estimated that there are more than 20,-

000,3. Each of these temples-family temples, descent-group temples, 

agricultural temples, death temples. settlement temples. associational 

temples, "caste" temples, state temples, and so on-has its own day of 

celebration, called oda/an, a term which though commonly, and mis

leadingly, translated as " birthday" or, worse yet, "anniversary," literally 

means "coming out," "emergence," "appearance"-that is, not the day 

on which the temple was built but the day on which it is (and since it 

has been in existence always has been) "activated," on which the gods 

come down from the heavens to inhabit it. In between odalans it is 

quiescent, uninhabited, empty; and, aside from a few offerings prepared 

by its priest on certain days, nothing happens there, 

For the great majority of the temples, the odalan is determined ac

cording to the permutational calendar (for the remainder, odalans are 

determined by the lunar-solar calendar, which as we shall see, comes to 

about the same thing so far as modes of time-perception are concerned). 

again in terms of the interaction of the five-, six-, and seven-name cy

cles. What this means is that temple ceremonies-which range from the 

incredibly elaborate to the almost invisibly simple-are of, to put it 

mildly, frequent occurrence in Bali, though here too there are certain 

days on which many such celebrations fall and others on which, for es

sentially metaphysical reasons. none do.3& 

Balinese life is thus not only irregularly punctuated by frequent holi

days. which everyone cdebrates, hut by even more frequent temple cel

ebrations which involve only those who are, usually by birth, members 

of the temple. As most Balinese belong to a half-dozen temples or 

more, this makes for a fairly busy, not to say frenetic, ritual life, though 

again one which alternates, unrhythmically, between hyperactivity and 

• 
qUiescence. 

In addition to these more religious matters of holidays and temple 

festivals, the permutational calendar invades and encompasses the more 

34 Swellengrebe1. Bah. p. 12. These temples are of all sizes and dearees of sig: 
nificance, and Swel1enarebe1 notes thai the Bureau of Religious 

.
Affairs o� Ball 

lave a (SUSpiciously precise) fi&ure. ca. 1953, of 4.661 "I
.
arge and Important t�m

pies for the island, which. it should be remembered. IS, at 2,(70 square miles. 
about the size of Delaware. 

U For a description of a full-blown adalan (most of which last three days rather 
than just one), see J. Belo, BaJj,use Trmpfr Frsth'Qf (Locust Valley, N.Y., 1953). 
Again, adalans are most commonly cOnlputed by the usc of the uku rather than 
the &ix-name cycle. toaether with the five and seven-name cycles. Sec note 30. 
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secular ones of everyday life as well.36 There are good and bad days on 
which to build a house. launch a business enterprise, change residence, 

go on a trip. harvest crops, sharpen cock spurs, hold a puppet show, or 
(in the old days) start a war, or conclude a peace. The day on which 

one was born, which again is not a birthday in our sense (when you ask 
a Balinese when he was born his reply comes to the equivalent of 
"Thursday, the ninth," which is not of much help in determining his 
age) but his odalan, is conceived to control or, more accurately, to indi. 
cate much of his destiny.'? Men born on this day are liable to suicide, 
on that to become thieves, on this to be rich. on that to be poor; on this 
to be well, or long·lived. or happy, on that to be sickly, or short-lived, 

or unhappy, Temperament is similarly assessed, and so is talent. The 
diagnosis and treatment of disease is complexly integrated with calen
drical determinations, which may involve the odalans of both the patient 
and the curer, the day on which he fell ill. as well as days metaphysi
cally associated with the symptoms and with the medicine. Before mar
riages are contracted, the odalans of the individuals arc compared to see 
if their conjunction is auspicious, and if not there will be-at least if 
the parties, as is almost always the case, are prudent-no marriage. 
There is a time to bury and a time to cremate, a time to marry and a 
time to divorce, a time-to shift from the Hebraic to the Balinese 
idiom-for the mountain top and a time for the market, for social with
drawal and social participation. Meetings of village council. irrigation 

societies, voluntary associations are all fixed in terms of the permuta
tional (or, more rarely. the lunar-solar) calendar; and so are periods for 

sitting quietly at home and trying to keep out of trouble. 

The lunar-solar calendar, though constructed on a different basis, ac
tually embodies the same punctual conception of time as the permuta

tional. IlS main distinction and, for certain purposes. advantage is that 
it is more or less anchored ; it does not drift with respect to the seasons. 

This calendar consists of twelve numbered months which run from 
3. There are also various metaphysical conceptions associated with days bear

ing different names constellatiollll of lods, demons. natural objects (trees, birds, 
beasts), virtues a".d vices (love. hate , , .), and so on-which explain "why" it 
has the character 11 has-but these need not be pursued here, In this area, as well 
as in the associated ''fortune telling" operations described in the text theories and 
interpretations are less standardited and computation is not confined to the five-, 
Sllt-. a� seven-name cycles. but extended to various permutations of the otheN. a 
fact which mak.C$ the possibilities virtually limitless. 

37 With respect to individuals the term applied is more often otono" than ed.
J.n, but the rOOI meaning is just the same: "emerging." --appearance." "coming 
out." 
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new moon to new moon.3" These months are then divided into two sorts 
of (also numbered) days: lunar (Iithi) and solar (diwasa). There are al

ways thirty lunar days in a month. but, given the discrepancy between 

the lunar and solar years, there are sometimes thirty solar days in a 

month and sometimes twenty·nine. In the latter case, two lunar days are 
considered to fall on one solar day-that is, one lunar day is sk.ipped. 

This occurs every Sixty-three days; but, although this calculation is as
tronomically quite accurate, the actual determination is not made on the 

basis of astronomical observation and theory, for which the Balinese do 
not have the necessary cultural equipment (to say nothing of the inter

est); it is determined by the use of the permutational calendar. The cal
culation was of course originally arrived at astronomically; but it was 
arrived at by the Hindus from whom the Balinese, in the most distant 

past, imported the calendar. For the Balinese, the double lunar day

the day on which it is two days at once-is just one more special kind 

of day thrown up by the workings of the cycles and supercycles of the 

permutational calendar-a priori. not a posteriori, knowledge. 
In any case, this correction still leaves a nine-eleven-day deviation 

from the true solar year, and this is compensated for by the interpola

tion of a leap-month every thirty months. an operation which though 

again originally a result of Hindu astronomical observation and calcula

tion is here simply mechanical. Despite the fact that the lunar-solar cal· 

endar looks astronomical, and thus sums to be based on some percep· 
tions of natural temporal processes, celestial clocks, this is an illusion 

arising from attending to its origins rather than its uses_ Its uses arc as 

divorced from observation of the heavens--or from any other experi
ence of passing time-as are those of the permutational calendar by 

which it is so rigorously paced. As with the permutational calendar, it 
is the system, automatic, particulate, fundamentally not metrical but 
classificatory, which tells you what day (or whal kind of day) it is, not 

the appearance of the moon, which. as one looks casually up at it, is ex

perienced not as a determinant of the calendar but as a reflex of it. 

What is "really real" is the name-or, in this case, the (two·place) 

number-of the day. its place in Ihe lransempirical taxonomy of days, 

not its epiphenomenal reHection in the sky.39 

31 The names of the last IWO months-borrowed from. Sanskril-are. not 
strictly speak.ing numben as are those of the other ten: but iO terms of Bahnese 
perceptions they "mean·' eleventh and twelfth. 

n In fact, as another Indic borrowinl, Ihe yean are numbered too. but
outside of priestly circles where familiarity with it is more a matter of scholarly 
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In practice, the lunar-solar calendar is used in the same way for the 

same sorts of things as the permutational. The fact that it is (Iooscly) 

anchored makes it rather more hDndy in agricultural contexts, so that 

planting, weeding, harvesting. and the like arc usually regulated in 

terms of it, and some temples having a symbolic connection with agri

culture or fertility celebrate their reception of the gods Hccording to il. 

This means that such receptions appear only about every 355 (in leap 

years, about 385) rather than 210 days. But otherwise the patlern is un-
changed. 

. 

In addition, there is onc major holiday, Nj('pi ("(0 make quiet"), 

which is celebrated according to the lunar-solar calendar. Often called, 

by Western scholars. "the Balinese New Year," even though it falls at 

the beginning (that is. the new moon) of not the first but the tenth 

month and is concerned not with renewal or rededication but with an 

accentuated fear of demons and an attempt to render one's emotions 

tranquil. Njepi is observed by an eerie day of silence: no one goes out 

on the streets. no work is conducted. no light or fire is lit. while conver

sation even within houseyards is muted, The lunar-solar system is not 

much used for "fortune telling" purposes, though the new moon and full 

moon days are considered to have certain qualitative characteristics. 

sinister in the first case. auspicious in the second, In general, the lunar

solar calendar is more a supplement to the permutational than an alter

native to it. It makes possible the employment of a classificatory, full

and-empty. " delemporulized" conception of time in contexts where the 

fact that nalural conditions vary periodically has to be at least mini

mally acknowledged, 

CEREMONY, STAGE FRIGHT, AND A8SEXCE OF CLI:?IAX 

The anonymization of persons and the immobilization of time are 

thus but two sides of the same cultural process: the symbolic de-empha

sis, in the everyday life of the Balinese. of the perception of fellowmen 

presti,e, a cull ural ornament. than any thin, else-yur enumeration plays vir
lUally no role in the actual use of the calendar. and lunar-solar dates are almost always ,iven without the year. which is. with the rarest of exceptions. neither known nor cared about. Ancient texu and inscriptions sometimes indicate the year. but in the ordinary course of life the Balinese never "datc" any thin., in OUf sense of the term. except perhaps to say that some event-a volcanic eruption, a war. and � forth-happened "when I was small." "when the Dutch were here:' or, the 9almelle iIIo ltmpo", "in Madjapahil times," and so on. 
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as consociates, successors, or predecessors in favor of the perception of 

them as contemporaries. As the various symbolic orders of person-defi

nition conceal the biological, psychological. and historical foundation of 

that changing pattern of gifts and inclinations we call personality behind 

a dense screen of ready-made identities, iconic selves, so the calendar, 

or rather the application of the calendar, blunts the sense of dissolving 

days and evaporating years that those foundations and that pattern inev

itably suggest by pulverizing the flow of time into disconnected, dimen

sionless, motionless particles. A sheer contemporary needs an absolute 

present in which to live; an absolute present can be inhabited only by a 

contemporized man. Yet, there is a third side to this same process 

which transforms it from a pair of complementary prepossessions into a 

triangle of mutually reinforcing cultural forces: the ceremonialization of 

social intercourse. 

To maintain the (relative) anonymization of individuals with whom 

one is in daily contact, to dampen the intimacy implicit in face-to-face 

relationships-in a word, to render consociatcs contemporaries-it is 

necessary to formalize relations with them to a fairly high degree, to 

confront them in a sociological middle distance where they arc close 

enough to be identified but not so close as to be grasped: quasi strang

ers, quasi friends. The ceremoniousness of so much of Balinese daily 

life, the extent (and the intensity) to which interpersonal relations are 

controlled by a developed system of conventions and proprieties, is thus 

a logical correlate of a thoroughgoing attempt to block the more crea

tural aspects of the human condition-individuality. spontaneity. per

ishability, emotionality, vulnerability-from sight. This attempt is, like 

its counterparts, only very partially successful, and the ceremoniali

zation of Balinese social interaction is no closer to being complete than 

is the anonymization of persons or the immobilization of time. But the 

degree to which its success is wished for. the degree to which it is an 

obsessing ideal, accounts for the degree to which the ceremonialization 

obtains. for the fact that in Bali manners arc not a mere matter of prac

tical convenience or incidental decoration but are of deep spiritual con

cern, Calculatcd politesse, outward form pure and simple, has there a 

normative value that we, who regard it as pretentious or comic when we 

don't regard it as hypocritical. can scarcely, now that Jane Austen is 

about as far from us as Bali, any longer appreciate, 

Such an appreciation is rendered even more difficult by the presence 

within this industrious polishing of the surfaces of social l ife of a pecu-
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liar nOle, a stylistic nuance, we would not, I think, expect to be there. 
Being stylistic and being a nuance (though an altogether pervasive one), 
il is very difficult to communicate to someone who has not himself ex
perienced it. " Playful theatricality" perhaps hits ncar it. if it is under
stood that the playfulness is not lighthearted but almost grave and the 
theatricality nol spontaneous but almost forced. Balinese social relations 
arc at once a solemn game and a studied drama. 

This is most clearly seen in their ritual and (what is the same thing) 
artistic life: much of which is in fact but a portrait of and a mold for 
their social Iifc. Daily interaction is so ritualistic and religious activity 
so civic that it is difficult to tell where the one leaves off and the other 
begins; and both arc but expressions of what is justly Bali's most fa· 
mous cultural attribute: her artistic genius. The elaborate temple pag· 
cants; the grandiloquent operas, cquilibristic ballets, and stilted shadow 
plays; the circuitous speech and apologetic gestures-all these arc of a 
piece. Etiquette is a kind of dance, dance a kind of ritual, and worship 
a form of etiquette. Art. religion, and politesse all exalt the outward, 
the contrived, the well-wrought appearance of things. They celebrate the 
forms; and it is the tireless manipulation of these forms-what they call 
"playing"-that gives to Balinese life its settled haze of ceremony. 

The mannered cast of Balinese interpersonal relations, the fusion of 
rite, craft, and courtesy, thus leads into a recognition of the most funda· 
mental and most distinctive quality of their particular brand of social
ity: its radical aestheticism. Social acts. all social acts. arc first and fore
most designed to plc;lse-to please the gods, to please the audience. to 
please the other, to please the self; but to please as beauty pleases. not as 
virtue pleases. Like temple offerings or gamelan concerts, acts of cour
tesy arc works of art, and as such they demonstrate. and are meant to 
demonstrate, not rectitude (or what we would call rectitude) but sensi
bility. 

Now, from all this-that daily life is markedly ceremonious; that this 
ceremoniousness tak� the form of an earnest, even sedulous. kind of 
"playing" with public forms; that religion, art, and etiquette are then 
but differently directed manifestations of an overall cultural fascination 
with the workcd·up semblance of things; and that morality here is con
sequently aesthetic at base-it is possible to attain a more exact under
standing of two of the most marked (und most remarked) features of the 
affective tone of Balinese life: the importance of the emotion of what 
has been (wrongly) called "shame" in intcrpersonal relations, and the 
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failure of collective activity-religious, artistic, political, economic-to 
build toward the definable consummations, what has been (acutely) 
called its "absence or climax."<40 One of these themes, the first, leads di
rectly back toward conceptions of personhood, the other, no less di
rectly, toward conceptions of time, so securing the vertices of our meta· 
phorical triangle connecting the Balinese behavioral style with the 
ideationaJ environment in which it moves. 

The concept of "shame," together with its moral and emotional 
cousin "guilt," has been much discussed in the literature. entire cultures 
sometimes being designated as "shame cultures" because of the pre
sumed prominence in them of an intense concern with " honor," ··repu· 
tat ion," and the like, at the expense of a concern, conceived to be domi
nant in "guilt cultures," with "sin." "inner worth," and so forth.41 The 
usefulness of such an overall categorization and the complex problems 
of comparative psychological dynamics involved aside, it has proven 
difficult in such studies to divest the term " shame" of what is after all 
its most common meaning in English-"consciousness of guilt"-and 
so to disconnect it very completely from guilt as such-"the fact or 
feeling of having done something reprehensible." Usually, the contrast 
has been turned upon the fact that "shame" tends to be applied (al
though, actually. far from exclusively) to situations in which wrongdo· 
ing is publicly exposed, and "guilt" (though equally far from exclusively) 
to situations in which it is not. Shame is the feeling of disgrace and hu
miliation which follows upon a transgression found out; guilt is the feel
ing of secret badness attendant upon one not, or not yet, found out. 
Thus, though shame and guilt arc not precisely the same thing in our 
ethical and psychological vocabulary. they are of the same family; the 
one is a surfacing of the other, the other a concealment of the one. 

But Balinese "shame," or what has been translated as such (lek), has 
nothing to do with transgressions. exposed or unexposed. acknowledged 
or hidden, merely imagined or actually performed. This is not to say 
that Balinese feel neither guilt nor shame, are without either conscience 
or pride, anymore than they are unaware that time passes or that men 
are unique individuals. It is to say that neither guilt nor shame is of car· 
dinal importance as affective regulators of their interpersonal conduct. 

400n the "shame" theme in Balinese cuhure. see M. Covarrubias. The Island 
of Bali (New Yort. 1956); on "absence or climax," G. Bateson and M. Mead. Bo
Untse Character (New York. 1942). 

41 For a comprehensive critical review. see G. Piers and M, Sinaer, Shame and 
Guilt (SprinafieJd, Ill" 1953). 
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and thai lek, which is far and away the most important of such regula
tors, culturally the most intensely emphasized, ought therefore not to be 
translated as "shame," but rather, to follow out our theatrical image, as 
"stage fright." It is neither the sense that onc has transgressed nor the 
sense of humiliation that follows upon some uncovered transgression, 
both rather lightly felt and quickly effaced in Bali, that is the control
ling emotion in Balinese face-Ie-face encounters. It is, on the contrary, 
a diffuse, usually mild. though in certain situations virtually paralyzing. 
nervousness 'before the prospect (and the fact) of social interaction, a 
chronic, mostly low-grade worry that one will not be able 10 bring it off 
with the required finesse."2 

Whatever its deeper causes, stage fright consists in a fear that, for 
want of skill or self-control, or perhaps by mere accident, an aesthetic 
illusion will not be maintained, that the actor will show through his part 
and the part thus dissolve into the actor. Aesthetic distance collapses, 
Ihe audience (and Ihe aClor) loses sight of Hamlet and gains it, uncom
fortably for all concerned, of bumbling John Smith painfully miscast as 
the Prince of Denmark. In Bali, the case is the same, if the drama more 
humble. What is feared-mildly in most cases, intcnsely in a few-is 
that the public performance that is etiquette will be botchcd, that the 
social distance etiquette maintains will consequently collapse, and thai 
the personality of the individual will then break through to dissolve his 
standardized public identity. When this occurs, as il sometimes does. 
our triangle falls apart: ceremony evaporates, the immediacy of the mo
ment is fell with an excruciating intensity. and men become unwilling 
consociates locked in mutual embarrassment. as though they had inad
vertently intruded upon one another's privacy. uk is at once the aware
ness of the ever-present possibility of such an interpersonal disaster 
and, like stage fright, a motivating force toward avoiding it. I t  is the 
fear of faux pas-rendered only that much more probable by an elabo
rated politesse-that keeps social intercourse on its deliberately nar
rowed rails. It is /ek, more than anything else, that protects Balinese 

U Allin, I am concerned here with cultural phenomenology. not psychological 
dynamics. It is, of course. quite possible, though I do not think the evidence is 
available either 10 prove or disprove It. that Balinese "slaae frilhl" is connected 
with unconscious Built feelings of some iOn or another. My only point is that to 
translate Id as either "Built" or "shame" is, liven the usual sense of these terms 
in English, to misrender it. and that our word "stale fright� -"nervousness felt 
at appear;na before an audience,� to resort to W�bsur's again-gives a much 
better, if still imperfect, idea of what the Balinese are in fact talkinl about when 
they speak. as they do almost constantly, of Id. 
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concepts or personhood from the individualizing force of facc-to-face 
encounters. 

"Absence of climax," the other outstanding quality of Balinese social 
behavior, is so peculiarly distinctive and so distinctively odd that only 
extended description of concrete events could properly evoke it. It 
amounlS to the fact that social activities do not build, or are not permit
tcd to build, toward definitive consummations. Ouarrels appear and dis· 
appear. on occasion they even persist, but they hardly ever come to a 
head. Issues arc not sharpened for decision, they are blunted and soft
ened in the hope that the mere evolution of circumstances will resolve 
them, or better yet, that they will simply evaporate. Daily life consists 
of self-contained, monadic encounters in which something either hap
pens or does not-an intention is realized or it is not, a task accom
plished or not. When the thing doesn't happen-the intention is frus
trated, the task unaccomplished-the effort may be made again from 
the beginning at some other time; or it may simply be abandoned. Ar
tistic performances start, go on (often for very extended periods when 
one docs not attend continually but drifts away and back, chatters for a 
while, sleeps ror a while, watches rapt for a while), and stop; they arc 
as uncentered as a parade, as dircctionless as a pageant. Ritual often 
seems, as in  the temple celebrations. to consist largely of getting ready 
and cleaning up. The heart of the ceremony, the obeisance to the gods 
come down onto their altars, is deliberately muted to the point where it 
sometimes seems almost an afterthought. a glancing, hesitant confronta
tion of anonymous persons brought physically very close and kept so
cially very distant. It is all welcoming and bidding farewell. forctaste 
and aftertaste, with but the most ceremonially buffered. ritually insu
lated sort of actual encounter with the sacred presences themselves. 
Even in such a dramatically more heightened ceremony as the Rangda
Barong. fearful witch and foolish dragon combat ends in a state of com
plete irresolution, a mystical, metaphysic .. I, and moral standoff leaving 
everything precisely as it was, and the observer-or anyway the foreign 
observer-with the feeling that something decisive was on the verge of 
happening but never quite did .• 3 

In short, events happen like holidays. They appear, vanish, and 
reappear-each discrete, sufficient unto itself, a particular manifesta-

4l For a description of the Ranlda-Barona combat, see J. Belo, Ro"gdo 0"0 
&'0"'; for a brilliant evocation of ;l!i mood. G. Bateson and M. Mead, Bo/i"ell 
ClwrDCter. See also above, pp. 1 14-118. 
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tion of the fixed order of things. Social activities are separate perfor

mances; they do not march toward some destination, gather toward 
some denouement. As time is punctual. so life is. Not orderless, but 
qualitatively ordered, like the days themselves, into a limited number of 
established kinds. Balinese social life lacks climax because it takes place 

in a motionless present, a vectorlcss now. Or, equally true, Balinese 
time lacks motion because Balinese social life lacks climax. The two 
imply one another, and both together imply and are implied by the Ba

linese con temporization of persons. The perception of fellowmen, the 
experience of history, and the temper of collective life-what has some

times been called ethos-are hooked together by a definable logic. But 
the logic is not syllogistic; it is social. 

Cultural Integration, 
Cultural Conflict, 
Cultural Change 

Referring as it does both to formal principles of reasoning and to ra

tional connections among facts and events, "logic" is a treacherous 
word; and nowhere more so than in the analysis of culture. When one 

deals with meaningful forms, the temptation to see the relationship 
among them as immanent, as consisting of some sort of intrinsic affinity 

(or disaffinity) they bear for one another, is virtually overwhelming. 
And so we hear cultural integration spoken of as a harmony of mean
ing. cultural change as an instability of meaning, and cultural conflict as 

an incongruity of meaning. with the implication that the harmony, the 
instability. or the incongruity are properties of meaning itself, as, say, 
sweetness is a property of sugar or brittleness of glass. 

Yet, when we try to treat these properties as we would sweetness or 
brittleness, they fail to behave, "logically;' in the expected way. Whcn 
we look for the constituents of the harmony, the instability, or the in
congruity, we arc unable to find them resident in that of which they are 

presumably properties. One cannot run symbolic forms through some 

sort of cultural assay to discover their harmony content, their stabilit> 
ratio, or their index of incongruity; one can only look and see if the 
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forms in question are in fact coexisting, changing, or interfering with 
one another in some way or other, which is like tasting sugar to see if it 

is swect or dropping a glass to see if it is brittle, not like investigating 

the chemical composition of sugar or the physical structure of glass. 

The reason for this is, of course, that meaning is not intrinsic in the ob

jects, acts, processes, and so on, which bear it, but-as Durkheim, 

Weber, and so many others have emphasized-imposed upon them; and 
the explanation of its properties must therefore be sought in that which 
does the imposing-men living in society. The study of thought is, to 
borrow a phrase from Joseph Levenson, the study of men thinking; 44 
and as they think not in some special place of their own, but in the 
same place-the social world-that they do everything else, the nature 

of cultural integration, cultural change, or cultural conflict is to be 
probed for there: in the experiences of individuals and groups of indi

viduals as, under the guidancc of symbols, they perceive, feel, reason, 

judge, and act. 
To say this is, however, not to yield to psychologism, which along 

with logicism is the other great saboteur of cultural analysis; for human 
experience-the actual living through of events-is not mere sentience, 
but, from the mOSt immediate perception to the most mediated judg
ment, significant sentience-sentience interpreted, sentience grasped. 

For human beings, with the possible exception of neonates, who except 
for their physical structure are human only in posse anyway, all experi

ence is construed experience, and the symbolic forms in terms of which 

it is construed thus determine-in conjunction with a wide variety of 
other factors ranging from the cellular geometry of the retina to the en
dogenous stages of psychological maturation-its intrinsic texture. To 

abandon the hope of finding the "logic" of cultural organization in some 

Pythagorean "realm of meaning" is not to abandon the hope of finding 
it at all. It is to turn our attention toward that which gives symbols their 
life: their use. �� 

What binds Balinese symbolic structures for defining persons (names, 

H J. Lev�nson. Modt'fn China and Irs ConfUCian Pas/ (Garden City. 1964). p. 
212. Here. as elsewhere. I use "thinking" to rerer not just to deliberate reHection 
but intelligent activity or any sort. and "meanin," to refer not just to abstract 
"concepts" but significance or any sort. This is perhaps somewhat arbitrary. and a 
liUle loose. but one must have ,eneral terms 10 talk aboul general 5ubjc<:u. ev�n 
irwhat ralls under such SUbjects is very far rrom being homogeneous. 

45 "Every sign by ilu/f seems dead. Whal gives it 1ife?-in use it is aliv�. Is 
life breathed into it there?-Or is its uu its life?" L. Wiugen5tein. Philosophical 
In V�jljgtJI;ons (New York. 19.53), p. t 28e. Italics in original. 
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kin terms, tcknonyms, titles, and so on) to their symbolic structures for 
characterizing time (permutational calendars, and SO forth), and both of 
these to their symbolic structures for ordering interpersonal behavior 
(art, ritual, politesse. and so on), is the interaction of the effects each of 
these structures has upon the perceptions of those who use them, the 
way in which their experiential impacts play into and reinforce one an
other. A penchant for "contemporizing" fellowmen blunts the sense of 
biological aging; a blunted sense of biological aging removes one of the 
main sources of a sense of temporal How; a reduced sense of temporal 
now gives to interpersonal events an episodic quality. Ceremonialized 
interaction supports standardized perceptions of others; standardized 
perceptions of others support a "steady·statc" conception of society; a 
sleady·state conception of society supports a taxonomic perception of 
time. And so on: one could begin with conceptions of time and go 
around. in either direction. the same circle. The circle, though continu· 
ous, is not in a strict sense closed, because nonc of these modes of ex pc. 
rience is more than a dominant tendency. a cultural emphasis, and their 
subdued opposites, equally well-rooted in the general conditions of 
human existence and not without some cultural expression of their own, 
coexist with them. and indeed act against them. Yet, they (Ir� dominant; 
they do reinforce one another; and they (Ir(' persisting. And it is to this 
state of affairs, neither permanent nor perfect, that the concept "cultural 
integration"-what Weber called "Sillllzusammenh(/IIg"--can be legiti
mately applied. 

In this view, cultural integration is no longer taken to be a sui generis 

phenomenon locked away from the common life of man in a logical 
world of its own. Perhaps even more important, however. it is also not 
taken to be an all·embracing. completely pervasive, unbounded one. In 
the first place. as just noted, patterns counteractive to the primary ones 
exist as subdominant but nonetheless important themes in. so far as we 
can tcll, any culture. In an ordinary, quite un-Hegelian way. the ele· 
menlS of a culture's own negation are, with greater or lesscr force, in
cluded within it. With respect to the Balinese, for example. an investi· 
gation of their witch beliefs (or, to speak phenomenologically, witch 
experiences) as inverses of what might be called their person beliefs. or 
of their trance bchavior as an inverse of their etiquette. would be most 
enlightening in this respect and would add both depth and complexity 10 
the present analysis. Some of the more famous attacks upon received 
cultural characterizations-revelations of suspicion and factionalism 
among the "harmony-loving" Pueblans. or of an "amiable side" to the 
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rivalrous Kwakiutl-consist essentially in a pointing out of the exis
tence, and the importance, of such themes.411 

But beyond this sort of natural counterpoint there are also simple, 
unbridged discontinuities between certain major themes themselves. Not 
everything is connected to everything else with equal directness; not 
everything plays immediately into or against everything else. At the 
very least such universal primary interconnection has to be empirically 
demonstrated, not just, as so often has been the case, axiomatically as· 
sumed. 

Cultural discontinuity, and the social disorganization which, even in 
highly stable societies, can result from it, is as real as cultural integra
tion. The notion, still quite widespread in anthropology, that culture is 
a seamless web is no less a petitio principii than the older view that cul
ture is a thing of shreds and patches which, with a certain excess of en
thusiasm, it replaced after the Malinowskian revolution of the early 
thirties. Systems need not be exhaustively interconnected to be systems. 
They may be densely interconnected or poorly, but which they are
how rightly integrated they arc-is an empirical mauer. To assert 
connections among modes of experiencing, as among any variables, it is 
necessary to find them (and find ways of finding them), not simply as
sume them. And as there are some rather compelling theoretical reasons 
for believing that a system which is both complex, as any culture is, and 
fully joined cannot function, the problem of cultural analysis is as much 
a matter of determining independencies as interconnections, gulfs as 
well as bridges.47 The appropriate image, if  one must have images. of 
cultural organization, is neither the spider web nor the pile of sand. It is 

.1 li An-che. "Zui'ii: Some Observations and QueriH." Amuic6n AnlhropoJo
RbI ]9 ( 19]7):62-76; H. Codere, "The Amiable Side of Kwakiull Life." Arneri· 
can Alllh ropoioRist 58 { l 956):]]4-351 .  Which of two anlithellcal patterns or 
cluslers of pauerns. if eilher. is in fact primary. is of course an empirical prob
lem. but not. particularly if 50me Ihoulht is liven 10 what "primacy" means in 
this connection. an insoluble one. 

n "II has Ihus been shown that. for adaplAtions to accumulate, there must nOI 
be channels . . .  from some variables . . .  Lo othe" . . . .  The idea so often im· 
plieil in physiological writinls that all will be well if only sufficient cross-conncc· 
lions are available is . . .  quite wronl." W. R. Ashby. D�sign jor 0 Brain. 2nd 
ed. rev. (New York. 1960), p. 155. Italics in orilinal. Of cou"e. the reference 
here is to direct connections-what Ashby calls "primary joins:' Any variable 
with no relations whatsoever to other variables in the system would simply not 
be part of it. For a discussion of the nest of theoretical problems involved here, 
see Ashby. pp. 1 7 1-18]. 205-218. For an arlument that cultural discontinuity 
may not only be compatible with the effective functiomnl of the social systems 
they govern but even supportive of such functioninl, see J. W. Fernandez. "Sym. 
bolic Consensus in a Fanl Reformative Cult." Amuic6n Anlhropolog;sl 61 
( 1965):902-929. 
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rather morc the octopus, whose tentacles are in large part separately in· 
(egraled, neurally quite poorly connected with one another and with 
what in the octopus passes for a brain, and yet who nonetheless man

ages both to get around and to preserve himself, for a while anyway, as 
a viable if somewhat ungainly entity. 

The close and immediate interdependency between conceptions of 

person, time. and conduct which has been proposed in this essay is, so 
I would argue, a general phenomenon, even if Ihe p • .lrticular Balinese 
form of it is peculiar to a degree, because such an interdependency is 

inherent in the way in which human experience is organized, a neces
sary cffect of the conditions under which human life is led. But it is 
only one of a vast and unknown number of such general interdepen� 
dencies, to some of which it is morc or less directly connected, to others 
only very indircctly. to others for all practical purposes virtually not at 

all. 
The analysis of culturc comes down thereforc not to an heroic "holis� 

tic" assault upon "thc basic configurations of the culture," an overarch� 
ing "order of orders" from which morc limited configurations can be 
seen as mere dcductions. but to a searching out of significant symbols. 
clusters of significant symbols. and clusters of clusters of significant 
symbols-the material vehicles of perception, emotion, and undcr· 
standing-and the statement of thc undcrlying rcguhlrities of human 
experience implicit in their formation. A workable theory of cui· 
ture is to be achieved, if it is to be achieved. by building up from di· 
rectly observable modes of thought, first to determinate families of thcm 
and then to more variable. less tightly coherent, but nonetheless ordered 

"octopoid" systems of them, confluences of panial integrations, partial 
incongruencies, and partial independencies. 

Culture moves rather like an octopus too-not all at once in a 
smoothly coordinated synergy of parts, a massivc coaction of the whole. 
but by disjointed movements of this part, then that. and now the other 
which somehow cumulate to directional change. Where, Icaving cephal

opods behind, in any given culture the first impulses toward progression 
will appear. and how and to what degree they will spread through the 
system. is, at this stage of our understanding, if not wholly unpredict
able, very largely so. Yet that if such impulses appear within some rathcr 
closely interconnected and socially consequential part of the system, 

their driving force will most likely be high, docs not appear to be too 

unreasonable a supposition. 

Person, Time. and Conduct in Bali 

Any development which would effectively attack Balinese person

perceptions, Balinese experiences of time, or Balinese notions of pro
priety would seem to be laden with potcntialities for transforming the 
greater part of Balinese culture. These arc not the only points at which 
such revolutionary developments might appear (anything which attacked 

Balinese notions of prestige and its bases would seem at least equally 
portentous), but surely they are among the most important. If the Ba
linese develop a less anonymized view of one another, or a more dy
namic sense of time, or a more informal style of social interaction, a 
very great deal indeed-not everything, but a very great deal-would 

have to change in Balinese life, if only because any one of these changes 
would imply, immediately and directly, the othcrs and all three of them 
play, in  different ways and in different contexts. a crucial role in  shap

ing that life. 
Such cultural changes could, in theory, come frol11 within Balinese 

society or from without; but considering the fact that Bali is now part 
of a developing national state whose center of gravity is elsewhere-in 

the great cities of Java and Sumatra-it would seem most likely to 
come from without. 

The emergence for almost the first time in Indonesian history of a 
political leader who is human. all-too-human. not merely in fact but in 

appearance would seem to imply something of a challenge to traditional 
Balinese personhood conceptions. Not only is Sukarno a unique, vivid, 
and intensely int imate personality in the eyes of the Balinese, he is also, 
so to speak, aging in public. Despite the fact that they do not engage in 

face·lo-face interaction with him, he is phenomenologically much more 
their consociate than their contemporary. and his unparalleled success 
in achieving this kind of relationShip-not only in Bali, but in Indone
sia quite generally-is the secret of a good deal of his hold on, his fas
cination for. the population. As with all truly charismatic figures his 

power comes in great part from the fact that he docs not fit traditional 

cultural categories but bursts them open by celebrating his own distinc
tiveness. The same is true, in reduced intensity, for the lesser leaders of 

the New Indonesia, down to those small-frog Sukarnos (with whom the 
population does have face·to-face relations) now beginning to appear in 
Bali itself.'" The sort of individualism which Burckhardt saw the Re-

U tl is perhaps 5ulleslive lhal the only BaJinese of much importance in the 
central Indonesian aovernmenl during the early years of lhe Republie-he was 
foreian minister for a while-was the Satria paramou!lI prince of Gianjar, one of 
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naissance princes bringing, through sheer force of character, to Italy. and 
bringing with it the modern Western consciousness, may be in the pro

cess of being brought, in rather different form, to Bali by the new popu
list princes of Indonesia. 

Similarly, the politics of continuing crisis on which the national state 

has embarked, a passion for pushing events toward their climaxes rather 
than away from them, would seem to pose the same sort of challenge to 
Balinese conceptions of time. And when such politics arc placed, as 
they are increasingly being placed. in the historical framework so char

acteristic of New Nation nationalism almost everywhcrc--original 

greatness, foreign oppression, extended struggle, sacrifice and self-liber

ation, impending modernization-the whole conception of the relation 
of what is now happening to what has happened and what is going to 
happen is altered. 

And finally, the new informality of urban life and of the pan-Indone

sian culture which dominates it-the growth in importance of youth 
and youth culture with the consequent narrowing. sometimes even the 
reversal, of the social distance between generations; the sentimental 

comradeship of fellow revolutionaries; the populist equalitarianism of 

political ideology, Marxist and non-Marxist alike-appears to contain a 
similar threat to the third, the ethos or behavioral style, side of the Ba

linese triangle. 
All this is admittedly mere speculation (though, given the events of 

the fifteen years of Independence, not wholly groundless speculation) 

and when, how, how faSl. and in what order Balinese perceptions of 
person, time, and conduct will change is, if not wholly unpredictable in 
general, largely so in detail. But as they do change-which seems to me 

certain, and in fact already to have well begun<4l1-the sort of analysis 
here developed of cultural concepts as active forces, of thought as a 

thc trad itional Balinesc kingdoms. who borc thc marvcllously Balincsc "namc" of 
Anak Agung Odc Agu",. "Anak Agun," is the public: title borne by the mem
bers of the ruling house of Oianjar. Ode is a birth ordcr titlc (thc Triwangsa 
cquivalent of Wayan). and Agung though a personal name is in fact just an echo 
of the public title. As "gdc" and "a,un," both mean "big." and "anak" means 
man, the whole name comes to somcthin, like "Di,. Big. Di, Man"-as indeed 
he wu. until hc fel l  from Sukarno's favor. More recent political leaders in Bali 
have taken to thc usc of their more individualized personal names in the Sukarno 
fashion and to the dropping of titles. birth order names. teknonyms. lind so on. as 
"feudal" or "old-fas.hioned.-

4' This. was. writu:n in early 1965; for thc dramatic change5 that. in fact. oc
curred later that year, sec pp. 282-283 and Chapter I t .  
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public phenomenon with effects like other 
'
public phenomena, �hould 

aid us in discovering its outlines, its dynanllcs, and, e�en more Impor

tant, its social implications. Nor, in other forms and with other results, 
should it be less useful elsewhere. 



Chapter I S Deep Play: 

Notes on the 

Balinese Cockfight 

The Raid 

Early in April of 1958, my wife and J arrived, malarial and diffident, i n  

a Balinese village we intended. as anthropologists, to study. A small 

place. about five hundred people, and relatively remote, it was its own 

world. We were intruders, professional ones, and the villagers dealt 

with us as Balinese seem always to deal with people not part of their 

life who yet press themselves upon them: as though we were not there. 

For them, and to a degree for ourselves, we were nonpersons, specters, 
invisible men. 

We moved into an extended family compound (that had been ar· 

ranged before through the provincial government) belonging to one of 

the four major factions i n  village life. But except for OUf landlord and 

the village chief, whose cousin and brother-in-law he was, everyone ig

nored us in a way only a Balinese can do. As we wandercd around, un

certain, wistful, eager to please, people seemed to look right through us 

with a gaze focused several yards behind us on some more actual stone 

or trcc. Almost nobody greeted us; but nobody scowled or said anything 

unpleasant to us either, which would have been almost as satisfactory. 

Notes on the Balinese Cock6ght 

Ir we ventured to approach someone (something one is powerfully in

hibited from doing in such an atmosphere). he moved, negligently but 

definitely. away. Ir, seated or leaning against a wall, we had him 

trapped. he said nothing at all, or mumbled what for the Balinese is the 

ultimate nonword-'·Yes." The indifference, of course, was studied; the 

villagers were watching every move we made. and they had an enor

mous amount of quite accurate information about who we were and 

what we were going to be doing. But they acted as if we simply did not 

exist. which. in fact, as this behavior was designed to inform us, we did 

not, or anyway not yet. 

This is, as I say, general in Bali. Everywhere else I have been in In

donesia, and more latterly in Morocco, when , have gone into a new 

village, people have poured out from all sides to take a vcry close look 

at me, and, often an all-too-probing feel as well. In  Balinese villages, at 

least those away from the tourist circuit, nothing happens at all. People 

go on pounding, chatting, making offerings, staring int� space • . carrying 

baskets about while one drifts around feeling vaguely dlsembo(iled. And 

the same thing is true on the individual level. When you first meet a Ba

linese. he seems virtually not to relate to you at all; he is, in the term 

Gregory Bateson and Margaret Mead made famous. ·'away." , Then

in a day, a week, a month (with some people the magic moment never 

comes)-he decides, for reasons I have never quite been able to 

fathom. that you (Ire real, and then he becomes a warm, gay, sensitive. 

sympathetic, though, being Balinese. always precisely controlled. per

son. You have crossed. somehow. some moral or metaphysical shadow 

line. Though you arc not exactly laken as a Balinese (one has to be 

born to that). you are at least regarded as a human being rather than a 

cloud or a gust of wind. The whole complexion of your relationship 

dramatically changes to, in the majority of cases, a gentle, almost affec

tionate one-a low-keyed, rather playful, rather mannered. rather be

mused geniality. 

My wife and I were still very much in the gust-Of-wind stage. a most 

frustrating, and even. as you soon begin to doubt whether you are
. 
really 

real after all, unnerving one, when, ten days or so after our arrival. a 

large cockfight was held in the public square to raise money for a new 

school. 

Now, a few special occasions aside. cockfights are illegal in Bali 

' G. Bateson and M. Mead. Balinese Charucter; A Photographic Analysis 
(New York., 1942). p. 68. 
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under the Republic (as, for not altogether unrelated reasons. they were 
under the DUICh), largely as a result of the pretensions to puritanism 
radical nationalism tends to bring with it. The elite. which is not itself 
� very puritan, worries about the poor, ignorant peasant gambling all 
his money away, about what foreigners will think. about the waste of 
time better devoted to building up the country. It sces cockfighting as 
"primiti

.
v
.
e," ··ba�kward." "unprogressive," and generally unbecoming 

an ambillous nation. And. as with those other embarrassments-opium 
smoking, begging. or uncovered breasts-it seeks, rather unsystemati
cally. to put a SlOp 10 it. 

Of course, like drinking during Prohibition or, today, smoking mari. 
huana, cockfights, being a part of "The Balinese Way of Life," nonethe. 
less go on happening, and with extraordinary frequency. And, as with 
Prohibition or marihuana, from time to time the police (who, in 1958 

at least, were almost all not Balinese but Javanese) feel called upon to 
make a raid, confiscate the cocks and spurs, fine a few people, and even 
now and then expose some of them in the tropical sun for a day as ob. 
ject lessons which never, somehow, get learned, even though occasion. 
ally, quite occasionally, the object dies. 

As a result, the fights are usually held in a secluded corner of a vii. 
lage in semisecrecy, a fact which tends to slow the action a little-not 
very much, but the Balinese do not care to have it slowed at all. In this 
case, however, perhaps because they were raising money for a school 
that the government was unable to give them, perhaps because raids had 
been few recently, perhaps, as I gathered from subsequent discussion, 
there was a notion that the necessary bribes had been paid, they thought 
they could take a chance on the central square and draw a larger and 
more enthusiastic crowd without aUracting the attention of the law. 

They were wrong. In the midst of the third match, with hundreds of 
�ople, inclUding, still transparent, myself and my wife, fused into a 
Single body around the ring, a superorganism in the literal sense, a 
truck full of policemen armed with machine guns roared up. Amid 
�reat screeching cries of "pulisi! pulisi!" from the crowd, the policemen 
Jumped out, and, springing into the center of the ring, began to swing 
their guns around like gangsters in  a motion picture, though not going 
so �ar as actually to tire them. The superorganism came instantly apart 
as Its components scattered in all directions. People raced down the 
road, disappeared headfirst over walls, scrambled under platforms, 
folded themselves behind wicker screens, scuttled up coconut trees. 
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Cocks armed with steel spurs sharp enough to cut off a finger or run a 

hole through a foot were running wildly around. Everything was dust 

and panic. 
On the established anthropological principle, "When in Rome." my 

wife and I decided, only slightly less instantaneously than everyone else, 

that the thing to do was run too. We ran down the main village street, 

northward, away from where we were living, for we were on that side of 
the ring. About halfway down another fugitive ducked suddenly into a 

compound-his own, it turned out-and we, seeing nothing ahea� of us 

but rice fields, open country, and a very high volcano, followed him. As 

the three of us came tumbling into the courtyard, his wife, who had ap· 

parently been through this sort of thing before, whipped out
. 
a table, a 

tablecloth, three chairs, and three cups of tea, and we all, Without any 

explicit communication whatsoever, sat down, commenced to sip tea. 

and sought to compose ourselves. 
A few moments later, one of the policemen marched importantly into 

the yard, looking for the village chief. (The chief had not only been at 

the fight, he had arranged it. When the truck drove up he ran to the 

river, stripped off his sarong, and plungcd in so he could say, when at 

length they found him sitting there pouring water over his head, that 
.
he 

had been away bathing when the whole affair had occurred and was Ig· 

norant of it. They did not believe him and tined him three hundred ru· 

piah, which the village raised collectively.) Seeing me and my wif�, 

"White Men," there in the yard, the policeman performed a claSSIC 

double take. Whcn he found his voice again he asked. approximately, 

what in the devil did we think we were doing there. Our host of five 

minutes leaped instantly to our defense. producing an impassioned 

description of who and what we were, so detailed and so accurate that 

it was my tum, having barely communicated with a living human be· 
ing save my landlord and the village chief for more than a week, to be 

astonished, We had a perfect right to be there, he said, looking the Ja· 

vanese upstart in the eye. We were American professors; the government 

had cleared us; we were there to study culture; we were going to write 

a book to tell Americans about Bali. And we had all been there drink· 
ing tea and talking about cultural matters all afternoon and did n�t 
know anything about any cockfight. Moreover. we had not seen the VII· 

lage chief all day; he must have gone to town. The policeman retreated 

in rather total disarray. And, after a decent interval, bewildered but 

relieved to have survived and stayed out of jail, so did we. 
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The next morning the village was a completely different world for us. 
Not only were we no longer invisible, we were suddenly the center of 
all allcntion. the object of a great outpouring of warmth, interest, and 
most especially. amusement. Everyone in the village knew we had fled 
like everyone else. They asked us about it again and again ( I  must have 
told the story. small detail by small detail, fifty times by the end of the 
day),

. 
gently. affectionately, but quite insistently teasing us: "Why didn't 

you !ust stand there and tell the police who you were?" "Why didn't 
you !ust say you

. 
were only watching and not betting?" "Were you really 

afraid of those little guns?" As always, kinesthetically minded and evcn 

�hen fleeing for their lives (or, as happened eight years later, surr�nder
Ing them), the world's most poised people, they gleefully mimicked. also 
ov�r und over again, our graceless style of running and what they 
claimed were our panic-stricken facial expressions. But above all , 
everyone W,tS extremely pleased and even more surprised that we had 
not simply "pulled out our papers" (they knew about those too) 'Illd as
serted our Distinguished Visitor status. but had instead demonstr<tlcd 
our solidarity with what were now our covillagers. (What we had ac
tually demonstrated was our cowardice, but thcre is fe:Jowship in that 
too.) Even the �rahmana priest, an old, grave, halfway-to-heaven type 
who because of Its associations with the underworld would never be in
volved. even distantly. in a COCkfight, and was difficult to approach even 
to other Balinese. had us called into his courtyard to ask us about what 
had happened, chuckling happily at the sheer extraordinariness of it all. 

In Bali, to be teased is to be accepted. It was the turning point so far 
as our relationship 10 the community was concerned, and we were quile 
literally "in." The whole village opened up to us, probably more than it 
ev�r would have o�herwise (I  might actually never have gotten to thut 
pnes�. and our accldent,al host became one of my best informants), and 
ce:ta.mly very much faster. Getting caught. or almost caught. in a vicc 
r�ld IS pcrha.ps not a very generaliulble recipe for achieving that myste
nOlls necessity of anthropological field work, rapport, but for me il 

�orked ve
.
ry well. It led to a sudden and unusually complete acceptance 

II1to a society extremely difficult for outsiders to penetrate. It gave me 
the kind of immediate, inside-view grasp of an aspect of "pcasant men
tali

.
ty" t�at anthroJXllogists nOI fortunate enough to flee headlong with 

their �ubJects from armed authorities normally do not get. And, pcrhap!. 
most Important of :tfl. for the other things might have come in other 
ways, it put me very quickly on to a combination emotional explosion, 
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status war, and philosophical drama of central significance to the society 
whose inner nature I desired to understand. By the time I left I had 
spent about as much time looking into cockfights as into witchcraft, irri
gation, caste, or marriage. 

Of Cocks and Men 

Bali, mainly because it is Bali, is a well-studied place. Its mythology, 
art, ritual, social organization, patterns of child rearing, forms of law, 
even styles of trance, have all been microscopically examined for traces 
of that elusive substance Jane Belo called "The Balinese Temper," I 

But, aside from a few passing remarks, the cockfight has barely been 
noticed, although as a popular obsession of consuming power it is at 
least as imponant a revelation of what being a Balinese "is really like" 
as these more celebrated phenomena,3 As much of America surfaces in 
a ball park, on a golf links, at a race track, or around a (Xlker table, 
much of Bali surfaces in a cock ring. For it is only apparently cocks 
that are fighting there. Actually, it is men. 

To anyone who has been in Bali any length of time, the deep psycho
logical identification of Balinese men with their cocks is unmistakable. 
The double entendre here is deliberate. It works in exactly the samt 
way in Balinese as it does in English, even to producing the same tired 
jokes, strained puns, and uninventive obscenities. Bateson and Mead 
have even suggested that, in line with the Balinese conception of the 
body as a set of separately animated parts, cocks are viewed as detacha
hie, self-operating penises, ambulant genitals with a life of their own.· 

' J .  Bela, "The Balinese Temper," in TraditiQnal &Iln�$e Cultur�, ed. J. Bela 
(New York. 1970) (oriainally published in 19B). pp. 85- 1 10. 

. .  3 The best discussion of cockfighting is again Bateson and Mead s 8alrnts� 
Characl�r. pp. 24_25. 140; but iI, 100. is leneraJ and abbrevialed. . . 4 Ibid .. pp. 25-26, The cockfight is unusual within Balinese culture In belnl a 
single-sex public activity from which the other sell is totally and e�presslr ex· 
cluded, Sexual differentiation is culturally extremely played down In Bah and 
most activities. formal and informal. involve the panicipation of men. �nd women 
on equal ground. commonly as linked couples. From religion. to politics, �o eco
nomics. to kinship, to dress, Bali is a ralher "unisex" society, a fact both Its c�· 
lams and its symbolism clearly express. Even in contexlS where wo�e? .do not I.n 
fact play moch of a role-music. paint in,. unain a,ricultural act\vllle5-thelr 
absence. which is only relative in any case. is more a mere matter of fact than 
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And while J do not have the kind of unconscious material either to con
firm or disconfirm Ihis intriguing notion, the fact that they arc mascu
line symbols par excellence is about as indubitable, and to the Balinese 
about as evident, as the fact that water runs downhill. 

The language of everyday moralism is shot through, on the male side 
of it, with roosterish imagery. !itlbung. the word for cock (and one 
which appears in inscriptions as early as A.D. 922), is used metaphori
cally to mean "hero," "warrior," "champion," "man of parts," "politi
cal candidate," "bachelor," "dandy," ·'lady-killer." or "tough guy," A 
pompous man whose behavior presumes above his station is compared 
to a tailless cock who struts about as though he had a large, spectacular 
one. A desperate man who makes a last, irrational effort to extricate 
himself (rom an impossible situation is likened to a dying cock who 
makes one final lunge at his tormentor to drag him along to a common 
destruction. A stingy man, who promises much, gives little, and be
grudges that, is compared to a cock which, held by the tail. leaps at an
ot

.
her without i� (act engaging him. A marriageable young man still shy 

�Ith th� op�slte sex or someone in a new job anxious to make a good 
Impression IS called "a fighting cock caged for the first time." :; Court 
trials, wars, political contests, inheritance disputes, and street arguments 
are all compared to cockfights.s Even the very island itself is perceived 
from its shape as a small, proud cock, poised, neck extended, back taut, 
tail raised, in eternal challenge to large, feckless, shapeless Java.7 

But the intimacy of men with their cocks is more than metaphorical. 
Balinese men, or anyway a large majority o( Balinese men, spend an 
enormo�s am

.
ount of time with their (avorites, grooming them. (ceding 

them, diSCUSSing them, trying them out against one another. or just gaz-

socially enforced. To this �eneral pallern. the cod:fieht. entirely of. by. and for 
men (�omen-at least &ffft�u women-do nOI even watch). is the most striking 
exception. 

I C. Hooykaas. The Lay 0/ thc Joyo Puma (london. 19�8), p. 39. The lay has 
a s�nza (no: 17) with the reluctant brideelroom use. Jaya Prana, the subject of a �ahncse UrIah myth,. responds to the lord who has offered him the lovelicst or 
SIX hundred servant �Irls: "Godly Kine, my Lord and Master I I  beg you. give me !eave to 101 such thtnJS arc not yet in my mind; / like a filhting cock encalled/ 
tnd:ed I am on my meltle / l  am alone/as yd the flame has not been fanned.� 
. For these, sec V. E. Korn. Hct Adat,.«ht von Buli, 2d cd. (The Hague. 1932), 
Index under toh. 

1 There is i�decd a legend to the effect that the separation of Java and Bali is 
d�e to the �ctlon of � powerful Javanese relilious figure who wished to protcct 
hImself a&�lnst a Bahncsc: . culture hero (the ancestor of two Ksatria castes) who 
was a passIonate coc:kfiahtlnl gambkr. Sec C. Hooykaas. Agomo Tirtha (Amster
dam. 1964). p. 184. 

Notes on the Balinese Cockfight 
ing at them with a mixture of rapt admiration and dreamy self·absorp
tion. Whenever you see a group of Balinese men squatting idly in the 
council shed or along the road in their hips down, shoulders forward, 
knees up fashion, half or morc of them will have a rooster in his hands. 
holding it between his thighs, bouncing it gently up and down to 
strengthen its legs. ruffling its feathers with abstract sensuality, pushing 
it out against a neighbor's rooster to rouse its spirit, with<irawing it to
ward his loins to calm it again. Now and then, to get a feel for another 
bird, a man will fiddle this way with someone else's cock for a while, 
but usually by moving around to squat in place behind it, rather than 
just having it passed across to him as though it were merely an animal. 

In the houseyard, the high-walled enclosures where the people live, 
fighting cocks are kept in wicker cages, moved frequently about so as to 
maintain Ihe optimum balance of sun and shade. They are fed a special 
diet, which varies somewhat according to individual theories but which 
is mostly maize, sifted for impurities with far more care than it is when 
mere humans are going to eat it, and offered to the animal kernel by 
kernel. Red pepper is stuffed down their beaks and up Iheir anuses to 
give them spirit. They are bathed in the same ceremonial preparation of 
tepid water, medicinal herbs, flowers, and onions in which infants are 
bathed, and for a prize cock just about as often. Their combs are 
cropped, their plumage dressed, their spurs trimmed, and their legs 
massaged, and they are inspected for fl'lws with the squinted conccntra· 
tion of a diamond merchant. A man who has a passion for cocks, an 
enthusiast in the literal sense of the term, can spend most of his life 
with them, and even those, the overwhelming majority. whose passion 
though intense has not entirely run away with them. can and do spend 
what seems not only to an outsider, but also to themselves, an inordinate 
amount of time with them. '"I am cock crazy," my landlord, a quile or
dinary aJJiciotlCldo by Balinese standards. used to moan as he went to 
move another cage, give another bath, or conduct another feeding. 
" We're all cock crazy." 

The madness has some less visible dimensions. however. because al
though it is true that cocks are symbolic expressions or magnifications 
of their owner's self, the narcissistic male ego writ out in Aesopian 
terms, they are also expressions-and rather more immediate ones--of 
what the Balinese rcgard as the direct inversion, aesthetically, morally, 
and metaphysically, of human status: animality. 

Thc Balinese revulsion against any behavior regarded as animal-like 
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can hardly be overstressed. Babies aTC not allowed to crawl for that rea
son. toee.sl., 

though hardly 3
.
pproved, is a much less horrifying crime 

than �stlalJty. (The appr�prlate punishment for the second is death by 
drowning, for the first bemg forced to live like an animal.) 8 Most de
mons arc represented-in sculpture, dance, ritual, myth-in some real 
or fantastic animaJ form. The main puberty rite consists in filing the 
child's �eet� so they will not look like animal fangs. Not only defecation 
but eatmg IS regarded as a disgusting, almost obscene activity, to be 
conducted hurriedly and privately. because of its association with ani
mality. Even falling down or any form of clumsiness is considered to be 
bad for these reasons. Aside rrom cocks and a rew domestic animals
oxen, ducks-or no emotional significance, the Balinese are aversive to 
a�imals and. treat their large number or dogs not merely callously but 
with a phobic cruelty. In identirying with his cock, the Balinese man is 
identirying not just with his ideal selr, or even his penis, but also, and at 
the s�m

.
e t

.
ime, �ilh what he most rears, hales, and ambivalence being 

what II IS, IS rasclnated by-" The Powers or Darkness." 
The connection or cocks and COCkfighting with such Powers, with the 

animalistic demons that threaten constantly to invade the small, 
�Icared-orr space in which the Balinese have so carefully built their 
lives �n� devour its inhabitants, is quite explicit. A cockfight, any cock
fight, IS In the first instance a blood sacrifice offered, with the appropri
ale ehants and oblations, to the demons in order to pacify their raven
ous, cannibal hunger. No temple festival should be conducted until one 
is made. (If it is omitted, someone will inevitably rail into a trance and 
com�and with the voice of an angered spirit that the oversight be im
m�dlately corrected.) Collective responses to natural evils-illness. crop 
rallure, volcanic eruptions-almost always involve them. And that ra
",l0us holi�ay in �ali, 'The Day of Silence" (Njepi), when everyone sits 
silent and Immobile all day long in order to avoid contact with a sudden 
i�nux of demons chased momentarily out of hell, is preceded the pre
VIOUS day by large-scale cockfights (in this case legal) in almost every 
village on the island. 

In the cockfight, man and beast. good and evil, ego and id, the creative 
power of aroused masculinity and the destructive power of loosened an-

I A� inccslI.lOu$ couple is forced 10 wear pig yokes over Iheir necks and crawl 
10 a rl� trouah �nd. cal w.i��. Iheir n:'�ulhs Ihere. On Ihis, sec J. Belo. "Cusloms 
Pertaining 10 TWinS I� Ba�l, In TrudlllOflOl Balintu CuJturt, cd. J. Bela, p. 49; on ��� abhorrence of animality general ly, Bateson and Mead, Balineu Chaf(lcter, p. 
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imality fuse in a bloody drama of hatred, cruelty, violence, and death. 11 
is little wonder that when, as is the invariable rule, the owner of the 
winning cock takes the carcass or the loser-orten lorn limb from limb 
by its enraged owner-home to eat, he does so with a mixture or social 
embarrassment, moral satisfaction, aesthetic disgust, and cannibal joy, 
Or that a man who has lost an important fight is sometimes driven to 
wreck his family shrines and curse the gods. an act of metaphysical (and 
social) suicide. Or that in seeking earthly analogues for heaven and hell 
the Balinese compare the former to the mood or a man whose cock has 
just won, the latter to that of a man whose cock has just lost. 

The Fight 

Cockfights (leuuljen; sabullgan) are held i n  a ring about fifty feel square. 
Usually they begin toward late afternoon and run three or four hours 
until sunset. About nine or ten separate matches {sehet} comprise a pro
gram. Each match is precisely like Ihe others in general pattern: there is 
no main match, no connection between individual matches, no variation 
in their format, and each is arranged on a completely ad hoc basis. 
After a fight has ended and the emotional debris is cleaned away-the 
bets have been paid, the curses cursed, the carcasses possessed-seven, 
eight, perhaps even a dozen men slip negligently into the ring with a 
cock and seek to find there a logical opponent for it. This process, 
which rarely takes less than ten minutes, and often a good deal longer, 
is conducted in a very subdued, oblique. even dissembling manner. 
Those not immediately involved give it at best but disguised, sidelong 
attention; those who. embarrassedly, are, attempt to pretend somehow 
that the whole thing is not really happening. 

A match made, the other hopefuls retire with the same deliberate in
difference, and the selected cocks have their spurs (tadj;) affixed
razor-sharp, pointed steel swords, four or five inches long. This is a del
icate job which only a small proportion of men, a half-dozen or so in 
most villages, know how to do properly. The man who attaches the 
spurs also provides them, and if the rooster he assists wins, its owner 
awards him the spur-leg of the victim. The spurs are affixed by winding 
a long length of string around the root of the spur and the leg of the 
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cock. For reasons I shall come to presently, it is done somewhat differ
ently from case to case, and is an obsessively deliberate affair. The lore 
about spurs is extensive-they are sharpened only at eclipses and Ihe 
dark of the moon, should be kepI out of the sight of women, and so 
forth. And they are handled, both in use and out. with the same curious 
combination of fussiness and sensuality the Balinese direct toward ritual 
objects generally. 

The spurs affixed, the two cocks are placed by their handlers (who 
may or may not be their owners) facing one another in the center of the 
ring,9 A coconut pierced with a small hole is placed in a pail of water 
in which it takes aoout twenty-onc seconds to sink, a period known as � 
tjen� and marked at beginning and end by the beating of a slit gong. 
Durmg these twenty-one seconds the handlers (pellg(mgkeb) are nOI per
mitted to touch their rOOSlers. If, as sometimes happens, the animals 
have not fought during this lime. they are picked up, fluffed, pulled, 
prodded, and otherwise insulted, and put back in the cenler of Ihe ring 
and the process begins again. Sometimes they refuse to fight at all, or 
one keeps running away, in which case they are imprisoned together 
under a wicker cage, which usually gels them engaged. 

Most of the time. in  any case, the cocks fly almost immediately at 
on� another in a Wing-beating, head-thrusting, leg-kicking explosion of 
alUmal fury so pure, so absolute. and in its own way so beautiful. as to 
be almost abstract, a Platonic conccpt of hatc. Within moments one or 
the other drives home a solid blow with his spur. The handler whose 
cock has delivered the blow immediately picks it up so that it will not 
get a return blow, for if he does not the match is likely to end in a mu
tually mortal tie as the two birds wildly hack each other to pieces. This 
is particularly true if, as often happens, the spur sticks in its victim's 
body, for then the aggressor is at the mercy of his wounded foe. 

With the birds again in the hands of their handlers. the coconut is 
now sunk three limes after which the cock which has landed the blow 

' �cep! for unimportan�. smaJl-bet fiahts (on the question of fight "impor
tance, see below) spur affixlna is usuaJly done by someone other than the owner 
W�ether t�e ow.ner hand�cs hi� own cock or not more or less depends on ho� 
skIlled he IS at It, a consIderatIOn whose importance is aaain relative to the im
portance of the fiaht. When spur affinN and cod handlers are someone other 
than. the owner, t�ey. are a1r:nost always a quite close rclative_a brother or 
cousm--:or a very IntImate fflend of his. They are thus almost extensions of hi$ 
personahty, as the fact that all three will refer to the cock a..� "mine," say tor 
fouahl So-an<!-So, and so on, demonslrates. Also. owner-handler-affixer triads 
tend to be faIrly fixed, Ihouah individuals may participale in several and onen 
exchange roles within a given one. 
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must be set down 10 show that he is firm, a fact he demonstrates by 

wandering idly around the ring for a coconut sink. The coconut is then 

sunk twice more and the fight must recommence. 

During this interval, slightly over two minutes, the handler of the 

wounded cock has been working frantically over it, like a trainer patch

ing a mauled boxer between rounds, to get it in s�ape for a last. de
.
sper

ate try for victory. He blows in its mouth, putttng the w�o)e chlck�n 

head in his own mouth and sucking and blowing. fluffs It, stuffs Its 

wounds with various sorts of medicines, and generally tries anything he 

can think of to arouse the last ounce of spirit which may be hidden 

somewhere within it. By the time he is forced to put it back down he is 

usually drenched in chicken blood. but. as in prize fighting, a good han

dier is worth his weight in gold. Some of them can virtually make the 

dead walk, at leasl long enough for the second and final round. 

In the climactic battle (if there is one; sometimes the wounded cock 

simply expires in the handier'S hands or immedialely as it is placed 

down again), the cock who landed the first blow usuall
.
y p�oceeds to 

finish off his weakened opponent. But this is far from an mevltable out

come, for ir a cock can walk, he can fight, and if he can fight, he can 

kill and what CQunlS is which cock expires first. If the wounded one can 

gel
'
a stab in and stagger on until the other drops. he is the official win

ner even if he himself topples over an instant later. 

Surrounding all Ihis melodrama-which the cr�wd �ac�ed �ight 

around the ring follows in near silence, moving their �Ies I� ktnes

thetic sympathy with the movement of the animals. cheenng their cham

pions on with wordless hand motions, shiftings of th� shoulders. turn

ings of the head. falling back en masse a� the 
.
c�k w�th the murderous 

spurs careens toward one side of the nng (It IS sal� that s�ctators 

sometimes lose eyes and fingers from being too attentive), surging for

ward again as they glance off toward another-is a vast body of ex

traordinarily elaborate and precisely detailed rules. 

These rules. together with Ihe developed lore of cocks and cockfi�ht

ing which accompanies them, are written down in pal�-Ieaf manuscnpts 

(/oflwr; rot/wI) passed on from generation to generalton as part of the 

general legal and cullural tradition of the villages. At a fight. the um

pire (Sllj€l komo"g; (ljllrll kembtlr)-the �an who
. 
rna

.
nages the coconut 

-is in charge of their application and hiS authortly IS 
.
absolute. 1 have 

never seen an umpire's judgment questioned on any subject, even by the 

more despondent losers, nor have I ever heard. even in private. a 
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charge of unfairness directed against one, or, for that maUer, complaints 

about umpires in general Only exceptionally well trusted, solid. and, 

given the complexity of the code, knowledgeable citizens perform this 

job. and in fact men will bring their cocks only to fights presided over 

by such men. It is also the umpire to whom accusations of cheating. 

which, though rare in the extreme, occasionally arise, afC referred; and 

it is he who in the not infrequent cases where the cocks expire virtually 

together decides which (if either, for, though the Balinese do not care 

for such an outcome, there can be tics) went first. Likened to a judge, a 

king. a priest, and a policeman, he is all of these, and under his assured 

direction the animal passion of the fight proceeds within the civic cer

tainty of the law. I n  the dozens of COCkfights I saw in Bali, I never once 

saw an altercation about rules. Indeed, I never saw an open altercation, 

other than those between cocks, at all. 

This crosswise doubleness of an event which. taken as a fact of na

ture, is rage untrammeled and, taken as a fact of culture, is form per

fected, defines the cockfight as a sociological entity. A cockfight is what, 

searching for a name for something not vertebrate enough to be called a 

group and not structureless enough to be called a crowd, Erving Goff

man has called a "focused gathering"-a set of persons engrossed in a 

common now of activity and relating to one another in terms of that 

nOW.10 Such gatherings meet and disperse; the participants in them nuc

tuate; the activity that focuses them is discrete-a particulate process 

that reoccurs rather than a continuous one that endures. They take their 

form from the situation that evokes them, the noor on which they arc 

placed, as Goffman puts it; but it is a form, and an articulate one, none

theless. For the situation, the floor is itself created, in jury deliberations, 

surgical operations, block meetings, sit-ins, COCkfights, by the cultural 

preoccupations-here, as we shall sec, the celebration of status rivalry 

-which not only specify the focus but, assembling actors and arranging 

scenery, bring it actually into being. 

In classical times (that is to say, prior 10 the Dutch invasion of 

1 908), when there were no bureaucrats around to improve popular mo

rality, the staging of a COCkfight was an explicitly societal matter. Bring

ing a cock to an important fight was, for an adult male, a compulsory 

duty of cilizenship; taxation of fights, which were usually held on mar

kct day, was a major source of public revenue; patronage of the art was 

10 E. Goffman. Encol/mers: Two Stlldiu in the SocioioKY of IlIIeract ion (Incli
anapotis. t 96t). pp. 9-t o. 
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a stated responsibility of princes; and the cock ring, or wantilan, stood 

in the center of the village near those other monuments of Balinese 

civil ity-the council house, the origin temple, the marketplace, the sig

nal tower, and the banyan tree. Today. a few special occasions aside. 

the newer rectitude makes so open a statement of the connection be· 

tween the excitements of collective life and those of blood sport impos

sible, but, less directly expressed, the connection itself remains intimate 

and intact. To expose it, however, it is necessary to turn to the aspect of 

cockfighting around which all the others pivot, and through which they 

exercise their force, an aspect I have thus far studiously ignored. J 

mean, of course, the gambling. 

Odds and Even Money 

The Balinese never do anything in a simple way that they can contrive 

to do in a complicated one, and to this generalization cockfight wager

ing is no exception. 

In the first place. there are two sorts of bets, or wh. 1 I  There is the 

single axial bel in the center between the principals (toll keteflgah), and 

there is the cloud of peripheral ones around the ring between members 

of the audience (wI! kesasi). The first is typically large; the second typi

cally small. The first is collective, involving coalitions of bettors c1usle�. 

ing around the owner; the second is individual, man to man. The first IS 
a matter of deliberate, very quiet, almost furtive arrangement by the co

alition members and the umpire huddled like conspirators in the center 

of the ring; the second is a matter of impulsive shouting, public offers, 

and public acceptances by the excited throng around its edges. An� 
most curiously, and as we shall see most revealingly, where the first IS 
aiw{IYs, withoLlt exception. /!ven mOlley. the second. equally without ex· 

H This word. which literally means an indelible stain or mark. as in a birth
mark or a vein in a stone, is used as well for a deposit in a court

. 
case, for a 

pawn. for security offered in a loan, for a stand-in for someone else In
.
a legal or 

ceremonial context, for an earnest advanced in a business deat. for a sign pla�ed 
in a field to indicate its ownership is in dispute, and for the status of an unfa1th
ful wife from whose tover her husband must gain satisfaction or surrender her to 
him. See Korn, Het Ada/rechl van 8Dli; Th. Pigeaud. jovuons·Neder/unds Hund
woordenbotlc (Groningen. 1938); H. H. Juynboll. Oudjavoonsche-Nederlandsche 
Woordrnlijsl (Leiden. (923). 
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cepliolf, is never such. What is a fair coin in the center is a biased one 

on the side. 

The center bet is  the official one, hedged in again with a webwork of 

rules, and is made between the two cock owners, with the umpire as 

overseer and public witness. 12 This bet, which, as I say, is always rela. 

lively and sometimes very large, is never raised simply by the owner in 

whose name it is made, but by him together with four or five, some. 

times seven or eight, allies-kin, village mates, neighbors, close friends. 

He may, if he is not especially well-to-do, not even be the major contrib. 

utor; though, if only 10 show that he is not involved in any chicanery. 

he must be a significant one. 

or the finy-seven matches for which I have exact and reliable data on 

the center bet, the range is from fifteen ringgits to five hundred, with a 

mean at eighty-five and with the distribution being rather noticeably tri

modal: small fights ( 1 5  ringgits either side of 35) accounting for about 

45 percent of the total number; medium ones (20 ringgits either side of 

70) for about 25 percent; and large (75 ringgits either side of 175)  for 

about 20 percent, with a few very small and very large ones out at the 

extremes. In a society where the normal daily wage of a manual laborer 

-a brick maker, an ordinary farmworker, a market porter-was about 

three ringgits a day, and considering the fact that fights were held on 

the average about every two-and-a-half days in the immediate area I 
studied, this is clearly serious gambling, evcn if the bets are pooled 

rather than individual efforts. 

The side bets are, however, something else altogether. Rather than 

the solemn, legalistic pactmaking of the center, wagering takes place 

rather in the fashion in which the stock exchange used to work when it 

was out on the curb. There is a fixed and known odds paradigm which 

runs in a continuous series from ten-to-nine at the short end to two-to

one at the long: 1 0-9, 9-8, 8-7, 7-6, 6-5, 5-4, 4_3, 3_2, 2_ 1 .  The 

man who wishes to back the underdog cock (leaving aside how favor

ites, kebut, and underdogs, IIgai, are established for the moment) shouts 

the short-side number indicating the odds he wants to be givell. That is, 

if h e  shouts gosol, "five," he wants the underdog at five-la-four (or, for 

II Tht: ct:ntt:� bt:t must bt: advanct:d in cash by both parties prior 10 tht: actual 
flahl. Tht: umpIre holds the stakes until Ihe decision is rendert:d and then awards 
tht:m l� the winner. avoidina. amona other thinas, the intense embarrassment 
�th wmner and loser would ft:el if the laller had to pay off pel'5Onally follOWing 
h�s �efeat. About 10  percent of the winner's receipts are subtracted for the um. 
plre s share and that of the fiaht sponsors. 
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him, four-to-five); if he shouts ··four." he wants it at four-to-three 

(again, he pUlling up the "three" ); if "nine," at nine-to-eight, and so on. 

A man backing the favorite, and thus considering giving odds if he can 

get them short enough, indicates the fact by crying out the color-type of 

that cock.-·'brown," "speckled," or whatcver. I!I 
As odds-takers (backers of the underdog) and odds-givers (backers of 

the favorite) sweep Ihe crowd with their shouts, they begin to focus in 

on one another as potential betting pairs, often from far across the ring. 

The taker tries to shOUI the giver into longer odds, the giver to shoul 

the laker into shorter ones.H The laker, who is the wooer in this situa

tion, will signal how large a bet he wishes to make at the odds he
. 

is 

shouting by holding a number of fingers up in front of his face and vig

orously waving Ihem. If the giver, the wooed, replies in kind, the bet is 

made; if he docs not, they unlock gazes and the search goes on. 

The side betting. which takes place after the center bet has been 

made and its size announced, consisls then in a rising crescendo of 

IS Actually. the typin& of cocks. whieh is extremely .elah?rale (I have collected 
more than twenty classes. certainly not a oomplete hst). IS not b� . on color 
alone. bUI on a series of independent. interactina. dimensions, whIch Includc-:
besides color-sizt:. bone thickness. plumaae, and temperament. (But not pedi
gree. The Balinese do nOI breed cocks to any significant exte":t, nor: 50 far as I 
have been able to discover. have tht:y ever done so. The aSII. or J,ungle. cock, 
which is the basic fiahtina strain everywhere t�e sporl .is found • .  IS nallve to 
southern Asia. and one can buy a good example In the chIcken secllon of almost 
any Balinese market for anywhere from four or five ringgits up to fifty or more.) 
The color element is merely the one normally used as the Iypc name, except 
when the two cocks of different types-as on principle they must be-hav

.
e the 

same color, in which case a secondary indication from one of the other dlme�. 
sions ("Iarae specklt:dM V. "small speckled," etc.) is addt:d. The types are coordi
nated with various cosmoiollCal ideas which help shape the making of �atches. 
so that. for example. you fiaht a small. headstrong. speckled brown-on-whlte coc:k 
with Hat-lying feathers and thin legs from the east sidt: ,of the ring on a cen�1n 
day of the complex Balinese calendar. and a larle. cautIous. all-black cock With 
tufted feathers and stubby legs from the norlh side on another d�y. and so on. 
All this is again recorded in palm-leaf manuscripts and endlessly discussed by �he 
Balinese (who do not all have identical systt:ms). and a full·scale compom:ntlal
cum-symbolic analysis of cock classifications would �e �xtreme1y "aluable both as 
an adjunct to the description of the cockfiaht and In Itself. But my data on t�t: 
subject. though extensive and varied. do nOI seem �o be complete, and. systematic 
enouah to attempt such an analysis here. For Balinese cosmological Ideas more 
generally see Belo. cd .. Traditional Balitl�st Cultur�. and J. L. Swellengrebel. ed., 
Sufi: Studi�s in U/L. Thoughl, and Ri/llal (The: Haaue. 1960). . ' 14 For purposes of ethnolraphic completeness. it should be noted that !t IS �. 
sible for the man back ina the favorite-the odds-giver--;to make a bet In which 
he wins if his cock wins or there is a tie. a sliahl shonenlng of the odds ( I  do not 
havt: enough cases to be exact. but ties seem to .occur "bou.t once �ve:.y. �.fteen or 
twenty matches). He indicates his wish to do thiS by shouting sap,h ( lie ) rather 
than the cock-type, but such bets are in faci infrequent, 
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shouts as backers of the underdog offer their propositions to anyone 

who will accept them, while those who are backing the favorite but do 

not like the price being offered. shout equally frenetically the color of 

the cock to show they too are desperate to bet but want shorter odds. 

Almost always odds-calling, which tends to be very consensual in 

that at any one time almost all callers 3fC calling the same thing. starts 

off toward the long end of the range-five-to-four or four-to.three

and then moves, also consensually, toward the short end with greater or 

lesser speed and to a greater or lesser degree. Men crying "five" and 

finding themselves answered only with cries of "brown" start crying 

"six," either drawing the other caJlers fairly quickly with them or retir� 

ing from the scene as their too�generous offers are snapped up. If the 

change is made and partners are still scarce, the procedure is repeated 

in a move to "seven," and so on, only rarely, and in the very largest 

fights, reaching the ultimate "nine" or " ten" levels. Occasionally, if the 

cocks are clearly mismatched, there may be no upward movement at all, 

or even a movement down the scale to four�to-three, three-to-two, very, 

very rarely two-lo-one, a shift which is accompanied by a declining 

number of bets as a shift upward is accompanied by an increasing num

ber. But the general pattern is for the betting to move a shorter or 

longer distance up the scale toward the. for side bets, nonexistent pole of 

even money, with the overwhelming majority of bets falling in the 

four-to-three to eight-to-seven range. U 
As the moment for the release of the cocks by the handlers ap

proaches, the screaming, at least in a malch where the center bet is 

large, reaches almost frenzied proportions as the remaining unfulfilled 

bettors try desperately to find a last-minute partner at a price they can 

live with. (Where the center bet is small. the opposite tends to occur: 

15 The prttise dynamics of the movement or the �tling is one or the most in
triguing, most complicated, and, given the heclit conditions under which it oc
curs .. most difficult to study. aspects or the tight. fl.totion picture recording plus 
�ultlpl� o��rvers ","ould probably be necessary to deal with it effectively. Even 
l�preSSlontsllcal �y_.th� only approach open to a lone ethnographer caught in the 
ml�dle or al.1 thlS"""";' lt 15 clear t�at certain men lead both in dettrmining the ra
vOrlte (that IS . . ma � lna the opening cock.-type calls which always initiate the pro
cess) and In dlrect!ng the movement or the odds, these "opinion leaders" being 
the more accomplished cocktiahlers�um-50'id-citizens to be discussed below. If 
these men begin to change their calls, others rollow; if they begin to make �t.s, 
so do others and-though Ihere are always a larae number or rrustrated bellOrs 
cryina ror shorler or longer odds to the end-the movement more or less ceases. 
�UI a detailed understand ina or the whole process awaiLS what, alas, it is not very 
likely ever 10 get: a decision theorist armed with precise observattons or individ
ual behavior. 

Notes on the Balinese Cockfight 

betting dies off, trailing into silence, as odds lengthen and people lose 

interest.) In a large-bet. well-made match-the kind of match the Ba

linese regard as "real cocldighting"-the mob scene quality, the sense 

that sheer chaos is about to break loose, with all those waving, shouting, 

pushing, clambering men is quile strong, an effect which is only height

ened by the intense stillness that falls with instant suddenness, rather as 

if someone had turned off the current, when the slit gong sounds. the 

cocks are put down, and the battle begins. 

When it ends. anywhere from fifteen seconds to five minutes later, all 

bels are immediately paid. There are absolutely no IOUs, at least to a 

betting opponent. One may, of course, borrow from a friend before of

fering or accepting a wager, but to offer or accept it you must have the 

money already in hand and, if you lose, you must pay it on the spot. be

fore the next match begins. This is an iron rule. and as I have never 

heard of a disputed umpire's decision (though doubtless there must 

sometimes be some). I have also never heard of a welshed bet, perhaps 

because in a worked-up cockfight crowd the consequences might be, as 

they are reported to be sometimes for cheaters, drastic and immediate. 

It is. in any case, this formal asymmetry between balanced center bets 

and unbalanced side oncs that poses the critical analytical problem for a 

theory which sees cockfight wagering as the link connecting the fight to 

the wider world of Balinese culture. It also suggests the way to go about 

solving it and demonstrating the link. 

The first point that needs to be made in this connection is that the 

higher the center bet, the more likely the match will in actual fact be an 

even one. Simple considerations of rationality suggest that. If you are 

belting fifteen ringgits on a cock, you might be willing to go along with 

even moncy even if you feel your animal somewhat the less promising. 

But if you are betting five hundred you arc very. very likely to be loathe 

to do so. Thus, in large-bet fights. which of course involve the beller an

imals, tremendous care is taken to see that the cocks are about as 

evenly matched <IS 10 siz.e. general condition, pugnacity. and so on as is 

humanly possible. The differcnt ways of adjusting the spurs of the ani

mals are often employed to secure this. If one cock seems stronger, an 

agreement will be made to position his spur at a slightly less advanta

geous angle-a kind of handicapping. at which spur affixers are, so it is 

said, extremely skilled. More care will be taken, too, to employ skillful 

handlers and to match them exactly as to abilities. 

In short. in a large-bet fight the pressure to make the match a genu-
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directed toward profundity and, with a certain frequency, approximates 
it. The image of artistic technique is indeed exact: the center bet is a 
means, a device. for creating "interesting," "deep" matches, 1101 the rea· 
son, or at least not the main rcason, why they are interesting. the source 

of their fascination. the substance of their depth. The question of why 
such matches afC interesting-indeed. for the Balinese, exquisitely 

absorbing-takes us oul of the rcalm of formal concerns into morc 
broadly sociological and social·psychological ones, and to a less purely eco
nomic idea of what "depth" in gaming amounts to,I' 

Playing with Fire 

Bentham's concept of "deep play" is found in his The Tlll'ory of Legis
lation.11i By it he means play in which the stakes are so high that it is, 
from his utilitarian standpoint, irrational for men to engage in it at all. 
If a man whose fortune is a thousand pounds (or ringgits) wages five 

'I Besides wagering there arc other economic aspects of the cockfight. espe
cially its very close connection with the local market system which, thoulh sec
ondary both to its motivation and to ilS function. are not without importance. 
Cockfi,ht'l arc open events to which anyone who wishes may come. sometimes 
from qUlle distant areas, but well over 90 percent. probably over 95, are very 
local affairs. and the locality concernc<i is defined not by the villaae. nor even by 
the administrative dislTict. but by the rural market system. Bali has a three-day 
market �eek With the familiar "solar-system"-type rotation. Thou,h the mark.ets 
themselves have never been very hi,hly developed, small morning affairs in a vil
lage square, it is the microresion such rotation rather generally marks out-ten 
or twenty square miles, seven or eisht nei,hborina villaaes (which in contempo
rary Bali is usually loing to mean anywhere from five to ten or cleven thousand 
people) from which the core of any cockfight audience. indeed virtually all of it, 
will come. Most of the fishts arc in fact organiz.ed and sponsorro by small com
bines of petty rural merchants under the general premise. very strongly held by 
them and indeed by all Balinese. that COCkfights arc good for trade because "they 
act money out of the house. they make it circulate," Stalls selHna various SOrlS of 
things as well as MSOned sheer-chance ,amblina games (see below) are set up 
around the edge of the area so thai this even takes on the quality of a small fair. 
This connection of cockfighting with markets and market stllers is very old, 3$, 
among other things, their cOrUunclion in inscriptions IR. Goris. PrasaSli Bali, 2 
vols. (Bandung, 1954)1 indicates. Trade has follo\\,ro the cock for centuries in 
rural Bali, and the sport has been one of the main Ilgenci�s of Ihe island's mone
tization. 

" Th� phrase is found in th� Hildreth translation, Internalional Librar), of 
Ps),chololY (1931), nole to p. 106: see L. L. Full�r, Th� Morality 0/ Law (New 
Haven. 1964), p, 6 IT. 
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hundred of it on an even bet, the marginal utility of the pound he stands 

to win is clearly less than the marginal disutility of the one he stands to 

lose, In genuine deep play, this is the case for both parties. They are 
both in over their heads. Having come together in search of pleasure 
they have entered into a relationship which will bring the participants, 
considered collectively, net pain rather than net pleasure. Bentham's 
conclusion was, therefore, that deep play was immoral from first princi
ples and, a typical step for him, should be prevented legally, 

But more interesting than the ethical problem, at least for our con
cerns here, is that despite the logical force of Bentham's analysis men 

do engage in such play, both passionately and often, and even in the 
face of law's revenge. For Bentham and those who think as he does 
(nowadays mainly lawyers, economists, and a few psychiatrists), the ex

planation is. as I have said, that such men are irrational-addicts, fe
tishists, children, fools, savages, who need only to be protected against 

themselves, But for the Balinese, though naturally they do not formulate 
it in so many words, the explanation lies in the fact that in such play, 
money is less a measure of utility, had or expected, lhan it is a symbol 

of moral import, perceived or imposed. 
It is, in fact, in shallow games. ones in which smaller amounts of 

money are involved. that increments and decrements of cash arc more 
nearly synonyms for utility and disutility, in the ordinary, uncxpandcd 
sense-for pleasure and pain, happiness and unhappiness. In deep ones, 
where the amounts of money arc great, much more is at stake than ma
terial gain: namely, esteem, honor, dignity. respect-in a word, though 
in Bali a profoundly freighted word, Status.ttl It is at stake symboli
cally, for (a few cases of ruined addict gamblers aside) no one's status is 
actually altered by the outcome of a cockfight; it is only. and that mo
mentarily, affirmed or insulted. But for the Balinese. for whom nothing 
is more pleasurable than an affronl obliquely delivered or more painful 
than one obliquely received-particularly when mutual acquaintances, 
undeceived by surfaces. are watching-such appraisive drama is deep 

indeed, 
This. I must stress immediately, is lIot to say that the money does not 

mailer. or that the Balinese is no more concerned about losing five 

to Of course, even in Bentham, utility is not normally confined as a concept to 
monetary losses and lains, and my argument here might be more carefully put in 
terms of a denial that for the Balinese, as for any people, utility (pleasure. happi
nes . . .  ) is merely identifiablt with wealth. Bul such terminological problems 
arc in any case secondary to the C5senlial point: the cockfight is not roulette. 
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hundred ringgits than fineen. Such a conclusion would be absurd. It is 
because money does, in this hardly un materialistic society, matter and 
maUer vcry much that the more of it one risks, the more of a lot of 
other things, such as one's pride, one's poise, one's dispassion, one's 
�aSCulinity, one also risks, again only momentarily but again vcry pub
hcly as well. In  deep cockfights an owner and his collaborators, and, as 
we shall see, to a lesser but still quite real extent also their backers on 
Ihe outside, put their money where their status is. 

It �s in large part because the marginal disUlility of loss is so great at 
Ihe higher levels of betting thal to engage in such betting is to lay one's 
public self, allusively and metaphorically, through the medium of one's 
�k, on the line. And though to a Bentharnite this might seem merely 
to Increase the irrationality of the enterprise that much further, to the 
Balinese what it mainly increases is the meaningfulness of it all. And as 
(�o :Ollow W�ber rather than Bentham) the imposition of meaning on 
hfe IS the major end and primary condition of human existence, that ac
cess of significancc morc than compensates for the economic costs in
volved.*' 

. 
Actually, given the even-money quality of the larger 

matches, Important changes i n  matcrial fortune among those who regu
larly participate in them seem virtually nonexistent, because matters 
more or less even out over the long run. It is, actually, in  the smaller, 
shallow fi�hts, where one finds the handful of more pure, addict-type 
gamblers IIlvolved-those who are in it mainly for the money-that 
"rear' changes i n  social position, largely downward, are affected. Men 
of this sort, plungers, are highly dispraised by "true cockfighters" as 
fools who do not understand what the sport is all about, vulgarians who 
simply miss the point of it all. They are, these addicts, regarded as fair 
game for the genuine enthusiasts, those who do understand, to take a 
little money away from-something that is easy enough to do by luring 
them, through the force of their greed, into irrational bets on mis
matched cocks. Most of them do indeed manage to ruin themselves in a 

. 
II M. W�ber, The Sociology o[ Religion (Boston, 1963). There is nothing spe. 

clfica�ly
. 
Balinese, of course, �boUi deepening significance with money. as Whyte's 

�HCnpt�on of comer
. 

boys In a workinl-cla.s.s district of Boston demonstrates: 
Gambling plays an Important role in the lives of Cornervilte people. Whatever 

la� the corner boys play. they nearly always bet on the outcome. When there is 
nothlnl at sta�e, the aame is not considered a real conlest. This does nOI mean 
that the financl�1 e.lement is all-importa�t. J have frequenlly heard men say that 
the honor of wln.mnl was

. 
much more Imporlant Ihan the money al stake. The 

corner boys conSider plaYing for money the real test of skill and. unless a man 
performs well when money is at stake, he is not considered a good competitor." 
W. F. Whyte, SrrUf Cornu Socif!fy, 2d ed. (Chicaao. 19$$). p. 140. 
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remarkably short time, but there always seems to be one or two of them 
around, pawning their land and selling their clothes in order to bet, at 
any particular time.n 

This graduated correlation of "status gambling" with deeper fights 
and, inversely, "money gambling" with shallower oncs is in fact quite 
general. Bettors themselves form a sociomoral hierarchy in these terms. 
As noted earlier, at most cockfights there are, around the very edges of 
the cockfight area, a large number of mindless, sheer-chance-type gam
bling games (roulette, dice throw, coin-spin, pea-under-the-shell) oper
ated by concessionaires. Only women, children. adolescents. and various 
other sorts of people who do not (or not yet) fight cocks-the extremely 
poor. the socially despised, the pcrsonally idiosyncratic-play at these 
games. at, of course, penny ante levels. COCkfighting men would be 
ashamed to go anywhere near them. Slighlly above these people in 
standing are those who though they do not themselves fight cocks, bet 
on the smaller matchcs around the edges. Next, there arc those who 
fight cocks in small, or occasionally medium matches, but have not the 
status to join in  the large ones, though they may bet from time to time 
on the side i n  those. And finally, there are those, the really substantial 
members of the community, the solid citizenry around whom local life 
revolves, who fight in the larger fights and bet on them around the side. 
The focusing elemenl in these focused gatherings, these men generally 
dominate and define the sport as they dominate and define the society. 
When a Balinese male talks, in that almost venerative way, about "the 
true cockfighter." the bebatoh ("bettor") or djurII kunmg ("cage 
keeper"), il is this sort of person, not those who bring the mentality of 
the pea-and-shell game into the Quite different, inappropriate context of 
the cockfight, the driven gambler (poUt, a word which has the second· 
ary meaning of thief or reprobate), and the wistful hanger-on, that they 

n The extremes to which this madness is conceived on occasion to go-and 
the fact that it is considered madness-is demonstrated by the Balinese folk. talc 
I TllhllnG Kuning. A gambler becomes so deranged by his passion thai. leavina 
on a trip. he orders his pregnant wife to take care of the prospective newborn if 
it is a boy but to feed it as meat to his ",hting cocks if it is a airl. The mother 
gives birth to a airl. but rather than givinS the child to the cocks she aiv� them 
a large rat and conceals the girl with her own mother. Whcn the husband returns, 
the cocks. crowing a jina1e. inform him of the deception and. furious, he sets out 
to kill the child. A aoddess descend!l from heaven and takcs the girl up to the 
skies with her. The cocks die from the food "iven Ihem. the owner's sanity is reo 
stored, the aoddcss brinas the girl back to lhe father, who reunites him with his 
wife. The story is given as "Geel Komkommerlje" in J. Hooykaas·van Leeuwen 
Boomkamp. SprOtlk.je.f en Vuhafen "an Bali (The Haaue. 1956), pp. t9-25. 
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mean. For such a man, what is really going on in a match is something 
rather closer to an affaire d'hollneur (though, with the Balinese talent 
for practical fantasy. the blood that is spilled is only figuratively human) 
than to the stupid, mechanical crank of a slot machine. 

What makes Balinese COCkfighting deep is thus not money in itself, 
but what, the more of it that is involved the more so, money causes to 
happen: the migration of the Balinese status hierarchy into the body of 
the COCkfight. Psychologically an Aesopian representation of the 
ideal /demonic. rather narcissistic. male self, sociologically it is an 
equally Aesopian representation of the complex fields of tension set up 
by the controlled, muted, ceremonial. but for all that deeply felt, inter
action of those selves in the context of everyday life. The cocks may be 
surrogates for their owners' personalities, animal mirrors of psychic 
form, but the cockfight is-or more exactly, deliberately is made to be 
-3 simulation of the social matrix, the involved system of cross-cut
ting, overlapping, highly corporate groups-villages, kingroups, irriga
tion societies, temple congregations, "castes" -in which its devotees 
live.t3 And as prestige, the necessity to affirm it, defend it, celebrate 
it. justify it, and just plain bask in it (but not, given the strongly ascrip
tive character of Balinese stratification, to seek it), is perhaps the cen· 
tral driving force in the society. so also-ambulant penises, blood sacri
fices. and monetary exchanges aside-is it of the cockfight. This 
apparenl 'lmusemcnt and seeming sport is, to take another phrase from 
Erving Goffman, "a status bloodbath." H 

The easiest way to make this clear, and at least to some degree to 
demonstrate ii, is to invoke the village whose COCkfighting activities I 

observed the closest-the one in which the mid occurred and from which 
my statistical data are taken. 

Like all Balinese vil lages, this onc-Tihingan, in the Klungkung re
gion of southeast Bali-is intricately organized, a labyrinth of alliances 
and oppositions. But, unlike many, two sorts of corporate groups, which 
are also status groups, particularly stand out, and we may concentrate 
on them, in a part-far-whole way, without undue distortion. 

13 For a fuller description of Balinese rural social structure. see C. Geenz. 
"Form and Variation in Balinese Villaae StruclUre," Amtrican Afllhrop% gisl 6t  
( 1959): pp. 94-108; "Tihingan. A Balinese Village," in R. M. Koen1,jaraningrat. 
Vilfagts in Indon�sia ( Ithaca. 1967). pp. 2 10-24]; and. though it is a bit off the 
norm as Balinese villages go. V. E. Korn. De Do,ps,t'p"blitlc Ingo"an Pagringsin
gan (Santpoon. Netherlands. 1933). 24 Goffman. Encounttrs, p. 78. 
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First, the village is dominated by four large, patrilineal, partly endog
amous descent groups which are constantly vying with one another and 
form the major factions in the village. Sometimes they group two and 
two, or rather the two larger ones versus the two smaller ones plus all 
the unaffiliated people; sometimes they operate independently. There 
are also subfactions within them, subfactions within the subfactions, and 
so on to rather fine levels of distinction. And second, there is  the village 
itself, almost entirely endogamous, which is opposed to all the other vil
lages round about in its cockfight circuit (which, as explained, is the 
market region), but which also forms alliances with certain of these 
neighbors against certain others in various supravillage political and so· 
cial contexts. The exact situation is thus, as everywhere in Bali, quite 
distinctive; but the general pauern of a tiered hierarchy of status rival
ries between highly corporate but various based groupings (and, thus, 
between the members of them) is entirely general. 

Consider, then. as support of the general thesis that the cockfight, and 
especially the deep cockfight, is fundamentally a dramatization of status 
concerns, the following facts, which to avoid extended ethnographic de
scription I shall simply pronounce to be facts......:.though the concrete evj· 
dence. examples, statements, and numbers that could be brought to bear 
in support of them, is both extensive and unmistakable: 

I .  A man virtually never bets against a cock owned by a member of 
his own kingroup. Usually he will feel obliged to bet for it. the more so 
the closer the kin tie and the deeper the fight. If he is certain in his 
mind that it will not win, he may just not bet at all, particularly if it is 
only a second cousin's bird or if the fight is a shallow one. But as a rule 
he will feel he must support it and, in deep games, nearly always does. 
Thus the great majority of the people calling "five" or "speckled" so 
demonstratively are expressing their allegiance to their kinsman, not 
their evaluation of his bird, their understanding of probability theory, 
or even their hopes of unearned income. 

2. This principle is extended logically. If your kingroup is not in
volved you will support an allied kingroup against an unallied one in 
the same way, and so on through the very involved networks of alli
ances which, as I say, make up this, as any other, Balinese village. 

3. So, too, for the village as a whole. If an outsider cock is fighting 
any cock from your village, you will tend to support the local one. If, 
what is a rarer circumstance but occurs every now and then, a cock 
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from outside your cockfight circuit is fighting one inside it, you will also 
lend to support the "home bird." 

4. Cocks which come from any distance arc almost always favorites. 

for the theory is the man would not have dared to bring it if it was not 
a good cock. the morc SO the further he has come. His followers are, of 
course, obliged to support him, and when the morc grand-scale legal 

cockfights are held (on holidays. and so on) the people of the village 
take what they regard to be the best cocks in the village, regardless of 
ownership. and go off to support them, although they will almost cer

tainly have 10 give odds on them and to make large bets to show that 
they are not a cheapskate village. Actually, such "away games," though 
infrequent, tend to mend the ruptures between village members that the 
constantly occurring "home games," where village factions are opposed 
rather than united, exacerbate. 

5 .  Almost all matches are sociologically relevant. You scldom get 
two outsider cocks fighting, or two cocks with no particular group back
ing, or with group backing which is mutually unrelated in any clear 

way. When you do get them, the game is very shallow, betting very 
slow. and the whole thing very dull, with no one save the immediate 

principals and an addict gambler or two at all interested. 
6. By the same token, you rarely get two cocks from the same group. 

even more rarely from the same subfaction, and virtually never from the 
same sub-subfaction (which would be in most cases one extended fam

ily) fighting. Similarly. in outside village fights two members of the vil
lage will rarely fight against one another, even though, as bitter rivals, 
they would do so with enthusiasm on their home grounds. 

7. On the individual level, people involved in an institutionalized 

hostility relationship. called pllik, in which they do not speak or other
wise have anything to do with each other (the causcs of this formal 
breaking of relations are many: wife-capture. inheritance arguments. 
politicnl differences) will bet very heavily, sometimes almost mania
cally. against one another in what is a frank and direct attack on the 
very masculinity, the ultimate ground of his status, of the opponent. 

8. The center bet coalition is. in all but the shallowest games. (I/'Imys 
made up by structural allies-no "outside money" is involved. What is 
"outside" depends upon the context. of course, but given it, no outside 

money is mixed in with the main bet; if the principals cannot raise it, it 

is not made. The center bet, again especially in deeper games, is thus 

the most direct and open expression of social opposition, which is one 
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of the reasons why both it and matchmaking are surrounded by such an 
air of unease. furtiveness, embarrassment, and so on. 

9. The rule about borrowing money-that you may borrow for a bet 

but not ;n one-stems (and the Balinese are quite conscious of this) 

from similar considerations: you are never at the economic mercy of 

your enemy that way. GambHng debts, which can get quite large on a 
rather short-term basis, arc always to friends, never to enemies. struc

turally speaking. 
10. When two cocks 3rc structurally irrelevant or neutral so far as 

you are concerned (though, as mentioned, they almost never are to each 

other) you do not even ask a relative or a friend whom he is betting on, 

because if you know how he is betting and he knows you know, and you 

go the other way, it will lead to strain. This rule is explicit and rigid; 

fairly elaborate. even rather artificial precautions are taken to avoid 
breaking it. At the very least you must pretend not to notice what he is 

doing, and he what you are doing. 
I I .  There is a special word for betting against the grain, which is 

also the word for "pardon me" (mpura). It is considered a bad thing to 
do, though if the center bet is small it is sometimes all right as long as 
you do not do it too often. But the larger the bet and the more fre

quently you do it, the more the "pardon me" tack will lead to social 

disruption. 
12.  In fact. the institutionaHzed hostility relation. pllik. is often for

mally initiated (though its causes always lie elsewhere) by such a "par

don me" bet in a deep fight. putting the symbolic fat in the fire. Simi
larly, the end of such a relationship and resumption of normal social 
intercourse is often signalized (but, again, not actually brought about) 
by one or the other of the enemies supporting the other's bird. 

1 3 .  In sticky, cross-loyalty situations, of which in this extraordinarily 

complex soc ial system there are of course many, where a man is caught 
between two more or less equally balanced loyalties. he tends to wander 
off for a cup of coffee or something to avoid having to bet, a form of 

behavior reminiscent of that of American voters in similar situa
tions.2:'! 

1 4. The people involved in the center bet are, especially in deep 
fights, virtually always leading members of their group-kinship. vil· 
lage, or whatever. Further, those who bet on the side (including these 

IS B. R. Berdson. P. F. L..a1ersrdd. and W. N. McPhee. Voting: A Study of 
Opinion FormatiQn in u Prts;d�ntjal Compa;gn (Chicago. 1954). 
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people) are, as I have already remarked, the more established members 

of the village-the solid citizens. Cockfighting is for those who are in. 

volved i n  the everyday politics of preSlige as well, not for youth, 

women, subordinates, and so forth. 

1 5 . So rar as money is concerned. the explicitly expressed attitude 

toward it is that it is a secondary maUer. It is not, as J have said, of no 

importance: Balinese are no happier to lose several weeks' income than 

anyone else. But they mainly look on the monetary aspects of the cock

fight as self-balancing, a maHer of just moving money oaround, circulat

ing it among a fairly well-defined group of serious cockfighlcrs. The 

really important wins and losses arc secn mostly in other terms, and the 

general attitude toward wagering is not any hope of cleaning up, of 

making a killing (addict gamblers again excepted), but Ihat of the horse

player's prayer: "Oh, God, please let me break even:' In  prestige terms, 

however, you do not want to break even, but, in a momentary, punc

tuate son of way, win utterly. The talk (which goes on all the time) is 

about fighls against such-and-such a cock of So-and-So which your cock 

dcmolished, nO( on how much you won, a facl people, even for large 

bets. rarely remember for any length of time, though they will remem

ber Ihe day they did in Pan Loh's finest cock for years. 

16. You must bet on cocks of your own group aside from mere loy

alty considerations, for if you do not people generally will say, "What! 

Is he too proud for the likes of us? Does he have to go to Java or Dcn 

Pasar fthe capital town I 10 bet. he is such an important man'!" Thus 

there is a general pressure to bet not only to show that you arc impor

tant locally, but that you arc not so important that you look down on 

everyone else as unfit even to be rivals. Similarly. home team people 

must bet against outside cocks or the outsiders will accuse them-a se

rious charge--<>f just collecting entry fecs and not really being interested 

in cockfighting. as well as again being arrogant and insulting. 

17.  Finally. the Balinese peasants themselves are quite aware of all 

this and can and, al least to an ethnographer, do state most of it in ap

proximately the same terms as I have. Fighting cocks, almost every Ba

linese I have ever discussed thc SUbject with has said. is like playing 

with fire only not getting burned. You activate village and k ingroup ri

valries and hostilities, but in " play" form, coming dangerously and en

trancingly close to the expression of open and direct interpersonal and 

intergroup aggression (something which. again. almost never happens in 

the normal course of ordinary life). but not quite. because, after all. it is 

" only ;1 cockfight." 
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More observations of this sort could be advanced, but perhaps the 

general point is, if not made, at least well .<felineated, and th� whole ar

gument thus far can be usefully summarized in a formal paradigm: 

TH". MORE A MATCH IS . . .  
1 .  Between ncar status equals (and lor personal enemies) 

2. Between high status individuals 

TIlE DEEPER THE MATCH. 

TilE DEU'l:.R T H E  MATCII . . .  

I. The closer the identification of cock and man (or, more prop

erly. the deepcr the malch the more the man will advance his 

bcst. most closely-identified-with cock). 

2. The finer the cocks involved and the more exactly they wil l  be 

malched. 

3. The greater the emotion that will be involved and the more the 

general absorption in the match. 

4. The higher the individual bels center and outside, the shorter 

the outside bet odds will tend to be, and the more betting there 

will be overall. 

5. The less an "cconomic" and the more a "status" view of gam

ing will be involved, and the "solider" the citizens who will be 

gaming.!'; 

Inverse arguments hold for the shallower the fight, culminating. in a 

reversed-signs sense, in the coin-spinning and dice-throwing amuse

ments. For deep fights there are no absclute upper limits. though there 

arc of course practical ones, and there arc a great many legendlike tales 

of great Ducl-in-the-Sun comba'.s between lords and princes in classical 

times (for cockfighting has always been as much an elite concern as a 

popular one), far deeper than anything anyone. even aristocrats. could 

produce today anywhere in Bali. 

Indeed, one of the great culture heroes of Bali is a prince. called 

after his passion for the sport, "The Cockfighter," who happencd to be 

awny al a very deep cockfight with a neighboring prince when the whole 

01 hi� family-father. brothers. wives. sisters-were iI�sassinatcd by 

2ft As thi� I� a formlll paradi,m. it is intended to display � he 10�ical. not the 
causal. structurc of cockfighting. JUSI which of these conSiderations leads to 
which in what order. and by what mechanism� is another malter-one I have 
altem�ted 10 shed some Ii,hl on in the scnerai discu .. sion. 
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commoner usurpers. Thus spared. he returned to dispatch the upstart, 

regain the throne. reconstitute the Balinese high tradition, and build its 
most powerful, glorious, and prosperous state. Along with evcrythrng 
else that the Balinese see in fighting cocks-themselves, their social 
order, abstract hatred, masculinity, demonic power-they also see the 
archetype of status virtue. the arrogant, resolute. honor-mad player with 

reat fire, the ksatria princeY 

If In another of HooyJr:aas-van Leeuwen Boomkamp'S folk tales ("Dc Gast," 
Sprookjes en Verhalen Vim Bali, pp. 172-180).. a low caste SlIdru, a icncrous, 
pious. and carefree man who is also an accomplished cock fighter, los�, despite 
his accomplishment, fiahl after ti,hl until he is nOI only out of money but down 
to his last cock. He does not despair. however-"I bet." he uys. "upon the Un· 
seen World." 

His wife. a aood and hard·workina woman. knowina how much he el\ioys 
cockfighting. gives him her last "rainy day" money to go and bet. But. filled with 
misaivings due to his run of ill luck. he leaves his own cock at home and bets 
merely on the side . .. Ie soon loses all but a coin or two and repairs to a food 
stand for a snack, where he meets a decrepit. odorous. and aeneral1y unappetizina 
old beaaar lean ina on a staff. The old man asks for food. and Ihe hero spends his 
last coins to buy him some. The old man then asks to pass Ihe niahl with the 
hero. which the hero aladly invites him to do. As there is no food in the house. 
however. the hero tells his wife to kill the lasl cock for dinner. When the old 
man diJl(:()vers this fact. he tells Ihe hero he has three cocks in his own mountain 
hUI and saY' the hero may have one of them for fight ina. He also asks for the 
hero's son to acco mpany him as a servant, and. after the son aarees. this is done. 

The old man turns out 10 be Siva and. thus. to live in a areat palace in Ihe 
sky. though the hero does not know this. In time, the hero decides to visit his 
son and collect the promised cock. Lifted up into Siva's presence. he is given Ihe 
choice or three cocks. The first crows: "I have beaten fifteen opponents." The 
second crows, "I have bUlen twenty-five opponents. � The third cro�s. '" have beaten 
the king." 'That one. the third, is my choice," says the hero. and returns with it 10 
earth. 

When he arnves at The cockfight. he is asked for an entry fee and replies, "I  
have no money; I will pay after my cock has won." As he is known never to 
win, he is let in because the king. who is there fighting. dislikes him and hopes to 
enslave hLm when he loses and cannot pay off. In order to insure Ihal this happens. 
the king matches his finest cock aaainst the hero's. When the cocks are placed 
down. the hero's nees. and the crowd, led by the arrogant king, hoots in lauahter. 
The hero's cock then nies at the kina himselr, killing him wilh a spur Slab in Ihc 
throat. The hero nees. His house is encircled by the kina's men. The cock 
chanae5 into a Garuda, the great mythic bird or Indie kaend. and carries the 
hero and his wife to sarety in the heaveM. 

When the people see this. they make the hero kina and his wife queen and 
they return a5 5uch to earth. Later their son. released by SIva. also returns and 
the hero-kina announces his intention to enter a hermitaae. ("I will fiaht no more 
cockfights. I have bet on the Unseen and won.�) He enters the hermilaae and hIS 
son becomes kin,. 
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Feathers, Blood, Crowds, and Money 

"Poetry makes nothing happen," Audcn says in  his cleg� of Yeats, "i
.
� 

survives in thc valley of its saying . . . a way of happenmg, a mouth. 

The cockfight too. in this colloquial sense. makes n�thing hap�n. Men 

go on allegorically humiliating one another a�d bcl�g all�gortcally h�

miliated by one another. day after day, glorytng qUlctly tn the ex�r�

ence if they have triumphed, crushed only slightly more openly by It If 

they have not. 8m 110 Ollt" S SWillS r!'''Uy chell/gt'f. You can�ot
. 
a�cnd 

the status ladder by winning cockfights; you cannot, as an mdlvtdual, 

really ascend it at all. Nor can you descend it that way.!!! All you �an 

do is enjoy and savor, or suffer and withstand, the con:octed sensation 

of drastic and momentary movement along an aesthetIC semblance of 

that ladder, a kind of behind-the-mirror stalUs jump which has the look 

of mobility without its actuality. . . 
Like any art form-for that, finally. is what we are dealing wlth

the cockfight renders ordinary, everyday experience compre�ensible
. 

by 

presenting it in tcrms of acts and objects which howe had their practIcal 

consequences removed and been reduced (or. if you prefer, raised) to 

the level of sheer appearances, where their meaning can be more power

fully articulated and more exactly perceived. The cockfight is "really 

real" only to the cocks-it does not kill anyone. castrate anyone. reduce 

anyone to animal statuS, alter the hierarchical r
.
ela�ions �mong p

,
eoplc. 

or refashion the hierarchy; it docs not evcn redlstrtbutc ,"come In any 

Significant way. What it docs is what, for other peoples With
. 

other tern· 

peraOlents and other conventions, u'llr an
,
d . Crime tlml .PullIslwit'fII do; 

it catches up these thcmes--death. mascuh"'ty, rage, pnd�, loss. bcncfi· 

ccnce, chance-and, ordering thcm into an encompasstng structure, 

presents them in such a way as to throw into relicf it particular view of 

their essential naturc. It puts a construction on them. makes thcm, to 

II Addict aambleu are really less dcclasscd (for their sta�us is, as everyone 
else's. inherited) than merely impoverished 

.
and

. 
personally dIsgraced. �e most 

prominent addict gambler in my cockfight CIrCUli was actually � very hLah casle 
sutr;u who sold orr most or hi� considerable lands 10 support hIS habIt: Though 
evcryone privately reaardcd him as a rool and

, 
worse (some. more charitable. re

arded him as sick), he was publicly treated WIth the elaborate
. 

dererencc a�d po�teness duc his rank. On the independence of personal repulallon and public sta
tus in Bali. see above, Chapter 14. 
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those historically positioned to appreciate the construction, meaningful 

-visible, tangible, graspable-"Teal," in an ideational sense. An 
image, fiction, a model, a metaphor, the cockfight is a means of expres
sion; its function is neither to assuage social passions nor to heighten 

them (though, in its playing-with-fire way il does a bit of both), but, in 
a medium of feathers, blood. crowds, and money, to display them. 

The question of how it is that we perceive qualities in things
paintings, books, melodies, plays-that we do not feci we can assert lit
erally to be there has come, in recent years, into the very center of aes
thetic theory.1I Neither the sentiments of the artist, which remain his, 

nor those of the audience, which remain theirs, can account for the agi
tation of one painting or the serenity of another. We attribute grandeur, 
wit, despair, exuberance to strings of sounds; lightness, energy, vio

lence. fluidity to blocks of stone. Novels are said to have strength, 
buildings eloquence, plays momentum, ballcts repose. In this realm of 
eccentric predicates, to say that the cockfight, in its perfected cases at 
least, is "disquictful" does not seem at all unnatural, mercly, as J have 

just denied it practical consequence, somewhat puzzling. 
The disquietfulness arises, "somehow," out of a conjunction of three 

attributes of the fight: its immediatc dramatic shapc; its metaphoric con
tent; and its social context. A cultural figurc against a social ground, the 
fight is at once a convulsive surge of animal hatrcd, a mock war of sym
bolical selves, and a formal simulation of status lensions, and its aes
thetic power derives from its capacity to force together these diverse 
realities. The reason it is disquietful is not that it has material effects (it 
has some, but they are minor); the reason that it is disquietful is that, 

joining pride to selfhocw:t, selfllood to cocks, and cocks to destruction, it 
brings 10 imaginative realization a dimension of Balinese experience 
normally well-obscured from view. The transfer of a sense of gravity 
into what is in itself a rather blank and unvarious spectacle, a commo

tion of beating wings and throbbing legs, is effected by interpreting it as 

expressive of something unsetlling in the way its authors <Uld audience 
live, or, even more ominously, what they are. 

As a dramatic shape, the fight displays a characteristic that does not 
seem so remarkable until one realizes that il does not have to be there: 

It For four. somewhat variant. treatments. see S. Lanser. FuJillg and Form 
(New York. 1953): R. Wollheim . ... ,, and lis Obj�cts (New York, 1968): 
N. Goodman. Languog�s of Art ( Indianapolis. 1968): M. Merleau.Ponly. "The Eyc 
and the Mind." in his Tht Primucy of PUCI'plioll (Evanston. III., 1964). pp, 
159-190. 
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E h t h 's a world unto itself, a 
Ii radically atomistical structure.30 ac rna c I • . 

articulate burst of form. There is the matchmakmg, 
.
there IS the bet

� there is the fight, there is the result-utter tTiumph and utter 

�;�at-and there is the hurried, embarrassed p�ssing of money. �e 

loser is not consoled. People drift away from him, look 
.
around hl�, 

leave him to assimilate his momentary descent into nonbem�, reset hiS 

face. and return, scarless and intact. to the fray. Nor are wmn�rs con· 

gratulated, or events rehashed; once a match is ended the crowd s atten· 

tion turns totally to the next, with no looking back. A shadow o
.
f the ex

perience no doubt remains with the principa�s, pe�haps even With some 

of the witnesses of a deep fight, as it rematns With us when w
.
e lea�e 

the theater after seeing a powerful play well-performed: but It qUite 

soon fades to become at most a schematic memory-a dtffuse
. 

glow or 

an abstract shudder-and usually not even that. Any expressive form 

I" I ' n its own present-the one it itself creates. But, here, that 
\Yes on y l

b ' h h thers 
present is severed into a string of flashes, some more fig t t an 0 , 

but all of them disconnected, aesthetic quanta. Whatever the cockfight 

says, it says in spurts. . . ' 
But. as I have argued lengthily elsewhere,

. 
the

. 
B

.
ahnese hV� I� 

Th " I"r as they arrange it and percclVe It, IS less a flo , 
spurts.31 elr I e, 

d h 
directional movement out of the past, through the pr�sent. towar t

.
e 

futurc than an on-off pulsation of meaning and vacu
,
lty, an ar�yth�1C 

alternation of short periods when "something" (that IS, so
.
me�

,
htng Sl�. 

nificant) is happening, and equally short ones where "nolhlll� (�at IS, 

h
. 

uch) is_between what they themselves call full and 
not tng m .. 

d "h I .. In focus 
"empty" times, or, in another idiom, "junctures an � es. 

. 
-

ing activity down to a burning-glass dot, the cockfight IS merely 
.
bemg 

Balinese in the same way in which everything from the monadiC en-

b d there in 1840) indeed seem 10 have 
:MI British coc:kfights {the 5PO;� 

w
��er���� a quite different family of shapes. 

lal;kcd it and 10 have genera . • 
cd �r of coc:ks were 

Most Bri'tish fightS were "mains.� in w:hil;h a prea�� k;
um

and wagering took 
aligned into two le.am.s .and fough� s

ena�y. 
n��

e 
main as

pta whole. There wert 
plal;e both on the 1��lvidua� mate es anand

o 
on the Continent. in whieh a large 

also "battle Royales. both In Engla� with the one left standing at �he end the 
number of I;ocks were I

�
t loose 

I�� 
o�elsh main followed an elimination paltern. 

vklor. And in Wales. t e so-ca , 
winners proceeding 10 the next 

along the lines of a prcsent.da� 
t
�
n�

ls tou
��:�

e�� compositional flexibilitY than. 
round. As a genre. the �ock g t as 

,PC 'thoul any On oockfightinl more gen
say. Latin comedy. bUI It IS not entire y w

�'ill (Ne� York. 19(9); G. R. Soon. 
erally, see A. R

,
u
fi
po

.
rl: Th('LoA�01 7��g 

and 
g 
L. Fitz-Barnard. Fighting SportJ 

/lis/ory of Cue g flng • • 
(London. 1921). 

" Above, pp, 391-398. 
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cou�ters of everyday life. through the clanging pointillism of game/an 

mU�lc
: 

to
. 

the visiling�day·of.lhe·gods temple celebrations arc. It is not 

an 
,
Imitation of the punctuatcness of Balinese social life, nor a depiction 

of It, nor even an expression of it; it is an example of it, carefully pre

pared.3! 

. 
If �ne �imenSion of the cockfight's structure. its lack of temporal 

dlrecllonallty, makes it seem a typical segment of the general social life, 
h

.
owevcr, the ol�er. its tlat-ouI, head-la-head (or spur-Io-spur) aggres

�Iveness. makes It seem a contradict jon, a reversal, even a subversion of 
It. In �he normal Course of things, Ihe Balinese are shy to the point of 
obseSSIVeness of open conflict, Oblique, cautious, 'subdued. controlled 
�asters of indirection and dissimulation-what they call alus, "pol� 
Ished," "smooth"-they rarely face what they ean turn away from 
ra

.
rely resist what they can evade. But here they portray themselves a� 

wild and murd�rous, ,:"ith manic explosions of instinctual cruelty. A 
powerful rendermg of life as the Balinese most deeply do not want it (to 
adapt a phrase Frye has used of Gloucester's blinding) is set in the con
text of a sample of it as they do in  fact have it.u And, because the con
t�xt s�ggests that the rendering, if less than a straightforward descrip
tl�n, 

,
IS nonetheless more than an idle fancy; it is here that the 

dlsqulet�ulne
.
sS_the disquietfulness of the fighl, not (or, anyway, not 

necessarily) Its patrons, who seem in fact rather thoroughly to enjoy it 

. 
eme�ges. The slaughter in the cock ring is not a depiction of how 

thlOgs
. 

literally are among men, bUI, whal is almost worse, of how, from 
a particular angle, they imaginatively are.'S4 

" JI Fo� Ihe. n�e55iIY of distinguishini amonS "description," "representalion " exemplificatIOn, and "expression" (and the irrelevance of "imitation" to all ' f  
•

'h
"

m')'O
"

4,
moo

. 
t$ of symbolic reference, sec Goodman, LAnguagr.f of Art p

O
p 

- . - 1 , 22$-24 1 .  
' . :: N. Frye, Thr Edu�aud Imagination (Bloominlton, 100" 1964), p. 99. There arc two. other Balinese values and disvaluCi WhiCh. connected with punclual� temporality on the one hand and unbridled aaaressiveness on Ihe oth�r

i 
r;mforce the. sense that, the c�kfiiht is al once conlinuous with ordinary 

:eela Ii e a.nd a dlf�t nelatlon of It : what Ihe Balinese call rami, and what her fall palmg. Rtlmr means crowded, noisy, and active, and is a highly sought-after � .. a Itale: crowded markeu, mm feslivals. busy Ilreeu are all ram� as, of course IS, I,n ,�he ,exl,��me. a cockfilht. Ram� is what happens in the "full"lim� (ils opposite' ��PI, . qUiet, 1$ what happens in the "empty" ones), Paling is social vertiao the dizzy' 
l.son�nled, IO$�, IUmcd'around re�ling one seu when one's place in Ihe �rdinat� o� SOCI�J space IS nOI. clear. and It IS a tremendously disfavored. immensely anxietyr �ucml state. Bah��. regard Ihe enCI maintenance of spatial onentalion ("110{ o now where north IS IS 10 be crazy), balance, decorum, stalus relationships and 

10 forth, as fundameOlal 10 ordered life (kramu) and paUng, the 501"1 of whirlinl' con-
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The angle, of course, is stratificatory. What, as we have already seen, 

the cockfight talks most forcibly about is status relationships, and what 

il says about them is that they are matters of life and death. That pres

tige is a profoundly serious business is apparent everywhere one looks 

in  Bali-in the village, the family, the economy, the state, A peculiar 

fusion of Polynesian title ranks and Hindu castes, the hierarchy of pride 

is the moral backbone of the society. But only in the cockfight are the 

sentiments upon which that hierarchy rests revealed in their natural 

colors, Enveloped elsewhere in a haze of etiquette, a thick cloud of eu

phemism and ceremony, gesture and allusion, they are here expressed in 

only the thinnest disguise of an animal mask, a mask which i n  fact dem

onstrates them far more effectively than it conceals them. Jealousy is as 

much a part of Bali as poise, envy as grace, brutality as charm; but 

without the cockfight the Balinese would have a much less certain un

derstanding of them, which is, presumably, why they value it so highly, 

Any expressive form works (when it works) by disarranging semantic 

contexts in  such a way that properties conventionally ascribed to certain 

things are unconventionally ascribed to others, which are then seen ac

tually to possess them, To call the wind a cripple, as Stevens does, to fix 

tone and manipulate timbre, as Schoenberg does, or, closer to our case, 

to picture an art critic as a dissolute bear, as Hogarth does, is to cross 

conceptual wires; the established conjunctions between objects and their 

qualities are altered, and phenomena-fall weather, melodic shape, or 

cultural journalism-are clothed in signifiers which normally point to 

other referents.:U Similarly. to connect-and connect, and connect-the 

collision of roosters with the divisiveness of status is to invite a transfer 

fusion of position the scramblinl cocks exemplify as iu profoundest enemy and con
tradiction, On rami, sec Bateson and Mead, &Iinrs� Characur, pp. 3, 64; on paling, 
ibid., p. I I ,  and Bdo, ed., Traditional &linur Cufturr, p. 90 If. 

U The Slevens reference is to his "The MOlive for Metaphor" ("You like it 
under the trees in autumn,/Because everY1hini is half dead./The wind moves 
like a cripple amons the leaves/And repeRu words wilhoul meanina") ICopyriaht 
1947 by Wallace Slevens, reprinted from Thr Collrclul Po�nu of Wallaa Suvuu 
by permission of Alfred A. Knopf, Inc .. and Faber and Faber ltd.l ; the Schoenbera 
reference is to the third of his Fivr Orchrslral Pi«rs (Opus 16). and is borrowed 
from H. H. Draier. "The Concepi of 'Tonal Body: " in Rrjfections on Arr, cd. 
S. Lallier (New YOf"k, 1961), p. 174. On Hoaarth, and on this whole problem-there 
called "multiple matrix matching"-see E. H. Gombrich, ''The Use of Art for Ihe 
Study of Symbols," in Pr,cholo/fY and tht ViJual Arts, cd. J. HOiI (Baltimore, 1969). 
pp. 149_170. The more usua/ term for this sort ofsemanlic alchemy is "metaphorical 
transfer," and lood technical discussions of h can be found in M. Black, Modds and 
Mrlaphors (Ithaca. N,Y .• 1962), p, 2!l ff; Goodman. UJnguag� as Art, p. 44 ff; and 
W, Percy, "Melaphor as Mistake," Sewanu Rtvitw 66 ( 1 9$8): 78-99. 
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of pcr�Pt.ions from the former to the laller. a transfer which is at once a description and a judgment. (Logically, the transfer could of course as well go the other way; but. like most of the rest of us th

' 
C B I '  

' 
ar . d I . ' a lIlese c a great

, 
ea morc mterested in understanding men than they are ' understanding cocks.) 

In 

What sets the COCkfight apart from the ordinary course of life, lifts it from the realm of everyday practical affairs, and surrounds it with an aura �f enla�gcd 
. 
importance is not, as functionalist sociology would have II, that It reinforces status discriminations (such reinforcement ' hardly ne 55 ' . IS 

. . cc ary 111 a society where every act proclairns them) but that 
II prOVides a metasocial commentary upon the whole matter or

'
as t' hun be· . sor 109 

.
1an lOgs 11110 fixed hierarchical ranks and then organizing th �laJor pan of collc�tivc e�is�cnce around that assortment. lis function� ;�

n
�ou want 

.
to call It that, IS Interpretive: it is a Balinese reading of Base experience, a story they tell themselves about themselves. 

Saying Something of Something 

�ro put the matter this way is to engage in a bit of metaphorical refocusII1g of o�e's own, for it shifts the analysis of cultural forms from an e�deavor III general parallel to dissecting an organism diagnosing sympt�m, 
.
deciphering a code, or ordering a system�thc dominan� a�alogles III 

.
contemporary anthropology-Io one in general parallel with �nctratll1g 

.
a literary text. If one takes the COCkfight. or any other co

.
llecllvely sustained symbolic structure. as a means of "saying s _ tlung o� something" (to invoke a famous Aristotelian tag). Ihen O�:l�S faced With a pr�blem not in social mechanics but social semantics.3A For I�e anthropol�glst. whos

.
e concern is with formulating SOCiological prinCiples. not with promot l llg or appreciating cockfights, the question is. what docs one learn about such principles from examining culture as an assemblage of texts? 

Such an extension of the notion f o a text beyond written material, 
:MI The tag is from Ihe second book of Ih 0 discussion or il and for Ihe wh I 

c: 
f 

'80'1°.'1, On 'mup,n(llion. For a 
from the notio� or scripture or :�it��e�m�nt or freel�g ··the notion of text . . .  
neutics. see P. Ricocur. F'�lld and Plri/!o;h: ( �e

n
;

t
��:�

n
n�' /;;�;. �.g2e;�

.
al her me· 
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and even beyond verbal, is, though metaphorical. not, of course, all that 
novel. The interprt'wtio naturae tradition of the middle ages. which, 
culminating in Spinoza, attempted to read nature as Scripture, the 
Nietszchean effort to treat value systcms as glosses on the will to power 
(or the Marxian one to treat them as glosses on property relations), and 
the Freudian replacement of the enigmatiC text of the manifest dream 
with the plain one of the latent, all offer precedents, if not equally rcc
ommendable ones.31 But the idea remains theoretically undeveloped; 
and the more profound corollary, so far as anthropology is concerned, 
that cultural forms can be treated as texts, as imaginative works built 
out of social materials, has yet to be systematically exploited.31 

In the case at hand. to treat the cockfight as a text is to bring out a 
feature of it (in my opinion, the central feature of it) that treating it as a 
rite or a pastime. the two most obvious alternatives. would tend to ob
scure: its use of emotion for cognitive ends. What the cockfight says it 
says in a vocabulary of sentiment-the thrill of risk, the despair of loss, 
the pleasure of triumph. Yet what it says is not merely that risk is excit
ing. loss depressing, or triumph gratifying. banal tautologies of affect, 
but that it is of these emotions, thus exampled, that society is built and 
individuals are put together. Attending cockfights and participating in 
them is, for the Balinese. a kind of sentimental education. What he 
learns there is what his culture's ethos and his private sensibility (or, 
anyway. certain aspects of them) look like when spelled out externally 
in a collective text; that the two are near enough alike to be articulated 
in the symbolics of a single such text: and-the disquieting part-that 
the text in which this revelation is accomplished consists of a chicken 
hacking another mindlessly to bits. 

Every people. the proverb has it, loves its own form of violence. The 
cockfight is the Balinese reflection on theirs: on its look. its uses. its 
force, its fascination. Drawing on almost every level of Balinese experi
ence, it brings together themes-animal savagery. male narcissism, op
ponent gambling, status rivnlry. mass excitement, blood sacrificc-

,. Ibid. 
U Levi.Strauss· "structuralism·' miaht seem an exception. But it i$ only an 

apparent one. ror, rather than takina myths. totem rites. marriage rutes. or what
cver as te:cU to ;nterprel. Levi-Strauss takes them as Ciphers to solve. which is 
very much not the same thing. He does not seek to understand symbolic forms in 
terms of how they function in concrete situations LO orianize perceptions (mean
ines. emotions. concepts, attitudes); he seeks to understand thcm entirely in terms 
of their internat �tructure, i/IC/t'p�/I(J�nt lit /OUI .'!ljf.'l. tl,. /out objt', n d� (milt 

C(mltXt�. See above. Chapter 13. 
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whose main connection is  their involvement with rage and the fear of 

rage, and, binding them into a set of rules which al once contains them 

and allows them play, builds a symbolic structure i n  which, over and 

over again. the reality of their inner affiliation can be intelligibly felt. 

If, to quote Northrop Frye again, we go to see Machelh to Icarn what a 
man feels like after he has gained a k i ngdom and lost his soul, Balinese 

go to cockfights to find Qut what a man. usually composed, aloof. almost 

obsessively self·absorbed, a kind of moral autocosm, feels like when, at. 

lacked, tormented, challenged. insulted, and driven in result to the ex· 

(remes of fury, he has totally triumphed or been brought totally low. 

The whole passage. as it takes us back to Aristotle (though to the Poe,. 

;cs rather than the flt'mu'lleutics), is worth quotation: 

But the poet las OppOSI..-d to the historia n ) ,  Arislotle says, never makes any �eal statements at all. certa inly no particular or specific ones. The poer� job IS not to tell you what happened, but what happens: not what did take pla�e. but the
. 
kind of thing thai always docs lake place, He gives you the typ1cal. recurnng, or what Aristotle calls uni versal e ... ent. You wouldn't go 10 Macbt',h to learn about the history of Scotland-you go to it 10 learn what a man feels like after hc's gained a kingdom and losl his M)UJ. When you meet such a character as Micawbcr in Dickens, you don', feel Ihat there must hav� been, a man Dickens , knew who was exactly like this: you feel that there s a b1t of Mlcawbcr III almos' everybody you know. including yo�rsclf. Our l1npresslons of human life arc picked up onc by one. and remam for mOSI of us loose and disorganiZL-d. But we constantly find thi ngs in �lIeratu�e that suddenly coordinate and bring into focus a great many such ImpreSSions, and this is pari of what Aristotle mcans by the Iypical or universal human evcnt.lt 

It is this kind of bringing of assorted experiences of everyday life to 

focus that the cockfight, set aside from that life as " only a game" and 

reconnected to it as " more than a game," accomplishes, and so creates 

what, better than typical or universal, could be called a paradigmatic 

human event-I hat is, one that lells us less what happens than the kind 

of thing that would happen if, as is not the case, life were art and could 

be as freely shaped by styles of feeling as Macb!'11r and DlIvid Coppa. 

field are, 

Enacted and re-enacted, so far without end, [he Cockfight enables the 

Balinese. as, read and reread. Mtlch!'llr enables us, 10 see a dimension 

of his own SUbjectivity. As he watches fight after fight, with the active 

watching of an owner and a bettor (for COCkfighting has no more inter-

:It Frye. Th� Educa,�d Imagination. pp. 63-64. 
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est as :t pure spectator sport than docs croquet or dog racing), hc grows 

familiar with il and what it has to say 10 him. much as the auentive lis

tener to string quartets or the absorbed viewer of still life grows slowly 

more familiar with them in a way which opens his subjectivity to him-

self."o 

Yet, because-in another of those paradoxes, along with painted 

feelings and unconsequenced acts, which haunt aesthetics-that subjec

tivity does not properly exist until it is thus organized. art forms �ener. 

ate and regenerate the very subjectivity they prctend only [0 d1splay. 

Quartets, stili lifes, and COCkfights are not merely refleclions of a prc-ex

isting sensibility analogically represented; Ihey arc positive agents in  the 

creation and maintenance of such a sensibility. If we sec ourselves as a 

pack of Micawbers, it is frolll reading too muc� Dicken� (if we see ?U�

selves as unillusioned realists. it is frolll readlllg too hltle); and Simi

larly for Balinese, cocks. and cockfights. It is in such a way. coloring 

experience wilh the light they cast it in, rather Ihan through whate ... cr 

material effects they may have, that the artS play their role. as arts, in 

social life.4 1 

In the cockfight, then, the Balinese forms and discovers his tempera

melH and his society's tcmper at the same time. Or, more cxactly. he 

forms and discovers a particular facet of them. Not only are there a 

great many other cultural texts providing commentaries on status hier· 

40 The use of the. 10 Europeans, "natural" visual 1diom for pcrception-"see." 
"watchcs." and so forth-i� more than usually mIsleading hcre. for the fact Ihat, 
as mentioned earlier. Balinese follow the pro,ress of Ihe fi,ht as muc� {perhaps, 
as fi,hting cocks are actually rather hard. 10 see

. 
e)t�ept as blurs or mot10n . . more) 

with theIr bodies as with their eyes. mOVIll, the1r limbs, head�. and trunks In ,e5' 
tural mimicry or Ihe cocks' maneuvers, means that much of the indi ... idual's expe
rience of the fi,ht is kinesthetic rather than visual. If e ... er the�e was an cx�mpI: 
of Kenneth Burke's definition of a symbolic act as "the danctng of an attitude 
I The Philosophy of L,trrary Form, re .... cd. �New Yo�k, 1.957), �. 91 t

.
he cock

fi,ht is it. On the enormous role of kine"thet1c percept�on In Bal1n�e I1fe .
. 

Bate
son and Mead, Balint'st! Character. pp, 84-88: on the active nalure ot aesthe\1c per· 
ception in gencral. Goodman. IAngllfjg� of ArI, p�. 241-24�. . �I Al l this couplin, of the OCCIdental ,real wllh the onental lowly W11l dou

.
bt

less disturb certain sorts of aeslhcticians as the earlier effo�ls of anthro�lo'lsts 
to speak of Christianity and lot em ism 1n the same breath dIsturbed cemlln

. 
sorts 

of theologians. 8uI a� onlolo,ical que:.tion� are lor �houhJ be) bra:keted m lhc 
sociology of reli,ion. jud,menlal one\ arc (or should be) bracketed III the S?clOl. 
o,y of art. In any case. Ihe &lIempt to deprovincialize 

.
th� C?ncept .of art IS but 

part of the general anthropological conspiracy t.o deprovlnclahzc a�1 I
.
mportant so

cial concepts-marria,e. rcli,ion. law. rational1ty-and thou,h Ihls IS a threat .to 
aesthetic theories which regard �rtain .... orks of art as beyond the reach of SO:IO
logical analysis.. It is no threat to the conviCl1on. for which Robert Graves chums 
to have been reprimltlndcd at hiS Cambridge tnpos, that some poems arc better 
than Olhers. 
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archy and self-regard in Bali, but there are a great many other critical 
sectors of Balinese life besides the stratificatory and the agonistic that 
receive such commentary. The ceremony consecrating a 8rahmana 
priest, a matter of breath control, postural immobility. and vacant con
centration upon the depths of being, displays a radically different. but 
to the Balinese equally real, property of social hierarchy-its reach to
ward the numinous transcendent. Set not in  the matrix of the kinetic 
emotionality of animals, but in that of Ihe static passionlessness of di
vine mentality, it expresses tranquillity not disquiet. The mass festivals 
at the village temples, which mobilize the whole local population in 
elaborate hostings of visiting gods-songs. dances, compliments. gifts 
-assert the spiritual unity of village mates against their status incqual· 
ity and project a mood of amity and trust. "2 The COCkfight is not the 
master key to Balinese life, any more than bullfighting is to Spanish. 
What it says about that life is not unqualified nor even unchallenged by 
what other equally eloquent cultural statements say about it. But there 
is nothing more surprising in this than in  the fact that Racine and Mo
Iil:re were contemporaries, or that the same people who arrange chry
santhemums cast swords. �3 

The culture of a people is an ensemble of texts, themselves ensem· 
bles, which the anthropologist strains to read over the shoulders of 
those to whom they properly belong. There are enormous difficulties in 
such an enterprise. methodological pitfalls to make a Freudian quake, 

4l For the consecration ceremony. see V. E. Korn. ''The Consecration of the 
Priest," in Swellenllrebel, ed., Bali: St"dirs. pp. 13 1 _ 1 54; for (somewhat exaaaer
ated) villaae communion. R Goris. "The Reliaious Character of the Balinese Vil
laiC," ibid .• pp. 79 100. 

n That what the cockfilht has to say about Bali IS not altoaether without per
ception and the disquiet it expresses about the generlll pattern of Balinese life is 
not wholly without reason is attested by the fact that in two weeks of December 
1965. durinl the upheavals following the unsuccessful coup in Djakarta. between 
forty and eighty thousand Balinese (in a population of about two million) were 
killed. largely by one another-the worst outburst in the country. [J. HUlLhes. 111-
do,,�sian Uphrlll'al (New York. 1967), pp. 173-181. Huahes' figures are. of 
course, rather casual estimates, but they arc not the most extreme.1 This is not to 
say, of course. that the killinp were caused by the coekfiaht. could have been 
predicted on the basis of it. or were some sort of enlaraed version of it with real 
people in the place of the cocks-all of which is nonsense. It is merely to say 
that if one looks at Bali not just through the medium of its dances. its shadow
plays. ilS sculpture. and its airls. but-as the Balinese them�elves do-also 
throuah the medium of its cockfight. the fact that the massacre occurred seems. if 
no less appallina, less like a contradiction to the laws of nature. As more than 
one real Gloucester has discovered. sometimes people actually let life precille1y as 
they most deeply do not want it. 
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